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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The rapidly expanding flight envelopes of aircraft, the growing applications of active control technology (ACT) and
the associated development of control configured vehicles (CCV) have revealed a need to improve our knowledge and
understanding of controls and to explore new modes of control. The aim of the Symposium was to determine the current
'state of the art' and to direct attention to the major problem areas for future research.

The Symposium was divided into six Sessions with topic headings: General Aspects. Novel Controls (2 Sessions),
l)irec, r'orce Controls, Dynamic Effects and Interference Effects. In addition to the papers submitted and accepted for
presentation there were a number of invited key papers surveying conventional and novel methods of control, prediction
methods, experimental data derived from wind tunnel and flight measurements, and flight experience of ACT and CCV.
A final session took the form of a Round Table l)iscussion involving the authors of the invited papers.

The Symposium showed that we are still very much dependent on ad hoc wind tunnel model tests as a basis for the
design and development of the controls of specific aircraft and our basic understanding is deficient, even of such factors
as the effects of control gaps. Numerical calculation methods which are proving increasingly effective for the prediction
of overall aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft with attached flow are finding application to control problems, but so
far with very limited success because of the dominance of viscous effects which are generally not predicted with adequate
accuracy, and the theories are not yet able to account for the effects of flow separation. Dynamic effects are important
in connection with some applications of ACT and for highly manoeuvrable aircraft, but they are also inadequately under-
stood.

Interesting examples were presented of novel methods of control, these included flaperons, tailerons. wingerons,

canards (horizontal and vertical), leading edge slats, pylon split flaps, blowing, vortex generators, digitally controlled
segmented flaps and spoilers. These were mainly developed with particular applications in mind, but their potential for
further development and applications was evident.

The Symposium did not reveal as much as was hoped on direct force controls although the importance of the subject
was well emphasised in the course of the discussions. There was also a lack of papers on the use of propulsion sources for
control as well as on the buffeting characteristics of controls. A future symposium may help to remedy these deficiencies.

Important problem areas for future research revealed by the Symposium were:

1 ) *rhe need for a better data base. To this end improved correlation between wind tunnel and flight data was
strongly urged. At present agreement between theory and experiment and between flight and wind tunnel tests
is sometimes good and sometimes bad and reasons for this variability of agreement are generally not known.
Ad hoc data tend not to lend themselves easily to correlation and systematic tests should be planned to supple-
ment the ad hoc work.

(2) Dynamic effects on control characteristics. One paper for example presented results showing marked reduction
of spoiler effectiveness with increase of the frequency parameter.

(3) Reliable theoretical methods must be developed to account for viscous effects and the effects of flow separa-
tion both structured and unstructured.

(4) Interference and cross-coupling effects. It was evident that these effects could be very important and in some
applications can be used to advantage if properly understood e.g. horizontal canards can produce appreciable
side-forces.

(5) The important control derivatives needed for ACT. We should determine these and plan systematic work on
them.

(6) Mission requirements of future aircraft. These need to be more clearly defined so that attention can be focused
on the appropriate control problems.

Finally, a strong plea was made that since the subject of ACT properly concerns a number of disciplines a
Symposium should be organised on it but on an inter-disciplinary basis, involving some or all of the relevant Panels e.g.
FDP, FMP, SMP. GCP and AVP.

A.I).YOUN(
Symposium Chairman
June 1979
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7HFORETICAL AERODYNAMIC METHODS FOR ACTIVE CONTKOL DEVICES

Horst Krner
Institut fUr Entwurfsaerodynamik der DFVLR, Braunschweig, Germany

SbIARY

A brief survey of the theoretical aerodynamic aspects of active control devices is given. Various calcu-
lation methods for subsonic, transonic and supersonic attached flow are reviewed. This is followed by
conents on separated flow. After a presentation of typical correlations between theoretical and experi-
mental results for steady and unsteady characteristics of controls, this survey concludes with a resume
of the shortcomings of the theoretical approaches and some reconmendations for future efforts.

CONTENT

1. Introduction

2. Subsonic attached flow

3. Transonic attached flow

4. Supersonic attached flow

5. Leading edge vortex flow

6. Separated flow without primary structures

7. Conclusions

NOTATIONS

x, y, z coordinate system f frequency

t time O, o potential functions

x, t dimensionless time ( phase shift of the unsteady values

a spanwise loading function
h chordwise loading function

cmean aerodynamic chord
c pressure coefficient

s halfspan or location of the spoiler P
Ac load coefficient

h height of the spoiler P
c', c'' real resp. imaginary part of the

1 characteristic length p p unsteady pressure distribution
(I = c/2 for airfoil) (eqn. 4)
(1 = s or c for wings)

c P c L, . lift coefficient resp. derivative
angle of attack L 8 due to flap deflection

flap resp. spoiler deflection CD  drag coefficient

undisturbed flow speed cm, cm, cm. pitching moment resp. derivative

speasound 6 due to flap deflection

M h Mach number hinge moment resp. derivative due

Mach toP h
M'  critical Mach number h' tflpdleio

Re U c Reynolds number

k - I . reduced frequencyU

w = 2wf circular frequency

Dr.-Ing.
Head (acting) of Institute for Design Aerodynamics, DFVLR



SUBSCRIPTfS

S steady

K kink

m medium

i amplitude

FF far field

1. INrROUCl'ION

For the improvement of the performance of airbornf vehicles several new te-hnologies have been proposed
within the last decade. The most promising among these are

* supercritical wings

" compcsite materials in primary structures

" advanced high bypass engines

* active control devices

* integrated digital guidance and control.

Technology programs are in progress to demonstrate the superiority of these new techniques. Some of tnese

techniques have already been brought to such a standard that the application in production aircrafts is
justified. Others are still in the process of heing elucidated and developed.

One of the most promising new technologies is the active control technique 111, 121, 131, 141. This tech-
nology implies the instantanious fast deflection of control devices to react on disturbances at the moment
when they occur. This new technology which can only be developed as an interdisciplinary technique, re-
quiring flight mechanics, guidance and control, structures and materials and not at least aerodynamics
has an impact on

* performance

* safety

* ride quality

of the aircraft and on the

* abatement of noise in the environment of airports.

Active control technique on an aircraft may be used for

* relaxed static stability

" load control for manoeuvre and gust load alleviation

* flutter mode control

e direct force control.

As active control devices, conventional or new controls may be used. I1pre 1 shows control devices on an
airplane, some of them typical for a fighter type aircraft, others for a subsonic transport aircraft.
Ihere is a subdivision between longitudinal and lateral controls. This is not at all stringent since
longitudinal devices may also be used for lateral control as spoilers and differential tail for roll
control and vice versa.

As can be seen the main aerodynamic problems that have to be treated are

" wings with control devices and

" mutual interference of wings.

rhe problem of the aerodynamicist is, to give good prediction for the effectiveness of control devices
for steady and unsteady deflection. This is a task which can be solved by theoretical and experimental
means.

The most straight-forward way providing data for control-surfaces, is the theoretical approach. Iigure
gives a classification of the methods available or in development. First there has to be done a _s7Ub -i
sion into

* attached flow and

* separated flow.

For attached steady and unsteady flow powerful methods have been developed on the basis of the potential
theory with some allowance for viscous effects by boundary layer which give reasonable results for sub-
sonic and supersonic flow. In the transonic case there are still severe deficiencies which are connected
with the strong nonlinearity of the governing equations. Since most of the control devices used, work in
the attached flow regime, there is a good chance to get a realistic theoretical prediction for the effec-
tiveness.

A --



For separated flow a distinction must be made between those flow types where there exists a well-formed
primary structure, e.g. the shedding of a free vortex sheet rolling up, and those where no primary struc-
ture can be observed, e.g. the flow behind bluff bodies. For the separated flow with certain primary
structures, singularity models of the separated region may be constructed, in order to achieve an approxi-
mate solution. This leads to good results. When there is obviously no primary structure the singularity
models are somewhat doubtful and the full solution of the Navier-Stokes-equations would be appropriate.
Ihis way is indead the most comprehensive but also the most laborious one, and only a few solutions for
practical purposes have been given up to now.

Another subdivision of methods resp. problems, which may be used, is the classification between steady
and unsteady deflection of the control devices. lhe following states may be distinguished:

* Fixed control device.

Ihis is the case of steady flow. There exist special classes o1 methods.

* Slowly oscillating movement of the device (k ;s 0.05).

For this case the steady methods -an be used for a quasi-steady evaluation, since the aerodynamic
forces and moments are in phase with the movement.

* Fast oscillating movement of the device (k _ 0.05).
Methods for attached flow have been developed for this case. 'Ihe aerodynamic forces and moments are
no longer in phase with the movement,

* Suddenly deflected control device.
°This case can be treated by the oscillatory methods by a Fourier analysis of the step-function. For

some cases exact solutions exist which can be used for inspection of approximate methods.

General literature on theoretical methods is available. 151 and 6 among others give the basis, '171
and 81 concentrate on practical prediction methods and applications for the steady case, whereas 9., 101
and IlI deal with the unsteady case. 1121, 1131 and 1141 give short resumes of prediction-methods for
the unsteady case. The recent development of prediction-methods is given in I5 , 161 and I171.

2. SUBSONIC ArFTAIH FLOW

2.1 Basic equations

The basic equation of linearized subsonic potential flow is

(1 - I) xx + y+ = 0 1)

where M is the free stream Mach number and 0 is the velocity potential. This equation can be transferred
by Goethert rule to the Laplace-equation

xx + + 0 0 (2)

or

v2  
= 0.

The linearized potential equation for the unsteady case is

v2€-J u Lj 2  o (3)
a
2  3

where a is the speed of sound and U the flight speed.

2.2 Outline of the methods

Since the solution procedure for steady and unsteady flow is similar, a unique treatment of both cases will
be given. Two main classes of methods have to be distinguished (figure 3), the

* conformal mapping methods

o singularity methods.

the conformal mapping technique has been worked out by 'IILORI)OPSON 1181 to a comprehensive theory for
steady and unsteady twodimensional flow. Nevertheless the singularity-methods have become much more impor-
tant since these methods could be extended without major difficulties to the 3D case.

Due to the linearity of the subsonic potential equation the principle of superposition of solutions can be
applied. So basic solutions of the equations as sources, vortices and doublets may be combined in an arbi-
trary way to find the flow field required. This singularity technique has been used for the development of
a large number of subsonic theories and will be described subsequently for the 31) case, which includes the
21D one. For the development of these methods both the velocity and the acceleration potential have been
used successfully.



The subsonic singularity method can be divided into two classes:

* loading function methods

e discrete loading methods.

The loading function method, also called lifting surface method, is a thin wing resp. thin airfoil theory.
The 6ic sie -ra£-fias been developed by JLTHOPP 191 and TRUCKENBRODT 1201, the extention to the
unsteady case has been given by LASQ1KA 1211, 1221 and DAVIES 1231.

Thin wing theory means that thickness effects are neglected because they are of minor importance compared
with the lift effects. Since lift effect can be simulated by vortices and doublets, these singularities
are the basis of thin wing theory. The problem to be solved may then be formulated as an integral-equation
for the downwash of the wing. This equation can also be derived by Green's theorem.

The solution of this integral equation is found by introducing loading functions with unknown scale tac-
tors in chordwise and spanwise direction to approximate the load of the wing. Figure 4 shows typical
loading functions for the subsonic lifting surface theory. 'fhe choice of the loading functions must be
consistent with the singular behaviour of the leading edge of the wing (ha, hl, h2 , hK), the hinge line
(hK) and the wing tip (ao, ai). The load must also satisfy the Kutta condition at the trailing edge.
After introduction of these loading functions the integral-equation is reduced to a system of linear
equations where the scale factors of the loading-functions have to be evaluated. This can be done after
having introduced a number of control-points on the wing where flow tangency has to be satisfied.

fhe other type of methods which will be discussed here are discrete loading methods. Here it is useful tosubdivide in s vortex/doublet lattice methods and

* panel methods.

While vortex/doublet lattice methods only treat the thin wing, panel methods enable a general solution of
thick lifting bodies.

The vortex-lattice method for steady flow has been developed by FALKNER 1241 and RUBBERF 1251, extensions
of thils- thoa-have-seen-giveii among others in 1261 and 1271. The unsteady case has been treated by IElIA\
'281 and ABANO and RODDEN 1291.

Basis of this method again is the downwash-equation of lifting surface theory. The idea of this method is,
to discretize the load of the wing in small elements. Thus the wing has to be subdivided in a large number
of small trapezoidal elementary wings - called panels - arranged in strips parallel to the free stream and
with leading edge, trailing edge and hinge-line coinciding with edges of the panels (see figure 5). It has
been shown that the lift of a panel can be concentrated on the quarter chord line of tle panel with trai-
ling vortices at the tips. 'This horseshoe-vortex whose strength has to be determined represents the steady
effect of the panel. By a line of doublets on the quarter chord line the oscillator), effect can be taken
into account. The downwash boundary condition then is satisfied at a pivot-point which is located at
3/4 chord along the center line of'each panel. The basic integral equation of lifting surface theory is
thus reduced to a set of linear equations, which has to be solved for the unknown load.

Ihe advantage of this method is its rather simple handling in comparison to the lifting surface method
since it can be used without difficulties for complex nonplanar lifting systems 130 , 131,. hen using the
loading function method complications arise since the characteristic singular behaviour of the solution
must be known a priori and must be incorporated in the method in form of appropriate loading functions.
Ihis is not the case with the vortex/doublet-lattice method where singular behaviour is a result of the
computation.

In order to get good accuracy for the vortex/doublet-lattice method, 100 panels are necessary to get an
appropriate load distribution in span- and chordwise direction. A still higher number is needed for a wing
with control devices. Lven with this high number of panels the accuracy of this method is not as high as
of the loading function method. Since it seems not worthwhile to achieve a higher accuracy than +5% be-
cause thickness and viscous effects have not been taken into account, also the vortex/doublet-lattice
method can be seen as a powerful method.

A somewhat different approach to the thin wing discrete methods has recently been given by ROOS 1321 and
G.ISSLLI 33, . Instead of a doublet-line Geilhier uses a doublet-field on the panel.

Ihe mst recent and viost compreheiL ive approach to subsonic lifting bodies is the panel method. For stead)'
flow the basics of thi> iethod are deried by IILSS and SMIIII 341 and RUBBERT and s9-\IRT9-TmsT Amplifica-
tions of this ,lethod have been given in 3,n to 4o . The unsteady approach has been treated in 141, , 142,
43 and 44 . A surie' on panel me'thod!, as , -11 as vortex-lattice methods is given in 1451.

The basic Idea of the panel mlethod i >nliu tar to the vortex-lattice method. The surface of the body is
subdivided into a large nmbei (.1 tryaip ilal panels as shown in f . The solution of the governing
Laplace equation for steady fiv is Lstnicted by arranging a distribution of basic singularities on body
and wake surface. tihe effect ,: thV>IL lscretc ingularity distributions on each panel produces disturb-
ance velocities at other point, of the .urlacv. \t these pivot-points - each panel has one on its centre -
the velocities are evaltU'd i. , integral, eJploYing :,en's theorem. This integral expresses the in-
duced velocity at a body pi ,,t-iknut in tem.- of the known Ihodv geometry and the uniknown perturbation
singularity strength. Sat st.ing the ondit ion of lo tangency at the pivot-points yields determining
the singularity strength. Ohil pi, edlie i- pote similar to the vortex-lattice method.

[he version most widely used in ~t Icce f+r teadv flou has source singularities on the surface to get
the thickness effect and %,,tex ingula it iu in the body an surface and the wake for representation



of the lift effect. Unsteady effects can be treated by placing doublets on the mean surface or on the sur- -
face itself. For steady flow this powerful method is already extensively used. For unsteady flow first re-
suits have been achieved.

2.3 Discussion of results

To prove the validity of the methods described, some typical theoretical results will be presented, which
have been verified experimentally by wind-tunnel investigations. In order to have a consistent nomencla-
ture within this paper, a few denominations of the original contributions have been changed. Unchanged
remain different presentations of unsteady pressure and derivatives, which can be given either divided
in real and imaginary part or in magnitude and phase shift.

cteady c + ic'' = c • e . (4)

Both nomenclatures have been used here.

Figure 7 shows results for a twodimensional airfoil with oscillating flap 1461. The real and imaginary
part of the pressure distribution are given for a reduced frequency between 0 and 1. The singular behaviour
of the flap-kink can be seen quite clearly. it can also be seen that the flap-singularity acts in phase
with the movement of the flap. The figure shows furthermore that good agreement between theory and experi-
ment can be achieved. It must however be noted that with rising frequency the discrepancies in c p' are
growing. p

thick airfoil with a trailing edge flap 1471. Results are given for lift, pitching moment and hinge moment

over the reduced frequency for two Mach numbers (0.3 and 0.76). The theory used is the conformal mapping
technique for a thin plate with flap 1181.

At M = 0.3 a good agreement can be seen for the phase shift, while the magnitude of the coefficients devi-
ates between 15% and 50% from the experimental values. The highest deviations result for the hinge moment.
This is due to thickness, camber and before all viscous effects which have been neglected.

At M = 0.76 the discrepancies are even higher and for the pitching moment the tendency is not predicted in
the right way. Here subsonic theory fails, since the flow on the airfoil is supercritical.

Let us now have a look on the 3D case. Figure 9 shows results for an untapered swept wing with two flaps
acting in antiphase. Theoretical results achieved with the discrete loading method by GEISSLER 1331 are
compared with wind-tunnel results 1481. Results are given for two sections. The agreement between theory
and experiment is quite good. Some small discrepancies can be observed at the leading edge of the control
surface. This is obviously due to a small gap in the experimental case.

Results for a swept wing with oscillating flap at a high subsonic Mach number are given in figure 10. The
results achieved with a loading function method after 1491 compare quite well with the experimental data.

All results presented up to now have been achieved with thin airfoil resp. thin wing theories. One major
deficiency of these theories is the neglection of thickness effects. This can be overcome by the use of
panel-methods. Figure 11 compares results from thin wing theory 1331 and panel-method 1441 for the wing
discussed in figure 9. The thickness effect alters the pressure distribution significantly. Compared with
the experiment, it is difficult to decide, whether the incorporation of the thickness effect brings ap
improvement or not. Obviously thickness effects and viscous effects are partially cancelling each other
as known from the steady case. This may explain the rather good agreement which is usually found when
comparing pressure distributions received from inviscid thin-wing theories and experiments.

Now the straightforward way is, to combine potential theory, especially the panel-method with viscous cal-
culations (boundary layer). For steady flow this technique will be discussed in chapter b including sepa-
ration-effects. For the unsteady case pilot calculations have been done by GEISSLER 1441, which show en-
couraging results.

The second main problem of control aerodynamics is the interference between main wing and tail or canard.
igure 12 shows theoretical results from loading function method 1221 for a wing with variable sweep fol-

lowe ya tail-unit. Results are given for the unsteady pressure distribution in a specified section of

the tailplane due to wing pitch oscillation compared with experiments 1501. For the moderate sweep cases
the agreement between theory and experiment is quite good. In the case of 700 sweep larger discrepancies
occur since now the tailplane is strongly influenced by the boundary layer of the wing, the deformation
of the vortex-sheet and before all by the tip-vortex. All these viscous effects are not covered by theory.

Figure 13 shows results for the reverse problem: interference of a pitching tail on the main wing. As can
be seen this influence is rather small. The theoretical prediction agrees fairly well with the experimen-
tal data.

3. TRANSONIC A7A(}IED FLOW

3.1 Basic equations

In the transonic flow regime the nonlinearities are no longer of second order and must therefore be taken
into account. Basic equations for the steady case are
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For the unsteady case the basic equations are
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In contrast to the subsonic case these equations are nonlinear and the well-known techniques used in sub-
sonic flow as superposition of solutions cannot be used.

Another difficulty that arises in the transonic flow regime is due to the occurrence of subsonic and super-
sonic flow fields around the wing at the same time. This means for the steady case, that the governing equa-
tion changes its type from elliptic (subsonic) to hyperbolic (supersonic) within the flow field. This dif-
ficulty has been overcome by the introduction of different regions of influence for the subsonic and the
supersonic case 1511. In the unsteady case this brings no difficulties since these equations are uniformlyhyperbolic. Therefore time-dependent methods also have been used to find the steady state solution (t .

Another difficulty arises from the occurrence of shock-waves, which does not allow a priori the assumption
of isentropic flow. Since the existence of potential flow suggests isentropy, this is a crucial point. It
has been shown that for weak shocks, potential theory is still appropriate, but if exact solutions are
wanted, the Euler- or Navier-Stokes-equations must be used.

On the other hand the treatment of the full potential equation or moreover the Euler equations is so
difficult, that there have been several attempts to reduce these equations to a form which can be handled
easier, as e.g. the transonic-small-perturbation equation (TSP), the parabolic equation, the integral
equation and the hodograph equation. Each of these equations forms the basis of powerful evaluation tech-
niques for at least steady flow.

3.2 Outline of the methods

Figure 14 gives a survey over theoretical methods available for transonic flow. The great number of dif-
ferent approaches shows the large effort devoted to this complicated problem.

Hodograph method: Basis of this method is the linear hodograph equation which has to be evaluated in the
hodograph-plane. This method has its special merits for twodimensional airfoil design 1521, 1531, 141.
Local linearization: Due to the relative simplicity of the parabolic equation used for this approach, this
method has been exploited to a large extent. Nevertheless the method of local linearization did not
achieve major importance since it has several shortcomings which restrict its applicability. So this
method is only applicable to M-numbers near 1. Furthermore shock-waves, and round leading edges cannot
be treated. Results of this method are known for the steady and unsteady case 1551, 1561, 1571, 1581, 159i.

Integral equation: Basis of this method is an integral equation which can be derived from the potential
equation using Green's theorem. The method due to Oswatitsch allows substantial savings in computation
efforts since it provides a reduction of dimensions by one when an appropriate assumption for the decay
of the velocity transverse to the streamwise direction is made. The integral equation gives good results
for subcritical flow but exhibits some critical features, when the flow becomes supercritical. Nevertheless
also these difficulties can be overcome. Steady methods of this type have been developed by 1601 and 1011,
unsteady methods by 1621 and 1631.

Finite difference: This type of method has been pushed forward in the last years to such an extent, that
effective prediction methods for steady and with some restrictions for unsteady flow are available. Two
different types of methods have to be distinguished

e relaxation methods

9 time progressing methods.

The relaxation technique is at the moment the most widely used prediction method for steady and unsteady
flow.- o- s-te~hnique will be described a bit more in detail for the steady 3D case 1641, 1651,1661.
Basic equations for this technique may be the widely used TSP equation together with equation 6. These
equations are transferred into finite difference equations for which the solution has to be evaluatedthroughout the flow field near the wing-body-configuration (see figure 15). At a certain distance from
the configuration the far field solution is connected with the finite difference solution. For the finite
difference procedure within the network different types of operators are used
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e centered finite difference molecules for
subsonic (elliptic) points

* backward oriented finite difference molecules
for supersonic (hyperbolic) points and ,

9 a mixture of both for points aft of the boundary
supersonic-subsonic flow.

The boundary condition on the configuration is satisfied by yielding flow tangency at mesh-points, which
border on the body.

The solution for the potential within the finite difference network is found by successive line relaxation
following the direction of the flow. This so called sweeping through the flow field has to be repeated
until a converged solution has been achieved. Since the number of field points for a 3D wing is approxi-
mately 50 LYX) to 200 000, and up to 400 iterations are needed, the computer time is rather high. It takes
up to 3 h on an IBM 370/158.

T"he method described here is with certain modifications, e.g.

* use of full potential equation 1671
* use of mapping technique to get a more appropriate computation field 1671, 168

* different applization of boundary conditions 16611 conservative or non-conservative formulation 1671

e different far field approaches 1681

the at this time standard method for 3D transonic flow computations with shocks. These methods can be used
without difficulties for flap deflections as far as no separation effects occur.

* For the relaxation methods a rather simple extension to the unsteady oscillatory flow is possible, when
only small deflections are assumed 1691, 1 721, 1741. The other promising type of finite difference method
is the time progressing method which first has been developed for the steady case using the solution t -
as the steady solution. This method which has been developed on the basis of the Euler equations by
YOSHIHARA 1751, 1761 and others 1771, 1781, 1791, is especially appropriate for the suddenly deflected
control device. Results for oscillatory flow achieved with this most accurate method may also be used as
reference for the much faster relaxation methods which only give approximate result. An alternative ap-

A proach to this method is the Alterning-Direction Implicit (ADI) method proposed by BALIAUS 1701, 1711,
1731 which uses an implicit discretization of the governing equations. Due to this technique the computa-
tion time needed can be speeded up considerably.

Finite element: A further alternative approach to the transonic problem is the finite element method. This
method which is widely used in the calculation of static structures, has not been adopted in fluid
mechanics to a large extent. Methods for 2D and 3D steady flow have been developed by 1801, 1811 and 1821,
unsteady approaches have been given by 1831 and 1841. As in the relaxation technique, special care has to
be taken for the supercritical case.

Finite volume: The perhaps most effective approach to the steady and unsteady flow-problem in transonic
flow is the finite-volume approach. The development of this method shows that a not too complicated con-
servative formulation of the problem is feasible. Furthermore the treatment of boundary conditions at the
contour can be satisfied easier that with other discrete methods, except finite element. Basic work
in this field has been done by 1851, 1861 and 1871.

Although a number of methods for transonic flow are given here - these are only a selection of much more
publications on this topic - a comprehensive method for 3D wings with oscillating flaps has not been pre-
sented up to now. A survey of unsteady 2D-methods is given in |881.

3.3 Discussion of results

For the transonic case some selected results will be presented which show the special features and the
state of the art of methods in transonic flow. These results are compared with experiments from wind-
tunnel.

ig~re 16 shows experimental results for a 6% thick airfoil with oscillating flap over the Mach number
1881. These results are compared with subsonic thin airfoil theory and demonstrate quite clearly the limits
of validity of subsonic theory. up to the critical Mach ntmber, which lies slightly below M = 0.85, magni-
tude and phase shift of the coefficients are well in agreement, except for the magnitude of the hinge-
moment but here the rather low level of the value must be taken into account. At higher subsonic Mach
numbers (M > 0.85) the magnitude and phase shift of the coefficients diverge. This behaviour is due to
strong nonlinear effects.

FiHure 17 shows the calculated unsteady upper surface pressure distribution for the same airfoil for
difrent flap positions. The theoretical evaluation with the ADI method after BALLHAUS et al. 1731
shows quite clearly the change of pressure distribution due to flap oscillation, especially the move-
ment of the shock and the change in shock-strength.

In fitu 18 the calculated movement of the shock on the airfoil is compared with experiments. The method
use isthe time-marching method by YOSIHARA 176; experiments are taken from TIJDEMAN 1881. Although the
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most comprehensive method has been used without and with consideration of viscous effects, no acceptable
I - agreement between theory and experiment can be achieved. It must however be beared in mind that the shock

location is a very sensitive criterion for the quality of methods.

Let us have a look on the load and pressure distributions. Figure 19 shows a comparison of theory and ex-
periment for a subcritical and a supercritical case. The theories used are the subsonic thin airfoil theo-
ry and the transonic relaxation method after EHLERS 1691. For the subsonic case the magnitude of tc is
given very badly by the transonic theory; on the other hand at M = 0.85 the specific feature of thePmoving
shock is predicted qualitatively quite well, but the absolute value is overestimated. Also in phase shift
there are remarkable discrepancies. Figure 20, which gives results from the relaxation-method by FRITZ
1741 shows the sane tendency.

All these discrepancies may have several reasons as

" inadequacy of the small perturbation-approach

" inadequacy of the shock-treatment in the theory

" separation-effects at the foot of the shock or at the trailing edge

" Reynolds number influence.

These deficiencies are only partially typical unsteady effect. in fact the steady case already exhibits
most of the difficulties cited. This can be seen in figure 21 where the hinge-moment over the flap deflec-
tion for the NACA 64AO06 airfoil at M = 0.95 is given for the steady case. Due to different shock-arrange-
ments on upper and lower surface, the lift-slope exhibits highly nonlinear characteristics.

Unsteady flap deflection creates an unsteady movement of the shock on the airfoil. Tijdeman has observed
three different types of shock movement 1881:
type A: sinusoidal shock-wave motion. In this case the shocks on the upper and lower surface move in

sinusoidal mode in antiphase.

type B: interrupted shock-wave motion. The motion is characterized by the disappearance of the shock
during a part of its backward motion. Figure 18 shows the location for this type as observed
in experiment. The calculation shows type A.

type C: upstream propagated shock wave motion. This type is especially observed, when the flow is just
sunercritical. The shock moves upstream first increasing in strength, then weakening and finally
leaving the airfoil from the leading edge.

Ibis phenomenology may show what difficulties arise in transonic unsteady flow. These effects may lead to

highly nonlinear behaviour of the coefficients and derivatives.

Another nonlinear effect is given in figure 22 where cL over the medium flap deflection angle
is shown 89,. Linear theory would suaget a' there is no dependence. The figure demonstrates however
that there is an influence already at low speed (M = 0.3), an effect which increases at high subsonic
Mach numers. Ihis effect must be attributed to viscous interaction which has not been investigated up
to naw in detail.

That there is a strong viscous effect, especially in the transonic flow regime shows f, where
experimental results for a small aspect ratio tapered wing with trailing edge flap compared with theory
are given. The figure shows the cL and - over Mach number with Reynolds number as parameter 1901.
Ihese results demonstrate quite clearly the important influence of the Reynolds number. It can be con-
cluded that low Reynolds number experiments may be misleading for the estimation of flight performance.
It must he mentioned that all experimental results presented here have been achieved in the Reynolds
number range up to 5 • 106. Since this is a very critical range discrepancies between theory and experiment
should not always be attributed to inaccuracies of the theory.

4. SUPLIJSONIC AIIAIIED FLOW

4.1 Basic equations

As in the subsonic case the pure supersonic flow can be treated by linearized theory. This allows all the
simplifications implicated with a linearized treatment as discussed for subsonic flow. The basic equation
for steady flow is (M2 - 1ijx - y- 0z - (9)

xx IDyy zz 0(9

The linearized potential equation for the unsteady case is identical to subsonic case

V24 0. (10)vz _a [ + O U = O. d

When the Mach ntmber comes near I or exceeds 3 nonlinear terms of the full potential equation have to be
taken into account. Linear theory also fails in areas, where shock-waves impinge with the surface.

4.2 Outline of the methods

According to the type of equation to be solved two different types of methods must be distinguished
(figure 24)



* singularity-methods for the solution of the

linear potential equation I (1e field-methods for the solution of the potential-
equation with nonlinear terms or the Euler equations.

Sigularity-methods: As in subsonic flow, the potential-equation can be transferred into an integral-equa-
tion ich is the basis of all supersonic theories. Special features of supersonic theory are

* range of dependence: only the area of the Mach-cone
in front of the pivot-point has an influence on the
flow condition in the pivot point

* subdivision between sub- and supersonic edges:
subsonic' edges have a singular behaviour different
from the supersonic case. When there is a supersonic
edge, there is no mutual dependence of upper and
lower side of the wing around this edge.

There exist several different formulations to treat the supersonic problem. Among others the most important
are

* integration of the dowrwash 1911, 1921

* integration of the velocity potential 1931, 1941

" acceleration potential 1951.

All three formulation have their special merits. There are also sevEral ways integrating the range of in-
fluence. The most important are given in figure 25, covering

* square boxes 1961
* Mach boxes 1931, 1951, 1971
* characteristic boxes 1911, 1921

* boxes adjusted to wing geometry 1981, 1991.

No best choice can be given, since this depends often from geometry and Yange of Mach number. All these
techniques give appropriate results if the evaluation for each box is done in a proper way.

Field-methods: For a more refined analysis of the supersonic flow of complex configurations methods must be
used which base on a potential equation with the most important nonlinear terms, the full potential equa-
tion or even the Euler equations abandoning the concept of isentropic flow. Such methods - at this time in
the status of development - are finite difference I1001 and finite volume techniques 1101[. Up to now none
of these methods has been used for the prediction of control effectiveness.

4.3 Discussion of results

For steady flow figure 26 shows results evaluated with the flexstab-program 1021, a program-set developed
by BOEING and NASA, which contains elements of the theories described in 1351 and 199T for subsonic and
supersonic flow. The results show quite good agreement in the subsonic part, except at the hinge-line where
some deviations occur. The supersonic case exhibits good accuracy on the main wing but rather large dis-
crepancies for the load on the flap, although the tendency is given in the right manner.

An unsteady result is given in figure 27 for a swept wing with an oscillating flap at a low supersonic
Mach number 11031. Here results of theory and experiment are compared in four spanwise sections. The theo-
ries used are lifting surface theory after SADLER and ALLEN 1931 (BAC method) and an extension of STARK's
theory 1921 (MBB method). As can be seen the calculated load distribution on the rear part of the wing
agrees quite well with the measurements.

For the same wing figure 28 shows the lift coefficient and the hinge moment due to flap oscillation overthe reduced frequency. Although the discrepancies in the real part of the coefficients go up 25%, fairagreement between the two theories, which give nearly identical results, and experiment is obvious.

A general comparison of methods for unsteady subsonic and supersonic flow has been given by WOODCOCK 11041.

5. LEADIN; EDxE VORTEX FLOW

Among separated flows leading edge vortex flow as it occurs on

e slender delta wings and on

* strakes

is a phenomenon that can be used in flight since this flow exhibits favorable nonlinear lift effects. Com-
prehensive information on this type of flow is given in 11051.



lethods based on potential theory have been established to solve the vortex flow field above slender wings.
( C Ehree different approaches have been developed (figure 29)

* leading edge suction analogy 11061, 11071
e vortex-lattice method 11081, 1109j, 11101
* free vortex sheet method 111.

The first method only gives overall forces and moments, the vortex-lattice some information on the load
distribution of the wing, while the free vortex sheet method, which is a higher order panel method gives
detailed results of the pressure distribution.

Figure 30 shows the discretization after the vortex-lattice method for a rectangular wing of small aspect
ratio. As in plain flow case the wing itself is subdivided into a number panels with appropriate horseshoe-
vortices and pivot-points. While the trailing vortices in general leave the wing at the trailing edge,
those vortices which originate from the wing tip, roll up. The figure shows quite clearly this rolling-up
process of the different trailing vortices originating from the tip.

Steady results for a highly swept wing with trailing edge flap achieved with the Norlex-sheet method are
given in figure 31 11121. The comparison with experimental data shown for two sections exhibits fair
agreement between theory and experiment. Nevertheless it can be seer that there remain discrepancies
especially due to secondary separations, which are not taken into account in theory.

Since the rolling-up is an iteration-procedure, this process can be interpreted to be an unsteady effect.
This has been done by 11131 and 11141. Figure 32 shows the development of the lift coefficient with time
for a sudden setting in motion. Ibis example is given for a rectangular wing of small aspect ratio at high
angle of attack. The two theories after REJBACt (lower and higher order) 11131 are compared with theoreti-
ci1 results after BELITSERKOWSKII 1115. Experimental results are not available for this case.

6. SEPARATED FLOW WiTHOUf PRIMARY SIRULTURES

Attached flow can be tackled with potential theory as has been shown in the chapters 2 to 4. Even separa-
ted flow with free vortex shedding can be treated by potential theory using appropriate models for the
vortex shedding. In contrast to this the generally separated flow exhibits more difficulties since the
solution of the full Navier-Stokes-equations has to be executed, if a comprehensive solution is required.

Now fully separated flow in flight should in general be avoided - except post-stall operations of fighters.
Nevertheless there is urgent need in the knowledge of occurrence of separation and its development after
its beginning, since this effects the loss of control effectiveness. Therefore these solutions are of
special importance, but unfortunately only few methods with restricted applicability have been developed
so far. 'Ihe theoretical methods can be subdivided into two classes (figure 33)

" hybrid methods using potential- and boundary-layer theory

" methods solving Navier-Stokes equations.

Whereas the first class of methods still use potential theory combined with boundary-layer calculations
and some empirical modelling of the dead air region, the second approach is the most comprehensive but
also the most laborious one with respect to computer time.

Hybridmethods: Some methods - up to now only steady approaches - have been developed to evaluate the
maximum lift of single airfoils and airfoils with flap 1116[ - 11201. Figure 34 shows the theoretical
model for the flow past an airfoil with flap after JACOB 11211. In this theory a vortex distribution is
located along the contour of the airfoil and the flaps to simulate the potential flow. This potential flow
calculation is followed by a boundary layer calculation for each part of the airfoil. If the boundary-
layer calculation indicates separation, beginning from the point of separation, a dead air model on the
rest of the surface is constructed by a source distribution located on the separated part of the contour.
Claiming the same pressure value for S, T and U gives a boundary condition for the rate of outflow. The
separation point depends on the pressure distribution. Since this pressure distribution itself is not
known a priori but has to be evaluated, an iteration-process has to be started which has a good chance
to converge as JACOB has shown 11161. Figure 34 shows results of this theory compared with experimentsafter 11221. As can be seen quite good agreement is achieved not only for the slope of the lift curve but
also for the lift maximum.

A different approach for an airfoil with a spoiler based on the conformal-mapping technique has been given
by PARKINSON 1231. In fg 5 results of this theory are compared with experimental results. The agree-
ment is quite good except in front of the spoiler, where obviously a second separation area occurs which
cannot be treated with this theory.

Figure 36 shows the normalized lift and pitching moment coefficient after a sudden erection of the spoiler
1124,. Fjgre37 gives information on the stability derivatives Ch6 and Cht in dependence of the reduced
frequency k. In the range of practical interest 0.1 < k < I both derivatives have regular stable behaviour.
Experimental results to back up this theoretical work have not been provided.

Using the 2D characteristics of an airfoil respectively airfoil plus flaps the high lift performance of a
3D wing of moderate and large aspect ratio can be evaluated after the method of WELTE 11251.



Solution of the Navier-Stokes equations: At least the solution of the Navier-Stokes equation provides re- I I
sulitsor-partly-and fullyseparatedIlow. A survey of solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations is given
in 112[. But this is no well established technique for general cases. There arise difficulties in the
solution especially of those cases relevant for practical application. 'The following statements can be~given:
g n e most of the solutions provided up to now deal with

laminar flow

" the calculation in the turbulent flow regime requires
models for turbulence. Only some very crude models
are available up to now

" the computer time for the solution of the Navier-Stokes
equations for practical cases is extremely high.

Therefore calculations of practical interest as on airfoils at high Reynolds numbers are scarce. One prac-
tical method has been given by DEIWERT 11271 who calculated tle transonic separated flow past an airfoil.
F shows a comparison between this theory and experiment for a NACA 0012 airfoil which shows con-
siderable discrepancies. STEGER and BAILEY 1128[ have developed an alternative approach to deal with the
unsteady flap deflecLion and give pilot results for transonic aileron buzz which compare fairly well with
experiments.

7. CONCLUSIONS

For the prediction of control-effectiveness theoretical methods are available for the all speed ranges.
The applicability of these methods is generally restricted to attached flow. Separated flow can only be
treated in some specific cases. As to the different speed ranges and flow conditions conclusions as fol-
low can be drawn:

Subsonic attached flow:

For the steady case powerful singularity methods are available. Thin wing theory gives good results for
the static lift-dependent coefficients of control devices. Panel methods combined with boundary layer cal-
culations offer the possibility of detailed inspection of the flow and the provision of drag dependent
data. For the 2D case efficient approaches on this basis are in use. The 3D application of this approach
is still in the status of development since general 3D boundary-layer methods with accurate prediction of
transition and separation are not yet available.

For the unsteady case again lift dependent data from thin wing theory are in good agreement with experience
within the bandwidth which can be accepted for technical applications. For the evaluation of drag-dependent
data unsteady panel and boundary layer methods have to be developed. A difficult problem which has to be
solved within this context, is the replacement of the Kutta-condition for the unsteady case.

IransoniL attached flow:

In contrast to subsonic flow the theoretical prediction of this type of flow exhibits much more difficulties.
This is due to the nonlinearity of the basic equations, the change of flow type within the flow field and
the occurrence of shocks. For the solution of the inviscid flow problem a number of different techniques
have been proposed and investigated. Although the finite difference methods seem to be the at this time
most powerful methods for steady and unsteady flow, the question what will be the standard technique for
the future is still open.

Furthermore unsolved problems are posed by viscous effects. On those parts of the wing where shock-waves
impinge with the surface and at the trailing edge, boundary layer assuptions are no longer valid. New
approaches have to be developed here. Nevertheless for steady flow fairly good theoretical results have
been achieved as far as shocks remain weak. For the unsteady case only 21) results have been provided up
to now.

Another difficulty that arises in transonics is the relative inaccuracy of experimental results from wind-
tunnel. Reynolds numbers of wind-tunnel investigations differ from flight and wall-interference
brings falsification of the results, so that differences between theory and experiment cannot be attributed
totally to deficiencies of the theoretical approach.

Supersonic attached flow:

As in subsonic flow linear singularity methods give useful results for technical application purposes as
far as lift dependent coefficients Ae concerned. More accurate field methods are in the status of being
developed, but the computational amount for this type of approach is much higher. Viscous correction have
only been used to a small extent.

Leading edge-vortex flow:

Theoretical results for this type of flow, which is of special importance for fighter type aircraft, is
available only for simple configurations. First results for wings with control-surfaces are given. Gener-
ally it has to be mentioned that methods for this type of flow are still in development and theoretical
results have to be taken with great care. So secondary vortices are up to now not taken into account.

.pearated flow without primary structures:

The general problem of separated flow on a 3D wing, which is of great importance for the determination of
loss of control efficiency, is up to now unsolved. Up to now only methods for detail-problems as airfoils



at stall and multi-component airfoils at high-lift condition are available on the basis of potential theory
-IX plus boundary layer plus modelling of the separated areas. These methods have up to now not been extended

to 3D flow.

The most comprehensive but also most laborious approach is the solution of Navier-Stokes equations, which

is a lon~g-termi aim.
Both approaches especially the second one need detailed theoretical and experimental investigation with
respect to the quasisteady and ursteady structure of separated regions.
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A SURVEY OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON THE AERODYNAMICS OF CONTROLS,
IN THE LIGHT OF FUTURE NEEDS

A. Jean Ross and H.H.B.M. Thomas
Royal Aircraft Establishment

Farnborough, Hampshire, GU14 6TD, UK

SUMMARY

The advent of Active Control Technology means that the aircraft designer
needs as much, if not more, knowledge of control characteristics, with more
emphasis on maximum control power and actuating force or moment than for the
previous generation of aircraft. Much of the systematic testing of conven-
tional control surfaces was done over twenty years ago, and on this work rests
the current design methods. A bibliography of control data has been compiled,
and data from this source and for current aircraft are used to provide
material for discussion, principally to describe trends and to highlight gaps
in knowledge. Both direct and indirect effects for a range of conventional
and unconventional motivators are included. Maximum control power at the
extremes of the flight envelope is particularly emphasised, since that avail-
able at high angle of attack and high subsonic speed is likely to be the
critical design case. The indirect and coupling effects are also more marked
at high angle of attack and/or high control deflection, and are of importance
in the control system design. Hinge moment characteristics are described,
although experimental data published recently are sparse. Some thought
is given to the means of generating required control powers for the new air-
craft configurations made possible by ACT, and to the integration of the
motivators in the control system.

I INTRODUCTION

When one views the evolutionary path of the aeroplane one is immediately struck by the fact that at
any stage in the process the attributes of controllability and stability are of paramount importance to the
vehicle's handling qualities. The interwoven relationship of these two properties of the aircraft system

only emphasises this and makes clear the important role the control surfaces or motivators played
throughout.

This point is made more graphically in Fig I, which illustrates the structuring of the control system
of the aircraft at three stages in its evolution. Firstly, for the simple unaugmented aeroplane with its
direct mechanical link between pilot and motivator, the control surfaces or motivators* are important in
allowing the pilot to impose his will on the path the aircraft follows by means of its response to applica-
tion of one or more motivators. Additionally the motivators can influence the stability with the controls
freed, but the other aerodynamic parameters are of at least equal significance. The pilot had to co-
ordinate his control inputs to produce the desired response within the prescribed levels of stability.

Next comes the aircraft in which the usual motivators are used to augment or modify the stability and
controllability. At this stage the augmentation amounted in effect to adding damping to the longitudinal
and lateral oscillatory modes of motion and shaping the response to the motivators as, for instance, in the
so-called manoeuvre-demand systems. Successful design now shows increased dependence on the characteristics
of the motivators and hence on the knowledge needed to achieve the desired characteristics. It was the
adoption of power operation of the motivators coupled with feasibility of introducing servo-systems that
made this step possible.

Thirdly, we come to the aircraft of current interest, in which the flying qualities are enhanced in
many directions (relaxed stability, de-coupling of degrees of freedom, load alleviation and or limitation
etc) by utilizing not only the usual motivators used for flying, but also additional, and perhaps more
specialized, motivators to the full. This step required the abandoning of the mechanical link (that is,

the system becomes a 'fly-by-wire' system) and the emergence of the on-board computer. The resulting air-
craft has been referred to as a 'control-configured vehicle' or 'an active control technology aircraft',
this latter term in reference to the nature of the technology on which it rests. Neither term is entirely
satisfactory but we do not propose to explore that question here. The dependence of the design on motiva-
tor characteristics has increased even further and may even dominate particularly in the design of an air-
craft control system which aims to be adaptive.

Three aspects of the characteristics of motivators are reviewed here, (i) the direct force and
moment produced by activation of the motivator, expressed both as effectiveness (force or moment per unit
deflection) and as maximum power (maximum force or moment produced), and classified in section 2 according
to the desired aircraft response, (ii) the indirect forces and moments also produced, which are discussed
in section 3, and (iii) the actuating force or moment (usually hinge moment), in section 4. It is judged
that all these characteristics need to be known for the design and assessment of control systems, but the
relative degree of accuracy needed is not considered in this paper.

Maximum control power at the extremes of the flight envelope comes in for special scrutiny, since that
available at combined high angle of attack and high subsonic Mach numbers is likely to prove the critical
design case. Comparisons of the behaviour of different types of motivator, as either of these two flight
parameters is changed, are made. Of equal importance in the design of an active control system are the

* The term 'motivator' is used to describe all types of surfaces, jets, etc used to control an aircraft.



indirect effects, eg the yawing moment due to aileron, or pitching moment due to spoiler. These tend to
. become more marked at high angles of attack for most motivators, as do also the coupling effects between two

control actions (eg moments due to combined symmetrical (elevator) tailplane deflection and differential
tail deflection) and etween a motion parameter and a control deflection (eg moments due to combined side-
slip and symmetrical tailplane deflection).

With an increase in the number of motivators in use plus the fact that some active control functions
will demand high rates of actuation, an increased emphasis needs to be put on the measurement of (and
possibly the reduction of) the hinge moments (or actuating force) and hence the power needed to operate the
motivators.

Much of the systematic testing of the conventional control surfaces, aileron, elevator or tailplane
and rudder, was done over twenty years ago and on this work rests the design methods given in the ESDUData
Items and in DATCOM. More recently data have been acquired on an ad hoc basis for particular configura-
tions. In order to define a starting point for this review of 'recent experimental data', it has been
assumed that the DATCOM (1970)1 and ESDU

2 
methods incorporate empirical factors from data up to 1960, so

that papers published before 1960 have not been studied. An extensive Bibliography
3 
which includes earlier

reports has been compiled at the RAE, and is to be published separately.

Examples of typical results are taken from the papers listed in the Bibliography (1960-1978), or from
unpublished data on current aircraft designs, to illustrate general characteristics. Results for both com-
bat and transport aircraft are included, with more emphasis on the former, up to Mach numbers of 2.0. The
control characteristics of the many STOL configurations are considered to be too dependent on the parti-
cular design to merit discussion in this general review, and so motivators for specific V/STOL operations
are omitted. Comparisons of the experimental data with estimated values have not been made, but it was
observed that the estimation methods of Refs I and 2 often introduce empirical factors based on experi-
mental data for aircraft and control configurations which are very different from those being considered
currently, to which they are, therefore, not necessarily applicable. The resulting gaps in knowledge are
noted in section 2, but no attempt has been made to correlate the more recent data presented here.

Although some results from full-scale flight experiments are included in this review, most of the
experimental data on control characteristics are obtained from wind-tunnel tests, and this is necessarily
so at the design stage of an aircraft. Thus the implications in wind-tunnel testing have to be considered,
and are discussed in section 5 under the headings, Reynolds number, aeroelasticity, unsteady flows and
dynamic effects, and interference and coupling effects. In section 6, some thought is given to the impli-
cations in the design of active control systems. An overall assessment is made of the status of the
experimental data on control characteristics, and of the possible methods of increasing control effective-
ness. It is suggested that control studies need to be made to see how far existing motivators fulfil the
needs of the separate functions of active control systems, and that further aerodynamic research is
required to open up new possibilities.

2 DIRECT EFFECTIVENESS

In view of the changing emphasis brought about by the use of active control systems, it was decided
to arrange the description of the experimental data according to the resulting aircraft response, rather

than according to the type of control surface. The pitching, rolling and yawing moments are considered

first, as conventional aircraft are contr'lled by applying moments via the basic motivators, elevator,
aileron and rudder respectively. Other motivators have been developed to increase effectiveness, and they
are included in the appropriate section. However, it is unclear at present whether horizontal canards
will be used primarily to generate pitching moment or direct lift, and so the experimental results for
canard deflections are reviewed in both sections 2.1 and 2.4. The generation and use of direct lift and
direct sideforce are comparatively new concepts, and new types of motivators are required, particularly
moving canards. The characteristics of flaps are also described in section 2.4, and the discussion of
direct lift has been broadened to include the important topic of maximum usable lift. This defines the
manoeuvring capability of combat aircraft, and the maximum benefit of aerodynamic and control system
features is achieved only if the design takes due account of all these factors, which are, therefore, also
relevant to our discussion.

The data have been collected from various sources, and as presented in the original reports use
various notations. In order to avoid ambiguity, it was decided to present the data here using British
notation, via a symbol for motivator deflection according to the resulting response, but a suffix is added
to denote the type of surface. Thus, n is used for the deflection of motivators producing mainly pitch-
ing moment, for rolling moment, . for yawing moment, and for lift*, so that, e, TT is used for
tailplane deflection, and ES for spoiler deflection if the spoiler is used to generate rolling moment. A
full list is given in Table I, for the motivators considered in this report, together with the equivalent
American notation. For added clarity the control derivatives are written in full, cz Cm/ rT is the
pitching moment due to tailplane derivative, and the motivator deflections are expressed in radians rather
than degrees.

2.1 Pitching moment

Pitching moments need to be applied to an aircraft for two reasons, namely, to trim the aircraft and
to enable it to be manoeuvred away from a given trimmed state.

For much of its history the aeroplane has been equipped with an aft tail for this purpose, which
provides the pitching moments by generating lift at an appreciable distance from the aircraft's centre of
gravity, by deflection of part or the whole of the tail chord. For the aft-tail arrangement the presence
of the wing exerts a powerful influence on the efficiency of the pitch motivator (elevator or all-moving
tail) according to the tailplane's position relative to the wing wake. The latter alters in character and

* No particular symbol has been suggested for sideforce motivators, ond it was not found necessary to

introduce one in this report.



position with the angle of attack of the wing. There is a direct effect through the kinetic pressure of
the local flow around the tail and the indirect effect through the downwash, which determines the effect-
ive angle of attack of the tailplane.

In contrast the canard operates in virtually free-stream conditions (no reduction in kinetic
pressure), but there can still be significant interference effects between wing and canard when the latter

is deflected. The effective angle of attack of a foreplane or canard is the sum of the angle of attack of
the aeroplane and the upwash caused by the flow field of the wing. Hence the lift generated by the trail-
ing-edge down or positive deflection of the canard is limited by stalling of the aerofoil surface.

It is, of course, possible to dispense with the use of the tail surface of either kind. In this case
the trim and control functions of the pitch motivator have to be incorporated into wing-mounted devices.
The most colmuon of these is the elevon.

The lift and drag associated with provision of the pitching moments needed to trim the aircraft can
penalize, or otherwise, the maximum lift coefficient and the maximum lift to drag ratio for trimmed flight.
The extent to which the aircraft's performance is affected in this way depends upon the degree of static
stability it inherently possesses. This in its turn depends upon the speed regime.

Hitherto, the aircraft designer has in the main opted to choose a compromise solution in this matter
of trim, control and stability. There has been the occasional exception such as the solution adopted for
the Concorde aircraft, in which the aircraft's centre of gravity is adjusted in flight by pumping fuel from
one set of tanks to another. The concept of relaxed static stability, that is, removing, to a greater or
lesser degree, the insistence on having inherent static stability, introduces a new dimension into the
design process. At the same time it imposes new demands on the pitch motivators as the level of stability
must be restored using an active control system. New design aims emerge and these will differ in the
emphasis they will place on lift, lift-drag ratio and manoeuvring power of the pitch motivator according to
the type of aircraft. At this stage in our knowledge, this new development does not favour any of the

basic types of pitch motivators discussed. Since it is important to bear in mind the interference of both
canard and aft-tail with the wing-body flow field, it is proposed to discuss the illustrative examples
under the headings of tailled aircraft, tailless and canard aircraft.

2.1.1 Tailled aircraft

The primary pitch control surface has been the elevator, evolving to all-moving tailplanes with or
without elevator, as the requirement for trim and control power at supersonic speeds became important, and
as the tail arm of combat aircraft decreased. The elevator has been used extensively in pitch damper
systems, and more recently in manoeuvre demand systems, so is already proved in some active control appli-
cations. Estimation of the pitch control derivative in the linear range is comparatively straightforward,
being based on lift curve slope of the control surface and the moment arm, with empirical corrections for
body effects, but high angle of attack characteristics cannot usually be calculated with any degree of
confidence.

The classic characteristics are well demonstrated by results from a tunnel model of a current
fighter concept

4
, which has a cambered sweptback wing and cambered fuselage designed for optimum cruise and

manoeuvre performance at M = 1.4. For the given reference centre of moments, the configuration is just
stable for M , I (Fig 2), with pitch doun tendency at high CL , and is, of course, more stable for
M - I . The control derivative, )Cm/ rT , shown in Fig 2b, is a maximum in the transonic region, but re-
duces rapidly as speed increases further, so that its value at M = 2 is half that at M = 0.5. For this
low tail position, .Cm/,T is not much aff-cted by increase of CL (or a) up to CL = 0.8 , throughout
the Mach number range. These results indicate that the tail does not become inmersed in the wing wake
with attendant loss of kinetic pressure nor are there any adverse effects of angle of attack. There are
indications, at subsonic and transonic speeds, that the tailplane effectiveness falls off at large negative
deflections (T < - 150). At a Mach number of 1.8, however, the pitching moment due to tailplane deflection
remains linear in the range -150 , rT < 50

. 
Non-linearity is also present at a Mach number of 0.9 for quite

small positive tail angles in combination with large angle of attack. These results are fairly representa-
tive of those for a layout employing a low, close-coupled tail, typical of the combat aircraft.

In contrast, the pitching moments for a high tailplane are much affected by adverse wake effects at
high angles of attack, as is well known from the superstall problem. A number of transport aircraft
designs with high tails have been tested and the results

5 
chosen for illustration include both tail and

elevator deflections. At zero angle of attack the pitching moment due to tailplane deflection begins to
fall off as the angle reaches the stall angle for the tail surface, see Fig 3. Deflection of the elevator
in the same sense increases the pitching moment and extends the linear range, but is followed by a more
marked fall-off. As is to be expected at 100 angle of attack the maximum nose-down pitching moment occurs
at a smaller tailplane angle (qT - 100). Even though the original results show that wing stalls at an
angle of attack of 160 and the pitching moment characteristics with angle of attack are affected beyond
this angle of attack, the pitching moment due to the tail and elevator at an angle of attack of 200 shows
little effect around zero tail angle, but the maximum nose-down pitching moment is now reached even earlier

OIT - 7.5°). At an angle of attaCk of 30o, it is clear from the results shown (Fig 3) that the tailplane
has become imersed in the wake thereby operating at much reduced kinetic pressure. This causes a large
reduction in the effectiveness of both tailplane and elevator. However, the large downwash over the tail
unstalls it, resulting in more linear characteristics (see Fig 3).

There are a number of reports giving motivator effectiveness in derivative form, being the results of
analysis of dynamic manoeuvres performed in flight. It is interesting and instructive to compare these
results with their counterparts from wind-tunnel tests. Fig 4 gives data for the F-4E aircraft

6 
obtained

from a well-instrumented aircraft and the use of a sophisticated computer program for the analysis. The
two flight records analysed cover the angle-of-attack range 50 < a < 200 and 200 , a < 40 respectively.
A variation of the motivator effectiveness is indicated for the lower angles of attack, whilst the results
at high angle of attack show little or no variation. Also shown on the same figure are results from two
tunnel tests. One set shows a trend with angle of attack not dissimilar to that indicated by the flight
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results. The other indicates a sharper and continued drop in effectiveness at high angle of attack. At
low angles of attack this latter set agrees reasonably well with the flight test results. However, at
angles of attack in excess of 300 both sets of wnd-tunnel test results lie numerically well below the

-i flight test result.

ang Although a somewhat simpler computer program was used to analyse flight data for the Kestrel (an
experimental fore-runner of the Harrier), it was decided to include these, Fig 5, as they show dependence

upon another parameter, Oj , the deflection angle of the vectored thrust. The tailplane effectiveness
falls off as the normal force coefficient (CN) is increased, for the largest deflection angle of 30,
but is not significantly affected at the lower deflection angles. It is worth noting that the resuIts show
a consistent and plausible trend with CN . It was also stated in Ref 7 that the levels of tailplane
effectiveness are consistent with the results obtained for incremental normal acceleration per tailplane
deflection from parallel flight tests. However, tunnel tests

8 
do not show such a large effect of deflec-

tion angles, and the results are compared in Fig 5 for the flight condition M = 0.43, ( = 80 and with
thrust coefficient of approximately 0.2. The discrepancy cannot be explained without further data
becoming available, but could be partly due to the simulation of the jet engines in the tunnel.

2.1.2 Tailless aircraft

One of the penalties of using a tailplane on a supersonic aircraft is the large trim drag, and amore
efficient design results from discarding the tail. Trailing edge elevators (or elevons) have then to be
used for trim and control, and are usually found to have well-behaved characteristics. Variation of
effectiveness with Mach number is similar to that for tail~lane effectiveness; for example Fig 6 shows
values of Cm/'nE for a supersonic cruise fighter concept (designed for optimum performance at M = 1.8),
which has outboard trailing edge elevons. The value of 1Cm/'nE is greatest in the transonic region, and
shows characteristic reduction as Mach number approaches 2.

For slender wing aircraft, trailing edge controls remain effective to moderately high angles of
attack, as shown by the tunnel and flight results

lO 
for theHP 115 aircraft in Fig 7, where the slight trend

is for an increase of effectiveness as angle of attack increases from 6 to 20 . If angle of attack is in-
creased until vortex bursting occurs near the wing, then sme reduction in elevator effectiveness can be
expected.

2.1.3 Canard aircraft

As already mentioned the canard surface operates in near-freestream conditions. For present-day
close-coupled configurations this advantage can be offset by the fact that when the canard is developing
lift some cancellation of the lift due to the wing occurs, which is exaggerated by decrease in wing aspect
ratio. This redistribution of lift causes the pitching moment due to the canard to depart from that esti-
mated on the basis of the canard's lift. If the triming function is performed by the canard, the deflec-
tion of the canard is in the trailing-edge down (or positive) sense for all practical designs. Manoeuvring
in the pull-up sense (increase of angle of attack) results in larger positive angle.. Since the canard is
operating at an effective angle of attack close to the sum of the angle of attack and the canard deflection
the surface can stall at moderate angles of attack. In the trimmed state there is the question of the
possible penalty of increased drag, but in this section we are mainly concerned with the pitching moment a
canard can produce. Only a few reports giving the pitching moments due to deflected canards are available,
but such as there are show the expected trends. Reports which show how undeflected canards influence the
behaviour of other motivators are included in the discussion and Bibliography.

A number of closely-coupled canard configurations has been tested by NASA covering various aspects of
the influence of a canard surface on pitching moments.

IIFor the simple swept canard and trapezoidal swept wing configuration of Fig 8, the pitching moment
due to a 100 deflection of the canard drops off as angle of attack or CL is increased, becoming zero at

CL % 0.8. The very small effect that spi iwise blowing over the wing has on this trend clearly shows that it
is a consequence of the canard surface stalling. In contrast, spanwise blowing over the canard results in
it retaining its effectiveness up to the highest lift coefficient tested, 1.3. The results shown in Fig q,
which refer to a wing-canard combination

12 
of somewhat larger sweep, show the same trends with lift coeffic-

ient (or angle of attack). The same wing has been fitted with trailing-edge flaps and tested in combination
with a flapped canard of increased size. In these tests the canard flap was set at 300 and the canard
deflection and that of the wing trailing-edge flap varied, with the results shown in Fig 10. The curves for
a +50 deflection of the canard indicate a pitch-up tendency at about CL = 1.0 , whilst with a -50 deflec-
tion the same tendency is delayed to C L - 1.8. In both conditions the canard is developing upload and as

we have already seen is more likely to stall than to produce lift at an increased rate, cf Fig 8. It thus
seems probable that the cause of the pitch-up is an adverse interference effect on the wing, in which case
it would be present in results for the configuration with zero canard setting. 0Unfortunately these arenot
available, but the fact that the quoted angles of attack for pitch-up onset, I (canard deflection +50) and
240 (canard deflection -50), are separated by almost exactly the change in canard deflection supports the
conjecture. This result emphasises again the importance of the canard-wing interference effects and the
need for more detailed study. It is interesting to note that the pitching moments generated by wing
trailing-edge flaps are almost invariant with the lift coefficient (or angle of attack). They are only
affected to a small extent by canard deflection.

In the light of previously discussed results, it is interesting to examine test results in which
pitch control is by use of trailing-edge flaps on the wing alone, keeping the canard fixed. Fig II shows
results

13 
for an outboard trailing-edge flap and an inboard flap incorporating a two-dimensional nozzle

tested at low speed on three configurations, a wing-body, a wing-body with canard and a wing-body with
canard fitted with a strake. Tests were made at three values of the thrust coefficient zero 0.2 and 0.3.
The results for zero thrust coefficient in Fig Ila indicate that the addition of a canard at zero setting
produces an appreciable increase in the effectiveness of the wing trailing-edge flap accompanied by an
increase in the maximum lift coefficient. Improvement in the control effectiveness extends to the
increased maximum lift conditions. The addition of a strake to the canard surface has only a slight effect.



Near the limiting lift condition the wing-body configuration displays a nose-down tendency in pitch.

With the canard added this tendency (somewhat exaggerated by canard stall) only persists in the zero-flap
case. At all other flap deflections there is a pitch-up tendency. This trend is present at all flap

settings for the canard with strakes. Without further detailed tests it is difficult to analyse the pre-
cise nature of this adverse interference between canard and wing at high angles of attack.

The objective of the test of Ref 13 was to see to what extent deflected thrust over the inboard flap
would alleviate the pitch-up revealed by earlier tests

14 
on the same model. It is seen that with a thrust

coefficient of 0.3 the pitching moments due to flap deflection shown in Fig lib are increased by about 50%
for all three configurations. Some alleviation of the pitch-up tendencies occurs, but the improvement is
prnbably not sufficient in the case of the canard with strake to remove anxiety on this account. Some

tests at CT - 0.2 indicate that most of the benefit obtained at CT = 0.3 would be achieved at the lower
value of CT. This suggests that no augmentation above the boundary-layer-control values occurs.
Interesting and illuminating though these tests results are they leave some questions unresolved. In con-
trast to the data given in Fig 10, the wing trailing-edge flap is affected by canard-wing interference at
high angle of attack. The reasons may be sought along the same lines, but the matter is far from clear.

The data on canard behaviour described thus far refers to low Mach number conditions. An example
12

is now considered in which a comparison is made of the effectiveness of a surface used as either a canard
or an aft-tail control. Both controls maintain effectiveness through the transonic speed regime with the
expected fall-off as the Mach number increases supersonically, as shown in Fig 12. The slightly larger
numerical value of 'Cm/n for the aft-tail is accounted for by the 10% longer tail arm, but the large
difference in the numerical values transonically (aft-tail 65% more effective at M = 0.9) indicate appre-

ciable adverse interference effects with the canard.

The two American experimental CCV aircraft
15- 17 

have had canards installed to allow direct lift and
direct sideforce modes to be used, the YF-16 having twin canted vertical canards, and the F-4 having
separate horizontal and vertical canards. Themanoeuvring capabilities of the CCV versions are better than
those of the basic aircraft, so that the drag penalty of the extra surfaces has been compensated by the
improved lift achieved. The added freedoms that such a configuration, with both tail and canards, gives
with regard to the choice of motivators may prove to be important, but more design studies need to be made
before decisions can be taken.

2.2 Rolling moment

Because conventional ailerons exhibit a loss of effectiveness as the angle of attack is increased and
also at supersonic speeds, it has become necessary to introduce other forms of roll motivators either to
replace the conventional ailerons or to supplement them. This is particularly so for combat aircraft. The
data discussed in this section cover the various devices currently in use and are arranged according to
type.

2.2.1 Ailerons

Experimental subsonic sectional data can be incorporated into the methods of estimation of aileron
effectiveness given in DATCOM

I 
and ESDU

2 
series. Application is restricted, however, to the linear range.

If the angle of attack of a wing is increased sufficiently the flow separates over some part of its
span. On sweptback wings this first occurs over the outer span portions, where ailerons have convention-
ally been located to take advantage of the moment arm. Deflection of the aileron surface in the same sense
as the angle of attack, that is, positively, aggravates the situation. To offset these adverse effects,
the ailerons on some combat aircraft have been relocated at mid-semi-span, although there exists a possi-
bility of adverse interference with the tail through the use of this arrangement. That such a layout is
only partially successful is best illustrated by data drawn from unpublished data for a configuration
having ailerons located in this manner. The rolling moment due to deflection of a pair of ailerons over
the angle of attack range, -100 to +300 and aileron deflections of ±710 to ±300 are shown in Fig 13 for
four Mach numbers, 0.3, 0.8, 1.2 and 1.7. At all Mach numbers the aileron effectiveness does not drop off
markedly with aileron deflection even up to the largest tested when the angle of attack is small. How-
ever, for the two subsonic Mach numbers, the results show a loss of effectiveness at large angles of
attack combined with decreasing eff ctiveness at the larger aileron deflections. Flow separation seems to
be more abrupt at a Mach number of 0.8 than it is at a Mach number of 0.3.

The usual drop in the level of effectiveness is present in the results for Mach numbers 1.2 and 1.7,
but, perhaps not unexpectedly, the rolling moments are more linear with respect to the aileron deflection.
Furthermore the aileron effectiveness is maintained to a greater extent as angle of attack is increased,
that at a Mach number of 1.7 being virtually unaffected by angle-of-attack variation.

The losses in rolling effectiveness at high angles of attack/ high subsonic speeds can be alleviated

by the leading-edge devices used to improve lifting performance (to be discussed further in section 2.4),
due to their beneficial effect on the flow over the wing. The effect of slats on incremental rolling mom-
ent due to 300 aileron on the F-4 18 , shown in Fig 14a, is typical of the improvements possible. At
N = 0.6 , a loss in rolling moment occurring abruptly at a = 120 on the unslatted wing indicates a break-
down in the flow over the aileron position of the wing. The main effect of the slat is to delay the onset
of this flow breakdown, but the results show that beyond an angle of attack of around 200 the slat has
little effect. This is an indication that flow breakdown has once more taken place. At a Mach number of
0.9 an abrupt loss in effectiveness again occurs, at an angle of attack of about 12 . However, the more
significant recovery of effectiveness which occurs at around 160 indicates a more complex flow pattern.
Shock-induced peparation is certainly present and may be the main factor affecting the variation with
angle of attack. Nevertheless, the presence of the slat has a beneficial effect in that it eliminates the
dip in the curve of the rolling moment against angle of attack, so that the aileron remains effective up to
an angle of attack of 200 albeit with a 40% reduction in effectiveness. A similar increase in angle of
attack range due to the slats is observed for the rolling moment due to aileron and spoiler (Fig 14b), and
the results are discussed under Spoilers.



The other important factor for aileron effectiveness which needs to be considered is the deformation
of the outer wing undtr load, which significantly reduces the rolling moment. Results for wing tip
ailerons on Concorde' are a good example of the magnitude of this reduction, and some results are shown in
Fig 15a. Estimated values of "C / ,"A for the aeroelastic aircraft are close to the flight results
throughout the speed range, whereas the estimates for a rigid aircraft are at least twice as large. The
tips of swept wings can also experience comparable deformations, and so wind-tunnel results must be
corrected using static aeroelastic factors obtained theoretically, or elastic models have to be used in the

tunnel tests. (This topic is discussed further in section 5.) Both techniques have been applied success-
fully to the Viggen
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, and yield the interesting results shown in Fig 15b. The calculated aeroelastic

factor on )CZ/)IA , ie the ratio of aeroelastic to rigid estimates, agrees well with the experimental
values obtained from elastic and rigid models tested in a transonic tunnel, although it is not possible to
calculate the factor accurately at M = 1.0 . The tunnel results for the rigid model have also been
corrected for aeroelastic distortion calculated for the full-scale aircraft, and the resulting X c/acA
compares well with the values obtained in flight, as shown in the lower figure.

2.2.2 Spoilers

There does not seem to have been much development in spoiler technology since the 1950s, although
various aircraft configurations have been tested more recently which have spoiler roll control. The sum-
mary of data on spoiler effectiveness given in DATCOM

I 
has not been invalidated by recent data, and so

excerpts are quoted here:- "At subsonic and transonic speeds, spoilers do not, in general, provide linear
variation of effectiveness with spoiler projection, particularly at small deflections. This deficiency can
be corrected by use of a slot or slot-deflector behind the spoiler. For thin wings at high angles of
attack plain spoilers are ineffective. This ineffectiveness can be partially overcome by the use of a slot
behind the spoiler, and by the use of leading-edge devices ...... In order to achieve maximum effectiveness,
spoilers should be located towards the rear portion of the wiag, for the following reasons (i) the
ineffectiveness of spoilers at small deflections increases with distance from the trailing edge (ii) the
lag time at low speeds becomes excessively long for forward-mounted spoilers. The optimum spanwise extent
and position of spoilers are determined primarily by wing sweep. The higher the sweep angle, the farther
inboard the spoilers should be placed".

The charts given in DATCOMI refer to the low angle-of-attack range, and give no indication of onset
of loss in effectiveness which usually has to be determined experimentally. A typical example of results
for a fighter-type wing

2 1 
is shown in Fig 16, where the effect of opening the slot-deflector increases the

rolling moment by approximately 40%, the factor suggested in DATCOM. There is the usual marked reduction
in rolling moment due to spoiler alone, which begins at a = 70 at both M = 0.6 and 0.9 , and the rolling
moment is.near zero at a = 200, M = 0.6 . Such behaviour is to be expected, since the spoiler can only be
effective if the flow ahead of it is attached to the wing. The loss is delayed to slightly higher angles
of attack by opening the slot-deflector, and some rolling power is still available at the highest angles of
attack tested.
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For the plain spoiler tested with the aileron on the F-4 (Fig 14b) the effectiveness is maintained

to higher angles of attack by deflection of the leading-edge slats, but the contribution of the spoiler is
near zero for x > 18 at M = 0.6 . The variation of the rolling moment with angle of attack at M = 0.9
is markedly different if the spoiler is deflected, with a 50% reduction between = 50 and 100 for the
unslatted wing, and a similar reduction between r = 70 and 120 for the wing with slats although some
effectiveness is recovered for a > 12 .

It can be expected that leading-edge devices which improve flow separation characteristics will also
have a beneficial effect on spoiler efficiency at the higher angles of attack. For future applications,
spoilers are likely to continue to be used in conjunction with other roll motivators to enhance roll power,

but are not efficient enough to be the main roll control.

2.2.3 Differential tails or canards

The published results on rolling moment due to differential deflection of the tailplane surfaces are
very sparse, although a number of combat aircraft currently use tail to augment rolling moment. The con-
tribution is limited by the necessarily small moment arm, but interference effects on the fin can increase
the effectiveness. Their attraction is that the loss in rolling moment at high angle of attack is usually
small, typically 20% reduction at a =20

0 
, unlike aileron and spoiler characteristics. Wind-tunnel

results for YF-1622,23 indicate that combined inboard aileron and differential tail give almost constant

rolling moment up to an angle of attack of 200 (Fig 17). Beyond this angle of attack the rolling moment
produced decreased gradually to reach roughly half the value at zero angle of attack around an angle of
attack of 350. This drop in effectiveness is confined to the contribution of the aileron as indicated by
the separately shown contribution from the differentially deflected tailplane surfaces. This good behav-
iour of the differential tail control at high angles of attack is likely to favour its use in future active
control systems.

In isolation, differentially deflected canard surfaces would be expected to produce a rolling moment,
but tests have shown that this is almost completely cancelled by the induced rolling moments (at least for
the configurations tested). Such an arrangement does, however, produce sizeable sideforce. It is more
appropriate, therefore, to regard this as the direct effect (see section 2.5) and the remnant of rolling
moment as an indirect effect (see section 3.2).

2.2.4 Other methods

All moving wing-tip ailerons have been tested particularly on low aspect ratio delta wings. They do
not seem to have found favour and there may be a number of reasons for this. On thin wings there are
difficulties in accommodating the pivot mechanism, aeroelastic losses are on the high side, and their use
inhibits the tip-mounting of missiles.



Devices which produce an asymmetric arrangement of unflapped wings yield rolling moments which only
become appreciable at large angles of attack. Two such schemes are illustrated in Fig 18, namely, an
asymmetric strake and one-sided spanwise blowing with the rolling moments each produces. Extension of the
wing span on one side produces rather similar rolling moment variation with angle of attack, in this case

4 it is practically proportional to the lift coefficient. The use of differential sweep on variable-sweep
wings may be limited by the difficulty in deflecting the panels rapidly enough.

2.3 Yawing moment

42.3.1 Aft motivators

* The traditional rudder provides sufficient yawing moment control for most aircraft, and it is only
recently that all-moving fins have been considered. The yawing moment due to rudder deflection is usually
near constant with angle of attack, up to and even beyond the wing stall, and with varying subsonic Mach
number, but is reduced as M is increased supersonically. Estimates of effectiveness based on the force
due to control deflection (for an equivalent isolated fin surface) and fin moment arm give satisfactory
first approximations for design purposes, for aircraft configurations which are not close-coupled, but
there may be interference factors due to the presence of the fuselage and tailplane. As an example of
characteristics at low speed, high angle of attack and large rudder angles, the results of Ref 24 are

typical, and also show the effect of using jet-flap augmentation. The transport aircraft design has
external-flow jet flaps on the high wing, and a high tail. With no blow, and rudder deflection of 200
(Fig 19a), the yawing moment is maintained well beyond wing stall (which occurs at about 100 angle of
attack) and is still appreciable at x = 35 . In sharp contrast the yawing moment due to 40 rudder de-
flection suffers a sharp drop beyond an angle of attack of 200 and even reverses between 260 and 350. When
these results are compared with those on the right-hand side (for C,,R = 0.038) with blowing applied over
the rudder, it is interesting to note that, although the rudder effectiveness at angles of attack less
than I5

° 
is materially increased for both rudder deflections, blowing does little to improve high angle-of-

attack behaviour. Indeed, in contrast to the no-blow case, a sharp drop in effectiveness occurs around an
angle of attack of 250. These results seem to indicate that the adverse effects come more from the inter-
ference from the other aircraft components than from flow separation induced by rudder deflection. With
this in mind it is instructive to examine the effect of deflecting the engine jet over the inboard wing-
flap has on rudder effectiveness, Fig l9b. To indicate the extent to which the wing flow is affected by
the jet momentum coefficient of 3.74, it is worth noting that the maximum lift coefficient of the aircraft
for a 600 flap setting is increased from 2.5 (at . - 100) to 8.5 (at 250). In spite of such a power-
fuleffect on the wing this deflected jet thrust only marginally affects the yawing moments produced by
either 200 or 400 of rudder at low angles of attack. What is striking is the way in which the rudder main-
tains effectiveness at both settings as the angle of attack is increased. This effect is particularly
noticeable when blowing over the rudder as well. Presumably the flow changes induced over the rear of the
aircraft by the jet-flap improves the flow environment within which the rudder operates.

The straightforward effect of engine thrust is likely to be significant as the evidence that follows
shows. In Fig 20 are shown the rates of change of yawing moment by unit rudder deflection for a model of
the BI aircraft
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, as measured on an unpowered model mounted on a sting, and on a strut-mounted model with

simulated thrust effects. Both sets of results show maximum control power at transonic speeds, and
reduction as M increases supersonically, as is to be expected. The difference between the two sets de-
rives from two sources, ')i,; the thrust and interference from aft fuselage shape. The boat-tail shape of
the fuselage, which can be accurately represented on the model mounted on the strut, and the jet plumes of
the fuselage-mounted engines have a beneficial effect on the flow over the rudder. From the results
quoted it is impossible to assess these effects separately.

It would be expected that the effect of engine thrust would be smaller in the case of combat air-
craft, for which the engine or engines are usually embedded within the fuselage and exhaust at the fuse-
lage base. Even so some significant effect of thrust might be expected. Whether the following example
provides evidence of this is open to question. A comparison has been made

26 
between the results obtained

from 3/8-scale, unpowered free-flight model of the F-15 and from flight tests of the full-scale aircraft at
three rates of engine mass flow. The latter do not show any consistent trends with engine mass flow, and
so it was concluded that 'Cn/ R is independent of power, and the mean curve through the individual re-
sults shows the variation with angle of attack in Fig 21. However, the results from the unpowered model,
also shown, indicate that its rudder effectiveness is about 20% lower than full-scale. It is suggested in
Ref 26 that the difference may be due to scale effects, since any other explanation is made unacceptable by
the fact that good agreement was achieved for the other yawing moment derivatives, nv  and nr These
results also show that rudder power is maintained to moderate negative angles of attack, to 0= - I

°
.

Unfortunately, tunnel results are not available for comparison.

Reduction of rudder control power due to fin (and fuselage) bending can be appreciable, and results
for Concorde 1 9 and Viggen2 0 are again used for illustration. For Concorde

19
, the estimated value of

'C1/ R for the rigid aircraft is reduced by up to 51% when theoretical aeroelastic effects are included
(as shown in Fig 22a) but results from flight tests do not indicate such a large loss. The aeroelastic
correction to the tunnel results from a rigid model of Viggen

20 
is of the same magnitude at low altitudes

(Fig 22b), transonic speeds, but is much less throughout the speed range at high altitudes, due to the
reduction in air density. The agreement between flight results and the corrected tunnel results is
excellent at both heights.

The use of active control systems has at least two possible repercussions on rudder design. Relaxed
directional stability is being considered, so that fin area can he reduced, resulting in lower aircraft
weight and lower profile drag. However, large yawing moments are required for control, and so all-moving
fins, or slotted rudders

27 
may be needed to increase rudder effectiveness for given fin area. Secondly, if

a direct side force mode is used, in order to sidestep without banking, the effectiveness of rudders at
large sideslip angles is likely to become more important than in the past. Wind-tunnel results are not
readily available, but it can be expected that rudder effectiveness would be reduced, due to flow separa-
tion on the fin/rudder and the immersion of the fin in a wing wake of low kinetic pressure at high angles
of attack.



2.3.2 Canard surfaces

It is possible to generate yawing moments either by deflection of vertical canard surfaces, or by
differential deflection of horizontal canards. The former method is more akin to using a rudder, as the
effectiveness is due to a sideforce generated at a moment arm, but experimental results obtained so far

to show that interference effects are adverse. The control derivative due to the deflection of the
twin vertical canards has been measured in flight

1 6 
and in the tunnel for the CCV VF-16, and the variation

with angle of attack at M = 0.6 is shown in Fig 23. The two available flight results agree well with
the tunnel values, and show reduced effectiveness as angle of attack increases, unlike the rudder

23 
which

remains effective up to beyond a = 300 (also shown in Fig 23). It is also stated that Cn is nonlinear
with canard deflection within the required range, so that the vertical canards are not very attractive as
yaw motivators.

Although differential deflection of horizontal canards is more likely to be used to generate direct
side force (as discussed in section 2.5) it is worth noting here that their yawing moment characteristics
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are more linear with deflection angle, and do not vary significantly with angle of attack.

2.4 Lift

2.4.! Low speed

The need for means of augmenting the lift experienced by an aircraft during the take-off and landing

phases of flight has existed for a long time. It has been progressively met by developments in the
trailing-edge flap arrangements. To these lift augmentation requirements are now added those arising from
the use of lift generating devices to improve the lift capability in manoeuvring conditions, and as part of
flight systems which aim to alleviate gust loads or improve ride quality, according to which of these two
objectives is the more appropriate.

The last set of requirements are pertinent to the entire flight envelope of the aircraft, whereas the
first set are specifically low speeds. In this section the emphasis is on the low speed.

Experimental data on flapped aerofoil sections and wings published prior to 1970 have been incorpora-
ted into the analysis resulting in the estimation methods of Ref I (DATCOM). The methods of estimation for
CL/ F and Cl cover a variety of trailing-edge flap configurations - slotted, split, plain, etc, and

also include the effects of leading-edge flaps.

The charts, which use the incremental sectional lift due to flap deflection as part of the estimation
process, include explicit empirical factors. As these may De subject to change for geometries lying well
outside those included in the analysis, it is pertinent to make an assessment of the trends in aircraft
geometry. Flap chord ratios and flap deflections currently being used fall within the coverage of the data
analysed in Ref I. The other primary parameter affecting the two dimensional (or sectional) derivative
CL/''F and CLmax is the thickness-chord ratio of the aerofoil. Again the coverage is reasonably repre-
sentative of current trends, but it must be remarked that data for thin aerofoil-sections (t/c < 6%) are
confined to simple section shapes. In other respects the changes that have taken place in the shape of

combat aircraft over the last two decades imply that data from the 142 reports used in formulating the
estimation method for CLmax are not particularly relevant to the estimation of the effectiveness of

trailing-edge flaps on wings. To illustrate the point Fig 24 has been prepared. Here the aspect ratios
and sweepback angles of the wings with flaps used in section 6.1.4.3 of Ref I are compared with those of
the combat aircraft being included in the Advisory Report of an AGARD Flight Mechanics Panel Working
Group
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. The overlap of these two sets of data is practically non-existent.

Data for trailing-edge flaps on more recent combat aircraft must exist, but clearly have not yet been
included in the correlation of data.

Before proceeding to discuss some recent test results two general remarks are in order. In applica-
tion of trailing-edge flaps to date the emphasis has been entirely on the production of an upward or
positive lift force. However, in the context of active control systems equal importance attaches to the
reduction of lift or the production of a negative lift force. Many of the flap assemblies are ill-suited
to deflection in the upward sense and, because of the nature of the past use, the effectiveness for
deflection in this sense is almost never obtained.

In addition, to use any lift-adjusting device actively in a control system calls for quick-acting
response. This may prove difficult to achieve by deflection of large flaps and schemes whereby the lift
produced at a given deflection may be varied could prove more promising.

In this latter context results obtained for a flap in combination with slot spoilers fitted to a 9%

thick aerofoii
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are of interest. Fig 25 shows the variation of the lift coefficient with slot width. The
results are encouraging in as much as the lift-curve slope (-C/ V-) is unchanged, in contrast to the
behaviour with fence or flap type spoilers (Fig 25b) and the change of lift with slot width is progressive.

The Bibliography
3 
contains some of the references on flap data, and a few results for the types of

aircraft configurations currently being considered have been chosen to illustrate general characteristics.

301The tunnel tests on the Buccaneer wing/body give results for lift due to plain trailing-edge flaps,

with added interest of the augmentation achieved by using blowing at the leading edges of the flap and of
the wing. The aileron surface is also deflected in a symmetrical sense to increase lifting capability,
and so the results chosen for illustration in Fig 26 are mainly for the configuration with both flap and
aileron deflected 300 on the half-model. For the unblown flap, the incremental CL decreases with increa-
sing angle of attack, until wing stall occurs at q % 17 , and marginally smaller C 's result from
increasing the deflection of the inboard flap from 300 to 450, due to flap stall. TLe effectiveness of the
flap is doubled by relatively low levels of blowing momentum coefficient, C , and the incremental CL



remains near constant with increasing angle of attack at the highest C, tested (0.065), until the wing
stalls. Further improvement at high angle of attack results from blowing at a nozzle near the leading C1-C
edge of the wing (11% chord), as this delays flow separation and the wing stalls at . = 20'

Most of the results for blown flaps with higher C 's , and for other implementations of the jet flap
principle have been obtained on STOL configurations, and so further discussion of this topic is deferred
until section 6.2, which is part of a general assessment of design implications.
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For canard configurations, the research model described in section 2.1 (Fig 11), which has been

tested with various additional surfaces, yields some interesting results on lift generation, as well as the
pitching moments discussed previously. The addition to the basic wing of both foreplane or canard and the
strake improve the maximum lift coefficient, but, as the results with zero thrust coefficient, (CT = 0)
show, the flap effectiveness remains reduced in the neighbourhood of the stall angle of attack, see Fig 27.
The deflected thrust (see results for CT = 0.3), causes the lift increments due to flap deflection to

remain appreciable at high angle of attack by delaying flow separation, and also reduces the loss in flap
effectiveness at large angles (

6
F > 200). It should be noted tlat the lift coefficients quoted in Fig 27

include the direct thrust contribution, CT sin(O + 6N) and so the results for CL - CT sin(a + 
6
N) are also

shown in Fig 27c.

Although the addition of a canard, either with or without a strake, does not affect CL/ '*F signif-
icantly (see Fig 27), the addition of *ail surfaces near flaps will do so for closely-coupled aircraft con-
figurations as a result of the induced downwash. This effect is illustrated by the low-speed wind-
tunnel test results for a large-scale model of an advanced fixed-wing fighter
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shown in Fig 28. It is

seen that the presence of the tailplane, at zero setting, reduces the trailing edge flap effectiveness by
40% at near zero angles of attack (Fig 28a and by 30% at an angle of attack of 130 (Fig 28b). 1.hen

the tailplane is deflected nose-down to 20 , he incremental lift due to the highlift system (trailing edge
flap 300, and segmented leading edge flap 50 inboard, 350 outboard) is found to increase back to the tail-
off value as shown in the right-hand graphs in Fig 28, although total (untrimmed) lift is reduced both by
adding the tail and deflecting it nose down.

The improvements in the lifting capacity, and hence manoeuvrability, of low-aspect ratio, low sweep
wings due to spanwise blowing near their leading edges are well summarised in Ref H1. In particular, this
reference includes a comparison, at zero flap deflection, of the lift coefficient of the wing-canard-
strake model of Fig 27 and that of the wing-canard model with spanwise blowing. It is also shown that
blowing in combination with leading and trailing-edge flaps yield encouraging results, but the data are not
reproduced here.

In contrast to the appreciable adverse interference effect of the aft-tail and trailing-edge flap

noted previously for the aircraft of closely-coupled geometry, this effect becomes near negligible for
transport aircraft of conventional geometry. The results from Ref 32 for i model of a transport aircraft
fitted with a supercritical wing illuszrates the point in Fig 29. Lift increments due to various inboard/
outboard flap deflections are almost independent of the presence or otherwise of the tailplane regardless

of its deflection or its location (high and low); see Fig 29. (It should be noted that the results quoted
for the high tail configuration had a leading edge slot, whereas the low tail configuration had Kruger
flaps, so the 'tail off' values are slightly different.)

2.4.2 Transonic speeds

It seems probable that the direct lift needed in the high subsonic and transonic speed regime, in
order to implement active control systems for such functions as improved ride quality and load alleviation
or limitation, can be provided by current devices. Thus the manoeuvre flaps of the combat aircraft or the

usual trailing-edge flaps of transport aircraft may be used for the purpose although segmented flaps may
need to be used to obtain spanwise variation of deflection. In this context three gaps in our knowledge
may be noted. The first, concerning the lack of data for negative (up) flap deflections, has already been
remarked upon in the discussion of the low-speed data. The second refers to the limitation of the estima-
tion methods of Ref I arising from the apparent absence of data at high Mach numbers from the analysis
and the restrictive sub-critical correction factors applied to the sectional lift coefficient derivative,
CL/:F . The third is the lack of data on segmented flaps, particularly for combat aircraft.

Active control systems are already being used on current aircraft to optimise lift and drag during
combat manoeuvres, by varying the camber of the wing, particularly at the leading edge. The advantages of
using leading edge manoeuvre slats or flaps at fixed deflection, determined as the best mean setting, have
been exploited for some time, and aircraft performance is now improved further by actively scheduling the
deflection with angle of attack and Mach number, as is discussed in Ref 33. Several examples are described
there, and some of the tunnel results on which the F-18 system is based are shown in Fig 30. Both leading
edge and trailing edge flaps are used to achieve the optimum camber, ie minimum drag for maximum lift. The
experimental results for Citrim - v - (CD - CDO)trim at a number of flap deflections define a minimum

drag envelope at each Mach number, and so it is possible to define separate schedules for deflections of
the leading and trailing edge flaps with angle of attack and Mach number, which will yield minimum drag
throughout the transonic flight envelope.

2.4.3 Maximum usable lift

Before leaving the question of lift generation, it is necessary to examine another aspect, the con-
tinuing search for means of attaining and sustaining increased g-levels. Although it does not relate
directly to active control systems, it is important in defining the aerodynamic environment in which the
control system is required to operate. A variety of manoeuvre flaps, slats, etc have been devised, the
object being not so much to generate incremental lift as to render the basic wing more efficient. rhe
distinction has to be drawn between the maximum CL measured under static conditions in the tunnel, and
the maximum CL at which the pilot can use the aircraft
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since dynamic phenomena such as buffet,
pitch-up, nose slice, wing drop, wing rock, etc define a manoeuvre boundary below wing stall. Many of these
dynamic phenomena are associated with the type and development of flow separation on the wings, and so the

.....



leading edge devices developed to maintain lift also usually delay their onset. Some of the leading edge
devices are fixed, for example notches, vortex generators, fences, and strakes, and their presence can
also influence control characteristics significantly. Both tunnel and flight results have been published
for slat development on the F-4E aircraft 5,36

. 
The two sets of data are also available for the perform-

ance of vortex generators and fences on the Harrier
37

. Much emphasis has been placed of late on the need
to design for good inherent handling characteristics at high angle of attack. This has resulted in the
definition of the necessary wind-tunnel testing and the production of the relevant data for the current
generation of American fighters, for example, the YF-16. It is particularly at these flight conditions of
high angle of attack, high subsonic Mach number, that the aerodynamicist and control system engineer need
to cooperate, in order to achieve a solution.

.he development of the YF-16 has been documented sufficiently for this cooperation to be discerned,
and so it is thought worthwhile to describe briefly both the contributions from the aerodynamics and the
control system, and the dynamic phenomena which had to be considered, in achieving maximum usa'le lift.

Ref 38 describes the 'Aerodynamic design evolution of the YF-16', and particularly emphasises the improve-
ments due to the strake and the scheduled leading edge flap deflection. First, the trimmed lift-v-drag is
shown in Fig 31, where the variable leading-edge flap deflection has been determined in the same way as
the F-18 schedules described above. The basic variations of CL and Cm with angle of attack are also
shown in Fig 31, and it may be seen that the increased lift is obtained with reduced pitching moment at
high CL'S , which leads to the improvements in both trimmed CL and CD . The active control system is
required to schedule the leading-edge flap deflection, and also to overcome the near-neutral static sta-
bility, but there could still be dynamic phenomena preventing this lift being achieved in flight. The
first concern is the buffet characteristics, which are given in Ref 38. Unfortunately, the effects of
strake and leading-edge flap deflection are shown at different Mach numbers, so that direct comparisons of
each contribution cannot be made, but the improvements in buffet intensity are striking enough to warrant
reproduction here, in Fig 32. Next,
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several of the possible adverse flying qualities are associated

with loss of directional stability, expressed as either nv or dynamic n, = nv - i,., sin ,/ix
(Cna or Cn dynamic). The presence of the strake and leading-edge flap deflection each improve sideslip
characteristics at high angles of attack, ic nv more positive and ;v more negative, and the resulting

dynamic nv at M = 0.9 remains well positivesup to , = 400, shown in Fig 33. Adverse aileron yaw is
another source of poor handling characteristics 

3
, and can lead to departure from controlled flight.

Negative values of the Lateral Control Departure Parameter, LCDP = nv - nv.v/:: , indicate problem areas,
and an aileron-rudder-interconnect is incorporated in the YF-16 to improve roll control. The variation of
LCDP with angle of attack and Mach number is shown in Fig 33; it may be seen that although the gain has
been scheduled with angle of attack and Mach number, it has not been possible to achieve LCDP - 0 for

> 340 at M = 0.2. Departure is actually prevented by using a control law to limit the maximum angle of
attack which the pilot can demand, below which flying qualities are good. Of course, the control system
of the YF-16 also includes other features, but those described above are also directly relevant to the
manoeuvre enhancement and direct lift modes of the CCV YF-16.

Some of the wind-tunnel tests for CCV YF-16 with both horizontal and vertical canards are described
in Ref 15. Addition of the canards (and removal of the strake) obviously affects CL, CD and Cm , and
the substantial additional trimmed lift possible at M = 0.9 is shown in Fig 34. The tunnel results show
that deflections of canards, flaperons and tail could be used to generate the direct lift, which is an

additional control mode on the CCV YF-16. The untrimmed lift due to canard deflection is augmented by the
positive tail contribution to trim. Such large increments have not been obtained in flight, as the con-
figuration flown
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retains the strake instead of the horizontal canards, and so the direct lift is genera-

ted by the wing trailing-edge flaps and tail. The buffet characteristics are changed adversely
16 , 

at given
angle of attack, by the deflection of the trailing-edge flaps, and it may be seen in Fig 35 that moderate
buffet levels are reached at low angles of attack if the flap is deflected 200 at M = 0.68. The DLC
command had to be limited to flap deflections of 150 to avoid this moderate buffet, and to prevent penetra-
tion to strong buffet at the higher angles of attack. The directional stability is also affected
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by the

presence and deflection of the canards. The flight results show that nv  is halved at low angles of
attack when the vertical canards are added, at zero deflection, but that directional stability is increased
as angle of attack increases to 200. The dihedral of the canted vertical canards also increases the magni-
tude of Zv , so that 'dynamic nv ' has better characteristics at high angles of attack if the canards are
on (Fig 35). The horizontal canards were tested in the tunnel at various deflections

15
, and the direction-

al stability was found to be very sensitive at the high angles of attack a > 150 due to changing inter-
ference effects. Thus the departure parameter, dynamic nv  can be affected significantly by the addition
and use of canard surfaces. Data on roll control power are not available, to evaluate LCDP, but it is
stated in Ref 16 that canard interference reduced the rolling effectiveness of the differential tail, and
also had a smaller reducing effect on the ailerons.

This brief description of part of the YF-16 development history shows that wind-tunnel tests need to
cover buffet, rolling and yawing moments due to sideslip and due to aileron, as well as lift, drag and
pitching moment, over the range of motivator deflections, so that adequate data are available for pre-
flight assessment of manoeuvring capability at transonic speeds.

2.5 Sideforce

-' 40The use of direct sideforce as a means of controlling an aircraft has only recently cor
T 
- to the fore.

Accordingly the experimental data available are particularly sparse and no attempt has been made to develop
methods of estimation. Research models
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'
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have been tested in wind tunnels, but the results

15 
presented

here for illustration are those obtained in the flight and wind-tunnel programme for the CCV YF-16.

Two types of motivators were tested in the wind tunnel, namely, twin 'vertical' canards mounted on
the fuselage in the manner indicated by Fig 23 and differentially deflected horizontal canards. In addi-
tion to the sideforce each of these motivators generates a yawing moment, which needs to be trimmed by
rudder deflection. This in its turn produces some additional sideforce.

As can be seen (Fig 36a) the particular vertical canards tested give rise to a sideforce which is
highly dependent on the angle of attack, so that by an angle of attack of 120 the sideforce is only half



its value of at zero angle of attack. A motivator with such characteristics is likely to prove an
unattractive proposition.

In contrast to this, the differentially deflected horizontal canards (Fig 36b) yield a sideforce,
which even increases somewhat with angle of attack increase. In the trimmed condition the sideforce is *-L
substantially augmented by the rudder sideforce and the increase with increase in angle of attack is more
pronounced. It was also found Liat the incremental force is more or less linear with respect to the total
angle of deflection, see Fig 36c. for a given angle of attack. Furthermore, there is little variation in
effectiveness over the Math number range 0.2 to 1.2 (Fig 36d). These findings are somewhat unexpected
when it is remembered that the sideforce arises from an interference effect upon the adjoining parts of
the aircraft. Similar results have been obtained on the CCV F-4 17 and on research models at NASA
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and

ONERA9. Thus, differentially deflected horizontal canards constitute a suitable sideforce motivator.
However, it must be borne in mind that any application which requires differential deflection about
different mean positions can have repercussions on other characteristics, due to interference, and the yaw-
ing moment due to sideslip was found 

5 
to be particularly sensitive at high angles of attack.

Split flaps have been installed on the four pylons of the CCV Alpha Jet 
4 1
, and yield more trimmed

sideforce than the vertical canard on the YF-16, but less than the differential horizontal canard. Other
forms of motivator mounted on the wings have been tested, particularly twin fins, but the area of surface
needed appears to be too large for use on combat aircraft. Such a motivator needs only small rudder
deflection to trim the yawing moment, and so loses the augmentation of sideforce shown in Fig 36b for the
forward-mounted canard.

II .
Differential spanwise blowing is another possible sideforce motivator, and can be designed to

require little trimming up to moderate angles of attack. The sideforce seems to increase rather faster
than linearly with jet coefficient, C. (Fig 37) bug is almost independent of angle of attack up to
a6 160 , and even increases in magnitude for a > 16 . The differential strake projection tested on the
same configuration gives only small sideforce at moderate angles of attack, but is slightly more effective
than blowing at C. = 0.03 for a > 120 . This strong variation with angle of attack makes it unpromising
as a sideforce generator, besides being difficult to engineer.

2.6 Drag or thrust

Variation of forward speed is in the main a matter of controlling engine thrust and active control
systems based on energy management will play an increasing role in this. Discussion of the engine con-
trols and data pertinent to this problem lies outside the scope of the present paper.

Equally the increase of drag during dives by means of dive or air brakes is not in the present sense
a motivator and the properties of these devices are not discussed here. Even the combat manoeuvres of the
decelerating type now being introduced are unlikely to involve active control directly. Two such manoeuv-
res are the result of using vectored thrust and manoeuvring to very high angle of attack to achieve the
required deceleration. In both these cases the use of active control systems may be required to obtain
satisfactory flying qualities during these manoeuvres.

The aircraft performance requirements are always uppermost in the designer's mind and active control
systems aimed at optimizing C I-a and L/D have found applicationl5,
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. As discussed in section 2.4

the optimization is achieved by Me appropriate choice of the pitch motivator to use for the trimming task
with other devices such as flapsthrust vectoring and leading-edge slats to augment lift. At present the
development of such systems has to rely heavily on wind-tunnel testing with the aircraft model being pro-
gressively tailored in order to achieve the optimum lift and drag.

3 INDIRECT EFFECTS

The forces and moments discussed in section 2 are those which the motivators are intended to gener-
ate (hence the designation, direct effects), but the pressure distribution which gives rise to these
direct effects can result in other forces and moments, either because of its nature or its induced effect
on some other part of the airframe. This second class of forces and moments are here termed the indirect
effects and are largely undesired.

The pilot of an tknaugmented aircraft has to learn to compensate for these indirect effects, but

control systems in augmented aircraft can be designed to relieve him of this task, for example an aileron-
rudder interconnect has often been used in combat aircraft to overcome adverse aileron-yaw. For this
relatively simple control law, the designer needs to know the relative yawing moments due to aileron and
rudder in order to determine the gearing between the two control surfaces. In practice this gearing
usually has to be scheduled to account for the variation of aileron-yaw with angle of attack. A knowledge
of the indirect forces and moments is also required for the design of active control systems, and so the
characteristics of various motivators are discussed in this section from this point of view. The examples
chosen for illustration lo not cover all the indirect effects likely to be encountered, but it is hoped
that the more important features are included.

3.1 Indirect pitching moment

3.1.1 Trailing edge flaps

Pitching moment due to flap deflection has always had to be considered, both in obtaining values for
trimmed CL in high-lift conditions, and in retaining longitudinal stability since deflected flaps tend
to reduce aC/aa . The requirement of ACT for additional lift without change in angle of attack necessi-
tates a control law to negate the associated pitching moment, which of course is highly dependent on con-
figuration. The data given in Ref I for estimating 3Cm/aF throughout the subsonic and supersonic speed
ranges are based on experimental results over the ranges of angle of attack and flap deflection for which
'C /6F is linear, corresponding to the data used for estimating 3CL/a6F . Some additional data on the
effect of flap span and position on the pitching moment characteristics at high angle of attack are also



described in Ref I, but refer to a particular wing, and so serve only as a reminder of the importance of
flap size as a parameter.

The pitching moment due to flap at high angle of attack is even more sensitive to configuration than
the lift discussed in section 2.4, and to illustrate this point some particular results are selected. The
height of the tailplane does not affect the lift characteristics of the transport aircraft layout
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supercritical wing, as shown in Fig 29 but the pitching moments due to angle of attack and flap deflection
are quite different for the two tails tested, see Fig 38. Deflection of the flaps gives rise to a pitching
moment, which is in part due to the pressure distribution change on the wings and in part due to a change
in the tailplane contribution. Whilst the former must be essentially the same for both layouts, it is
evident that for the flapped-wing, the tail interference is very different. For the high tail configura-
tion the characteristic pitch up tendency is present in the pitching moments for all flap settings and for
the two tailplane settings (0 and -10 ), but the nett contribution to the nose-down pitching moment due
to flap deflection is nearly independent of these two variables and falls off gradually with increase of
angle of attack. Over the range of angles tested the value of the pitching moment derivative, aCm/36 F
is only reduced by about 30%. In contrast, for the low tail layout the pitching moment contribution due to
flap deflections (at all settings) reduces rapidly in magnitude with increase in angle of attack and
reverses sign to become a nose-up contribution (at a = 150 for nT = 00, and at a = 200 for qT = - O°).
The cause of differences in the pitching moment characteristics of the two layouts may be sought in flow
environment of the tail in the two cases. As is well known the high tail (or T-tail) enters the wing wake
at the large angles of attack. Under these conditions it is possible for downwash to be high and the
kinetic pressure low. The consequent low effectiveness of the tail is reflected both in its pitching
moments due to angle of attack and due to tailplane deflection. The flow over the wing has broken down
and is probably not materially affected by flap deflection. At low angles of attack the tailplane is well
clear of the wing or wing-flap wake and so there is little interference. This adds up to all curves
exhibiting the pitch-up trend, which is a consequence of a gradually decreasing tail effectiveness as the
tail enters the wing wake. The increment in pitching moment due to 100 up deflection of the tailplane
shows an increasing drop in magnitude beyond an angle of attack of 200 and this drop is almost the same for
all flap settings. This trend accords with the explanation of the results given above.

If the same quantity, ACm for AnT - - 100 , is examined in the case of the low-tail layout, it is
seen that, whilst it is practically independent of angle of attack for zero flap setting, it exhibits a
pronounced loss of tail effectiveness between the angles of attack of 120 and 22 . At its worst condition
the tail retains a little over half of its effectiveness at low angles of attack. These results imply
that the low tailplane is clear of the wake and in a region of low downwash for all angles of attack for
the unflapped wing. D-lection of the flaps intensifies and broadens the wake and the tail comes suffic-
iently within this wdke, for the previously mentioned range of the angle of attack, to lose a great deal of
its basic effectiveness through adverse downwash and kinetic pressure changes.

Interference effects of the same general character, but in this case for upward deflection of wing
mounted flaps, were encountered
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on the CCV YF-16. The direct lift control mode requires deflection of

the flap in either sense. It was found during flight tests that large down-tailplane deflections were
needed to trim out the pitching moments due to -J50 of flap (Fig 39a). Wind-tunnel test results, see
Fig 39b, reveal that the tailplane effectiveness decreases with increase of the angle of attack and its
level is much reduced by upward deflection of the wing flap. These results indicate that the wing-flap-
tail interference affects the pitching moment due to flap deflection and the power of the tail to trim this
moment. The recovery pitching moment is inadequate to prevent departive for a > 180 , with DLC operative,
and so a restriction had to be placed on the utilization of the DLC mode at high angle of attack.

As mentioned in section 2, the control surfaces on wing-canard configurations can be used for various
primary tasks. Data was presented in section 2.1 for both canard and trailing edge flap as pitch motivator
but in section 2.4 the trailing edge flap was viewed as the lift motivator. Thus the indirect effects have
to be interpreted in relation to the concept of the overall design.

3.1.2 Leading edge devices

The effect of leading edge flaps or slats on pitching moment is usually to reduce static stability
(aCmfa), although the increment in Cm at a given angle of attack is smaller than that due to trailing
edge flaps, so that lift and drag penalties from trim are smaller, and in fact L/D is often improved.
An example of this type of behaviour is shown in Fig 31 for the leading edge flaps on the YF-16, and the
many slat or flap deflections tested 18 on the F-4 also exhibited reduced 3Cm/la , over the low to moderate
angle of attack range as shown in Fig 40. The pitching moment characteristics at high angle of attack are
highly dependent on configuration, but it can be expected that pitch-up tendencies are alleviated by the
presence of leading edge devices, which delay the flow separation on the wings.

3.1.3 Spoilers

The pitching moments associated with antisymmetric deflection of spoiler for roll control can be very
significant, especially for the current relative positions of spoiler surfaces (towards the rear of the
chord) and of the centre of gravity (near quarter mean chord). The results for the pitching moment due to

large spoiler on a wing2 l (shown in Fig 16) illustrate the magnitudes which can be expected, see Fig 41.
The moment arm may be reduced for aircraft with relaxed static stability, but it is likely that pitching
moments due to spoiler would remain sufficiently large to require compensation via the control system.

3.1.4 Canards

The attraction of using canards to generate direct lift is that the elevator deflection required for
trimming the associated pitching moment contributes positively to the lift, as described in section 2.4.
For example, the results shown in Fig 9, where the canard is assumed to be primarily a pitch motivator,
could also be interpreted as indirect pitching moment on the lifting canard.



Differential antisymmetric deflection of horizontal canards
15 

did not produce significant pitching
moments on the CCV versions of the YF-16 and F-4, but it would seem that this characteristic depends on -d
relative height of and longitudinal position of the wing/canard/tail especially when the aircraft is at
high angle of attack. Some evidence for the need for caution in this respect is forthcoming from results
for a research model
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with a high canard just ahead of the wing but no tail, as sketched in Fig 42.

By virtue of the symmetry of the aircraft about its median longitudinal plane the pitching moments
due to deflection of either a port or a starboard panel of the canard would be expected to be equal. Thus
within the ranges of angles for which linear characteristics might be expected, equal and opposite pitching
moments would be expected from a deflection of +100 or -I00 regardless of whether the port or starboard
panel was being deflected. This expectation is confirmed by the results shown in Fig 42 for both Mach
numbers. By the same token it would be anticipated that deflecting the canards antisymmetrically through
±100 would give rise to the same pitching moment characteristics as for zero deflection of the canard sur-
faces. This is very nearly so for lift coefficients less than 0.4 for both Mach numbers (0.4 and 0.9).
The non-linear behaviour at the larger lift coefficients, more evident at Mach number 0.4, is probably
accountable for in terms of flow breakdown over the canard surfaces and canard-wing interference. However,
it is not clear what portion of the pitching moments derives from interference effects.

3.2 Indirect rolling moment

The main source of indirect rolling moment on conventional aircraft is the rudder, but the effects on
aircraft response are usually not very significant. The ratio of rolling to yawing moment obviously
depends on the height and sweepback of the fin (and on fin arm), and is usually less than 0.3. Variation
of aCX/R (if measured in geometric body areas) with angle of attack and with Mach number is small, as
shown in Fig 43. The ratio of rolling moment to yawing moment for the rudder of the B-1 aircraft
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is seen

to be near 0.2 throughout the Mach number range, and corresponding results for the F-I-lIE
42 

(with
ALE = 500) are near-constant up to a = 160 at transonic speeds. The ratio can be greater than 0.3 if the
tailplane is mounted at a high position, so that it acts as a reflection plate for the fin and rudder, and

J the resulting centre of pressure is relatively higher. For example, the results for the model of Fig 19,
with its high tailplane and large aspect ratio fin, give a ratio of C/lCR to aCn/a R of nearly 0.5.

At high angles of attack, rudder is sometimes used to augment rolling moment, as roll motivators
alone cannot always achieve the required roll rate for combat aircraft. For future designs, with possibly
smaller fin arms and a more powerful yaw motivator (all-moving fins etc), the rolling moment due to rudder
may increase relative to its yawing moment, as compared to present levels, and so could become more
important.

It might be expected that differential deflection of canard surfaces might also induce rolling
moments, but it is important to appreciate the extent to which the interference effects on the wing can
affect the nett contribution to rolling moment. Asymmetric deflection of canard surfaces can induce an
asymmetric downwash field at the wing location, which gives rise to a rolling moment opposing that due to
the forces on the canard, within the linearized regime of flow. At larger angles of attack the matter
becomes very complex as two effects enter, firstly the effective angle of attack of a panel can exceed its
stalling angle and secondly at some stage the variation of downwash may become non-linear.

With these thoughts in mind it is interesting to examine some wind-tunnel test results for the con-
figuration of Fig 42. By virtue of the aircraft symmetry the rolling moments at zero angle of attack
should be equal for equal and opposite deflections of the individual canard panels, provided the magnitude
of the deflection is such that downwash is still linear with respect to it. It is seen (Fig 44) that at
100 deflection this is not strictly the case, although the very small nett rolling moment is, at any rate,
of the same sign. Away from zero angle of attack the effective angle of attack of a panel is made up of
(a) its geometric angle of attack (b) its deflection relative to neutral and (c) the small upwash induced
by the wing. This last effect is small and is, in 4ny case, modified by the secondary pressure distribu-
tion on the wing arising from the flow field of the canard. If this upwash may be ignored, it follows
that a combination of +100 deflection of the panel on the port side and a given angle of attack is equi-
valent to a -10 deflection of the starboard panel at an angle of attack 10 larger. It is, of course,
necessary that all effective angles of attack lie within the range leading to linear characteristics.
Unfortunately no results are quoted for negative angles of attack in the case of port panel alone deflec-
ted. However, the near zero values of rolling moment coefficient, for an angle of attack of about 8
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the case of deflection of the starboard panel alone and for an angle of attack about -20 for the case of
deflection of the port panel alone, would be expected on the basis of this argument. On the basis of the
quoted results it seems that this line of reasoning fails to account for the opposite signs in the rolling
moments due to an upward deflection of a starboard panel at an angle of ettack of 100, and that due to a
downward deflection of a port panel at zero angle of attack, notwithstanding the fact that the effective
angles of attack on each panel would be approximately equal (00 starboard ind 100 port side). Whether

flow conditions have already been reached for which the effect of the upstream flow field of the wing may
not be neglected, or that non-linear effects are confusing the issue is difficult to say. The latter does
not necessarily invalidate the basic argument and in this connection it is of interest to note that super-
position of the sum of the rolling moments for individual panel deflection on the curve for the anti-
symmetric deflection (±00) shows good agreement throughout. To put the rolling moments generated into
perspective it should be noted that the sideforce coefficient produced by the antisymmetric deflection is
between 0.02 and 0.03, that is, about ten times the size of the rolling moment coefficient.

The horizontal canards tested in the YF-16 and F-4, CCV programmes also generated insignificant
rolling moments, when being used to produce sideforce. Corresponding results for the deflection of verti-
cal canards do not seem to be available, but rolling moments did not feature in Ref 16, which describes the
aerodynamic interactions on the CCV YF-16, so are presumably also insignificant.

The other motivators currently in use do not cause indirect rolling moments. However, if the
differential spanwise blowing"

1 
(or differential strake projection) described in section 2.3 is used to

generate sideforce (see Fig 37) as the direct effect then the associated rolling moments (see Fig 18) at
the high angles of attack represent important indirect effects, which need to be taken into account in the



design of the control system. The differential strake arrangement could result in even larger rolling

-1j moments at supersonic speeds.

3.3 indirect yawing moment

3.3.1 Roll motivators

The adverse yawing moments, which result from differential deflection of the aileron, have long been
a source of difficulty in the lateral control of aircraft at moderate to high angles of attack. A number
of parameters have been used to assess their influence on aircraft handling qualities, such as w 2/Wd2

and the so-called Lateral Control Departure Parameter. These are various manifestations of the behaviour
of the quantity (nv - nr-v/q), which, for instance, needs to be greater than zero for stability of pilot-
in-the-loop modes. If "Cn/aC and DC /3 (hence nE and z) are of opposite sign the above quantity
can change sign at some angle of attack, because of the behaviour of nv and Lv at moderate to large
angle of attack*.

At the relevant angles of attack the yawing moment arises from changes in the lift-dependent drag
caused by motivator deflection, and so is difficult to estimate. The increments in yawing moment produced
by a total aileron deflection of 300 on a model of the F-4 aircraft
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, at Mach numbers of 0.6 and 0.9, are

shown in Fig 45a, with leading-edge slats on and off. The presence of a slat has an effect on the small
yawing moments present for angles of attack below 100, but leaves the characteristics at high angles of
attack virtually unaffected. In the present instance the aileron deflection is in the sense which produces
a positive rolling moment. Deflection of a spoiler so as to augment this rolling moment results in the
yawing moments due to the combined effects of the aileron and spoiler becoming positive up to a moderate

angle of attack (140 at M = 0.6, 120 at M - 0.9, see Fig 45b). Beyond this angle of attack the moments
become negative once more and are not much affected by the spoiler, either with or without the slats. This
trend is in accord with results for plain spoilers
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, for which the yawing moment has the same sign as the

rolling moment and both moments tend to zero as the stalling angle of attack for the wing is approached.
Results for a flap-type spoiler on the wing of Fig 16 exhibit these characteristics as shown in Fig 46.
The spoiler-slat-deflector arrangement shows similar trends, but with larger yawing moments for a given
spoiler deflection, as might be expected. There is in the results for the lower Mach number (M = 0.6) just
a suggestion that the moments do not become zero, but possibly reach a minimum and increase aga-, as the
angle of attack exceeds the value corresponding to that minimum.

Although the yawing moment due to differential tail deflection shows similar characteristics to that
due to aileron, the adverse effects are usually less severe, occurring at higher angles of attack, and
being of smaller magnitude. The other possible motivators suggested for supplementing roll power at high
angles of attack, ie differential strake projection and blowing along the span", also produce adverse yaw-
ing moments. The magnitudes are appreciable6 see Fig 47, and the strake induces rolling and yawing moments
of approximately equal magnitudes at a = 20 . The asymmetric blowing along the span is, however, more
efficient in generating rolling moment than yawing moment, the ratio ACn/ACX being approximately -0.5 for

160.

3.3.2 Sideforce motivators

When horizontal or vertical canard surfaces are used to produce sideforce changes yawing moments are
induced, which in this context must be regarded as unwanted. Use of the rudder to trim out the yawing
moments results in an augmented sideforce contribution, as discussed in section 2.5. The results
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vertical canards on the CCV YF-16 are shown in Figs 23 and 36, from which it is seen that increase in the
angle of attack reduces the effectiveness of motivators in generating sideforce, but at the same condi-
tions a reduction occurs in the induced yawing moment.

The yawing moments generated by the differential deflection of the horizontal canards on the CCV

YF-16 are not published in detail, but some results for the research model of a close-coupled canard
1 4 

lay-

out are of interest. Deflection of one canard negatively was found to generate greater sideforce and yaw-
ing moment than an equal positive deflection, shown by the results in Fig 48 for 6. f- I00 and
6C  - +100 respectively, but the results for differential deflection of -100 are essentially given by the
sug of the two increments. It is also noticeable that yawing moment is not linear with differential
deflection, with small increase in Cn due to increasing 6 from ±50 to ±10

°
, although the corresponding

sideforce (not shown) is linear. The reason why this is so even at zero angle of attack is difficult to
understand. It may be remarked, however, that there are four possible contributions to these yawing
moments. These are (I) that arising directly from the load distribution on the canard, (2) that arising
from the asymmetric loading induced on the wing, (3) that arising from the pressure distribution induced on
the fuselage and (4) that arising from the action of the flow field at the fins. The quoted results do not
permit a breakdowin. into these individual contributions. If, for the condition of zero angle of attack and
CS = -10°0, SC. 00, each of the above yawing moment increments is represented in magnitude by ("CnC)0
(,,z ) ; (ACn) 0 and (AC )0  respectively, then for the case of 

6
Cs 0 , 6cp +10 , ) =0 the

B4 0 n nF0ap
magnitudes of these different contributions would be expected to be the same, but for some the signs
differ. Thus, the following relationships exist,

Care needs to be exercised when comparing wind-tunnel test results from different sources as the

derivatives may refer to different axis systems, usually either aerodynamic body axes (stability axes)
or geometric body axes. If the plain symbols are used for the former type of derivative and those
with a suffix b for the latter, the following relationship exists;

(n n. bV/ F. " b b
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The former yawing moment exceeds the latter by 2 (AC) + (AC)0 , which offers a possible explanation

of the difference noted in the single panel deflection results. For the combination 6C = 0, C= -10
4= 100 the contributions from the canard, fuselage and fin are again of magnitude p(zwCn)o0' (Cn B )O and (AC nF )., but the wing on the starboard side has an angle of attack of 10

° 
whilst

that on the port side has an angle of attack of 100 less the downwash due to the canard, giving rise to a

yawing moment contribution of (AC nw) , say. Thus the difference in overall yawing moment for 6C. = 0,

Cs = -10 at 100 angle of attack and at 00 angle of attack is I AC 1 - (ACnW) I - 2(ACnC) , which

could possibly explain why the two yawing moments differ so little.

In spite of the non-linearity exhibited by the ±100 deflection results in comparison with the ±50
deflection results, the results for individual panel deflection may be superimposed to give total yawing
moments very close to those for the antisymmetric deflection of ±10

°
. This holds for both Mach numbers.

3.4 Indirect lift

3.4.1 Longitudinal motivators

The main emphasis in design considerations of indirect effects of motivators on lift is on perform-
ance, and it is obviously beneficial if the control surface deflection required for trim contributes
positive lift - hence the interest in relaxed static stability and canard layouts. Comparisons of perform-
ance parameters are not discussed further here, although many of the reports on longitudinal control sur-
faces listed in Bibliography are primarily concerned with CLt., L/D and effect of static
margin

4 ,9 ,12 ,13 ,38
. It is usually found that the lift associated with the level of pitching moment

required by other applications of active control does not have a significant effect on aircraft response.
More attention may have to be paid to the lift for very closely coupled configurations, eg when the trail-
ing-edge flap on the wing-canard and wing alone configurations is considered principally as a pitch
motivator in section 2.1 (Fig IIl, notwithstanding the fact that the lift is large enough to have been
included in the data discussed in section 2.4.

3.4.2 Lateral motivators

The only lateral motivators to induce lift are spoilers used for roll control, and the lift loss can
be appreciable. For example, the large spoiler (hs/c= 0.08) shown in Fig 16 causes an incremental lift of
-0.2 at low angle of attack (see Fig 49), which becomes near zero as the wing stalls at higher angles of
attack. The spoiler-slot-deflector is more efficient as a roll motivator than the plain spoiler, and the
lift loss is correspondingly greater, and is still appreciable at the highest angle of attack tested,
i - 200, as also shown in Fig 49.

3.5 Indirect sideforce

The sideforce induced by conventional controls is small, that due to the rudder being the most
significant. For current aircraft designs, C /D does not affect the response sufficiently to need

Y R
correction, but with the trend towards shorter fin arms, the magnitude of sideforce relative to yawing

LI moment becomes larger, and may need to be considered.

3.6 Indirect drag

All motivators cause increased profile drag when in operation, and many motivators also cause
increased overall lift-dependent drag, the main exception being ailerons and differential tails. The
design aim is obviously to achieve the required level of control power at minimum overall 'cost', to whichi drag is a major contributor, but a comparison of drag levels is not attempted in this review. As mentioned

in section 2, the reports on experimental data for flaps and other lift-augmentation devices include drag
measurements, and most discuss performance parameters. Measurements of drag due to lateral motivators are
not always recorded in the published literature, as in the past the drag increments have not been
important for design considerations.

4 HINGE MOMENTS

Deflection of most of the motivators described in the preceding sections requires a significant
effort, which, since the deflection usually takes the form of a rotation about a hinge line, is a moment
about that hinge. In the early years of the aircraft, this effort had to be supplied by the pilot, via a
mechanical system linking the motivator (usually a flap-type contrcl surface) to the pilot's cockpit
control. Physiological limitations and fatigue set absolute limits on the hinge moments, whilst the ease
and rapidity with which control could be applied caused the aircraft designer to aim for values consider-
ably below the above limits. As the speed range of aircraft increased and the range of size became
larger the designer was forced to ever smaller hinge moment coefficients. The hinge moments themselves,
of course, increased at least as the square of speed (often more as compressibility became more important)
and as the cube of the linear dimensions. These trends made for exceedingly .ne aerodynamic balance
(ICH/; etc close to zero) and hence very small tolerances on manufacture. This, of itself, did not put an
end to the quest for aerodynamic balince of the hinge moments, but taken together with the fact that the
conventional forms of balance failed to give the required relief through the speed range, which was rapidly
extending into the supersonic regime, meant that designers saw power-operation of the control surfaces as a
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means of escape from the recurring tedium of making adjustments in lengthy flight tests. Hinge moment
characteristics assumed less importance in aircraft design and, perhaps not surprisingly, the research and

, L wind-tunnel testing also decreased, apart from tests aimed at supplying data on oscillating control sur-
faces for flutter investigations, of which more is said later.

This somewhat relaxed attitude towards hinge moment characteristics was perhaps accompanied by more
uncertainty about their estimation, since development of the methods given in the ESDU

2 
and DATCOM1 series

failed to take place. Indeed it is probable that in many instances there was no advantage taken of the
advances made in the theoretical side of the calculation of flows around lifting surfaces. Be that as it
may, it is a matter of record

4 3 
that problems were encountered with undesirable behaviour of a flight con-

trol system, because the actuator hinge moment limit was reached. In this instance, it is only fair to
remark that the discrepancy between estimated or design data and those realized in flight test was con-
fined to the hinge moment at zero tail lift (or, in fact, to the b0  effect). The aircraft in question
was the USAF/Rockwell B-I and the problem was aggravated by a discrepancy in the pitching moment
coefficient at zero lift, tail off. Difficulty was first encountered on a flight manoeuvre initiated by a
rudder doublet input and during which the yaw autostabilization was made inactive. The resulting aircraft
response is illustrated in Fig 50. As the port and starboard tail panels, each in its turn, reach a down
angle of +5.80 the flight record shows flats. Close examination of the hinge moments in these conditions
revealed that a limit for the actuator had been reached. The consequence of this was the uncommanded (and
potentially dangerous) response in pitch as indicated by the normal load factor in Fig 50.

An explanation of the events just described may be sought on the following lines. In the absence of
augmented yaw damping the Dutch-roll mode is lightly damped, so larger than usual roll and yaw oscillations
would ensue in the manoeuvre described above. The roll channel of the flight control system responds by
providing differential tail deflection according to the roll rate. For a downward-going panel it becomes
possible to reach the actuator's hinge moment limit. When this happens, as, for example, for the second
time in the flight of the B-I aircraft, the starboard tail panel is prevented from deflecting further
whereas the deflection of the port panel is not restrained. A more negative rolling moment than intended
is produced, and is accompanied by an uncommanded nose-up pitching moment. The latter causes the
uncommanded response in the load factor. As soon as the roll rate drops sufficiently, there is no danger

of limiting in this way and the control system behaves normally.

Since, at aft centre-of-gravity locations, the effect on the hinge moment of the increasing angle of
attack in a pull-up can more than counterbalance the effect of the negative tail deflection, it is also
possible for difficulties, arising from the same cause, to occur.

As previously remarked the output of experimental data on controls (motivators) which reached flood
proportions in the 1950s dropped to a mere trickle in the next two decades. The impression may be mis-
leading in that it is not possible to account for the results of unpublished ad hoc work. For this reason
it has been decided to describe the readily available data under the two headings of (a) quasi-static hinge
moments (b) hinge moments for oscillating motivators, rather than according to type.

4.1 Quasi-static hinge moments

Figs 51 and 52 show some of the results
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available from an investigation made of the load and hinge
moment characteristics of a sweptback high tail (T-tail) fitted to a model of a transport aircraft
(actually a seaplane). Tailplane pressure distribution, normal force and hinge moments were obtained for
the Mach number range 0.60 to 1.075 and a wing angle-of-attack range of -40 to +140. A thin (t/c = 0.05)
tail of delta planform and area equal to that of the original tail was also tested. For an all-moving
surface it is convenient to plot the hinge moment coefficient against the tail normal force coefficientand
the latter against angle of attack, as in Fig 51. Some slight non-linearity of characteristics is present
at the most negative and positive angles of attack tested. The effect of tail setting on the variation of
the hinge moment coefficient with the normal force coefficient of the tail was found to be small and it is

thus instructive to examine the trends with Mach number of the derivative (CH/CN)tail, or the aero-
dynamic centre location. For the original tail the aerodynamic centre moves aft as Mach number increases
from 0.9 upwards, see Fig 52, with an overall shift of about 20% chord between M = 0.8 and M = 1.08. The
delta tail exhibits about the same overall shift, but it is confined in this case to the range
1.0 < M < 1.08. An important difference is noted in the hinge moment coefficients for zero normal force
(bo) for the delta and swept tails, see Fig 52. Devices that alter the level of the b0  effect may be
employed to change the level of hinge-moment, without any change in the slope of the curve of hinge-moment
coefficient against tail normal force coefficient. What is desirable depends upon whether the trim of the
aircraft is achieved with download or upload on the tail.

Data from the next series of wind-tunnel tests
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have featured already in the earlier sections of
this review. They refer to two spoiler arrangements fitted to a half-model of a 450 sweptback wing and

fuselage combination. One is a flap-type spoiler and the other is a spoiler-slot-deflector arrangement. A
Mach number range of 0.6 to 0.95 was covered in the tests and an angle-of-attack range of -4 to +20 for
the lower Mach numbers, but a more restricted range in angle of attack for Mach numbers between 0.85 and
0.95.

For the flap-type spoiler positioned as shown in Fig 16 the hinge moment coefficients varied with
spoiler deflection and Mach number as shown in Fig 53a for zero angle of attack. Whereas the variation of
the hinge moment coefficient is approximately linear with spoiler deflection, it exhibits a departure from
linearity with respect to angle of attack, which becomes more pronounced as either the spoiler deflection
or the angle of attack is increased, see Fig 53a. The hinge moments for a given spoiler projection
decrease in magnitude as the angle of attack becomes large.

Hinge moment data are given for simultaneous deflection of the lower surface deflector for a range
of spoiler projection and deflector projection. As explained in the section on rolling moments, there is
a progressive improvement in rolling power with increase of deflector to spoiler gearing up to 0.75 at the
lower Mach numbers and up to about 0.5 at the higher Mach numbers tested. The hinge moment to be provided
by the actuator can be reduced by suitably linking the spoiler and deflector since their hinge moments



are, over much of the range, of opposite sign. If the individual hinge moment coefficients are based on
Scss and Sd"d where Ss = area of spoiler surface and c = spoiler chord and Sd - area of deflector sur-
fac, and cd = deflector chord, then the nett hinge moment coefficient based upon the total area and either
chord of identical surfaces is given by

C H  C
S +dl~ CHdCHnett (CH + C

From the data given in Ref 21 this quantity can be evaluated for any specified gearing. To illustrate how
the hinge moment required can be reduced the coefficients (Fig 54a) have been calculated at M - 0.6 and

=0
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for hd/hs = 0.25 and 0.50 for a range of hs . The data for A = 80, M = 0.6 were analysed in a
similar way for hd/hs = 0.25 and 0.50 for 0 < hs/c < 0.08 but only for hs/c = 0.01, 0.02 for hd/h§ = 0.75,
see Fig 54b. These results, in their turn, can be used to estimate an idealized gearing resulting in zero
hinge moments. This linkage gearing is also shown in Fig 54b. Since the data for other Mach numbers and
angles of attack show similar trends it would seem possible to achieve very low hinge moment requirements
throughout, possibly at the expense of a gearing scheduled with Mach number, angle of attack and deflection.

Not many flight measurements of hinge moment characteristics are to be found in the literature, but
test results have been reported for the Fairey Delta 2 aircraft and the XB-70 aircraft
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. The aileron

and elevator hinge moment derivatives for the former aircraft were extracted from flight records of hinge
moments, aircraft response and the control input pulses. Where possible the results were compared with
wind-tunnel test results. These comparisons are reproduced herein, Figs 55 to 57 and show that .CH /),
7CHE/7n and 3CHE/Dl for the elevators were in good agreement, but differences do exist between A

the two sets of DCHA/&a for the ailerons. It is also concluded that the induced effects CH /;- and
3CHE/3. are important, at any rate at transonic speeds, see Fig 57. The hinge moment coefficient

for zero angle of attack of each motivator proved difficult to obtain. It was necessary to apply aero-
elastic corrections. On the basis of the simple procedures followed these were significant for the
elevator, but small for the aileron. The agreement of results at 10000 ft and 40000 ft altitude suggest
that the corrections for the elevator distortion were of the right order of magnitude. For the aileron
there is an unexplained discrepancy.

The data for the XB-70 aircraft are essentially a flight-tunnel comparison, so that in Fig 58 can be
seen the agreement between the results of flight tests, rigid wind-tunnel test results and the latter
corrected for elastic effects. The tip portions of the wing are folded downwards in supersonic flight and
the two outboard elevon segments on each tip are locked in a neutral position. To obtain the elevon
hinge-moment data in coefficient form, the sum of the hinge moments of the segments in use on the wing
panel, for which measurements were taken, was divided by the product of free stream kinetic pressure, the
total area of these segments and the mean elevon chord for this area. In forming the derivative b2  the
average deflection of the above-mentioned segments was used.

Trailing-edge flaps at various spanwise locations on a supercritical wing (shown in Fig 29) were
the subject of the tests the results of which are presented in Fig 59. The non-linear character of the
hinge moment coefficient (M = 0.90, t = 20) for positive flap deflection is noteworthy, as is also the
fact that for the most inboard of the three flap motivators the non-linearity extends into the negative
deflection range. At the lower Mach number, M = 0.6, the curve of hinge moment coefficient against flap
deflection is more nearly linear. Calculated hinge moments agree well with measurements in this instance.

4.2 oscillatory hinge moments

In the context of active use of motivators for gust load alleviation or to delay the onset of flutter,
knowledge of the hinge moment characteristics of oscillating flaps is essential. At the high frequencies
involved, these characteristics depend upon the value of the frequency parameters, particularly at tran-
sonic speeds. A number of the papers published on the topic of oscillatory hinge moments are concerned
with the development of test techniques (see Bibliography), but as the various techniques yield data of
comparable accuracy this aspect is not of immediate interest, except to remark that in the usual analysis
the moments are effectively linearized.

The data displayed in Figs 60 and 61 show the influence of large trailing-edge thickness on the
stiffness and damping derivatives for a trailing-edge, flap-type control fitted to a half-wing model
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(effective aspect ratio 1.8, taper ratio 0.74). The damping derivative results indicate instability at
transonic speeds for the basic aerofoil section. For the controls with thickened trailing edges the aero-
dynamic damping is stable, but only for a limited amplitude of oscillation. However, the amplitude over

which the damping is stable increases with increasing trailing-edge thickness. The stiffness derivative,
like its quasi-steady counterpart, is increased in magnitude at subsonic speeds as the trailing-edge
thickness is increased, but its variation with Mach number at transonic speeds is decreased, see Fig 61.
Similar unstable characteristics were noted in tests

49 
of a swept fin with full-span rudder mounted on a

half body and attached to the wind-tunnel wall (Fig 62). In this case the instability is confined to Mach
numbers in excess of 0.975. For the basic tests the rudder was unbalanced and it was found that the
addition of forward balance (setback hinge) had a stabilizing influence on the damping derivative,

although, not surprisingly, the stiffness derivative changes sign at subsonic speeds (Fig 62). The addi-
tion of small spoilers, mounted on the control surface just aft of the hinge line, had an even greater
beneficial effect on the unstable damping characteristic, whilst reducing the hinge moment due to deflec-
tion at Mach numbers in excess of 0.9. These improvements are obtained at the expense of about 40%
reduction in control effectiveness.

• . . 50

The influence of aerofoil and control section shape is also the subject of the investigation of a
rectangular wing of aspect ratio 3 with stores of different weight attached to the wing tip. Four thick-
ness-chord ratios, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08 and 0.10, were tested with controls having a fixed trailing-edge angle
of 13.330 (the true contour trailing-edge angle of the 65A010 aerofoil section) and Fig 63 shows typical
results for the aerodynamic damping derivative. Control surfaces with trailing-edge angles of 5.250,
13.330 and 19.750 were fitted to the 10% thick wing. Fig 6. showvs that increasing the trailing-edge angle,
with a fixed thickness-chord ratio, has a stabilizing effect on the unstable damping present for the con-
trol with a trailinE-edge angle of 5.250 for Mach numbers between 0.9 and 1.02, the maximum of these tests.



The test results for the stiffness derivative (not reproduced here) show that changes in the aerofoil

thickness-chord ratio, while holding the control trailing-edge angle constant, has little effect on either
-i the stntic hinge moment derivative with respect to control angle or the stiffness derivative of the

oscillatory tests. The largest trailing-edge angle leads to slight overbalance up to a Mach number of
unity, (Fig 65).

Other modifications to the control surface more akin to those of Ref 49 were also tested and demon-
strate the same trends.

Some tests of a half-wing model, of effective aspect ratio 2.744, and fitted with 26% full-span flap
are described in Ref 51. The trends shown by the stiffness and damping derivatives quoted follow those
shown by the results described previously, that is, the magnitude of the stiffness derivative increases as
Mach number is increased whilst the damping, after exhibiting an increase at subsonic speeds, drops in
magnitude near a Mach number of unity and thereafter shows a tendency to reverse in sign. This paper
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makes special mention of the effect of Reynolds number as indicated by these particular tests. The scale
effect seems to be a more definite trend in the case of the damping derivative. In contrast, the authors
of Ref 49 state that for the range of Reynolds number used in their tests (1.4 - 106 to 4.95 106) scale
effects are small. Work on the topic has continued in the UK, see Bibliography and in particular Ref 52,
which refers specifically to active control.

5 IMPLICATIONS IN WIND-TUNNEL TESTING

Mention has already been made of some of the topics discussed in this section, but such remarks have
been of a superficial nature. It is thought worthwhile to discuss in somewhat greater depth certain

aspects of wind-tunnel testing which have repercussions upon the ease of acquisition or the accuracy of
experimental data.

5.1 Scale effects - Reynolds number

The need to operate combat aircraft at flight conditions for which flow separation occurs has been
the spur to much of the recent aerodynamic and flight dynamic research. Ironically scale effects are at
their most significant in conditions of flow separation, in which control characteristics depart from
linearity and have to be measured rather than estimated. This state of affairs is likely to continue to
challenge the aerodynamicist for some time, both in achieving satisfactory characteristics and in extra-
polating from model to full-scale.

A few tunnels are coming into operation which are capable of achieving high Reynolds numbers and
would seem to offer a straightforward way out of our troubles with scale effects. However, it is likely to
prove difficult, and certainly expensive, to make large models with operative control surfaces strong
enough to withstand the high loads resulting from testing at high angles of attack and high speed. An
alternative attack on the problem lies in the techniques which aim to simulate full-scale boundary-layer
conditions on wind-tunnel models. The final justification of the efficacy of these techniques rests on
comparison with tests at full-scale Reynolds number.

More data on control characteristics are now becoming available from flight tests and these provide
a useful comparison with wind-tunnel derived data. However, any differences may be attributed, in part at
least, to a variety of causes, including Reynolds number, aeroelastic and dynamic effects. It may be
impossible to isolate the pure scale effects. Another possible source of data at high Reynolds number is
the testing of large-scale models, in free or remotely-piloted flight. To achieve high subsonic speeds in
such tests would prove expensive.

It is fortunate that flow separation is usually delayed to a higher angle of attack by a large
increase in Reynolds number, thus rendering wind-tunnel results conservative. A difficulty arises when
the design of the control system relevant to a particular task is dictated by the control characteristics
beyond the onset of flow separation. In this case f~inal adjustments must await the outcome of flight trials.

As regards the data used in the illustrative examples of the text, which are in the main drawn from
wind-tunnel test results, possible scale effects have been indicated by quoting the Reynolds number for
each test. The extent to which transition strips or other means of modifying the boundary layers of the
various aircraft components have been used is not noted and reference must be made to the original papers
for these details.

5.2 Aeroelasticity

Attention has already been drawn to the fact that ailerons and rudders are particularly sensitive to

aeroelastic effects, but it is not possible to cater for these effects by constructing models having the
correct aeroelastic scaling. Two techniques have been developed to circumvent this difficulty. The more
common technique is to apply theoretical static aeroelastic corrections to data obtained from a rigid model.
The alternative is to test the control surface on distorted shapes calculated for the various flight con-
ditions. Both techniques assume pseudo-steady conditions, that is, the aircraft shape is determined by the
steady load at the mean flight condition, and dynamic or time-dependent effects are neglected. This
assumption is justified away from flutter speeds, but, of course, must not be made in deriving data to be
used in the design of a control system which delays the onset of flutter and increases the pre-flutter
damping.

It is also necessary to take due account of aeroelastic effects in the design of variable camber
systems intended to optimize lift and drag. The desired shape is that of the loaded wing for the design
flight condition, from which the geoT'etry o± the unloaded wing and variable camber system has to be deduced.

An active control system which is designed to alleviate loads must be based to an increasing extent
upon a fully-representative mathematical model of the aircraft embracing both aerodynamic and structural
aspects. One difficulty here is how to reconcile in a meaningful manner data from semi-empirical or
empirical sources on the one hand with data only available from theoretical sources.
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5.3 Unsteady flows and dynamic effects

The two aspects of time-dependent aerodynamics which have to be considered for control surfaces are
the effect of high-frequency oscillations due to structural response (in flutter postponement systems) and
the transient changes due to rate of deflection (in gust load or response alleviation systems). Wind-
tunnel test techniques for measuring the characteristics of oscillating control surfaces have been
developed, and some new results will be described later in this Symposium. The transient changes in pres-
sure distribution due to rate of deflection of control surfaces have largely been ignored until recently,
but the higher rates of control application demanded by some types of active control systems mean that
some knowledge is needed. Theoretical methods are being developed, and experimental data are becoming
available, for plain flaps, but there is a gap in our knowledge of aerodynamic characteristics and of the
effects on control system design.

4 5.4 Interference and coupling effects

In the context of this review the term interference is taken to imply an aerodynamic interaction,

often mutual, between two components of an aircraft. It also manifests itself in effects due to test set-
up in wind-tunnel testing, Via tunnel wall interference and model-sting interference, mention of which is
made in section 2.3. Here we prefer to lay stress upon the increasing importance of the interference, often
mutual, between surfaces, both fixed and movable, which is a feature of the closely-coupled aircraft
configurations. Examples of such effects on control powers have been given in sections 2 and 3. Under the
same heading comes the influence that leading-edge devices, introduced to improve aircraft performance,
have on such things as control power and flying-quality parameters.

Coupling is taken to signify the effect whereby the forces and/or moments relating to one axis (of a
body axis-system) are affected by the presence of a parameter related basically to another axis, for
example, yawing moment due to aileron deflection, pitching moment due to rate of yaw. Here we are concer-
ned particularly with the coupling effect wherein the aerodynamic forces and/or moments generated by one
parameter are altered significantly by the presence of another parameter. Where the two parameters are
motivator deflections the coupling is, in effect, a form of interference. It may be noted in passing that

the inclusion of such terms in the aerodynamics renders the mathematical model of the aircraft non-linear
and usually couples the longitudinal and lateral motions. In the context of the linearized mathematical
model it has been customary to include contributions to the sideslip derivatives due to the flap deflection,
as such contributions to the rolling and yawing moments due to sideslip are often important. However, in
these circumstances the flap deflection was invariant. We are now concerned with the case where the flap
deflection (or some other parameter) and the sideslip are varying simultaneously. Such coupling effects
have not been previously discussed, but are probably of considerable importance in the design of a system
using a direct sideforce motivator. Published experimental data are sparse, and it does not seem possible
to draw firm conclusions as to which effects are likely to be significant for particular configurations.
Some initial guidance has to be intuitive, and it seems logical to assume that forces and moments highly
dependent on angle of attack and sideslip for zero control deflections will also vary with sideslip when
control surfaces are deflected. For example, pitching moment due to sideslip is small for the research
slender aircraft, HP 115, (Fig 66) and so is the incremental pitching moment due to trailing edge elevons.
In contrast, the corresponding unpublished results for a tailled aircraft in Fig 66 show that pitching
moment is highly dependent on sideslip throughout the angle of attack range, and that the increment in
pitching moment due to trailing edge flap deflection is halved at sideslip angles of 100 for small angles
of attack. Control surfaces generating primarily lift and/or pitching moment also generate rolling and
yawing moments at non-zero sideslip. The trailing edge elevon on the HP 115 exhibits such characteristics
as shown in Fig 67a, The rolling moment induced by 200 down elevator is near-linear with sideslip, almost
independent oi angle of attack, and is equivalent to about 210 of aileron at 60 of sideslip. The yawing
moment is also near-linear with sideslip, but is dependent on angle of attack (as is rudder power), and 6

of sideslip generates the same yawing moment as 7 of rudder.

A combat configuration with tail and twin fins shows similar levels of rolling and yawing moments due
to deflection of the high lift system at f - 130, as shown in Fig 67b. This model was also tested with
roll motivators deflected at various sideslip angles, and the results in Fig 67c show that the increasing
sideslip reduces control effectiveness for both aileron and spoiler. The loss at 50 of sideslip is about
20%, which should not have serious repercussions on aircraft response, but is large enough to warrant
consideration. For this configuration, the incremental yawing moment due to aileron or spoiler is not
affected by sideslip, up to C = -70. A further indication of the growing importance attached to these
interference and coupling effects is provided by the results quoted in Ref 54. There the effect of ignor-
ing in turn each of a number of such contributions to the forces and moments on the motion during post-
stall excursions and spin entry was examined. In some cases neglect of the term had a dramatic effect on
the calculated motion.

The complex nature of interference and coupling effects is such that obtaining reasonably reliable
estimates remains a long-term prospect, especially when flow separation is present. If this is accepted
as a true statement of the position the implications in wind-tunnel testing could be far-reaching, costly
and time consuming, for it implies that :,-dels should be fitted with a full set of motivators and that
measurements be taken for various combinatins of motivators. Furthermore, these tests need repeating over
a range of each of the three variables, angle of attack, angle of sideslip and Mach number. Such a compli-
cated model can only be envisaged as being tested during a late stage in the design.

It is not possible, at present, to say whether this will prove wholly acceptable and there is a need
for studies to establish to what extent the inclusion of such effects render control system design
difficult. If it should prove so then some generalized wind-tunnel testing may be needed to establish
orders of magnitude and major design factors.



6 IMPLICATIONS ON DESIGN OF ACTIVE CONTROL SYSTEMS

J -9 C 6.1 Status of experimental data

This review of experimental data has sought to gather information on the aerodynamic derivatives and
maximum power of a variety of motivators, and on their actuation forces and moments. These characteristics
are of importance, to a greater or lesser extent, in the design of each of the active control systems cur-
rently being considered, and the degrees of importance are suggested in rig 68. This illustrates the
emerging importance of maximum control power available, which has only been a major consideration in the
past for high lift systems, although some attention has had to be paid to flight conditions in which
effectiveness is reduced, eg aileron power at high angle of attack, and elevator power at supersonic Mach
numbers. (These latter problems arose from the conflicting requirements for control power at the extremes
of the flight envelope, in that aileron deflection needed at high angle of attqck could allow the pilot to
reach roll rates leading to inertia cross-coupling at lower angles of attack, and the size of elevator
needed for supersonic manoeuvring is too powerful at low speeds for easy control.) Such conflicts can be
resolved by using active control systems.

Information on maximum control powers is particularly needed in the design of relaxed stability
systems and departure/spin prevention systems, as the limiting flight conditions, particularly maximum

angle of attack, are defined by the power available. This has to be determined experimentally, since the
forces and moments generated by the motivators are much affected by such phenomena as flow separation and
interference between surfaces, which cannot be predicted with any degree of confidence. The results
available show that cihe maximum power is highly dependent on the configuration, and can be influenced by,
for example, leading edge devices or engine power. Thus it is not possible to correlate the results for
maximum power of motivators on complete configurations, although the recent data on maximum lift due to
flaps on isolated surfaces could possibly be used to extend the DATCOM methods

i
. In order to apply the

results of such correlations to an actual aircraft design, a knowledge of the local flowfield is needed,
to define local angles of attack and sideslip, and local kinetic pressure.

The substantial body of data on control derivatives has been assessed from several points of view.
Firstly, the geometric features of aircraft designs are changing radically, so that the empirical factors
used in DATCOM and ESDU
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to correct theoretical values may not be applicable to, for example, the thinner

wings, lower aspect ratio/lower sweepback wings, shorter and wider bodies and closely-coupled wing-tail or
wing-canard layouts of future combat aircraft. The influence of strakes and leading edge devices, which
lead to controlled flow separation, has also to be considered, as the efficiency of the control surfaces
is determined by the flow field in which they are operating. Secondly, derivatives which were previously
unimportant can become significant. It is not possible to be categorical about the relative importance of
each derivative, but some speculations for the general trends are summarised in Fig 69, which also shows the
present standard of knowledge for the usual controls on conventional aircraft. The use of active control
systems is judged to increase the importance of most of the control derivatives. Derivatives due to
elevators and rudders are thought to be well-documented and correlated, but derivatives due to other
motivator deflections are not so well known. Thirdly, the use of active control systems introduces both
new control surfaces and new usage of conventional motivators. The latter necessitates a wide range of
tunnel testing, to cover, for example, up deflection of trailing edge flaps, and asymmetric control sur-
face deflection (in contrast to symmetric or antisymmetric), besides the various combinations of motivator
deflections which may cause mutual interference. Some applications of active control technology also re-
quire fast actuation of the motivators, and so testing of oscillating surfaces is required if dynamic
effects are thought to be appreciable. No results for oscillatory control derivatives (apart from hinge
moments) are quoted in this review, as data are very sparse. Fourthly, it may well be necessary to use
segmented control surfaces, either to obtain the range of levels of control power required, or to adjust
aerodynamic loads along the span. The listing of these four topics highlights the gaps in knowledge of
control derivatives.

Hinge moments, particularly at extreme deflections, present even greater difficulties. To achieve
the necessary accuracy in the determination of the hinge momentf at all flight conditions, it is necessary
to test the motivators in as representative a wind-tunnel test as possible. Accuracy of the data, rather
than possible reduction of the magnitude of the actuating moments, is likely to be paramount. However, in
the struggle for the optimum design, the possibilities of reduction of these moments, with attendant
reduction of weight etc, should not be lost sight of.

It is unlikely that systematic testing of a complete series of models can be undertaken to fill the
gaps in knowledge, as this seems to be prohibitive in time and money. More may be gained, perhaps, by re-
stricting attention to a few particular basic layouts, and exploring variations on these basic themes. To

be effective, this approach to research demands closer links between industry and the research
establishments.

6.2 Methods of increasing effectiveness

It is apparent from the descriptions of possible future active control systems that large control
powers are likely to be required throughout the flight envelope, particularly for combat aircraft. The
discussion of the results in section 2 has revealed the strong dependence of control effectiveness on most
motivators on angle of attack, and that significant losses occur when the flow separates from the surfaces.
Some methods of maintaining the level of control power have been described, in particular, leading edge
devices which cause controlled flow separation via vortex generation. However, these devices must fail to
be effective at some flight conditions, and they cannot affect the additional losses at high motivator
deflection angles, when the flow separates from the control surface itself. Since the maximum control
power increases with increase in either control derivative, or control surface area, or maximum effective
deflection angle, the aircraft designer has a choice of either increasing the relative area of control
surface to main surface (until the ultimate of all-moving tail, fin or wing is reached), or seeking other
means of maintaining effectiveness. Examples of using some of the engine power to augment flap effective-
ness have been given in section 2, and this seems to be the most attractive sour¢, of increased control
power. Various ways of applying the concept have been used, from pure jet flap -.ith no control surface,



to blown flaps with jet efflux at the leading edge of the control surface, and now to 'two-dimensional'
nozzles deflected as a flap. The added engineering complexity is offset by the very high control powers

available, with no degradation in aircraft performance. The augmentation achieved by some jet flap
installations described in section 2 include the blown trailing edge flap (Fig 26), jet-augmented rudder
(Fig 19), and the nozzle flap (Figs 11,27). It would seem that such techniques will continue to be
developed for application to combat aircraft, apart from their obvious use for STOL aircraft. An added
attraction is that two control variables are associated with each surface, the flap deflection for faster
response control, and jet momentum coefficient for slower, larger changes in control levels.

The characteristics for direct jet controls have not been discussed in this review, but should be
mentioned as another source of control power. Small jets at the extremities of the aircraft, ie wing tips
and fore-and-aft fuselage, may be used to generate forces and moments. In this case the maximum power is
limited, of course, by the engine bleed available. The main problem is in providing fast response via
changes in thrust level, as lag times are appreciable; one solution is to provide variable deflection of
the jets, which then have to be interconnected to maintain trimmed flight conditions. Interference effects
on control surfaces may be significant due to changes in local induced flow, and so it is unlikely that the
control powers would be additive. Tunnel tests would be needed to provide an adequate data base.

6.3 Integration of the motivators in active control systems

In the past, each motivator had one primary task, for which it was optimised with regard to the con-
trol power required for manoeuvring, while maintaining the required aircraft performance throughout the
flight envelope. It is in this context that the direct effectiveness of the various motivators were
discussed in section 2, in which the information was arranged according to the major contribution of the
motivator to force or moment. For the actively controlled aircraft, thc number of tasks has increased,
since the motivators are required to provide forces and moments for some or all of the control systems
listed in Fig 68. Thus the one-to-one correspondence of motivator and task is unlikely to continue, and
each motivatot will be required to respond to the demands of a number of control laws. In addition, there
may be greater freedom in the design of the control laws if more than one surface contributes to the total
required force or moment, so that optimum performance can then be achieved in each control mode. It would
also be easier to make such multi-surface systems fail-safe. The present state of evolution is that the
concept of more than one type of motivator being used for a particular task (eg aileron and spoiler for
generation of rolling moment) has been extended to the use of several individual surfaces in actively-
controlled combination (segmented trailing edge flaps and ailerons for modifying loads, combined vertical
canard and rudder for direct sideforce etc). Such concepts need an extensive aerodynamic data base so that
the best choice of motivators can be made. It is helpful in this context to consider the closed-loop and
open-loop (ie pilot action required to activate the system) aspects of control systems separately. The
latter require large forces and moments, while the former require fast actuation rates, and these require-
ments may not be compatible for some types of motivators.

Two of the systems listed in Fig 68 emphasise the open-loop aspect, viz manoeuvre demand and
decoupled response, and it can be expected that conventional flap-type control surfaces (including canards)
will provide most of the direct forces and moments. However, the indirect effects generated by such control
surfaces have also to be considered in the design of the control laws. Examples, such as aileron yaw and
the incremental lift or sideforce obtained by trimming the moments induced by canards, have been described
earlier in sections 2 and 3, to illustrate the importance of knowing all the aerodynamic characteristics of
motivators. The designer has then to devise the simplest control laws compatible with performance require-
ments throughout the flight envelope, for the ranges of height, Mach number and normal acceleration.

The choice of motivators from the closed-loop aspect is not so obvious. The actuation rates required
for stability augmentation systems are comparable to those needed for the open-loop aspects of the systems,
but slightly higher rates may be necessary for the development of departure and spin prevention systems,
and for relaxed stability systems. Until now, the motivators used for these three systems are those
commanded by the pilot, with no extra surfaces added solely for the closed-loop system, but it may be
advantageous to consider this possibility for aircraft designs which are intended to be control-configured
from their inception. Gust, load and flutter alleviation systems require high actuation rates, and some
modifications to existing motivators have had to be made in the experimental aircraft demonstrating such
systems. It is here that there is probably the most need for new developments and novel ideas.

The concepts of adaptive and insensitive control systems can be used for both closed- and open-loop
systems, and are in early stages of development. At first sight, it seems that the design process does not
depend so much on a detailed knowledge of the aerodynamic characteristics, but knowledge at the same level
is probably still needed for new aircraft designs. Decisions have to be made as to the types and numbers
of motivators, particularly considering the matching of maximum control power required and that available,
ie the designer still needs to know the response characteristics which have to be controlled at the
extremes of the flight envelope, and the capability of the motivators, in order to be able to achieve a
safe system.

This discussion of the integration of the motivators in the active control system would not be com-
plete without mention of other aspects which are basic to aircraft design, particularly performance and
safety. Some of the advantages of using active controls to achieve optimum manoeuvring performance have
been described in section 2.4, expressed there as maximum usable lift with minimum drag. These perform-
ance advantages can be expressed alternatively in terms of maximum turn rate, specific excess energy or
sustained normal acceleration. The motivators currently being used are leading-edge and trailing-edge
flaps, with the additional variable of wing sweep on the F-14, and these are scheduled with angle of
attack and Mach number. Such motivators are likely to continue to be used in future applications (with
possible addition of canards), in conjunction with relaxed-stability systems for enhanced improvements.
Other performance requirements, such as take-off and landing, also influence the choice of motivators. For
example, tail size is likely to be determined by considerations of nose-wheel-lift, and rudder size by
cross-wind landing requirements, and these sizes cannot be reduced by incorporating additional active con-
trol systems. Thus the complete aircraft layout has to be considered, and the critical requirements
determined for such a layout, before the motivators can be chosen.



From the safety viewpoint, the need to know maximum demanded and available control powers has been
emphasised already, particularly for aircraft with relaxed-stability and/or departure and spin-prevention
systems. Saturation of the actuator system is another potential hazard (section 4), for which hinge-
moment data is critical. A different class of safety problem is that associated with structural integrity,
and the extent to which gust, load and flutter alleviation systems can be utilized has yet to be defined.
The discussion of failure states is beyond the scope of this paper, but they appear to have important
repercussions on the possible advantages to be gained by incorporating such systems.

7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Because of the implications of other factors such as drag, stores installation etc, the shapes of

future aircraft are likely to be such that the data available and reviewed is not likely to be immediately
applicable. Therefore the task of estimating the control characteristics of any new design is likely to
prove difficult, unless tunnel tests on similar configurations have already been made. It is usually
possible to estimate the control derivatives for attached flow conditions with reasonable confidence.
However, due to the effects of flow separation, the maximum control powers, which are often crucial for the
design of the active control systems, have to be determined experimentally. The results from wind-tunnel
tests demonstrate the highly nonlinear behaviour of the control characteristics at high angles of attack,

usually resulting in significant losses in direct effectiveness, and increased indirect (and undesirable)
effects. Interference between surface is also significant, especially for the closely-coupled configura-
tion typical of those for combat aircraft. Some of the results are unexpected, and as such, need further
experimental investigation in order to understand them, let alone develop empirical or theoretical methods
of estimation. Notwithstanding such unexplained phenomena, here is still a need to check, and if
necessary extend, the estimation methods of DATCOM

I 
and ESDU

2 , 
by correlation of the recently published

experimental data for current configurations. The gaps in knowledge have been discussed in sections 5 and
6 but it is not clear how these can be filled at reasonable cost and effort. However, it is clear that
more experiments will be required, which cover a wide range and large number of variables, in order to
provide answers to future questions. At present, the research on active control technology is mainly
directed towards adapting existing aerodynamic technology (on the motivator side), related to limited use
of active controls, to the needs of more advanced control systems. In future, the more intensive use of
active controls could imply a need for aerodynamic improvement. We are now approaching the stage when the
main question will be "What motivators can be designed to achieve the total demand of the active control
systems?", that is, the motivators become the central feature of the aircraft design, by the aid of which
performance, weight, handling qualities and aircraft safety are optimised. The work already done has
shown that close cooperation between the des;gn teams in aerodynamics, controls, structures and possibly
engines is required to achieve a successful aircraft, and the need for such cooperation is likely to
increase further. The demand for experimental data on control characteristics will be basic for all
active control studies.
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Table I

NOTATION USED FOR MOTIVATOR DEFLECTIONS

(a) Symbols for motivators generating mainly:-

Pitching moment n

Rolling moment (c) Equivalence to other notations

Yawing moment

Lift This report American Other

Lt
(b) Suffices for motivator type:- ne e

Aileron A nE 6E

Canard C nT 6e T

Horizontal canard HC

Vertical canard VC A a

Elevator e aS 6sp

Elevon E T 6D iD

Flap F

Leading edge flap LEF r

Trailing edge flap TEF 
4
VC VC

Nozzle flap N 6C 6C  iC

Rudder R

Spoiler S

Tail T
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ABST-RACT

The F-15 aerodynamic configuration and control system development relied on data
obtained in an extensive wind tunnel test prograrA. Subsequently, a large body of
flight test data was obtained. Control surface effectiveness characteristics have been
derived from flight test data and have been compared with the data obtained in the wind
tunnel test program. Data correlations are available for the ailerons, rudders, and
stabilators. The latter surfaces are deflected symmetrically for longitudinal control
and' are deflected differentially for roll control. Primary axis effectiveness is ad-
dressed for each of these control surfaces. Significant secondary axis contributions
(e.g. yawing moments due to aileron deflection) are also addressed. In addition to
the conventional control surfaces, the longitudinal control effectiveness of the F-15
movable inlet ramp is discussed.

As a result of the excellent resistance to departure from controlled flight, the
spin resistance and spin recovery characteristics of the F-15, it was possible to flight

test and to obtain control effectiveness data to 90* angle-of-attack at low speeds and
to approximately 400 at transonic speeds. Thus, the correlation of control effective-
ness is addressed for a large range of conditions.

NOl IENCLATURE

M Mach number

.,AOA Angle of attack

If Collective stabilator deflection, positive leading edge up

I Inlet ramp deflection, positive leading edge up

R Rudder deflection, positive trailing edge leftR

D Differential aileron deflection, positive for right roll

"D Differential stabilator deflection, positive for right roll

L Equivalent roll control deflection used to represent combined effectivenessof ailerons and differential stabilator

Cm  Pitching moment coefficient - M c.g./qSc

n  Yawing moment coefficient - c.g./qSb

C Rolling moment coefficient - N /qSb
c.g.

Side force coefficient - Y/qS

*•Cm Variation of pitching moment coefficient with stabilator deflection

II 'C r/ ' H

*The control effectiveness derivatives Cm6 , Cn, , Cy C_ , and Cn, are similarly
defined. I it R L L

I NTRODUCTION

This paper presents a comparison of the effectiveness of the F-15 primary c ntrols
and the longitudinal control effectiveness of the first inlet ramp as measured in wind
tunnel tests with tie corresponding parameters derived from flight test maneuvers. The
prirlary control surfaces are the twin rudders, ailerons and stabilators illustrated in
Figure (1). The stabilators are deflected symmetrically for longitudinal control and
are deflected differentially for roll control. As noted in Figure (1), the syunetrical
deflectioa range of the stabilator is from +150 to -27.5* and the differential deflec-
tion available is 110 per side or a total of 220. The ailerons deflect differentially
up to +200 per side for a total differential deflection of 400. Rudder deflection is
+300 fr-ori the neutral position. All of the aforementioned deflections are zero load
limit values. Rudder and aileron deflections are hinge momient limited to lesser values
for a significant portion of the flight envelope.
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THE F-15 EAGLE

The deflection range of the inlet ramp is from +40 (leading-edge up) to -11'. At
,= 00 the upper surface contour at the ramp nacelle intersection is smooth and con-

tinuous. The inlet ramp deflection at zero angle of attack is scheduled with Mach
number and total temperature to provide maximum excess thrust except where flow quality
at the engine is an overriding consideration. The ramp motion, from this initial posi-
tion, is a direct function of angle-of-attack. At a given flight condition, the motion
maintains the inlet ramp orientation relative to free stream until the deflection limits
are reached.

The design of these configuration and control system features relied on data ob-
tained in an extensive wind tunnel test program. Static control surface effectiveness
data were obtained for a large range of Mach number and angle of attack using 4.7%
and 7.5% scale models. Both of these models are sting mounted from the aft end and
use internal six-component strain gauge balances for the measurement of forces and
moments. Both models feature "flow-through" inlets and ducts and incorporate gec-ietric-
ally scaled aft end distortions for sting entry. This small aft end distortion was
found to have no effect on control surface effectiveness or inlet ramp effectivenessin special "sting distortion and interference" tests conducted for that purpose.

The majority of the wind tunnel data presented herein were obtained using the 4.7%
scale model in tests conducted at the Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC)
16 foot transonic tunnel (16T) and the McDonnell Douglas Corporation (MDC) Polysonic
Wind Tunnel (PSWT). The 7.5% model tests were conducted in the AEDC 16T and in the
NASA Ames Research Center 12 foot pressure tunnel. The latter facility provided the
high angle of attack data at high Reynolds number for stall/spin analyses. It should
be noted that the model inlet ducts were blocked at angles-of-attack greater than forty
degrees in the Ames tests. This was necessary to avoid problems associated with a ten-
dency for the flow to enter at the exit nozzle and exit at the inlet at high angles of
attack.

The static force and moment tests together with forced oscillation tests, free-
flight model tests, vertical spin tunnel tests, and helicopter drop model tests, which
were all conducted at the NASA Langley Research Center, provided the data required to
develop a complete non-linear aerodynamic characteristics model (Aero Model) which was
used for control system design, pre-flight trajectory analyses and manned flight simu-
lation activities. The Aero Model was subsequently used as a baseline for a modified
maximum likelihood analysis of flight test data in order to derive the stability-and-
control characteristics of the airplane. The correlations of control surface effective-
ness presented herein are comparisons of the pre-flight Aero Model characteristics with
the corresponding values which yield the best match with the dynamic behavior of the
aircraft. The pre-flight aerodynamic characteristics are documented in Reference (1)
and the characteristics derived from flight test are given in Reference (2). For the
sake of simplicity and brevity, the comparisons presented herein are limited to the
rigid body characteristics. Therefore, the correlations are applicable to the regions
of the flight envelope where aeroelastic effects are negligible. For similar reasons,
the correlations of control effectiveness at large sideslip angles are not discussed
herein. The r-15 control system is configured to automatically coordinate maneuvers
and large sideslips are encountered only when the aircraft is forced into an out-of-
control sit(iation (departure) or spin by gross misapplication of the controls.

The control effectiveness parameters discussed herein were determined in a conven-
tional manner in the wind tunnel tests. The models were pitched and yawed through the
anqle-of-attack range and sideslip angle range of interest with the control surfaces
positioned at selected deflections. Deflections were measured with an accuracy of



approximately +.10. The nominal increment in primary control surface deflection was
10* except at con'itions where linearized derivatives were sought. Deflection incre-
ments of as small as 54 could be used where desired.

The flight values of control effectiveness were derived from analysis of time his-
tory data for (a) level flight, (b) longitudinal and lateral stick raps and doublets,
(c) steady sideslips, (d) rudder kicks and doublets, (e) wind-up turns, (f) abrupt
pullups, (g) rudder rolls, (h) aileron rolls, (i) stalls, (j) forced departures from
controlled flight, and (k) quasi-steady spins. Recovery from out-of-control situations
and spins also provided data.

It should be noted that the F-15 was required to perform all of the aforementioned
maneuvers with the control augmentation system (CAS) on and turned off. The data ob-
tained with the control system feedback loops deactivated (CAS OFF) greatly facilitated
the derivation of aerodynamic characteristics from the flight test time histories.

LONGITUDINAL CONTROL ErFECTIVENESS

Figure (2) presents the correlation of longitudinal control effectiveness at low
angles of attack. The data are presented for the derivative Cm, as a function of
Mach number. 0.H01

0.016

- Wind tunnel
- - - Flight test

0.012

Cm6H o.oos

PER DEG

000

0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0
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FIGURE 2
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS

Low Angle-of -Attack

The difference shown at subsonic and transonic speeds may be surprising. The
difference is too large to be attributable to data accuracy. As will be evident from
the discussion that follows the reduced flight control effectiveness has no significant
impact on the system performance. As a matter of fact, only one area has been en-
countered where the lower stabilator control effectiveness could be discerned from a
system performance standpoint. At certain flight conditions, (low bare-airframe damping)
the longitudinal damping ratio with the CAS ON was slightly less than predicted. How-
ever, the reduction in artificial damping was not sufficient to warrant a control system
gain ipcrease. It should also be noted that Flight Loads tests conducted in the low
angle ot attack range showed that the loss in effectiveness is not associated with a
sig,,ifica.it decrease in stabilator panel load but is primarily due to a decrease in the
interferrnce (carryover) loads induced on the fuselage by the stabilator loads. This
phenomernon has not been pursued to the point where a svbstantiated reason for the differ-
ence can be presented. However, it appears that the difference is primarily due to
transient aerodynamic phenomena.

In the Hach number range where large differences in control effectiveness are shown
in Figure (2), moderate stabilator deflections are required to obtain meaningful flight
test data. These deflections produce large pitch accelerations which result in high
angle-of-attack rates. Furthermore, it is well known that a small but finite time is
required for the steady-state pressure distributions (particularly in the afterbody
region) to be established after a control deflection is achieved. Therefore, it is
difficult if not impossible for a high agility aircraft to achieve the static aerodynam-
ic load distributions in flight which are representative of the corresponding low angle
of attack static wind tunnel test conditions. Thus, it is indicated that the loss in
stabilator effectiveness shown in Figure (2) is an "apparent" loss which is, in large
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part, due to this aerodynamic "lag". In the Mach number range where the differences
in control effectiveness are small, wind-tunnel and flight test data show that the
carryover loads are small, therefore the effect of materially reduced carryover loads
due to transient flow phenomena would not be expected to affect the correlation of
control effectiveness. In addition, the local flows are definitely supersonic and
"lags" are significantly reduced.

The current Aero Model uses the reduced stabilator effectiveness shown in Figure
(2) in the interest of achieving high fidelity in combat and handling qualities simu-
lations and analyses without introducing the additional complexity of accounting rigor-
ously for the unsteady aerodynamic phenomenon. The stabilator required for trim at
low AOA nay be in error by a small amount but this is of little consequence, particular-
ly since trimned drag polars have been determined separately.

Figure (3) presents longitudinal control up to moderage angles of attack at
M = .90. The data are shown as incremental pitching moment, ACm, versus incremental
stabilator, A6H, from the stabilator required to trim at the angle of attack noted.
These data are typical of the degree of longitudinal control effectiveness correlation
achieved at all subsonic speeds up through it = .90 at angles of attack to 100. It is
noted how the agreement in stabilator effectiveness is improved near the trim at higher
angles of attack. Thus, the reduced control effectiveness (in accordance with the
hypothesis discussed above) was not observed at low body rates and did not limit maxi-
mum maneuvering capabilities.

0.2
aH is incremental from

m.trim, positive LE up 00
ACmc.g.0 I Wind tunnel --

Flight test-0.2-

0.2
-am 100

ACm C - - -,

-0.2
0.2

a = 200

Cm.g,  0

-0.2
-12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12

16H -DEG

FIGURE 3
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS

Mach 0.9

Longitudinal control characteristics at moderate angles of attack for M = 1.2 are
presented in Figure (4). It is evident that the correlation of wind tunnel and flight
test data is very good. The degree of correlation shown at M = 1.2 is representative
of that achieved at all supersonic flight conditions for which data are available.

The low speed high angle of attack longitudinal control effectiveness comparison

is presented in Figure (5). Pitching moment coefficient is presented as a function of
angle of attack for two stabilator deflections (6H = 00 and -25"). The flight test
data exhibits an increased trim angle of attack capability in the 25" to 350 range
which is in large part due to reduced stability. Although not shown in the previous
figures, this increased trim capability is present through the subsonic speed range.
Otherwise, insofar as analyses of stall and spin and recovery characteristics are con-
cerned, the differences shown at the higher angles of attack must be judged small.
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LONGITUDINAL CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS
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LONGITUDINAL CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS

Low Speed

DIRLECTIOJAL CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS

The directional control effectiveness of the twin rudder configuration obtained
in the wind tunnel tests and those derived from the flight test data exhibit excellent
correlation. The linearized derivatives shown in Figure (6) as functions of Mach num-
ber, and as functions of angle of attack in Figures (7), (0), and (9) illustrate that
the degree of agreement was excellent throughout the aircraft flight envelope. The
side force and yawing moment derivatives shown in these figures are applicable for up
to 10 degrees of sideslip.

... - , ... . .. . . I ..... 1"I . . ... .. . . . . ' rI'I
i
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RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS

Low Speed

LATERAL CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS

The F-15 uses both ailerons and differential stabilator deflection for roll con-
trol. Wind tunnel test data were obtained for these surfaces differentially deflected
both separately and in combination. It is of interest to note that for all conditions
examined the total rolling moment and yawing moment produced by combined deflection is
equal to the sum of the moments produced by separate deflection of the aileron and
differential tail. The mechanical control system design is configured to produce differ-
ential aileron and differential stabilator deflection in the ratio of 40 to 12. Aileron
hinge moment limiting will alter this relation at moderate to higl dynamic pressure
conditions. The CAS commands only differential stabilator deflectu;.. For the purpose
of this presentation, data are presented for the CAS OFF surface deflection ratio and
where aileron hinge moment limiting is not a factor. Thus, the deflection ratio of 40
to 12 is assured. The correlations are shown as summed lateral control effectiveness
derivatives. This is necessary because the aircraft control system was not modified to
allow flight tests to determine the effectiveness of ailerons and differential tails
separately. In addition, since differential tail effectiveness is a function of symme-
trical stabilator deflection, the control effectiveness data are for differential
deflections relative to a symmetrical deflection close to that required for longitudinal
trim. At angles of attack in excess of the trim angle-of-attack capability of the air-
craft, the lateral control effectiveness data apply for .H = -25".

Figure 10 presents the data correlation in the linear range as a function of Mach
number., It is seen that the agreement leaves little to be desired. The small differ-
ences in roll control effectiveness at subsonic and transonic speeds do not refute the
hypothesis advanced to explain the lower than expected stabilator effectiveness.
Reduced afterbody loads due to differential stabilator deflection have negligible
effects on roll control because of the small moment arms involved. The data presented
in Figure (11) show that the agreement in roll control is not materially changed
as the effects of angle-of-attack are examined at M = .90. The flight data exhibit a
modest increase in roll effectiveness and a reduction in the negative yawing moment
derivative at AOA = 25" to 40". This yawing moment is an "adverse" yawing moment. The
differences in moments require less rudder deflection for roll coordination. However,
the increment in rudder deflectiun required for coordination of rolls at 300 angle of
attack is only 3" because of the special "roll-control washout" incorporated in the
F-15 lateral control system at high angles of attack.

Roll control effectiveness data are presented as functions of angle of attack for
M = 1.2 in Figure (12). Rolling roment coefficient due to roll control surface deflec-
tion derived from flight exhibits a modest increase. The flight test yawing moment
derivative is slightly less positive at the higher angles-of-attack. The difference is
not large enough to be of concern for the reasons given above.

The low speed high angle-of-attack lateral control derivatives are presented in
Figure (13). The agreement at those conditions is considered very good for both the
rolling moment derivative and the yawing moment derivative due to roll control deflec-
tion. The significant yawing moments and rolling moments available at very high angle-
of-attack provide the excellent spin recovery characteristics demonstrated by the F-15.
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ROLL CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS

Low Speed

INLET RAfIP EFFECTIVENESS

A unique feature of the F-15 propulsion system is the movable first ramp of the
inlet. Some of the details of this feature are indicated in Figure (14). The movable
ramp is relatively large and is far enough forward of the center-of-gravity to have a
significant effect on longitudinal stability and control characteristics and trim drag.
Therefore, definition of inlet ramp schedules required consideration of the impact on
these areas as well as considerations of inlet pressure recovery and the flow distortion
at the engine face. Optimization of the ramp schedule is discussed in detail in Refer-
ences (3) and (4). Since the optimization depended on the longitudinal control effec-
tiveness of the inlet ramp, it is of interest to address the correlation of wind tunnel
test data and flight test data in this paper.

RAMP HINGE POINTS

RAMP SYSTEM ROTATION POINT

FIGURE 14
INLET CONFIGURATION

The inlet ramp total travel is limited to 150 and varies with angle of attack to
maintain a fixed relation relative to the freestream velocity vector. The ramp angle
at zero angle-of-attack is scheduled with Mach number and free stream total temperature
to maximize excess thrust to the extent allowed by the other aforementioned considera-
tions. For the deflections and angles of attack involved, no nonlinearities have been
observed in either ground or flight tests. Thus, the longitudinal control effectiveness
is adequately defined by the derivative Cm6j. The correlation of this parameter is
presented in Figure (15).

It is seen in Figure (15) that except near M = 1.0, the flight test and wind
tunnel values are in good agreement. The differences at transonic speeds may be due to
the effects of cowl deflection on the wing-body shock locations on the upper surface of
the aircraft. These shock locations are difficult to duplicate in model tests at tran-
sonic speeds. Similar effects were noted in differences observed in the pitching moment
for zero-lift (Cm0 ) shown in Figure (16). The magnitude of the differences measured in
these two parameters required revision of the ramp angle schedule with Mach number.
The ramp angle schedules were revised to the extent shown in Figure (17). These revised



schedules were determined in an additional inlet ramp angle optimization study which
used the flight test results and are not simply attempts to compensate for the differ-

ene npitching moment characteristics, (Cm. and Cm6)
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CONCLUSIONS

The correlation of control effectiveness determined for the F-15 in wind tunnel
tests and flights indicates that wind tunnel tests yield data that are generally satis-
factory for analyses, design and manne( simulations. A major difference in the apparent
stabilator control effectiveness was discovered at low angle-of-attack conditions. This
difference is believed to be due to dynamic effects encountered in flight test when
moderate stabilator deflections produce high angle-of-attack rates. At the pitch rates
which are developed for high agility fighter aircraft, transient aerodynamic flow phe-
nomena may be encountered which preclude good correlation with static aerodynamic charac-
teristics measured in wind tunnels at "out-of-trim" conditions. The other area where
significant differences were noted pertains to zero-lift pitching moments and inlet
ramp effectiveness at transonic speeds. These latter differences are believed to be
due to the inability to adequately simulate high Reynold's number flight conditions at
transonic speeds in the facilities used in the subject program. The phenomenon is not
new and has been attributed to differences in wing and fuselage pressure distributions
due to differences in upper surface shock locations. This suggests that configurations
employing control surfaces forward of the wing (canards) may experience similar differ-
ences. Care should be exercised in providing margins or design adaptability for adjust-
ment of control laws should flight tests uncover such discrepancies.
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SOME WIND TUNNEL MEASUREMFENTS OF THE EFFECTIVENESS AT LOW SPEEDS OF COMBINED LIFT AND ROLL CONTROLS

by

D S Woodward, Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, Hants, OU14 6TD, UK LI -

R F A Keating, C S Barnes, Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford, MK41 6AE, UK

SUMMARY

Using a half-model technique, measurements have been made, at low speeds of the effectiveness of
spoilers for direct lift or roll control, with higY-lift devices deployed. The wing planform was
representative of that of a transport aircraft outooard of the trailing-edge crank. Results are presented
which show that appropr:ate venting beneath the leading edge of hinged-plate spoilers together with venting
through the flap shroud, achieved acceptably linear spoiler characteristics. Similarly, linear characteristics
were obtained for a vented spoiler formed by moving the rear of the flap shroud. No reversal of spoiler
effectiveness was found at any test condition within the normal operating range of incidence.

In the same way, measurements have also been made of the maximum lift and roll performance of a
typical "swing wing" fighter aircraft, for which the design of the leading- and trailing-edge controls has
been totally determined by the need to maximise the manoeuvrability at high speed. The maximum lift
performance is compared with that obtainable from conventional slats and slotted flaps. Somewhat surprisingly,

it is found that adequate rolling moments can be obtained by using full-span plain flaps differentially
about a basic drooped position of 300.

SYMBOLS

A Aspect ratio

b Wing span

CD Drag coefficient

CDo Drag coefficient at zero lift
0

C "min  Minimum point on drag polar

CL Lift coefficient

CL Lift coefficient at
mml

CL  Lift coefficient at zero incidence

CL Slope of the tangent to the curve of ACLV a at a 0' for 6 6'

a see Fig 19, per degree

CLdo Initial rate of change of ACL with 6 at a = a' , see Fig 19, per degree

CL6max Maximum rate of change of ACL with 6 at a a' , see Fig 19, per degree

C Slope of the tangent from the origin to the curve of 6CLV 6 at a = U' , per degree, see Fig 19L6tanL

C Normal force coefficient

CM;/4 Pitching moment coefficient about the 41-chord point of the mean aerodynamic chord (based on c

c Aerodynamic mean chord

o Standard mean chord

c Local chord

g Acceleration due to gravity

k Lift dependent drag factor

Z Rolling moment due to sideslip derivative
v

p Roll rate (rad/o)

q Kinetic pressure

S Wing area

a Wing semispan
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U Free stream velocity in wind tunnel test0

V Forward velocity of aircraft

x Distance in free stream direction

y Distance in spanwise direction

a Incidence, degrees

at' A particular incidence, see Fig 19

a Sideslip angle, degrees

ACD Incremental drag coefficient due to a spoiler

ACL  Incremental lift coefficient due to a spoiler

A Lift increment due to a spoiler deflected 6' at a a' , see Fig 19

C Rolling moment coefficient

AC£ t Incremental rolling moment coefficient (or root bending moment coefficient) due to a spoiler

AC Incremental pitching moment coefficient due to a spoiler (based on C)m

C Yawing .aoment coefficientn

AC Incremental normal force coefficient due to a spoiler

AL Incremental lift due to a spoiler

ALV Incremental rolling moment (or root bending moment) due to a spoiler

6 Spoiler deflection angle, degrees

6' A particular spoiler deflection angle, see Fig 19

6D  Spoiler dead space, see Fig 19, degrees

Aangle of starboard flap - angle of port fla)Aileron angle, degrees, defined as2

Rudder angle, degrees

1 INTRODUCTION

This paper describes two separate investigations of controls - in the first part of the paper an
investigation of spoiler characteristics in relation to civil aircraftand in the second part of the paper
the characteristics of plain leading- and trailing-edge controls in relation to a swing-wing combat aircraft
in the low speed, minimum sweep, configuration. The linking themes lie in the possible use of both types of
control as a combined lift and roll control, and in the similar test arrangements used in the two
investigations - half-models mounted on an underfloor balance with the floor of the tunnel acting as the
reflection plane. However, the motivation for the investigations and the analyses used are different in
each case and so the investigations are reported separately.

The attractions of half-models for wind tunnel testing include:

a. increased Reynolds number

b. larger scale, making it easier to represent detailed features of full-scale aircraft

c. lower cost, because it is necessary to manufacture only one set of spoilers, flaps,
setting brackets etc

d. a wind tunnel mounting which is free from the interference of mounting struts, stings, etc.

Furtherrore, an indication of the performance of a configuration with asymmetric deflection of either
spoilers or trailing edge controls can be obtained by the suitable algebraic addition of two separate tests
on the half-model. For instance Fig I shows how, if we wish to obtain the rolling and yawing moments for
the combat aircraft with, say, five degrees of aileron in combination with ten degrees of flap, these can
be estimated from the combination of results on a half model with:

a. 50 flap and

b. 150 flap
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Th same technique can clearly be applied to the estimation of the yawing and roiling moments produced
by asymmetrmc operation of spoilers. But the word "estimated" is used advisedly because the distribution of
spanwise loading implied by this combination of half'nodel results, has a discontinuity at the c ntre line, as
shown by the full line in the diagram at the foot of' Fig I, whereas the actual asymmetric configuration has a
spanwise loading like that shown by the dashed line in Fiit 1.

Swanson and Toll
2 0 

have calculated the necessary corrections for this effect, for wings with ailerons.
The correction results in an appreciable reduction in rolling moment, typically by as much as 12%,and an
increment in adverse yawing moment. The results for the swing-wing fighter, presented in Section 3, have
been corrected in this way. The results of the spoiler investigation in Section 2 have not, however,
because the primary interest in that investigation was to identify aspects of spoiler design which led to
linea- characteristics rather than to examine the control power available.

SPOILE CONTROLS ON CIVIL AIRCHAFl

2.1 Introduction

The use of spoilers on the wing upper surface to supplement the control available from the conventional
ailerons of transport aircraft at low speeds, is now well established. Their use enables outboard ailerons
to be sized for adequate lateral control power at higher speeds, whilst leaving the inboard wing trailing
edge fre for the installation of high lift devices. For transport aircraft then, spoilers will normally
be operated when high lift devices are deployed. Proposals fPr their incorporation in direct-lift-control
(DLC) systems have led to renewed interest in spoiler characteristics but there is a lack of comprehensive
published modern data. Many of the earlier spoiler data are summarised in references 1 and 2.

It was considered in the UK during the late 1960's that further information was required to assist
in the design of spoiler installations for future swept-wing transport aircraft. Two particular problem
areas were identified.

i There are frequent reported occurrences in wind tunnel tests of reversals of spoiler
effectiveness (ie a lift increase) at low spoiler deflections. The situations in which such
reversals occur are not at all clear, particularly as one assumes some optimisation of high-lift
device design for maximum lift has already been achieved. Unpublished British work indicated that
-versals in lift of the order of ACL - +0.01 at small spoiler deflections might be expected

from the experimental configurations reported here. In the event, no control reversals were found
within the usable range of incidence, as will be described later.

ii Non-linear response of lift and rolling moment increments to spoiler deflections are
invariably reported. Full-scale data are limited, but Ingle has shown large discrepancies in
linearit between flight and wind tunnel results for a simple design of spoiler on the BAC-111
aircraft 

.

A theoretical approach to the design problem did not appear worthwhile in view of the complex flows
associated with spoilers ahead of high-lift devices. Accordingly an experimentai programme was decided upon.
Even then the programme had to be carefully aimed because of the wide range of possible variables - spoiler
type and size, chordwise position on the wing, spanwise position and extent, the employment of venting
through or beneath the spoiler, as well, of course, as the configuration of the basic wing and high lift
devices. It was felt that the structural design of the wing tends to define the chordwise position of
.poilers and that with the information already available it was not too difficult to decide upon spoiler size.
Ilowever, it was clear that spoiler configurations which might be aerodynamically acceptable could be
completely unacceptable on structural grounds. In parallel with aerodynamic considerations, the structural
implications of various spoiler designs and positions were considered and were allowed to influence the
proposed programme.

As a result of these considerations it was decided to keep spoiler chord, span, chordwise position
and spanwime position constantand to concentrate on examining the effects of changes in spoiler deflection
angle and of variations of gaps and vents which previous experience had shown to be important in relation to
control reversal and linearity.

2.2 Experimental Details

2.2. 1 Basic Wing

The configuration, Figs 2 to 5 and Table 1, was chosen to be representative of the outboard wing
of a possible transport aircraft project. It was of aspect ratio 7 with 300 *-l vPrd m,,p. P1., hiik.
lift devices, which were representative of current practice, consisted of a full span leading-edge slat
and a part-span single-slotted tabbed flap extending from the body side to 80 % semispan. The following
flap settings were tested:

Flap Angle Tab Angle
(Relative to Flap) Tab Design

100 00 Plain hinge

200 100 Plain hinge

400 300 Slotted

L.Ak
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The slat angle of 280,and the slat and flap gaps were optimised experimentally to achieve a
repeatable stalling behaviour with a separation moving forward from the trailing edge of the shroud,
rather than a sudden slat stall, so that tne effects of spoiler induced separations could be appreciated.
The maximum lift achieved was not compromised by this criterion although a higher lift at zero incidence and

a better drag polar could have been achieved with a different slat angle. The final settings used are
defined in Fig 5 and were:

slat, 2% chord forward of tangential contact with main wing,

flap, Fero lap and a gap of 13% chord,

tab, zero lap and a gap of 0.8% chord at 400 flap only.

A tip aileron of 20% semispan was mounted outboard of the flap but tests with this deflected
are not reported here.

The model had a wing of 2.13 m semispan mounted in the mid-wing position on a semicircular section
half-body. The latter not only made the configuration more representative but also reduced the effects
of the tunnel floor boundary layer and of leakage through the 6 mm clearance between body and floor. All
model oints were sealed. The model was carried on a mechanical balance measuring normal force, axial
force, pitching moment and root bending moment. The balance in turn was mounted underneath the floor
turntable, rotation of which allowed the incidence to be varied. The tests were made in the 4 m x 2.7 m
(13 ft x 91 ft) low-speed tunnel at RAE Bedford.

2.2.? The Spoilers
The spoilers were all of constant spanwise extent occupying the region between 40% and 80% semispan.

Two basic types were studied.

The first consisted of hinged plate spoilers deflected up from the upper surface of the flap shroud,
Fig 5. The basic spoiler of this type, to be referred to as a plain spoiler, was of constant percentage
chord, ie 1 2 of local wing chord. It could be tested with zero gap beneath its upstream edge, in which
case its hinge line was at 63% chord, or with a range of constant percentage chord gaps (measured in the
plane of the spoiler, Fig 3). In the latter cases it was convenient to maintain the upstream edge of
the spoiler at 63% chord at zero deflection so that the hinge line moved progressively upstream as gap
increased. The baseline spoiler is shown with a 3% chord gap in Fig 6. Three other more complicated
hinged plate spoilers - sawtooth, perforated and castellated - are also shown in Fig 6; these had the
same solid area as the baseline spoiler and a maximum chord of 15% local wing chord. They were designed
for investigating the effect of alternative means of venting the spoiler itself. Each of the flat plate
spoilers could be tested in conjunction with a wide variety of additional vents through the flap shroud.
Details of such venting are shown in Figs 7 and 8. It could consist either of a constant percentage chord
slot extending over the full span of the spoiler or of a number of discrete holes.

The second type of spoiler is referred to here as a moving shroud spoiler and is illustrated in
Fig 7. In this case the rear 12% local wing chord of the flap shroud could be deflected upwards to act
on the flow over the upper surface of the shroud. As in the case of the hinged plate spoilers it was
possible to operate the moving shroud spoiler with a gap beneath its upstream edge; the hinge line then
moves upstream from its basic position at 75% local chord, by an amount equal to the length of the gap.
When used with a gap the forward edge of the spoiler was bevelled as shown in Fig 7.

2.3 Test Details and Data Reduction

2.3.1 Tests Made

Great care was taken to eliminate possible sources of misleading data, particularly in relation
to the measurement of the small force increments due to small spoiler deflections. To ensure reliable
difference data between the datum case with the spoiler undeflected and configurations with the control
deflected it was found necessary to do a datum run for each spoiler configuration. Small differences,
for instance, between the datum plain shroud and the various shrouds naving different amounts of

venting, but with the vents sealed, could lead to datum errors greater than the smallest measured lift
increment. Similarly, if the shroud vents were not completely Sealed in the datum case, or if an
ungapped spoiler was not sealed to the wing surface, then significant errors could occur. It is worth
noting at this stage that when such precautions were taken no reversals of spoiler lift increments were
found in the normal working incidence range ie for all spoiler configurations and deflections the lift
increments were always in the expected negative sense.

6
The bulk of the tests were made at 60 m/s, equivalent to a Reynolds number of 2.5 x 10 based on

standard mean chord, and are summarised in Table 2. A limited number of tests was made at lower speed.
Transition fixing was achieved by spanwise bands of ballotini approximately 5% chord of each component
in width, disposed under the leading edge but avoiding the leading edge radius. Selection of the optimum
diareter of ballotini was judged by the achievement of a smooth repeatable lift curve, and the absence of
any leading edge bubbles, at a speed of 60 m/s. The datum case (spoiler undeflected) is relatively
sensitive to Reynolds number and this is in part attributed to the use of the minimum diameter of
Iallotici which was effective at 60 m/s.

At 60 m/s the overall repeatability of data obtained from different nominally identical
configurations aftnr all precautions had been taken was equivalent to an error in measured lift coefficient
of 0.00;

'
. The smallest measured lift increment due to spoiler deflection was of the order of 5 times

greater than this.

.1,.



2.3.2 Data Reduction

The data were reduced to conventional coefficient "corm, t}. pitching or.ont datum, SC ., i eng

chosen t 46.9% of meai aerodynamic chord.

The Incremental root bending moment coefficient, AC1 , due to spoiler operation (measured about
the national aircraft centreline) is defined as A //qSs , where A' V s the measured increment in the
momen', S is the area of the half-model and s is its span. The coeff'cient thus gives the rolling
effectiveness of a spoiler on one wing of a complete aircraft as is appropriate for roll control. Since
the coefficients of incremental lift, ACL , drag, ACD , and pitching moment, ACm , are more relevant to
direct lift control than roll control, they are defined relative to the effectiveness of symmetric
operation of spoilers on both wings of a complete aircraft, eg ACL = AL/qS where AL is the measured
increment due to a single spoiler.

Fur tl F. t, t urire t ' t' t t - c 1' -a] o rr. cuss-ct i)n P out 1" ' inr' ncidn
,

" (.i' unit C. . Sirc' the

lift is different at the same nominal incidence on the two separate test runs required to measure spoiler
effectiveness, the correction required for tunnel constraint is also different. The corrected results
obtained (using the procedure described in ref 4) were interpolated using a Lagrangian formula (non-6:,oothing)
to provide differences b-tween forces at a given corrected incidence. Such derived data are plotted with
no data points shown. Conventional corrections were applied for solid and wake blockage.

2.4 R,:ult? For T', Pasic Wing

Thi, characturirtics of th - avic ain . II, ic--ift c,'ctcrn are reasona,'y ty,pica of thop- of transport

aircraft and are shown in Figs 9 to 11. The lift curves for all flap angles, Fig 9, are seen to be non-
linear at low incidence. This is because the relatively high slat angle of 280, chosen to ensure that the
slat did not stall before the main wing, prevents the slat from working efficiently at low incidence. At
higher incidence the lilt curve is linear until about 50 below the lift break; the progressive reduction
in lift curve slope prLor to the lift break is due to separated flow regions growing from the rear over
both the undeflected aileron and the flap shroud. This is illustrated in the sketch for a flap deflection
of 400 at a = 15

° 
included in Fig 9. As a consequence, after the lift break the loss of lift is progressive

with no abrupt drop, although there is strong buffeting.

The drag potars are shown in Fig 10 and the pitching moment characteristics in Fig 11.

In a! tisei-- f. gur,-, data are presentod for thu plain chroud, with no vcntr, and for a corresponding
vented shroud, but with the vents sealed. As noted already in Section 3.2 the small differences in
measured forces and moments for these two cases are significant when determining the increments due to
spoilers and care must be taken to use the correct datum. As will be shown later, the effect of reducing
Reynolds number is greater on the basic wing than on the wing with spoiler deployed so that spoiler incremental
performance appears less linear as Reynolds number decreases. Again it is essential to use the correct
datum run.

2.5 Spoil" r 1.t't Charact, riFctics

TII. most dpmanding situation for spoil]r controls, when used either for roll control or for DLC, ic on

the landing approach. Accordingly the majority of the results presented in this section will be associated
with a 400 flap deflection, typical of that used on the approach. Furthermore, the results will all refer
to the increments achieved by symmetrical operation f spoilers on both wings. It is worth noting at this
stage that, as the model is representative of the outboard wing panels of a transport aircraft, the spoiler
span i7 relatively large in relation to the wing-span; incremental coefficients non-dimensionalised on model
wing area will, therefore, also be relatively large.

2.5.1 bin,d Flat, Spo i.rs

Fig 1 i-town th, lift curves for a plain hing,'d-platu Spoiler with < loading edge gap and tith 700%

venting through the shroud; the flap deflection is 400. These results are typical of a?
measurements throughout the series of tests. There is a progressive reduction in lift curve slope with
increasing spoiler deflection. Similarly, the stall becomes progressively less severe with the lift break
occurring at a higher incidence. Beyond the lift break the curves tend to the same asymptote as the
spoilers become blanked by the s-paration associated with the stall. Clearly, such characteristics are not
suitable for control beyond the stall.

Th' V'! -ct' ofP vaious parameters are discussed below. It must be stressed that tho aim is only to

present a selection of reasonably typical data. The main body of data is too large for detailed

presentation in a paper of this size.

a. P-,nol Il; NuLmber

A it itor invertuiation of the effct of heynolds number was made. Fig 13 uIlwrt , for cpetd of '5, 10

and 60 m/s (Reynolds number = 0.6 ._2.5 x 106) the lift coefficient plotted versus spoiler angle at an
interpolated constant incidence of 100 for the perforated spoiler with no gap. The effect of Reynolds number
is greatest for the basic configuration with spoiler undeflected, and decreases reasonably progr-sively
with increasing spoiler deflection. Data for a plain ungapped spoiler, not shown, 0 suggest that the
sensitivity to Reynolds number continues to decrease up to deflection angles of 50 . The data of Fig 13 are
replotted in Fig 14 in the form of spoiler lil't increments versus spoiler deflection. The apparent sensitivity
to Reynolds number is now reversed from that shown in Fig 13,because the datum value for the basic wing is
fairly sens'tive to Reynolds numberand this value must be subtracted to obtain the increment. The sensitivity
of the datum case to Reynolds number demonstrates the difficulty of correlating data obtained at different
Reynolds numbers, spoiler deflected, particularly, for instance, between tunnel and flight, and may explain
some of the discrepancies shown in ref 3.
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'Ph, lowe r figuie. Fig 1 1, io plotte(d to an enlarged scale to demonstrate the absence of' re' -'rsa] in
spoiler lift increment at low deflection angles anywhere in the Reynolds number range, providing that a
datum value appropriate to the correct Reynolds number is subtracted.

b. bpo31, r 3ap

The ct'l''ct of opening up a Cap beneath a plain spoiler is shown in Fig 15. Th
,
- fiap ri deflected

400 and the shroud is unvented. At a constant spoiler deflection, 6 200, Fig 15a, it is seen that the
relationship between lift increment and incidence below the stall is highly non-linear when there is no gap.
Spoiler effectiveness increases markedly with increasing incidence. Opening up a gap of _% local wing
chord (by. .'nng the spoiler hinge line 3% forward) reduces the variation of X(L with incidence and increases

the effectiveness significantly at all incidences below the stall. However, it should be borne in mind
that, since spoiler chord is kept constant at 12- local wing chord, increasing gap also increases spoiler
height. The effect of increasing the gap to 6% chord is not advantageous; in spite of the increased
spoiler height above the wing the maximum increment falls and the linearity is not significantly improved.
This loss in effectiveness is probably caused because the spoiler is now too remote from the wing either
to :'t';. . o .iOL the flow local', or to adeeuatlI; ad-ust th circulation about th' wing.

A -,' th, t'tall, IpoilI' effectivwnesc falls rapidly 9t -.. !rap settings. Data obtained abo'w' the
stall are difficult to interpret since the balance readings fluctuate and the Lagrangian interpolation
tends to exaggerate any deviations. Certainly the effectiveness falls to a very low %-an valu (se aIso

' ) Ut wth'i' it e!comes zeco or r'everses is uncertain.

A- % co itast incidence, a - 10
O  

Fi 13, tL, !:"-et ,f gao Vt iucp th initial 'dad sac in

spoiler effectiveness significantly and to increase the derivative ------ slightly. Again the 6% gap is
clearly too large. 13

c. tn-, Th a ;h Th Shroud

- rJv, '' t L centi- through the shroud --hind th, ,xn soru i. a <a is illustrated in

Fig 16 for the configuration with 400 flap deflection. Venting is achieved by constant percentage chord
slots extending over the full spoiler span. At a constant spoiler deflection of 200, with 100% venting
(a vent equal in area to that of the spoiler) there is a significant improvement in ACL varying from
about -0.05 at a 5 to about -0.035 at m 180 relative to the anvented condition, Fig 1

6
a. Results for

intermediate vent areas lie progressively between these extremes at low incidence, (note that data for
6Y and 12,% venting have been omitted for clarity) but at higher incidences 50% and 25% venting yield
significantly larger lift increments t,,an 10OX venting.

At a ton' n n / .( , Fig , it is oe,-n that the ff, ct of ventinc is to improv tieoiA.L)
linearity of' the derivative over the range of spoiler deflection and that the improvement in

d6
linearity is reasonably progres sive with increasing vent area. The effects of 12 -l and 25% venting are
virtually identical and only 'll below those achievable with 100% venting at spoiler deflections well in
excess of 200.

A i1 . ! L:. ,- -.it! I th.- , r ic I arp.c !'avourble aerodnanical -, su h a
configuration is not structurally acceptable on a real aircraft. Consequently tests were made with the
discrete vents shown in Fig . in an attempt to establish configurations which are acceptable both
structurally and aerodynamically. The results are summarised in Fig 17 again for a plain spoiler irith a
3% gap. The 'Qjpe B, C and D vents each total 121% of spoiler area but with different disposition of the
holes; in general these vents perform less well than the 100% spanwise slot, data for which are presented
in Fig 17, for comparison. O'the three types, D, which has the widest distribution of vent area performs best.
However, a fourth type of discrete venting, Type A, having 30% vented area spread over 27 discrete holes,
Fig P, is seen to perform as well or better than even the 100% spanwise slot. In particular, the
characteristics of the spoiler ahead of the Type D vents is relatively linear at small spoiler angles.

d. Oti.r Hin-i-Plat-, -poii'rs

Ph, fiaior part of' this s- tion ha. - n uoricernd with plain spoiiers. As shown in Fig 4, perforated,
sawtooth, and castellated spoilers having the same solid area as the plain spoiler were also tested. These
spoilers were found to offer no aerodynamic advantage in either linearity or overall effectivenessover

the plain spoiler with a -% gap at a flap angle of 40 and no results are therefore presented here (except
that results obtained with the perforated spoiler were used earlier to illustrate the effect of Reynolds
number). Some limited data are included in later summary figures, Fig 20, 21 and 22, where it is seen that
at a flap angle og 200 the performance of these spoilers with more corrp eatcd shapes was r'1ativ-,'v
better than at 40

2.).2 Moving Shroud Spoilers

The characteristics of a 12% chord spoiler are illustrated in Fig 1P for three hinge positions.
This type of spoiler forms the trailing edge of the flap shroud when undeflected, Fig 7, and is used,
for example, on the AOO Airbus. The performance of the spoiler is seen to be very satisfactory, being
almost independent of incidence below the stall and exhibiting no dead space at small deflections. Unlike
the hinged plate spoilers, the use of a 6% forward hinge to produce a 6% gap produces a better performance
than that with a % gap, although the improvement is much less than that achieved by the % gap relative
to zero gap.

.. .....A



2.5.3 Summary of Lift Increments

So far we have presented typical data chosen to illustrate particular aspects of spoiler lifting
effectiveness. A method is now suggested whereby the performance of a spoiler can be described in terms
of a limited number of numerical "derivatives" so that a summary of spoiler performance can be easily
tabulated. Referring to Fig 19, six parameters are defined:

CL6  the initial rate of change of ACL with 6 at a chosen incidence a' per degree

CL max the maximum rate of change of ACL with 6 at a = a' per degree

CL6tan the slope of the tangent from the origin to the curve of AC Lv 6 at a - a' , per degree

C the slope of the tangent to the curve of ACLva at a = a' for a chosen spoiler deflection 6',
a per degree

D the "dead space" between the origin and the intersection of the line defining CLamax  with the
6 axis, degrees

AC the lift increment due to a spoiler deflected 6' at a 
= 

a'

Expressed in these terms a spoiler with completely linear characteristics would have
6D = 0, CL = C CL = 0 and ACL = 6'CL  *Sma CL6tan' a L6tan

Assuming that the elimination of dead space and de achievement of reasonable linearity is the aim for a
practical spoiler installation, then the extent to which the above values are achieved defines how closely
reality has approached the ideal. In fact it is improbable that CL = 0, ie no change of spoiler effectiveness

with incidence, is the optimum value since an increase in effectiveness as incidence increases, or speed
falls, could be beneficial (providing the increase is steady rather than sudden). The values of the
derivatives can be tabulated for as many values of a' and 6' as is thought necessary but for comparative
purposes a single value of each is probably sufficient.

Since the work reported here was aimed -t achieving acceptable linearity and freedom from dead space
within reasonable structural constraints, whils. keeping constant the major spoiler dimensions (chord and
spanwise extent) it is not within the scope of the results to ascribe desirable magnitudes to the three
CL6 derivatives (other than to point out the desirability of their equality). However, the values of the
relevant parameters are tabulated in Table 2 where a' = 100 and 6' = 200, the chosen "mid-range" values
which have been used earlier in this paper. These tabulations cover a wider range of configurations and
flap angles than the results discussed so far and also include details for all flap angles.

The spoiler data have been further condensed in Fig 20 to illustrate the trend of spoiler effective-
ness with increasing gap and shroud venting. The combined parameter (CL6max - CL60)/CL6max is plotted

versus the dead space 6D' On this type of presentation, a linear spoiler, which has CL  = CL and
6 = 0, lies at tne origin. Hence the proximity to the origin of the point referring 6max So

a particular spoiler configuration is a measure of the linearity of that configuration. It is not, of
course, a measure of the effectiveness of a particular spoiler.

Fig 20a presents data for a flap angle of 400 and it confirms what was said earlier ie that addition
of a gap and of venting through the shroud improve the linearity of plain hinged-plate spoilers significantly,
but that gapped moving shroud spoilers appear as the most promising configuration. Fig 20b presents data
for a flap angle of 20 , not previously discussed, and it is seen that moving shroud spoilers are again
very promising. The more complicated hinged-plate spoilers were not particularly successful at a flap
angle of 40 but are more so at 20 flap, and in fact the perforated spoiler with zero gap plots at the
origin, as does the rather impractical case of a moving shroud spoiler with a large - 12% of wing chord - gap.

The final two figures in this section, Figs 21 and 22, are included for completeness and show all the
data so far discussed collected together in graphical form to give a visual comparison of
eCL versus 6 at a = 100. Fig 21 refers to the flap angle of 400 and Fig 22 to that of 200.

2.6 Spoiler Drag Characteristics

The drag due to spoilers is complicated because, at constant incidence, spoiler deflection in general
J causes an increase in profile drag but a reduction in lift dependent drag because of the loss of lift.

Total drag is plotted in Fig 23 against incidence for a plain hinged-plate spoiler with a 3% gap plus 100%
shroud venting. The flap angle is 400. Experimental points are omitted for clarity and the results are
typical of those for other spoilers.

The curves cross in a staggered fashion as the drag with spoiler deflected increases at low
incidence but decreases at high incidence relative to that with the spoiler undeflected. However, when
plotted in polar form against C , Fig 24, it is seen that at constant lift there is always an increase in
drag. The asymptotic nature of-the total drag beyond the stall is equivalent to that noted earlier for lift.

Because of the camber introduced by deflection of the high-lift devices and of the effective spanwise
twist introduced by the part-span nature of the flaps, the minimum drag CD  , occurs at positive lift

rather than at CL  05. At CL  0 the individual components of the high IrtV system are all in general

lifting (either in a positive or negative sense) and hence there is still a finite induced drag. Th~s even
at CD rin there are always components of induced drag present. Consequently the plots of CD versus L in
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Fig 25, for the same spoiler as above, are not quite linear. In such circumstances ref 6 suggests that the
drag can be expressed as

=Ci + K (CL - CL) 2
/ 7 A

where A is the aspect ratio. The quantities Cmnin and CL are related to the lift due to camber and
twist, and the factor K is dependent only on the lift distribution and the aspect ratio.

Using this relation the curves of Fig 25 can be re-plotted in Fig 26. The values of CL were
obtained by trial and error since it was not practicable to extrapolate the drag curve back to the
hypothetical value of CDml, at CL = . The values obtained for CL, C and K are tabulated on
the figure where it is seen that:

i C decreases with increasing spoiler deflection (ie with decreasing CL at a. 0 as predicted
by refLs).

ii CD  increases with increasing spoiler deflection.
min

iii K increases with increasing spoiler deflection because the limited span of the spoiler leads to
an increasingly poor spanwise loading distribution as the lift decrement due to the spoiler becomes
numerically larger.

CD  can be considered as a sum of three terms:
sin

i A basic profile drag, spoiler undeflected, consisting of the sum of the profile drags of
the components of the wing and high-lift system.

ii The profile 4rag component associated with the width of the separated wake which, following
Betz

6 
and Hoerner', is of the order of 4 of the change of lift caused by the wake.

iii The minimum induced drag
5 

of the configuration.

It is worth noting that the induced drag factor for the basic wing, spoiler undeflected is obtained
as 1.29 from the more complete approach shown in Fig 26 whereas absurd values lower than unity can be
deduced from the simpler presentation of Fig 25.

2.7 Spoiler Moment Characteristics

Although the title of this report refers to combined lift and roll controls we have chosen to
concentrate on the lifting characteristics rather than the rolling characteristics because the latter
follow the behaviour of the former so closely. Pitching moment presents a rather more complicated picture
about which only limited conclusions can be drawn in the absence of data on the change in downwash at the
tail plane caused by spoiler operation. A brief discussion of both moments is appropriate.

2.7.1 Rolling Characteristics

As noted above, plots of incremental rolling moment and lift coefficients are very similar in
character. We have chosen, therefore, to present limited data in the form of spanwise centre of pressure
(CP) only. Such data, when used in conjunction with the lifting characteristics which have already been
presented, can be used to derive rolling moments.

Fig 27a shows the position of the spanwise CP as a function of incidence for the basic wing and

for the wing with the pl8in spoiler with 3% gap and 100% shroud venting. The spoiler deflection is 200
and the flap angle is 40 . The incremental spanwise CP position, or centre of action, associated with
the spoiler is included. For the basic wing the spanwise CP is at 44% semispan, almost constant up to
the stall. Spoiler deflection moves the CP inboard since the middle of the span is then more lightly
loaded. For the case shown, the incremental CP is at about 55% semispan (± about 2J% below the stall);
this is slightly inboard of the centre of the spoiler span, at 60% semispan, but is close to the spanwise
position of the centre of area of the spoiler. The position of the incremental CP is included in Table 2

and is seen to vary only slightly over the whole range of configurations listed, including three flap
angles. A simple approach to obtaining rolling moments from known lift increments would therefore seem
to be justified.

2.7.2 Pitching Characteristics

Fig 27b presents pitching moment data expressed in terms of centre of pressure position in a

similar manner to that used for illustrating rolling moment characteristics. The wing and spoiler
configuration is also the same. Because of the effective camber (and consequent pitching moment at zero
lift) associated with the high-lift devices there is now a large chordwise movement, with incidence, of
the CP of the basic wing (although the aerodynamic centre of the basic wing is approximately constant at
35% Z forward of the reference point (Fig 11) and 2% c forward of the i-chord point of the mean
aerodynamic chord).

However, below the stall, the incremental CP due to the spoiler moves only slightly with incidence

and is at about 20% c aft of the pitching moment reference point. This distance aft of the reference
point is equal to about 18% local wing chord ahead of the spoiler leading-edge at the spanwise station
of the incremental CP.

The chordwise incremental CP positions for the spoiler configurations tested are listed in Table 2
for 8 - 200 at a = 10 ; there are seen to be quite large shifts with configuration changes. These

shifts are equivalent to distances between 10% and 25% local chord ahead of the spoiler leading edge
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at the appropriate spanwise CP positions. The loss of lift due to a spoiler occurs, (i) at the spoiler,

(ii) as a lower flap lift and (iii) as lower leading edge (slat) suction, so the CP position would not be
easy to predict even if the extent of flow separations was not disturbed.

2.8 Spoilers Used As Controls

Finally we have chosen to give a limited illustration of the practical use of the data obtained in
this exercise and for this purpose data relating to the plain spoiler with a 3% gap and with 100% shroud
venting have again been used. They are plotted in Fig 28 in incremental form, A CD versus A CL, as a
carpet for various incidences and spoiler angles; the figure applies to symmetric operation of spoilers
on both wings of a complete aircraft. The flap angle is 400.

8
We follow Tomlinson's suggestion that a normal acceleration authority of, perhaps, +0.22 g is

appropriate for DLC on the approach. This value will be used for illustrative purposes in conjunction
with data from the present report although, as noted earlier, the spoiler span is relatively large in
relation to wing span since the model is representative of only the outboard panels of a transport
aircraft wing. When used for ILC, spoilers must be operated about a datum deflection in orger to permit

positive and negative lifting authority. For convenience we choose this datum to be 6 = 15 for a
reason which will shortly become clear.

Interpolating from Fig 12, the maximum CL is thus about 2.48 and, assuming the normal civil

airworthiness margins, Varch = 1.3 Vstall ,-the approach C will be about 1.47 at an incidence ofo . ppr L ..
4.2 . From Fig 28, closing te poiler at this incidence, point A, will give a maximum lifting authority
of AC equals about +0.33 and hence an approximate normal acceleration authority of (0.33/1.47 g) = 0.22 g
ie that employed by Tomlinson*. From Fig 28 the associated drag change is seen to be an increase of about
AC = 0.013. Conversely, opening the spoiler further to give a negative lifting authority of -0.33,
point B on Fig 28, again causes a drag increase, in this case AC = 0.029. The instantaneous longitudinal
deceleration due to this drag increment will be about (0.029/1-4 g) 0.02 g or 0.38 kt/s, a value

which would be perceptible to a pilot if this maximum authority deflection were to remain for other than
a very few seconds (but would be easily corrected by an autothrottle). These simple calculations suggest
that the spoiler configuration considered would be adequate for IC purposss. Note however that the
approach CL with zero spoiler deflegtion would be about 1.69 (at a= 2.9 ) a significant improvement over
the value of 1.47 available at 6 = 15

Considering now the same spoiler used as a roll control on the approach, we can assume that its
characteristics are sufficiently linear to operate from zero deflection rather than about a datum deflection
displaced from zero as might be needed for a spoiler having poor characteristics. Referring to Fig 12
the approach condition with 6 = 0 will now be CL = 1.69 at a = 2.90. Assuming, for example, a spoiler
deflection of 150 on the starboard wing, the lift increment at this incidence for a single spoiler is
0.157, point C on Fig 28, giving a rolling moment coefficient of 0.043 on a complete aircraft. (CP spanwise
position is taken to be at 0.55% semispan). This would be adequate, for instance, to balance a rolling
moment due to sideslip associated with = 100 and tV 

= 
-0.25. The associated drag change at constant

incidenceis about ACD = -0.0055, equivalent to a yawing moment coefficient of -0.0015 in the adverse,
"out of turn", sense (and assuming that the incremental CP position in yaw is the same as that in roll).
Note, however, that the ratio of yawing to rolling moment increment is only 0.035 so that the effect of
this adverse yaw can be expected to be small.

In the longer term the incidence would be increased to restore the lift loss. If one assumes that
the pilot flies the aeroplane to maintain constant speed and rate of descent, ie constant lift, throughout

the period when the spoiler is deflected, then with a single spoiler deflected 15 the aircraft achieves

CL = 1.69 at about a = 5.10. At that condition the asymmetric drag due to the spoiler is about ACD = -0.0075,
from Fig 28, point D, producing an adverse yawing moment of -0.0021. The spoiler lift and roll incrementswill also have changed slightly.

The above discussion involves simplifications in that the effects of pitching moments due to the

spoiler, of changes in downwash at the tail and of the need to include the effect on trim of the tailplane
and elevator have been neglected. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to point out the possible adverse nature
of the yawing mpments due to spoilers since these controls are often thought of as having proverse yaw
characteristics . In fact, Fig 28 shows that the yawing moment characteristics will be adverse over most

of the operating range of the spoiler configuration chosen, assuming that the spoiler operates from a
deflection of 00 as a roll control. However, it can be seen that if it formed part of a combined
DLC/roll control system operating about a datum deflection of, say, 15 with only one spoiler providing roll

control, then the drag increments due to deflection would be positive, at least up to a = 100, and favourable
yawing moments would result. If two spoilers are used differentially to provide roll control, the drag
increments tend to blance and yawing moments would be very small.

In simple terms, the reason for the adverse yaw is that the basic lift, with high-lift devices
deflected, is high and hence the reduction in induced drag associated with a given spoiler lift decrement
is usually numerically greater than the increase in profile drag. This was not the case with most of the

earlier published spoiler investigations which were made in the absence of sophisticated high-lift devices.

*A flight erperiment at RAE with DLC on a SAC-ill aircraft has successfully used an authority of 0.15 g
for standard 30 approaches; on that aircraft this authority was attained using a datum spoiler deflection
of 1 ° .
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Although only one spoiler configuration has been used as an example in mnis section it is
fairly typical and the equivalent plot to Fig 28 for a movir shroud spoiler, for instance, is
very similar.

Finally, we should note that the abo, simple s ialysis of rolling and yawing moments has been done
in the axis system associated with lift and drag ie in aerodynamic stability axes or wind axes (as is
invariably the case with other published data). An aircraft such as a transport aircraft, with a roll/yaw
inertia ratio not much less than unity, tends to roll about the longitudinal wind axis and this axis system
is therefore found from dynamic considerations to be more appropriate. Had the analysis been done in
unrepresentative axes aligned with the aircraft body, then the yawing moments would in fact have appeared
to be rather strongly proverse.

3 LIFT AND ROLL CONTROLS FOR ADVANCED COMBAT AIRCRAFT

3.1 Introduction

On several existing aeroplanes
1 0

'
11 

the manoeuvrability at transonic speeds is enhanced by the
use of leading- and trailing-edge flaps to match the chordwise camber of the wing to the demanded "g" and
Mach number. On those aeroplanes the flaps used are aerodynamically similar to simple hinged flaps, having
sharp changes 5 curvature around the hinge; more gentle changes in curvature can be achieved by devices
such as RAEVAM (Fig 29), which has successfully passed a series of operational checks under simulated
loadings

13
, and the so-called "VARICAM" or "contour" flap

14 
(Fig 30).

The important feature of both these devices is the flexible skin on the upper surface, the profile
of which is controlled by a number of pivoted links. RAEVAM has a hinged lower surface and the necessary
increase in length of the upper surface skin as the device deflects comes from the sliding joint at "A'
(Fig 29). In contrast, on the contour flap, the upper skin is fixed in length and the lower surface
shortens by means of a "folding" process without any sliding contact. (Fig 30)

If the manoeuvre performance demanded from a fighter is such that it can be achieved only by
variable camber, then whichever of the above types of manoeuvre device is chosen, there are important
ramifications on the low speed performance:

a. it is clearly impossible t combine the now familiar slats and multi-slotted flaps with
the manoeuvre devices, hence the increase in maximum lift necessary to ensure acceptable take-off
and landing speeds has to come from deflecting the manoeuvre devices to higher angles. Will the
CLmax then be adequate?

b. for a swing-wing fighter, differential tail gives good roll control when the aircraft is
in the high sweep, high speed configuration, but in the minimum sweep, low speed configuration,
the increases in roll damping and inertia demand additional roll power which is usually obtained
from spoilers. However, it may be difficult to combine spoilers with a trailing edge manoeuvre
device and one of the alternatives we wish to investigate is to augment the roll control by

operating the manoeuvre devices differentially even though they are deflected to high angles.
We can clear2y expect to obtain less rolling moment ror a given differential deflection, and
more adverse yawing moment, than from conventional ailerons. Will the roll control be acceptable?

In an attempt to answer these questions a series of tests were undertaken on another half model,
slightly smaller than the one used for the spoiler tests, fitted with a RAEVAM leading-edge and
selection of contour and hinged trailing-edge flaps. A slatted leading-edge and a single slotted flap
were also available from previous testing and were incorporated into the test programme to provide the

important comparisons with conventional high lift devices.

3.2 Experimental Programme
0450

The model, shown in Fig 31, could be tested at i-chord sweeps of 20 , 300 and 45 giving the
associated values of Aspect Ratio and streamwise thickness/chord ratio shown. In the 200 sweep position
the wing planform parameters are very close to those of a typical advanced "swing-wing" fighter in its
minimum sweep configuration and hence the major part of the testing was done with the wing in this position.
However, in the interests of investigating sweep effects on maximum lift etc, a fairly full coverage was
also obtained at the other sweep angles. The results at these other sweeps are presented in this paper
but are not analysed in any detail.

The streamwise section of the wing at 30 sweep was derived from a two-dimensional aerofoil by
factoring all dimensions normal to the chord line, by cos 0 . Thus the streamwise section at this sweep
is identical to that on a parallel chord wing, yawed to 30 , which has the two-dimensional aerofoil
section normal to its leading-edge. All the slat and flap angles quoted refer to this two-dimensional
aerofoil as do the profiles of the various high lift devices and controls shown in Figs 32 and 33. The
different sweep angles were obtained by yawing the wing about a pivot offset spanwise from the body centre
line by about 5% semispan.

On the leading edge the model could be fitted with:

a. an undeflected (or plain) leading-edge LO (Fig 32a);

b. a 12b chord slat (LI) at 250 deflection, positioned relative to the wing so as to give the
highest value of CLm (Fig 32b);

c. a RAEVAM leading-edge (L2) at 350 deflection (Fig 32c).
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d n the tr:j.gg' :. .t ittl "ith the following full-span controls or high-lift
devices-:

a. a siiple hinged :[a; ,5 chord ('it) with the hinge on the lower surface. This flap
would be set at angles of" 0, 5 , 100, 150, 200, 30 , and 50 . (Fig '3 a and b);

b. two simulated contour or "VARICAM" Ilaps (Ti) designed to have the same zero lift ang.
in potential flow as the hinged flap at 200 and 300 deflection (Fig 33 a and b);

c. g single slotted flap of 33_o chord (T2) with the shroud trailing edge at 9Oo chord, set
at 40 deflection and positiono,' relative to the wing so as to give the highest CL (Fig 33c).

max

Transition was fixed:

a. on the body about 2/ of the nose length ahead of the wing, using a wire;

b. on the lower surface of the wing at 43% chord, using a wire;

c. on the outer 25% o 5 the semispan of the slat, using ballotini, ir der to prevent
a "thin aerofoil" stall on th slat.

On the leading-edge behind the slat, the plain leading-edge and the RAEVAM leading-edge, transition
of the upper surface boundary layer was allowed to occj naturally; at all lift coefficients of interest
this occurred through a short laminar separation bubble' .

The major part of the results for this model were obtained in the 4 m x 2.7 m (I1 ft x 9 ft)
low speed tunnel at RAE Bedford, at a Mach number of 0.2, using the same balance and test arrangement as
for the spoiler tests. Subsequently a few runs at atmospheric pressure and at the same Mach number were
made in the new 5m low speed tunnel at Farnborough using a 6-component balance so that the yawing moments

due to aileron could be measured, rather than just changes in axial force.

3.3 Presentation and Discussion of Results

3.3.1 Results with Contour Flaps

Fig A4 shows the variation of chordwise pressure distribution across the span for the combination
of RAEVAM (L2) with the contour flap (Ti) set at 30 . The obvious features of these pressure distrilutisns

are:

a. a high suction peak very close to the leading-edge;

b. behind this a pressure "plateau" extending to about 20%o chord - the point where the
flexible skin of the HAEVAM merges into the basic section shape;

c. this "plateau" is terminated by a steep pressure rise occupying about a further 20% chord;

d. the pressure coefficient at the trailing-edge is approximately -0.4 indicating separated
flow over the trailing edge.

If, instead of the RAEVAM and the contour flap, the wing had been fitted with hinged flaps at

the leading- and trailing-edges, then one would have expected to see secondary suction peaks occurring
over the "knuckles" of these controls; the larger radii of curvature obtainable from the use of flexible

skins has enabled these to be eliminated.

Despite the high suction peaks near the leading edge there would be no advantage in increasing
the deflection angle of the RAEVAM (at least at this Reynolds number) because the adverse pressure
gradient aft of the plateau ((c) above) is sufficient to cause a local separation of the turbulent
boundary layer which subsequently re-attaches about 20% chord further downstream (Fig 35).

Fig 36 compares the performance of the two contour flaps (Ti) with that of the hinged flap (TO)
when set at the corresponding angles of 200 and 300. Clearly the differences in lift and pitching moment
behaviour are very small, but the contour flaps have considerably less drag than the hinged flaps.

Since the lifting performance of the two types of flap is so similar, it was decided to concentrate
th,: investigation on the more easily varied hinged flaps.

3.3.2 Results with Hinged Flaps

The basic lift, drag, and pitch results for flap angles up to 50 with (a) the RAEVAM leading-
edge (L2), and (b) the slatted leading-edge (Li), are shown in Fig 37 for 200 sweep and Fig 380for .00
sweep. Fig - shows similar results for the plain leading-edge (LO) with flap angles up to 10 at sweeps
of 200, 300 and 450

.

Figs 37a and 38a both show that the stalling angle tends to decrease as the flap angle increases.
With the slat, the rate of decrease increases with flap angle, but for RAEVAM the reverse applies, so
that the stalling angle becomes almost constant at the higher flap angles.

This behaviour shows up very clearly in Figs 40 (a) and (b) where the maximum lift and lift at
constant incidence are summarised. Fig 40a shows that She increase of ri with flap angle is much
steeper for RAEVAN than for the slat at both 20 and 30 of sweep, with te xresult that the difference
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between them decrea.ies quite markedly wa ;h ncreasirg flap angle. In contract FP- 4D0 ;-h s i,at toe
lift increment at ccnotant incierce due to deflecting the i'ip, it almst irdependent of the leadirg-
igar device.

It is interesting to note that, with the sole exception of the 500 flap at 200 sweep, there is a
linear correlation between lift and pitching moment at the stall for all flap angles at each combination
of leading-edge and sweep (Fips 37c, 38c, 39c). The mild nose-up pitch changes well below maximum lift
shown in Fig 38c at low flap angles are probably associated with the local separation outboard shown
in Fig 35.

Since the wing had a full span flap it is effectively untwisted and analytic representation of
the drag polars is consequently simpler than in Section 2. The form

P 
2

C = C 0 + k L7ADCA

0 .0

is found to fit the data well over t, , incidence range above about 1o up to approximately belcw the stall.
Below the lower limit, separations occur on the lower surface of the slat and th- nAEVAM, leading to an
increase in profile drag; above the upper limit, increasingly severe viscous et :ets also produce an
increasing profile drag. Fig 4la shows the variation of the drag at zero lift, r fro: this analysis.
As might be expected CD rises rapidl with increasing flap angle above about 13 of flap, and at 50' flap
is almost five times its value at zero flap angle. The values for the contour flaps i. -.-:-: i. ..: . I . ."
those for the hinged flaps, as would be expected from the results already shown in Fig 6. Fg ilb shows
that the lift dependent drag factor, k, decreases slightly as flap angle increases, there-' offsetting to
some extent the large increases in CD, shown in Fig Ala.

7 3.3.3 Roll Performance

Roll requirements for modern aeroplanes are usually specified in terms of the time taken to roll
through certain angles starting from zero roll rate. Clearly these cannot be used to assess the adecuacy
of rolling moments due to aileron measured on a wind tunnel :nodel without making assumptions about rolline
inertias, flying speeds etc. However, in the past, the non-dimensional steady (or acymptotic) roll rate
(mb/2V) has be-n used as a criterion for designing roll controls - P-rbins and Hage

1
6 suggest a minimum

acceptable figure of 0.0' for fighter aircraft, and Etkin
17 

quotes a corresponding value of 0.07. This
criterion is particularly suitable for the assessment being attempted here, since the differential flap or
"aileron" angle, F , required to generate this rate provides an easily understandable measure of the roll
control and can be easily calculated from the steady state roll equation,

5 T 2V1 p

where C = rolling moment P = roll rate (rad/s)
w = aileron angle (degrees) = i(starboard flap angle - port flap angle)

b = wingspan V = forward velocity

9. = roll damping = (DC )/((vb)/(2V))

For the analysis presented here the value of 1b/2V was taken to be 0.0), Z was esti-:ated for
each flap angle from ESDU Data Sheets

18
, and the values of rolling moment due to aileron (aCQ/a ) were

obtained by differencing the ~in-i nunnel results (Fig 1), the result being corrected for half-mod-l effects
by th method of Swanson and Toll

20
. The resulting aileron angles, for each flap angle and for both RAEVAM

and slatted leading edges, are plotted in Fig 42.

This figure shows that the required aileron angle increases progressively with flap gngle, except
* that the progression is halted, in the case of RAEVAM, and reduced for the slat, between 15 and '0 of flap.

The aileron angle also tends to increase with C but below the approach GL  (which is defined in the,

next section) the increase is fairly small and tXe roll rate can be obtained with less than of aiiron
even with 300 of flap. Above the approach CL the required aileron angle continues to rise and, for .0

° 
1.ap

in conjunction with the slat, almost 25 of aileron is required at maximum lift.

It is useful to generalise these results by expressing them in terms of the aileron angls rm I

at the lowest flap angle. At the approach CL, increasing the flap angle from 50 to 
0° 

necessitates an,
increase in aileron angle of about 75% to generate the same roll rate. At maximir- lift with the hAFVAM
leading edge the increase is about the same, but with the slatted leading-edge the necessaro aileron ngle
is increased by over 100%.

The yawing moment due to aileron is plotted in Fig 43 as a ratio with the corrspondin r n
moment. The yawing moment is shown to be consistently adverse, as would be expected, r-achin, .-vel.

-

around ten times that found for the spoiler for flap angles up to 20
°
, and ,1 mor, than that with t,,

flap at 300. However, most of this adverse yaw to lift dependent and does not result from increasin
- 
the

flap angle. Working along the approach CL line, it will be se-n that the adverse yaw incroases tv o n',:
10%-1% as the flap angle is increased from 50 to 200; increasing the flap angle to 0

°
0 increases th.

adv ,ice yawing moment by about another 35%, giving an overall increase of some 65e ,ver the situation with
50 flap. The actual yaw ng moment corresponding to CI/Cr -0.25 is approximately 0.01' which ou:i
balanced by a ruddar angle of about 15 assuming a reasonable value of' iC /dt -. OC0 /drr.e. Oil tI.
basis, to balance the maximum adverse yaw shown would require a rudder angile of "..



lit general terms, it would apt'i thit, althougl. auoesuatc 'o! i,g moment.': can be generated by
dlffeOrestla MOVeMent Of' the "a:' r'',Ut U : aSIc poef3t 1n of' -00 def"',ctiori, the adverse yawing moments
tius ,"nerated ia a.l ov mift the prautl:i! I'lap d p't tion t f about 20. In the final analysis, of' course, L- 13
tlhiz- Carl orill:, he decide d in the eont,,xt ,f a particular configu ration.

M. . Comparison With Other Iip-gh I ut ',te

The C values attained. at '-w :-:, , 
, t ::. a:"' ,X'V devices deflected to ihigh angles ie by

RAEVA-I (L:) i'_doniunction wit th, It._ ! 'T,( L ), sx. , as :b,-ht be expected, inferior to those attaine:
on most modern aircraft. It th,. ft.. .. i arc, t-.'nal:. under these circumstances is inadequate the-n,
unLles I: undar': layer contrl :: .. , i:, .:. ' . ilts,- tir trailing-edge manoeuvre device would

have to Se replaced 1),' a 'or, r,,w :'t .. . v itnt :r i"' an performance can then be expected
In each case?

ne'ortunately, eu".l C p " a -'. -. z-" :a.' not always u eful since increases in CL,..
Iti fh arise from extensiune t,, I.. i.'' are, in general, not usable becas 8 '"te

-'.axitm incilence of the allcr! t n t!- -1 . .1 '1t- v the tail striking the ground - a i s a
reasonable figure to represent tls coni '... A' t." r,. 'iwing adenuate margins for manoeuvring and gusts,
the approach Cl, which was us. th,, ri.': ...' ... nd on which various combinations of high lift
devices will be compared, is d-''ine a.7 t.. t":- .- !

af. "a' 0! I,

Fig 44 shows C1  a curves for nine comlnations of' three leading- and trailing-edge configurations

and the table below lists the values of th". approach C and the incidence at which it is achieved. The
various increments are extracted and presented in Tables , and 4.

These tables show that, starting from the configuration consisting entirely of manoeuvre devices
(L/I(50

0
)), an increment in approach CL of 0.2 (,") can be obtained by replacing RAEVAM (L2) by the

slat (Li), but replacing the hinged flap (TO) by the slotted flap (T2) produces an increase of 0.7? (47%).

To a large extent this large increment derives from the 2f increase in area that this flap provides,
but it is also noticeable in Fig 44 that an increase in stalling angle is obtained over the configuration
with the hinged flap. This is due to the relatively high suction at the shroud trailing-edge (Cp
which is produced b.v the mutual interfer-nce of the flows around the wing and the flap

1 
.

4 CONCLUSIONS

I Spoiler Controls on Civil Aircraft

No aerodynamic reversal -if ,nti ;'ftlvnes. was found in the normal operating ir-idence range,
but very signficant non-lineart'v " K tntri .'ffoectiveness occurred for some spoiler configurations,
particularly the plain hinged-rlat, spoticr.

Overall, the most effective type of' spoiler tested was the moving shroud spoiler, with a forward
hinge, formed from a portion of the trailing-edge of the flap shroud.

A gap beneath the leading-edge of' a spoiler and venting through the flap shroud both improved
the linearity of spoiler aerodvnanic characieristics.

Although spoilers are traditionally thought of as having proverse yaw characteristics, it is sh-c-..
that this is not necessarily so, particularly if the control is operated from the closed condition (as for
pure roll control) rather than about a finite datum setting (as for direct lift control).

Although the post-stall performance of spoilers was not investigated in detail, evidence suggests
that the spoilers tested would not be effective under post-stall conditions.

4.2 Lift and H til Controls for Advanced Combat Aircraft

The lift increments f'rom contour flaps and hinged flaps were found to be Aimost identical, provided
that both had the same -ero lift angle in inviscid flow (although this may not Oe true for thinner wings)
but the contour flap has considerably less drag.

Full span hinged flaps, operated differentia.lv about mean angles of up to 300, have been shown to
be capable of generating sufficient rolling moment to give a steady roll rate of P ,0/2V = 0.09. As the
mean flap angle is increased up to 300, the differential angle between them (the aileron angle) necessar: to
produce this rate of roll, approximately doubles at a typical approach CL '

The associated yawing moments increase by about 50 and this may limit the practical flap angle to
200 unless the rudder is powerful or a degraded roil performance can be tolerated on the approach.

The increment in approach C obtained by replacing a hinged flap by a single slotted flap has been
tLfound to be about four times that obtained by replacing a RARVAM leading-edge by a slat,
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TABLE 1 - DETAILS OF SPOILER RESEARCH MODEL

Quarter-chord sweep 10
°

Leading-edge sweep 32.60

Semi-span 2.134 m

Standard mean chord 0.610 m

Mean aerodynamic chord 0.647 m

Centre-line chord 0.871 m

Tip chord 0.348 m

Taper ratio 0.40

Aspect ratio 7.00

Wing section NPL "A" 10.5% thick

Flap configuration Tabbed, Fowler flap, 87% shroud trailing edge

Flap span joints 15, 40, 60, 80, 100% semi-span

Flap chord 40% wing chord (including tab)

Tab chord 15% wing chord

Tab section Plain hinged from flap section (with a slot when angled 300)

Flap position Zero lap 2% gap

Aileron chord 30% wing chord

Aileron span 80-95% semi-span

Slat chord 17% wing chord

Slat span joints 15, 32, 49, 66, 83 and 100% semi-span

Slat section Arbitrary section

Slat angle 280

Slat position 2% local chord forward of wing leading-edge (Fig 4)

Computing reference span - semi-span 2.134 m

" chord - standard 0.61 m

mean chord
2

" area . gross area 1.301 m

pitching moment axis 0.887 m aft of wing apex

= 101.8% of root chord

= 46.91 of mean aerodynamic chord

" " roll or root bending moment axis is centre-line

Spoiler chord 12% wing chord

Spoiler span 40 - 80% semi-span
10 0 0 0

Spoiler anglc, plain and vented shroud 2 
°
, 5

°
, 7A

°
, 10', 200, 30

O
, 400

Spoiler angles, moving shroud 20, 40, 60, 80, 10
°
, 120, 140, 200, 300, 400

'A
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TABLE 3 - INCREMENTS IN C DUE TO CHANGING T/E DEVICES
pp

Increment in CLapp With With With

Due to Replacing LO Li L2

TO(O) by TO(50') 0.44 0.49 0.50 TO - Hinged Flap

TO(O
°
) by T2(40') 0.96 1.37 1.29 T2 - 33% Chord Single-

T0(50
°
) by T2(40') 0.52 0.88 0.79 Slotted Flap

TABLE 4 - INCREMENTS IN CLpp DUE TO CHANGING L/E DEVICES

Increment in CLapp With With With

Due to Replacing TO(0
0
) TO(500) T2(40

0
)

LO by L2 0.11 0.17 0.44 LO - Plain Leading Edge

LO by Li 0.32 0.37 0.73 Li - 12 % Chord Slat

L2 by LI 0.21 0.20 0.29 L2 - RAEVAM Leading Edge

.1

-i

4
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Fig I Sunmmary of derivation of rolling and
yawing moments due to aileron from
half model results

Fig 2 The spoiler research model in the
4m x2.7m tunnel at RAE Bedford
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Fig 3 Typical geometry of the spoiler Fig 4 Dimensions of the spoiler resear-h model
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is /12%

PLAIN SPOILER (5OLID AREA 100%)

SAWTOOTH 5POILFR (5OLID AREA .OO% )

" '

4

PERPOPATED SPOILER (SOLID AREA 1007)

CASTELLATED SPOILER (5oLID AREA ioo%).

Fig 6 Planforms of hinged-plate spoilers

BEVEL EDGE VERSW0rN
USED WHEN GAPPED

NoviNG 5RoXo - TRAILNG EDGE 75'PE A VENTING. 2l VNE5HOD
FLAP SPOILER. (SEE FG. 8) TYPE'C °, 3v40L,_

100% VENTED ,HROUD 2Y2% VENTED ,HROVD )2z% VENT-Z-D SHROUD

COMNUOU SLCr. CONTINUOUS LOT. TyPE D, 10 R-RWAJt)H t

ZP2Z

W% VENTE sHROUm 12Y2% VENTED NROO JPLAN SHROUD,

CO.NO.jUS s r TYPE 6 HOLE

Fig 7 Spoiler and shroud cross-sections
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FULL VENTED AREA = AREA CF 5pOILEIR

VENTED AREA,- 30% SPOILER AREA (TYPE A , 27 HOLE)

ILIY L LY Ly &YJ

VENTED AREA = 12'12% SPOILER AREA (TYPE 'B, 6HiLIE)

VENTE7D AREA = r S2'POLER ARE-A (TPE 'C', S3HOLE).

, A.Y R ,: .- , , --. -A .-,, -

VENTED AREA= 12Y2% SPOILER AREA (TYPE.') ' , 0 :/.ARD HtL)

Fig 8 Vented areas in shroud
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Fig 9 Lift curves for the basic wing
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SUMMARY

Advanced supersonic cruise tactical aircraft designs are trending towards high
wing loading and high wing sweep combined with wing variable geometry to achieve
design goals for efficient supersonic cruise and good maneuverability. Active control
systems replace inherent aerodynamic stability to provide substantial weight and lift /

drag (L/D) improvements and to achieve advanced mission performance capabilities.
Working within wino ceometrv and other design constraints, the controllable limits of
instability and the maneuver capabilities of various design approaches are investi-
qated. Preliminary studies conducted to evaluate competitive configuration arranee-
ments indicate that an aft-tail controller concept will be superior to canard and
tailless delta configurations. The latter configurations suffer controllability
limitations that compromise the ability to achieve design goals for maneuverability
and efficient supersonic cruise. Thrust vectoring is explored as a means of improv-
ina maneuver load factor capability.

An additional fundamental design requirement for future tactical aircraft is the
provision of good roll control for high-anale-of-attack maneuverino. The ability to
achieve and sustain hicTh maneuver load factor must be complemented by the ability to
reverse headinoT ouicklv while at high load factor through rapid bank-to-aT) site-
bank maneuvers. Effective controls must be developed to achieve this roll control
capability.

INTRODUCTION

Development of advanced tactical aircraft capable of superior mission effective-
ness and survivability poses formidable design challenges in all areas of technolocy.
Sophisticated defensive systems operating in the 1980/1990 threat environment will be
extremely difficult to penetrate without substantial advances in current aircraft
technology. Studies indicate that future tactical strike aircraft will require
supersonic cruise capability complemented by good maneuverability to ensure pene-
tration and survival of defensive air and ground systems. Active control technology
(ACT) can make major contributions to the achievement of tactical aircraft performance
goals. Highly reliable digital fly-by-wire control systems will permit relaxed static
stability (RSS) and the incorporation of advanced control modes. RSS can allow sub-
stantial reductions in weight and drag and improvements in maneuver canability.
Special control modes, such as six-degree-of-freedom control and variable-wino-camber
control will improve mission performance and survivability. Applvina ACT to advanced
aiizcra.ft designs involves some special aerodynamic control and aircraft stabilization
considerations. This paper attempts to identify some of the fundamental stability and
control factors associated with design goals that include supersonic cruise capability
and good maneuverability.

It is unfortunate that some key design requirements associated with achieving

efficient supersonic cruise capability tend to be incompatible with good maneuver
capability. Supersonic-cruise designs trend toward high wing sweep and high wing
loading in an all-out effort to develop maximum aerodynamic efficiency for supersonic
cruise. Without dramatic maneuverability improvements, configurations of this type
cannot be expected to maneuver competitively with current supersonic-dash designs,
which provide impressive maneuverability through low wino sweep, low wino loading, and
some degree of wing variable geometry. Potential developments currently being studied
to improve the maneuverability of supersonic-cruise configurations include wing
variable geometry, thrust vectoring, liftino canard controllers, six-degree-of-freedom
controls, and RSS.

Discussions presented here compare various design approaches for tactical super-
sonic-cruise aircraft with regard to controllability and stability. The generalized
aircraft model assumed in these analyses is a high-thrust-loading, twin-engine config-
uration incorporating high wing sweep, high wing loading, wina variable camber and
twist, and active controls. Various configurations of the generalized model are com-
pared and discussed with regard to control capabilities and design limitations.



CONTROLLABILITY IMPLICATIONS OF RELAXED STATIC LONGITUDINAL STABILITY

Substantial gains in aircraft performance are obtainable by relaxing requirements
for inherent aerodynamic stability to effect substantial weight savings and drag re-
ductions. Fly-by-wire active control systems are then employed to stabilize the air-
plane. The degree to which longitudinal stability can be relaxed together with avail-
able longitudinal control power establish the required longitudinal balance of the
airplane. The longitudinal balance, which describes the operational center-of-gravity
(cg) range, strongly influences the configuration with regard to such key parameters as
wing geometry and placement, empennage size, engine nacelle placement, landing gear
location, and stores loading. The optimum longitudinal balance for maximizing trimmed
L/D and maneuverability for supersonic cruise aircraft is configuration dependent to
some degree, but tends to provide nearly neutral longitudinal stability for supersonic
operation. This, however, requires a very unstable aircraft in subsonic regions,
because of inherent effects of mach number on the aerodynamic center. The task of the
stability and control aerodynamicist is to establish how much longitudinal instability
is acceptable, in order to achieve maximum performance gains inherent in RSS.

The longitudinal instability limit establishes the furthest aft cg permissible.
It is determined by examining the longitudinal control available to pitch the airplane
nose down at high angles of attack. This critical control capability is mandatory to
prevent the airplane from attaining a hiqh-attitude, deep-stall condition from which
it is not recoverable.

Fighter aircraft are frequently subjected to violent maneuvering that can lead
to hiqh-angle-of-attack (alpha) divergencies about all axes. Typical maneuvers are:
rapid pullups or steeply banked, high-load-factor, windup turns; high roll rates
inducing inertial coupling with alpha and sideslip divergence; and steep climbs pro-
ducing rapid airspeed loss. Alpha limiting incorporated in an active control system
can ensure that the aircraft does not exceed its control limits provided that the
alpha-limiting system is supplied with adeguate pitch control power to arrest alpha
divergencies. The design of the aircraft and its flight control system must consider
pertinent stability and control factors and must provide recovery from the dynamic
alpha overshoot for all types of maneuvering.

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate high-angle-of-attack longitudinal control and stabil-
ity considerations that establish the maximum acceptable level of instability.
Figure 1 shows oitching moment characteristics of a configuration that has been bal-
anced with excessive instability. This configuration is characterized by pitchup and
limited control power. The aft cg limit produces a negative static margin of 9% mean
aerodynamic chord (MAC); and full nose-down control is not capable of preventing uncon-
trolled angle-of-attack departures above an alpha of about 20 deg. Rebalancing the
aircraft to a 4% MAC instability limit, figure 2 provides the margin of nose-down
control necessary for the alpha limiting system to prevent high alpha divergencies.
The amount of control required for the alpha limiting system is determined through
rigorous dynamic analysis of rapid alpha buildups. A value of nose-down pitching
moment is selected that provides responsive pitch acceleration, ; , considering and
including adverse data uncertainties.
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CONFIGURATION IMPACT ON DEGREE OF RSS REQUIRED AND ACHIEVABLE

Central considerations in determining the instability limit involve the character-
istic shape of the wing-body pitching moment curve, Cm versus t, and the degree of
nose-down pitch control that can be generated. Wing planforms with highly swept lead-

inq and trailing edges produce strong pitchup at high angles of attack. The pitchup
becomes more severe with increasing wing aspect ratio. Thus configurations with
highly swept wings cannot be balanced to be as unstable as those with wings of more
moderate sweep. Configurations with long, lifting forebodies, or with wing strakes
or double delta planforms are much less tolerant of negative static margins. The
designer must carefully trade all of these factors to optimize his configuration.

Some generalization can be made about instability tolerance as a function of the
pitch control system involved. Aft-tail configurations tend to permit large negative
static margins if the tail is located relatively low and is capable of rapid position-
ing through a large deflection range. Canard configurations are limited in negative*



static margin only to the extent that the wing-body aerodynamic center typically must
be located behind the aft cg limit, and the canard must be capable o7 extremely large "o
leading-edge-down deflections to unload itself at high alphas. The tailless contigur-
ation, which must rely on wing elevon deflections alone for pitch control, is in-
tolerant of negative stability and typically must be balanced no less than neutrally
stable for subsonic operation.

The following discussions compare aft-tail configurations with canard and tail-
less concepts with regard to RSS requirements, maneuver capabilities, and special con-
trol problems. The baseline supersonic-cruise fighter configuration is a simple slab-
surface, aft-tail concept designed for minimum tail size and loads and balanced to
ensure lifting tail loads throughout the flight envelope. An identical configuration,
employing a canard instead of an aft-tail, is then evaluated. The canard size (exposed
surface area) is the same as the baseline aft tail to provide a one-to-one comparison.
Finally, a tailless concept is evaluated aqainst aft-tail and canard confiouratirns.

AFT-TAIL RSS C0NFIGURATION

Aft-tail aircraft, conventionally designed to provide positive subsonic lonui-
tudinal stability vargins, will normally trim and control the airplane with down-tail
loads during supersonic operation within the cqI range dictated by subsonic stability
considerations. The down-tail loads will, of course, penalize supersonic trimmed L/D.
This problem can be alleviated to a limited degree by desiqninq some positive CM into
wing and body characteristics. However, it is difficult to achieve without drag 0 penal-
ties positive CM values of sufficient magnitude to permit trimming with zero or posi-
tive tail loads ?or other than lq level flight operation. Center-of-gravity adjustment
through fuel transfer can be employed for some designs to accommodate the aft aero-
dynamic center shift that occurs when going from subsonic to supersonic flight.
However, this option is not open to designers of tactical aircraft that must traverse
the transonic region rapidly in both maneuvering and one g flight. The RSS design
approach, if fully exploited, will eliminate the problem of down tail loads superson-
ically, ensuring up tail loads for trim and maneuver control at all mach numbers and
loading conditions. Such an RSS configuration is described in figure 3, which depicts
balance and stability characteristics estimated for an aft-tail fighter configuration
evolved from design goals combining efficient supersonic cruise and superior maneuver-
ability. This particular configuration has a low-aspect-ratio, highly swept, clipped-
tip delta wing and a low slab tail (no elevator) that is approximately 15% of the wing
area. The wing-body shape produces substantial pitchup at wing-stall angles of attack,
alpha between 15 to 20 deg. Tail input to stability is strong, however, and becomes
dramatically stronger at very high angles of attack. The most critical nose-down con-
trol requirement exists in the pitchup region, near alpha 18 deg. The instability
limit for this configuration is selected at a negative static margin of 13% MAC. This
is the furthest aft cg at which full tail deflection leading edge up (25 deg 6H) will
still provide safe nose-down control. For this analysis the-lCmavailable was selected
to provide a nose-down pitch acceleration, 0, of -5 degree per second2 , including
adverse data uncertainties. If the airplane is balanced to this degree of subsonic
instability, it will be stable at all supersonic conditions and will trim with up tail
loads (lifting) over the entire cg r-nge at all mach numbers. Moreover, its maneuver
load factor capability will in no way be limited by pitch control power.

A major contributing factor to the large negative static margin possible for this
configuration is the ability of the tail to continue to produce large normal force with
increasing angle of attack. This is typical for low-aspect-ratio tails when they are
positioned (low) such that they are not forced to operate in the poor environment of
wing-body wake at hiah alphas. Figure 4 shows the tail normal force (CN) measured for
this configuration developing steadily increasing formal force up to CN's approaching
1.8 at aircraft alpha of 70 deg. It is possible that this configuration could support
a larger negative static margin than the selected -13% MAC, because the tail CN is
less than maximum at the maximum tail deflection in the critical alpha range. Greater
tail deflection should produce some additional nose-down moment. However, the se-
lected tail deflection range of +25 deg (50 deg total) approaches actuation design
limits for a control surface. This deflection range accommodates the limiting control
requirements at fore and aft cg limits, and with the selected cg range the tail load-
ing appears near optimum for minimum drag over most of the flight envelope.
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CANARD RSS CONFIGURATION

Preliminary design studies often identify canard configurations as optimum for
supersonic cruise strike-fighters. The canard provides the attractive feature of
always trimming and controlling the aircraft with uploads that contribute to total air-
craft lift. However, this feature is commonly overemphasized in that much canard lift
is usually negated by unfavorable interference with the wing throughout the useful
alpha range of the aircraft. That is, the canard downwash on the wing unloads the
wing, and total aircraft lift is only slightly affected bv addition of the canard.

The SAAB AJ-37 Viggen is an excellent example of the successful application of a
canard trimmer to improve the overall performance of an elevon-control fighter design.
The Viggen uses a close-coupled, highly swept canard located above the wing plane so
as to develop favorable interaction between canard and wing vortex systems at very
high angles of attack. The canard was incorporated into the Viggen design to increase
the trimmed lift capability of the airplane sufficiently to permit short field opera-
tion. The lifting canard is effective primarily in generating nose-up pitching moment,
permitting down-trimming wing elevon controls tc increase wing lift. Compared with a
conventional delta-wing design without canard, the Viggen is able to generate approxi-
mately 70, greater trimmed CL in the landing configuration. Thf Viggen canard is not
employed as the primary pitch control. Elevons constitute the itch controller, and
the flapped canard surface is used as a trimming device throujnout the flight envelope
to optimize trimmed L/D and maneuver capability.

The North American B-70 incorporated a canard trim surface similar to the Viggen
application. The B-70 derived increased trimmed lift for low-speed operation through
canard-produced nose-up pitch that permitted down-trimming elevon controls. The B-70
also used the canard to optimize trimmed L/D in supersonic operation.

It should be noted that the canard configurations evaluated in this paper are
canard-control concepts as opposed to canard-trim designs that employ wing elevons for
primary pitch control, as characterized by Viggen and B-70 designs. In this analysis,
the canard is evaluated as the aircraft's sole source of pitch control. Wing trailing-
edge (and leading-edge) surfaces are reserved for wing variable-camber functions, and
tnus elevon controls are not available to assist the canard.

The longitudinal instability limit for the canard-controlled aircraft must typi-
cally be established by selecting the aft cg limit so that the wing-body configuration
(canard off) is sufficiently stable to ensure nose-down pitching moments in the most
critical anqle-of-attack regions (stall and deep stall). Stall recovery control can
then be effected by deflecting the canard leading edge down sufficiently to unload
it, thus cancelling its nose-up pitching moment contribution. The degree of aircraft
longitudinal instability permissible is determined through design iteration involving
determination of wing-body pitching moment characteristics and selection of required
canard size and deflection range. Practical limitations on canard deflection range
become a key factor in this design iteration. Very large leading-edge-down deflec-
tions needed for stall recovery together with leadinq-edge-up deflections for such
maneuvers as takeoff rotation can result in excessive deflection requirements.

Figure 5 illustrates longitudinal balance and control iteration for a typical
canard-controlled supersonic fighter. For competitive evaluation, this aircraft em-
ploys the same wing planform as the aft-tail configuration previously discussed; the
canard exposed area is the same as for the aft tail, 15% of the wing area; and the
canard is a simple slab surface without flaps. The canard is located high on the fore-
body to avoid producina flow distortions at the nacelle inlets and to reduce unfavor-
able interference with the wing lift. The wing-body pitchup characteristics at
subsonic conditions, together with limitations on maximum obtainable canard deflection,
dictated selection of an aft cq limit 9% forward of the canard-off aerodynamic center
(ac). This balance provided sufficient pitch-down moment t- prevent deep stall through
an alpha limiting system. Prevention of stall pitchup departure in this case results
trom unloading the canard by rotating it 40 deq leading-edge down. This control action
develops sufficient negative canard CN to reorient the canard resultant load vector to
cancel the nose-up pitching moment produced by the canard. This reverts the pitch
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balance t,) the nose-down pitchingi moment required for stall recovery. The larg7e do-
flection is made necessary by the larco effect ive anglu of attack' of the canard re-
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Large control surface loads are a critical concern for the designer. Loads for
the canard, such as shown in figure 7, pose substantial structural weight penalties
and serious design problems in the surface mounting and actuation system. To develop
viable canard-controlled aircraft, the designer must develop solutions to these prob-
lems.

4Canard control limitations are further evident in the Cm versus alpha data forthe low-speed regime shown in figure 5. Examination of the canard nose-up (+A'CM)

control inputs for leading-edge-up canard deflections of 10 and 15 deg and for the
canard at 10 deg with an added geared flap assumed at 20 deg down shows pronounced
control limitations in the nose-up direction. These limitations result from canardstall problems induced bv canard deflection, angle of attack, and body upwash; and

aggravated by the canard unporting from the body when deflected. Analysis shows that
the selected canard size is not adequate for takeoff rotation. To avoid incorporating
wing elevons to assist canard control, increased canard size or a more effective

canard high-lift system is required.

Additional design cycling of the canard-controlled aircraft described in figure 5
is required to resolve longitudinal balance and control problems. Configuration modi-
fications that should be evaluated include the following:

(a) Alter the wing planform or develop devices to improve wing-body stability andto reduce or eliminate the wing-body pitchup. This could allow the cg range

to be moved further aft, thus alleviating the canard loading problem. These
studies should also examine trades involving the development of wing-body

positive CM0.

(b) Increase the canard size.

(c) Incorporate leading-and trailing-edge flaps on the canard to improve its lift
capability.

(d) Abandon wing variable camber to permit use of elevon pitch controls, and re-
define the concept to a canard-plus-elevon control system.

(e) Attempt to augment canard control with thrust vectoring.

Each of the preceding modifications probably constitutes a significant overall
design penalty. Further design cycling could develop improvements, but trade studies
involving aircraft weight, drag, maneuver performance, and cost factors are expected
to show that the canard concept is not competitive with the aft-tail aircraft for the
supersonic cruise strike fighter mission.

Discussions so far have dealt only with relatively small, high-load-factor air-
craft. Considerable design experience with large supersonic low-load-factor aircraft
has brought out additional design considerations for the canard concept. Some of
these considerations may become important for supersonic strike configurations that
Ire substantially larger than the fighter concepts. Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the
) r,'nounced effects of aeroelasticity on the longitudinal stability and balance of a
.-ine supersonic cruise transport configuration incorporating a canard trim and con-

trol surface. Figure 8 indicates the nature of aereelastic effects on longitudinal
stability,. In maneuvering flight, aerodynamic lifting forces acting on the canard,

,ro>dy, and forward inboard wing surface area tend to bend the forebody upwards.
"Ii ,ff(eets of the loaded body (structural weight plus payload) produce a downward-
,enj in I countertendency. When mass loading is light relative to lift loading, lift

0. ..- sjiminate, resulting in upward bending of the forebody. This is destabilizing
b:)eouse tie upward bending induces additional angle of attack and additional lifting
fur::, shifting tihe effective aerodynamic center forward. When mass loading is heavy
relative to lift loads, the mass effects dominate, bending the forebody downward in
I qtabilizino direction.

l'igure 9) shows the magnitude of the aeroelastic lift and mass effects relative
ti t~iv cg range. This particular exa,,iple is for maneuvering flight at 1.2 mach.
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The incremental aeroelastic maneuver neutral-point shifts caused by the canard are
plotted against flight dynamic pressuie. For reference magnitude, the total center-
of-gravity rangie is displayed. The incremental aeroelastic lift effects are separ-
ated from the incremental mass or inertial relief effects to indicate relative

4 magnitudes. The pure aeroelastic lift effect (massless airplane) is shown to be
strongly destabilizing. At maximum dive speed, the neutral point is shifted forward
20- reference chord, or almost six times the entire cg range. Counter to this,
incremental inertia relief or mas effects are strongly stabilizing, shifting the
maneuver point aft 21 Cr. The net aeroelastic effects (combininq lift and mass
offcts) are found to be stabilizing. That is, in contrast to the rigid airframe
mancuver points, flexible airframe maneuver points are shifted aft because of aero-
elatic effects induced by the canard.

Risks associated with precise longitudinal balance of the flexible canard air-
planc are clearly evident hre. The ability to balance the airplane precisely within

the limited cg range is questionabicl ..;hen the canard aeroelastic effects are several
times the magnitude of the cfi range. Also, variation of the aero-lastic maneuver
point hift caused by the canard will bie a strong function of gross weight.

Ficure 10 shows a directional stability problem encountered with a canard-

onfiqur, d supersonic-transport design. In this case, the canard employed a trailing-
edge flaL to assist aircraft trim and control. Wind tunnel testing revealed a powerful
adverse sidewash induced at the vertical tail by the lifting canard. This is evidenced
in figure 10 by the unstable gradient of Cn versus sideslip. Attempts at modifyinc
canard location-fore and aft, hih and low-were unsuccessful in correcting this prob-
lem; the solution was to alter the vertical tail configuration to an outboard twin tail
arrangement.

CANARD OFF

-0.02

Figure 10. Canard Effect on Subsonic Directional Stability

precedingq discussions have ointd out some problems racing the designer whoattempts to configure a canard-controlled aircraft. Successful canard trimmer con-figurations, e.g., the Viggen, the IAI Kfir, and the B-70, have been designed in theast. However, to date, the canard has been employed mainly as a trim device and notas the only means of pitch control. As an addition to an eleven-controlled, taillessconfiguration, the canard will provide improved trimmed lift and augment pitch controlamer. But a number of nuestions remain about the viability of employing a canard as~ic sole source of pitch control. Pursuit of this goal appears well-justified con-sidering that the canard provides an attractive means of incorporating pitch controlin configurations that integrate thrust-vectoring exhaust nozzles with the wing tomuoment wing lifting capability. This application provides incrntive to continuenxpanding the research data base for canard controller conceptaal development.
TAILLESS RSS CONFIGURATION

The tailless delta wing concept has been an attractive design because of itssimolicity, structural efficiency, and light weight. Properly confiqured, it offersthe potential of being the most efficient supersonic cruise configuration attainable.It is nt attractive, however, as a highly maneuverable strike-fighter cap.ble offricient snersonic cruise, unless a breakthrough is developed in the flight controlarea. The fundamental problem is the severely limited control power inherent in acon figuration that employs wing trailing-edge surfaces alone for both pitch and rollwntrol. The tailless aircraft commonly mixes pitch and roll commands with elevencontrol surfaces so that a lateral command limits available pitch control and viceversa. Control limitations resulting from the shared control functions are furtherompounded by control surface volume limittions in the configuration aemetry:limited citch-control-moment-arm relative to aircraft cg; control surface areaimited by wing span and taper ratio; and available wing trailing ede span sometimes
als knwnto deteriorate seriously at high angles of attack where wing flow separa-tiodominates. This characteristic limits the elevons c~rability to provide ode-utecontrol in the wing stall regions. Additional control deficiencies are experi-ene smach number increases and the flow becomes supersonic over the wino surface.Thsproblem is aggravated by structural aeroelastic effects that cause substantiallosesineleven effectiveness at high dynamic pressures (g) . The mach and g effects

ender the eleven a relatively poor control choice for a supersonic aircraft, espe-
cially when further compromised by the shared pitch and roll functions.



Figure 11 illustrates. control and balance problems inherent in the tailless con-
- cept. For comparison, this configuration employs the same wing planform previously

used in the aft-tail and canard configurations. However, the design is compromised
to the extent that wing variable camber cannot be used to enhance mission capabilities
because the wing trailing edge must be devoted entirely to primary flight controls.
The low-speed Cm versus alpha graph illustrates the pitchup characteristic of this
planform and shows the serious deterioration of elevon effectiveness at high angles of
attack. In this case, the combination of pitchup and limited iose-down pitch control
power at stall alphas forces a longitudinal balance that permits no less than 6% MAC

positive stability at the aft cg limit. The limiting case is for the pilot holding
a command of full roll control while simultaneously commanding nose-down pitch in an
attempt to prevent stall departure. This combined control command provides 25 deg
differential elevon control for roll, permitting only 5 deg pitch control. The pitch-
up and inadequate control power compel the provision of a positive stability margin
to ensure nose-down pitching moments in high-alpha maneuvers.
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Figure 11. Tailless Aircraft Control and Stability Limitations

Inability to balance the tailless aircraft so that it is unstable subsonically
results in excessive longitudinal stability for supersonic operation. Excessive
stability results in high trim drag and limited maneuver load factor capability. Por
example, a calculation at 1.2 mach at 40,000 ft shows that maximum maneuver load factor
capability at the forward cg limit is approximately 2g. The maneuver capability
deteriorates further at higher mach numbers as elevon effectiveness decreases. This
poor maneuver capability results from the combination of excessive stability and rela-
tively ineffective elevons, as shown in figure 11.

The problem of excessive stability at supersonic conditions can be eased by
solving the subsonic pitchup problem, thus allowing the aft cg limit to be shifted
further aft. Wing planform modification could greatly, reduce the pitchup. Also, the
present planform could benefit from incorporation of devices to alleviate pitchup.
However, reducing the stability margin to improve supersonic maneuver capability may
lead to other control problems at supersonic conditions. Highly swept configurations
commonly experience severe pitchup problems at both high- and low-speed conditions.
An example of this is shown in figure 12, which depicts stability and control charac-
teristics of a highly swept aircraft at 1.8 mach at 60,000 ft. In an attempt to
achieve improved supersonic maneuver capability, the aft cg limit was selected to
provide a supersonic static margin averaging about 8% MAC (at low alphas). This bal-
ance did not provide adequate subsonic marcin to prevent pitchup divergence; but it
was assumed that means would be developed to cure the subsonic pitchup.

j Figure 12 shows that maneuver capability is not limited by control at the forward
cg limit. However, the supersonic pitchup results in the aircraft experiencing uncon-
trolled alpha departures at aft cg's as load factor exceeds 2.4g. Assuming a simul-
taneous full roll command with full nose-down control command, the limited nose-down
control available results in out-of-control pitchup at load factors below 2g. The
pitchup characteristics for this configuration are identifiable through wind tunnel
test and aeroelastic analyses. The high wing sweep produces the basic rigid wing-body
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pitchup, which is aggravated by forebody-strake upward bending produced by the fore-
body-strake loading. Pitchup will be most severe at light fuel loadings where inertial
relief effect is low.

The preceding discussions have pointed out some of the major problems inherent in
attempting to design tailless aircraft to fill the supersonic-cruise strike-fighter
role: mach aerodynamic center shift, limited control, and pitchun. Aft shift of the
aerodynamic center with mach number will inevitably result in excessive stability that
will severely penalize maneuver capability over a substantial range of supersonic mach
numbers unless the designer can develop and apply countermeasures. Rapidly deployable
and retractable stability adjusters such as canards, tails, or folding wingtips may
prove effective. The option of center-of-qravity adjustment thtough fuel transfer may
be employed by large transport or bomber configurations to solve the ac shift problem.
However, this option is not open to tile designer of tactical aircraft that must tra-

verse the transonic region rapidly in both maneuvering and ig flight. The very limited
control capabilities of tailless designs must be augmented by additional control devices,
and pitchup must be eliminated or greatly reduced through wing-sweep reduction or through
application of automatic devices such as variable camber or other variable geometry.

THRUST VECTORING CONTROL FOR TAILLESS AIRCRAFT

Recent research efforts have been directed towards developing nonaxisymmetric
enctine exhaust nozzles for application to advanced fighter concepts. Two-dimensional
nozzles are well-suited to incorporating in-flight thrust vectoring and thrust revers-
ino for enhancement of aircraft maneuver capabilities. In an attempt to improve the
tailless fighter concept previously discussed, the application of thrust vectoring
:,itch control was investigated. This twin-engine aircraft design has high thrust
Koadino (sea level static maximum T/W exceeds 1.0) and benefits from a long moment arm

rInm exhaust nozzles to cg. For this configuration the nozzle moment arm to the aft
:,T limit is approximately 1.0 MAC. It therefore derives powerful control moments from
thrust vectoring. Thrust vectoring was evaluated as a device to prevent the angle-of-
ittack departure inherent in an unstable configuration; this permitted balancing the
aircraft longitudinally unstable. An unstable subsonic balance of -13% MAC at the aft

imit was selected to provide nearly neutral stability over the operating cg range
It supersonic conditions. This degree of relaxed static stability was chosen to
Actain minimum cruise trim drag and to ensure that maneuver load factors would not be

( ,ntrol limited.

Figure 13 summarizes the results of the evaluation of thrust vectoring as a pri-
mary pitch control to prevent alpha departures for the unstable aircraft. The two
upper Cm versus alpha sketches in the figure show the establishment of the nose-down
pitch control requirements. It is assumed that elevens combining pitch and roll func-
tions are not effective at high alphas. The -ACm required from thrust vectoring there-

fore must be sufficient to counter the unstable Cm,, up to high angles of attack and
also must provide responsive nose-down pitch acceleration, 0. This evaluation uses a
: of -5 degree per second 2 . A further increment of -ACm is also provided to account
for uncertainties involved in predicting full-scale aircraft stability and control
characteristics (a common design practice). Thus requirements result for nose-down
thrust vectoring at all mach numbers to control instabilities and pitchup. The total
ACm required for the angle-of-attack limiting system is plotted versus mach number in
the lower graph of figure 13. The same graph compares the alpha-limiting requirement
with the pitching moment available from thrust vectoring that employs maximum gross dry
thrust for 30 and 90 deg vector angles. Comparison of the required ACm with ACm
developed by thrust vectoring shows vectoring to be inadequate even at vector angles
up to 90 deg. The greatest control deficiencies occur in the 0.6 to 0.9 mach regions.
At the lower thrust vectoring angles considered practical by many of today's de-
signers, vectoring is inadequate for pitch-down control at all but the lowest mach
number conditions.
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Thrust vectoring used as a primary pitch control device that is flight safety
critical would impose demanding design requirements on the nozzle vectoring control- system. Operational reliability must be equivalent to that of primary flight con-
trols. Nozzle actuation systems must provide redundancy and structural integrity

comparable to that provided in aerodynamic controls. For flight-safety-critical
areas, such as pitch control, it is relatively straightforward for the designer to
incorporate aerodynamic control surface redundancy and fail-operable, fail-safe actu-4ation systems that, in total, contribute to very high reliability. The designer of a
flight-safety-critical exhaust nozzle control system would appear to have fewer re-
dundancy options and face more severe design problems.

The twin-engine thrust-vectoring design must also consider the failed-engine
problem and must control rolling moments produced by asymmetric thrust vectoring.

It is possible that further design cycling of this concept would develop an
acceptable degree of pitch-down control, assuming nozzle vectoring capabilities
approaching 90 deg. Reducing instability levels through rebalance or placement of
the exhaust nozzles further aft might develop acceptable control moments. However,
nozzle control design problems remain formidable.

THRUST VECTORING FOR MANEUVER ENHANCEMENT

Considerable attention is currently being directed toward development and appli-
cation of two-dimensional thrust vectoring engine exhaust nozzles for advanced fighter
concepts. Emphasis is on employing the propulsion system for maneuvering lift augmen-
tation. Many different concepts are being evaluated. The most effective provide sub-
stantial jet-induced supercirculation lift and direct thrust vectoring in the lift
direction.

An ideal concept appears to be a synergetic arrangement involving thrust vector-
ing and a canard controller. The canard, in trimming out the nose-down pitching
moments generated by vectored thrust, adds additional lift to the aircraft. It is
perhaps this application that offers the major incentive to develop the canard into a
more acceptable pitch controller.

ROLL CONTROL FOR HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK MANEUVERING

Development of highly maneuverable aircraft tends to concentrate heavily in areas
involving high load factor capability for both instantaneous and sustained maneuver-
ing. High maneuver load factor capability, however, does not define a superior ma-
neuvering aircraft unless this capability is complemented by good roll control at
maneuvering angles of attack. Good high-alpha roll control is necessary both for pre-
cise bank angle control at high load factor and for quick heading reversal through
rapid bank-to-opposite-bank maneuvers.

The problem that continues to plague fighter pilots is severe deterioration of
lateral control effectiveness at high angles of attack. Typically, the lateral con-
trol power fades to zero or reverses in high alpha maneuvers, and the lateral control
becomes more effective as a yaw device. The pilot then must use the rudder control
to roll the airplane through sideslip and wing dihedral effect. Aircraft that possess
these characteristics and that suffer decreasing directional stability at high alphas

are prone to departure from controlled flight through excessive manipulation of
lateral directional controls. Stall departure and spin entry are an all too common
occurrence.

In recent years, designers have developed impressive improvements in high alpha
directional stability to inhibit stall departure. However, little progress has been
made in dcveloping strong roll control at limit angles of attack. Though detailed
examination of this area is beyond the scope of this paper, devices that may signifi-
cantly improve high-angle-of-attack roll control warrant consideration here.

Figure 14 shows the high-alpha deterioration in lateral control effectiveness
typical for low-aspect-ratio, highly swept configurations and indicates the sort of
improvement that could reasonably ba expected from a variable wing camber system.
Such a system could be programmed with angle of attack, mach number, and roll command
through an active flight control system to provide substantial rolling moment im-
provements at high alphas. Also shown in figure 14 is an approximation of rolling
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moments expected from a v:rtex lifting device acting on the outboard span of a highly
swept delta wing. The vortex-produced rolling moments may become quite significant at
alphas above iI deq and cont inue to build linearly with alpha increase. Recent NASA -

|

Langley research in voirtex flow technology is producing an interesting and valuable
data base In this aLa.

The spoiler-slot-deflector lateral control system is by no means a new device,
but it has provon to bu an attractive roll control in several supersonic designs.
NASA and others have devel, d an ample data base showing the effectiveness of this
type o. roll control over w-ide-ranging conditions of mach number and angle of attack.
Figure 15 shows the increac.ed effectiveness provided by a spoiler-slot-deflector
system over that offered by )lain spoilers; it also shows the advantage of spoiler-
slot-deflector systems over conventional ailerons with regard to aeroelastic effec-
tiveness. The spoiler-slot-deflector system characteristically remains effective to
erv high anoles of attack, and its control is much less susceptible to aeroelastic

losses than trailing; edoe controls. Another attractive feature is its ability to
link spoiler and deflector so as to greatly reduce control actuation power require-
ments. The BoeingT SST design used both upright and inverted spoiler-slot-deflector
panels working symmetrically for left and right wings. This design approach was
selected to optimize the yaw and roll interactions of the lateral control system
while maintaining good roll control to high angles of attack.

An application of vectored thrust as a roll control device is shown in figure 16.
The aircraft model used in this case is the generalized twin-engine model discussed
previously in comparing aft tail, canard, and tailless concepts. The maximum rolling
moment predicted for the elevon control system is compared with that developed by
deflecting engine exhaust nozzles symmetrically ±30 deg. The comparison at 40,000 ft
altitude shows thrust vectoring providing substantial rolling moments and nearly com-

peting with the elevon system at higher mach numbers. A calculation of the roll rate
uapaoiity at 0.9 mach number shows that the thrust vectoring roll control will oe-
velop 70 deg per second roll rate. This capability should remain essentially con-
stant with increasing alpha and should be quite acceptable for maneuvering at angle-
of-attack limit. Aircraft designs with further outboard engine nacelle placements
will, of course, provide more effective deflected-thrust roll control than the ex-
ample evaluated here. In any case, thrust vectoring appears to offer significant
potential as a high-alpha roll control device.
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Figure 15. Spoiler Slot/Deflector Lateral Control Effectiveness Figure 16. Effectiveness of Thrust Vectoring Roll Control

The preceding devices are cited as examples of approaches that offer potential
for dramatic improvements in roll control. Additional research in lateral control
technology is required to develop a data base that will supply attractive options
for improved roll control systems.

CONCLUSIONS

Development of advanced tactical aircraft that combine efficient supersonic
cruise capability with competitive maneuver capability strongly challenges the tech-
nology of aircraft stability and control. The use of active control systems tb
replace traditional inherent aerodynamic stability establishes aircraft control as the
chief design consideration. The ability to meet design goals for supersonic cruise
trimmed L/D and supersonic maneuver load factor capability characteristically hinges on
the ability to achieve high levels of controllable subsonic longitudinal instability.
Stability and control evaluations of competitive aircraft design concepts indicate
that aft-tail configurations will be superior to canard or tailless configurations
in achieving design goals. The latter concepts experience inherent longitudinal bal-
ance and control limitations that compromise their ability to compete with the aft-
tail design arrangement. Additional research is recommended to overcome these defi-
ciencies.

Another fundamental design consideration is the development of an effecl ve

lateral control system that will ensure good roll control for high-angle-of-attack
maneuvering. The ability to achieve and sustain high maneuver load factor must be com-
plemented by the ability to make rapid bank angle changes with precision. Devices such
as thrust vectoring, vortex lift controls, wing variable camber, and spoiler-slot-
deflector systems offer potential of meeting design goals for advanced maneuver capa-
bilities.

A need for continuing research exists in a wide variety of stability and control
areas that become involved in design iterations and trade studies. Development of
data base and advances in the technology of controlling and stabilizing supersonic
aircraft are fundamental to achieving desiqn goals for highly-maneuverable, super-
sonic-cruise aircraft.
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SUMMARY

Force measurements were made in a low-speed and in a high-speed wind tunnel with a 1:20 scale, 350 swept-
wing fighter configuration model. Surfaces which are deflected for longitudinal trim are: horizontal tail,
leading- and trailing-edge flaps, a strake and a strake leading-edge flap. For lateral control the follo-
wing surfaces are deflected: ailerons, tiperons, flaperons and a strake leading-edge flap. The main con-
clusions from this study are: (1) trailing edge flaps are very useful to trim an unstable configuration
and have minimum drag, (2) tiperons are very effective means for roll-yaw control up to very high angles
of attack, (3) differentially deflected leading edqe flaps and a vortex fin, positioned on the wing upper
surface, decrease the directional instability at high angles of attack.

In addition low-speed tests were made with a new wing concept for a future fighter configuration, so .alled
supersonic biplane, to investigate the effectiveness of the upper- and lower-wing trailing edge flaps.

As supplement to the wind tunnel measurements some flight mechanical maneuver calculations were made to
check the suitability and to compare the effectiveness of the different controls.

NOTATION

b span

c mean aerodynamic chord

cD  drag coefficient

cL lift coefficient

cI  rolling moment coefficient (reference length: b/2)

cm pitching moment coefficient

c yawing moment coefficient ( : b/2)

cy side force coefficient

M Mach number

n load factor

P roll rate

R Reynolds number

S wing area

S half-span

t time

x,y,z coordinates

a angle of attack

9 angle of side slip

12A aileron deflection

17F trailing-edge flap deflection

VH horizontal tail deflection

7L strake leading-edge deflection

IN leading-edge flap deflection

IS strake deflection

TT tiperon deflection

0 bank angle

All aerodynamic coefficients shown are given in the experimental axis system.

This oork was sponsered by the Gerna Ministry of Defenee
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INDICES

c.g. center of gravity

g geodetical axis system
port port

stb starbord

ABBREVIATIONS

LEF Leading Edge Flap

SLEF Strake Leading Edge Flap

TEF Trailing Edge Flap

1. INTRODUCTION

When designing a new fighter aircraft, the aerodynamicist concentrates on two main goals:

- Minimization of drag

- Guarantee of good control and stability in all flight maneuvers.

The drag components which are influenced by control surfaces - and here not only the conventional aileron
and rudder is meant but also flaps and other deflectable surfaces - are the lift dependant drag and the
trim drag.

Normally the lUft/drag ratio of the wing is increased by flaps, but to trim the aircraft this gain is re-
duced by the trim loF _s. For an unstable configuration, on which the center of gravity lies at a certain
point behind the lci speed aerodynamic center, the gain in lift/drag ratio by the flaps is reached nearly
without trim losses, because the flaps produce the trim moment and the horizontal tail has to be floated
by use of the CCV technology. Minimization of trimmed drag by controls on the basis of wind tunnel tests
with a fighter configuration is the subject of section 3. The tests itself are described in section 2.

The roll control power in the high angle of attack range should not fall much below the value for attached
flow over the wing at low angles of attack. For the conventional aileron and flaperon this is not possible,
because these surfaces lie in the separated flow field of the wing. The outer part of the wing seems to be
a useful surface to produce a rolling moment, since this surface has a large distance from the center line
of the aircraft, it is rotatable up to ± 1800 and it is subject to the full ram pressure of the free stream.
Further means to produce a rolling moment and a side force is a strake leading edge flap. With the trai-
ling edge flaps a side force and a tangential force is produced. The effectiveness of these control sur-
faces is shown in section 4.

In spite of the chance by using the CCV technology to solve stability problems one has to strive for direc-
tional stability in the whole angle of attack range. The nature of the flow field above and behind the wing
influences the directional stability of the whole aircraft. Having this in mind devices have been investi-
ated which influence the flow field above the wing in the angle of attack range between 200 and 350 .

he effectiveness of differentially deflected leading edge flaps and of a vortex fin, positioned on the
wing upper surface, on the directional stability is described in section 5.

Out of the search for low drag and high performance a biplane configuration with very thin wings arose.
This wing has been tested in the low and high speed wind tunnel. Some results of the calculated and mea-
sured forces and the effectiveness of the upper and lower wing trailing edge flaps at low speeds are shown
in section 6.

Coming back to the above mentioned statement for good control in all flight maneuvers the different control
concepts are compared with the aid of simple roll control calculations in 6 DOF, and by a mathematical
pilot model, tactical missions have been simulated. Some results of these investigations are described in
section 7.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE WIND TUNNEL MODEL

The wind tunnel model, shown in Fig. 1, consists of a trapezoidal wing with aspect ratio of 4, taper ratio
of 0,3 and a leading edge sweep of 350, a body of constant cross section with a pointed nose, and horizon-
tal and vertical tailplanes. The leading edge extension at the wing root, called a strake, has a gothic
shape and an area of 11 % of the reference wing area.

The following control surfaces on the wing are movable:

- Trailing edge flaps: of 30 % chord divided into 3 spanwise parts between
the wing root (5 % to 64 % semispan) and tip. The inner two parts are
also used as flaperons.

- Ailerons: of 30 X chord, from 64 1. semispan to 100 semispan, divided
at 82



- Tiperon: consists of the outer wing, from 82 % span to the wing tip
and can be deflected about a lateral axis through the 50 % chord
point from + 150 to - 750. The trapezoidal tiperon can be replaced
by a triangular shape of the same area but larger span.

- Strake: the strake can be deflected by + 40 (nose up) about a
lateral axis at the leading edge of the wing root.

- Strake leading edge flap: the curved part of leading edge of the
strake can be deflected by t 200 about an 800 swept axis as shown
on Fig. 1.

- Strake vane: this small triangular plane can be adjusted relative to
the front part of the strake as shown on Fig. 1. It has an area 20 1
of the strake.

The wind tunnel tests were performed in the 2,6 x 3,6 m2 Low Speed Wind Tunnel and in the 1 x I m2 Tran-

sonic Wind Tunnel, both of the DFVLR in Gdttingen. The same model was used in both wind tunnels so that the Low
Speed Tunnel was large enough for ests at very high angles of attack up to 600. The Reynolds Number in
the Low Speed Tunnel was 0,59 x I and in the Transonic Tunnel 1,61 x 106.

3. USE OF CONTROLS TO MINIMIZE THE TRIMMED DRAG

An unstable aircraft can partly be trimmed by trailing edge flaps. The low-speed and high-speed wind tunnel
tests have been analysed, assuming that the center of gravity lies at the aerodynamic center of the air-
craft without horizontal tail for a low supersonic Mach number. In our case this is Xc g 0,4 E for M =
1.1. Since normally the pitching moment increases with increasing Mach number, see Fig: , the trimmed lift
increases for a given flap deflection. Since, on the other hand, the lift curve slope increases with in-
creasing Mach number, the flap schedules, i.e. flap deflection over angle of attack, for different Mach
numbers are very close together as shown on Fig. 3. The maximum increase of lift and pitching moment by the
plain flaps is reached with 240 deflection for M = 0,2 to M = 0,5 and with 180 for M = 0,8. In all tests
the optimum deflection of the leading edge flaps have been nearly the same as for the trailing edge flaps.

The large pitch-up moment at high lift comes from the strake when the flow over the outer wing is fully
separated.

The drag polars of the low speed tests are analysed in more detail. As shown in Fig. 4 for a lift up to
cL = 0,8 the aircraft is trimmed only by flaps for minimum drag, that is the horizontal tail is unloaded.
The drag increases nearly linearly with CL squared which shows a good aerodynamic efficiency of the confi-
guration. If, for higher cL, the horizontal tail remains unloaded, the drag increases very rapidly and the
maximum trimmed lift is below cL = 1. For that, above CL = 0,8, when the flap angle of 240 is reached, the
horizontal tail has to help to trim the aircraft.

If one chooses a c.g. position of 30 % the trimmed drag increases in the whole lift range. The reason is
that in this case the c.g. lies nearer to the a.c. of the aircraft and the horizontal tail has to compen-
sate the zero lift moment of the flaps.

The maximum pitching moment, which has to be provided by the horizontal tail to trim a c.g. position of
40 Z F, is large and means a relative large tail plane area which can be up to 30 % of the wing area. The
maximum pitch-up moment can be reduced by decreasing the size of the strake. To hold the maximum lift
constant it is necessary to increase the flap effectiveness by using for example slotted flaps. The same
results can be reached by increasing the wing area. The optimization of all these parameters has to be
done by the designer and goes beyond this paper.

For flight at supersonic Mach number one gets the lowest drag if the horizontal tail is nearly unloaded.
For our aircraft the a.c. lies at 40 / c for M = 1.1 and goes forward with increasing Mach number up to
A = 7 %; c for M = 2.0. This shift of 7 % F could be compensated by the extension of the strake vane. The
strake vane has 3,9 % of the wing area and shifts the a.c. forward by 7 to 9 % Z for subsonic as well as
for supersonic flight as shown in Fig. 5.

A further means for reducing the a.c. shift is the incidence of the strake. The tests showed, that a strake

with an incidence of 40 relative to the wing has 4 % less a.c. shift fron subsonic to supersonic Mach
number than a strake which lies in the plane of the wing.

4. LATERAL AND AXIAL CONTROL POWER OF SOME CONTROL SURFACES

4.1 Tiperons

As described in section 3, two planforms of the tiperons, a trapezoidal and a triangular one, have been
investigated and compared with a conventional aileron. The span of the trapezoidal tiperon is half that of
the aileron, which gives, after a linear potential theory method (vortex lattice), nearly the same effecti-
veness. The trapezoidal and triangular tiperons are equal in planform area. Both tiperons can be deflected
from + 150 to - 750 . From Fig. 6 it is seen that the rolling moments of the tiperons for high angles of
attack between 300 o(600 are nearly equal. In the low angle of attack range up to oC= 300, the triangu-
lar tiperon is better, probably because of its larger aspect ratio. The triangular tiperon will be treated
further on. Fig. 7 gives a comparison of the maximum rolling moments produced by the conventional aileron,
by the two inboard flaps used as flaperon and by the triangular tiperon. For angle of attack greater than
100, when the flow on the upper surface of the plane, thin wing, is separated, the aileron effectiveness
falls down to about half of that of the tiperon. The rolling moment produced by the flaperon is only more
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than half of that of the tiperon and falls down to zero for o > 400. The influence of Mach number on the
rolling moment up to M = 1,2 is shown on Fig. 8. With increasing Mach number the effectiveness of the aile-
ron decreases, while it increases for the tiperon, presumable because of the large leading edge sweep of
the triangular tiperon.

The direction of the vector of rotation of the aircraft is decisive whether it turns in the right or wrong

way. To show this it is illustrative to work with a cl-cn-diagram, in which the vector of rolling and
yawing moment for different tiperon deflections at constant angle of attack is plotted. Fig. 9 shows the
vector-diagram for 44= 00, 200, 400 and 600 for the triangular tiperon. From this diagram it can easily be

seen whether the yawing moment goes in the right direction for a certain rolling moment.

For better interpretation of the figure the special cases where cn = 0 is analysed. It is found, that the
tiperons of both sides have to be deflected so that the angle of attack relative to the free stream direc-
tion has the same value but opposite sign. For example at O= 200, cn = 0 for Zstb /'port = + 150/- 550
which gives an angle of attack of + 350/- 350. Another example: for&= 400, with stb /'?port = - 50/- 750
gives an angle of attack of + 350/- 350. This means, that the wing doesn't influence the flow field about the
tiperons essentially and we can predict the optimum deflection of the tiperons for any angle of attack of
the aircraft. For example fore. = 600 with a deflection of Tstb /4 port = " 350/- 950 the incidence will be
+ 350/- 350 and the yawing moment is predicted to be zero.

The normal force of a flat plate increases with increasing angle of attack up to 300 to 500 and remains
constant for higher angles of attack up to 900. This gives the maximum useful tiperon deflection to pro-
duce a rolling moment without a yawing moment for any angle of attack of the aircraft as shown in the table
below and it is seen, that for oL 60, the tiperon has to be deflected more than 900.

06 for c lmax
for cn :0

200 - 550 to- 700

400 - 750 to- 900

600 - 950 to- 1100

900 1250 to - 1400

lhe influence of the Mach number on the roll and yaw moment produced by the tiperons is shown in Fig. 10
foroL = 80. The effectiveness increases with increasing Mach number and the direction of the turn vector
remains constant.

4.2 Strake Leading Edge Flap (SLEF)

The strength of the strake vortex, which is created between an angle of attack of 50 to its total burst at
400, can be controlled by deflecting a flap at the strake leading edge. On the side of the wing, on which
the SLEF is deflected upwards the vortex strength increases. Since the strength of the vortex influences
the lift on the wing, this can be used to control lift and rolling moment. The rolling moment due to the
deflection of the SLEF is shown in Fig. 11. Both deflections, the 200 nose down and the 200 nose up, give
rise to a roll moment of appreciable size for an angle of attack of 200° E400. At the same time a pro-
verse side force is produced, Fig. 12. This side force is highly dependant on the angle of attack. For low
angle of attack it is nearly zero and not useful for fuselage aiming. The rolling moment of the SLEF couldbe useful in addition to the ailerons in the angle of attack range between 200 and 400.

4.3 Trailing Edge Flaps

The side force produced on the model without vertical fin by the deflection of the two inboard trailing
edge flaps has, dependinq on the angle of attack, a considerable maonitude. For both, positive and neoa-
tive deflections a yawing moment is produced, Fig. 13. To compensate for the latter a side force on te

vertical fin is necessary which goes in the same direction as the basic side force. To compensate the
rolling moment ailerons have to be deflected. They don't produce a side force.

The trailing edge flaps are divided into three and the ailerons into two parts in the spanwise direction.
Each of them could be deflected by t 400. To produce high drag the flaps can be deflected in two different
modes as shown in Fig. 14. First, the two inboard flaps are deflected down and the three outboard flaps are
deflected up. Second the flap segments are deflected in an alternating manner, beginning with the inboard
flap deflected down and ending with the two outboard flaps deflected up. The lift and drag increments are
shown on Fig. 14 as a function of . Both deflection modes produce nearly the same drag, but the lift of
the alternating mode remains near zero for increasing angle of attack which is favourable. The pitching
moment without horizontal tail is nearly zero for both modes.

5. MEANS TO DECREASE DIRECTIONAL INSTABILITY AT HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK

Directional- and Roll-Instability have been investigated with a wind tunnel model similar to that described
above but with a more realistic fuselage and with double vertical fins.



Directional stability is lost at an angle of attack between 250 and 30° . It is not only the strake vortex
which breaks down more rapidly on the upper surface of the windward wing than on the leeward one but it
also was observed, that the windward outer wing stalled earlier and more heavy than the leeward one. From
these observations two new devices have been investigated. (0-

5.1 Differential deflection of the leading edge flaps

By deflecting the windward leading edge flap more down than the leeward one, the stalling behdviour and
the flow field downstream of both sides of the wing can be made more similar than with symmetrically de-
flected flaps.

Starting from the 170 flap deflection on both sides as a reference condition, the windward flap was deflec-
ted down 290. A second test series has been done with the windward flap deflected 290 and the leeward one
retracted to 00.

As shown in Fig. 15 at an angle of sideslip of /3= + 100 the yawing moment becomes negative at around
a= 200, for the differential deflections earlier than for the symmetrical one. At of= 300 however the ad-
verse yawing moment of the symmetrically deflected flaps is more than twice that of the differentially de-
flected ones. The rolling moment at 13= + 100 shown in the same figure is always adverseat high angle of
attack between 200 and 300 it decreases rapidly for the symmetrical flaps, but remains roughly constant
for the differentially deflected ones. The directional stability at constant angle of attack is shown in
Fig. 16. Ford = 200 all flap deflections give a proverse yawing moment whereas at OC= 300 the adverse
yawing moment of the symmetrical flaps is more than twice that of the differentially deflected ones.

Tests without the strake showed similar results. Proverse yawing moment at ol= 200 shown on Fig. 17 is not
changed by the differential flap deflection, whereas at c = 300 the symmetrically deflected flaps have an
adverse yawing moment but it is proverse with the differentially deflected flaps up to &= 250. The rolling
moment is similar for both cases.

As a conclusion it is suggested to deflect the leading edge flaps for angle of attack greater than 250 as
a function of 4 differentially on the windward and leeward wing as qualitatively shown in Fig. 18. For an
aircraft using the CCV technology in principle this can be realized.

5.2 Vortex fin on the wing upper surface

A vertical fin is attached to the upper surface near the wing root on the leading-edge flap. It has a shape
of the half of a delta with the leading edge sweep angle of 500. This sweep angle results from the assump-
tion, that ford= 300 and flap deflection of 170 the fin leading edge should be swept more than 600 to the
free stream. If now, the wing has a sideslip angle, then at the leading edge of the windward fin a vortex
is induced which rotates in the same sense as the strake vortex and so the latter is amplified. On the lee-
ward wing the contrary happens, i.e. the vortex of the fin decreases the strength of the strake vortex. As
a result it was hoped that the directional instability at a>250 would be decreased. This is verified by
the results of some wind tunnel tests. Fig. 19 shows that the yawing moment at cC= 200 is nearly unchanged
by the fin, whereas at a4= 300 the adverse yawing moment is reduce by 30 % at,= 100. The rolling moment,
shown in the same figure, is nearly unchanged for et= 200 by the fin, whereas ato= 300 for small angles
of sdeslip it is changed by the vortex fin dramatically by increasing the lift on the windward wing. The
fin pruides a stable contribution to directional stability and reduces the large change in the rolling
moment fir angle of attack greater than 150; see Fig. 20. In the last experiment the fin and the differen-
tial flap deflections have been added together. As shown on Fig. 21, the large adverse yawing moment for,$=
+ 100 could be reduced nearly to zero for angles of greater than 250, and as shown in the same figure, therapid decrease of the rolling moment for at> 150 is changed in a gradually increasing one.

6. SOME RESULTS OF THE BIPLANE CONFIGURATION

The supersonic biplane configuration arises out of a search for lower drag and higher performance. By
tying the wing tips of a biplane together, a structural box is obtained which enables the use of thinner
air foil sections than on a conventional design. Fig. 22 shows a three view drawing of such an aircraft.
The wings of the biplane are staggered so that the trailing edge of the upper wing lies exactly above the
leading edge of the lower wing. The conventional wing beside is used as a reference. Fig. 23 shows the
discretization of both wings for calculation using the vortex lattice method. In the same figure the cal-
culated and measured lift and drag is shown. The lift curve slope as well as the measured maximum lift is
greater for the biplane than for the conventional wing. Allowing for full nose suction the calculated in-
duced drag of the biplane is 12 % less than that of the plane wing. The wind tunnel tests also indicate
this drag reduction above cL = 0,8.

The theoretical effectiveness of the 25 % deep trailing edge flaps on lift and pitching moment was calcu-
lated. The flap on the lower wing produces three times 6 c and &cm than the upper wing flap. The flap on
the upper wing produces a nose-up moment and for this, boti flaps together produce the same lift as the
flap on the plane wing, but the zero lift moment is 25 % less on the biplane.

The structural analysis of the biplane showed that the additional of a small wing outboard of the tying
point decreases the deformation of the biplane structure under high loads. The measured flap effectiveness
on the modified model is shown in Fig. 24. The tests give a confirmation of the theory. The upper wing pro-
duces a nose-up pitching moment which is one third of that produced by the lower wing flap. For a stable
aircraft configuration a flap which produces lift and a nose-up pitching moment at the same time can be
used to reduce the trim drag.
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As one would expect from the lift curves the deflected flaps improve the lift/drag ratio as shown in the
figure.

The flaps were deflected on one side only as a flaperon. Fig. 25 shows measured rolling moments due to
flaperons for the biplane and for the plane wing. The deflection of the flaperons have been chosen for the
same rolling moment at oC= 00. For higher angle of incidence the flaperons of the biplane are much more
effective than the ones on the plane wing.

7. COMPARISON OF THE DIFFERENT CONTROL CONCEPTS WITH THE AID
OF FLIGHT MECHANICAL MANEUVER CALCULATIONS

With a mathematical model of a future tactical combat aircraft simple roll control calculations in 6 DOF
and by an additional mathematical pilot model also tactical mission have been simulated for the three roll
control concepts: aileron, flaperons and tiperons. The aim of these investigations was a comparison of the
three concepts as a main roll control device in relation to practicability and effectiveness. As the main
aerodynamic data of the reference aircraft model were only available up to an angle of attack of about 200,
the most favorable angle of attack region for the tiperons (very high angles up to the post stall region)
could not yet be regarded.

As a first example, Fig. 26 shows a 3600 roll maneuver in 6 DOF. The maximum deflections used were t 22,50
for the ailerons and the tiperons and ± 400 for the flaperons. The speed was taken equal to Mach 0.6. At
the low angles of attack for this flight condition the aileron is the most effective device followed by the
tiperon. The side slip excursions which can be used as an index for the perturbation of the maneuver have
the largest values for the ailerons and the smallest values for the flaperons.

A comparison of the flight path variations during a roll reversal maneuver is shown in Fig. 27 for two
angles of attack. The roll reversal maneuver consists of a quick change from + 900 bank angle to - 900
followed by a pull-up maneuver. To make use of the full rolling capacity of the tiperons it was assumed
here that they have been deflected differentially (+ 22,50/- 450). Especially for the higher angles of
attack the advantages of the tiperons are obvious. This is partly due to the fact, that the aerodynamic
effectiveness is higher but also due to the lower unfavorable aerodistorsion effects of the tiperons.

Another interesting result of these investigations was the fact that it is possible to use the flaperons
as an emergency roll control device, if the main roll controll system fails, which can be seen by these
figures.

The same figure shows the different parameters of the dynamic transfer behaviour for the reversal maneuvers.
Also by this figure it can be seen obviously that the commanded bank angle is most rapidly obtained by the
tiperons.

As a resumee of these flight mechanical investigations it can be said, that for a combat aircraft with its
extented flight and maneuvering regime the tiperons offer the best capacity for an effective roll control.
Whether this can be realized taking into account other design aspects (i.e. weapon storage) is another
point.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The 350 swept wing fighter configuration has the lowest trimmed drag for a c.g. position of 40 %
(which is the a.c. for a low supersonic Mach number), with an unloaded tailplane up to a lift coeffi-
cient of 0.8. Above this lift the tailplane has to support the flaps to trim the aircraft.

2. Tiperons are effective for roll control up to very high angles of attack. Deflections of more than
90 are necessary. The influence of the strake leading edge flap on rolling moment and side force
depends very much on the angle of attack and is not attractive. Differentially deflected trailing
edge flaps produce very high drag without great influences on the lift and pitching moment.

3. Differential leading edge flap deflection and a vortex fin vertically attached on the upper surface
at the root of the leading edge flap, considerably decreases the directional instability of the air-
craft in the angle of attack range between 250 and 350.

4. For a biplane configuration with very thin wings, the lower wing trailing edge flap produces more
lift and more rolling moment at high angles of attack than a flap on a plain wing.
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SUMMARY

To realize total wing span flaps for improving the maneuvering and landing performances of a combat air-
craft, the roll control has to be realized by spoilers. To overcome the nonlinearity and control reversal
problems at low deflections the continuously deflected spoiler is replaced by a certain set of digitally
controlled single spoilers, which provide only three discrete deflections. It was found by simulator tests
that by a proper combination of these segment spoilers it is possible to provide 3 roll control, which is
judged as continuous by the pilot, with a relatively low number of single spoilers. In cooperation between
Dornier and the DFVLR different windtunnel programs were performed, to investigate the system-efficiency
and aerodynamic effectiveness. Several roll spoiler configurations have been tested in two and three-
dimensional configurations with and without landing flaps at different spanwise positions, spoiler deflec-
tions and -spans. It will be shown that the effectiveness related to the deflection is linear for flaps-
up and highly nonlinear for flaps-down configurations. The spoiler span is of no more influence at a cer-
tain value and the optimum spanwise location is about 0.8 of the semispan. Furthermore the effectiveness
and the influence on lift and pitching moment for a possible test aircraft are shown. Finally the practi-
cal application within an intended flight test program is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Maximum use of all available possibilities to improve take-off-, landing- and maneuvering performance
characteristics of fighter aircraft leads consequently to full span flaps, as the lift gain values of the
more usual aileron presetting equipment is not very high, fig. i. Making use of this possibility the roll
control has to be realized somehow else. The taileron alone is not very effective at landing configuration
where large amounts of roll control power usually are needed. The other possibility by spoilers has not
been used very often. Though the roll control by spoilers is very effective especially in the landing flap
down configuration, there are usually two main disadvantages:

- a strong nonlinear behaviour

- reversal problems at smaller deflections.

Fig. 2 shows the typical and wellknown behaviour. Due to these facts the design engineer normally hesita-

tes to take spoilers as main roll control devices.

The basic idea of a program, which is sponsored by the ZTL/KEL-program of the German Ministry of Defense,
is therefore to overcome these problems by a set of smaller spoilers, which are digitally controlled into
three positions, avoiding especially the difficult area between zero and 20 deg. of deflection. In a joint
program between Dornier and the DFVLR, Brunswick, the task of Dornier is mainly to find out a proper com-
bination of these segment spoilers in extension and deflection steps for a given test aircraft to provide
a roll control by the smallest possible number of single spoilers, which is judged as continuous by the
pilot, while the task of the DFVLR is mainly to find out basic aerodynamic data of spoilers, especially
with low span.

For these purposes two- and threedimensional windtunnel tests and simulator studies have been performed,
the main results of which will be presented in this paper.

2. MINIMUM STEPS FOR CONTINUOUS ROLL CONTROL

To answer this question simulator studies with the aid of the Dornier-Alpha Jet fixed base simulator have
been performed. Three testpilots were involved in this program, two of Dornier and one from the GAF-Flight
Test Center Manching.

The simulation program included normal Air to Ground Approaches with different speeds, landing approaches
and defensive anti-gunnery maneuvers with high roll activity. The results showed that a remarkable low
number of individual steps already fulfils the continuity-requirement, if the available stick displacement

is divided into three areas, fig. 3. For the larger displacements only three steps are necessary indepen-
dent from the flight condition. For the smaller displacement there was a difference between high and low
speed. For the low speed case area I should have 10 steps whereas for speeds higher than 200 kts 6 steps
are sufficient. The time histories of the main data of a simulated high-speed Ground-Attack approach with
a complicated anti-gunnery maneuver is shown on fig. 4. The digitalization of the rolling control moment
can be seen on the upper trace.
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3. SPOILER EFFECTIVENESS

Basic windtunnel research of the spoiler effectiveness depending on spoiler deflection, span and spanwise
position was done by the DFVLR.

The windtunnel tests at a Reynolds-number of 1.5 x 106 were realized on a rectangular wing model with a
16 % thick wing equipped with a fowler-flap and two spoiler configurations (fig. 5) for three different
test arrangements.

- A Twodimensional tests, airfoil and spoiler covering the whole tunnel-width
- B quasi-twodimensional tests, spoilers of finite span and airfoil covering

the whole tunnel-width and

- C threedimensional tests with a half-model of the wing and spoilers of finite
span.

Forces and moments as well as pressure distributions have been measured. Some of the main results will be
briefly discussed here.

The change in lift coefficient of both spoiler configurations for the twodimensional case A is shown in
fig. 6. Obviously it is seen that no control-reversal occurs. For the case of no fowler-flap-deflection
the change in lift coefficient is nearly linear with spoiler deflection. For 300 fowler-flap-deflection
the gradient of lift coefficient change is increased in the region up to 300 spoiler deflection. Further-
more it comes out that the spoiler configurations II is superior to spoiler I concerning the effectiveness.

Results for spoilers with finite span in the quasi-twodimensional test set up case B , are shown in fig.
7, presenting the change in lift coefficient, depending on spoiler-span for different angles of attack
and two spoiler deflections. If the spoiler span is reduced below 0.4 of the actual wing chord a signifi-
cant reduction of the effectiveness occurs. For the smaller deflections of 200 even a reversal happens at
higher angles of attack. The consequence of this result is the fact, that the single segments of the
spoiler control should not be reduced below this value without effectiveness losses.

Results for the threedimensional case C are shown in fig. 8 where the influence of spanwise location on
spoiler effectiveness is demonstrated. The change in rolling moment coefficient decreases when the loca-
tion of the spoiler is nearer to the wing tip. At higher angles of attack a maximum in rolling moment
coefficient change can be recognized at 0.8 of semispan.

The aims of the windtunnel measurements performed by Dornier with an available Alpha-Jet model equipped
with spoilers of type I of fig. 5 were:

- effectiveness of the provided segment spoiler for the Alpha-Jet as a possible
test aircraft

- influence of the spanwise position and chordwise extension of the segment
spoilers

- influence of the deflection and the angle of attack

- order of magnitude of the coupling yawing and pitching moment effects.

The spoiler arrangement for these tests are shown in fig. 9. This configuration has been chosen based on
the DFVLR windtunnel results in order to approach the possible segment spoiler configuration, which would
be able to fulfil the required number of the digitalization steps of fig. 3.

Fig. 10 shows the measured effectiveness of rolling moment of the different segment spoilers for flaps-up
and flaps-down configuration. The main results of the DFVLR tests for the straight wing have been verified
by these tests also for the swept wing. The control reversal for the smaller deflections of the shorter
segment spoilers Nr. 1, 2, 3 and 6 are found, too, a result which was already shown by the DFVLR measure-
ments. Consequently the first segment spoiler Nr. I will be deflected to 400 as the first step. The most
effective spoiler is Nr. 5 which is situated between 50 ' and 60 Y of the semispan. Though the single
effectiveness of the small spoilers near to the wing tip is small, they are nevertheless necessary to rea-
lize the required high number of small steps in effectiveness about the neutral stick position.

Fig. 11 shows the influence of the spanwise position on the effectiveness of the spoiler for the swept
wing. In comparison to the results for the rectangular wing of fig. 8 the maximum is not as significant at
0.8 of the semispan and more shifted to the inner part of the wing. This is caused by the taper ratio
which increases the effectiveness at the inner part and decreases it at the outer part. Due to the sweep-
back effect on the other hand, which increases the local lift coefficient at the outer wing again, this is
compensated and leads to the flatter curve. An examination of these results shows that the optimum span-
wise position for the maximum rolling moment lies between 60 % and 80 of the semispan, fig. 11.

The chordwise extension evaluation, fig. 12, showed a nearly proportional relation to the chord length
which proves the assumption, that the spoiler effectiveness is depending linearly on the projected area
vertical to the direction of the airflow.

The effectiveness of the one by one combined segment spoilers, fig. 13, shows that there nearly is the ex-
pected and required linearity of the effectiveness for full deflection of the segment spoilers. Fig. 14
gives a comparison of the wellknown theoretical method /3/ for the estimation of the spoiler effectiveness
with the windtunnel results. Although the measured effectiveness is lower a nearly linear relation between
the rolling moment coefficient and the projected spoiler area multiplied with the spoiler location can be
seen.
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A very important aspect of the problem using spoilers as roll control devices is illustrated by fig. 15,
which shows the influence of the angle of attack on the effectiveness of the combined segment spoilers.
Especially at the flaps-down configuration the effectiveness beyond the angle of attack for maximum lift
is decreased suddenly and significantly. As shown by the 2-dimensional WT-measurements this break down of
the effectiveness in the wing stall angle of attack region is mainly caused by a superimposed rolling mo-
ment, which is produced by a spoiler induced unsymetrical stall of both wing parts. Due to the spoiler
deflection this part of the wing stalls some few angles of attack later and the so produced rolling
moment is adverse to the primary commanded by the roll control.

The remaining effectiveness can be increased in the landing flaps down configuration by the use of a flap-
roof spoiler system (Spoiler type II of the DFVLR-2-dimensional measurements), which was not used for
these measurements. The technical realization of this spoiler type seems to be too complicated for the

envisaged test aircraft.

Nevertheless the clarification of the high angle of attack problem is one of the purposes of the provided
flight test program, which should be realized by a two-seater fighter aircraft, where one cockpit station
will remain connected to the usual aileron roll control for safety reasons. There are some existing air-
craft which are flying by a pure spoiler-roll control. This fact indicates that there are possibilities
to avoid a strong loss in spoiler effectiveness at high angles of attack, perhaps by favourable Reynolds
number effects. The aileron roll control is also decreased at high angles of attack,therefore a comparison
in flight seems to be of large interest and importance.

4. SECONDARY EFFECTS

4.1 Yawing moment

The proverse yawing moment of a spoiler roll control is one of the significant advantages of this control
system. This tendency remains valid up to high angles of attack where the aileron type roll control pro-
duces already adverse yaw.

Fig. 16 shows the windtunnel values for two angles of attack and flap settings. If this secondary yawing
moment is not compensated by an adequate rudder input, the resulting side slip angle will support the roll
control via the rolling moment due to side slip. But even if this yawing moment is compensated by a rudder-
input, the rudder rolling moment will support the roll control, too.

4.2 Pitching moment

The shape of the secondary pitching moment which occurs by deflecting the combined segment spoilers is
given in fig. 17. As can be seen, there is a significant influence of the flap setting and the reference
lift coefficient. Whereas the outer parts of the combined spoiler produce nose-up pitching moments the
inner parts are giving nose-down contributions.

This can be explained for the outer spoilers by a combined effect of an increased down-wash, which increa-
ses the nose-up moment of the horizontal stabilizerand a negative lift at the spoiler wing position, which
is normally and in this case aft of the moment reference point. In the case of the inner spoilers it is
just the contrary: the additional negative lift is near or in front of the moment reference point and as
the main effect the down-wash at the horizontal stabilizer is reduced, which both leads towards an addi-
tional nose-down pitching moment.

It was one of the aims of the simulation campaign to find out the acceptable values of these secondary
pitching moments. The results are depending on the flight condition and the fact, whether a pitch damper
system was engaged or not. The presented values are within the limits without pitch damper. Only the upper
trace for a flap setting of 320 and a lift coefficient of 0.4 are beyond these acceptable values for
medium segment spoiler deflections.

But even this doesn't lead to problems, as this case is an unrealistic one from a flight mechanical point
of view: the lift coefficient is too low for this flap setting of 320 landing flaps and 200 aileron pre-
setting. Furthermore there are some possibilities to overcome these problems by using small pitch compen-
sation spoilers at the inner wing, changing the spoiler configuration in a proper manner or finally using
a pitch damping system, which is already available for the provided test aircraft Fiat G-91.

4.3 Lift and Drag

The lift losses at full spoiler deflections are of course remarkable in comparison of the values of an
aileron type roll control. Also the additional drag is significantly higher, see Tab. 1:

I.=
K .... .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . ... .. . .. . . . . . . .. . ... . . . . .. . L . .
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a CL TACD
Aileron - 002 0,006

Spoiler -0,26 10,04

Tab. 1 Additional lift and drag at fun aileron
and spoiler roll control deflection

Though these differences are high, the practical consequences are nearly negligible. Full roll control in-
puts are used only for very small time intervals, therefore no significant changes in flight path angle
will occur due to the lift losses. The effects of the additional drag on fuel consumption or average crui-
sing speed can also be neglected, as can be followed by a statistical flight test evaluation of the ave-
rage used aileron deflections during some typical Alpha-Jet test flights. The values are 0.120 average of
the used aileron deflection during a normal flight with little maneuvering and 0.760 for a test flight
where among other points the roll control itself was tested.

5. PRACTICAL APPLICATION
The possibilities and the practicabilitiy of digital roll control with the aid of segment spoilers is pro-
vided to be demonstrated in flight test by a Fiat G-91 T3, two seater jet aircraft. The arrangement of the

set of spoilers for this aircraft is shown in fig. 18.

This year high and low speed windtunnel measurements are done at the DFVLR Gbttingen with a high speed
model loaned from Aeritalia. By these tests especially the secondary effects for the G-91 shall be examined.
Furthermore it will be decided from the measured effectiveness whether the spoiler Nr. 6 will be necessary
or not.

The single spoilers will be actuated by a digital electro-hydraulic actuator, fig. 19. This device provides
two intermediate positions between zero and maximum deflection. One position is realized by the travel of
piston 1, the next by the travel of piston 2 and the maximum deflection by the sum of travel of both
pistons.

If the design studies, which are performed now, lead to the finding, that a flight test program can be
realized with low technical risk and a finite amount of money there is the chance to go into the flight
testing in 1982.
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THE YC-14 UPPER SURFACE BLOWN FLAP: A UNIQUE CONTROL SURFACE

By

Alan H. Lee
Manager, C-14 Flight Control Technology

Boeing Aerospace Company
Box 3999

Seattle, Washington, U.S. A. 98124

SUMMARY

Several versions of powered-lift technology have been applied to STOL aircraft in the
past decade. One of these aircraft, the Boeing YC-14, can be controlled during STOL
landings using conventional pilot techniques. That capability stems from the use of
its upper surface blown (USB) flaps as control surfaces. The USB flaps are used to
help control aircraft lift and airspeed. They are positioned automatically by the
flight control system to eliminate undesired lift changes caused by thrust changes or
external disturbances and to work with the autothrottle to attain and hold a selected
airspeed.

USB flaps are ideally suited as control surfaces. Their aerodynamic characteristics are
orderly and predictable. Actuator sizes are reasonable since the flaps are relatively
small and can be installed so their resultant forces act near the hinge line. Large lift
increments can be developed by efficient engine exhaust turning and induced super-
circulation. When deflected at large angles, incremental USB flap deflections princi-
pally affect drag.

By controlling engine throttles and USB flaps together in a predetermined manner, engine
thrust and USB flap position changes can produce forces to accelerate the aircraft
tangential or normal to the flight path as desired. The result is a powered-lift, STOL
aircraft that can be controlled to precise STOL landings by pilots using the same con-
ventional control techniques they use for other aircraft.

NOTATION

CD drag coefficient, D/qS

CL lift coefficient, L/qS

Cj gross thrust coefficient, TG/uS

D drag

EBF externally blown flap

L lift

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration

q dynamic pressure

S wing area

STOL short takeoff and landing

TG gross thrust

USB upper surface blown

V velocity, airspeed

VN acceleration normal to the flight path

VT acceleration tangential to the flight path

W weight

1Xw wing angle of attack

y flight path angle

A incremental

iUSB USB flap anqie

0 pitch attitude



1.0 INTRODUCTION

The application of powered-lift technology to short takeoff and landing (STOL) aircraft
with jet engines has received considerable attention during the 1970's. Methods of pro-
ducing powered lift included augmentor wing flaps, externally blown flaps, and upper
surface blown flaps. Of four representative STOL aircraft, one, the Boeinq/USAF YC-14,
can be controlled throughout its flight envelope, including STOL landings, using con-
ventional control techniques.

May 1972 saw the first flight of a National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
STOL research aircraft using augmentor wing flaps. It was developed for NASA by Boeing
through modification of a Canada DHC-5 Buffalo airplane. The flaps are blown intern-
ally by the cold bypass flow from two Rolls Royce Spey engines. The aircraft is being
used by NASA in research on STOL operation.

In 1972, the United States Air Force issued a reauest for proposal for prototypes
of advanced medium STOL transport (AMST) aircraft. The winners of the competition
were the Boeing YC-14 and the McDonnell Douglas YC-15. The YC-15, using externally
blown flap (EBF) technology that had been developed extensively by NASA during previous
years, flew first during August 1975. Boeing selected the newer, upper surface blown
flap (USB) technology. The additional time required to develop it for aircraft appli-
cation delayed the YC-14's first flight until August 1976.

One NASA program involves research leading to quiet, jet-powered STOL aircraft. As
part of the program, another Canada DHC-5 Buffalo airplane was modified by Boeing
to become NASA's Ouiet STOL Research Aircraft (OSRA). The QSRA takes advantage of
the inherent noise reduction of over-the-wing engine installation and USB flap
powered-lift technology. Powered by four engines, it first flew during July 1978.

Each of these aircraft demonstrated the ability to take off and land on very short
runways. The two AMST aircraft also demonstrated the ability to cruise at the high
airspeeds associated with jet aircraft. The two NASA research aircraft were restricted
by their missions to low-speed operation.

Only the YC-14 allows the pilot to use conventional control techniques during STOL
landings. With the other aircraft, the pilot must reverse the usual roles of elevator
and engine controls and use what is called "backside control." Instead of using the
elevator to control glide path and the engines to control airspeed, the pilot uses
the throttles to control glide path and the control column to control airspeed. Two
factors are responsible for this control technique requirement:

1. By intentional design, thrust changes cause lift changes on powered lift aircraft.
Thrust changes can cause more acceleration normal to the flight path than tan-
gential to it.

2. Powered lift STOL aircraft approach at high lift coefficients. The use of the
control column to control flight path can cause an instability because of "back-
side" effects.

With the mission requirements of the AMST aircraft, it was decided at Boeing that the
pilot should be able to use the same control technique during all phases of the mission.
This was considered especially important during landing. This paper describes experience
using the USB flap as a control surface to achieve that objective.

2.0 YC-14 CONFIGURATION

The most notable feature of the YC-14 configuration, shown in figure 1, is the engine
location over the wing and close to the fuselage. Engine exhaust from two General
Electric CF-6 engines is turned by USB flaps to produce powered lift. The inboard
location of the engines minimizes performance losses that result from trim draq when
one engine is inoperative. Double-slotted flaps are used between the USB flap and the
ailerons. Variable camber Krueger leading edge flaps and leading edge boundary layer
control keep flow attached to high angles of attack. The unswept wing was selected to
reduce production costs. Advanced technology airfoil sections enable jet airplane
cruise speeds and reduce airplane weight. Powerful control surfaces provide desirable
response to control commands at the low airspeeds associated with STOL operation.

Flight control surfaces of the YC-14 are shown in figure 2. The surfaces are relatively
large and powerful to provide prompt aircraft response to pilot commands. The USB
flap, which is used as a full-time control surface during STOL landings, is controlled
electrically by the flight control system. Its position can be varied from retracted
to 70 degrees down.

3.0 UPPER SURFACE BLOWN FLAP

A profile of the USB flap installation is shown in figure 3. Flow from the fan bypass
and the central core is mixed internally and exhausted over the flap. During normal
operation, the USB flap surface is sealed to prevent leakaqe from the upper surface.
Low pressure developed by the Coanda effect, the tendency of jet flow grazing a convex
surface to remain attached to the surface, turns the engine exhaust flow and produces
lift. The exhaust spreads outward as shown in figure 4 and entraps additional air
external to the engines. This in turn causes supercirculation on the wing and produces
a substantial amount of lift in addition to that gained from turning engine thrust.
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One measure of powered-lift efficiency is its ability to develop lift while minimizing
propelling thrust losses. The USB flap has been found to be more efficient than the
externally blown flap (EBF) during static tests, as shown in figure 5. Reasons
suggested for the USB flap's advantage are less surface wetted by the jet, the absence
of slots, and elimination of the underwing reentrant corner, which tends to cause
unwanted spanwise flow. Although good flow turning during static conditions is nec-
essary for efficient powered lift, it is not sufficient. Careful attention must be
given to the engine exhaust nozzle and flap design to make the exhaust turn through
large angles in the presence of slipstream effects. Some important parameters are jet
thickness and flap radius. The effects of these parameters on the ability of flow to
remain attached to the flap in the presence of external flow with an airspeed similar
to that of the YC-14 during landing approach are presented in figure 6. As shown, a
large flap radius and a thin jet allow the use of larger flap angles. The section
lift coefficients at the largest effective flap angles for specified ratios of flap
radius to jet thickness are presented in figure 7. Lift coefficients increase as flap
radius is increased and jet thickness is decreased. If flap deflection is limited,
lift coefficient increases as the ratio of flap radius to jet thickness decreases until
a limiting condition is reached where the flow separates from the flap. More informa-
tion on this subject is presented in reference 1.

Flow must be turned over the largest practical angle to enable landing approach at
steeper than normal flight path angles. Lift must be developed, but thrust force along
the drag vector must be minimized. The shape of the nozzle has a substantial influence
on the alignment of the resultant force. Figure 8 presents the influence of nozzle
aspect ratio on lift and drag forces. Aspect ratio is defined as the effective nozzle
area divided by the souare of the nozzle centerline height. As shown, increasing
aspect ratio enchances powered-lift production with little effect on force in the drag
direction.

Similar data, includina other parameters, were used during the design of the YC-14 USB
flap and enaine exhaust nozzle. If low-speed operation were the only consideration, a
high-aspect-ratio nozzle could be used to provide a thin jet. However, at cruise
speeds, drag caused by the large boattail angle of the nozzle and scrubbing on the wing
surface would be unacceptable. A satisfactory compromise was attained by locating a
door on the outboard side of the nozzle that opens when wing flaps are extended.
This feature helped provide the thin jet desired at low speeds while minimizing the
cruise drag penalty. In addition, retractable vortex generators were installed on the
USB flaps, as shown in ficure 9, to improve Flow turning.

Very good ST(,L performance with one eneine inoperative was a Boeing-imposed design
requirement for the YC-14. The USH flap was built " two chordwise segments to help
attain that requiremont. Durin: normal operation, he flap segments touch to make a
smooth, sealed contour. When an enaine is inoperAtive, the chordwise segments separate
to open a slot and imprrove performance of the US . flap behind the inoperative engine.
The other USB flap continues to function normally.
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Figure 9. USB Flap Vortex Generators

Its size and the nature of the forces acting on the USB flap enchance its use as a
control surface. Each of the two USB flaps on the YC-14 has a span of 17 feet. The
line of action of the resultant forces acting on the flap passes close to the flap
pivot. As a result, relatively small hydraulic actuators can be used to provide USB
flap deflection rates that are compatible with the control surface function.

4.0 CONTROL OF TYPICAL POWERED-LIFT STOL AIRCRAFT

Before describing the use of the USB flap as a control surface on the YC-14, flight
path and airspeed control of a typical STOL aircraft are discussed. The YC-14 with
its USB flaps maintained at a constant position will be used as the example, although
a fixed USB flap position is not typical of YC-14 operation.

4.1 Lift and Drag Characteristics

Since flight path angle and airspeed are the controlled parameters discussed herein,
aerodynamic characteristics shown are limited to lift and drag. They are presented
in figure 10 for the STOL landing configuration with the USB flaps positioned at 60
degrees. YC-1.4 capability is slightly better than shown since the flaps can be
deflected to 70 degrees. The data were obtained from a wind-tunnel teet with thrust on
balance. A drawing of a model installed in the tunnel is shown in figure 11.

Compressed air is brought into the model through the sting and across the internal

balance within the model. It is then ducted to the nacelles and exhausted through a
series of choke plates to duplicate engine thrust. Engine exhaust scrubbing drag is
included in the data.
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As shown in figure 10, very high lift coefficients are developed. Lift continues to
increase with the gross thrust coefficient, Cj but its use is limited since the air-
craft must be desiqned to operate safely with one engine inoperative. Much of the lift
is induced through supercirculation effects. A cross-plot of incremental lift and drag
coefficients with Cj at the YC-14 STOL landing approach angle of attack, 8 degrees, is
presented in figure 12.

With the data in figure 10, thrust required for stabilized flight can be determined
as a function of airspeed, as shown in figure 13, for the YC-14 during STOL landing
approach. As can be seen, increased thrust is required for stabilized flight when
airspeed is decreased. This characteristic is sometimes described as operation on the
back side of the speed-thrust curve.
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4.2 Response to Pilot Commands

Insight to the controllability of typical STOL aircraft can be gained by observing the
response of the YC-14 to control commands when its USB flaps are fixed at 60 degrees.
Figure 14 shows aircraft response to a control column force. The control and stability
augmentation system (CSAS) provides pitch rate response to the column force and holds
pitch attitude when the force is released. As shown in figure 14, a flight path angle
increase initially accompanies the pitch attitude increase. Airspeed decreases when
the flight path angle increases, and, because of the "backside" characteristics of the
aircraft, the flight path angle subsequently decreases. The aircraft stabilizes with a
pitch attitude increase of 7 degrees, an airspeed loss of 13 knots, and a flight path
decrease of 1 degree.

The aircraft's response to a 66% thrust increase with the USB flaps fixed at 60 degrees
is presented in figure 15. Airspeed increases slowly from 90 to 92.5 knots. Flight
path increases more rapidly from -6.0 to -1.5 degrees. It is apparent that throttle is
a much better controller of flight path than of airspeed just as column force was shown
to have more effect on airspeed than on flight path angle. If pitch attitude had been
held tighter during the thrust increase of figure 15, the effect would have been even
more dramatic. The responses in figures 14 and 15 demonstrate clearly why a pilot uses
the unconventional backside control technique with typical powered-lift, STOL aircraft.
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5.0 THE USB FLAP AS A CONTROL SURFACE

During STOL landings, the YC-14 does not operate like the typical STOL aircraft described
_~ in Section 4. With the YC-14, the USB flaps function as full-time control surfaces with

their positions commanded automatically by the flight control system.

5.1 Lift and Drag Characteristics

Incremental contributions of USB flap position and thrust to lift and drag are presented
in figure 16 for the nominal STOL landing approach angle of attack, 8 degrees. The USB
flaps contribute modestly to lift when thrust is zero. At an 8 degree angle of attack
and zero thrust, USB flaps deflected 60 degrees add a ACL of 0.4 to the base value of
CL = 1.75 with USB flaps retracted. The 60-degree/USB flap deflection adds 0.12 to
CD.

Even with the USB flaps retracted, the application of takeoff rated thrust (Cj = 1.75)
during STOL landing approach adds an incremental CL of 1.2. That substantial lift is
developed by turning the engine exhaust over the upper surface contour of the wing.
With the USB flaps positioned at 60 degrees, takeoff thrust adds a ACL of 2.6. The
lift addition is 6.5 times the incremental lift provided by the USB flaps when thrust
is zero.

The contribution of thrust force along the flight path is indicated by changes in drag
coefficient. The effect of thrust on drag decreases as the USB flaps are deflected.
At the trimmed thrust for nominal STOL landing approach, Cj = 0.68, powered lift contri-
butes about 2.0 to lift coefficient and very little to drag.

To use the USB flaps as control surfaces, data similar to that shown in figure 16 must
be developed for all operational angles of attack. The characteristics remain orderly
even up to the angle of attack for minimum airspeed. A small discontinuity in lift
and drag, too small to be significant with the scales of figure 16, occurs when vortex
generators deploy. As shown in figure 17, vortex generators are retracted at small USB
flap angles to maximize thrust force along the flight path. At high USB flap deflect-
ions, vortex generator deployment improves flow turning, as evidenced by increased lift
and drag. The small discontinuities shown were not objectionable to the pilot.
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Figure 16. Effect of USB Flap Deflection on Figure 17. Effect of Vortex Generato
Aerodynamic Characteristics on Lift and Drag

5.2 Thrust Force Decoupling

Acceleration is the initial reaction of the aircraft to a thrust change or USB flap
position change. The acceleration may be rsolved into components tangential and
normal to the flight path as presented in figure 18. The flight condition represented
is the nominal STOL landing condition of the YC-14. The data in figure 18 assume that
the flight control system holds attitude perfectly as thrust or USB flap position
varies. Actually, the pitching moment produced does change pitch attitude slightly,
as is shown later.

As shown in figure 18, the YC-14 is in equilibrium with the USB flaps at 58 degrees
and the engines at 39 percent takeoff rated thrust. If the USB flaps are suddenly
retracted to zero degrees with no change in thrust, the aircraft accelerates positively
about 5.5 ft/sec 2 along the flight path and about 12 ft/sec 2 downward normal to the
flight path. The sudden application of full thrust accelerates the aircraft only 3
ft/sec 2 tangential to the flight path, and 10 ft/sec2 normal to it.

Pure accelerations tangential or normal to the flight path can be achieved if thrust
and USB flap position are changed together according to the schedules indicated along
the figure axes. A pure acceleration of 11.1 ft/sec2 along the flight path can be
attained by increasing thrust to 100 percent and retracting the USB flaps to 15 degrees.
Conversely, a pure acceleration of 7.7 ft/sec2 normal to the flight path can be
attained by increasing thrust to 75 percent and positioning the USB flap at 70 degrees.

Details of control laws and of thrust and lift decoupling are outside the scope of this
paper. However, the parameters and control system gains have been developed for the
YC-14 to allow decoupling and have been implemented in the aircraft's triplex digital
computers. With this implementation, the pilot is able to direct the aircraft to the
desired landing spot by applying force to the control column. Airspeed is held auto-
matically. If the pilot wishes to change airspeed while transitioning to a landing,



he selects the desired airspeed by turning a knob on the control and display panel as
described in reference 2. Thus "backside" and thrust and lift coupling effects are ' -

eliminated, allowing the pilot to use the same control techniques during STOL landings
that he uses during other flight conditions and with other aircraft.

5.3 Response to Pilot Commands

The result of decoupling thrust and lift on the YC-14 response to a control column
force is presented in figure 19. As shown, pitch attitude and flight path angle respond
promptly. Airspeed decreases momentarily from 89 to 87 knots and regains its initial
value within a few seconds. Thrust increase and USB flaps retract to direct increased
force along the flight path. Equilibrium is then attained in the example shown with a
flight path angle increase of 6 degrees, a thrust increase of 12,000 pounds and a
reduction in USE flap angle of 24 degrees.
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Figure 18. Effect of Thrust and USB Flap Position Figure 19. YC- 14 Response to Column Force
on Airplane Acceleration

Aircraft response to a selected 10-knot increase in airspeed is presented in figure 20.
As shown, pitch attitude remains constant at 1.5 degrees. The flight path angle, with
no pitch commands by the pilot, increases 1.5 degrees and then resumes its initial value.
Airspeed increases smoothly from 89 to 99 knots, reaching 90 percent of its change
within 10 seconds. Thrust increases initially, accompanied by USE flap partial retrac-
tion, to direct more force tangential to the flight path. Equilibrium is reached at
the higher airspeed with a 10,000-pound thrust decrease and a 22-degree USE flap
angle decrease.
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Figure 20. YC- 14 Response to Speed Command

6.0 FLIGHT TEST EXPERIENCE

The USE flaps functioned as expected during flight tests. The aircraft responded
promptly and smoothly to conventional control commands. The only aerodynamic surprise
was the equilibrium position of the USE flap during a STOL landing approach. It was
deflected about 10 degrees less than predicted from wind-tunnel data and flight simula-
tor analyses. Prototype program austerity and the absence of any effect on performance
or flying qualities did not allow the time to determine the cause. Powered-lift predic-
tions were met or exceeded as verified by minimum airspeed tests.

The ability to control the aircraft using conventional piloting techniques enabled pre-
cision STOL landings even by pilots without STOL experience. An example of that preci-
sion is presented in table 1, a record of a flight test in which pilots were asKed to
touch down on a line drawn across the runway. As shown, a pilot without previous STOL
landing experience missed the touchdown aim point by an average of only 77 feet in nine
landings. His greatest miss was anly 125 feet beyond the aim point. A pilot who had
made several STOL landings during earlier flights missed the aim point by an average of
only 34.5 feet in eight landings. His greatest miss distance was 75 feet.
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During a European and United States tour of the YC-14 in conjunction with the Paris Air
Show in June 1977, 54 guest pilots flew the aircraft. All pilots adapted readily to the
airplane and made STOL takeoffs and landings during their first flight.

The desired good performance with an engine inoperative was achieved. Although powered
lift behind the failed engine is reduced substantially and only one USB flap is used in
the control mode, the pilots reported the airplane easy to fly using natural control
reactions. The aircraft transient following an engine failure is very mild. Additional
information is presented in references 2 and 3.

7.0 CONCLUSIONS

Aerodynamic and physical characteristics of USB flaps make them excellent control sur-
faces. Tney are used on the YC-14 to decouple thrust and lift by commanding USB flap
position automatically by the flight control system. Their aerodynamic contributions
are predictable throughout the flight envelope. The application of USB flaps in the
control mode produces an aircraft that can be controlled to precision STOL landings by
pilots with very little special training.
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FLAPERON CONTROL - THE VERSATILE SURFACE
FOR FIGHTER AIRCRAFT

JOHN F. MOYNES & WALLACE E. NELSON, JR.

NORTHROP CORPORATION

SUMMARY

The versatility of a flaperon is presented for roll performance and for several longitudinal active control modes.
Particular emphasis is given to the advantages of a segmented flaperon over a full span flaperon for a YF-17-type
aircraft.

The areas of ride smoothing, direct lift, pitch pointing, vertical flight path control and flight control system reconfig-
uration are addressed for the active longitudinal control modes. The effect of flaperon pitching moment on the imple-
mentation of these modes is discussed.

SYMBOLS

- root mean square acceleration response, g's/feet per second
ALT - altitude
C - coefficient of drag due to flaperon deflection, per degree

D 6F
C - lift curve slope, per degree

CL F- coefficient of lift due to flaperon deflection, per degree

C L6 H - coefficient of lift due to horizontal tail deflection, per degree

C, - rolling moment coefficient, nondimensional

C - coefficient of pitching moment due to angle of attack

C - coefficient of pitching moment due to flaperon deflection, per degreemhF

C - coefficient of pitching moment due to horizontal tail deflection, per degreem6H

Cn - yawing moment coefficient, nondimenslonal

MF - Pitching moment due to flaperon deflection, per second
2

MH - pitching moment due to horizontal tail deflection, per second 2

M q - pitching moment due to pitch rate, per second

Ma - pitching moment due to angle of attack, per second
2

N - yawing moment, degrees per second
2

A
Q - arbitrary pitch rate, degrees per second
TAF(j2) - Transmissibility of airframe at pilot station, g-second/feet
V - total aircraft velocity, feet per second
ZF - angle of attack rate of change due to flaperon, per second

ZH - angle of attack rate of change due to horizontal tall, per second

Zq - angle of attack rate of change due to pitch rate, nondimensional

Za - angle of attack rate of change due to angle of attack, per second

fpa - feet per second
g - acceleration of gravity, lg = 32.2 ft/sec2

nz - vertical load factor of aircraft center of gravity, nz = I for level flight, g's
nzp - vertical load factor at pilot station, g's
q - pitch rate, degrees per second

j4 - pitch acceleration, degrees per second
2

u - aircraft forward velocity with respect to body axis, feet per second
w - aircraft vertical velocity with respect to body axis, feet per second
wdot - aircraft vertical acceleration with respect to body axis, feet per second2

w gust - vertical gust with respect to aircraft's body axis, feet per second
2

0(w) - power spectral density of turbulence, (fps) /hz
it - Frequency, hz

si c - cutoff frequency, (frequency beyond which aeroelastic responses are no longer significant in turbulence)

A - increment of (used as prefix for aerodynamic terms)
o- angle of attack, degrees
b- angle of attack rate of change, degrees per second
SF - flaperon deflection, degrees

a H - horizontal tail deflection, degrees

'7inboard - nondimension location of flaperon inboard edge

o nzp - root mean square load factor at pilot station, g's
0 w-gust - root mean square turbulence level, feet per second



INTRODUCTION

q-' . With the advent of the control configured vehicle, the early stages of design for modern aircraft become
increasingly influenced by the potential capabilities of the flight control system design. Thus, as this article
demonstrates, today's control development engineer must be increasingly aware of the aerodynamic characteristics
of the aircraft in general, and control surfaces in particular, at an early phase of development. This way, the
most benefit can be derived from an integrated flight control system design.

One of the most demanding control surface design tasks is to obtain adequate roll power for tactical aircraft.
Many approaches have been taken in this area including the spoiler/aileron approach on the F-4, the elevon
design of the Swedish Viggen, the full span flaperon rolling tail of the F-16, and the aileron/rolling tail concept
of the YF-l7.

At this time, Northrop is performing an extensive investigation of flaperon control in an effort to maximize
the flaperon's potential beyond the benefit of increased roll power for a YF-17-type aircraft

This paper represents some of the preliminary results of an investigation that deals with both the longitudi-
nal and lateral/directional aspects of a flaperon system, including the rationale for employing a segmented panel
flaperon presented in Figure 1 rather than a single panel flaperon also shown in Figure 1. The use of the seg-
mented flaperon is analogous to the conventional aileron/flap configuration which is now utilized on the YF-17 to
provide the functions of roll and lift control. The study presents several active control modes which can be real-
ized with the use of a flaperon and it attempts to give some insight into how the aerodynamic characteristics of
the aircraft in general, and flaperon configuration in particular, affect the employment of the flaperon for these
modes.

SINGLE PANEL FLAPERON DESIGN SPLIT PANEL FLAPERON DESIGN

FIGURE 1. FLAPERON CONFIGURATIONS

FOCUS

Analysis for this study focused in the transonic region, typically below an elevation of 15, 000 feet. This
was considered one of the most critical for the evaluation of flaperon performance and the earliest available
flaperon aerodynamic data was for this region. The study addressed the potential application of flaperon control
in concert with the horizontal tail for primary and auxiliary modes of control in the lateral/directional and longi-

tudinal axes. The primary modes addressed were roll performance, maneuvering flaps and longitudinal ride
smoothing. The auxiliary modes considered were maneuvering enhancement, vertical flight path control, direct
lift, longitudinal fuselage pointing and reconfiguration control. Reconfiguration control is the ability to reconfig-
ure the flight control system in order to compensate for some failure which has ocurred within the flight control
system.

ANALYTICAL TOOLS

The primary tools for analysis consisted of three Continuous System Modeling Program (CSMP) models for
time-domain analysis, where each model incorporated a Control Augmentation System (CAS). A Control System
Analysis Program (CSAP) was used where applicable for frequency domain analysis of the CSMP models. The
three CSMP models represent: a three-degree-of-freedom lateral/directional airframe model, a three-degree-of-
freedom longitudinal airframe model and, for preliminary analysis, a two-degree-of-freedom longitudinal model.
The two-degree-of-freedom model was used for the study of the auxiliary modes where the auxiliary mode maneu-
vers rely on decoupling the short period dynamics of the aircraft.

All three CSMP models incorporated rigid body aerodynamics with corrections for aeroelasticity. The
aerodynamic coefficient buildup for the three degree of freedom models utilized linear derivatives for only the
flaperon data. The two degree of freedom model however, utilized linear derivatives exclusively.

FLAPERON CONTROL - THE LATERAL DIRECTIONAL ASPECTS

ROLL PERFORMANCE

In the initial study for increased roll performance, a single panel, full span flaperon, depicted in Figure 1,
was chosen. However, early into the analysis of the full span flaperon it became apparent, as the following discus-
sion indicates, that a segmented type of flaperon, also shown in Figure 1, was the preferable configuration.
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As an introduction to the discussion for the preference of flaperon configuration it is pertinent to consider
some of the aerodynamic characteristics associated with the empennage of a YF-17-type aircraft. In addition to
the leading edge extension, which plays no role in this study, a YF-17-type aircraft is typified by a short coupled
horizontal tail and toed in, canted out twin vertical tails, as indicated in Figure 2. Due to the close proximity of
the vertical and horizontal tails to the trailing edge of the wing, flaperon deflections can have a significant effecton the downwash acting on the horizontal tail and the sidewash acting on the twin vertical tails. It is these down-

wash and sidewash effects which determine the most effective flaperon design and in addition contribute to the
complexity of the aerodkynamics.

FIGURE 2. YF-17-TYPE EMPENNAGE

SINGLE PIECE FLAPERONS

ROLL POWER

For the large span flaperon, at Mach 1.1, 10, 000 feet, a relatively large rolling moment, typified by Fig-
ure 3*, is generated for a differential deflection of 20 degrees.

+ 6
f° TOTAL = 'fo LEFT - 'fo RIGHT

fo v H
ACoutboard= ACfo(6fo,a)Ke/r + Alv (6foaiKe1 + AC1Hfo(6foQ)*Ke/r

flaperon
ACI

4Cjfo = roll due to outboard flaperon

ACJv = roll due to vertical interference effects

+ 6 f°TOTAL ACIH = roll due to horizontal interference effects

Ce /r outboard flaperon flexibility coefficient
ACJHfo VoK/

fKe/r = vertical flexibility coefficient

Mach 1.1, a0e, Rigid Data = horizontal flexibility coefficient

FIGURE 3. TYPICAL FLAPERON LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL COEFFICIENT BUILDUP

With the incorporation of aeroelastic effects, this value is changed to a reversed rolling moment due to a
large opposing rolling moment generated at the empennage and worsened by the significantly higher elastic to rigid
ratios of the empennage surfaces. The major portion of reduced flaperon effectiveness in the high dynamic pres-
sure region can be attributed to the flexibility of the wing itself.

The effect of moving the inboard edge of the flaperon outward yielded a reduction in the interference effects
between the flaperon and empennage, but also a reduction in the effectiveness of the flaperon so, as demon-
strated in Figure 4, there was no significant improvement in the overall roll effectiveness.

*Th coefficient buildup shown in Figure 3 for the outboard flaperons is the same as for the full span flaperons

oefficake build
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YAW/ROLL EFFECTS

Along with roll power, the minimization/control of induced yawing moments is another type of improved
roll performance and turn coordination. The yaw/roll ratios for the analysis at Mach 0.9, 1. 1 and 1.2 revealed
values greater than unity for both supersonic cases, shown in Figure 5. Test data taken with the vertical tails
removed, Figure 6, show that the sidewash effects at the vertical tail are solely responsible for these yawing
moments. Depicted in Figure 7, as the right and left hand flaperons are differentially deflected, the circulation
about the wing creates a sidewash. This sidewash in turn acts against the twin vertical tails, resulting in a yaw-
ing moment. While the movement of inboard edge outboard did improve the C./C2 ratio, Figure 8, it resulted in
a decrease in roll power as previously noted.

A conventional aileron system, such as on the YF-17, induces yawing moments which are relatively small
and can be controllable with the application of an aileron rudder interconnect. However, as a result of increased
aerodynimic interaction on the vertical stabilizer, the yawing moments induced by the full span flaperons are so
large that there is insufficient rudder power to compensate or moderate them in the transonic, high dynamic
pressure flight region.

Therefore, the single piece flaperons are unacceptable for a YF-17-type aircraft in that they provide:
1) Inadequate rolling moments and 2) induced yawing moments which cannot be cancelled by the available rudder
hinge moment capability.
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SEGMENTED FLAPERON

ROLL PERFORMANCE

As a result of testing on the full span flaperons the decision was made to investigate the potential of seg-
mented flaperons. With fly-by-wire technology, the inboard panels of the segmented flaperons can be
deflected symmetrically or asymmetrically with the outboard panels, Figure 9, in order to provide the best
possible roll performance for a given flight condition. In contrast to the full span flaperons, during a high
dynamic pressure, transonic flight condition, the segmented flaperons with the inboard panels oppositely
deflected provide the capability for adjusting the level of induced yawing moment while having a favorable
rolling moment interference on the empennage. In Figure 10, a comparison of the rigid rolling and yawing
moment coefficients and the elastic rolling moments at 10,000 feet clearly present the advantages of the seg-
mented flaperons over the full span flaperon. For the rigid data the rolling moment is up to 50 percent
more and the yawing moment is reduced by over 50 percent. For the elastic rolling moment data, not onlydoes the segmented flaperon provide greater roll power, it precludes roll reversal at Mach .95.

SYMMETRICAL DEFLECTIONS ASYMMETRICAL DEFLECTIONS

FIGURE 9. SEGMENTED FLAPERON ROLL CONFIGURATIONS

Testing during the study of the full span flaperon revealed that the interference effects between the flaperon
ad the horizontal taill which resulted in an adverse roll input from the empennage also served to reduce the hinge
moment which acted upon the horizontal tail. While the hinge moment relief provided by the full span flaperona
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FIGURE 10. SEGMENTED FLAPERON PERFORMANCE ADVANTAGES

could not be effectively utilized, the segmented flaperons can fully exploit this benefit. For a flight condition of
Mach 1.1 at 10, 000 feet the calculated rolling tail deflection is five degrees without hinge mo..'nt relief. With
the hinge moment relief from the deflected flaperons, however, the rolling tail can obtain its vt 71 differential
authority of 20 degrees.

On the basis of the increased roll power and minimization of induced yawing moments, the segmented flap-
erons are considered to be the baseline configuration for any future YF-17 derivatives utilizing flaperon
control.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

In addition to the tradeoff for increased flight control system complexity, a disadvantage of the segmented
flaperons is the associated Increase in the complexity of the aerodynamics. The ability to move the inboard
panels symmetrically or asymmetrically with respect to the outboard panels in conjunction with the flaperon
interference effects at the empennage makes the flaperon aerodynamics a very complex problem, typified by the
rigid data and buildup equations presented in Figure 3 for the outboard flaperons. The reduction of the lateral
directional data for a particular angle of attack requires determining the coefficient contribution from the
flaperon, the horizontal tail and the vertical tail. A large change in the horizontal tail position will result
in a change in the coefficient. Separate elastic to rigid ratios must be applied to each component and the
particular coefficient for a panel will vary depending on symmetrical or asymmetrical deflection of the adjoining
panel. Thus, we are dealing with a very complex configuration, one that is capable of bringing a grimace to the
face of those responsible for test requirements and data reduction.

LONGITUDINAL MODES

For the study of the potential longitudinal modes utilizing active flaperon control there was no distinction
made between full span and segmented flaperons. The inboard/outboard panels are treated as one surface with
the exception of the maneuvering flaps mode.

The ability to move all four panels symmetrically gives the flaperons a longitudinal control capability com-
parable with that of the horizontal tail. With the existence of two independent longitudinal control surfaces, it
becomes possible to decouple the two airframe state variables, angle of attack and pitch rate that dominate the
aircraft's short period frequency characteristics.

The longitudinal modes include both closed loop and open loop modes. The closed loop modes require feed-
ing back one or two airframe variables to achieve the desired aircraft response in addition to or instead of the
normal feedback variables of the Control Augmentation System presented in Figure 11. The open loop modes
require only interconnected deflections of the flaperon and horizontal tail and rely on the dynamics of the airframe
to achieve the desired aircraft response. All of the results presented are for a flight condition of Mach 0.9 at
either 500 or 1000 feet. The application of these modes for most other flight conditions can be achieved through
gain scheduling as a function of Mach and altitude.

For the preliminary study of the longitudinal flaperon modes, the derivation of values for the longitudinal
flaperon derivatives were incomplete. While preliminary analysis indicated the value of CL6F was positive and
at least 0.010 per degree for Mach 0.9 at Sea Level, and CD 6 F was insignificant, neither the magnitude nor the
sign of Cm6F was certair . While in all likelihood Cm6F is positive for a short coupled aircraft like the YF-17,
until the elastic to rigid increments are determined there Is some possibility that the value may be negative.
Therefore, the influences of positive, zero and negative values of CnCF are indicated in the discussions of the
longitudinal modes.

MANEUVERING FLAPS

Before proceeding into new areas for the application of flaperon control, it is important to cover an area
which was successfully Implemented on the YF-17, maneuvering flaps.
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For the segmented flaperon design, the maneuvering flaps mode utilizes the leading-edge flaps and the
inboard flaperons to vary the effective wing camber during maneuvers. The surfaces are positioned in accor-
dance with schedules of angle of attack and Mach number to obtain the optimum lift-drag ratio during maneuver-
ing, as presented in Figure 12. In addition to enhancing flight path control and aircraft agility, the flap system
is beneficial in obtaining high resistance to spin, Reference 1.

VARIABLE CAMBER
(AUTO FLAP SYSTEM) D

U

U _4j _BASIC WING
R NO VARIABLE CAMBER

DRAG-DUE-TO-LIFT COEFFICIENT - CDL

FIGUrRE 12. EFFECT OF MANEUVERING FLAPS

LEADING EDGE/TRAILING EDGE FLAP SCHEDULED TO MAXIMIZE
LIFT AND MINIMIZE DRAG

RIDE SMOOTHIING

In order to increase the survivability of modern fighter aircraft, new emphasis is being given to the
capability of low-altitude high-speed penetration. For an aircraft such as the YF-17, the low-wing loading'
high-lift curve slope which maximize turn rate capability and maneuverability essential for survival in air
combat also tend to deteriorate the ride quality during high-speed penetration, which can lead to reduced mis-
sion success in attacking heavily defended ground targets, or in the worst case even mission failure.

For the evaluation of ride quality through turbulence, T is used. X is the rms load factor at the pilot sta-
tion (unless otherwise noted) divided by the rms gust level (fps) as defined in Equation 1.

Ii I 1/2
=C T AF (Q) "D d( 2  nz

-0 o.- = .___- (1)

2w-gust

The X values are determined from the rms load factor and turbulence levels which are computed by
sampling nz and w-gust during time domain simulation of the CSMP models. Each ride quality run is simulated
for sixty seconds.

To simulate turbulence the nongaussian Tomlinson turbulence model, Reference 2, was used with an rms
gust intensity level of approximately 6.6-feet per second as prescribed by MIL-F-9490D, Reference 3, for a
10-2 probability of exceedance at an altitude of 500 feet. This turbulence model is based on the atmospheric
turbulence modeling work performed by J. G. Jones, Reference 4. The Tomlinson model was chosen in prefer-
ence to the Dryden turbulence model because its velocity Increment distribution was considered more realistic
ad ataepberte turba .n.e. The per spectral density for the Toinlineon turbulence model is comparable to

melo W 1 fll'WI11
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Based on the results of Table 1, for the pitch CAS shown in Figure 11 it is evident that the CAS ON condi-
tion offers only a slight improvement over the CAS OFF condition. Furthermore, for 30 minutes of exposure
neither level is acceptable based on the chart in Figure 14, from which an greater than or equal to 0. 048 is
intolerable for an rms intensity level of 6.6 fpo.

TABLE 1

CAS CAS
OFF ON

WINGLOADING -65 LBS/FT
2
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FIGURE 14. RIDE QUALITY CRITERIA, REFERENCE 5

To obtain satisfactory ride qualities during low altitude high speed flight, extensive effort has been expended
in the development of a ride improvement mode system, References 6 and 7. The system, presented in Fig-
ure 15, tries to maintain a constant value of lift for changes in angle of attack due to turbulence, Figure 16.
This is performed by sensing the load factor at the pilot station and using that as a control signal to command
the high rate flaperons, so that the flaperons can minimize the turbulence-induced incremental load factor
at the pilot station.

Operating in parallel with the ride mode is the CAS which uses a blend of load factor and pitch rate to main-
tain aircraft stability while trying to minimize uncommanded pitch rate and load factor.

I=
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As demonstrated in Figure 17, when an upgust strikes the aircraft in straight and level flight it causes an
increase in the angle of attack at the wing and therefore an increase in lift (for positive CL,) and a nose-down
pitching moment (for negative Crn). The resulting positive load factor causes the flaperons to be deflected in
the neg'ative direction to cancel the increase in lift. At the same time, the flaperon deflection causes additional
ncse-dcwn pitching moment for the positive Cm6F values. The total nose-down pitching moment generated by
the aerodynamics of the wing and flaperon create a pitch acceleration that when multiplied by the distance of the
pilot statvan from the eg reduces the total positive load factor acting at the pilot station.

The nose down pitching motion also drives the horizontal tail in the up (or negative) direction to cancel the
nose-down pitching motion. Because of the positive CL6H values of the horizontal tail this also acts to reduce the
positive lift produced by the gust. The effect of zero or negative Cm 6 F ,alues is to lessen the total pitch-
ing moment.

A look at the results in Table 2 indicates that the ride mode in operation with the CAS provides a better
than 50-percent reduction in rms vertical load factor. placing the aircraft well within the tolerance limits for
30 minutes of exposure. While the positive Cm ,, value provides the best ride smoothing. all three values
provide more than satisfactory performance.

TABLE 2

CAS ON. RIDE MODE ON

C m68F -0,001 0.0 0.001

0.035 0.031 0.029

MACH 0.9 AT 500 FT

Most previous work In the areas of ride qualities had implemented a flap tail interconnect that would work
the tail to cancel the pitching moments generated by the deflections of the flap. Our previous work in this area

indicated that with the pitch CAS system this was neither necessary nor desirable.

However, when it was realized that we could use pitch acceleration to help minimize load factor at the pilot
station, the implementation of a feed forward from the flaperon to the horizontal tail was examined. In additionto normal CAS commands, the horizontal tail was commanded to move in phase with the flaperon. The result was

to generate an increased pitch acceleration that would offset the load factor at the pilot station resulting from
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turbulence. The improvement in load factor reduction as compared to normal ride mode operation is presented
in Table 3 and FLgure 18. In spite of the improved performance to reduce pilot load factor, the feed forward
appears to be uisatisfactory, since the slight improvement in lo~d factor at the pilot station results in a consider-
able increase in load factor at the cg, Table 4.

TABLE 3 TABLE 4

CAS ON, RIDE MODE ON CAS ON, RIDE MODE ON

W/O FEED W/FEED W/O FEED W/FEED
FORWARD FORWARD FORWARD FORWARD

0.029 0.023 rms nz 0.20 0.33

MANEUVERING ENHANCEMENT

With the availability of the flaperons to provide additional control over lift and pitch, several CCV modes
such as utilized on the YF-16 CCV aircraft, Reference 8, can be investigated. One of these, the maneuvering
enhancement mode, is basically a fallout from the ride mode. By creating a control path from the pilot input
command to sum with the nz feedback loop of the ride mode, Figure 19, the pilot can command a flaperon deflec-
tion as a function of desired g's. The command to the flaperons then becomes the error signal between the com-
manded g's and the actual g's.

As presented in Figure 21, the function of the maneuvering enhancement mode is to increase the aircraft's
response to pilot commands for vertical load factor, allowing the pilot to increase the initial rate of climb or
descent.

[,,r variations in the value of Cm6 F, from 0.001 to -0.001, the effr-ts on the maneuvering enhancement mode
-.P 4ve were insignificant. Although for large values on the order of 0.010 there was some reduction in damp-

I Ow tir( raft response with a corresponding increase in the aircraft's altitude gain, Figure 21.

S I( If1 I'.,AI CONTIIOI.

.i f,:h path rontrol, the ability to pitch the aircraft with no change in angle of attack, Figure 22, is the
, ,, I .. 1.1,;ished through the Implementation of open loop control. It's potential benefit Is improved

*('4T~ Wi
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Using Cramers Rule to solve the two steady state equations for the flaperon horizontal tail deflections, Equations 4
and 5, It becomes apparent that the ratio between flaperon deflection and horizontal-tail deflection, Equation 6, for
vertical flight path control is independent of 0.

Thus, for a step command to the flaperons the horizontal tail follows according to the ratio defined by Equa-
tion 6. Any changes made to the value of Cm6F will affect the M F term and in turn affect the Interconnect rela-
tionship between the flaperons and horizontal tail. However, its effect on the overall aircraft dynamics for this
maneuver are negligible for reasonable Cm8F values.
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DIRECT LIFT

Direct lift on vertical translation, as described in Figure 24, is the act of producing a wdot and thus w with-
out inducing any pitch rate. in this manner the aircraft is capable of an orthogonal translation at constant atti-
tude. This maneuver Is accomplished by commanding the flaperons to provide the desired increment of lift to
translate the aircraft and controlling the horizontal tail through the appropriate feedback loops to cancel any
pitching moments generated predominantly by the flaperons and the aircraft's Ma term. For this investigation,
a feed forward path from the flaperon command to the horizontal tail combined with a blend of pitch rate and
angle of attack feedbacks were used to control the pitch rate to a zero value.

V __

-2 -5 O0a

V4-

MFIGURE 24. DIRECT LIFT CONCEPT

The results for this mode are presented in Figure 25. While variations in the value of Cmf had influence

on the interconnect relationship between the flaperons and horizontal tail, they had no effect on the overall air-
craft response, Figure 26.
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FIGURE 25. DIRECT LIFT TIME HISTORY

LONGITUDINAL FUSELAGE POINTING

For improved performance for the air to ground role, a Longitudinal Fuselage Pointing mode was
developed. The purpose of this mode is to allow the pilot to pitch the aircraft to a new angle of attack with no change
in altitude or flight path angle, Figure 27. This allows the pilot to improve his air to ground tracking ability and
is said to make air to ground tracking runs more comfortable and easier to accomplish, Reference 8.

In the point-up motion presented in Figure 28 the horizontal tail commands a transient pitch rate while the flap-
erons spoil the lift generated by the increased angle of attack. The result is to create a new equilibrium condition
where alpha dot and qdot are zero. Initially, this mode was pursued as an open-loop mode where the position of the
flaperon and horizontal tail was simply a function of the desired angle of attack, however, this caused a constant
loss in altitude during the maneuver. To zero out this change in altitude, the rate of change in altitude was fed
back to the flaperons.

Similar to the previous auxiliary modes, the effect of variations in Cm IF was negligible. Again, the only signi-
ftcant effect the value of Cm 6 F has is in the relation between the initial flaperon and horizontal tail deflections.
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THE RECONFIGURABLE FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

Provided an aircraft utilizes a digital flight control system and a flaperon which has a large Cm 6 F coefficient,

to it could be viable to use the flaperons as the primary longitudinal flight control surface in the event that
longitudinal control of the horizontal tail is lost. The control of the flaperons for primary longitudinal con-
trol of the horizontal tail is lost. The control of the flaperons for primary longitudinal control would occur
through the reconfiguration of the flight control laws which normally commanded the horizontal tail, Figure 29.
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FIGURE 29.RECONFIGURATION CONTROL CONCEPT

With the loss of the horizontal tail, the control law would be reconfigured so instead of commanding a hori-
zontal-tail deflection it would command a flaperon deflection. To provide adequate pitch authority, there would be
an increase in gain from the normal horizontal-tail command to the reconfigured flaperon command. This in-
creased gain would be the ratio of Cm 6 H/Cm 6 F.

Based on YF-17 aerodynamics, including the ratio of the YF-17's trailing-edge flap pitching moment versus
horizontal tail pitching moment presented in Figure 30, a root loci study was performed. The two CAS ON root locus
plots for Mach 0. 9 at 500 feet, Figures 31 and 32, compared very favorably and indicated that this area may warrant
future study. Although the flaperon may not provide sufficient pitch authority to land the aircraft, it could prove
very effective in allowing a pilot to reach a desirable area for ejection for increased survivability.
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FIGURE 30. YF-17 TRAILING EDGE FLAP/HORIZONTAL TAIL PITCHING MOMENT COMPARISON

AREAS FOR ADDITIONAL STUDY

To exploit the potential for these primary and auxiliary modes to be implemented on an aircraft employing
active flaperon control several areas need additional study. While the segmented flaperon roll mode and the
ride mode have been integrated into an overall flight control system design, the auxiliary modes require further
study on the Northrop Large Amplitude Simulator to determine the extent to which these modes can be effective
and if so, how they could best be integrated Into the overall flight control system design.

Other areas which were not discussed here but warrant investigation are the active control of the segmented
flaperons for empennage load alleviation and the potential for some limited direct side force control.
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CONCLU2SIONS

In terms of the aerodynamic characteristics of a flaperon. for the implementation of active longitudinal
control it appears that the ability to predict what the value of an aerodynamic coefficient is, is more impor-
tant than the actual value of the coefficient.

With the presence of a digital flight control system to allow for complex control law configurations without
hardware modifications, it is possible through the choice of a segmented flaperon configuration to increase a
YF-17-type aircraft's overall performance and multirole capability. This is accomplished by increasing both

lateral/directional and longitudinal performance. Lateral directional improvements include increased roll power
and the minimization of induced yawing moments. Longitudinal improvements include improved ride quality, the
decoupling of short period dynamics to provide new maneuver capabilities for increased air-to-air. air-to-ground
performance; and the potential for flight control system reconfiguration for increased survivability.
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SUMMARY

This paper traces the evolution of active control technology (ACT) from the viewpoint
of the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory (AFFDL). Emphasis is placed on the aero-
dynamic control forces necessary to fully exploit ACT and in describing AFFDL development
programs which merge these two disciplines and transition technology into operational
flight equipment. Specific ACT programs described are: (1) the LAMS Program, (2) the
CCV B-52 Program, (3) the SFCS F-4 Program, (4) the CCV/PACT F-4 Programs, (5) the Vari-
able Stability NT-33 Program, (6) the CCV YF-16 Program, (7) the A-7D Digital Multimode
Program, (8) the IFFC I/FIREFLY III Program, and (9) the AFTI-16 Program. Experiences
indicating areas of need for extension of fluid dynamics technology are also discussed.

LIST OF SYMBOLS/ABBREVIATIONS/ACRONYMS

A aileron

ACT active control technology

AFAL Air Force Avionics Laboratory

AFFDL Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory

AFTI Advanced Fighter Technology Integration

ALDCS Active Lift Distribution Control System

AS Augmented Stability

ATLIS Automatic Tracking Laser Illumination System

BS body station

c mean aerodynamic chord

C* longitudinal response parameter (C-star)

CAS Command Augmentation System

CCV Control Configured Vehicle

C.G. center of gravity

CH horizontal canard

deg, DEG degrees

DFC direct force control

DFCS Digital Flight Control System

DLC direct lift control

DSFC direct sideforce control

DN down

EAS equivalent airspeed

FBW fly-by-wire

FMC Flutter Mode Control

FR Fatigue Reduction

ft, FT feet

g acceleration of gravity
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GASDSAS Gust Alleviation and Structural Dynamic Stability
Augmentation System

H horizontal tail

HC horizontal canard

IFFC Integrated Flight and Fire Control

ILAF Identical Location of Accelerometer and Force

in, IN inches

KTS knots

LAMS Load Alleviation and Mode Stabilization

lbs, LBS pounds

m meters

MAC mean aerodynamic chord

MM multimode

MLC Maneuver Load Control

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration

PACT Precision Aircraft Control Technology

PVI Pilot/Vehicle Interface

R rudder

RC Ride Control

S stabilator; surface area

SAS Stability Augmentation System

sec second

Seg segment

SFCS Survivable Flight Control System

SP spoiler

Sta station

T.E. trailing edge

TEF trailing edge flap

TIFS Total In-Flight Simulator

TWEAD Tactical Weapon Delivery

TYP typical

V velocity

VC vertical canard

vs, VS versus

WBL wing buttock line

WL water line

WRP wing reference plane

aangle of attack

B angle of sideslip

Cdeflection angle

increment or change



1. INTRODUCTION

The continuing advancement of active control technology (ACT) has given the aircraft
designer new tools for the optimization of performance and mission effectiveness. Applica-
tion of advanced flight control techniques during the preliminary design stages, on an
equal basis with the traditional disciplines of aerodynamics, structures, and propulsion,
can lead to synergistic benefits. The Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory (AFFDL) has
pioneered in this area, conducting and sponsoring a series of active control technology 1U-)
development programs involving flight test validation. Figure 1 depicts the sequence of
the more significant of these AFFDL ACT programs, starting with the LAMS Program in 1966
and progressing through the current AFTI-16 Program. The following paragraphs present
individual summaries of the programs, with emphasis on the relationships between ACT and
aerodynamic control requirements.
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FIG 1: Sequence of AFFDL ACT Development Programs

Aircraft active control technology had its beginnings in autopilots to provide pilot
relief functions. Full-time application of feedback controls for vehicle rigid body
dynamic compensation followed when it became apparent that basic vehicles lacked adequate
handling qualities and dynamic characteristics. An extension beyond rigid body stability
augmentation concepts began in the mid 1950's on ballistic missiles to alleviate structural
loads while accelerating through high dynamic pressure regions. Similar structural problems
began to appear in the early 1960's on structurally light and elastic aircraft configura-
tions. The prominent design factors causing this trend were thin lifting surfaces, long
slender fuselages, low mass-fraction structures, high stress design levels, and low load
factors. In light of advances in ACT, these facts made it imperative to investigate the
potential for simultaneously controlling rigid body and structural motion. This was the
dominant motivation for the Load Alleviation and Mode Stabilization (=MS) Program.

2. THE LAMS PROGRAM (1966-1968)

The Load Alleviation and Mode Stabilization (LAMS) Program was conducted on a B-52
testbed to demonstrate the capabilities of an advanced flight control system to alleviate
gust loads and control structural modes on a large flexible aircraft using existing aero-
dynamic control surfaces as force producers (1, 2). Figure 2 shows that all available
control surfaces were used in the LAMS system, and also depicts the gyros which provided
structural mode rate signals to the flight control system. The two outboard spoiler
panels were operated symmetrically around a 150 biased position, the ailerons were used
both symmetrically and asymmetrically, and the elevator and rudder were used in the normal
manner.

A 65 degree-of-freedom math model of the LAMS vehicle was developed for design synthe-
sis and evaluation of the flight control system. The model included 30 longitudinal and
35 lateral-directional degrees of freedom (including the Wagner and K6ssner lift-growth
functions), gust-penetration lags and fourth order actuator and control surface dynamics
(3). Initially, quadratic optimization theory was used in the LAMS control law synthesis,
to identify the critical modes and the feedbacks to stabilize these modes. However,
control laws defined by the optimization theory were not usable, since the computational
capability was not available to implement these in a practical system. The optimum control
laws were reduced to a successful practical system using classical methods which were later

_A, vrif led on the 65 degree-of-freedom simulation. The complex cause-and effect relationships



that result from such a large matrix of structural and rigid body modes presented a formi-
dable challenge in control law development. New wide bandwidth electro-hydraulic servo
actuators were also required to provide high frequency response capability and acceptance
of both mechanical and electrical commands.
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FIG 2: LAMS Control Surfaces and Gyros

The figure of merit for the LAMS system was the percent reduction in fatigue damage
due to turbulence. Figure 3 presents the reductions in turbulence-induced fatigue damage
rates obtained with the LAMS system. These data are based on test results at three
flight conditions and include effects of vertical, lateral, and rolling gusts. For
comparison purposes, a conventional baseline SAS (Stability Augmentation System) was

jimplemented to control only rigid body motions. The LAMS system reduced the basic air-
craft wing fatigue damage rate by about 50% and also significantly bettered the baseline
SAS fatigue rate reductions. LAMS also demonstrated large improvements in fatigue damage
rates at the mid-fuselage stations. Even more important than these quantitative results
was the demonstration that a control system can be designed to significantly alter the
structural response characteristics of an aircraft.

The LAMS Program indicated a limited ability to reduce acceleration at the pilot
station using only existing aerodynamic control surfaces. However, because of the struc-
tural mode shapes it was evident the force had to be located near the point of desired
effect. The need for force producers at the site of desired acceleration reductions was
the basis of the Identical Location of Accelerometer and Force (ILAF) concept (4). The
ILAF technique was applied to the XB-70 during the Gust Alleviation and Structural Dynamic-
Stability Augmentation System (GASDSAS) Program, which used small horizontal canard
surfaces to obtain significant reductions in pilot-station acceleration (5). In this
application, structural vibration caused by actuator motion fed back into the sensor
causing a resonance to occur. The resonance was eliminated by proper filtering, but the
occurance indicates the need for careful attention to such things during design.

A direct lift control (DLC) study conducted during the LAMS Program also showed the
desirability of uncoupling the rotational and translational degrees of aircraft motion
(6). Spoilers and symmetrical ailerons were used with elevators to implement DLC. Flight
test results showed that uncoupling pitch and heave through DLC greatly simplified the
pre 'ise maneuvering required during aerial refueling and instrument approaches. The B-52
LAMS testbed had no means of obtaining direct sideforce control (DSFC).

The potential benefits available from decoupling the flight motions and from having
force producers at critical locations led to a decision to reconfigure the LAMS B-52
control surface complement to more fully explore newly emerging ACT concepts. The LAMS
biased spoilers were obvious candidates for replacement as ACT control surfaces. First,



their drag would be prohibitive in an operational configuration. Second, during the LAMS
flight testing, a wing flutter mode exhibited degraded stability because of initial failure
to accurately account for time phasing between the spoiler deflections and the resulting
aerodynamic force. This points out the necessity for considering aerodynamic lag effects.
Elimination of spoiler segments as AC, surfaces and other aerodynamic changes was a part
of the CCV B-52 Program which was the next major AFFDL effort to further exploit the
lessons learned from LAMS and related programs.
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FIG 3: Fatigue Damage Rates

3. THE CCV B-52 PROGRAM (1971-1974)

The term Control Configured Vehicles (CCV) was introduced to describe a design philos-
ophy in which modern control technology is allowed to impact total vehicle design through
its inclusion early in the aircraft design cycle. Applying this philosophy allows control
concepts to be incorporated which can potentially give performance improvements and weight
reductions. Such ACT concepts for large aircraft include Flutter Mode Control (FMC),
Maneuver Load Control (MLC), Ride Control (RC), Fatigue Reduction (FR), and Augmented
Stability (AS).

A Fly-By-Wire (FBW) control system is fundamental to implementation of the above con-
cepts. As used herein, F2W means an electrical flight control system employing feedback
such that the vehicle motion is the controlled parameter. The LAMS aircraft had a full
FBW system for the left-hand pilot, while the right-hand co-pilot retained the mechanical
system for backup. The CCV B-52 Program took advantage of this FBW capability by using
the LAMS aircraft as the CCV bomber testbed (7).

The CCV B-52 flight control surfaces and the concepts they were used to implement are
depicted in Figure 4. Several new control surfaces were added to change from the LAMS to
the CCV aerodynamic configuration. These include one vertical and two horizontal canards
mounted on the forward fuselage at the pilot station, three segments of flaperons on each
wing replacing the inboard flaps, and a new aileron located just 2outboar 2 of the outboard
flap on each wing. The new canard surfaces had an area of 10 ft (0.93 m ) each. Standard
flight control surfaces retained were elevator, rudder, five of seven spoiler segments,
and the original ailerons. Also shown on Figure 4 are the external fuel tanks which were
adversely mass balanced to create a flutter mode within the level flight speed capabilities
of the testbed. This was necessary to permit investigation of Flutter Mode Control on the
normally flutter-free B-52.

Of the five ACT concepts implemented on the CCV B-52, only Fatigue Reduction was common
between the LAMS and CCV Programs. A slightly modified version of the LAMS system was
included on the CCV B-52 to demonstrate compatibility of this concept with the other ACT
systems. The objective of the Ride Control System was to reduce turbulence-induced
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accelerations at the pilot's station by 30% without increasing other fuselage accelerations
by more than 5%. The goal for Maneuver Load Control was to reduce wing root bending moments
by 10% of design limit during a lg incremental load factor pull up maneuver. The objective
of the Augmented Stability system was to provide adequate aircraft flying qualities at
centers-of-gravity as far aft as the neutral point. The goals of the Flutter Mode Control
System were to increase the flutter placard by at least 30% and flight demonstrate flutter-
free operation ten knots (18 km/hr) above the unaugmented flutter speed. Flight test
results verified achievement of the CCV B-52 design goals and demonstrated compatibility
of the five ACT concepts (8, 9). The flutter suppression testing was the first known
instance of a manned aircraft flying beyond its flutter speed, depending on a control
system to avoid structural divergence.
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FIG 4: CCV B-52 Flight Control Surfaces

.4 Large aircraft ACT concepts investigated during AFFDL development programs have found
application in operational flight equipment. An Active Lift Distribution Control System
(ALDCS) was designed and retrofitted into the C-5A fleet to improve wing fatigue endurance
(10). This system applies the MLC and FR concepts to reduce gust and maneuver incremental

wing root bending moments by using the ailerons as ACT surfaces. Lockheed Corporation is
investigating a MLC system for the L-1011-500 aircraft which uses symmetric active ailerons
to reduce wing root bending moments (11). This system would allow g feet (2.74m) to be
added to the wing span of L-l0ll-500's without major structural redesign. The L-l0ll-500

fetures direct lift control (DLC) for landing approach incorporated through symmetricspoiler deflections.

The B-1 aircraft was designed with a RCS to improve crew acceleration environment
* during turbulence and terrajin following (12). The B-1 RCS employed the ILAF technique
* ~ through two 5.75 ft2 (0. 54m') canard surfaces mounted at a 300 anhedral angle and capable

of deflecting 200 at a rate of 200 deg/sec. These unusually high deflection requirements
were used to attempt to assure adequate force availability from the relatively small
canard surfaces, Originally there was some concern that the unsteady aerodynamics effects
at these high rates may be detrimental. However, the effectiveness of the B-l RCS has
been flight demonstrated. Application of ACT during the B-i preliminary design resulted
in an estimated structural weight savings of 9000 pounds (4090 kilograms).

4. THE SFCS F-4 PROGRAM (1969-1973)

I During the same time period that the CCV B-52 Program was underway, another very signi-

ficant and closely related ACT program was being pursued. This was the Survivable Flight
Control System (SFCS) Program which addressed the development of fly-by-wire technology
using an F-4 aircraft (13). While the LAS and CCV B-52 Programs addressed ACT concepts
applied to large flexible aircraft, the SFCS F-4 effort began a series of AFFDL development
programs aimed at the fighter class of aircraft.



The major objective of the SFCS F-4 Program was to establish the practicality of fly-
by-wire, which is the key to application of active control concepts in future fighter
aircraft. The testbed aircraft retained the F-4 aerodynamic configuration and controlled
it by means of a quadruplex analog primary flight control system. In the design of the
SFCS, aircraft motion, rather than control surface deflection, is the parameter to be 10-1
controlled by pilot inputs. This was the first USAF aircraft to fly with a totally FBW
system having no mechanical links between stick and surfaces. Sidestick controllers were
installed for evaluation in conjunction with the improved handling qualities incorporated
through the FBW system.

The control laws incorporated in the SFCS F-4 aircraft were based on those developed
during an earlier AFFDL effort called the TWEAD (Tactical WEApon Delivery) Program. The
TWEAD Program developed and tested a high authority, redundant control augmentation system
(CAS) on an F-4C aircraft (14). Particular features implemented on the TWEAD CAS to
improve controllability were high-gain feedback control loops which gave the pilot direct
control over motion variables, proportional plus integral control which eliminated most
of the required trimming, and vernier control which gave the pilot the ability to make
small, precise, and rapid changes to his flight path. Because of the success of the TWEAD
control laws during flight evaluations, they were selected as the basis for the control
law development for the full authority FBW system on the SFCS F-4.

The SFCS was evaluated during a test program consisting of 84 flights. The pilots
reported that the response and damping of the aircraft had been significantly improved
over the basic F-4. The pitch axis showed better tracking capability as a result of
designing the pitch system for compliance with a C* criteria, as shown in Figure 5. The
loll rate command system, for which criteria also were developed, gave much higher
responses than typical of an F-4. While the faster roll response was rated desirable
for combat applications, it was judged to be too rapid for conventional flight. This
result suggested that responses be task-tailored for each mission segment through a multi-
mode control system. The FBW technology base developed in the SFCS Program paved the
way for further aircraft design improvements through exploitation and application of
other advanced concepts such as fighter CCV techniques and multimode controls. It was
also becoming obvious that achievement of the full potential of such concepts would
require the computational power and flexibility of digital control systems.
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FIG 5: SFCS Flight Test Data - C* Criteria Compliance

5. PACT/CCV F-4 PROGRAMS (1971-1974)

The next major development effort was the Precision Aircraft Control Technology (PACT)
program (13). This program started out as an AFFDL contracted effort to investigate
fighter CCV concepts using the SFCS F-4 as the testbed. After one year, this Fighter CCV
Program was redirected to the use of the YF-16 testbed (see Section 7). However, the F-4
investigation was continued by McDonnell Douglas using company resources under the name
of the PACT Program.

The PACT Program modified the SFCS F-4 aerodynamic confiquration by the addition of
two close-coupled horizontal canard surfaces of 20 ft2 (1.86m 2 ) each. Figure 6 shows the
aircraft arrangement, including the control surface deflection ranges. The canards moved
the aerodynamic neutral point forward and caused the longitudinal axis of the unaugmented
aircraft to be unstable subsonically. This permitted the investigation of maneuvering
performance improvements achievable through application of the Relaxed Static Stability
concept. Static margins as negative as -7.5% of the mean aerodynamic chord were obtained
with the horizontal canard configuration. The canards were designed so that their outer
panels could be removed, leaving each with an area of 8.5 ft9 (0.79m 2 ). This allowed
a two-step build-up to the maximum level of instability.
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FIG 6: F-4 PACT General Arrangement

The horizontal canards were electronically scheduled as a function of stabilator posi-
tion to provide a minimum drag combination. Because of the destabilizing effect of the
canards, the stabilator travel range was rotated 5° in the aircraft nose down direction.
The horizontal stabilator no-load maximum deflection rate of 25 deg/sec was marginal for
RSS operation. Only minor changes were needed to the baseline SFCS to enable it to control
the unstable PACT airframe and provide good handling qualities.

The PACT flight test program consisted of 30 flights which demonstrated maneuvering
performance improvements over the F-4. Fixed leading edge slats were added at the same
time as the PACT horizontal canards and these surfaces also contributed to performance.
The horizontal canards improved performance through the addition of lifting surface area,
through the RSS concept, and through an apparent favorable aerodynamic interaction with
the wing. These effects were manifested in increased supersonic control limited load
factors, in higher subsonic lift limited load factors, and in lower landing speeds. Buffet
levels were also significantly reduced, but most of this improvement came from the slats.

The wind tunnel data base for the PACT effort was established during the earlier CCV
F-4 contracted studies. The CCV F-4 Program was to have investigated direct lift and
direct sideforce in addition to RSS. Therefore, extensive wind tunnel tests were conducted
to size, locate, and document the aerodynamic characteristics of surfaces needed to imple-
ment direct force control. A vertical canard was chosen as the primary sideforce generator
and horizontal-canards were to be used for direct lift implementation (15).

Three different vertical canard planforms were wind tunnel tested on F-4 models to
arrive at the most effective surface. The selected vertical canard had an area of
9.4 ft2 (0.87m2 ), a sweep angle of 450, and a deflection range of t30*. The effective-
ness of a vertical canard as a sideforce generator is a function of both its sideforce
reaction and its yawing moment, which, when trimmed out by the rudder, adds to the side-
force. During the CCV F-4 wind tunnel tests, even the best vertical canard was found to
suffer a severe loss in effectiveness as angle of attack increased. This effect is shown
in Figure 7, and implies that the vertical canard may be an acceptable sideforce generator
for air-to-ground operations, but may be marginal in sideforce for high angle of attack
air combat maneuvering.

An alternate method for generating direct sideforce was discovered during CCV F-4

wind tunnel testing. Differentially deflected horizontal canard surfaces were found to
provide significant levels of sideforce (16). Figure 8 shows that, unlike vertical
canards, horizontal canards produce sideforces that increase in magnitude with angle of
attack. The theoretical basis of this phenomenon was not understood at that time. The
use of horizontal canards for sideforce generation was explored more fully during the
CCV YF-16 Program and will be further discussed in that section.

Use of horizontal canards was found to be an effective way of implementing direct

lift control on the F-4 configuration. However, the direct lift capability of close-
coupled horizontal canards does not arise from their effectiveness as lift producers.
Wind tunnel tests showed that close-coupled horizontal canards are relatively ineffective
in producing net lift because the lift generated by the canards is offset by the decrease
in wing lift resulting from the downwash induced on the wing by the deflected canards.
However, the canards can generate a considerable nose-up pitching moment which may be
trimmed by a trailing edge down horizontal stabilator deflection. This positive



stabilator deflection for trim contributes a relatively large amount of incremental lift
which, when added to the untrimmed canard increment, gives a significant level of direct
lift control. The CCV F-4 would have supplemented the canard/stabilator DLC capability 10 -
with conventional spoiler and flaperon deflections.

Fighter aircraft ACT concepts investigated during the SFCS and PACT/CCV F-4 Programs
found application in the F-16 Lightweight Fighter. The F-16 employs a quad-redundant FBW
analog flight control system with no mechanical links between cockpit and actuators. It
also employs the Relaxed Static Stability concept to achieve improved range and maneuvering
performance (17).
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6. VARIABLE STABILITY NT-33A

Direct force control (DFC) technology has matured much more slowly than other ACT con-
cepts. Though the theory is straightforward, an operationally suitable DFC implementation
requires unique approaches to interdisciplinary problems. First, standard aerodynamic
configurations normally do not have the means to generate direct sideforce and the normal
method of generating direct lift (trailing edge flaps and stabilator) is somewhat ineffi-
cient and of low authority. Thus, non-standard aerodynamic configurations and control



surfaces are indicated. Second, the man machine interface problem is of vital importance
1- 0 when giving the pilot additional degrees of control freedom. The question of how the

pilot can best command DFC modes has yet to be resolved. Separate, additional controllers
for DFC can increase the workload and cause cross-coupling and other compatibility problems
(18). New cockpit displays are also needed to allow the pilot to effectively monitor his
u~e of decoupled control modes. Finally, it has not been conclusively demonstrated to
pilots that DFC will allow them to perform combat task9q in a manner superior to conventional
maneuvering. Some of the lag in maturing DFC technology can be attributed to the difficulty
in adequately representing unconventional aircraft motions in ground-based simulators.

An AFFDL resource used for in-flight investigations of DFC and other ACT concepts is
the Variable Stability NT-33A aircraft. As shown in Figure 9, the NT-33A obtained its DSFC
by deflecting the rudder to cancel the yawing moment resulting from the asymmetric drag of
wing tip tank petals. This scheme was used to evaluate the usefulness of DSFC in simulated
dive bombing runs during a 1971 flight test program (19). Three different pilot controllers
were investigated for a flat turn mode and for a lateral translation mode. The drag petal/
rudder method of generating DSFC was found to be suitable for the high drag configuration
normally used in dive bombing. However, the maximum sideforce available on the NT-33A was
only 0.17g. Even so, it was concluded that DSFC improved the pilot's ability to acquire
and maintain a target and indicated that additional research at higher performance would
be worthwhile. A similar concept for generating DSFC employing split ailerons and rudder
was included on the Northrop A-9 configuration. However, the full benefits were not realized
due to a simple mechanical mechanization, which was in keeping with the design philosophy
of the aircraft.

AFFDL in-flight simulators continue to support ACT research and development. The
Variable Stability NT-33A was used in handling qualities development support for the F-16
and YF-17 and is involved in flight control development work for the US Navy F-18. Its
AFFDL companion aircraft, the Total-In-Flight-Simulator (TIFS) NC-131H, is used for
bomber/transport research. The TIFS recently has been used for in-flight investigations
of B-1 and Space Shuttle Orbiter handling characteristics and in support of NASA's Super-
sonic Cruise Aircraft Research Program.
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FIG 9: NT-33A Direct Sideforce Technique

7. THE CCV YF-16 PROGRAM (1973-1977)

The Fighter CCV Program started with an F-4 testbed but was redirected after one year
to a more modern testbed: the YF-16. This program flight demonstrated seven decoupled
control modes attainable through direct lift control and direct sideforce control. The
CCV YF-16 achieved higher levels of direct force control than had previously been flight
tested, and identified many actual and potential uses of the unique maneuvering capabili-
ties afforded by the ability to inependently control the six degrees of aircraft motion.
This program also quantified the variation of maneuvering performance with degree of longi-
tudinal aerodynamic stability under an RSS investigation.

The CCV YF-16 Program began with an extensive wind tunnel effort to determine the most
desirable method of incorporating direct force capability on the test aircraft. Additional
control surfaces tested included vertical canards for DSFC and horizontal canards for both
DSFC and DLC. A horizontal canard was attractive because this single surface was found to
be capable of providing effective control power in two axes (16). As on the CCV F-4 con-
figuration, differential deflections of horizontal canards on the YF-16 were found to
provide high levels of sideforce which increased with angle of attack. Figure 10 compares



the sideforce characteristics of horizontal and twin vertical canards on the CCV YF-16.
At low angles of attack, the vertical canards are superior in sideforce generation. How-
ever, at angles of attack above about 50 the horizontal canards ere more effective. The
horizontal canards had the additional advantages of large DLC capability and of providing jO( I
increased longitudinal control power for RSS investigations. Unfortunately, definition of
the complex multi-axis aerodynamic coupling effects caused by horizontal canards would have
required increased wind tunnel testing beyond the scope of the program. For example, high
angle of attack directional stability was found to be a strong function of canard deflection.
Also, incorporating horizontal canards on the YF-16 would have required extensive equipment
relocations. For these reasons, it was decided to use the more straightforward vertical
c-nards for DSFC generation and trailing edge flaps for DLC.

The CCV YF-16 flight test configuration is shown in Figure 11. The selected vertical
canards had an area of 8 ft2 each (0.74m2) and could be deflected through ±250 at a system
rate of 94 deg/sec. Direct sideforce levels up to 0.9g were reached with the vertical
canard/rudder combination. Direct lift control was obtained by means of coordinated deflec-
tions of the wing trailing edge flaps and the horizontal tail. The flaps could be deflected
through ±150 at rates up to 56 deg/sec to obtain DLC levels of up to ±l.2g's.
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The manually commanded unconventional control modes that were flight tested on the
CCV YF-16 are depicted in Figures 12 and 13. In addition, an automatic DLC mode was
incorporated whereby conventional stick inputs resulted in momentary direct lift commands
which quickened the initial aircraft response and were then washed out. A flight test
program of 87 flights was conducted to evaluate these modes and to investigate the RSS
concept (20). During flight testing, pilots identified many beneficial applications for
these unconventional aircraft motions. The decoupled pointing modes were rated as having
high potential for air-to-air tracking, especially when used in conjunction with an
Integrated Flight and Fire Control system. The flat turn and lateral translation modes
were found to be well suited for air-to-ground operations and the automatic DLC mode
increased precision tracking accuracy. Valuable design guidance was also obtained from
CCV YF-16 flight testing in the areas of controllers, response characteristics, evalua-
tion techniques, and aerodynamic characteristics (21).
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FIG 12: CCV YF-16 Longitudinal Modes
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FIG 13: CCV YF-16 Directional Modes

A configuration such as the CCV YF-16 with nine movable surfaces presents a formid-
able challenge in defining the aerodynamic characteristics to an acceptable level of
accuracy. An example where the CCV YF-16 wind tunnel data base was incomplete was in the
matrix of flap and horizontal tail deflections needed to define the interaction between
these surfaces. Flight test results shown in Figure 14 graphically illustrate the impor.
tance of defining significant aerodynamic interactions prior to flight. This plot showIs
that use of trailing-edge-up flap deflections resulted in sharply increased trim-tail
deflections at angles of attack above 180, whereas only very small trim changes occurred
with the flaps undeflected. Such large positive horizontal tail deflection increases
were indicative of diminishing aircraft nose-down pitch recovery power. On a statically
unstable aircraft such as the CCV YF-16, it is vital that recovery pitching moment be
available at all times to prevent locked-in trim points at high angles of attack. The
effect shown in Figure 14 resulted in a control system modification preventing DLC appli-
cation above 180 angle of attack.

Other aerodynamic interaction effects resulted from the use of trailing-edge flaps
as DLC surfaces and from the use of vertical canards as DSFC surfaces (22). DLC opera-
tion at elevated angles of attack was accompanied by an increase in buffet level,
although not severe enough to impair tracking ability. Energy maneuverability losses
accompanied maximum DFC inputs, averaging between 70 and 90 fps (21 to 27 m/sec) depend-
ing on flight condition and mode. The vertical canard surfaces were found to interact
with the ailerons and horizontal tail, reducing the effectiveness of these surfaces
slightly. The aerodynamic interferences and nonlinearities noted during the CCV YF-16
program reinforced the importance of a thorough and accurate definition of bare air-
frame aerodynamics. Although the closed-loop flight control system was generally
effective in masking undesirable aerodynamic characteristics, there are definite limits
to this capability.

Like most research efforts, the CCV YF-16 Program surfaced as many new questions as
it answered and indicated appropriate areas for additional study. Flight testing showed
a clear need to specifically tailor the authorities and response characteristics of each
control mode to the task being performed. For instance, the CCV YF-16 flat-turn mode
was judged too sensitive for air-to-ground tracking, but more authority was desired for
maneuvering during air-to-air encounters. The pilots recognized the great potential of
the pointing modes, but their inability to satisfactorily control them manually suggested
the desirability of automating these functions. Because of funding considerations, the
CCV YF-16 Program did not attempt to optimize the controllers; this detracted from the
evaluation. Also, the compatibility of unconventional fliqht modes with advanced fire
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control systems was not addressed. Such unanswered questions form the bases of other AFFDL
ACT programs.
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FIG 14: CCV YF-16 Trim Tail Deflection vs Angle of Attack

8. AD-7D DIGITAL MULTIMODE FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM PROGRAM (1973-1976)

While the CCV YF-16 Program was investigating decoupled control modes, an A-7D aircraft
was exploring the benefits available from conventional task-tailored multimodes incorpo-
rated through a digital command augmentation system. The control laws were tailored to
increase pilot effectiveness in accomplishing the t ir-to-air and air-to-ground weapons
delivery tasks. A dual redundant digital mechanization was used to duplicate the standard
operational A-7D inner loop stability and control augmentation functions and outer loop
pilot relief functions, and also to incorporate two new multimode control laws. The first
of these new multimodes was termed the Flight Path mode, which was basically a C* control-
ler providing a steady-state stick force per g that increased at low speeds and approached
a constant value at high speeds. The Flight Path mode also featured a zero stick breakout
force, increased normal acceleration response speed, and a reduction in stick trim forces
with changing flight condition. The second new multimode, termed the Precision Attitude
mode, was tailored specifically for making the small attitude changes required for pre-
cision tracking maneuvers. Both modes featured revised lateral-directional control laws
providing stick shaping and gain scheduling for tighter roll control and improved turn
coordination and damping based on a sideslip rate feedback signal.

A test program, consisting of 56 flights, was conducted to evaluate the A-7D digital

multimode system. In general, the results showed that significant weapon delivery perfor-
mance improvements were possible, even though only conventional surface motion was
commanded (23). The Precision Attitude mode was preferred over the Flight Path mode since
the air-to-air tracking and air-to-ground strafing and bombing experiments were primarily
oriented toward accurate attitude control. Although the multimodes provided no appreci-
able improvement in dive bombing accuracy relative to the standard control augmentation
system, the pilots preferred the multimodes because of their pseudo-neutral speed stability.
There were, however, measurable benefits from the multimodes in tracking and strafing
accuracies. The multmodes provided a 38% average reduction in tracking error for air-to-
air and air-to-ground tasks with respect to the standard control augmentation system.
There was a corresponding 27% improvement in strafing scores.

The results of the A-7D flight test program showed that digital flight control systems
can effectively provide task-oriented control laws. The flexibility afforded by alterable
core memory of the digital system proved to be a large asset in the optimization of the
control lawi during development flight testing. The variation in control laws needed to
establish , full-up mission-tailored multimode control system, incorporating decoupled
maneuverability, requires even more complex inner loop functions to provide the necessary
mode switching logic, feedback blending, signal shaping, gain schedules, filters, compen-
sation networks, etc. The simplified lateral-directional axis block diagram of Figure 15
illustrates an example of the level of switching required to alter a basic, normal mode
to a specialized air combat mode (24).
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FIG 15: Multimode Lateral-Directional Block Diagram

Digital flight control technology has found application on the F-l8, which employs
a three-axis quadruplex DFCS with full analog backup and mechanical backup in pitch and

yaw.

9. THE IFFC-I/FIREFLY III PROGRAM (1978-1981)

The concept of Integrated Flight and tire Control (IFFC) provides the opportunity
to demonstrate a technology which can potentially improve the combat effectiveness of all
tactical aircraft. IFFC design involves the blending of flight control, director fire
control, and weapons system technologies together with the pilot's abilities to enhance
weapon delivery accuracy and survivability. Accurate delivery of air-to-ground ordnance
during evasive maneuvering and pilot-aided air-to-air tracking are the cornerstones of
the IFFC concept.

The IFFC-I/FIREFLY III Program is the culmination of a series of joint AFFDL and AFALI (Air Force Avionics Laboratory) programs to mature the interdisciplinary technologies to
the extent necessary to effectively blend them into a total weapon system. The program
is being conducted under coordinated AFFDL/AFAL contracts and will result in flight vali-
dation of the IFFC concept using a production F-15 testbed. In this IFFC-I/FIREFLY III
effort, no attempt is being made to completely redesign the flight or fire control system,
or to initiate large component development efforts. The IFFC configurations are to be
designed to minimize the configuration impact on our latest operational fighters, consis-
tent with achieving the program objectives. Under this philosophy, only conventional flight
control maneuvers will be exploited. It is believed that this effort has significant
short-term potential, therefore emphasis is placed on living within the physical and4 functional limitations of the F-l5 baseline systems, if feasible.

The F-15 IFFC system will be designed to accommodate varying levels of pilot partici-
pation in the control tasks, ranging from full manual control to pilot-aided automatic
control. Also, the pilot will be able to designate certain axes for automatic control
while retaining manual control of the remaining axes of motion. Emphasis will be placed
on assisting the pilot in the terminal phase of attack where precision control is
critical, after the pilot has accomplished the necessary air combat maneuvering to acquire
the target.

In air-to-air gunnery, delegation of control authority to an automatic system results
in the "big pipper" concept. Under this scheme, the pilot's control task is simply to
move the target within the confines of a sighting rectangle whose dimensions correspond to
the authority limits of the automatic system. The IFFC system will then achieve the fir-
ing solution.

In air-to-ground operations, the IFFC system will be designed for ordnance delivery
during turning maneuvers, as depicted in Figure 16. The traditional technique of rolling
out to a wings level attitude before weapons release is not only unnecessary but also
undesirable. Returning the advantages of speed and maneuverability to the attacker hasobvious survivability benefits.
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FIG 16: IFFC Turning Attack Maneuvers

The success of the IFFC concept is critically dependent on the ability of the sensors
and trackers to provide accurate target state information. The F-15 IFFC configuration
will use a Martin-Marietta ATLIS II (Automatic Tracking Laser Illumination System) as the
primary sensor/tracker. Air-to-air range information will be obtained from the radar.

The ultimate success of the F-15 IFFC system design will be determined by scoring
live gunnery and inert bombing against realistic targets. Simulation results were used

to set the IFFC flight test performance goals (25). For air-to-air gunnery, these goals
are a 3:1 increase in expected hits, a 2:1 reduction in time to first firing opportunity,
a 4:1 increase in number and duration of firing opportunities, and the demonstration of
a greatly increased employment envelope in high angle-off and high line-of-sight rate

encounters. The goals for air-to-ground gunnery and bombing are a 10:1 increase in
survivability against linear predictor anti-aircraft artillery, a 2:1 increase in weapon
delivery accuracy of the IFFC system over a similar non-wings-level manual maneuver for
the baseline F-15, and retention of present weapon delivery accuracy while releasing in
maneuvers. IFFC system performance versus the goals will be determined during a test
program of about 200 flights. The progress and results of this program will also

directly support the advanced IFFC task of the AFTI-16 program discussed below.

10. THE AFTI-16 PROGRAM (1978-1983)

The AFTI-16 Program will extend and integrate into a single F-16 test aircraft most
of the fighter technologies that were investigated individually under the previously
described AFFDL ACT programs. The AFTI-16 aircraft will tie together the decoupled con-
trol capability provided by direct force control with an integrated flight/fire control
system, all implemented through a task-tailored multimode digital flight control system.
Pilot/Vehicle Interface (PVI) advancements necessary to permit complete evaluation of
the technologies will also be implemented, including a wide field-of-view head-up-display,
a helment-mounted sight, new controllers, and multifunction displays. The approach of
integrating several ACT concepts on a modified aircraft was the culmination of several
years of studies and proposals.

Initial design studies conducted under the Advanced Fighter Technology Integration
(AFTI) effort were directed at identifying the configuration of a small new demonstra-
tor vehicle on which ACT concepts could be validated (26). Figure 17 shows one innova-
tive configuration that evolved from these studies. This design uses just six control
surfaces to provide control of all six independent degrees of flight freedom. By
contrast, recent operational fighters require coordination of nine to eleven surfaces
to provide control in the conventional four degrees of flight freedom. Other configu-
rations proposed during the early AFTI studies featured advanced aerodynamics such as
close-coupled horizontal canards and supercirculation through jet flaps. The new
demonstrator concept was appealing because it would avoid some of the compromises
necessary when integrating technologies on a modified vehicle. However, the costs asso-
ciated with building a new aircraft for technology demonstration purposes was a drawback.
It was decided that ACT concepts could be effectively integrated and demonstrated on a
modified existing aircraft, and this in the approach being pursued on the AFTI-16 Program.
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FIG 17: Early AFTI Configuration

The AFTI-16 test aircraft is depicted in Figure 18. It is a modified F-16 Full Scale
Development aircraft. An added dorsal fairing is used to accommodate flight test instru-
mentation. The vertical canards used for direct sideforce control are the same surfaces
that were used during the CCV YF-16 Program. The AFTI-16 method of obtaining direct lift
control with the trailing-edge flaps and horizontal tail is also the same as on the CCV
airplane. Overall, the configurations are similar enough that the CCV YF-16 aerodynamic
data base can be used to reduce the risk and cost to the AFTI-16 Program. A major
aerodynamic challenge during the AFTI Program will be in clearing the aircraft to drop
bombs during non-wings level and unconventional IFFC maneuvering.

FIG 18: AFTI-16 Test Aircraft

The AFTT-16 triplex Digital Flight Control System (DFCS) should be well suited for
implementinn the hitcher order control loop functions, logic schemes, and complex inter-
faces with controlqdisplays, and other AFTI subsystems. The task oriented multimode

Ak control law implementation and selection capability will go beyond concept demonstration
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to provide an operationally suitable configuration. Digital technology offers flexi-
bility and growth potential for system changes through software rather than hardware
modifications. A good test of the AFTI-16 Digital Flight Control System will be its
capability to compensate for the many aerodynamic nonlinearities and interference
effects expected as a result of CCV YF-16 findings.

The IFFC task of the AFTI-16 Program will expand the scope of the F-15 IFFC Program
by incorporating decoupled maneuvering capability and other advanced features. As
mentioned previously, automatic command of aircraft pointing independent of flight path
is expected to show big payoffs in IFFC gunnery operations. The advanced IFFC system
on the AFTI-16 is expected to produce mission effectiveness improvements even more
impressive than those being sought for the conventional IFFC system on the F-15 testbed.

A test program consisting of approximately 250 flights is planned to validate the
integrated AFTI-16 technologies. Although the AFTI vehicle will not be able to fully
exploit the design versatility available from a new configuration, it should provide a
viable and cost effective alternative for providing proven technology for transition to
systems application. The AFTI-16 Program will also mature the techniques for merging
ACT with novel aerodynamic control concepts.

11. CONCLUSIONS

Over the past decade, the AFFDL has pursued a systematic approach to the advancement
of Active Control Technology through a series of flight test development programs. The
AFFDL programs were concurrent with other highly signficant ACT research efforts accom-
plished in the United States and throughout the international aerospace community. The
overall effect has been to mature aspects of the technology to the point where they have
been accepted and incorporated into production weapon systems.

Flight control and aerodynamics are highly interdependent on ACT aircraft which
require localized force and moment producers for structural mode control or unconventional
maneuverability. One aspect of ACT that has not yet been fully exploited is the applica-
tion of direct force control for improving mission effectiveness. To take full advantage
of decoupled maneuver modes, aerodynamic control surfaces are needed which provide high
levels of effectiveness over a wide range of flight conditions, with acceptable drag and
buffet penalties, minimum interference and cross-coupling effects, and benign non-
linearities. The advent of ACT design techniques, rather than reducing the importance of
bare airframe aerodynamics, has resulted in an increased requirement for a thorough and
accurate definition of aerodynamic characteristics.

The AFFDL ACT programs progressed from a test aircraft using existing aerodynamic con-
trol surfaces and a single thread analog fly-by-wire system up to an aircraft having new
surfaces for unconventional task-tailored multimode control implemented with a full digital
flight control system. ACT concepts have been developed for both the bomber and fighter
classes of aircraft. Perhaps the most significant finding in all this activity was that
the effectiveness of employing all these new flight and control modes cannot be fully
assessed by the traditional analysis and performance methods. Hence, intensive research
efforts are required to further develop the mathematical analysis and design techniques
to fully exploit the capabilities and the tactical utility of the many benefits that are
available.

L1
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Control Considerations for CCV Fighters
at High Angles of Attack

By
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Hampton, Virginia 23665

SUMMARY

Wind tunnel and piloted simulation studies were conducted to investigate the potential high angle of
attack control problems that are introduced by the use of the CCV concept of relaxed static pitch stability
(RSS) on fighter aircraft. The configurations investigated were a conventional wing/aft tail design incor-
porating modest levels of static instability and a close-coupled canard/wing design exhibiting very high
levels of instability. The results of the studies indicate that two types of high angle of attack control
problems can result from the use of RSS: (1) pitch departures caused by coupling; and (2) deep stall trim.
Avoidance of these problems requires that the airplane have sufficient nose-down pitch control at high angles
of attack. With regard to this requirement, the effectiveness of several pitch control configurations were
investigated including conventional aft-mounted stabilators, wing-mounted elevators, canard-mounted flaps,
and all-moveable canards. Varying the incidence of the canards was found to be the most effective scheme;
however, very large deflections may be required on highly unstable configurations to prevent pitch departure
without sacrificing roll performance and to avoid deep stall trim. For situations where the high angle of
attack pitch control requirement is not met, control laws were developed to inhibit the departure and to
allow deep stall recovery. However, these schemes involve limiting airplane roll capability and therefore
can potentially compromise maneuverability.

INTRODUCTION

Rapid advances in aircraft avionic technology in recent years have made possible the application of
control-configured-vehicle (CCV) concepts to fighter aircraft. In particular considerable interest has
arisen regarding the principle of relaxed static stability (RSS) in which the airframe is designed to have
low or negative inherent static longitudinal stability at subsonic speeds. The potential performance
benefits of this concept are well known and fighter designs incorporating very high levels of inherent
longitudinal instability are now being considered.

Obviously, in RSS designs the reliance on the control system to provide satisfactory stability and
control characteristics is quite high. Fundamentally, the control system must provide artificial stability
such that the airframe/control system combination has static stability throughout the flight envelope. The
use of RSS, however, can also introduce potential stability and control problems at high angles of attack
which impose severe requirements on the design of the control system in order that the desired characteris-
tics of maximum maneuverability and departure/spin resistance can be attained. It should be noted that
these problems exist in addition to the more familiar lateral/directional problems that generally occur
near maximum lift. This paper will concentrate on some of the inherent high angle of attack problems
resulting from the use of RSS, the design requirements on the flight control system for such conditions,
and some airframe and control system concepts which can be used to satisfy these requirements. In addition,
the limitations of such concepts and the subsequent effects on aircraft maneuverability and departure/spin
resistance will also be reviewed. The foregoing points are discussed for two specific airplane configura-
tions, one of which-utilizes a conventional aft tail, and the other a canard.

SYMBOLS

a a normal acceleration, g units

C pitching moment coefficientm

Iy, I I moments of inertia about X, Y, and Z body axes, kg-m
2

xy z

M Mach number

Mic pitching moment due to inertia coupling (Iz - Ix ) pr, N-m

p airplane body axis roll rate, deg/sec or rad/sec

Ps airplane stability axis roll rate, deg/see or rd/sec

q airplane body axis pitch rate, deg/sec or rad/sec

free-stream dynamic pressure, N/m
2

r airplane body axis yaw rate, deg/sec or rad/sec
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t time, sec

V airplane resultant velocity, m/sec

X, Y, Z airplane body axes

C angle of attack, deg

0 angle of sideslip, deg

6a aileron deflection, positive for left roll, deg

6 canard deflection, positive for trailing-edge down, deg
c

6 canard flap deflection, positive for trailing-edge down, deg

6 elevator deflection, positive for trailing-edge down, dega

6h  horizontal stabilator deflection, positive for trailing-edge down, deg

6 rudder deflection, positive for left yaw, deg
r

0, 0, ' Euler angles, deg

2total angular rate, deg/sec

BACKGROUND

The fundamental aerodynamic characteristics of RSS configurations which can result in the high angle of
attack control problems discussed herein are illustrated in figure 1 which shows an idealized plot of aero-
dynamic pitching moment coefficient C versus angle of attack which might be expected for a statically

unstable configuration. Data are shown for neutral, full nose-up and full nose-down pitch control deflec-
tions. The two main potential problem areas are indicated by the shaded regions as an indication of where
they are likely to occur. The lower a region below maximum lift represents an area of susceptibility to
uncontrollable pitch departures due to lack of sufficient aerodynamic nose-down control moment. As indicated,
if the angle of attack exceeds a . , additional nose-down moment cannot be generated and the airplane will
pitch up into an out-of-control sEuation. Thus, a critical requirement of the control system in this case
is to limit the maximum angle of attack to values where control can be maintained. Note, however, that in

the a region immediately below acrit there is very little nose-down moment available to prevent a
excursions above 

0
crit. For angles o attack higher than 

0
crit, it is seen that the Cm curves change

slope due to increasing breakdown of the flow over the entire configuration which causes the aerodynamic

center to move aft, resulting in stable deep stall trim points at very high angles of attack. If the
airplane enters these deep stall-trim points, recovery may be very difficult since aerodynamic controls for
most fighter configurations are generally not very effective at these extreme angles of attack.

With these aerodynamic characteristics in mind, it is appropriate to examine how control saturation and
departure may be encountered during maneuvering at high angles of attack. Towards this end, it is useful
to review several kinematic and inertia-coupling phenomena which can significantly influence the high angle

of attack flight dynamics of RSS configurations. One important effect is the kinematic coupling between
angle of attack and sideslip that occurs when an airplane is rolled about its X-axis at high angles of
attack as illustrated in figure 2. If the airplane is flying at angle of attack with the wings level
[figure 2(a)] and the pilot generates a pure rolling motion about the airplane X axis [figure 2(b)], after
90' of roll all of the initial angle of attack will have been converted into sideslip. Because it is
undesirable to generate large amounts of sideslip at high angles of attack from a roll performance and

lateral-directional departure susceptibility viewpoint, most current fighters are designed to roll about
the velocity vector rather than the body axis. It is obvious that this conical rotational motion (indicated

by ps) eliminates the coupling between a and $ . Resolving p9  into the body axis system shows that

this motion involves body axis yaw rate as well as roll rate and that these rates are related by the
expression

r = ptan a

If the above equality is not satisfied during a roll, sideslip will be generated due to kinematic coupling

with 8 varying as: B psinx - r u)s a Modern fighter control systems generally incorporate roll/yaw
control interconnects and stability axis yaw dampers which attempt to make the airplane roll about its

velocity vector at high angles of attack.

Turning to the case of rolling with an initial sideslip, it is seen from figure 2(b) that bod" axis
rolling will result in the initial 8 being converted into a after 900 of roll with a varying as

a pc:(x tanD

The second term in the above expression indicates that rolling with adverse sideslip (p and a having
the same signs) tends to reduce a whereas rolling with proverse sideslip (p and 8 having opposite
signs) tends to increase a . This latter effect can be important in RSS configurations requiring an

angle of attack limit because substantial increases in a can be generated due to kinematic coupling if
the airplane is rolled with proverse 8 (using excessive rudder for example). This increase in a could -4

overpower the available nose down control and result in a pitch departure.
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The second form of coupling important to the high angle of attack dynamics of RSS configurations is
due to inertial effects. Figure 3(a) illustrates the inertial pitching moment that is produced when a
typically fuselage-heavy fighter airplane is rolled about its velocity vector at high angles of attack.
The desirability of this type of roll from a kinematic coupling viewpoint was previously discussed;
unfortunately, the resulting nose-up pitching moment caused by inertia coupling can be a problem for RSS
configurations. As an aid in visualizing this effect, the fuselage-heavy mass distribution of the airplane
is represented as a dumbbell with the mass concentrated at the two ends. If the airplane rolls about its
velocity vector, the dumbbell will tend to pitch up to align itself perpendicular to the rotation vector
ps. This nose-up pitching moment due to inertial coupling, Mic, can be expressed as:

Mic = (I - I) pr

substituting p = ps cos a and r = ps sin a

Mic = (Iz - Ix ) ps
2 

cos a sin a = 1/2 (Iz - I x ) p sin 2a

The above expression shows that the pitch inertia coupling moment resulting from stability axis rolling is
always positive (nose up) for positive a, increases with increasing a , and varies as the square of the
roll rate. For RSS configurations, this nose-up inertial moment must be opposed by the available nose-down
aerodynamic moment. If the control moment is less than the inertia coupling moment, the airplane may pitch
up beyond the critical a boundary (illustrated in figure 1) resulting in loss of control.

The inertia coupling yawing moment which results from the combination of roll and pitch rates is
illustrated in figure 3(b). The airplane mass distribution is represented by the dumbbell and the airplane
is shown rolling to th' right and pitching up. As can be seen, the dumbbell will tend to yaw nose-left to
align itself perpendicular to the rotation vector Q . Thus, the airplane would be rolling and yawing in
opposite directions. Recalling that to minimize adverse sideslip due to kinematic coupling r must be
equal to ptan a , it is seen that this form of coupling can contribute to the build-up of large amounts
of adverse B which in turn can result in loss of lateral-directional control at high angles of attack.

In summary, RSS configurations can be susceptible to pitch departures at high angles of attack when there
is insufficient nose-down aerodynamic moment to prevent angle of attack from increasing above some critical
limit beyond which the airplane cannot be controlled in pitch. Two dynamic phenomea which can generate
large angle of attack excursions during high-a maneuvering are kinematic coupling and inertia coupling.
Kinematically, substantial increases in angle of attack can be generated by rolling with proverse sideslip;
in addition, large a excursions can also occur during push-over recoveries from steep attitude climbs to
very low airspeed. Inertially, significant nose-up moments are generated during stability axis rolling at
high angles of attack. If these moments are greater than the available nose-down aerodynamic moment, a
pitch departure is likely to occur. This problem is further illustrated in figure 4. Shown is the varia-
tion of the nose-up inertia coupling moment caused by stability axis rolling with roll rate; as noted
earlier the moment varies with p 

2 
so that very substantial moments can be produced at high roll rates.

Also shown are representations of the available nose down control moment for a specified a at two values
of dynamic pressure, ql and q2 (ql < q2). The points of intersection with the coupling moment curve
indicate the highest roll rates (psl* and Ps2*) at which sufficient control moment exists to counter the
nose-up coupling moment. If the roll rate should increase and be sustained above these values, then it
is very likely that a pitch departure will occur. Note that Psl* < Ps2*, indicating that the susceptibility
to this type of departure becomes more acute as airspeed decreases. Once a departure beyond the critical a
limit occurs, the airplane is likely to continue to pitch up to very high angles of attack and potentially
restabilize in a deep stall trim point as indicated earlier in figure 1. Furthermore, the results of figure
4 point out a rather unique characteristic of RSS configurations -- that the maximum sustainable roll rates
that can be controlled at high angles of attack are a direct function of the effectiveness of the nose-down
pitch control.

The remainder of this paper will discuss the problems of pitch departure and deep stall trim as studied
during investigations recently conducted at the NASA Langley Research Center of two representative fighter
configurations. The studies included low speed wind tunnel tests and real time piloted simulator studies.

The first fighter configuration studied (referred to herein as configuration A) was designed to
operate at very moderate inherent levels of pitch instability (static margin (S.M.) - .o4] and incorporated
a conventional aft-mounted all-moveable horizontal stabilator for pitch control. The configuration had a
moderately-swept wing and a highly-swept wing-body strake to enhance lift and maneuverability at high
angles of attack. The second configuration (referred to herein as configuration B) was a close-coupled
canard design operated at relatively high levels of pitch instability (S.M. = - .20). Wing trailing-edge
elevators, canard-mounted trailing-edge flaps, and an all moveable canard were available for pitch control.

Shown in figure 5 are the neutral-control pitching moment coefficient variations with angle of attack
for the two configurations investigated. The data show the modest level of instability exhibited by
configuration A in the low to moderate angle of attack range (a < 200) and the very high level of
instability for configuration B. The pitchup exhibited by configuration A between 400 and 500 was
caused by the highly-swept wing body strake. Above m = 500

, 
the pitching moment broke stable and exhibited

a deep stall trim point at about a = 620. The close-coupled canard configuration also had a deep stall
trim point, however it occurred at an angle of attack 100 higher than that of configuration A.

The simulator studies were conducted on the Langley differential maneuvering simulator (EMS) facility
shown in figure 6 and input data were based on results of wind tunnel force tests in several facilities.
The capabilities of the DMSallow thorough evaluation of departure/spin susceptibility characteristics
with a pilot in the loop performing maneuvers representative of air combat. A detailed discussion of the
techniques used in DMS simulations to assess fighter high-a flight characteristics is given in reference 1.
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Results for Configuration A

Pitch Departure

As discussed earlier, the susceptibility of RSS configurations to pitch departures at high angles of
attack is a function of the available nose-down moment. Figure 7 shows the increment in pitching moment
coefficient produced by full nose-down deflection of the stabilators (

6
h = +25) for configuration A.

The data indicate that a nearly constant level of control effectiveness was maintained up to a = 250.
However, above 250 there was a marked loss in nose-down stabilator effectiveness due to stall of these
surfaces. These results highlight a basic disadvantage of using aft-mounted pitch controls on RSS con-
figurations in that the critical nose-down control moment required at high angles of attack must be
generated by increasing the flow incidence on the surface in attempting to get more lift from the control.
Obviously, as a increases the surfaces will stall and nose down control effectiveness is lost at the
higher angles of attack where it is most needed.

The control system of configuration A incorporated an angle of attack limiter that attempted to limit
the angle of attack to below a = 250. However, if an angle of attack increase above 250 was generated
by one or more of the coupling phenomena discussed earlier, figure 7 shows that the amount of nose down
control moment available to counteract the nose-up disturbance decreases rapidly so that a departure in
pitch would likely ensue. Figure 8 shows an example of such a loss of control situation encountered
during the simulation study of configuration A. Shown is an attempted 3600 roll using full lateral stick
input applied at a = 25' in an accelerated turn. In addition to maximum roll control deflections,
maximum coordinating rudder was also obtained to make the airplane roll about the velocity vector. As a
result, the body axis roll and yaw rates began to build up rapidly in the direction of the stick input.
Initially, a dropped slightly due to kinematic coupling; however as p and r increased the inertia
coupling moment caused a significant nose-up pitch rate to build up and a began to increase. At this
point, q coupled with p to create a yaw coupling moment which opposed the yaw rate and halted its
growth (t = 14 sec.); on the other hand, p was still increasing and thus resulted in the kinematic
generation of a large amount of adverse 6 (t = 15 sec). By this time, a had increased to above 300
despite the angle of attack limiter system applying full nose down stabilator deflection (+250). The
nose-up inertia coupling moment was much greater than the nose-down aerodynamic moment produced by

6h = +250; as a result, a pitch departure occurred as the airplane completed about 2700 of the roll.
During the ensuing loss of control period, a reached a maximum of 680 while 6 oscillated between +260.

The foregoing results showed that the airplane roll rate capability at high angles of attack was too
high to prevent pitch departures with the available pitch control and it was clear that the only means of
alleviating the pitch departure problem (other than resizing the control sur.aces ufk .arLier limiting a) was
to limit the maximum obtainable roll rates. The degree of limiting required would of course vary with the level
of pitch instability. The motions shown in figure 8 were obtained for a nominal c.g. location which resulted
in a static margin of -.04. The c.g. position was moved fore and aft from this point to determine the
effect of pitch stability level on the degree of roll rate limiting required to prevent the inertia
coupling pitch departure. The results obtained are summarized in figure 9.

Shown in figure 9 are data for e.g. locations resulting in static margins of .02, -.o4, and -.10.
As expected, the conventional S.M. = .02 configuration did not have an inertia-coupling pitchout problem,
and maximum roll rate was limited only by the available roll control. Avoidance of coupled departures for
S.M. = -.04 required that the roll rate above a = 200 be restricted to values below those which could be
produced by the roll control. Comparison to the results obtained for S.M. = .02 indicate about a 30%
penalty in maximum roll rate was incurred at a = 250 for a static margin of -.04. The roll performance
penalty rapidly became more severe as the level of instability was increased as indicated by the S.M. =
-.10 data. At this level of instability, the roll rate had to be restricted above 130 angle of attack

such that at a = 250 the maximum allowable roll rate was only about 30% of the value provided by the roll
control.

Having documented the susceptibility of configuration A to pitch departures at high angles of attack,
an attempt was made to modify the control system to inhibit these departures. The features developed to
achieve this goal are summarized conceptually in figure 10. Obviously, an essential element is a roll
rate limiter system which inhibits the roll rate from exceeding the critical values indicated in figure 9.
Four parameters were used to evaluate what the roll rate limit should be at any instant in time -- dynamic
pressure, angle of attack, symmetric stabilator deflection, and roll rate magnitude. Angle of attack was
chosen for two reasons: (1) the nose-up inertia coupling moment varies with sin 2a; and (2) the amount of
nose-down control moment available to counter the nose-up coupling moment decreases as angle of attack
increases. Similar reasoning was used in choosing q. As illustrated in figure 4, the nose-down control

j moment decreases with q resulting in lower rates of roll that can be sustained before a pitch departure
occurs. Symmetric stabilator deflection was chosen because it directly indicates the pitch control remaining
to oppose the inertia coupling moment. Finally, roll rate magnitude was used to schedule the total level
of limiting imposed. For low roll rates, where coupling is not a factor, no limiting was imposed regardless
of the values of the other scheduling parameters. The limiting scheduling was used only when the roll rate
magnitude approached significant magnitudes. With this scheme, the initial roll response degradation was
minimized and roll performance was compromised only where it was essential to prevent occurrence of the
pitch departure.

A second feature was incorporated to minimize the generation of proverse sideslip during rolls at high
angles of attack. As discussed earlier, rolling with proverse 8 will increase angle of attack through
kinematic coupling and therefore it is not desirable for RSS configurations for which there is a require-
ment to maintain the angle of attack below some critical value. Proverse 8 minimization was accomplished
by scheduling the maximum rudder deflection that the pilot could command through his pedals as a function
of angle of attack and roll rate magnitude such that at high values of a and 1pl, no deflection could
be commanded. In this situation, the only direct rudder response to pilot inputs came from coordinating
rudder commanded by the roll control input and hence no over-coordination of high a rolls was possible.



The linal feature incorporated in the control system to inhibit the pitch departure was an inertia-
coupling compensator for the pitch axis to assure proper stabilator response during high a rolling

maneuvers. The system used angle of attack and roll rate magnitude to drive the pitch control in the nose-
down direction to oppose the nose-up coupling moment.

The effectiveness of the above control system design in preventing inertia coupling departures is
illustrated in figure 11 which shows a 3600 roll using full lateral stick applied at a = 250 in an
accelerated turn. As discussed earlier, this maneuver performed with the basic airplane resulted in loss
of control (see figure 8). However with the modified control system, the maneuver could be completed.
Although the pilot applied and held full roll command, the system began to decrease the roll control
deflection as the roll rate approached critical values above which there would not be sufficient nose-down
control to oppose the coupling moment. Note that near the completion of the maneuver, only about 25% of
maximum roll control deflection was used. Because roll rate was properly limited, the stabilator never
reached its maximum deflection and consequently no departure occurred. Angle of attack did not exceed the
250 limit value and the maximum 8 generated was only 30.

The question naturally arises as to whether the scheme of limiting roll rate to prevent the pitch
departure degrades air combat capability. This issue was investigated during the simulation study by
flying the basic and modified airplanes against the same adversary performing recorded maneuvers that
were exactly repeatable from run to run. Three separate tracking tasks were used: (1) a steady wind-up
turn for assessment of fine tracking ability; (2) a bank-to-bank maneuvering task to assess roll response
and controllability; and (3) a complex, vigorous air-combat maneuvering task. Results of this study
determined that the roll rate limiting scheme used in the modified airplane flown at the nominal c.g.
location resulted in no degradation in air combat effectiveness. On the contrary, the higher level of
departure resistance provided by the modifications was found to provide slightly improved tracking while
reducing pilot workload and increasing pilot confidence. It should be emphasized, however, that only
very moderate reductions in roll rate capability were required at the instability level associated with
this c.g. location (see figure 9). Operation at higher levels of instability requiring more drastic
roll performace penalties could significantly compromise tactical effectiveness.

Deep Stall

As discussed earlier, the second major high angle of attack control problem introduced by use of the
RSS concept is the potential for deep stall trim. Figure 12 summarizes the neutral control pitching
moment variation with angle of attack for -800 < a < 800 for the two configurations studied. As shown
previously in figure 5, configuration A exhibited a weak but stable deep stall trim point at a = 620
while configuration B showed a very strong, stable trim at a = 720. Furthermore, examination of the
negative a data indicates that stable trim points also existed at a = -520 and a a-620 for configura-
tion A and B respectively. Thus, the deep stall problem existed for inverted as well as erect flight and
the severity of the problem increased with increasing levels of static pitch instability.

Because the erect deep stall trim point exhibited by configuration A was comparatively weak, an
investigation was conducted during the simulation study to determine if it was possible to fly into a
stabilized deep stall. With the basic airplane, two techniques were found for generating a pitch departure
which would result in angle-of-attack excursions into the deep stall trim region. The first technique was
the coupling departure discussed in the preceding section of this paper. It was found that these departures
did not often result in stabilization in the deep stall trim point due to the fact that the motions were
violent about all three axes, so that although the trim point was traversed during the out-of-control
motions, the angular momentum was enough to overpower the weak static equilibrium. Furthermore, the inertia
coupling departures could essentially be eliminated by the control system design discussed earlier. However,
a second deep stall entry technique was found which the control system was unable to prevent. The maneuver
involved putting the airplane into a steep nose-up attitude, decelerating climb with 6 reaching a maximum

of about 700 and allowing airspeed to bleed off to about 35 KIAS at the top of the climb. The airplane was
then allowed to fall through at essentially 0g. The resulting kinematic generation of a large angle-of-
attack excursion could not be effectively opposed by the pitch control due to lack of control effectiveness
at the very low levels of dynamic pressure involved. An example of such a maneuver is shown in figure 13.

The data of figure 13 show that, at the top of the maneuver, the airspeed and normal acceleration
decreased to M = 0.1 and 0.1g, respectively. As the airplane fell through, the angle of attack
increased to 700, despite the application of full nose-down control. After several cycles of oscillation,

the airplane stabilized in a deep stall with a 580, * = 0 , and an = 1g. The milder motions (low
angular rates) obtained with this technique resulted in many more departures locking into the deep stall
trim point.

Once it was determine, that the airplane could be flown into the deep stall, techniques were developed
for recovery. Several schemes were investigated for obtaining the needed nose-down pitching moment,
involving such procedures as using flap reconfiguration and speedbrake extension. These techniques
generated only very small nose-down pitching-moment increments at the deep stall angles of attack and
therefore were not consistently effective in providing recovery.

Examination of the pitch control effectiveness in the deep stall region prompted an investigation into
an additional recovery technique. The data showed that at the deep stall trim point (a = 600), a compara-
tively large pitching-moment increment (ACm 0.1) resulted from full nose-down to full nose-up control
deflection. Thus, a possibility existed to use this available control moment to initiate and buildup a
pitch oscillation by moving the control stick in phase with the airplane motions with the hope that
sufficient angular momentum in pitch would be created during a downswing cycle to drive the airplane angle of
attack down to the normal a envelope of the airplane.

A recovery attempt using this technique is shown in figure 14. Starting from a stabilized deep stall
at a 620, the pilot applied full aft stick at t = 71.3 see. The resulting nose-up moment caused a

to increase to 750 at which point the pilot reversed his controls and applied full forward stick. About
l4

0
/sec nose-down pitch rate resulted and the associated angular momentum was sufficient to cause the
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airplane to continue to pitch downward until a recovery was obtained at t = 78 sec. It should be noted
that in this particular case, the pilot very accurately kept his inputs in phase with the motions and
therefore obtained a recovery within one oscillation cycle. However, it was found that in situations where
the pilot was somewhat out of phase with the oscillation, recoveries were delayed significantly. Neverthe-
less this technique was found to be consistently effective in providing recoveries from the erect deep stall
trim exhibited by configuration A.

Results for Configuration B

Pitch Departure

The high a pitch control problems discussed for configuration A would be expected to be more severe
for configuration B due to the much higher level of pitch instability involved (Figure 5). As discussed
earlier, three pitch control devices were wind-tunnel tested on this configuration: wing-mounted elevators,
canard-mounted trailing-edge flaps, and a variable-incidence canard. Figure 15 shows the nose-down effec-
tiveness of these controls in terms of the variation of pitching-moment increment with angle of attack.
Data for the wing-mounted elevators deflected full nose-down (+300) indicate a steady decline in effective-
ness with increasing angle of attack such that the effectiveness is zero at a = 390 and actually
reverses at higher a . The canard-mounted' flaps deflected to -h

0
0 are seen to be less effective than the

elevator below 100 angle of attack. Their effectiveness are about equal in the 100 < a < 250 range;
however, above a = 250 the data show that the canard flaps maintain their effectiveness to about 100
higher angle of attack than the elevators. Referring back to the neutral control data for configuration B
shown in figure 5, it is seen that the moment increments provided by either the elevators or canard flaps
are clearly inadequate to allow controlled flight at high angles of attack; no net nose-down aerodynamic
moment can be generated by either control for a > 120.

Because the pitch instability of this canard configuration is caused by the lift produced by the canard
far forward of the e.g., it is obvious that an effective means of obtaining nose-down moments is to unload

the canard itself. The question remains, however, as to how much canard deflection is required to provide
sufficient pitch control to allow safe and effective maneuvering at high angles of attack. Data are shown in
figure 15 for deflections of -15' and -450. The 

6
c =-150 data show a near constant effectiveness up to

a = 200. There is a steady decline in effectiveness at higher a, particularly above a = 350 such that
no nose-down increment is produced for a > 6

0
'. The 

6
c = -L50 data indicate a very high level of

effectiveness up to a = 350 followed by a steady decline with further increases in angle of attack. Note,
however, that some nose-down moment increment is produced, even at a = 800. Again, referring back to the
neutral control data shown in figure 5, it is seen that -150 of canard deflection allows controlled flight
up to at most I = 200 above which no net nose-down static moment can be generated. On the other hand,
the data indicate that -45' of canard deflection should be sufficient to allow controlled flight up to
very high angles of attack in that net nose-down static moments can be generated with 6c = -450 up to
a = 30 and higher.

The high angle-of-attack pitch-departure resistance provided by the three pitch control schemes
discussed above are summarized in figure 16 in terms of the maximum roll rate that can be sustained before
the inertia-coupling pitching moment exceeds the available nose-down aerodynamic moment. The calculations
were made based on the assumption of lg level flight. As expected, the data for canard flap and elevator
show that use of either of these surfaces alone did not allow any maneuvering at all above about 120 angle
of attack. The situation was improved somewhat if -150 of canard deflection was used in that some roll
rate capability was available up to a = 200. It should be noted, however, that limiting the airplane to
200 angle of attack was rather restrictive from a performance viewpoint in that maximum lift occurred near
a = 350

. 
Only with the very large canard deflection of -L50 did the data indicate that the airplane could

be maneuvered effectively at angles of attack up to and beyond maximum lift.

Although a detailed simulator study of configuration B was not conducted, it is apparent that the unique
canard arrangement offers high potential for pitch departure resistance as a result of high levels of

available aerodynamic pitch control if the canard is of the variable incidence type with large travel and
high angular rate capability.

Deep Stall

The pitch oscillation leep. stall recovery technique discussed for configuration A would not be expected
to be as effective for -onfiguration R lue to the much stronger deep stall trio point (f"iure 1: ) and the
fact that it occurre a a hiiher anwle ' attack ( 72 ) where aerldynmaic control effectiveness woul i be
further degraded.

Thus. uhe approach followed was tt letermine if any cf hhe available 1,itch controls coulA provide

sufficient nose-down moment for recovery. It is clear from the previcus discussion of the characteristics
cf the elevator and canard flap .hat their usefulness in the leep stall region would be minimal in That
their effectiv-ness dI'ograde to essen* ii. ly zero in the 350 to 450 angle-of-attack range. AMain, unloadin
the canard was clearly the most effective technique. Figure 17 indicates the magnilude of canard deflection

required to recover from both the ore,- an! inverted leep stall trim points. Plotted are the variations
of Cm with a for +100 and +41h5 'anardi deflections. The data show thnt +300 of deflection is not
sufficient to eliminate either the erect o- the inverted trim points. Only with canard deflections of +45'
can recovery from the deep stall be achieved. It is interesting to note that in the earlier assessment of
departure susceptibility, it was found that canard deflections on the order of 450 were also neededi to T.11ow
effective high a maneuvering. Tt should be noted, however, th-t the requirement for such large canard
deflections may present severe implementat ion problems from an actuation viewpoint in terms of control
travel and rates.



SUMMARY

The use of the CCV concept of relaxed static pitch stability on fighter configurations can result in
rather demanding stability and control problems at high angles of attack. The two major problems are: f I
(1) pitch departure susceptibility caused by inertia and/or kinematic coupling, and (2) deep stall trim.
To address these problems, the pitch control system for such configurations must have sufficient control
for: (1) prevention of pitch departures due to coupling to avoid roll performance penalties, and (2) deep
stall trim prevention or recovery capability. With regard to these requirements, the effectiveness of aft-
mounted controls are limited in that the critical nose-down moment required at high angles of attack must
be generated by increasing the angle of attack on the surface in attempting to get more lift from the
control. As a increases the surfaces will stall prematurely and nose-down control effectiveness is lost
at the higher angles of attack where it is most needed. Similar disadvantages are encountered with trailing-
edge surfaces such as canard-mounted flaps or wing-mounted elevators. A variable incidence canard with a
large travel range is an effective means of obtaining the needed level of high o pitch control since nose-
down moments can be generated by unloading the canard.

For situations where it is not feasible to obtain sufficient control to prevent pitch departures and
deep stall trim under all conditions, the control system can be designed to alleviate these problems. Roll
rate limiting control laws are effective in inhibiting departures caused by inertia coupling; however,
excessive limiting will degrade maneuverability. Other features that enhance resistance to pitch departure
include minimization of proverse a during high a rolls and pitch axis roll-coupling compensation. With
regard to the deep stall trim problem, the control system should be designed to allow the pilot to most
effectively use the oscillation technique to obtain recovery. The effectiveness of this technique, however,
is a direct function of proper input timing by the pilot; furthermore, the technique may not be successful
even with optimum pilot inputs for configurations which exhibit strong trim points or which have ineffective
pitch control at the deep stall angle of attack.
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FIN DESIGN WITH A.C.T. IN THE PRESENCE OF STRAKES*

by D. J. Walker, British Aerospace, Brough .

1. SUMM9ARY

Aerodynamic behaviour of the fin can limit the high incidence capability of an aircraft,
especially. so with the development of straked wings capable of producing useful lift at very high
incidences. Wind tunnel tests on a combat aircraft model are reported in which the effect of fin

.4 size and various types of fin controls were investigated. The results indicate that a rudder
(rather Shan an all moving fin) using A.C.T. is probably the best solution for incidences of up to
about 50 . Also the use of such a system would allow a 20% reduction in the size of the basic fin.

2. INTRODUCTION

It is probably true to say that the fin has not received the (research) attention it deserves
when one considers the numerous development problems and accidents that have occurred as a result of
inadequate initial design. It can be argued that the fin is a relatively easy surface to modify as
a result of initial flight trials - this has happened on many occasions - but this can be costly and
may involve the loss of an aircraft.

Traditionally fins were designed to give adequate directional stiffness and damping up to, by
todays standards, only moderate incidences. The loss of fin effectiveness at supersonic speeds
dominated the fin design for that class of aircraft. However, the aspect designing the fin of today's
fighter is the ability to provide sufficient stability and control during the high incidence manoeuvres
of which the aircraft is potentially capable (see Fig. 1). The trend towards more "g" and more S.E.P.
means that these incidences can be generated at high subsonic Mach Nos. What then, could be a more
difficult design case - transonic Mach No. and separated flow!

A large body contributions to lift has been a feature of existing aircraft capable of very high
incidences and this same wide body has in some cases allowed a twin fin solution. There is today a
trend towards the light-weight fighter relying on its strake and variable camber wing to provide the
lift at high incidence (and maybe strong vortices impinging on the fin!). It is this type of
aircraft which is considered in this paper - there is no sensible twin fin solution (even if one were
desirable) and thus only the single fin has been considered here.

To gain the most out of an engine the aircraft's weight and wetted area must be kept as low as
possible - extra fin area and weight is most undesirable. Careful design and active control
technology (A.C.T.) are seen as ways of achieving this objective.

This paper presents the results from a series of wind tunnel tests of fin (and rudder)
effectiveness on an aircraft with strakes, and indicates the way in which A.C.T. can assist.

3. WIND TUNNEL TESTS

3.1 The Model

B.Ae. Brough has been responsible for the manufacture and testing of a 1/28th scale
S.M.A.R.M. (Small Military Aircraft Research Model) - Figs. 2 and 3 refer - primarily to
support advanced wing design but also for a variety of stability and control tests.

The tests reported here are for an early standard of wing design but incorporating up to
150 of leadjng edge flap, and a symmetric (as opposed to cambered) strake. The Reynolds number
is 1.3 x 100 based on wing S.M.C., with a Mach No. of 0.85 limited to 0.6 at the higher
incidences.

3.2 Longitudinal Results

The lift and pitching moment results shown in Fig. 4 suffice to show the potential beneficial
effect of strakes. Although there is a relatively large change in stability with strakes at high
incidence, there are no violent discontinuities. Given the tail power, these high incidences
should be within the capabilities of an A.C.T. system.

3.3 Dynamic Pressure Study

A rake with a total of 48 holes, each able to provide a measurement of the dynamic pressure
in a predominantly fore and aft direction was attached to the rear of the model immediately
behind the fin location.

These pressure measurements, originally intended to provide a guide to the dynamic pressure
in the region of the fin, also clearly identify the position of the strake vortices. Fig. 5 shows
the growth of the strake vortices with incidence and at an incidence of 350 the effect of
increasing sideslip is shown,(without the fin)in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 shows the effect of the fin at
150 sideslip for 210 and 350 of incidence. The fin has apparently little effect on the vortex
at 350 but at 210 there is a marked change in the vortex pattern.

Correlation with overall forces will be discussed below.

* Prepared for the AGARD Symposium "Aerodynamic Characteristics of Controls", Naples, May, 1979.



3.4 Fixed Fin Results

Two sizes of fins were tested and the overall forces and moment derivatives due to sideslip
are shown in Fig. 8. Note that the larger fin produces, of course, a significantly larger Nv
than the smaller fin. At low incidences the 47, increase in fin effectiveness is consistentwith a 40% greater area and a larger aspect ratio - and even without A.C.T. is probably too
large for this aircraft. However, its benefit emerges at high incidence where the increase
in fin effectiveness is 100% greater than for the smaller fin ensuring a positive Nv up to
370, compared with about 270 for the smaller fin. Similar benefits are shown in Fig. 9 at
sideslip angles of about 150, but as expected Nv is considerably smaller than at low sideslip
angles.

The effectiveness of the top of the fin can also be seen by examining the results of the
dynamic pressure survey. Fig. 10 shows (though not as positively as expected) that the top of
the fin is the last to lose effectiveness.

It should be noted that fin-off, zero sideslip pressure surveys can give a good

indication of fin behaviour with incidence.

3.5 Moving Surfaces Results

These cover rudder, all moving fin and differential tailplane. The tests were devised
with a view to assessing their relevance to the design philosophy of the fin. The scarcity
of published data on such tests has been noted.

Physical restraints on the model permitted only small control angles on the fin and
differential tailplane but angles of up to 300 were tested for the rudder.

Figure 11(a) compares their effectiveness at zero sideslip and for small displacements.

The results are as may be anticipated with the fin half as powerful again as the rudder until
they both lose their effectiveness completely at about 500 of incidence. Also shown is the
yawing moment due to differential tailplane. Although primarily considered to be a roll
producer at transonic speeds, there is a potentially useful but small source of yawing moment
at very high incidence. Body axis results are also shown since these give a better indication
of its use as a control device. Fig. 11(b) gives a more detailed look at the behaviour of
the rudder over the range of incidence and control angles tested. Note the usefulness of the
rudder at CLMAX but following the trend indicated in the previous figure, this is greatly
diminished at 520 of incidence.

4. IMPLICATIONS OF ACTIVE CONTROLS

4.1 Conventional Stability Criteria

This report is constrained to consider only a simplistic view of stability since tests
have not been carried out to determine damping derivatives. However one apparently suitable
criterion that can be applied is to determine when the "dynamic Nv" (= NvcosOC - Ic Lv sine)
tends to become negative, indicating a tendency to departure in yaw.

Fig. 12 compares dynamic Nv for the two fins at both low and high sideslip values. The
curve follows the same shape as those for the basic Nv but the difference between the two
fins in terms of achievable incidence is more than halved at low sideslip. This is due to
the magnitude of Lv being largely determined by the wing at high incidence.

4.2 The Effect of Active Tail Surfaces

An A.C.T. system can fairly easily give additional stability and control provided that:

(a) Sufficient aerodynamic control power exists

(b) There is no major discontinuity in the aerodynamics of the control surface

Regarding (a), Fig. 13 shows how much sideslip can be trimmed in wings level flight
(maybe this is slightly unrealistic but it is a guide and offers a ready comparison of
the control surface powers). It is assumed that the rudder can deflect 300 but the fin to
only 150 because of design and structural problems. The rudder can accommodate half as much
sideslip again as the fin throughout the incidence range, with both losing their effectiveness
at 450-500 of incidence.

Although aerodynamic forces always lose their linearity at large incidences or control
deflections no unmanageable discontinuities were discovered during these tests. However
it is quite conceivable that if smaller sideslip increments had been tested then some
discontinuities would emerge. From the flow survey tests reported earlier the sideslip angle
at which the strake vortex is likely to unfavourably interfere with the fin has been deduced
and superimposed on Fig. 13. There still remains available a generois sideslip range in
which to manoeuvre. That this itself varies with incidence - and indeed will vary with Mach.
No. - presents no major problem since the A.C.T. system can provide a scheduled boundary
beyond which the aircraft will not be expected to fly in a controlled manner.

5. FINAL COMMENTS

The object of these tests was to provide aerodynamic data for the design of the lightest,



smallest and cheapest fin capable of providing sufficient stability and control over the whole
flight envelope. (Although take off and landing is another important area - it is the subject
of current tests - the incidences reached are not expected to be as high as during combat).
The results suggest the following conclusions:

(a) If directional stability and control is required at and beyond CLMAX the fin has to
be sized for this condition.

(b) A high fin is essential because the root is likely to be in an area of low dynamic
pressure.

(c) To operate at these high incidences A.C.T. can allow a reduction in fin size,
typically by 20% (Fig. 14 refers).

(d) A fixed fin with rudder is considered to be a 'better solution than an all
moving fin because it not only offers more aerodynamic control but is simpler
and less weighty to engineer.

(e) Although the strake vortex may. produce some undesirable discontinuities in control
effectiveness at high incidence and sideslip, there is considered to be adequate
sideslip in which to manoeuvre, particularly if assisted by an A.C.T. manoeuvre
limiting system.
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CONTROL INTEGRATION TECHNOLOGY IMPACT

By

Charles A. Scolatti
McDonnell Aircraft Company ) 2
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St. Louis, MO 63166 USA

SUMMARY

This paper presents some of the essential elements of an integrated technology
development program. The integrated flight and fire control system programs, called
IFFC I/FIREFLY III (or IFFC as a shorter acronym), is used as an example. The opera-
tional relevance of the example will be discussed briefly. The major problems in air-
to-ground attack, and the introduction of maneuvering weapon delivery (with IFFC
mechanization required to achieve bombing solutions), are covered. The impact of this
IFFC technology, and its extension on other areas of technology, such as aerodynamics,
is indicated.

LIST OF SYMBOLS/ABBREVIATIONS/ACRONYMS

AFAL Air Force Avionics Laboratory

AFFDL Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory

B Baseline (subscript)

CCV Control Configured Vehicle

CEP Circle Error Probable

E East

FIREFLY III Fire/Flight Control Phase III

h Altitude

IFFC Integrated Flight and Fire Control

IFFC I Integrated Flight and Fire Control Phase I

LOS Line of Sight

M Mode (Bombing) (subscript)

N North

PACT Precision Aircraft Control Technology

P S Probability of Survival

SFCS Survivable Flight Control System

WL Pilot Workload

1. INTRODUCTION

Operational requirements provide the importance and basis necessary to define,
develop, and demonstrate fighter or attack aircraft technology concepts. The technolog-
ical concept to be pursued, on the other hand, must be based on such factors as relative
performance improvements, technological timeliness, and feasibility (including afford-
ability). Therefore, whether the technology concept involves a single discipline
technology, or a combination of technologies to form a technology set, the reason for
its importance and subsequent execution must be fundamentally based on operational
need and technological opportunity.

The AGARD paper by Johannes and Whitmoyer (I) provides some specific cases
which emphasize the merging of flight control and aerodynamic disciplines and esta-
blish the fundamental interdependent relationships. Using the case for integration
of flight and fire control (IFFC) systems, for example, the technologies primarily
involved are flight control and avionics. The operational need is established on the
basis of improving "the combat effectiveness of all tactical aircraft" (I).

2. OPERATIONAL RELEVANCE

The IFFC program is a partial answer to an operational need for tactical air war-
fare. Major General Maxson (2) presents a mission analysis for air-to-ground attack
which provides an excellent beginning point for establishing the operational need for

@...P of the Mc Program. Mission area analy*i= and planning fomlizes



with air-to-surface (air-to-ground) attack missions. The tasks in air-to-ground

attack missions in Reference 2 were weighted sequentially with respect to each mission
segment, beginning with availability of, and ending with the landing of, the attack
aircraft.

If the assumption is made that the necessary equipment; personnel; munitions; POL;
navigation; command, control, and communications; and take-off and landing require-
ments are met and performed successfully, then the remaining major combat tasks can
be re-grouped and residually weighted as shown in Figure 1. While IFFC has a key role
in all three of the remaining major combat tasks, the primary discussion that follows
will focus on two of these tasks; namely, survivability (in the target area) and ef-
fective ordnance delivery on the target (weapon delivery accuracy).

RESIDUAL
MAJOR COMBAT TASK WEIGHTING

SURVIVABILITY 0.42

TARGET ACQUISITION,
CLASSIFICATION, 0.23

AND IDENTIFICATION

EFFECTIVE ORDNANCE 0.35
DELIVERY ON TARGET

TOTAL 1.00

FIGURE 1
AIR-TO-GROUND ATTACK

MISSION MAJOR COMBAT TASKS

Cost is a prime factor, whether in terms of integrated logistics (acquisition
cost, training cost, life cycle cost) or combat cost effectiveness. Conventional
ordnance weapon delivery cost factors can be summarized for the air-to-ground attack
mission for a medium to high threat environment as shown in Figure 2.

COMBAT

ORDNANCE LOGISTICS TRAINING COST

COST COST EFFECTIVENESS

UNGUIDED LOW LOW LOW

GUIDED HIGH HIGH HIGH

FIGURE 2
RELATIVE COST FACTOR RELATIONSHIPS

Combat cost effectiveness includes such factors as: the ability to deliver ord-
nance accurately on the target; and survivability, in a medium to high threat environ-
ment. In all cases, it is assumed that equal countermeasures are employed. The low
combat cost effectiveness of unguided conventional ordnance is primarily associated
with lower than acceptable levels of survivability. The main advocacy argument for
guided ordnance (3) is weapon delivery accuracy with survivability.

With unguided ordnance, operational tactics are needed to reduce the vulnera-
bility of the attacking aircraft in the target area. Even though attacking aircraft
may have an inherently high accuracy for delivering conventional unguided ordnance,
tactical procedures are tailored to minimize or prohibit unwarranted time exposure
to the ground-to-air threat in the target area. While reduction in exposure time in-
creases the probability of survival, it also decreases the probability of target
damage or kill.

The criterion then is to search for a lower cost solution which provides combat
cost effectiveness. Air-to-ground attack missions combat cost effectiveness factors
of high value include, but are not limited to:

o Ordnance delivered on targets accurately;
0 Highly survivable weapon delivery modes;
o Minimum number of aircraft, equipment, and personnel; and
o Lowest possible cost.



While bullets, bombs, and rockets are included in the general listing of unguided
conventional ordnance, for this paper the discussion is limited to bombing missions
in a high threat environment. Some of the important criticisms that have been 0
made against the delivery of unguided bombs on targets in a high threat environment
are as follows:

o Takes too much time to achieve solutions;
o Long exposure increases vulnerability to unacceptable levels;
o The accuracy after a short-time solution is too low; and
o The missions can only be successfully accomplished by a small fraction

of the attacking force because of the high skill levels required in this
high workload condition.

The problem then is to identify the cause and effect of each criticism and to
derive means for improving or minimizing these critical elements, as appropriate,
for effective delivery of bombs. If the means and improvements are successful, the
solution raises the combat cost effectiveness of delivering unguided bombs to a
level competitive with guided weapons and lower in overall cost since unguided ord-
nance has lower logistics and training costs.

3. IFFC I/FIREFLY III PROGRAM

The precursor programs noted in Reference 1 (such as the SFCS F-4 program, the
CCV/PACT F-4 program, and the A-7D Digital Multimode Program) provide much of the
basis for the technological feasibility and opportunity to exploit the IFFC techno-
logy. The explicit extension of this IFFC example into the elements of the opera-
tional requirements and the case for IFFC on conventional tactical aircraft has
surfaced some yet to be resolved problems identified for the field of aerodynamics.

One of the major thrusts of the AFFOL and AFAL IFFC I/FIREFLY III program (1)
is to flight demonstrate accurate bombing using maneuvering-aircraft/weapon-delivery
profiles for increased survivability. The pilot workload is reduced and accuracy
and survivability are improved by using a coupled flight and fire control system.
The accuracy is improved by using an electro-optical sensor/tracker from the FIREFLY-
III program, The sensor/tracker produces a continuously updated flow of data for
the target state and relative position with respect to the attack aircraft. In turn,
the inherent capabilities of fighter aircraft to perform high g maneuvers at high
speed is exploited to provide improved survivability. Figure 3 briefly summarizes
the IFFC system features along with a brief rationale for each key element. The
pilot is provided with the means to select the weapon delivery option that best fits
the mission requirements, and the bombing pattern needed to inflict greatest
damage to the target.

KEY ELEMENTS ROLE FUNCTION
DIRECTOR FIRE CONTINUOUS TARGET

SENSOR/RACKER CONTROL INPUT STATE ESTIMATION

COUPLED FLIGHT/ BLENDS INPUTS MANUAL TO FULLY
FIRE CONTROL PILOT AND AUTOMATIC OPTIONS
F__REONTROL_ FIRE CONTROL

AIRCRAFT AGILITY HIGH 9 MANEUVERING SURVIVABILITY
WEAPON DELIVERY

PILOT SELECTS OPTIONS WORKLOAD TAILORING

FIGURE 3
IFFC SYSTEM

Figure 4 depicts a typical maneuvering-aircraft/weapon-delivery profile for
bombing. The actual profiles can be adjusted throughout giving the pilot the ability
to continuously maneuver and to adjust the range of release. Just prior to release
(about 2 or 3 seconds) the acceleration is "frozen" to provide for maximum accuracy.
The sensor/tracker is continuously updating the fire control computations and elimi-
nating error build-ups. (In addition, after bomb release, the sensor/tracker can
be used to monitor the target and record the bomb point of impact for quick-look
damage assessment.) Figure 5 depicts and compares the relative performance of five
bombing modes in terms of relative accuracy, survivability, and pilot workload.
The baseline is used as a point of reference for each mode. The general objectives
of improved accuracy, increased survivability, and reduced pilot workload are
achievable with a coupled flight and fire control system and maneuvering-aircraft/
weapon delivery.



1. AIRCRAFT ACQUIRE SENSOR/TRACKER LOCK-ON

2. BEGINS MANEUVERING TOWARDS TARGET

-t-. 3I PILOT ENGAGES COUPLED FLIGHT AND FIREI -' - I " - CONTROL SYSTEMS

I 4. WEAPON RELEASE OCCURS 2- 3 SECONDS AFTER
-- ACCELERATION IS "'FROZEN"

h START OF THREE DIMENSIONAL DIVE TO LOW ALTITUDE(ISTARTS IMMEDIATELY AFTER BOMB RELEASE, IF POSSIBLE)

6, AIRCRAFT RETURNS TO LOW ALTITUDE

N AIRCRAFT VELOCITY VECTOR
I E ' A AT TIME OF RELEASEINITIAL LOS 5

GRAVITY DROP.HEIGHT
3 II'-TARGET

>I .. BALLISTIC WEAPON

A TRAJECTORY

AIRCRAFT PATH 
R

ALONG THE GROUND
AIRCRAFT RE LEASE ,

TRAJECTORY -IL A

FIGURE 4
MANEUVERING - AIRCRAFT/WEAPON - DELIVERY

BOMBING MODE (M)

BASELINE IFFC IFFC
PARAMETER BASELINE MANEUVERING- IFFC MANEUVERING- MANEUVERING-

WINGS AIRCRAFT/ WINGS AIRCRAFT/ AIRCRAFT/
LEVEL WEAPON LEVEL WEAPON WEAPON

DELIVERY DELIVERY DELIVERYUNCOUPLED COUPLED

RELATIVE MUCH BETTER EQUAL OR BETTER THAN

ACCURACY GREATER THAN BETTER THAN BASELINE(CEPM/CEPB)  ERROR BASELINE BASELINE

RELATIVE MUCH SLIGHTLY MUCH BETTER MUCH BETTER
SURVIVABILITY BETTER BETTER THAN THAN

THAN THAN BASELINE BASELINE
___/_S__ _BASELINE BASELINE

RELATIVE PIL LESS
ORK LOT MUCH WORKLOAD EQUAL OR MUCH LESS

WORKLOAD GREATER THAN LESS THAN THAN
(WLM/WLB) WORKLOAD BASELINE BASELINE BASELINE

FIGURE 5

BOMBING MODE COMPARISONS

There are several other related features and benefits that can be derived from
the IFFC system using a sensor/tracker and control coupling. These are listed below
without comment since their relative importance is yet to be determined:

o Longer range target acquisition/classification/identification;

o Longer range weapon release with equivalent baseline accuracy;

o Target coordinates and rates stored in computer with continuously computed
target location prediction;

o Pilot freed to keep head out of cockpit;
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o Profile changes to match changing situations;

o Degree of automation selectable;

o Adaptable to all weather conditions;

o Bombing patterns can be tailored to the target geometry to maximize target
damage; and

o Target feinting and surprise tactics can be employed.

4. TECHNOLOGY IMPACT

The introduction of maneuvering weapon delivery profiles for bombing, through
the implementation described in the IFFC program, has identified areas of aerodynamics
data deficiencies. The maneuvering weapon delivery profiles are essentially high g
maneuvers with high bank angles, high angles of attack, and possibly high sideslip
angles. Aircraft aerodynamic problems are primarily associated with these flight
conditions. Normal store clearances are based on wings-level flight attitudes.
The local flow conditions are important (5) for positive separation and clearance
from the aircraft and for ultimate accuracy of the weapon delivered. The pressure
distribution and flow fields need to be accurately known so that weapon delivery
computations can be made to compensate for station, position, and release sequences.
The local flow fields are also important in determining the attitude of each weapon
released. In turn, the aerodynamic characteristics of the ordnance, before and
after release, needs to be known to a greater degree of accuracy since the aircraft
attitude in some profiles may be such that the weapon may be released upward (bank
angles greater than 90'). Interference effects, both with respect to the aircraft
on the weapon, and between weapons, also take on a new importance. These are the
more Easily identifiable problems that need attention.

The aircraft aerodynamics areas take on a new importance from the design point-
of-view, when the IFFC technology is incorporated. Some design features which are of
immediate importance are gust sensitivity, precise force control, drag build-up rates,
buffet, wing rock, and departure control (6, 7). These problems are yet to be
quantitized for relative importance.

Also, as the development or feasibility demonstration program progresses, new
problems can be expected and anticipated which will require, and in turn justify,
developments in other technology fields.

The extension of IFFC, using Advanced Control Concepts such as direct force con-
trol, will further compound these investigations. Independent fuselage aiming
achieved with direct force control introduces new variations in the aerodynamic
data needed to fully understand all of the aspects available for determining the
most combat cost effective weapon delivery options.

5. CONCLUSION

Mission-analysis provides a means for assessing the importance of these types of
R & D efforts, and in particular, R & D efforts pertinent to tactical mission defici-
encies. The opportunity to formulate and execute a technology demonstration concept

is dependent upon a well established technology base and a recognized operational need
or deficiency. The IFFC system is such a program aimed at achieving a lower cost
alternative solution to the problem of combat cost effectiveness of conventional
unguided ordnance. The aim is to provide a capability in attack missions which over-
comes important tactical deficiencies. Near-term solutions, with high payoffs are
desired. The implementation of coupled flight and fire control systems, which is
potentially applicable to many tactical aircraft, allows for the introduction and ex-
ploitation of maneuvering weapon delivery with accuracy and survivability.

The IFFC system investigation has surfaced new problems in related areas of

technology, such as aerodynamics. The extension of IFFC in the future on unconven-
tional force control aircraft further magnifies this interdependent relationship and
the need to initiate and solve the problems expected.

Further, when the improvements for IFFC conventional unguided ordnance delivery
are established the opportunity will exist to exploit these results to benefit guided
ordnance.
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DIRECT SIDE FORCE AND DRAG CONTROL

WITH THE AID OF PYLON SPLIT FLAPS

by
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SUMMARY

To demonstrate the possibilities of a direct sideforce and drag control for a simple
combat aircraft small pylrn split flaps will be used at an Alpha Jet aircraft as a test

I vehicle. The pylon split flaps have been chosen as control force generators to avoid
drag and stability penalties in the nonoperating position and to reduce the necessary
compensation effort for unwanted cross coupling effects to a minimum, as the control
forces are occurring about the center of gravity. Operating the DSFC one flap on each
pylon is driven electrohydraulically and generates the required side force. Syimetrical
simultaneous use of all pylon split flaps provides a rapid acting drag control.

Two configurations of split flaps have been examined, a long one with small deflections
and a short one with large deflections. The short one led to the same effectiveness at
reduced values of hinge moments and cross coupling effects. Due to high interference
effects it was not possible to get the effects of all flaps by superposition of the
single flap results. The angle of attack, the landing flap setting and the lateral pro-
jection area of the external stores have a significant influence on the effectiveness
wheheas the Mach number is less important. The examination of the wind tunnel results
led to the necessary control laws for the operation of the flaps and the compensation
equipment. The flight test program with an Alpha Jet preproduction aircraft will start
at 1980.

1. INTRODUCTION

Combat aircraft of the next generation will be provided with direct force control equip-
ment, if the requirements to be met include a supreme maneuverability. These possibili-
ties known under the terms "direct lift", "direct side force", and "drag control" allow
the control of the translatory degrees of freedom of an aircraft.

Beside a general theoretical and experimental investigation for the effectiveness of
different technical solutions, a study for the direct side force control performed by
Dornier and supported by the Ministry of Defence aimed at finding out those configura-
tions for the Alpha Jet aircraft enabling a realization with fewest possible modifica-
tions at the aircraft and without a complex control system.

Three different possible applications resulted from the general investigations for
DSFC:

- side-slip-free change of course with constant bank angle (ny-mode)

- lateral displacement with constant attitude (B -mode)

- deceleration flight (nx-mode)

An ideal n -mode allows a side-slip-free course correction with constant roll and pitch
attitude, hile, for conventional aircraft, lateral corrections in ground attack approach
are performed via roll maneuvers (see fig. 1) by turning the lift vector so that it causes
a change of course. This requires a certain time and moreover disturbs the moments equili-
brium.
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The application of an ideal B-mode on the contrary allows a lateral displacement of the
aircraft without a change of course also with constant roll and pitch attitude. The B-
mode suggests itself for corrections in ground attack approach with a crosswind compo-
nent above all however for corrections in formation flight and as an aid for landing
approaches with crosswind.

The maneuverability of combat aircraft can also be improved by drag control. The so-called
nx-mode does not suggest itself only for sudden decelerations in air combat but it enables
also steeper approaches at a sufficient engine thrust level, a quicker deceleration from
cruising to approach speed and a glide-path control.

CONVENTIONAL HEADING CHANGE WITH SIE STEP MANEUVER DRAG MODULATION
HEADING CHANGE ZERO SIDESLIP AND AT CONSTANT ATTITUDE

BANK ANGLE

Fig. 1: Operational Possibilities by DSFC-Modes

Different configurations of DSFC control surfaces were analysed in the theoretical and
experimental study

- special control surfaces under the wing

- use of the pylons as control surfaces

- attach of split flaps
and spoilers at the pylons

- control surfaces at the fuselage nose section

Fig. 2 shows the effectiveness measured in the wind tunnel of the different configurations.

The criterium to achieve an effectiveness as great as possible with small coupling moments
and low technical complexity finally led to the decision to pursue the configuration with
split flaps at the four external store pylons for later realization at an Alpha Jet test
aircraft.

Since the center of pressure of the pylon split flaps is situated near the aircraft center
of gravity with respect to the z and x-direction, it could be expected that with DSFC flap
deflection no or only inconsiderable coupling moments will occur so that a coupling between
DSFC and the conventional control surfaces is not necessary for the compensation of these
moments.

Fig. 3 shows the forces and moments acting at the aircraft when applying the 13- and ny-modes.

IY
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When the DSFC control surface center of pressure is situated within the aircraft center
of gravity, it depends on the sign of the remaining interference yawing moment, whether

* the rudder must be deflected so that the available cy will be increased or decreased.-
Fig. 3 shows that the effectiveness will be increased with positive interference moments.

Already the first wind tunnel tests within the low- CySF0
speed range which served for the configuration selec-
tion showed that a purely theoretical consideration C"(
does not suffice to determine with the required 006--
accuracy all aerodynamic forces and moments arising
by the DSFC flap deflection as the interference
effects were considerable and could not be estimated. 4 | asplit faps
A support of the theoretical considerations by experi- OO_ _-N;
ments proved to be of pressing necessity.

The first test series with a 1:5 low-speed wind tunnel 00z
model of the Alpha Jet provided with the DSFC control
surface configuration represented in fig. 4 and selected n
from the pretest results served to answer three important
questions 0 5 10 15

AWLE OF WTACK CL 1-1

- effectiveness of the single control surfaces
as a function of the flap deflection Fiq. 2: The Effectiveness of

- quantity of the coupling moments arising Different Methods to

- quantity of the hinge moments to be expected Generate Direct SideForce

* Particularly the question for the quantity of the coupling moments is of high importance
for the realization of as simple control laws as possible. It should be aimed by selecting
a proper combination of the single split flap deflections so that with greatest possible
effectiveness no or only very small proverse yaw or roll coupling moments will occur.
Moreover, the secondary effects, such as the lift, drag, and yaw influences should be
ascertained.

Fig. 5 shows the 1:5 Alpha Jet model in the wind
tunnel. The pylon split flaps extended to the star-
board can be clearly recognized, in this picture
however only on the aircraft port.

The analysis of the first wind tunnel results led
to the conclusion that it must be possible to achieve ________ fl ,-mode-
an almost equal effectiveness using smaller how-

ever more extended flaps located more in the back EFFECI]VESIDEFORCE
part of the pylon. In this connection, the inter- ly CYSF'CytC
ference effects would be smaller and the hinge
moments required for flap deflection and which YAWING MOMEN1
would have demanded a high hydraulic driving force CNSF -CN -CNI 0
would be less considerable. NZ -

Using the flap 1 and 2 as ex.-ple, the fig. 6 and 7 - ROLLIGMOMENT
show that the shorter DSFC pylon flaps reduced by CLsF'CL t-CL 0
abt. 50% with respect to the surface actually pro- . 1 "
duce considerably smaller coupling and hinge moments
however with a slight loss of side force effectiveness. C n fl-mdej
Due to the smaller unfavourable coupling moments the L
total effectiveness was about in the same range as EFFECIIVESIDEFORCE
with the longer flaps. : CYSF Cy . CypP

Extensive investigationswith the new defined flap YAWINGMOMENT
configuration cover the following main points: 5,Cl-CN; .- Nt.C No

- optimization of deflection of the single _ . ROLLING MOMEN
flaps with respect to side force effec- CLCLotE'[LCLP 0o
tiveness POSSIBLE SIDESLIP ANGLE

- influence of external stores attached to l y -

the pylon L 3 Cy; 3 s - Cys CN

- optimization of combined 
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with respect to side force effectiveness
and coupling moments

- influence of landing flap deflections and Fig. 3: DSFC-Mathematical Relations
angle of attack

high-speed tests to determine the com-
pressibility effect

investigation for the use of DSFC flaps
as speed brakes (nx-mode)
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Fig. 5. 1:5 Alpha Jet WT-Model with DSFC Flaps

j Fig. 4: Pylon Split Flap Arrangement
at Alpha Jet
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2. OPTIMIZATION OF THE SINGLE FLAP DEFLECTIONS

Fig. 8 represents the effectivenesses of the single flaps. Although flap 1 and flap 2 are
almost of the same size, the measurements show a surprisingly widely differing side force
effectiveness. This phenomenon can only be explained by extremely great interference
effects. Detailed aerodynamic investigations proved that due to the interference effects
changes arise in the effective direction of air flow of the pylon flap combination. These
changes cause for instance in case of flap 1 an increase of the effective angle of attack
and thus a greater Ac due to the stagnation of air between flap and fuselage, whereas a
decrease of the effecfive angle of attack and thus a considerable less Acy occurs at the
pylon with extended flap 2 due to the air-flow deflected to the outside.

The lift variations represented in fig. 9 are also to be attributed to a stagnation of air
below the wing. While the drag change shows no unusual effects, there is in pitch a con-
siderable change of moments acting nose-up with the deflection of flap 1 and nose-down with
the deflection of flap 2 and 4.

This varying effect of flap 1 compared to the three other flaps can be explained by the
fact that the air-flow at flap 1 is deflected in direction of the horizontal stabilizer
and thus causes an increased effectiveness of the nose-up trimmed horizontal stabilizer.
With respect to the other flaps the horizontal stabilizer is not considerably affected
so that the additional lift of the split flaps behind the center of gravity produces an
expected nose-down moment. The differences in the order of the nose-down pitching moment
with flap 2 and 3 can be explained by the fact that the air-flow deflection caused by flap
3 can still cause a certain influence on the horizontal stabilizer.

3. INFLUENCE OF EXTERNAL STORES ATTACHED TO THE PYLON

Measurements without external stores showed a considerable decrease of the split flap
effectiveness. As the missing end plate effectiveness of the external stores was to be
blamed for this, extensive detailed experimental investigations were performed using end
plates of the most different geometry and position. Fig. 10 shows only a few results,
namely by the example of flap I

- pylon with external stores

- pylon without external stores

- pylon with large end plate

- pylon with a pylon extension in
z-direction

None of the tested end plate configurations produced the desired result of an increased
effectiveness. An extension of the pylon was, however, successful, as a duplication of
the surface was achieved by an extension which was provisionally realised by metal sheet.
The drastic reduction of the effectiveness of the DSFC flaps in the aircraft configuration
without external stores cannot be ascribed to the missing end plate effect of the external
store but rather to the reduction of the surface.

4. OPTIMIZATION OF COMBINED FLAP DEFLECTIONS

The already mentioned considerable interference effects which are hardly ascertainable do
not allow to draw conclusions from the effectiveness of single flap deflections on the
effectiveness of flap combinations; it is true that measurements of single deflections
are important for the determination of tendencies, but the real optimization with respect
to a maximum side force effectiveness with simultaneous lowest possible coupling moments
requires extensive measurements with the most different combined DSFC flap deflections
that are feasible.

The fig. 11 and 12 show that a simple addition of the forces and moments ascertained with
the single deflection leads to different results as they were measured with combined de-
fl ections.
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The side force effectiveness with the combihned DSFC flap deflection exceeds that resulting
from the sum of the single flap effectivenesses. The differences with respect to the aero-
dynamic forces are particularly serious; but exactly these moments are required for the
establishment of control laws, as it depends on them, if a coupling of DSFC flaps with the
conventionel control surfaces is required for the compensation of the arising coupling
moments.

These investigations established control laws which var, according to the configuration and
the mode.

Since the feasibility of DSFC equipment shall be sub- Ra 1-1 61.1mitted to flight tests using the Alpha Jet as test ao.) 6
vehicle which has no stability augmentation and since
as few modifications as possible are to be carried i
out at the aircraft itself for time and cost reasons, 20

it is necessary to realize as simple control laws as _ _ _

possible. XF________

Simulation tests established that the pilots desire a
control of the DSFC flaps by the rudder pedals.

Fig. 13 demonstrates by an example a control law pos-
sible for the ny-mode having the considerable advan- ___________ 002
tage that it is not necessary to change the primary
control of the pedal rudder assignment of the Alpha
Jet. Within a certain pedal and rudder deflection
automatically connected with it , the DSFC flaps are
extended to the respective angles considered as being
optimal; only the rudder reacts on a further extension
of the pedal, while the DSFC flaps keep the maximum -Le
values. &nCMOI

From the assignment rudder deflection to DSFC flap [RN UtlG s IEl
deflection selected in this control law result the
low pitching moments and even low proverse roll coup-
ling moments, which should be controllable by the -00,
pilot or a simple automatic compensation equipment
with low authority.

Fig. 13: Possible Control Law

5. INFLUENCE OF LANDING FLAP DEFLECTION AND ANGLE OF ATTACK

Fig. 14 demonstrates by the example of flaps I and 2 - flap I is extended to the angle of
600, flap 2 to 400, angles which are optimal for the application of the ny-mode - how the
side force effectiveness is changed when the trailing edges of the aircraft are extended.
In case of flap 1 small landing flap deflections produce no loss of effectiveness, while
high deflections even result in a - though small-opposite side force.

I2 - O -°7 .

0010 0010

Fig. 14: Influence of Landing Flap Fig. 15: Influence of Angle of

Deflection on Effective Attack on Effective
Side Force Side Force
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Flap 2 shows a completely different behaviour. Its effectiveness permanently increases
with increasing landing flap deflection in the investigated range. There are also similar
phenomena with an increase of the angle of attack (see fig. 15). As from a = 60, a clear4 reduction of the effectiveness of flap 1 can be recognized, which is extended to 600 a'lsoin this example, while flap 2 shows a cy gain with increasing angle of attack.

For the understanding of this phenomenon it must be looked at the sweep angle of the wing
trailing edge towards the aircraft longitudinal axis. By the pylon split flap deflection
the airflow is locally accelerated and the reaction force acting on the trailing edge flap
or on the trailing edge of the wing with angle of attack causes only due to the geometry a
side force reduction in case of flap 1 and 3 and a side force increase in case of flap 2
and 4.

6. INFLUENCE OF COMPRESSIBILITY

Fig. 16 shows the Mach number influence achieved with a 1:10 Alpha Jet model in high-speed
tests with maximum deflection of the pylon split flaps. The Mach number effects are sur-
prisingly low, although considerable effects had to be expected due to the relatively great
blocking occurring with the flap deflection.
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Fig. 16: Influence of Mach Number on Effectiveness and Coupling Effects

7. INVESTIGATION WITH RESPECT TO AN APPLICATION OF THE DSFC FLAPS

AS SPEED BRAKES

A considerable increase of the drag coefficient which is practically independent on the
Mach number is achieved by a symmetrical deflection of all pylon split flaps. A DSFC flap
deflection of 300 already produces the drag increase which is achieved with the speed
brakes extending from the fuselage back of the Alpha Jet (fig. 17)
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Fig. 17: Effectiveness of Drag Modulation by the Pylon Split Flaps
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A maximum deflection of all flaps to 600 leads to a pitch-up moment which must be trimmed
byan elevator deflection of abt. 1.50 only at low Mach numbers. In case of greater Mach
numbers moment changes are to be expected in the same order of magnitude as they occur
with the original speed brakes.

8. ACTUAL STAGE OF THE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

The hardware-phase of the program has already begun. All specifications have been defined
and the fabrication of the split flaps and the modification of the pylons have started.
The functional tests are provided for the end of this year, whereas the flight test pro-
gram which will be performed as a joint program of Dornier and the "Luftwaffe" - Flight
Test Center at Manching ist planned for 1980.
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SUMMARY

Some experiments involving the development of the turbulent symmetric and asymmetric vortex flow about
the lee side of a 50 semiangle (eq) conical forebody at high relative incidence (u/c) are discussed. The
cone was immersed in a Mach 0.6 airstream at a Reynolds number of 13.5 xl0 based on the 1.4-m (54-in.) axial
length of the cone.

Novel means of controlling the degree of asymmetry using blowing very close to the nose were investi-
gated. Small amounts of air injected normally or tangentially to the cone surface, but on one side of the
leeward meridian and beneath the vortex farthest from the wall, were effective in biasing the asymmetry.
With this reorientation of the forebody vortices, the amplitude of the side force could be reduced to the
point where its direction was reversed. This phenomenon could be obtained either by changing the blowing
rate at constant incidence or by changing incidence at constant blowing rate. Normal injection apneared
more effective than tangential injection. The contrarotating vortices in the penetrating jet flow were of
opposite hand to the rotational directions of the forebody vortices. A distinctively organized and stable
flow structure emerged with the jet vortices positioned above the forebody vortices.

SYMBOLS

Note: All force coefficients are referenced to cone base area 449.6 cm2 (69.7 in.,) and free-stream
dynamic pressure.

A cone base area

CNCNB normal-force coefficient from balance

=P - P local static pressure coefficient

pp - p- local pitot pressure coefficient

CYCyB side-force coefficient from balance

CYP side-force coefficient from integrated surface pressures at x/L = 0.87

Cl= * jet momentum coefficientq=A

0 base diameter of cone = 23.9 cm (9.4 in.)

L axial length of cone = 137.2 cm (54.0 in.)

in jet mass flux

M Mach nuner

p local static pressure

pp local pitot pressure

q dynamic pressure

r cone radius

RL Reynolds number based on axial length of cone and tunnel free-stream conditions

u local velocity in direction of tunnel axis

ulocal velocity, parallel to model axis

uJ* sonic jet velocity

v lateral velocity, normal to tunnel (or model axis)
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w vertical velocity normal to tunnel axis

ivertical velocity normal to model axis

x distance along tunnel axis

x distance along model axis, origin at pointed apex of cone

y lateral distance from tunnel (or model axis)

y Y nondimensional lateral distance

z vertical distance, normal to tunnel axis

ivertical distance, normal to model axis

= nondimensional vertical distancer

angle of incidence

ec cone semiangle

circumferential angle around cone surface, measured from windward generator, negative on
port side and positive on starboard side (pilot's view from base of cone)

Subscripts

free-stream mean flow conditions

si primary separation line

S2 secondary separation line

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Flow Asymmetry in the Lee-Side Vortex Flow Field at High Angles of Incidence

A present-day missile or military fighter aircraft must perform and be controllable up to high angles
of incidence, where complex vortical flow fields exist about the leeward side of the vehicle. These vor-
tices are generated at relatively sharp leading-edge extensions, wing leading-edges, and on the forebody.
Once a given ratio of incidence a to seminose angle ec (the relative incidence) is exceeded, usually
between 1 and 2 for a slender conical or tangent-ogive nose shape attached to a fuselage or cylindrical
body, the orientation of the forebody vortices becomes asymmetrical with respect to the meridional plane
(Refs. 1-5). (For the cone or tangent-ogive alone, the relative incidence at which the onset of asymmetry
occurs is closer to 3.) Substantial side forces and yawing moments then develop to affect the stability of
the vehicle. In addition, these forebody vortices, perhaps in conjunction with the vortical flows from the
wings, may interfere with downstream control surfaces to provide significant nonlinearities that are
unpredictable. Depending on the strengths, locations, and breakdown of these vortices, an aircraft may be
departure-prone or departure-resistant to spinning (Ref. 5).

The onset of asymmetry and the initial direction of the side force are responsive to small changes in
geometry at the nose, Reynolds number, and Mach number, up to incidences where conditions in the lee-side
crossflow become transonic. As speed increases further, the significant side forces disappear (Ref. 2).
The asymmetries occur in both laminar and turbulent flows so that transition is presumably not an essential
ingredient causing asymmetry. Notwithstanding, the implication from recent tests by Lamont (Ref. 6) with a
tangent-ogive cylinder at incidence, at Reynolds numbers encompassing laminar, transitional, and turbulent
boundary-layer separation, is that the vortex wake is less structured in the transition domain leading to
reduced side and normal forces at a given subsonic Mach number. In the fully laminar or turbulent regions,
on the other hand, where the organization of the flow field is well defined, the respective magnitudes of
the side force are larger and are closely matched. It is likely that the levels of vorticity and acoustic
disturbance in most wind tunnels will also affect the initial occurrence of asymmetries (Ref. 7). A
rational explanation for the development of asymmetry in the flow may be related to the stability of the
velocity profiles in the vicinity of the saddle singular point that exists in the stream above the body
vortices (see Fig. 1). In the example of the flow about a circular cylinder situated perpendicularly to an
oncoming stream, Nishioka and Sato (Ref. 8) determined instabilities to amplify initially in the region of
the saddle point, to herald the commencement of asymmetric but well-structured wake flow. Thus, for a body
of general shape at high incidence, we may conjecture that flow perturbations will impose fluctuations onthe saddle point flow that will accentuate the instability mechanism. Evidence points to extremely small

surface irregularities in the surface curvature at the nose as governing the initial direction of the
asymmetry in the vortex flow field. This is understandable from the fact that a given body at incidence,
under identical flow conditions, will provide a repeatable side force direction at a prescribed roll orien-
tation; and near-mirror images of the side-force/incidence performance for roll angles t90*, as we show in
Fig. 2. Despite this knowledge, production tolerances on a typical fighter aircraft may alter the asymmetric
vortex flow development sufficiently to provide unpredictable stability problems (Ref. 5). We do not yet
understand the influence of geometrical imperfections on the fluid mechanics, nor how the nominally small
disturbances of the fluid flow at these imperfections can amplify so considerably. A small flat, for
instance, machined in turn on each side of the nose of a fighter/bomber swing-wing aircraft model was effec-

tive in completely switching the sign and amplitude of the yawing moment (Ref. 9).



1.2 Control of Asymmetries in the Forebody Vortex Flow Field

As the development of the asymmetry is particularly sensitive to surface curvature or roughness at the
nose, it is conceivable that the degree of asymmetry in the forebody flow field could be controlled by
deploying a single small strake or by spinning the nose (Ref. 10). The permanent installation of symmetri-
cal nose strakes at the 900 qrcumferential angle station (Refs. 3, 11) or ;n helical form from the leeward
meridian to the windward meridian (Ref. 12), have been shown to be effective at suppressing the onset of
asymmetry, and roughness has been demonstrated to provide a similar benefit (Ref. 3). Unfortunately, the
fixing of "add-on" large excrescences to the airframe is usually detrimental to the cruise-drag performance,
and strakes that transform the symmetry of the cross section of the nose are accepted less than enthusiasti-
cally by radar designers.

It would appear that at forebody relative incidences (incidence to seminose angle, a/c), where asym-
metry of the vortex wake commences, we are always dealing not only with separation of the primary boundary
layers that develop on each side from the windward generator, but with secondary separations of the lee-side
boundary layer in addition (see Fig. 1). The onset of asymmetry would seem to be characterized initially by
a rapid, local movement circumferentially of one (or both) secondary separation lines followed, as incidence
is increased further, by circumferential movement of the primary separation lines (Refs. 1 and 2). The
asymmetric skin friction line pattern on the conical surface development shown on Fig. 3 illustrates this
latter flow situation, with "wobbly" primary and secondary separation line traces existing all along the
cone (Ref. 13). Here, the free-stream Mach number is 2.94 and the relative incidence is 4.5.

The asymmetric vortex wake usually develops from asymmetric separation line positions on the body, but
the latter does not appear to be a necessary condition for the former to occur. An appraisal (Ref. 14) of
some earlier, low-subsonic speed tests of Shanks (Ref. 15) where forces and moments were measured on very
slender, flat-plate, delta wings (sweep angles from 700 to 840) at incidence, indicates that even though the
separation lines were fixed at the sharp leading-edges, asymmetry in the leading-edge vortices, as deter-
mined by the onset of significant rolling moment, occurred when the angle of incidence was about 3 to 4 times
the wing seminose angle. This incidence for asymmetry is splendidly illustrated, on the vapor screen pic-
tures (Fig. 4), about another very slender delta wing immersed in a Mach 2.8 flow (Ref. 16). Nonetheless,
the sharp edges have a beneficial effect in delaying the onset of asymmetry to higher relative incidences
than those obtained with smooth pointed forebodies cr forebody/cylinder configurations (Refs. 2-4).

Hence, -- have the scenarios of (1) leeward asymmetries in primary and secondary separation line posi-
tions coupled with asymmetric vortex flow (Fig. 3, for example), or (2) symmetric fixed primary separation
line positions (but asymmetries no doubt, in secondary separation position) in Fig. 4, still yielding
asymmetric vortex flow at suitably high angles of attack. The reasons for such flow behavior are evidently
complex and perplexing. Nevertheless, the amplification of perturbations to produce an instability at the
saddle point (Ref. 8) (and to which we alluded previously) would seem to cover the scenarios presented.

Thus, the objective of the present investigation is to understand the fluid mechanics and to assess
the efficacy of making small changes to the nose geometry by novel active or passive means to alter asym-
metries in the lee-side flow field about a typical conical forebody. This takes the form of symmetrically
and asymmetrically disposed blowing from, respectively, an external compressed air source, or from a com-
bined passive suction/blowing scheme from the windward side to the leeward. Some recent results of Sharir,
Portnoy, and Rom (Ref. 17), for instance, have demonstrated the potential for control by symmetrical blowing
normal to the surface. They offered the surprising result that blowing symmetrically from jets on the wind-
ward side of the nose of a missile configuration provided the most effectiveness in diminishing the side
force. We conjecture that blowing from the lee side, in the vicinity of the separation lines, should pro-
duce an even greater impression on the asymmetric flow development.

It will be noted that in its offering of some comprehension of the fluid mechanics of pneumatically
perturbing the asymmetric vortex flow on a typical forebody, this paper is a companion to the paper pre-
sented at this meeting by Skow, Moore, and Lorincz (Ref. 18) which discusses the recovery of control and
the enhanced stability afforded by nose blowing on a fighter aircraft configuration.

2. MODEL AND EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

A circular cone is the basic nose shape of many flight vehicles. At relative incidences typically less
than 3, it provides a useful configuration on which to develop symmetrical three-dimensional separated
boundary layers growing, respectively, on the port and starboard sides from the windward meridian to the
leeward meridian. Because of the near conicity of the separation lines and vortex development in both sub-
sonic and supersonic turbulent flows (that is, neglecting the effects of transition), the cone also provides
a convenient experimental model to explore three-dimensional separations from detailed measurements at only
one axial station. In so doing, a quantitative understanding of three-dimensional separation can be obtained
that may be applicable to many other complex flow regimes. Above a relative incidence of 3 for the circular
cone, however, the lee-side separations become asyimmetric in subsonic flow.

Recent measurements have been made of the symmetric and asymmetric flow regimes on a 1.4-m (54-in.) long,
5° semiangle cone, sting-mounted on a roll-gear in the Ames 1.8- by 1.8-m (6- by 6-ft) closed circuit wind
tunnel (Fig. 5) at a Mach numb~er of 0.6. Stagnation pressures were subambient, yielding a typical Reynolds
number of 13.5 x 106 based on the cone length with nominally zero heat transfer conditions at the cone sur-
face. No artificial tripping of the laminar boundary layer was enployed in the nose region. Transition
was considered to occur along the initial 20% of the cone length in this wind tunnel at Mach 0.6 where the
relatively high acoustic disturbance level equalled 3% of the free-stream dynamic pressure. (Unpublished
data by D. Buell and K. Raman, NASA-Ames Research Center.) The cone model was fitted with a sliqhtly blunted
tip with a radius of 4% of the base radius.

All detailed measurements on the cone surface (00 < t 1 -180 o ) and in the lee-side flow field were made
at an axial station 0.87 of the cone length aft of the (pointed) apex. Circumferential mean pressure dis-
tributions were obtained with 0.51-m (0.020-in.) diameter static holes spaced at 2-1/20 intervals for
0 < * s 90' and at 1 intervals for angles 90" < s 1180'. rhese orifices, as well as others along a
cone generator and at the 0.85 and 0.95 axial length stations, were connected via "scanivalves" to unbonded
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strain-gage pressure transducers. We note that "port" and "starboard" refer to the left-hand and right-
hand sides of the cone as a pilot would view them. The positive direction is on the starboard side.

At a relative incidence of 2.5, where symmetrical separated flow conditions still prevailed, pitot

pressures were measured in the lee-side vortex wake with an array of 77 pitot tubes. Supportive three-
dimensional laser velocimeter measurements of mean and root-mean-square velocities were obtained at the same
relative incidence at the 0.87 axial station. The velocity field in the wake at points in the crossflow
plane (perpendicular to the model axis) was measured with a two-color, forward-scatter, frequency-offset
laser velocimeter, allowing two velocity components to be obtained simultaneously. A line diagram of the
layout of the velocimeter is shown on Fig. 6(a) and a photograpb of the sending optics in Fig. 6(b). With
this system, the two primary laser lines, namely 4880 and 5145 A, were separated by means of a prism, P.
These primary beams were each split by the Bragg cells B and B2  to obtain two pairs of divergent,
frequency-offset beams. Each pair of beams then passed trough a "cube" (Cl and C2 ) that was ground to be
slightly "off-square" to rectify the divergence. The four resultant parallel beams proceeded through the
sending optics and were focused at the same point within the flow test region. Collecting optics on the
far side of the wind-tunnel test section re-focused the scattered light onto a pair of photomultiplier
tubes. The signals from those tubes were then processed to obtain two components of velocity of particles
passing through the focal volume. Since we were seeking three velocity components, two sets of measurements
were taken. In the first set, the laser beams were set normal to the tunnel axis so that the axial (u) and
vertical (w) velocity components were found. From these two components the axial and vertical velocities
in the crossflow plane perpendicular to the body axis could be resolved (see Fig. 6(c)). For the second set,
the transmitting optics were rotated 210 about the z-axis and the measurements repeated. Now, one velocity
component measured was again the vertical velocity whereas the second was a combination of the axial velocity
(u) and the lateral velocity (v) in wind-tunnel coordinates. Thus, since the axial velocity had already been
measured, the lateral velocity could then be calculated. In other words, the lateral velocity in the cross-
flow plane is obtained, since it is the same in both wind-tunnel and body coordinates.

The Bragg cells, which produce zero-velocity frequency offsets in both color systems, were incorporated

to remove directional ambiguity from the measurements. Without this capability, Owen and Johnson (Ref. 19)
have cautioned against believing any measurements in flows that are unsteady or possess a high degree of
turbulence.

Prior to obtaining the pitot and laser velocimeter measurements at the relative incidence of 2.5, the
position of the lee-side vortices adjacent to the cone surface was established under symmetrical and asym-
metrical wake conditions utilizing a vapor-screen technique. Water was introduced into the tunnel flow and
a thin cross section of the flow, about 2 mm (0.1 in.) thick was illuminated. This was accomDlished by
passing either the green beam or the blue beam of the laser through a cylindrical lens (Fig. 7). By changing
the location of the beam focus, a light sheet of variable divergence angle could be produced to illuminate
the crossflow. The lens could be rotated manually about the y-axis and longitudinally and vertically using
the velocimeter traverse gear such that any cross-sectional plane in the flow within the field of view cir-
cumscribed by the tunnel window could be observed (see Figs. 5 and 7). Photographs of the scattered light
were taken with a camera mounted on the sting/strut support, the camera axis being set nominally oarallel
with the cone surface. Prior to each test run a grid, placed at the axial test station, was photographed;
the dimensions of the separated shear layers could then be compared against the grid. This flow visualiza-
tion experiment was clearly important to determine a suitable mesh area over which to scan the focused laser
beams to obtain the flow velocities.

Once the symmetrical separated flow field had been investigated, small amounts of blowing near the nose
were introduced in an attempt to control the gross asymmetries in the lee-side flow that develop above a
relative incidence of 3. The frustum at the front of the cone model is detachable, as shown in Fig. 8(a).
Several new frustra of identical external shape were machined to include blowing holes at various circum-
ferential stations (00, ±600, ±1200, and ±1500) and two orifice diameters, 2.4 mm (0.096 in.) and 3.6 mm
(0.140 in.) (Fig. 8(b)). The holes were drilled normal to the cone surface at the 12% axial station (from
a pointed apex). As well as providing for blowing normal to the surface, sets of right-angle tubes were
constructed that could be inserted and glued into one or more of the surface holes to direct the air
upstream or downstream along the local cone generator. The air passed to the plenum chamber in the nose
frustum via a steel and flexible pipe within the cone model that was supplied with compressed air from an
external source.* A sensitive throttle valve outside the tunnel permitted control of the blowing pressure
up to a maximum of 8 atm in the blowing plenum, corresponding with a maximum rate flow i of about 0.023 kg
mass/sec (0.0016 slugs/sec). The jet momentum flux was calculated assuming sonic conditions at the jet
orifice and a discharge coefficient of 0.8. The thrust coefficient, Cu, was referenced to the base area of
the cone. Note that if the cone length is considered represetiative of an airplane nose as far back as the
cockpit and the airplane is akin to a F-5 fighter, say, an equivalent thrust coefficient based on wing area
is 0.05 times C,.

Overall force and moment measurements were obtained with an internal strain-gage balance. Mean and

root-mean-square forces were measured. (Prior to the test runs, the natural resonances in the cone/sting
strut support system were determined by shaking the model in the normal-force and side-force directions.)
Initially all blowing ports were blocked with epoxy sealer. Once the no-blowing side-force direction versus
incidence performance was ascertained, the appropriate side on which to eject the blowing air was conjec-
tured as that opposite to the direction of the side force. In other words, if the pilot's view were side
force to starboard, the starboard vortex would be closer to the surface, and opening a blowing port beneath
the port-side vortex would reduce the asymmetry from the jet sink and entrainment effect (see Ref. 18). In
a practical aircraft installation, yaw rate as measured on a yaw accelerometer would indicate the appropriate
side from which to inject air (or other suitable gas). The degree to which this philosophy was successful
and the rationalization for the choice of the circumferential blowing location(s) are presented in the
following sections. Typical results are also shown in the form of the effect of incidence on side force
development at a constant blowing rate; and the effect of blowing rate on side force at a constant incidence.
The effectiveness of symmetrical blowing versus asymmetric blowing is also discussed.
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3. RESULTS

3.1 Symmetric Separation of the Lee-Side Cone Flow

The physical characteristics of the symmetric mean flow field about the 5' semiangle cone immersed in
a Mach 0.6 stream at a relative incidence of 2.5 were discussed in Ref. 20. Salient features of those
results, however, are included to support the present laser velocimeter measurements. Figure 9 displays
circumferential pressure distributions at the 0.87 length station for a relative incidence of 2.5. We note
good agreement between the two scans of data shown on the respective Dort and starboard sides. However,
between the two sides there is a discrepancy in pressure level which may be attributable to a slightly
yawed condition of the model relative to the oncoming free stream.

As the three-dimensional boundary layer develops from the windward attachment line region (i, x 00)
toward the minimum pressure point at - 1000, the crossflow grows rapidly. Figure 10 is a representative
sketch of a typical skin friction line trajectory corresponding with this accelerating flow field. Once
past the flank, the boundary layer proceeds around the lee side of the cone and encounters a stiffening
adverse pressure gradient (Fig. 9). It thickens rapidly as we see in the laser vapor screen flow visualiza-
tion photograph on Fig. 11. The angle between the skin friction line and a cone generator gradually reduces
to zero (Fig. 10) at which point the skin friction line runs parallel to a generator, the primary seoaration
line, l 1 1450. The boundary layer detaches from the surface to form a tightly coiled vortex shown in
Fig. 11. Contours of constant pitot pressure deficit in the vortical flow field are plotted in Fig. 12. The
vortex core location is close to = 1700 above the surface, further evidence of which is shown on the
pressure distribution of Fig. 9. At this same circumferential angle, we detect a substantial suction peak
on either side of the leeward meridian. This roll-up of the primary boundary layer scavenges fluid from the
region of the leeward meridian encouraging a new boundary-layer growth outward and beneath the primary

ri vortex structure. This new boundary layer, after initially accelerating, then meets its own adverse pressure
gradient and separates at s2 = 1600 as a small secondary vortex tucked beneath the primary. The secondary
vortex is within the small lobular region shown on the pitot contours of Fig. 12.

The rotational sense of the secondary flow (see Fig. 1) could also be seen when viewing the laser vapor
screen through the tunnel window, but is not resolvable from the photographs of the flow. The tynical con-
verging skin friction line directions close to the primary and secondary separation lines are drawn on
Fig. 10. At the locations of the separation lines, the root-mean-square voltages (normalized by the voltage
of the onset mean flow) measured by a buried wire in the cone surface as the cone was rolled tnut its pitch
axis indicated substantial amplification of fluctuation levels. (This can be done, as there is vKrtually no
sensitivity of the symmetrical separated flow to roll orientation, in distinct contrast to the asymmetric
flow.) Correspondingly, when the root-mean-square pressure fluctuation at the surface was normalized with
respect to the value of the local resultant shear stress, large increases in signal level were also
obtained at the separation line positions. These and additional details are explained fully in Ref. 20.

Preliminary assessments of the distributions of axial and vertical velocities in the croszflow plane
obtained by the laser velocimeter and shown on Figs. 13 and 14 appear to confirm the dispositions of the
primary and secondary vortices in relation to the pitot and vapor screen results. Figure 13, for examole,
at z = 0.3, shows that the axial velocity grows from a minimum value at the inboard extremity of the
primary vortex (nearest to the meridian plane) to a maximum at the outboard extremity. Maximum values of
root-mean-square velocity fluctuations occurred in the vicinity of the core positions (see also Ref. 20).
The vertical velocities are shown on Fig. 14. The plot on Fig. 15, obtained from Fig. 14, illustrates the
vertical velocity in the meridian plane and indicates the position of the saddle singular point that we drew
on Fig. 1. Comparing this result at 2 = 0.43 with the region of measured pitot contours shown on Fig. 12,
we observe this saddle-point location to be above the extremity of the vortex, in accordance with the flow
model postulated on Fig. 1. We note further that in the conjectured crossflow projection (not a conical
projection) of the streamlines about the cone cross section in Fig. 1, that the sum of the number of half-saddle singular points at the surface, nodes (foci) and saddle point in the stream, satisfy the appropriate
topology law (see Refs. 21 and 22). Hence, this flow topology, verified in most respects by the measure-

ments, appears to be a rational model of the flow.

The lateral velocities, to be obtained from the inclined optics measurements, have not yet been reduced
from the data. Sample checks, however, indicate peak values to exist abovp and below the vortex centers,
in accordance with intuitive reasoning.

3.2 Asymmetric Separation of the Lee-Side Cone Flow

Figure 16 is a laser vapor-screen crossflow picture of the Mach 0.6 lee-side separated flow about the
cone at a relative incidence of 2.9, once asymmetry has commenced. As incidence is raised further, the
secondary vortices (see Fig. 1) become agitated, increasing in unsteadiness to the point of imposing motion
on the primary vortices and their associated feeding shear layers. At this particular combination of Mach
nuner, Reynolds number, and cone configuration with 4" nose bluntness, the starboard vortex moved away from
the cone surface, tending to roll over on top of the port-side vortex. This event is shown on Fig. 17 as an
oblique pilot's view from the port side. The vortices appear more diffuse than in the symmetrical separated
flow, but there is no evidence of shedding.

Along with this movement in the lee-side flow structure, we would expect the resultant force vector to
move toward the side of the cone against which one vortex is closest (the port side in this case). Figure 18
demonstrates that the initial direction of side force is indeed toward the port side (i.e., a negative side-
force coefficient, CyB) in the free-stream Mach number range 0.6 < M - 0.95 at RL = 13.5 l 01. A switch

in side-force direction will occur if the vortices reverse their disposition so that the starboard vortex is
now closest to the surface. Figure 18 illustrates that at Mach 0.6 the reversal is imminent at a relative
incidence of about 4.4. At all Mach numbers, we should point out that a small positive offset in CyB exists

at low incidences systematic with the discrepancy between the port and starboard pressure distributions dis-
played on Fig. 9.



As Mach number increases to supersonic, the commencement in divergence of the side force is less pre-
cise and is *elayed to higher relative incidences. For purposes of comparison, Fig. 19 presents side force
versus incidence data taken with the same cone body as used herein but fitted with a sharp apex, in the
NAE Ottawa 1.5- by 1.5-m (5- by 5-ft) blowdown wind tunnel at elevated Reynolds numbers, RL - 35 -l0.
In subsonic flow, the onset of asymmetry occurs at a lower relative incidence with the shar6 tip than with
the blunt tip. The substantial attenuation of side-force amplitude with increase of Mach number, hinted at
in Fig. 18, is demonstrated impressively on Fig. 19. At Mach 4.27, there is no side-force development up
to relative incidences of at least 5, under which conditions Rainbird (Ref. 23) has demonstrated the exis-
tence of strong embedded shock waves in the lee-side crossflow. These shocks certainly appear to encourage
a return to flow symmetry close to the body as we may infer from the highest incidence case shown for the
delta-wing flow on Fig. 4.

There is evidently a dependency of onset of asymmetry on cone tip condition (and shade) as well as
Reynolds number and Mach number, as we present in summary form on Fig. 20. The critical angle of incidence
for the onset of side force is here expressed as the incidence where the side force reaches 5"' of the normal
force. We note that the onset angle of incidence varies between 2.5 and 4.5 times the cone seminose angle,
a range somewhat higher than the nominal value of 2 reported for sharp cones and tangent-ogives by Keener
and Chapman (Pef. 3) for Mach numbers less than 0.6. Their onset condition, however, was taken as the
incidence where the divergence in side force commenced, and so will always be less than the criterion used
above.

3.3 Control by Blowing of the Asymmetry in the Lee-Side Cone Flow

3.3.1 Side Force/Incidence Performance with a Constant Rate of Normal or Tangential Blowing

We speculated in section 2 (and see Ref. 18) that the injection of a small quantity of air from one
side beneath the vortex farthest from the surface would tend to reduce the asymmetry in the lee-side vortex
pair, the turning and penetrating jet flow providing an entrainment effect on the vortex. In section 3.2,
we learned that the secondary vortices became violently unsteady once asymmetry began and incidence con-
tinued to increase. Consequently, the first blowing position tried was a single orifice at = 1500 and
was situated nominally between the locations of the primary and secondary separation lines (see Fig , 10).Before opening a blowing hole, however, the development of the side force with incidence was measured; the
test was then repeated with the epoxy sealer removed from the blowing hole, but with no air injection, to
determine whether the roughness of the hole itself had an influence. The usual result was that hole rough-
ness introduced on the lee-side of the cone made negligible change to the relative incidence at which
significant side force developed.

The effect of blowing normally to the cone surface from a single 2.4-mm (0.096-in.) diameter hole at1500 is shown as Configuration 3 in Fig. 21. In contrast with the original cone nose labeled Config-
uration 1, whose initial side-force tendency was illustrated in Fiq. 18 to be to port (negative CYB) this
replacement nose (Configuration 2) developed side force to the starboard side. Hence the blowinq hole was
opened at = -150' beneath the high vortex situated on the port side. The introduction of the jet air
with C, - 0.003 at relative incidences up to 2.5 exacerbated the no-blow CYB magnitudes by many times
C.. Once a relative incidence of 3 was reached, however, the jet became highly interactive with the lee-
side vortices to cause a complete reversal in the trend of side-force development. In Fig. 21, we see that
the side-force coefficient reduces rapidly to zero and increases in the opposite direction to that of the
no-blowing case. Figure 21 also displays that the root-mean-square amplitude of the side-force fluctuation
(obtained from the balance) is attenuated at high incidence once the blowing is activated.

If the one blowing orifice between the primary and secondary separations can exercise such powerful
control by fluid amplification, what would be the effect of two jets? A second orifice of the same size of2.4 mm (0.096 in.) was then opened at ,=-120'. This orifice was situated on the windward side of the
primary separation line and is denoted as Confiquration 4. In Fig. 21, we demonstrate no additional improve-
ment with two holes blowing over the performance with the single orifice. The significant controllinq
influence is exerted, evidently, inboard of the primary separation line. Hence the windward position of
blowing chosen as optimum by Sharir, Portnoy, and Rom (Ref. 17) on a missile configuration would not
necessarily seem to be the most applicable.

A test with a larger blowing orifice was then attempted. Another conical nose frustum was attached to
the cone body in which 3.6-mm (0.140-in.) diameter blowing orifices had been machined, Configuration 5.
Figure 22 shows that the no-blowing side-force/incidence characteristic for Configuration 5 is once again
different than the two previous no-blowing cases (Configurations 1 and 2). The initial direction of the
side force is toward the port side but reverses at a relative incidence of 3.6. To control the initial
direction of side-force, a blowing orifice was opened at : = 1500 on the starboard side, Configuration 6.
Figure 22 shows that blowing at C, = 0.006 provided a positive reversal in the initial trend of side-
force development, which with increasing incidence, continued to generate ever-increasing positive CYB.
Figure 22 also demonstrates the acceptable repeatability obtainable for the given nose over a spread of days
between tests.

Next, a passive suction/blowing scheme was tried by opening another 3.6-mm (0.140-in.) diameter hole at
t = 0' on the windward ray. This is called Configuration 7. With the external supply of compressed air
closed off, air from the approaching windward flow could enter the plenum within the frustum and exhaust
out of the = 150' hole on the leeward side. The inflow through the = 0' hole was smoothed by means
of a countersunk "bell-mouth" entry. Figure 22 shows that no alleviation in side-force divergence occurred
when comparing the results with the no-blowing case. A partial explanation for the failure may be attributed
to a significant flow loss in the windward hole leaving only a marginal pressure difference to drive any
"injected" air through the second orifice on the leeward side.

Does a symmetrical blowing geometry offer an improvement over the asymmetric schemes looked at so far?
Retaining the two open orifices at o 00, 150' as in Configuration 7, the o -150' orifice on the nort
side was also unplugged (Configuration 8), allowing air to issue symmetrically about the cone. The side-
force/incidence performance for this latter blowing arrangement is also displayed in Fig. 22. We detect that



the symmetrical blowing rate of C,, - 0.010 delays the onset of asymmetry up to a relative incidence of at
least 3.4, but loses its effectiveness at higher incidences. In terms of degree of side-force control per
unit blowing mass or momentum flux, we might infer, from comparing Figs. 21 and 22, that the asymmetric
single hole blowing scheme at = 150' is the most effective.

The windward hole at t : 00 was plugged. The result of inserting one right-angle tube in the 3.6 mm
(0.140-in.) diameter hole at = 150' with the blowing exit directed along a body generator towards
upstream, is shown in Fig. 23. We see that the initial divergence in side force without blowing (Configura-
tion 9) is erased when the injected air issues at C - 0.005 (Configuration 10). Blowing in the downstream
direction provides a similar, favorable result (Configuration 12 and see Ref. 18).

It is remarkable, perhaps, that the direction of blowing, whether normal , or tangential upstream or
tangential downstream, makes negligibly small difference to the degree of control available (compare Figs. 22
and 23). It is as though the asymmetric jet, in terms of its effect on the forebody flow, may be thought
of as a "controllable roughness element." Notwithstanding, the role of the jet in the development of the
lee-side flow field is evidently more complex and striking than this analogy might allow, as we see on thr
sequence of laser vapor screen pictures demonstrated in the next section.

3.3.2 Cone Surface Pressures and Laser Vapor Screen Flow Visualization during an Incidence Sweep with a
Constant Rate of Normal Blowing, Configuration 6

In Fig. 24, we view selected laser vapor screen pictures and circumferential distributions of surface
pressure at the 0.87 axial station for Configuration 6 with a constant blowing rate, C - 0.006. These
results correspond with the side-force/incidence performance illustrated in Ficg. 22, at relative incidences
of 0.43, 1.26, 2.08, 2.48, 2.9, and 3.72. The flow visualization pictures are views from the Pilot's posi-
tion, behind the cone base. The bright appearance of the jet/vortex flow, in contrast with the shadowy
nature of the vortices with no jet flow shown on Figs. 11 and 16, is thought to be associated with intense
scattering of laser light from additional condensation occurring in the jet-vortex flow due to a low stag-
nation temperature in the jet air,

At low incidences, Figs. 24(a) and (b) illustrate that the under-expanded jet penetrates into the stream
from the ¢ = 150" orifice, turning rapidly as it plumes outwards. The contra-rotating vortices of the jet
flow itself are of opposite sign to those on the cone (with eventual separation) and are contained within
the mushroom-shaped top of the vapor cloud. The pressure distributions on the same figures indicate no
clearly determinable perturbations resulting from the jet flow. At relative incidences of 2 and above on
Figs. 24(c)-(f), the flow visualization shows the jet as a separate snake-like entity existing above the body
vortices. The flow visualization records at relative incidences of 2.08 and 2.48, and the pressures in
Figs. 24(c) and (d), both correspond with overall side-force magnitudes near zero. Further increase in
relative incidence in Figs. 24(e) and (f) shows a striking difference between the size of the port and star-
board vortices, with the starboard vortex, as it is closer to the surface, providing noticeable peaks in
suction pressure and hence side force to the right. The mushroom cap to the vapor cloud becomes kidney-
shaped concomitant with a counterclockwise rotation of the jet vortices as we see in the hypotheized flow
structures in Fig. 25. We note that at the highest relative incidence of 3.7 shown in Fig. 24f), the jet
flow has appeared to ally itself with the (weaker) port-side vortex. The equivalent pressure distribution
in Fig. 24(f) displays a complete asymmetry at all circumferential locations.

The essential difference between the alternative flow structures shown on Fig. 25 is the saddle-point
formation above the body vortices. If any magnification of instabilities in the region of the enclosing
saddle point (see Fig. 1) is the governing flow mechanism promoting vortex asymmetry (roughness and waviness
at the nose simply providing the initial direction that the side force should take) then Fig. 25(a) allows
that the movement of the saddle point of Fig. I to a location well away from the body, above the forebody
vortices plus jet, should reduce the influence of the saddle point. The sketch in Fig. 25(b), on the other
hand, still permits the enclosing saddle point on Fig. 1 to be positioned close to the body surface where
its influence on the adjacent flow field would still be dominant. Summing up this conjectural discussion,
we might imply that Fig. 25(a) is a more credible flow topology, therefore, than that shown on Fig. 25(b),
and -an perhaps be better fitted within the vapor screen boundary on Fig. 24(f).
3.3.3 Effect of Changing Blowing Rate on Side-Force Magnitude at Constant Incidence

Figure 26 presents the control of the asymmetric side forces exercised by changing the blowing rate for
those configurations (2, 4, 6, and 8) that utilize normal jets. In all cases, a relative incidence of 3 or
greater was chosen for the comparison corresponding with the A, B, and C positions on the (no-blowing) side-
force/incidence plots of Figs. 21 and 22.

As blowing rate is increased, Configurations 2 and 4 utilizing the 2.4-mm (0.096-in.) asymmetrically
disposed blowing orifices do not demonstrate a capacity to reverse the direction of the side force. The
maximum change in amplitude is about a 50' reduction. On the other hand, Configuration 6 with the 3.6-mm
(0.140-in.) diameter blowing orifice demonstrates powerful control over side-force development. Depending
on blowing rate, CyB can be set at a positive or negative value, with good repeatability. The usefulness
of symmetrical normal blowing with Configuration 8 (at t= t150 ° and 0', it will be remembered) is also
recognizable. It would appear from Fig. 26 that symmetrical blowing is not as powerful as the asymmetric
jet, but can nevertheless keep the side force within acceptable limits.

Figures 27(a)-(g) show laser vapor screen flow visualization results and corresponding circumferential
wall static pressure distributions for Configuration 6 at a fixed relative incidence of 3.3 and a varying
C,. These examples relate to the curve of side force with change of normal blowing rate on Fig. 26 which
exhibited the most powerful control and reversal of side-force direction.

The selection of Figs. 27(a)-(c) demonstrates flow features where there is a trickle of blowing air and
the stronger port-side vortex generates a negative CyB. The jet flow appears "attached" to the weaker star-

board vortex. Figure 27(d) displays the flow field, close to zero side force, where the body vortices are "
virtually symmetrically displaced and the port and starboard pressure distributions show little disagreement.



Increasing C, above 0.004 in Figs. 27(e)-(g) now drives the side force to an ever-increasing positive
value, clearly demonstrated by the lengthening distance displayed between the port-side vortex and the cone
surface. Note again that the jet flow becomes inseparable from the weaker vortex.

Clearly the symmetry of the body vortices can be controlled by the jet momentum rate, and this symmetry
reflects immediately on to the body pressure field. The asymmetry in the jet flow "suspended above" the
body vortices appears to be of lesser importance. Because the rotation of the vortices in the jet flow is
of opposite hand to the body vortices, the jet flow cannot engulf them, nor can the jet be entrained into
them. The speculative jet sink effect introduced earlier is presumably inadmissible. The jet flow will
exist as a discrete entity in analogy, perhaps, with the spiral vortices emanating from foci on the nose
region of a blunt body (Refs. 21 and 22). The rotational direction of these nose vortices is replicated in
the jet flow. We postulate that these spiral vortices on the blunt body have a stabilizing effect on the
lee-side flow field to provide a delayed onset of side force. The characteristic mechanism of the jet flow
is to give a new structure or topology to the overall flow field (jet vortices plus body vortices) which at
a suitable blowing rate offers a not dissimilar flow to that about the blunt body.

Finally, Fig. 28, for the same chosen incidence as in Fig. 27, compares the effectiveness of blowing
tangentially upstream or downstream (Configurations 10 and 12, respectively) with that of normal blowing
(Configuration 6). All blowing geometries possess the capability to reverse the direction of the side-force
development, but the normal blowing has a wider range of applicable C,,. The effectiveness of the tangen-
tial blowing at altering side-force magnitude diminishes at the higher blowing rates. Note, however, that
for very small C values typically less than 0.0015, the trend of changing side force with C, is of
opposite hand to the trend when C, > 0.0015.

4. CONCLUSIONS
To

Based on the pressures, forces, and laser vapor screen measurements about a 5' semiangle cone in a
Mach 0.6 flow under turbulent conditions, we may offer the following conclusions on the continuing explora-
tion of the symmetrical separated flow zones at moderate relative incidence (a/ec - 2.5) and the effective-
ness of nose blowing to control asymmetry of the lee-side vortex flow field at high relative incidences

o/c - 4):

1. The capability of a new dual-beam laser velocimeter has been exploited to measure the mean veloci-
ties in the symmetrically separated flow field and to determine the location of the saddle point above the
body vortices in the plane of the leeward meridian. Together with pitot measurements and dimensioning of
the boundary of the rolled-up shear layer from the laser flow visualization records, wall pressures, wall
shear stresses and directions, plus previously obtained dynamic measurements at the surface (see Ref. 20),
a panorama of three-dimensional flow separation is gradually being assembled. The importance of amplifica-
tion of instabilities at the saddle point, in promoting forebody vortex asymmetry is mooted but has not yet
been established; nor whether such amplification by close association with flow near the surface, causes
the (eventual massive) unsteadiness of the secondary separations at high relative incidences. Hence, the
initial attempt was made to control the asymmetry by injecting air close to one or both of the secondary
vortices, and by implication, the region in the vicinity of the saddle point.

2. Blowing on one side of the leeward meridian, from a single circumferential hole situated between
the primary and secondary separation lines, but beneath the (weaker) vortex that is farthest from the sur-
face, offers an effective means to reduce to zero (and to subsequently reverse) the direction of the side
force.

3. Blowing normal to the surface as a jet spoiler appears to be more effective than either upstream or

downstream directed tangential blowing.

4. In contrast to the asymmetric blowing principle, symmetrically disposed blowing nozzles appear less
effective at corresponding momentum rates.

5. The blowing rates required are very small, there being a large "fluid amplification" of the jet
effect. A typical C, required for an aircraft could be as low as 0.001 for an equivalent blowing location.

6. The jet does not engulf the forebody vortices in either the normal or tangential blowing arrange-
ments. Its counter-rotating pair of vortices "float above" the forebody vortices forming a well-organized
and recognizable topology. This is so for all blowing geometries, but with the tangential blowing, the
structure is less well defined.
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Fig. 3. Asymmetric primary and secondary seoaration lines on o=75
semiangie cone (Ref. 13).
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Fig. 4. Asyimmetric flow field about 850 swept back delta wing (Ref. 16).



Fig. 5. 5' semiangle cone in Ames 6- by 6-Foot
Wind Tunnel.
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(a) Two-component LDV beam system in Ames

6- by 6-Foot Wind Tunnel.

Fig. 6. Velocity measurements with laser velocimeter.
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(b) Sending optics and traverse gear of two-component
LDV.

Fig. 6. Continued.
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Fig. 6. Concluded.
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BLOWING HOLES AT X/L = 0.12
AT 0 0', ±60*, ±120, +150

(RIGHT ANGLE TUBES MAY BE

INSERTED INTO ANY HOLE)

BLOWING PIPE

COMPRESSED
AIR

NOSE RADIUS = 4% BASE RADIUS = 4.8 mm (0.19 in.)

CONE LENGTH, L - 1.37 m (54 in.)

(a) Blowing plenum in conical frustum.

NO. JET NO. JET

0. diam, mm (in.) 00 diam, mm (in.)

1 NONE 7 0, 150 3.6 (0.140) PASSIVE

2 -150 2.4 0.096) 8 0, *150 3.6 (0.140)

TUBE

3 -150 2.4 (0.096) 9 150 3.4 (0.132), FACING UPSTREAM
NO BLOWING

TUBE

4 -120.-150 2.4(0.096) 10 150 3.4 (0.132), FACING UPSTREAM
BLOWING

TUBE

5 150 3.6 10.140) 11 150 3.4 (0.132), FACING DOWNSTREAM
NO BLOWING

TUBE

6 150 3.6 (0.140) 12 150 3.4 (0.132), FACING DOWNSTREAM
BLOWING

(b) Normal and tangential jet positions (pilot's view of body cross sections).

Fig. 8. Blowing design.
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M-~ 0.6, R- =13.5 X 106
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a0
PILOT'S VIEW

08

u.

U' PORT

STARBOARD

-.205

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 I80
* CIRCUMFERENTIAL ANGLE, 0

Fig. 9. Surface pressures at =to 2.5.
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KEY:
. STATIC PRESSURE ORIFICE, 0.51 mm (0.020 in.) diam

Os, PRIMARY SEPARATION LINE (CONVERGENCE)

OS2 SECONDARY SEPARATION LINE (CONVERGENCE)

OA REATTACHMENT" LINE (DIVERGENCE)

LEEWARD GENERATOR

1.

TYPICAL PATTERN OF O

SKIN FRICTION LINES
AT a/Oc - 2.5

LINE OF STATIC
FLOW OS2 .35 FLOW PRESSURE HOLES,

' EVERY 2.50 FOR

.45 900 <0<0
,

EVERY 10 FOR
180o < 0 < go,

° O< .75

0

PORT 180 STARBOARD
180

Fig. 10. Unwrapped cone surface.
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Fig. 11. Laser vapor screen, a/1 c -2.5, M 0.6, RL = 13.5 x196.

VAPOR SCREEN BOUNDARY R 13.5 x 106
(SEE FIG. 11)I

4% NOSE BLUNTNESS
.6- AXIAL STATION, 0.87 L

CONTOURS OF CONSTANT

- w

z , 0.25

z2 ~ .1 0.2. . .
a 4. 0.11 0.1

10 130 140 150 160 170 180
CIRCUMFERENTIAL ANGLE, o deg

Fig. 12. Pitot pressure deficit, M-. 0.6, a/Pc - 2.5.
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Fig. 16. Laser vapor screen, asyrmmetry commnencing:
M- 0.6, cI/ec =2.9.



Fig. 17. Laser vapor screen of asymmetrical vortices
at cz/% = 3.2: oblique (pilot) view from port side.
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Fig. 19. Side forces on sharp cone, 0.5 < M,. <4.3, at elevated Reynolds number.
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Fig. 20. Onset of significant side-force asymietry
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CONFIG. JET POSO, oO C;1
5 150 0

S 6 150 0.006

.... 3 7 0. 150 PASSIVEI

.0- 0 8 0. ±150 0.0096

M,, - 0.6, RL0 =13.6 x 106/

25-/

.20 /
ASYMMETRIC/
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15II

0 1 1 NO
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012 3 4 5
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Fig. 22. Incidence/slde-force performance with con-
stant normal blowing rate, jet hole
diameter a 3.6 imm (0.140 in.).
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CONFIG. JET POSN, O* BLOWING Clu JET diam. mm (in.)

-0 9 150 0 3.410.132)

-- 0 10 150 0.0054 3.4 (0.132)

-- 0 11 150 0 3.4(0.132)

......0 12 150 7 0.0056 3.4 (0 132)

.30

.25
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Ii'DOWNSTREAM

.15

>0
u IF

Cr .10 I

U)

.05

0i

-.06 NO BLOWING

-.10 I
0 1 2 3 4 5I RELATIVE INCIDENCE, a/0,

Fig. 23. Incidence/side-force performance with con-
stant tangential blowing rate, jet hole
diameter =3.4 mm (0.132 in.).
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"N 
= NO. OFFOCI D=6

:s = NO. OF SADDLE POINTS= 3

JET
VORTICES

1T, = NO. OF HALF SADDLES
ON SURFACE = 8

",.N - (E S 
+ %E S') 

= -

THIS SATISFIES CROSS-FLOW
TOPOLOGY LAW, REFS. 21, 22

FOREBODY PRIMARY
VORTICES

FOREBODY

SECONDARY
VORTICES

7 "HALF-SADDLE"
POINTS

S', HALF-SADDLE ON WINDWARD
ATTACHMENT LINE IS OUT OF VIEW

(a) Close-coupled jet vortices and "high" forehody
vortices.

Fig. 25. Hypothesized flow structures of jet and

forebody vortices.
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SECONDARY FOREBODY PRIMARY

VORTICESVORTICES
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ATTACHMENT LINE IS OUT OF VIEW

(b) "Separate" jet and forebody vortices. /
Fig. 25. Concluded.
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CONFIG. JET POSR, 0O BLOWING JET diam, mm (in)
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IN-FLIGHT MEASURED CHARACTERISTICS
OF COMBINED FLAP-SPOILER DIRECT LIFT CONTROLS

by

0. Rix -

D. Hanke

Institut f r Flugmechanik

iA Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt
fdr Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V. (DFVLR)

Braunschweig-Flughafen

SUMMARY

The implemEntation of direct lift control in the aircraft flight control system can
improve pilot-vehicle performance and handling qualities for a given requirement. Pere-
quisite for the control system design is the knowledge of the aerodynamic characteristics

of direct lift controls. The influence of direct lift control on longitudinal aircraft
dynamics and the requirements for the characteristics of direct lift controls for large
transport aircraft in the landing approach phase are discussed. Further, the different
characteristics of flaps, spoilers and influence of surface rate on aircraft behaviour
are dealt with. A flight test investigation was carried out to determine in-flight flap
and spoiler characteristics and, in addition, the characteristics of simultaneously
deflected flaps and spoilers as a DLC device. The flight tests are undertaken with the
DFVLR HFB 320 In-Flight Simulator. The fly-by-wire control system of this aircraft is
ideally suited for electrically applied input signals for system identification. The
results show, that flap and spoiler characteristics can be described by linear models,
this is valid for flap and spoiler inputs up to + 10 deg and + 30 deg respectively and
relatively high surface rates of 10 deg/sec and 62 deg/sec. In addition, combined
flap-spoiler deflections show no nonlinear or instationary effects. The aircraft response
can be described by simple linear modelling. The spoiler control derivatives are
influenced by flap deflection. In this case, the spoiler derivatives valid for combined
flap-spoiler deflections are identified.

The in-flight measured flap and spoiler characteristics are compared with windtunnel
data showing good correlation with flap data. In contrary discrepancies for spoiler
control derivatives are possibly due to different separated flow characteristics between
low Re-number windtunnel measurements and higher !ie-number full scale flight tests.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

ax  acceleration along body x-axis

az  acceleration along body z-axis

CA(i) nondimensional lift derivative

aCM

CM(i) ac() nondimensional pitch moment derivativeI CW
CW(i) W(i nondimensional drag derivative

g acceleration due to gravity

H altitude

Iy pitching moment of inertia

K(i) bias of measured signal i

m aircraft mass

MM(1) - (i-)~ dimensional pitch moment derivative

n vertical load factor

pitch -rate
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T DLC DLC device time constant

U perturbation velocity along body x-axis

U0  trim velocity in body x-axis

V velocity with respect to air

w perturbation velocity along body z-axis

X 3X dimensional X-force derivative
((Z

Z(i) a(i) dimensional Z-force derivative

angle of attack

flight path angle

6 control deflection

6deflection rate

6 e  elevator deflection

6 F  flap deflection

6 sspoiler deflection

o pitch attitude

Subscript

c command

obs observation

1. INTRODUCTION

Advancements in fly-by-wire technology have impacted aircraft design by allowing the
optimization of both aircraft performance and handling qualities for a given requirement.
Iparticular the application of direct force control results in new and unconventional

aircraft control behaviour.

Perequisites for the design of direct force control modes are a proper definition
of mission oriented handling qualities including the knowledge of direct force control
device dynamic characteristics. Aerodynamic interference problems may arise using
simultaneously several direct force control surfaces. For control system design, simple
models describing control surface characteristics are desirable. Within the DFVLR
research program [11 to investigate the influence of direct lift control on handling
qualities using the DFVLR HFB 320 variable stability aircraft separate flight tests were
made to identify the flap and spoiler control characteristics using modern parameter
identification techniques.

2. INFLUENCE OF DLC ON AIRCRAFT DYNAMICS

Compared with conventional elevator moment control, direct lift control represents
a force control where the lift force can be varied directly by flaps or spoilers on the
wing. Using an additional direct lift control surface in combination with the elevator,

* two degrees of freedom of the longitudinal motion, are influenced by two independent
control inputs - pitch moments by the elevator and Z-motion by the direct lift device.
The direct lift control system can be designed to couple or decouple the two degrees of
freedom independent of aircraft inherent pitch/heave motion coupling caused by Z and M
derivatives. .

A
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There are three principle DLC application possibilities to give an aircraft the
mission optimized control behaviour shown in figure 2.1 [2].

Firstly a longitudinal control system decoupling pitch and flight path response with

- Decoupled Pitch Control with constant flight path (DPC) and

- Decoupled Flight Path Control with constant pitch attitude (DFPC)

and secondly a longitudinal control system coupling pitch and flight path

- Coupled Flight Path Control (CFPC).

Figure 2.2 illustrates how the lift curve slope can be varied by DLC application due
to control input. Further, this figure shows how the lift curve slope should be realized
for different control system applications.

The aircraft time response due to step stick input for a DLC system with coupled
elevator and flap is shown in figure 2.3.

For elevator control time histories of pitch rate and vertical acceleration response
show the known relatively poor vertical acceleration response compared with pitch rate.
With increasing DLC effectiveness the response of vertical acceleration is quickend on
the other hand the pitch rate response is slowed down.

3. REQUIREMENTS OF DIRECT LIFT CONTROLS

The ideal direct lift device would be a control surface with pure lift force
capability producing no change in drag or moment.

In this case the pitch and heave motion of the aircraft could be influenced by a
proper combination of the pure lift force device and the pure moment control device
(elevator or canards) with low design constraints.

In addition, the lift device should have sufficient control power and sufficient
high lift Variation rate.

In the past, flaps and spoilers are proposed and used as direct lift device having
the following advantages and disadvantages.

1. Flaps Advantages: Very effective, therefore low control amplitudes necessary.

Disadvantages: Large adverse pitching moments and positive drag in the
case of lift increase.

2. Spoilers Advantages: Negative drag in the case of lift increase.

Disadvantages: Not so effective, therefore high control amplitudes
necessary.
Large proverse pitching moments.
Buffeting due to large deflections.

A very important parameter is the rate of lift increase which depends on control
surface effectiveness and on the maximum surface rates (as follows).

dCA aCA6 a CA
6 +C 6  , neglecting lift lag effects ( O)

CA6ata

then mAte 
CA6 tC

This means the requirement of DLC had to be the lift change per time and not only
the maximum surface rate. Comparing two different DLC devices like flaps and spoilers,with the demand of equal lift change per time then the required spoiler rate is

(HFB 320 data):

CA
6 F

6 -6 C m =0.9
SPREQ. CA6  Fsp

CA6  = 0.18
sp

$ 6 = 50 deg/sec 6Fmax = 10 deg/secspREQ, a

The surface rates are reciprocal to control effectiveness of both control surfaces.

Now, how great the change in lift per time should be?



Previous investigations [1] show that too fast lift change results in handling
quality problems for flight path tracking in the landing approach. The lift change per
time or the vertical acceleration response should be adapted to the short period eigen-

moinof the aircraft.

In the case that the angle of attack should be nearly constant during a control
input, the first order time constant of the DLC surface transfer function is dependent
on the following aircraft derivatives [2]

T Dsec
T 6DLC 0  q
Z8DLCU o -M

A typical value for transport aircraft in landing approach is

TDLC - 0.4 sec

Required vertical acceleration variation of n = + 0.2 g for the landing approach
results in maximum direct lift surface rates from 10 to 20 deg/sec shown as follows

n -0.632 n "
max At Z6DLC TDLC * Z6DLC

with values mentioned before and Z6DLC = 12 m/sec 2 /rad

0.632 0.2 9.81 •57.3 15 9 e
max 0.4 12 sec

4. FLIGHT TEST SITUATION

The main purpose of the in-flight investigation was to refine the mathematical model
describing the longitudinal motion of the HFB 320 research aircraft with particular
emphasis on the determination of control surface derivatives. The HFB 320 is used as a
variable stability aircraft with 5 degrees of freedom simulation capability [3]
(figure 4.1). To improve the simulation capability the aircraft was equipped with
electrically controlled spoilers with enlarged panels [4]. The arrangement of flap and
spoiler surfaces on the aircraft is shown in figure 4.2. The maximum spoiler rate is

62 deg/sec and the maximum flap rate is 10 deg/sec.

The aircraft equipment includes

" primary flight control system, fully fly-by-wire

" electrically controlled flaps and spoilers

* electrically controlled thrust

* on board digital computer

* artificial feel system
* electrically controlled flight instruments

* on board data acquisition system, data recording and telemetry system

0 safety equipment.

All these features could be used for parameter identification flight tests. The
control surface deflections were commanded by a program running on the on board digital
computer.

Thus the control inputs could be reproduced with extreme accuracy in "successive"
runs, a most important advantage for parameter identification. All the state variables
were digitally recorded on board with 10 Hz sample rate and 18 selected variables were
transmitted via telemetry to the ground station to monitor the flight tests.

Two flight missions with 20 separate runs were executed using the following
reference flight conditions:

FLIGHT TEST V [IAS] H [ft] y (deg) FLAPS (deg) SPOILERS (deg)

1 145 kts 15000 0 0 0

0 45

2 1130 0
V30 45



As previously mentioned the objective of the tests was to identify the longitudinal
control derivatives from flight tests. There are essentially four controls involved
namely elevator, spoilers, flaps and spoiler-flap combinations. In the latter case
spoilers and flaps are simultaneously deflected. As the flaps are extended the spoilers
are retracted and vice versa. By this maximum change in lift is created with minimum
change in drag and pitching moments.

5. PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION METHOD

Numerical values of the aerodynamic characteristics of the controls were obtained
by means of a parameter identification method which utilizes measured flight test data
together with appropriate mathematical algorithms. An important advantage of using flight
test data is that all possible effects of the actual flight environment are included in
the measured data. In this program the parameter identification was performed by an
output error method, that is, a mathematical method in which we try to fit the output of
a mathematical model to the flight motions of the aircraft [5, 6, 71. The cost function
which measures the fit between the motions produced by the mathematical model and the
flight is called likelihood-function

1N ]T -1 N

2 1 [Z(tK) - (tK) [Z(tK) - (t K)

where Z is the system output, Y the model output, N the number of data points and R the
covariance matrix of the measurement noise.

This function has to be minimized with respect to R and to , -the vector of unknown
parameters. The minimization technique used is a modified Newton-Raphson algorithm which
requires only the first derivative of y with respect to x. The result of each iteration
is an improvement in x. In general the search can be finished after about ten to fifteen
iterations. The program used was able to estimate not only coefficients of the linear
system but also initial values of the state variables and input and output measurement
biases. For these identifications, the following linearized model was used

Xu Xw-j--u + - -w - g cosE 0 - Vzo q + - -" 6 + m 6
m n0m F m sp

Z Z Z 6 Z6= U- u + -m- w - g sinO0 + Vo•q + ---- 6F + -s 6s
gsino0 e Vx 0  mF F m sp

q

4w .y y y e Iy Iy " p

with the observation equations

U obs =u + Ku

Wob s  w + Kw

0obs 0 +K 0

qObs = q + Kq
Xu  Xw  XbF  +X6sp +K

axobs = mm u + W + - 6F m sp ax

SZu Z 6azobs. +.-~. +K
z m =+F sp az

K(i) = Bias of measured signal i

An important factor for parameter estimation techniques is the proper design of
system input signals.



In selecting the input, it should be appreciated that the eigenmotion of the airplane
must be excited since the process of identifying the control derivatives involves identi-
fication of the parameters related to the eigenmotion as well. Moreover, a poor identifi-
cation of the eigenmotion could adversely affect the identification of the control deriva-
tives. This problem does indeed arise in this program where the control derivatives of a
spoiler, flap, or spoiler-flap combination should be defined. The following approach was
undertaken.

The first step was to identify the eigenmotion parameters by means of the elevator.
The inputs selected are shown in figure 5.1. First the short period motion is excited by
a so called 3-2-1-1 signal [81 followed by a step elevator input to excite the phugoid
r.-otion (Sign~l 1). Using Signal 2 first the phugoid was excited by a step input followed
by the 3-2-1-1 signal to excite the short period motion. Care was taken in Signal 2 to
excite the short period motion at such a time when the deviation from reference airspeed
caused by the phugoid was minimal.

The eigenmotion investigation was followed by the determination of the spoiler-,
flap- and combined flap-spoiler characteristics. Two basic signals are used as shown in
figure 5.2. Signal 3 is a combination of two signals with the initial input consisting
of an elevator input which excites the phugoid and short period motions. Later in time
an input of either the spoiler, flap or flap-spoiler is introduced as required in the
analysis. Also, Signal 4 has an input of either spoiler, flap or flap-spoiler as re-
quired. This signal should excite the eigenmotion of the airplane and provide sufficient
information to identify the control parameters.

6. IN-FLIGHT MEASURED FLAP-SPOILER CHARACTERISTICS

The first step in the identification process was to identify the parameters related
to the airplane's eigenmotion. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 compare the results of the identifi-
cation runs with the flight test data obtained from inputs of Signal 1 and 2, respectively.
Note in the figures a clear separation between the short period and phugoid motions. The
good curve fits of model responses to in-flight measured time histories over the long
time period of 180 seconds indicates that the estimated parameters are representative.

Now that the airplane's eigenmotion can be described by a linear model, one can
approach the problem of identifying the additional control derivatives. Identification
of the control derivatives, for a particular control surface, is done together with the
eigenmotion identification so that one obtains a mathematical model which includes the
eigenxmotion derivatives and the control derivatives. Since the eigenmotion model was
already established from tests with the elevator input, one can check the results of the
model with the additional control surface to determine the validity of this result. The
parameter identification of the additional controls was done with inputs Signal 3 and

Signal 4. From an examination of these results it was clear that the results obtained by
using Signal 4 are not valid. In the case of the spoiler, Signal 4 does not introduce
sufficiently large changes in the airplane's speed to determine accurately the speed
derivatives, but the spoiler control derivatives appear reasonable. In the case of the
flaps, the inaccuracy of that section of the model describing the eigenmotion causes
inaccuracy in identifying the flap derivatives. The case of the spoiler-flap combination
with Signal 4 failed. It became clear that to identify the additional control derivatives
one should utilize the elevator plus the additional control surface on interest.

Figure 6.3 presents the results of identifying the spoiler derivatives. In the
steady state condition the spoiler is at 45 deg. The fact that when the spoiler is
deflected, the time histories are in good agreement (especially in longitudinal and
vertical acceleration) suggests that the identification of the spoiler derivatives is
very good. The logical explanation is as follows: Excellent agreement of the time
histories are obtained when rapid elevator motion is introduced thereby indicating that
the mathematical model is correct. Thus when the spoiler is introduced and the time
histories iontinue to be in good agreement, one may conclude that the identification of
the spoiler derivatives are accurate.

The numerical results of the spoiler nondimensional derivatives as function of flap
deflection compared with windtunnel data are given in figure 6.4.

The windtunnel measurements are carried out with a 1: 7.5 scale model in the D VLR
2.8 m x 3.6 m low speed windtunnel (9] with an effective Reynoldsnumber of 1.64 10
compared with 11.14 .106 in-flight.

Flight test results show higher lift control effectiveness CA6 , lower drag control
effectiveness CW6, and higher moment control effectiveness CM6 SP compared with wind-
tunnel data. The 5  general influence of flap deflection on Sp spoiler control
effectiveness obtained from windtunnel measurements agree with in-flight measured data.

The quality of the results obtained from the identification of the flap derivatives
(figure 6.5) are similar to the quality of the spoiler results.

The numerical results of flap nondimensional derivatives as a function of spoiler
deflection compared with windtunnel data are shown in figure 6.6. For the one reference
flight condition investigated with 6sp = 0 deg the lift control effectiveness and the
drag control effectiveness of flaps are very close to the windtunnel measured data. A
difference occured for the moment control derivative.



The results show that the control characteristics of the flap and spoiler direct lift
devices can be described by a linear model with constant derivatives. This is valid for
relatively large deflections up to + 10 deg flap deflection and up to + 30 deg spoiler
deflection and relatively high surface rate of 10 deg/sec and 62 deg/sec respectively. &

For control system design using a combination of control surfaces like flaps and
spoilers simultaneously deflected it is very important to know the significance of aero-
dynamic interference effects between the control surfaces. Are there nonlinearities,
instationary or aerodynamic interference effects in such a way that the resulting control
characteristics will be completely changed, or are the effects negligible so that the
separated control derivatives can be added in a linear way?

To answer these questions, in addition to separate control surface identification,
tests were conducted with spoiler-flap combinations as mentioned earlier. The combi-
natius of amplitude ratios between flap and spoiler used are as follows

Flap deflection 6f deg

+ 5.0 + 10

Spoiler+15+3
deflection 15+3

6 pdeg

To identify the characteristics obtained from combined flap-spoiler deflections
three different approaches are used:

1. The identification is made with one input (flap or spoiler) resulting in equivalent
control derivatives.

2. The identification is made with fixed flap and spoiler derivatives obtained from
previous 'flap only' and 'spoiler only' identification runs.

3. The identification is made with flap and spoiler inputs resulting in flap and spoiler
derivatives valid for combined flap-spoiler deflections.

To avoid computer time consuming identification, the combined flap-spoiler identi-
fication was not carried out over the full 180 sec measuring time. The identification
'run' was composed by the elevator input and the flap-spoiler input to identify both the
aircraft short period eigenmotion and the control derivatives. *)

The first approach is possible if both surfaces move closely together. A time delay
of about 0.2 seconds in the flap actuator system of the HFB 320 results in a nonlinear
coupling of both surfaces as shown in figure 6.7. This fact disqualifies the first

approach.

de For the second approach the flap and spoiler derivatives obtained from the separate
control derivative identification runs (figure 6.4 and 6.6) are used. Because of the fact

Ithat no in-flight measured flap data for the 6& 45 deg reference condition are
available, the flap data for the 6 mo0 deg rmerence condition are used. These data
are reduced by the same amount as p n effeinentife fo the = 45 deg
reference condition. AadC.bigietfe o h s

If there are no differences between measured and computed time histories using
fixed flap and spoiler derivatives any interference effects can be excluded. But if there
are differences, flap-spoiler interference for combined deflection exists.

lnIna acelera.tion esosued d th flap an spilert inputw in bue seen atth

As illustrated in figure 6.8 the time response due to combined flap-spoilerdeflection can be matched with relatively good results. Comparing the vertical and

longtuisnfgur anceltoepnse atth fa aiablspoile otinput, Ti canbesethat thate

measured variables follow mainly the flap movement. The error in vertical acceleration
response is caused by a too large spoiler effectiveness. Due to this and other f lap-
spoiler effects, especially the vertical speed and pitch rate response cannot be matched.
This Indicates that flap-spoiler interference effects exist.

In figure 6.9 the measured data for the same input as shown in figure 6.8 are
compared with model response using new flap and spoiler identified derivatives. As shown
in this figure an excellent match of all variables is obtained. This means that the
flap-spoiler or spoiler-flap interference can be described by changed control effective-
ness and, what is very important, the effects can be described in a linear way.

To look for the influence of the amplitudes of control surface deflections
(figure 6.10) test runs with higher amplitudes are made resulting in the same matching
accuracy obtained before.

KThe authors thank Mr. R. Koehler, DFVLR, Institut ftr Flugmechanik who helped to
produce additional identification results, because Mr. 0. Rix retired from the DFVLR.



Looking at the identified flap and spoiler derivatives valid for combined flap-
spoiler deflections as shown in the following table, it can be found that the flap
derivatives remain nearly constant for both the low amplitude and for the high amplitude
input.

LOW AMPLITUDE HIGH AMPLITUDE
INPUT INPUT

relative ( 3 relative
standard deviation, percent standard deviation, percent

CA6F  0.75 (2.18) 0.77 (1.73)

DERIVATIVES CW6  0.127 (2.53) 0.11 (2.01)

C M6 F  - 0.036 (7.71) - 0.032 (5.36)

CA6  - 0.13 (4.42) - 0.15 (2.78)
sp

SPOILER C 0.023 (4.29) 0.022 (3.12)
DERIVATIVES W6sp

CM6 - 0.029 (17.33) - 0.007 (5.04)

The same tendency is seen for the spoiler derivatives with one exception, the
spoiler moment control derivative CM6sp. There is a large difference between the low and
high amplitude case.

Looking at the relative standard deviation of CM6 it can be seen that for the low
amplitude input the relative standard deviation is SP high (17.33), that means that
the spoiler moment influence is low, so that the identification of this value is
difficult..

Comparing these data with the windtunnel data shown in figure 6.4 and 6.6 it is
seen that the flap control effectiveness CA6 and the moment control effectiveness CM6
correlate very well with windtunnel data fore the 45 deg reference spoilcr deflection.F
A large difference occur for the in-flight measured drag derivative CW6 which is much
lower compared with windtunnel measured value. F

This results show that the aircraft response is mainly influenced by the flaps due
to higher control effectiveness compared to the spoiler. So that the flap effectiveness
is only slightly influenced by spoiler deflections, this is judicious comparing the flap
area behind the spoiler.

The spoiler control effectiveness CA6  is decreased, the drag control coefficient
CW6p is increased compared with the A P'spoiler only' identified values.

The spoiler moment control derivative is amplitude dependent and is more negative

with regard to windtunnel data.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusion can be drawn from the in-flight measured characteristics of
combined flap-spoiler direct lift controls:

1. Parameter identification technique is a valuable tool to identify both aircraft
stability parameters and direct lift control parameters.

2. The results show, that the perequisite for control parameter identification is the
identification of aircraft stability parameters using an optimized input to excite
the aircraft.

3. In-flight measured data show, that both the flap and spoiler direct lift controls can
be identified with sufficient accuracy. The control behaviour can be described by a
linear model although relatively high amplitudes and surface rates are used. Possible
lift lag effects are so low that they can be neglected.

4. In addition the characteristics produced by combined flap-spoiler inputs can be
described by a linear model. The interference effects result mainly in varied spoiler
derivatives. Flap derivatives remain nearly unchanged.

5. Comparing in-flight measured flap data with windtunnel data it is shown that lift,
drag and moment derivatives correlate well with flight test data for the clean
spoiler configuration.

6. Comparing in-flight measured spoiler data with windtunnel data it is shown that large
differences occur. Only the general trend due to steady state flap deflection isapparnt.
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7. The discrepancies obtained from in-flight and windtunnel spoiler measurements show
that separated flow measurements in windtunnel cannot be applied to the real aircraft.
It is assumed that the spoiler measurements are sensitive to Reynoldnumber variation.

From this the quesLion arises how separated flow effects on aircraft control deri-
vatives can be simulated in windtunnel and how the results have to be scaled for in-
flight application?
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IDECOUPLED PITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL DPCh

* PILOT COMMANDS PITCH ATTITUDE WITH FLIGHT PATH CONSTANT

COUPLED FLIGHT PATH CONTROL CFPC

* PILOT COMMANDS VERTICAL LOAD FACTOR AND PITCH PATE

Ay =AE a

DECOUPLED FLIGHT PATH CONTROL DFPCJ

* PILOT COMMANDS FLIGHT PATH WITH PITCH ATTITUDE CONSTANT

FIG. 2.1 PRINCIPLES OF DLC APPLICATION
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FIG. 4.1 DFVLR-HFB 320 [N-FLIGHT SIMULATOR
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SUMMARY

In 1977, a Joint investigation (MBB-DFVLt) has been conducted in order to
study stability and control characteristics of a fighter-type model at incidences up to
4O degrees.

Primary emphasis of the study was directed towards the stability and control
contributions of

A different control shapes (vertical canards - single, double,
vertical tail. winglets)

B control sa-rfaces in different positions (vertical canard at
body nose, at body below wing....)

Isolated and combined effects of devices A, B are demonstrated in the regime
of higher angles of attack.

LIST O ABBREVIATIONS

cL Lift coefficient cy Sideforce coefficient

c 1  Rolling moment coefficient cya Rate of change of sideforce

Rate of change of rolling moment
with vertical canard deflection Cy~vc Rate of change of sideforce

with vertical canard deflec-
"1 6 5  Rate of change of rolling moment tion

with aileron deflection
c y~r Rate of change of sideforce

c16r Rate of change of rolling moment with rudder deflection
with rudder deflection Q Angle of Incidence

C1is Rate of change of rolling moment
with yawing angle 8 Angle of yaw

Cm. Ptchin moment coefficient g Vertical canard deflectionel) referred to .3 MAC v¢ angle

en  Yawing moment coefficient 6r = Rudder deflection angle

Cn Rate of change of yawing moment A Increment of coefficient
with angle of yaw

cn~vc Rate of change of yawing moment
with vertical canard deflection

eo~ r  Rate of change of yawing moment

with rudder deflection

1. INTRODUCTION

A requirement of good supersonic aircraft performance results in wing-de-
signs of high leading edge sweep, low aspect ratio combined with small camber and twist
and thin airfoils having nearly sharp leading edges. At increasing angles of incidence

() 100) the flow field of this type of wings is dominated by concentrated separated
vortex systems originating at the inboard leading edge. Due to this vortices lateral
stability is lost before reaching maximum lift. So modern fighter aircraft with high
thrust to weight ratio is limited not only by available control power, but also by lose
of stability.

In [5],[6] significant parameters for directional stability and lateral
control departure are

I a
Se .cooS a - * sinG
ndyn A x C

LCDP • Cn - n6s - K, c 6 ...
n " IG C1 5 0 K' Cl6 r

with 9 1 r/ 6 .



1.1 Model Geometry

Seeking a solution for stability and control requirements which arise main-

ly at lower speeds (depending on wing loading),a wind tunnel study was started, fig. 1,

together with the DFVLR Gdttingen [1) ]2]. The devices and their location have practical
configurational constraints like pilot's view, undisturbed intake flow, ground-clearance,
minimum wetted surface and so on. However, seeking some insight in aerodynamics, the
control surfaces shown in fig. 2. 3. 4. 5 were positioned looking for undisturbed flow
and high dynamic pressure at higher incidences, disregarding the above-mentioned con-
straints. Due to the shortness of time, the results to be presented are confined on the
vertical canards and vertical stabilizer modifications shown in fig. 2. 4. More practi-

cal configurations like fig. 5 are treated in [4).

1.2 Flow Field

For interpretation of the test results we should have a short look at the
aforementioned flow field which is roughly sketched in fig. 6. A survey about these
effects and extensive references are given by [3) as a result of several years research
on these problems. The essential feature are the stable vortices, which are produced
by flow separation at the highly swept wing leading edge and the body nose. At angles
of incidence a increasing above 100 the vortices are moving further upward and inboard.
At yawing conditionsthey are shifted to insymuetrical positions with respect to the
vertical stabilizer producing an induced sidewash and downwash. At higher angles of
attack, the windward vortex is bursting earlier producing a dynamic pressure reduction
at the tail giving destabilizing roll-and yawing moment. It should be mentioned that
the flow conditions at the tail are influenced too by the trim position of the horizon-

tal stabilizer, thus by stability margin.

The single vertical canard in the plane of symmetry has nearly no influence
on the flow passing the body, whereas the double surfaces change the flow direction a-
long body axisthus producing a high pressure fieldin between them.

2. STABILITY AND CONTROL

2.1 Stability and Control of Clean Configuration

Due to the law of momentum conservation, flow field curvature must be found
in force and momentum coefficients. In fig. 7 the roll and yawing moments versus C are
shown for the clean configuration wing, strake on and off. According to the aforemen-
tioned flow field considerations, we find beginning stability problems at the same a
when the stroke-off wing reaches its maximum lift.

2.2 Tail Modifications

In order to find the decrease of stability independent of dynamic pressure

due to separation effects an additional tail surface was placed below the horizontal
tail at the body. The results in fig. 8 show for sideforce and yawing moment an analog
behaviour to sheared wing theory.

A study concerned with rudder efficiency due to tail size and shape shows
in fix. 9 not only the effects of increased size, but also the influence of changes in
dynamic pressure due to vortex system inductions. Again rudder efficiency is lost at
angles of incidence higher than Q cLoax o f the low swept outboard wing. This can be under-

stood in the following way. At angles of incidence lower than outboard c Umx the vortex

develops in a low pressure field, which means by Bernoulli's law, higher vortex velocity
due to lower vortex core pressure causing higher vortex circulation and induction velo-
cities.

At angles of incidence above acLmax of outboard wing the vortex is no longer

driven by the outboard suction fieldbut is decelerated until final vortex core bursting
by the increasing outboard pressure field. The vortex just transports energy from its
generating region by inertial forces to the other regions of flow field. So the tail
flow field works in decreasing induced velocities and their corresponding dynamic press-
urea. This is found in the tail stability and control efficiency curves.

2.3 Vertical Canard Lateral Stability Contributions

In fix. 10 a comparison is shown of single vertical canard surfaces in
different positions. It should be noticed, that in all positions the same shape and
size was used. The surface above the body nose is seen to diverge without any limit.
First the slope in Ac up to 0 = 100 is due to increasing aspect ratio with 0, then a
reduction is due to te suction field produced by wing and body-nose vortices up to
a e280 and after that,with bursting wing-vortices but full dynamic pressure due to
body-nose vortices, further divergence takes place. The side force shows the usual
"canard effect", which means that the larger aft surface (vert. tail) compensates the
flow field curvature produced by the smaller forward canard. Thus due to the momentum
conservation law the side force vanishes until the tail surface is sufficiently swept
out of the canard lnfluesee.
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The surfaces mounted below the body show decreasing sideforce and yawing
moment increments with increasing angle of incidence. This shows, analog to sheared
wing concept, a decreasing aspect ratio of this vertical canards. Additional to this
effect an increasing high pressure field ("stagnation point flow analogy")influence
the vertical canard root section.

The surface mounted near an intake position below the wing strake shows in
the yawing moment the influence of distance from moment reference point as well as the
straightening influence of the wing.

In fix. 11 similar effects for the double surfaces are shown. In contrary
to the single surface, the double surface above the body was mounted in the wing-strake
apex region. Hence it shows the severe influence of the strake vortices.

In fig. 12 a comparison with the single surface at the same position does
not show twice the sideforce and yawing moment as we would expect from the fact that
two surfaces were used. But remembering the laws of biplanes it is clear that a rela-
tively close second parallel-surface in the curved flow field of the first one will not
develop the same force. Furthermore we note that the first breaks in the curves corres-
pond to a of the outboard wing panel.

2.4 Vertical Canard Control Efficiency

In fig. 13 a comparison of single vertical canards in different positions,
but with same size and deflection is shown. The results are basically similar to the

stability considerations, but are smaller in absolute value. This is due to the fact,
that for stability considerations the complete configuration was in a yawing position,
whereas here the vertical canard only is deflected.

The comparison of the double control surfaces in fix. 14 again shows simi-
lar effects compared with the above mentioned stability considerations. It should be
mentioned that for stability, the increments were taken against clean configuration
(vertical canards off) whereas for control efficiency increments were taken against
symmetric position.

The comparison of double surfaces with single surface in fig. 15 shows a
steeper loss of efficiency. The wiggles, shown by all the increment curves, should not
be taken too serious because one canard surface was about 5% wing reference area. That
means increments are differences of nearly equal numbers with respect to the balance
accuracythus posing a numerically "ill conditioned" problem.

2.5 Influence of Vertical Canards on Horizontal Stability

At the first glance, the pitching moment curves in fig. 16 are a surprising
result. But this strong influence of double vertical canard surfaces on longitudinal
stability can be explained with the high pressure field between the nearly parallel ca-
nard surfaces mentioned above in the flow field considerations. This is clarified by
comparing the increments for single vertical canard surfaces with those of double sur-
faces as shown in fig. 17 and fig. 18.

3. CONCLUDING REMARKS

e Looking at fig. 19 we find a nearly linear dependence of yawing moment increment
up to a c for nearly all positions.

Late x CL + IND

Acn (a) - Ac (a = 0) CLmax
n n C1Lmax

The positional influence is mainly accounted for in the Ac n (a = 0) term. In BIND

(induction term) and cLmax configurational influences like wing shape, position, flap

setting, horizontal canards may be accounted for. A comparison with literature and la-

ter experiments on other configurations show that such a relation holds for all verti-
cal canards mounted under the body.

0 A similar relation may be constructed for the side force increment dependence, but

only up to O c.a0 x of the outboard wing. Later on it is nearly constant. This a max

of the outboard wing which may be interpreted as an 
0 
BREAK for the vortex circu-

lation seems to be an universal feature found for several very different confi-
gurations.
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* For the rolling moment increment contribution no such approximations hold, but due
to the small distance of aideforce producing the rolling moment from the center of
gravity, this is of lowest importance.

0 All these statements apply for increments due to vertical canard deflection as well
as for the increments of yawing angle.

0 Considering lateral trim for certain, sideforce accelerations we find from moment
balance the largest vertical canard size for positions closest to the center of
gravity, but also the lowest efficiency reduction according to C.

* Double V.C. surfaces also influence longitudinal stability.

* Vertical canard surfaces above the body are not usable for several reasons already
mentioned.
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PROBLEMES D'AERODYNAMIQUE INSTATIOf4NAIRE POSES PAR

L'UTILISATION DES GCX)VERNES OANS LE CONTROLE ACTIF

par Roger DESTUYNDER

Office National d'Etudesaet de Recherches Adrospatiales (ONERA)

92320 ChAtillon (Fc)

RESUME

Le d~veloppement des techniques de contr~le actif A l'aide de gouvernes, de spo!lers ou de
surfaces auxiliaires necessite tine connaissance de plus en plus approfondie des forces airodynaniques
instationnaires cr66es par ces surfaces.

Diff~rents cas se pr~sentent selon les phdnom~nes que l'on veut contr~ler. be plus ia nature de
l'6coulement subcritique ou supercritique permet soit d'aborder le problbe du contr~le par une voje
purement thdorique oti au contralre nlcessite une mlthode s'appuyant sur des veleurs th~oriques corrig6es
par des essaia. Des surfaces sp~ciales de contr~le sont aussi considlrles qui permettent des simplifi-
cations th~oriques dans certains cas (Canard-Vane). Les questions de merge de s6curit6 sont 6voqules.

PROBLEMS OF UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS RAISED

SUMMARYBY THE USE OF CONTROL SURFACES AS ACTIVE CONTROLS

The development of active control techniques using conventional surfaces, spoilers or auxiliary
surfaces requires an ever deeper knowledge of the unsteady aerodynamic forces created by these surfaces.
The manoeuvre load control for military aircraft or the lift control for civil aircraft, involve control
laws acting In quasi steady conditions. Another field concerning turbulence, gust control and flutter
phenomenon calls upon a broader frequency range and the pertaining control problems have to take complex
forces into account. Subritical and supercritical flows are considered. Theoritical and mixed methods
based on corrections defined after wind tunnel tests are applied.

* INTRODUCTION

Un avion 6quip6 de contr~les actifs eat un appareil qu:l utilise lea forces at moments ahrodyna-
miques, cr6bs par ses surfaces de contrble et mis en Isouvement par des v~rins hydrauliques. Ces instruc-
tions sont fournies par des capteurs A travers une 1lot de contrblet dana le but de modifier la distribu-
tion des forces adrodynamiques agissant stir la structure.

Trois facteurs interviennent dans tout contr~le actif

a) Le choix des surfaces de contr8le (aileron, 6levon, canard, spollers, volet etc...) et Lea forces
a6rodyniamiques qu 'el les peuvent crier.

b) Le choix du oti des capteurs de d~tection du mouvement ou des efforts A contr~ler (gyroscope, gyrometre,
acc~llrombtre, girotiette, strain-gauges etc ... ).

c) La dltermination de la loi de contrble que l'on veut faire intervenir.

En parallele avec ces diff~rents termes deux grandes categories de contr8le g~n~ralis6 peuvent
Otre distingu6es:

A-- Lea contr~les correspondant A des 6volutlons lentes des parambtrea et pouvant Otre trait~s A partir
-de th~ories alrodynaisiques atationnaires nu quasi-stationnaires. Lea forces et Lea moments cr44s par
lea surfaces de contr6le sont en phase avec le mouvement de ces surfaces. Tel eat le cas des probi bmes
de s tabilit6 longitudinale n~gative, de contr6le de portance par r~duction des charges etc...

B Lea contr8les exigeantutne connaissance des forces a~rodynamiques Instationnaires qul interviennent

dana lea problbmes de turbulence ou de rafales ainsi que dana le contr~le du flottement. Dana ce
dernier cas lea frlquences A contr8ler impliquent non seulement lea modes d'ensemble de l'avion,
aia encore lea modes de d~formations de la structure dont I& gamme de fr~quentfe utile peut Otre

iEtendue.

Dana Is suite de ce papier nous ne nous int~resserons qu'aux nph~nomenes instationnaires qui
peuvent toutefois dana certains cas 6tre trait~s avec des forces qtiasi-stationnaires. Detix classes de
probl~mes sont A considlrer suivant que le r~gime de l'Ecotilement stir lea profile eat du type subcritique
ou stipercritique. Les diff~rentes thories modernes Permettent dana le domaine subcrItique de faire des
pr~visions raisonnabies, compte-ternu de 1'kpaisseur du prof il et des effets de couch. limit.
Dans le doisaine supercritique en pr~sence de choc et de d~collement il nexiste actuellement que quel-
ques approches qui permettent de donner tine solution aui probfl~me.



1 - SURFACE DE CONTROLE EN ECOULEMENT SUBCRITIQUE

Dans Ie domaine subcritique, pour des profils minces avoc gouvorne totale ou partielle et

avec ou sans flbche de bord d'attaque on pout estimer que Los calculs d~velopp~s actuellemont par

les mdthodes de doublets ou de l'6coulement inverse donnent une bonne approximation.

Los travaux de Tijdeman au N.L.R. (r~f. 1) sur aile bidimensionnelle avec profil NACA

64 A 006, A faible incidence, montrent une bonne concordance entre th~orie et essais en ce qui

concerne la distribution des coefficients de pression complexe induits par l'oscillation harmonique

d'une gouverne de profondeur relative T = 25 %.

La comparaison est valable jusqu'A M = 0,80 c'est A dire tant que 1'6coulement reste sub-

critique.

Los fr~quences r~duites consid6r~es, de(4iR= 0,25 A M = 0,80, correspondent en ordro de

grandeur aux fr6quences r~duites utilis6es pour los premiers modes des avions civils modornes.

D'autre part la continuit6 entre Ia distribution quasi-stationnaire et instationnaire eat

bonne (figure 1, 2 et 3).

Dbs quo le profil deviont localoment supercritiquo Ia comparaison est mauvaise ot so digrade

tr~s vite avec le nombro do Mach. Los perturbations dues A l'oscillation do La gouvorne no romontent

pratiquement pas par la couche limits A travers Is choc (figure 4).

Dana un travail r~cent Lambourne (ref. 2) a 6tudi6 les termes globaux instationnairos dusI a Ia rotation d'une gouverno partielle sur une sile mince A forte fL~ che (figure 5, figure 6).

Los comparaisons ont 6t faitos avoc la th~orie lin6aris~e de Davies jusqu'A M = 0,92.

A - Quelquos romarquos ressortent de ces coinparaisons

a) Tout d'abord los parties imaginaires des coefficients do portance et do moment sont faibles, les

d~phasages des coefficients do portance ou de moment induit par rapport au mouvement d'oscillation

restont do l'ordre de quelques degr~s. Ceci pout Otro observ6 dana Los r6sultats do calcul et

d'essais do M =0,60 A M = 0,92. (La frdquence r~duite do WR = 0,13 correspond A des fr~quencos

avions de 7 Hz pour une cords moyenno do r~f6rence do 2 m A M = 0,92, ce qui est conformo aux ordres

do grandeur attondus sur avion).

b) La th6orie lin6aris6e pr~voit correctement la position du foyer secondaire Wcest A dire le foyer
do la partie de Ia portanco on phase avec le mouvemont).

.1 Cette remarque est tres g~n~raleeta&t obsorv6e dans un grand nombre do cas pour diff~rents
types d'aile en fleche, d'ailerons ou do nombre do Mach.

Ceci oat sans doute dO au fait quo Ia concentration des termos portant dus au braquago do
gouvorno est toujours; localis6e au voisinage do la charniiere qu'. reprdsente Ia plus grando partie do

Ia contribution A la portance induito (figures7 at 8).

La discontinuit6 de pression au niveau do La charniere so produit pratiquoment sans dephasage.

4 c) La th~orie surestime, pour des profils minces les termes de portance d'autant plus quo Is nombre do

j Mach oat plus 6lev6.

11 en r~sulto quo los lois do contr~le bas~es sur des forces thoriquos induites sur l'aiLe
par la rotation d'une gouverno surestimont do plus on plus avec le nombre do Mach, l'action du contrble
ce qui pout Otre dangereux. IL en est de mme du moment do charnie instationnaire.

Toutofois les vaLours oxp~rimentalos montrent quo La correction A apporter aux valeurs th~o-
riques so traduit essentielloment par une diminution du gain rdel global incorpor,4 dons Is boucle do
contr~le, ce qui pout Otre inclus dana les marges do s~curit6 A donnor au gain du contr~le.-.4 Cortains auteurs (ref. I et 3) ont tent6 do r~duire cos 6carts en incorporant les effets
d'6paisseur et de couche limits dans Los 6quations tout en gardant un sch~ma Lindaire.

Los doux offets vont en sens contraire. Si V'on compare avoc les r~suLtats du profil mince,
l'adjonction de 1'Apaisseur augments les pressions en amont de L'axe do rotation do La gouvorne tandis
quo les pressions sur l'alloron lui-sime sont tr~s pou modifides ;l'adjonction do la couch. limito
A un offot tr~s significatif qui componso ot bien au-delh la contribution de 1'6paisseur. Enfin si
lea valour. exp~rimentalos sont corrig~es do Il'ffet do paroi dO A La soufflerie on pout consid~rer
quo les calculs fournissent correctement les champs de pression induits par les gouvornos en 6coulement
subcritique (figures 9 et 10).

Dans La rdf~rence 3 (figure 9) on fait intorvenir La vitosse locale t~jsur le profil, calcul~e
par uno m~thode do transformation conforme classique. Pour passer aux pressions sur Ls profil, Le chomp
do prossion de ]a plaque mince eat onsuite simplement multipli6 par le rapport des carrds des vitesses
des deux cas, soit(L)



La couche limite oat sch~matis6e A partir d'une ~othese sur la forme du profil des vitesses
dans cette couche linite. Cette loi est de Ia form F avec 1.1 vitesse du fluide A une
distance 3 du profil et V. vitesse limite A Ia dist~ance du profil ;n est un coefficient de
forme qui a 6t6 d6termin6 de faqon semi-empirique et A une valeur 6gale A n = 9.

B - Influence des parazn~tres dincidence statique de Vlle ou de la gouverne sur les pressions
ins tationnaires.

Jusqu'A des nombres de Mach M = 0,80 et pour des incidences de gouvorne jusqu'A 3', malgr6
la diff~rence de vitesse locale sur l'intrados et l'extrados ii n'y a pas ou pou de repercussion sur
les pressions instationnaires a l'intrados ou A Vextrados.

Par contro dbs qu'un r~gime supercritique apparait sur l'une des surfaces la diff~rence deviant
trL s importante et on retrouve deux: types de distribution : 'une (c~t6 supercritique qui est like au
nombre do Mach local M >1 ), l'autre qul se comporte comme un 6coulement subsonique. 11 est Int~ressant
de notor le peu d'int~raction qui oxiste entre intrados et oxtrados lorsque l'une des surfaces et super-
critique (figure 11).

La ineme observation avait 6t6 faite dans un cas tr6s diff~rent 0o1 Von voulait juger do l'inter-

action stationnai re et instationnaire ontre un r~acteur remont6 sur un pyl~ne et uno silo (r~f. 4,
figures 12, 13).

A partir d'un certain nombre de Mach la pr6sence du r6acteur rend localement 1'intrados de
l'aile supercritique tandis qu'aucuno influence nWest visible A 1'extrados. Tout so passe comme si 1e
terme de circulation n'6tait pans modifid a l'extrados et cola m~me lorsqu'une grande partie de l'intrados

devient supersonique.

II -PROFIL AVEC ECOULEMENT SUPERCRITIQUE

Los differences entre ia th~orie lin~aire et 1'exp~rience deviennent trcs importantes sur
tous los tormes (portance ou moment) mais alors quo pour des profils minces los valeurs calcul~es

6taient surestim~es, ces derni~res sont maintenant sous-.estim6es. En 6coulement incompressible bidimen-
sionnel stationnaire, la r~f~rence 5 donne un exemple de correction do l'effet d'6paisseur et de la
couche limite (figure 14).

Les "corrections" a introduire sont de l'ordre de 50 % sur la portancela part principale
6 tant due A Ia correction d'6paisseur du profil. Correction due au tr~s fort gradient de distribution
do vitosso sur le profil.

Une approche en bidimensionnel instationnaire transsonique est aussi prdsent~e dans Ia

rdf~rence 6.

La comparaison, ALM = 0,854 et(A)R= 0,358 faite sur le profil NACA 64 A 006, avec la th~orie
de Magnus-Yoshihara (r~f. 7) est excellente aussi bien sur la position du choc quo sur los valeurs
absolues des coefficients do pression ou sur la phase (figure 15).

Afin do valider Los nouvelles th~ories on 6coulement supercritiquet di ff6 rents types d'essai
so sont d~velopp~s.

Los uns portent sur Ia inosuro locale des prossions instationnaires sur ailo supercritique en
bi ou tridimensionnel, d'autros portent sur la mesure globale des forces a~rodynamiques cr66es par Ia
rotation d'une gouverno.

Enfin une troisi~me sorte do tests ddveloppable en soufflerie et en vol a vu 1e jour plus
r~ceminont

Il s'agit de determiner la fonction de transfert complhte entre une entr~e constitu~e par
exempLe par l'excitation en bruit blanc d'uno gouverno et la sortie mesur~e par un certain nombre

d'acc~l6rombtres ou de ponts do jauges incorpor~s dans la structure.

Nous donnerons un exemplo relatif A ce dernier cas pour montrer la complexit6 du problbme.

L'essai a Wt fait en soufflerie A basso vitesse sur uno silo droite 6quip~e d'uno gouverne (figure 16).

La bande do fr~quence couvorte par le bruit blanc 6tait do 0 A 150 Hzdans cetto bande de fr~quence
5 fr6quences 6taient remarquablos. Le niveau du bruit blanc sur la gouvorno 6tait suffisamont grand

pour quo V'on puisse Otre assur4 d'avoir affaire A un syst~me no comportant qu'une entr~e et une sortie.

Autremont dit la turbulence do la soufflerie 6tait n~gligeable dans son action sur Vlle ou la gouverne.

La fonction do transfort H ( i(W ) mesur~e en boucle ouverte ost compar~e a la fonction do

transfort calculee au m~ne point de L'ailo. H ( W ) oat ensuito mis sous forme d'une fraction rationel-

le (ref. 8)qui ost d~compos6e en 616ments simples, co qui permet tr~s simplement do s~parer los p6les et
les r~sidus des diff~rents modes.

Cette m~thodo fournit avec pr~cision les valours complexos des p~les qui sont en bon accord
avec los racinos do l'4quation g~n~rale de l'a~rodynamique instationnaire du systbae

Z(LL).q cQ
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06 ZzWJ+.p+ pv2 (A+LB) dans ia repr6sentation modales.

4~ eLst la matrice diagonale des masses g~n~ralises

qpest la matrice diagonale des rigidit~s g6n6ralisees
A et B sont les matrices des coefficients a~rodyilques

q est la matrice colonne des coordonn~es g~n~ralis6es
Q repr~sente une excitation sinuso~dale quelconque

Le syst~me est tronqu6 dans Ia base des modes propres et est repr~sent6 par 5 modes.

On peut noter que dans cette m6thode la connaissance des p~les de H ( L(J)) suffit pour traduire

l'actiol globale des forces a~rodynamiques instationnaires (en supposant connus les modes propres de Is

structure).

11 n'en est pas de mme si l'on veut remonter A chacon des termes de la matrice a6rodynamique.

Une connaissance compl~te de Ia fonction de transfert est n~cessaire en autant de points que le nombre

de modes dans lequel le systbme aura 6t6 discrts6, c'est h dire qu'il faudra connaitre chacun des

r6sidus complexes de H ( L(J)). Ltidentification qui a 6t6 tent~e sur ia figure 16 a montr6 des diff6-

rences de l'ordre de 30 A 40 1, sur certains termes a6rodynamiques malgr6 one bonne approximation des
p8les. Cette m~thode ne pout done Otre utilis~e qu'avec circonspection.

III - APPLICATIONS

Contrble par une gouverne d'un cas de flottement transsonique sor une sule de similitude
dynaisique de l'avionFimont~e A la paroig6quip~e de trois charges en dessoos et en bout de voilure.
On a r~alis6 un cas de flottement par cooplage des modes de flexion et de tangage de l'engin externe
(ref. 9, figure 17).

Le point de similitude choisi 6tait de M =0,80 pour une altitude en atmosph~re standard
de 5000 pieds. Le flottement avait 6t6 obteno en lestant convenablement l'engin d'extr~mit6. La
maquette poss~dait, outre ses modes de d~formations s'6chelonnant de 20 A 45 Hz, pour les modes
concern~s par le flottement, on degr6 de libert6 d'ensemble en roulis A one fr~quence de 3,8 Hz.

Deux lois de contr~le ont 6t6 superpos~es sor la m~me gouverne, l'une en quasi stationnaire
maintenait l'aile A calage de roulis constant quel que soit le nombre de Mach ou Ia pression dynamique

en agissant sor le braquage statique de ls surface de contr~le ; l'autre, travaillant en instationnaire
contr8lait le flottement.

La figure 18 indique la comparaison calcol-essais sans contr~le et donne 1'6volution des pars-
m~tres de fr~quence et d'amortissement des modes critiques en fonction de Ia pression g~n~ratrice de

Is soufflerie. La pr~diction est correcte quant A Is pression critique. Le contr6le a W r~alis6 sous
Is forme d'une r~injection sor l'aile de forces airodynamiques de rigidit6 en phase avec le mouvement
de l'aile, ce qoi a poor but de faire croiser tr65 rapidement les fr~quences des modes critiques.

La figure 19 montre l'action de cette loi de contr~le en calcul et en essais A Mach constant
M = 0,80.

La maine tendance A La soppression do flotteinent est bien observ6e sur les courbes th~oriques

et exp~rimentales, tendance qui autorise on gain tr~s important sur la pression dynaisique critique.

Do point de vue do calcul, les forces a~rodynamiques instationnaires engendr~es par l'aileron

sur l'aile ont W d~termin~es par one methods mixcte. Les valeurs de force et de moment th~orique ont
4t6 corrig~es A partir de la mesure des Champs de pression instationnaire induits par one rotation
harmonique de 1a gouverne. Un exemple de Ia comparaison calcul (m~thode des doublets) essais des pressions
induites est donn6 sur Ia figure 8.

Oniretrouve en haut subsonique les r~sultats 6nonc~s dans Is r~f~rence 2, A savoir
Surestimation par le calcul, pour un profil mince des coefficients a~rodynauiques instationnaires
induits par Ia gouverne, foyer secondaire correctement pr~vu et trb s faible valeur, poor one sule
A forts fl~che, des Parties inaginaires.

IV - CONTROLE A PARTIR DE SURFACES SPECIALES

a) Canard ou Vane

11 eat possible, A partir de surfaces de contr~le de faible encombrement, (tel on empennage
canard ou on volet oscillant ext~rieur & la voilure) de ramener Is problbe des forces de contrlle
instationnaire A un proble de forces r~elles qoasi-constantes avec Is fr~quence r~duite.

Cette solution a 6t6 d~velopp~e par Rockwell aveckspedts empennages canards do B, plac6s

sur Is fuselage et calds avec on di~dre de 300 (r6f. 10, figure 20), l'application 6tant faite sor on
probl~ine de turbulence



Les dimensions de la surface de c-ntr~le et les fr~quences des modes de fuselage & contrbler
(flexion longitudinale et lat~rale du fuselage A1 3 et 5 11z) conduisent A des fr~quences r6duites trcs
faibles de l'ordre de (A) = 0,07 A M = 0,70, ce qui rend les parties imaginaires des forces nulles,
la forte floche de l'ailetto (600) fait que le foyer 6volue pou dana une large gamme de nombre de Mach.
De meme la force et le moment instationnalre recuejllis sur I'axe do rotation du "canard" ne d~pendent
pratiquement pas de la fr~quence dana la gamme consid~r6e (0 A 10 Hz). L'identification des forces
cr66es par la rotation do la palette en vraiegrandour so fait triss ais~ment en soufflerie (avoc le mL~me
nombro do Reynolds qu'en vol) et permet une bonne pr~vision de l'amortisaement quo l'on pout r~introduire
dana one structure A partir d'un syatimo I.L.A.F. (Identical Location Accelerometer and Force).

La figure 21 donne un exemple do l'efficavit6 do systL me sous la forme do spectre do la den-

sit6 spectrale, le systbme do contr~le 6tant ou non engag6. 14 sibme id~e do cr6cr un contr~le par in-
troduction d'un aaortissement cr~f par tine palette a e6 appliqu6e a on ph6nomivne de flottement
(r.A. 1I, figure 22).

Ici encore lea faibles fr6quences r~duites do ls palette perinettent, tenant compte do la fonc-
tion do transfert do l'enaembte servo-valve servo-commando, d'introduire uno force d'amortissement pure
au point ott l'amptitude do la vibration A contr~ler eat mosorde. Cette m~thode tres simple et trZus sure
s'adapte bien aux previsions do catcut du fait du petit nombre do parambtres A introduire dana la loi
de contr~le utilis6e, figure 23.

Le problLme de t'identificstion des forces adrodynamiqoes instationnaires pout Otre r~sotu one
fois pour toute m8me en haut aubsonique 6tant donn6 la faibte 6vototion des coefficients et do foyer
avec le nombre de Mach. Le profit do la palette reste pratiquement toujours sobcritiquo.

b) Spolter

j Plusieurs 6tudes tant thtoriquos qu'exp~rimentales ont commenc6 A so d~veiopper concornant
l'utillsation des forces a6rodynamiques stationnaires 00 inatationnaires cr66es par on spoiler en vue
do contr~le actif (r6f. 12 , 13 1 14 )

Except6 pour on spoiler do tr~s faibte onvergure relativement A is cordo de l'aile celui-ci
eat toujours d~portant. Mais alora quo poor on spoiler dont l'axe do rotation serait sor l'extrados
du profil et sans foote, to terme 1C3croit avec l'angle do braqoage, on observe to ph~nomene
inverse poor on spoiler A fente croissante avec lo braqoage c'est a dire dont laxe do rotation oat
situ6, A l'int~rieur do profit. Lea figures 24 et 25 illustrent ces doux cas.

Lea tendances li~es a quetques param~tres ont pu etre d~gag~es des premibros 6tudes connues.
Ainal en inatationnaire l'efficacit6 do module do la portanco induite par 1e spoiler d~croit tres vito
avec la fr~quence reduite we

D'autre part on constate la tr~s forte influence do braquage d'un volet en arriz~re do spoiler
qui permet do multiplier son efficacit6 par deox 00 trois. 11 faut aussi noter le trZbs fort d~phasage
existant entre le mouvement do spoiler et la phase do module do la r6ponse en portance.

Tr~s rapideisent la force de d6portance tend A 6tre en quadrature avec le mouvemont do spoiler
poor de grandes fr~qoences r~duites, to recul do spoiler le long do la corde accroit son efficacit6
pour on braquage donn6 d'un volet plac6 en arricre. L'effet de fente entre spoiler et silo oat trjus
important. Pour do petits angles do braquage statique (80) la fento resto faible et noy~e dana la
coucho limito le bord d'attaque du spoiler cr~t (comme pour one gouverne) one discontinuit6 de pression
on phase avoc to mouvement do spoiler (figure 26). Poor on angle plus grand (17o), donc one foote plusj grande (cas d'un axe de rotation dana le profit), Is nature do 1'6cculement est chang~e so droit do bard
d'attaque do spoiler. line circulation oat introduite entre spoiler et aile et la condition de d~collement
th~orlque en arriZere do spoiler ntest plus respect~e. be ph~nomv-ne eat tri~s comparable Ai celui qui existe
avoc one gouverne poor laquelle on forait varier la fonte avoc l'aile. Enfin one derni ,re Propri~t6 remar-
quable apparait dans los calculs : 'efficacit6 maximum do d~portance en fonction do l'onvorgure do
spoiler est tr(~s vito atteinte dbs quo cette onvergore repr~sente 30 00 40 'de la profondeur de is cordo.
Les r~sultats th~oriques de la figure 27 correspondent A on 6coulement incompressible.

La figure 28 montre ia distribution en envorgore des coefficients de preasion instationnaireA pour quelques pourcentagOS en corde. On note on effet do plateau so droit do spoiler puis one chute brutale
de part et d'autre. En conclusion il semble difficile d'otiliser on oo des spoilers A grand nombre doMach en instationnaire pour des fr~quences 6lev~es (flottement par exomple). La Porte d'efficacitC6 avoc
Ia frequence reduite rendrait tout contr~le inop~rant. Par contre l'osage en r~ducteur de charge do portance

I: A l'aide do plusieurs spoilers paralt possible, ce qui permet do r~duire le moment fl~chissant A l'emplan-
tore de l'aile.

V - PENALITES ET MARGE DE SECURITE A INTRODUIRE DANS L'USAGE DES CONTROLES ACTIFS

Dans to cas oji lea surfaces tellos quo ailerons, volots, spoilers etc ... , soot utilis6es poor
des contr~les actifs, les d6battements qui leur soot affect~s r6duisent d'autaot lea margos de manoeuvre
du pilote. On pout aussi consid~rer, poor des commandos lhydrauliques, la place qo'occupe one loi de contr~le
sur le debit maximum do la servo-valve.

Dans des essais r~cents en soufflerie on a proc~d6 A la superposition d'une loi de contro en
pilotage en roulia A one loi de contr~le d'on Ph~nomne do flottement aur le meo aileron. 30 6taient
consacr~s A Mach 0,85 au contr~le do moults (le crit~re 6tait do maintenir la demi-maquette A incidence
de roulis conatamment nul le quelque soit le nombre do Machoet la pression dynamique).
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Le contr6le du flottement n'exige un d~battement quo dans la mesure oii il existe dans

le fluide des perturbations du typo turbulence ou rafales (qui donnent naissance aux conditions ini-

tiales du ph6nomivne d'instabilit6).

LmaeEn pointe et en valour instantan~e on a relev6 un angle de contr~le de + 20. bans ce cas pr~cis

lamredo manoeuvre du pilot. en transsonique aurait 6it6 trcs faible.

Il faut noter que ce type de restriction nexiste pas avec des surfaces auxillairos do contrOlo

actif du type "vane" ou "canards" construit uniquoment pour lo contr~le. Un autre paractre A consid6-

ror dans luatilisation des lois do contrble consiste dans los marges on gain et en phase qu'il faut

attriboer au contr~lo pour pouvoir consid~rer qu'il roste fiable. Ce proble trius difficilo A d~finir
clairoment n'est actuellement explicit~v dans les "Milspecs" (specifications militaires am~ricaines)

quo de faqon arbitrairo et sans fondomont math6matique.

Un oxemple emprunt6 A Ia Iitt~rature am~ricaine montre l'influence quo peuvont avoir los
tolerances d'osinage et 1e vieillissement d'une piiece au coors du temps.

Pour uno servo-commando moderne los variations dues A cos paranz~tres ont 6t6 los suivantes

Variations do 16 sur la phase et de 1,3 db sor L'amplitude do la fonction do transfert do la seulo

servo-commando dues au vioillissoment (a la fr~quence do 10 Hz).

Variations do 8' sur la phase et do 0,2 db sor l'amplitude duos aux variations de temp~rature que
subit on avion au coors d'une mission.

Cot oxomplo montro la n6cessit6 do couvrir Los lois do contr~le par do largos facteurs do
s~curit6 tant sur la phase ou le module do contr~le quo sur Los amplitudes admissibles intorvenant
dans los contr~les actifs.

Los "Milspecs" demandent, actuelloment, pour los lois do contr~Oe de flottement des marges de
+ 6 db sur 1e gain du contr~le et + 600 sur la phase pour one loi, qui & Mach constant, augmentorait
la vitesso do flottemont do 30 %. Il semble qu'uno 6tude tri~s pouss~e sera n~cessaire dans on Proche
avonir pour valider 00 infirmor cos margos.

CONCLUSION

Do lensemble do l'analyso ci-dossus, quelquos points saillants ressortont.
Des lois do contr~lo instationnaires appliqu~es A des gouvornos existantos peuvent btre 6tablies avec
une fiabiLit6 raisonnable en ce qui concorno le domaine subcritique, domaine qui s'6tendra d'autant
plus loin quo L'on aura des profils minces 00 des profils pour lesquols los corrections d'6paissour et
de couche lljnite soot passibles do th~ories lin~aires.

Dans le domaino supercritiquo malgr6 des premiers r~sultats encourageants il est encore n6ces-
sairo do faire appel le plus soovent A des valeurs exp~rimentales obtonues au coors d'essai en souffle-
rio si l'on vout b~tir des lois do contr~le.

Enfin certainos surfaces do contr~le A usage particolier ("Vane" ou "Canard" poor le contr~le
en turbulence des modes souples d'une structure) auront sans doute des d~bouch~s dans on avonir procho
etant donn6 los simplifications th6oriqoes qo'elles apportont.

D'autres syst~mes, tels les spollersq demandent des 6tudes plus pouss~es avant do pouvoir

etre utilis6s do faqon industriolle.

Enfin il faot constmment garder pr~senteA l'osprit 1a notion do margo de s~curit6 A 6tablir

dans los lois do contr~lo. Poor cortains ph~nomines comme le contr6le do la turbulence, la stabilit6
n6gative 00 le flottement, 1e problemoe do la margo sur le gain o ls phase do contr~le rev~t one impor-
tance consld6rable. Dans le contr~le do flottemont, par exemple~ces margos doivont couvrir los varia-
tions prodoites par Los non lin6arit~s oo los d~phasages al~atoires si l'on no veut pas courir le
risque d' instabiLit6s.
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EFFETS INSTATIOIINAIRES D!UNE GOUVERNE

EN ECOULEMEPJT BIDIMENSIONNEL SUBSONIOUE ET TRANSSONIOUE
par Richard GRENON, Andr6 DESOPPER et Jacques SIDES

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Airospatiales (ONERA)
92320 Chjtillon (France)

RESUME - ~

la conception des avions actuels 6volue de plus en plus vera l'emploi des

techniques de contr8le actif g6n~raliS6 (GAG ou CCV) qui requibrent l'utilisation
de gouvernes rapidea. Dans cette optique, 1 ONERA a entrepris une 6tude exporimentale
approfondie des effets instationnaires d'une gouverne oscillante.

On rappelle d'abord les principaux. r~sultats exp~rimentaux des mesures de pression
stationnaire et Instationnaire effectu~es en 6coulement subsonique et transsonique
sur un profil superoritique de 16% d'6paisseur relative dquip6 d'un volet de bard
de fuite de 25% de profondeur pouvant 6tre anim6 d'un mouvernent sinusoldal.

On compare ensuite ces r~suJltats exp~rimentaux h ceux obtenua h 1 aide de diverses
m~thodes de calcul d'6coulements statiannaires et instationnaires de flulde parfait.
On pr~sente 6galement quelquea r~suJltats de calculs pour lesquels on a tent6 de

tenir compte des effets visquewc.Ii UNSTEADY EFFECTS OF A CONTROL SURFACE IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL, SUBSONIC AND TRANSONIC FLOW

SUMMARY -

The design of present-day aircraft is more and more governed by the use of Control
Configured Vehicle (CCV) techniques which require the utilization of fast moving
control surfaces. With this in view, ONERA undertook an in-depth study of the
unsteady effects of an oscillating surface.

We first recall the main experimental results of steady and unsteady pressure
measurements, carried out in subsonic and transonic flow on a 16% relative thickness
supercritical aerofoil, equipped with a trailing edge flap, interesting 25% of
the chord, in a sinusoidal motion.

Then we compare these experimental results with those obtained by various methods
of steady and unsteady invisoid flow calculations. We also present some calculation
results in which viscous effects have been taken into account, for both steady and
unsteady flows.

NOATONr - Po coefficient de pression
NOTAIONSKp= 2 e.VG;4 instantan4e (ou stationnaire)

OL vtess duson P Pcoefficient de pression
masse volumique 1 ,instationnaire

SjV vitesse de l'6coulement Kvaleur de Kploraque M

M nombre de Mach C Z coefficient de portance stationnaire

icidenc du prfi coefficient de portance instationnaire

braquage du valet, positif vera le bas C P ~~coefficient de moment de tangage
instsationnaire

brqug moe u oe Cvc coefficient de moment de charnibre
Instationnaire

j S amlitude des oscillations du valetL '~ angle de phase
t temps P . pression g~n~ratrice

fr~quence circulaire R e nombre de Reynolds
INDICES

F=.~.. fr~quence des oscillations (Hz)
2Am z valeurs moyennes (,P

k =C4oc = Afc : fr~quence r~duite valeurs locales( M. , V ,M

2 V00  Voo0 valeurs L l'infini amont (a cLV ,M

P prssin istatane Iindice affect6 au module et ih la phase

PM pression mayenne du ler harmonlque de Cp

fluctuation de press ion Etud& sfetue avoc I* soution financier 8o Is DRET at du STA6.



1 -INTRODUCTION -pression instationnaire Kulite a court
temps de r~ponse.

IA conception des avions actuels dvolue de
plus en plus vers l'emploi des techniques de Les essais ont eu lieu dans la : ,ufflerie L

cot~eautomatique, ggn4ralis4 (C.A.G. ou rafales S3 de Modane, h des nor.:.res de Mach
C.C.V en anglais) qui requi~rent l'utilisa- compris entre 003 et 0,8. Le pro~rsamme
tion de gouvernes h court temps de r~ponse. d'essai r~alisl5 comprend une partie station-
Dans cette optique, l'ONRA a entrepris une naire et une partie instationnaire, avec
6tude exp6rimentaie appro±fondie des effets 6tude, de l'inlfluence de nombreux parani~tres.
instationnaires d'une gouverne oscillante. Le traitement du signal recueilli par les

capteurs Kulite lors des essais dynamiques
Cette communication concerne plus particu- est prdcis6 figure 2.
librement les r'~sultats acquis en 6coulement
bidimensionnel subsonique et tranasonique neitur
sur un profil 6quip6 d'une gouverne de bord foiho
de f'uite de 25% de profondeur pouvant 6tre
animde d'un mouvement sinuso~dal. R0P@U M 0 (o olass allec seo "t

On rappelle d'abord rapidement les principaux xRdI
r~sultats exp~rimentaux des mesures de pression HP' I
stationnaire et instationnaire effectu6es sur 0- Modgile
ce profil dsns la soufflerie S3 de Maclane. Ces x2100 Phase
r~sultats ant d~jbt fait l'objet d'une communica-
tion h une r~union AGARD en 1977 Ill. CPkoir

Puis, on compare ces r~sultats exp~rimentaux 4 *0 Donnie, Soufflerie
ceux obtenus h l'aide de diverses m6thodes de
calcul d'6coulements stationnaires et instation-
naires de fluide parfait. On pr~sente enfin lea Fig. 2 - Chaine de mesures instationnaires.
r~sultats des premibres tentatives de prise en
compte des effets visqueux en 6coulenent insta-

tionnire.Enfin, un banc de atriascapie a permis de
filmer le mouvement de l'onde de choc

2 - RAPPEL DES PRINCIPAUX RESULTATS EXPERINEN- d extrados dana le domaine trsnssonique.
TAUX -

2.1 - Pr~sentation du matdriel d'essai - 2.2 - Caract~ristiques stationnaires du pr-'tl

Pour cette 6tude, men~e en 6troite collaba- A incidence nulle et pour un braquage nul
ration par lea directions de l'A4rodynacique de la gouverne, une zone aupersonique, ap-
e t de la R~sistance des Structures de parait au bard d'attaque extrados vera
l'ONERA, le profil retenu eat un profil MaD= 0,7 (fig.3). Lorsque le nombre de Mach
superaritique de 16% d'6paissear relative croit, cette zone supersonique s'6tend
d~velopp6 par la Soci~t6 A~raspatiale rapidement vera l'aval en dannant une r~par-
(profil RA 16 Sc 1). titian de pression en forme de plateau avec

un choc aaaez faible, et l'intrados devient
La maquette bidimensiannelle a une corde ason tour aupersonique.
de 180 mm. La gouverne de bard de fuite, de
25 % de prafandeur, eat actionn~e par deux ________

petits v~rins hydrauliques rotatifa cam- '
mand6a par des servo-valves synchronis~es
epilot~es par un g~n~rateur de aignaux

sinuaolaux. Ce systbme permnet d'obtenir des

100 Hz, _'mltd ovn t-ide 5

h 20 Hz [fig.l). Etao

canmu doc~~m d'/C
hWMiMim0dg1ehb Y4IU0

tiquee 6pois.

Lamalutt e~ ~qipe e 3 riocdoFi. -PritS/S6C1.a-0 5 00 Rpt-
preasion~~- st1iu etd 2 atursd losdepe0io,76kueen ttier



L'aspect des zones .upersoniques est profon- a: 0 bmt 0 61:10 K=AXFS,0.235
d~ment modifi6 par le braquage de la gou- O
ven~e (fig . 4 ), mais le profi2. 6tant for- C Extrados
tement charg6 h, l'arrihre de, par sa concep- 12 - 1..o... MC, 0I C3
Lion (fig. 3), la gouverne reste charg~e M:,
positivement dans la plupart des cas, la Y M. 07
crnar,_e sur la gouverne ne s'annulant que 10 -MO07
pour un braquage voisin deS -l.

J.--

X/C

-p Extrados 1IKp Intr-ados A9 +1800

0:C ~~/C

__I

Fig. 4 - Efficaciti de la gouverne en icoulement stationnai- -..200F
re. a = 0o.

Fig. 5 - Influence du nombre de Mach sur les pressions ins-
tationnaires.

2.3 - Caract~ristiques instationnaires du
profil -de ce choc se traduisent aur la courbe des

modules par un pie dont l'intenisit6 depend
Les divers coefficients de pression, de de, celle du choc. Le niveau des fluctuations
portance, de moment de tangage et de moment de pression en amont du choc, c'est-it-dire
de charni~re instationnaires sont pr~aent~s dana la zone d'6coulement supersonique,
sous forme de module et phase du premier diminue lorsque le nombre de Mach augmente.
harmonique (terme en W de la s6rie de
Fourier). Ce mode de pr4sentation eat jus- Le ddphasage crolt avec le nombre de Mach
tifli4 par l'exp~rience, lea harmoniques au bord d'attaque, mais il garde un niveau
d' ordre sup~rieur 6tant n~gligeables sauf pratiquement, constant dana la zone super-
tr~s localement pour lea signaux de pression sonique et pr6sente un saut brutal au niveau
dana lea 6troites zones balay~es par lea Ou choc.
chocs. Lea phases sent d~termin~es par rap-
port h la position de la gouverne et lea L'allure des r~partitions de pression insta-
phases de pressions dtextradoa sont port~es tionnaire eat done tr~s diff~rente selon que
avec un d~calage de 1800 ; ceci permettrait 1 on se trouve en r~gime subcritique sans
dt obtenir la m~me courbe de phase h l'intra- choc ou en r~gime supereritique avec chocs.
dos et h l'extrados dana le cas d'un profil
sym~trique hL lincidence nulle avec une gou-
verne oscillant autour du braquage nul;ici - Influence de la fr~quence r~duite..1 cela mettra en 6vidence l'effet de la dissy-
m~trie du profil utilise. L'influence de la frequence r~duite se tra-

duit d'ailleurs de manibre l~g~rement
diff~rente dana lea deux cas. En r~gime

-Influence du nombre de Mach. subcritique le module des preasiona diminue
et le retard de phase au bord d'attaque

On remarque d'abord l'importance de 1 influ- crott loraque la fr~quence rdduite augmente,
ence du nombre, de Mach sur la r~partition des le point h phase nulle se d~plagant vera
coefficients de pression instationnaire pour l'amont (fig.6). En r~gime supercritique, Si
une mgme frdquence r~duite(fig.5).En regime le retard de phase dana la zone supersonique
subcritique Ia courbe des modules Cp 1 pr4sente crott avec la fr~quence r~duite, lea modules
l'allure classique pr6vue par la th4orie de des pressions instationnaires 6voluent par
Ia plaque plane (maxima au bord d'attaque et centre en sens contraire de part et d'autre
h la charni~re correspondant aux infiniz de du choc (fig.7)
Ia th~orie), la phase 4voluant presque lin~ai-
rement d'un retard au bord d'attaque h une
avance sur le volet.

Lorsque le nombre de Mach croft, il se
forme une zone supersonique termin~e par un
choc plus ou moins intense. Lea oscillations



0.0 0~~ nstationnaires diminuent, et lspae

CP1 (EXTRADOS) _ _ K ,8 de phase. Cependant une forte augmentation des
4---K ,8 pressions instationnaires au bord de fuite

,..K = 0,235 apparalt lorsque le volet oscille de plus en plus
M- ,3 pre-s du d~collement (Smn = 2,5 dans le cas

3 .... A.... K =0,576 pr~sent). En rdgime superoritique (fig.9), on
observe en plus une translation du pie de is

2 ~courbe des modules et du saut de la. courbe dee.1 phases correspondant au d6placement de ls post-
* tion moyenne du choc.

1 -.. .. CL0*0cj 1% K = 0,082
I ,I %,./ Cp1 (EXTRADOS) 6m s= -2,5,

00,5 1 4... m 0

80 + 18O*EXTRADOS) M.,=O,6 A Sm=+ 2,5*

-40 02,

0.5
-40.

Fig. 6 -Influence de /a frdquence rdduite sur les pressions 40
instationnaires.

Cp,(EXTRADOS . M..0.76 0/
12

Cc0' ; M=0* = ±1* .

:5Z.
.5% -20

8 5 o-* K=0,082 Fig. 8 - Influence dui braquage moyen 6m stir les pressions
-a-- =Q235instationnireS

CI CpEXTRAD0OS INFLUENCE DU

2 .;b'7 M 0,73
M =0* V,1 K-0169

a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ X C....~*''' 6j-
0t.........................................L.sm 12

041Q(XR DOL..]S a5 am =o-
10 *8Q LEUVCS

5 m 1,5

2

Fig. 7 - Influence de la friquence rdite stif les pressions 0105

-Interactions stationnaire-instationnaire. s

Contrairement & ce que Pr~voit la thdorie linda- 0( 1, ....k .. -
ris6e, ii existe une interaction non n4gligeable 0
des caract~ristiques moyennes de l'6coulement 0

sos'sa caractdristiques instationnaires. Cette -50
interaction eat bien illustr4 e par l'effet du[i
braquage moyen de la, gouverne sur lea pressions]
instationnaires (fig. 8 et 9). Lorsque le -0
braquage moyen de la gouverne augmente,
accroissant ainsi la charge moyenne sur 1 aile Fig. 9 -Influence du braquage moyen bm stir les pressions
et stir la gouvemne, lea modules des pressions Instationnares



33-COM'ARAISONS ENTHE RESULTATS a(PERIMNTAUX r6alizte our un profil de 16 % comporiccnt des
ET RESULTATS DE CALOUL - zones uperooniques parfois- 6tendue- poor un

nombre de Mach 'a linfini amont do l'ordre de

35.1 - Pr~sentation des mdthodes de calcul - 0,73 h 0,75, et ii est asses difficile de savoir
que~.s termos peuvent 6tre n~gliges dans l'dquation

Chacune des mdthodez de calcul utilisdes do potentiel.
sera bri&,ement pr~sentde. Pour plus de Pu vle eru u 'yohs e
ddtails, on se reporters aux ouvrages citds Pu vle eru u alhpt's e
en r~f6-ence. petites perturbations transsoniquez, on se

r~fhrera ha one adthode do calcul. d'6coulements

a) Mdthodes bastes sur l'hyoothase des 4cole- instationinali-es de fluido parfait rdsclvant les

monts Potentiols 'aquations d'Eulor [9). Cette mdthodo permet de

calculer,pour on profil d'6paiscoour quolconque,

-Ecoulements stationnaires des 4eoulements suporcritiquos sans restrictions
sur l'intensit4 et le mouvoment des chocs.

Los programmes dont on dispose utilisent la L'6coulement de fluide parfait autour doun profil
mdthode de GARABEDIAN et KORN pour prdvoir les moni doun volet oscillant eat calcul.6 en r~sol-
6couiements stationnaires de fluido parfait en vant lea 6quations d'Euler cornpl'ates, sous 1a

rdgime supereritique. Les effets visquoxx sont forme do lois de conservation intdgralez, par is

pris en compte en faisant on couplage avec on adthode des "volumses finis" gdndralisde en mail-

calcul do couche limito, la technique do lage mobile. La mdthode eat conservative, en ce

cooplage consistant &a caleuler l'6couloment do sens que dana on. bilan numr)6iquo de masse, de

fluide parfait autour do profil ongraisad de qosantit4 do mouvement 00 d'6nergie sur on domaine

l'dpaisseur do ddplacement do ls couche limite constitu4 do cellulea, lea contributions des
*[2, 31. flux intdrieurs intervenant dana le schdrns nundk-

rique s'annulent deox 'a deox. La condition do
- Ecoulements instationnaires do fluide parfait, glissement eat impoade sur 1e volet oscillant

r~gime subcritique dana a pu-ition exacto so coors do temps.

Poor traitor loa 6coulements instationnaires tans L'inconv~nient majeur do cette derni'are mdthode
tout le domaine suberitique, on pout utilizer is qui eat do type explicite dana a formulation

th~orie lindariade do is plaque plane. Cotte actuelle oat 1 importance des temps do calcul

m~thode, couramment utiliade poor lea osiculs requis.

do structures 'a lONF.RA, eat one mdthode do
doublets [41 :le profil eat assimil6 'a one ligne Cetto mdthode a 6t6 testdo et miso so point sur
sans 4paisseur ni cambrure et ddcompos4 en one on profil NACA 0012 ayes gouverne oscillante

vingtaine d'6l6ments comportant chacun on doublet 1191, as souls doux calcols en 4eoulemont
do potentiel d'acodldration au 1/4 avant. Les condi- stationnaire aves le profil RA 16 SCI ont po
tions do tangonco do l'6co~loment sont appliqudes 8tre offoctuds 'a temps pour figurer dana cot

ao 1/4 arri'e do chaque 4idment. Cetto mdthode article, Dlea calculs on dcoulemont instationnai-
est tout do mge d'un emploi limit6, car elle no re sont on coors.
tient pas compte do l'influence do l16coulement
moyen sur la r6ponse instationnaire, non ndgli- c) Prise en 3ompte dos offots viscqueux
geable dana les configurations fortemont chargdos. instationinaires:

Poor reprdsenter Ilinfluene do l'dcoulement Afin de tonir cempto des effota visqueux matsa-

moyen sur is rdponso instationnaire aux basses tionnaires, on a offectu6 le couplage doune

viteases, on dispose d'on programme do calcul en m~thode do caloul on fluido parfait avec on
4coulomont instationnaire incompressible ddvelop- programme do calcul. do couche limite turbulente
p4 par is Soci~t6 BERTIN [5ot bas6 sur is instationnaire, 'a ls fois on 6coulement incom-
mdthode de GIESING [6]. Le profil est ronrdsent6 pressiblo avec le programime BERTIN, et en 4coule-

par des sources et des puits sur son contour et mont tmansonique avec le programme CARADONNA.
dos tourbillons sur is ligno moyonno. Le sillago
oat constitu4 do tourbillons libres 4mis 'a chaque Tous lea rdsultsts prdsentds ici ont 6t6 obtenus

pas do temps pour conserver is circulation totale avec one mdthodo intdgrale do calcul do couche

do l'6coulement. Cette m~thode tient compte do la limite torbulonte en 6coulosont compressible
forme ot do mouvement exacts do profil,ainsi qoc, do instationnairo ddveloppde so CERT [10). Cette
is d6formation do sillage tourbillonnairo. mdthodo utilise l'6qoation de Karman (conserva-

tion des quantitda do mouvoment) et ld6qoation
-Ecoulements instationnaires do fluidc parfait, d' entrainemont 6tablies on 6coulemont inatation-
r~gime 2upercritigue naire, los relations suppldmentairez nfcessaires

pour rdsoudro le syst'amo d'6quations 6tant les

Poor traitor lea 6coulements inseationnaires en mdmes quo cellos utilisdes on 6coulornent station-
Kr~gime sopercritiqoe, on utilise actuollement on nairo.

programmse do calcul r~solvant par one mdthodo do
diffdrences finies l'6quation do potentiel dos Quo co soit en 6coulcment incumpressiblo o on
vitesses ayec lapproximation des petitos pertur- 6coulemont transsonique, la mdthode do couplago
bations poor des 4coulements tmanasoniques bidi- sonssto 'a faire le calcul de fluide parfait
mensionnels instationnaires. Ce programme initia- aoce onec modification des conditions au-x limites
lemont ddvelopp6 pour 1 'etude des ecouloments sui' le profil pour tenir compte do doveloppement
sur pales d'h~licoptL-re par F.X.CARADONNA (7] do la coucho limite. Concr~tement, cola so
a 6t4 adapt6 au cas do volet osoillant par traduit par on ddbit do fluide 'a travors la
J.J TflIBERT do lONERA. Ii existe 6gealement one pir-.1 caract~rise6 par iino vitesse normale Ve dana
autre mdthodo de potites perturbations trans- 1e prorr.ae IERTIN, e ' par one modification des
soniqoos en coors do ddveioppement 'a Is direction pontos locales do pro)fil do la quax, ltd (V14A) p
deO Rdsstance des Structures de lONERA [8] ot dons3 le progaer , RADINA.Ve otf~ sent
qoi a l'avantage do ndcessiter on temps de salcul donn~s par, la relotion
Infdrieur 'a celui du programme CARADONNA. Ve '

b) Rfsoiution des 6guations d'Eoler AJ.( AA P ee, B X
oti &4 cat 1'6paissour do deplacoment, AAO is

L' L hypothse des petites perturbations ot peuj vitsse tangentielle do '6coulemnt de fluide



parfait et eg Isa masse volumique. l'incidence corriggs des effets de paroi, ces
corrections 6tant relativement bjen connues en

Cette relation est identique 'a cello donnde par vaine guid6e. Las deux m~thodes de calcul donnent
J.C.' LE BALLEUR pour des 4coulements station- des r~sultats assez samblables, avec un choc
naires li11] :an effet, l~a relation de couplage beaucoup plus en aval que dans l.expdrience ha
ha l~a parci fait apparattre comae saul tarme l.'extrados. Le choc calculg par las dquations

insatonair ~ f6 [ ) -( ) )dd'Eulear est toutefois un peu plus an aval qua

qui a 6t4 ndglig4 mgme en.compressible.cau prlamhdepenil.
Des rdsultats port,6s sur las figures 10 at 11

A chaque pas de temps, on effectue deux cii trois on a tir6 lea valaurs quasi-stationnairas
it~rations fluida parfait - couche limite, avec exp~rimentales at th~oriques des coefficients
6ventuellement l.utilisation d'une m~thode de do prassion instationnaire :es valeurs
relaxation. correspondent ba une oscillation de l~a gu-

verne 'a frdquence nulle avac une amplitude
Les principaux problames rancontrds bora du de + 0,590 autour du braquaga moyan
ceuplage sont essentiellament lids 'a lapparition 9 l= ,07* (fig.i2). Elles sont obtenues
des d6colleaentz au bord do fuite, 'a l~a charni'are do l~a fagon suivanta
at 'a l~a prdsance do chocs d'intansit6 non ndgli-
geable. Las interactions ondo do choQ-couche- -- (.OL)-

limite et las ddcollarsents sent traitds do fagon CQ5 '
simplifida, at il est bian 6vident qua l~a -8)r 11 A18
technique do couplaga W'est utilisable quo dana
le cas d'interaction ondo de choc-couche limite
faible at do zones ddcoll~es peu 6tendues. PRESSIONS

3.2 - Comparaisons en 6couleaent stationnaire. 30 C CPqs QUASI-STATIONNA IRES
(Extrados)

Las figures 10 et 11 correspondent 'a deux
braquages de l~a gouverne. Pour chaque braquage,
on a port6 las pressions stationnaires mesurdas M-=,72
en veine guidde 'a Moo= 0,73 et los calculs
effectu~s en fluide parfait avac la mdthode poten- 25- 0( =0
tialle at avoc las 6quations d'Emler. Ces
calculs ont kt6 effectuds au nombre de Mach at 'a Sm=1,07

VEINE GUIDft M.= 0,728 20- GI=49

K P c =01VEINE GUIDE

X/- Cal. Euler

0 ~10

Extrados lntr'ados I

Expirience5/

----- Calcul potentiel

____ - - Calcul Euler 
/

Fg. 10 - Comparaison calcul -expirlence en dcoulement 0.
transsonique statlonnaire. '

VEINE GUIDtE M e,=0,729 -5
Kp =0*Fig. 12 - Comparalson calcul -expdfrlence sur les valeurs

-1 1,66*quasl-stationnaires en transsonique.

La pic dif au d~placemant du choc ast toujoursKe beaucoup plus an aval dans las th~ories en fluide

* I parfait que dans 1'exp4rience, celmi donng par
XfC las 4quations d'Euler dtant 16g'arament plus en

aval qua celui donnd par l~a th~orie potentielle.
Les deux th~ories dormant des r~sultats tr'as

Extrdos niroos Ivoisins en amont dui choc, par centre ellba soExtrdas Intrdasdiff~rencient nettament en aval du choc et sur lea
&Expirience valet.

---- CGokul patentiel Sur leas figures 13 'a 15, qui correspondent 'a trois
Calcul Euler braquages de la gouverna, on a port6 lea

prossions stationnaires exp4rimentalea avec cellos
calcul4aa par' la th6orie potentielle avac et

Fig. I I - Comparuison ca/cul -expe'r/ence en &coulenment sans couche limite [2, 31.
transsonique statlonnare.



VEINE GUIDEE
K - - EXTRADOS-INTRAOOS EC

-1 - - - THEORIE EN FLUIDE PARFAIT

K - - THEORI! AVEC COUCHE LIMITE

S MeO,728

8 5:-0,48*

Fig. 13 - Comporaison calcul -experience en ecoulement

r transsoflique stationfloire.

VEINE GUIDEE EXTRADOS-INTRADOS

-1 ----- THEORIE EN FLUIDE PARFAIT

-THEORIE AVEC COUCHE LIMITE

K; 816

1&

Fig. 14 -Comparaison calcul -experience en ecoulement
transsofliquie stationnaire.

KIP VEINE GUIDEE EXTRADOS I- RAO

-1 £ -- -THEORIE EN FLUID! PARFAIT

- I - - THEORIE AVEC COUCHE LIMIT!

C/
M.=0,729
A, . ----

8=-2.84*

Fig. 15 - Compara/son ca/cut -experience en ecoulement
trnisson/que stationflire.



fL'accord entre 1'exporience et la th6orie avec eoiaasn n&olmn nttonieq couche limite est relativement bon, sauf peut 3.3.1 - Domaine suberitique.
6tre tm6diatement en ava. du choc, o00 ia----------
th6orie indique souvent une '~acc63.~ration
qu on ne retrouve pas exp~rimentalement, et sur Aux faibles nombres de Mach, la thdorie lin~arls~e
1'extrados du volet, oiis le calcu. a '6carte pr~voit assez bien 1'6volution en corde des
notablement de 1'exp~rience. pressions instationnaires (fig.17), rnais e].ie ne

ciiffdrencie pa-s l'extrados de 1'intradoL car elle
Pour expliquer ces 6carts, il faut noter ne tient aucun compte des effets de 1'6coulement
que 1'interaction onde de choc couche limite moyen sur 1'6coulement instationnaire, aussi son
eat trait6e de fagon simplifi~e dans le emploi est-il limit6 aux configurations faible-
calcul, et qu'il existe peut 8tre un effet ment chargdes Dans ce cas, elle b-6ndficie d'une
de soufflage h travers la fente entre l'aile heureuse compensation entre les effets d'6pais-
et la gouverne dont l~e calcul ne peut tenir zeur et de cazabrure d'une part et ceux de la
compte. De plus, dana les troiz configura- viscosit6 d'autre part, effets qui jouent d~jh
tions choisies, le calcul n'a pas toujours en sens contraire en quasi-stationnaire [121.
tr~s bien convergg et a Presque toujours
indiqu6 un d6collement sur la gouverne, ce
qui limite la. validit6 des r~sultats. Cp1  M=O0,3
On a 6galement coMpar6 lea valeura quasi-station- 3 ci. = o

*naires exp~rimentales avec les valeura donn~ea b = 0
par la th6ori pot entielle avec et sans couchem
limite (fig. 16) dana l~e mgne cas que celui de2 I
la figure 12.2

On note une certaine dispersion des valeurs s
*exp~rimentales quasi-stationnaires d'intra-1

dos, car elles sont obtenues par diff6rences
de K 1 qui ont des valeurs tr~s voisines.

La figure 16 montre jiint~rgt du calcul avee 0 I 0 X/C
couche lirnite, en parrticuJlier pour positionner 0 I
correctement le Pic dda au d~placement du choc.a .
Mais la partie en aval du choc d'extrados,9 4
notaminent sur le volet, eat encore assez mal. 60 1
pr~vue par la th6orie avec couche limite. Il
eat dono indispensable d'axsliorer le traite- 40 K 023
ment de 1 interaction onde de choc-couche 202
limite et des d~collenents. 2 /

30 - cwM .728 0 00_______

0* -2 0
k=0 o0~~ EXTRADOSa 40

25 S-*r-60 I* INTRADOS
84=O5 ......THEORIE

* ~Cp 1  LINEARISEE

15FLWOE V43GUEUX 2

1 I0

10 0 0_________

40
200

600

05 0

Fig. 16 - Comporaison calcul -exgrience sur les voleurs fig. 1 7 - Comporoison des pressions instationnoires
quasi-stationrnoires en transsonique. expifrwmntales avec /a thDone ftnt'wriste subsonique.



On remarquera que cette thdorie lin6aire donne sens d'une avance. Le calcul couplC repr~serte
des pressions instationnaires infinies au bord assez bien 1'6volution des pressions instation-
d'attaque et h la charni'ere. naires le long de la corde jusqu'ai XIC 0,9 I

environ on observe ai l'extrados une Lr forceo
Sur la figure 18, l'un des cas exp~rimentaux avanco de ohase derri~re la charni~re et une
pr~sent6 avec ia th~orie lin~arisde sur la augmentation des modules des presslons instation-
figure 17 est compar,6 avec les r~sultats du naires Vers le bord de fuite. Cependant los dix
programme de calcul en fiuide parfait incompres- derniers pour cent de is corde ne zont pas
sible de la Soci6t6 BE1RTIN, ayes et sans couplage re~listes en raison du traitement simplifi6 de is
avec un calcu.X de couche limite instationnaire zora d6collde. Cela entralne une impr~cision des
turbuiente. Le programme de calcul en fluide valeurs quantitatives des modules et phases des
parfait donne des modules de pression instation- pressions inztationnaires sur 1'ensemble du
naire plus forts que la thdorie lin~arisde profil. Le programme coupI6 fonetionne done ici
(voir fig.17), mais il diff~rencie bien l'extra- a. ia limite de ses possibilit~s.
dos et l'ixitrados et donne une meilleure repr-
sentation qualitative du ph~nors ne instationnaire M-=,'0-3 ak=0. 8. 5* K =0,167
notamment au voisinage du bord d'attaque et deEXRDS ITAOla charmi~re. Le gain apport4 par le couplage XAOS ITAS
ayec le calcul. de couche limite eat appr~ciable C,,,I EXPERIENCE
1'dcart sur lea modules des pressions instation- FUD AFInaire entre le calcul, en fluide parfait et 1Vex- 5 - --- FUD AFI
p~rience se trouve r~duit de plus de 50 %. - . . FLUIDE VISOUEUX

M. 0=0,3 O4.0* 8,=O 84 = V K= 0,235

EXTRADOS IN4TRADOS

o * EXPERIENCE

- -- FLUIDE PARFAIT

3 ...... FLUMDE VISOUEUX 3

0.-

0 a 0

AH 0
O's'

4' 10'A L'EXTRADOS)/

.2060.

Fig,18 Coparasoncalul expirience mise en evidence
dseftdeviscositi en icoulement instotionnaire. 20.

Le hsssn voiiumngedubordd: par e 0 _________

L'int~r@t du couplage apparatt encsst
davantage sur la figure 19 qui repr4sente un cas .401
de forte interaction vizqueuse, ayec un braquage
moyen du valet de 5* en effet, lorsque le valet
eat braqu6 de 5* en staticrnnaire, un d6collement Fig. 19 - Comporoison calcul -experience mise en ividence
apparalt au bond de fuite extrados, vera des effets de viscositi en icotulement instatiennoire.
X/C= 0,95. L~e calcu. instationnaire en fluide
parfait foux'nit des r~sultats trbs diff~rents de
c~ux obtenus exp~rimentalement. ILe couplage ayee Si V'on considbre l'intensitd des pressions ins-
le calcul de couche limite r~duit de prbs de tationnaires entre le bord d'attaaue et la
70% l'dcart sur lea modules des pressions insta- charoibre par exemple (fig.17 eat 18), le calcul

a et fait 6volagw lea 9haseu dam* I@ non lindaire coupld avec la couche limite peut



paraltre ddcevant en regard de la thdorie linda- ddtermination experimontale du moment de char-
rsde qui donne un rdsultat ha peu prbs 6quivalent, nl'are instationnaire ianqw de prdcision du
psqu'elle bdndficie d'une compensation d'erreur 'a~d obelmt de capteurs de prozaion

(fj entre les effets d'6paisseur et de canibrure sur le valet (10 en tout), le plus en aval
d'une part, lea effets visqueux d'autre part. 6tant situ6 Zt x /C= 0,95 seulement. D'autre part,

ii. peut exister un soufflage entre l'aile et is
Cependant, en supprimant lea infinis du bord gouverne que la thdorie ne prend pas en compte.
d' attaque et de la charnidre, en donnant des
r*~sultats bien meilleurs que ceux de la thdorie - L'intdr~t d'utiliser le programme coupid
lindarisde sur le valet et en 6tant tr'as sensible apparalit davantage encore aur la .Agure 21 qul
aux param'atres de 1'6coulement moyen~le calcul. montre 1'4volution des trois m~mes coefficients
non lindaire coup16 donne des rdsultats beauceup globaux instationnaires en fonction du braquage
plus intdressants du point de vue des coef- moyen de la geuverne pour une frdquence rdduite
ficients globaux. C eat ce qua montrent lea donnde 'a Moo = 0,0. Les coefficients donnds par
figures 20 ha 22 la thdorie lindarisde sont constants, puisque

par hypoth'ase l'dcoulement instationnaire ne
- la figure 20 montre d'abord l'6volution des ddpend pas de l'6coulement mayen. Les coefficients
trois coefficients instationnaires (portance, donnds par le programme BERTIN en fluide parfait
moment de tangage 'a 25% et moment de charnidre) varient traa faiblement lorsque le braquage
en fonction de la frdquence rdduite 'a MoD = 0,3 mayen de la gouvene vanie de -10* 'a + 10%. Par
cOans des configurations o4~ le braquage mayen de centre les coefficients de portance et de moment
la geuverne est nul. Lea rdsultats expdrimentaux de tangage instationnaires donnds par le pre-
sent portds avec ceux de la thdorie lindariade grammne coupld sent assez preches des coefficients
et du programme BERTIN avec et sans couche limite. expdrimentaux et 6voluent de la m~m fagon avec
Le programmne coupid donne de meilleur3 le braquage moyen :le module ddcroit de plus en
rdsultats qua la thdorie lindariade, mais il ne plus vite loraque la charge mo, enne de l'aileI*donne pas satisfaction pour ls phase du moment augmente et la phase 6value dans le sens d'une
de charni'are. 11 faut toutefois remarquer que la avance lersqu'on appreche des configurations o'a

M.=O, 3 a:O = &M =0 6i 10 -0D- EXPERIENCE V.P

I - THEORIE
Cz, C I 6 LICC 1 -- FLVIDE PARFAITts]

4 60,8 I 6m 0,08-I
'A. afFLUIDE PARFAITtS]

3 ~A0.6 0,06 -

a 2 ~ ' ! ~ 0,40-4 Fig. 20- Coefficients de
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__ __ __k, k influence de /a fre~quence

A re~duite, comparaison
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apparaissent des d~collements. On remarquera par La th~orie lin~aris~e 6tant incapable de pr~voir
ailleurs qua le calcul coup16 ne donne des phases l'existence des chocs, seules lea comparaisona
diff~rentes du calcu. en fluide parfait qu'it avec le prograxia de petites perturbations C.
i'approche des configurations dcicoll~es, Vera transsoniques de CARADONWA seront corisid~rdes.
Sr" 5'.Le calcul ooupl6 n'a pas 6t6 poursuivi

au-del& cia bm = 5'en raison de l'importance des En r~gime suparcritique, la position des ohoca
zones d~coll6es. On peut donc conclure qua le est un point crucial, et ella est fortement
phcinom~ne de d~pendance du braquage moyen qui influaricee par les effets de paroi. C'est pourquci
affecte les parfornances inatationnaires des las calculs ont 6t6i effectu~s h incidence et
gouvarne4 est essentiellemant d'origine visqueuse. nombre de Mach corrig~s de 1'effet de paroi sta-

tionnaira, le seul qul puisse @tre valablament
M ,,'O3 =O* Bj=1* K=0.167 estimi actuellenent. En vaine guid6e, cet effet

de paroi est assimilable 'a une correction de

- ~-FLUIOE PARFAIT nombra dea Mach at a pu 6tre estim6 correctament
comma on a pu le voir avac les calculs station-

A~... FLUIDE VISOUEUX nairas (fig. 13 16). En veine permdable, l'ef-

-- o- EXPERIENCE (VEINE PERMEABLE) fat de paroi a 6t6 eatim6 empiriqumnt. at assi-
mi14 ha une correction d'incidance proportlonnelle
au coefficient da portanca moyan pour un nombre

Czm dea Mach cionn
6 .

En tout citat de cause, las variations de portanca
duos aux patits mouvamants de la gouverna

1 / (1o d'amplituda) 6tant relativemant faibles, on
d suppoce 'a priori qua las effats do paroi puramant

/ iml2ttionrair: :nt ur., L,_2luence limitcie sur los
/ r~cutat2,m~me rEur ies fr6quenceo r~duites dcij'

P importafliez de l'crdre do 0,165 cu 0,235.

M 0 .6 0o'-0 K=0,23 S,=,,~25* 8iz,
EXPERIENCE (VEINE PERMiABLE)

-FLUIDE PARFAIT

mant.

montra 2 -a figu r2ion a teprice lu as valeur4
moyannes du lo o ffician e.prac nfnto i.2 op io e rsin nttonie

En br quig o::n le m:ount a. cns~e ta leepieteae~ahoidseiepr

catlas rcup otts uexp6imantu at fcau u e eftsvsqe
programae opl6 p1lfut prapaer qua la coluh

partlideu poitt~ar bitrmisle aiermath ves Lafgrs3motel ~attincapra
du10gnn dor d pata us Da plus las ralus essaris loaeiftinar ~p C~.f.-CPXA
n'ontae pou etc cords des aes, de pari. lau logd0a.re n ouea hse

-sep -r a Susnqes raison atJ ciez sper-c m patrdqe paasan e rmespit

Ensoiqe auor boet d'ataqu extradosic enr leoomenede a0

del ritiqu es statiicaint. Danaionare 5e ca, a 5hoe e ptiS



perturbations transsoniques couplge avec le cal- EXTRADOS
culcde couche limite donne de trbs bons r~suitats, MRO.k

ceouplage ayant pour effet de diminuer les .p073
modules (cosine en bas subsonique) mais d'accen-
tuer le retard de phase, pour une configuration 200(=
moyeninement charg~e (Cz moyenji- 0,3). k=0,23

Les figures 24 et 25 pr~sentent les 6volutions 6=-0.470
en corde des pressions instationnaires d'extra-
dos h deux autres nombres de Mach pour lesquels 15 8=1

on observe un choc, ha la m6me fr~quence r~duite X--- EXPERIENCE VP
et dsns ls mime configuration de veine quh ACLFUDPRAI
Mco = 0,6. La figure 26 pr~sente uri cas en veine- CLU FIEPAAT
guid6e. .. CALCUL AVEC COUCIIE LIMITE

Dans l'ensemble, le calcul en fluide parfait par 10
la m~thode des petites perturbations transsoniques
pr~voit assez bien 1tallure des ph~nom~nes exp4-
rimentaux avec des pics sur la courbe des modules
et des sauts de phase plus ou moins accentu~s
lids au d~placement du choc. Ces singularit4s sont 5L
situ~es plus en aval que dans 1'exp~rience, mais
elles se placent beaucoup mieux et l'ordre de , A

grandeur des modules des pres9sions instationnaires I.
est plus correct lorsque l'on tient compte de la ~. I..

couche limite. /
0

Mais lorsque le choc vient k momns de 305% du bord05
d'attaque, soit par le calcul en fluide parfait 60
(fig.24), soit du fait de la couche limite 40
(fig.24, 25), il perd son caractbre de singula- 20 /
rit6 et donne lieu h un maximum peu important 0.
sur les modules. Ceci est pout 6tre attribuable
au fait que la m~thode de petites perturbations
msnque de pr~cision au bord d'attaque, surtout
pour un profil de 16%. 0

EXTRADOS -2

C 114M.,=0. 7
0(= ofFig. 25 - Comparalson des pressions instationnaires experi-
o(.= 0mentales ot'ec la thiorie des petites perturbations trans-

k=0.23 soniques et mise en evidence des effets visqueux.

151 , -0,30C EXTRADOS
-1zI--A EXPERIENCE (VG) M.-r0. 73

-EXPERIENCE VP 15 -CALCUL FLUIDE PARFAIT kO

CALULFLUE ARFITCALCUL AVEC COUCHE k=0. 165
1...CALCUL AVEC COUCI4E LIMITE LIMITE

101 1m05

01

ztN .I

0-. '4o -

400

0 0

Fig. 24 -Comparoison des pressions instatlonnires experi-
menta/es avec /a thiorle des petites perturbations trans- Fig. 26 - Comparalson des presslons Instationnaires exp~'rt-
soniques et mise en vidence des effets visqueux. mentales avec la thiorie des petites perturbations trans-

soniques et rn/se en ividence des effets visqueux.



Pour le cas en veine guidde (fig.26) ha un nombre mouvement de gouverne d6pend fortement des condi-
de Mach et une fr~quence rdduite d4j'a important3, tions d'600ulement mayen sur l'ensemble profil et
bien que la correction du nombre de Mach ait 6t4 gouverne. 11 semble que ce ph~noimene soit dOi en
estim~e de fagon satiafaisante d'apras les cal- grande partie h la viscositd. L'emploi des
culs effectuea en 6ooulement stationnaire thdories 1indaris~es pour pr~voir les r~ponses I
(fig.13 ha 16), les calculs coupl~s actuels font a~rodynamiques instationnaires est done en fait
un peu trop avancer le choc, l'ordre de grandeur trias limit6, et ±1 eat n~oessaire de recourir 'a
des pressions instationnaires reatant correct.En des m6thodes de fluide parfait non lin~aires qui
ce qui concerne la phase, le fluide parfait devront 6tre coupl~es avec un calcul de couche
donnant d4jba dans ce cas an retard insuffisant limite.
du bord d'attaque, la couche limite accentue cet
6cart en diminuant la taille de la zone super- A cet 6gard, les r~sultats des premi'ares tenta-
sonique, source de retard. A l'aval du choc, la tives de couplage sent encourageants. Cependant
couche limite agit conhie ha Moo =0,6 en appor- ±1 eat n~cessaire de pouvoir disposer d'une
tant an retard de phase assez important. m6thode de fluide parfait aussi pr~cise que pos-

sible, sans oublier le compromis entre prdcision
La figure 27 r~capitule pour quelques cas la d~sir~e et rapidit4 du calcul. D'autre part il
valeur moyenne, l'aznplitude de variation et la reste des progras h faire dana les techniques de
phase de la portance expdrimentale et th~orique couplage, notanment en ce qui concerne le traite-
avec et sans couche limite. aent des zones d~coll4es et des interactions

onde de choc-couche limite. 1l faudra enfin
-A - FLUIDE PARFAIT a efforcer de prendre en compte soit exp~rinen-

M.,ET c< CORRIGES talenent soit par le calcul les effets de
-A- FLUIDE VISQUEUXI paroi instationnaires.
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AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MOVING TRAILING-EDGE CONTROLS

AT SUBSONIC AND TRANSONIC SPEEDS

by

D G Mabey, D M McOwat and B L Welsh

Structures Department, Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford, UK

SUMMARY

This paper compares oscillatory pressures calculated and measured at high subsonic
speeds for a swept back wing of aspect ratio 6 with a part-span trailing-edge flap. The
flap was driven at frequencies of 1 Hz (quasi-steady) and 90 Hz at Mach numbers from
O.0 to 0.95 with both fixed and free transition over a range of Reynolds numbers from
10 to 4 x10O.

The mea. ured oscillatory pressures depend strongly on the boundary-layer displacement
thickness at the hinge line. Hence extrapolation from model to full scale requires great
care. In subsonic flow, tests with free transition give the thinnest turbulent boundary
layer at the hinge line and come nearest to full scale. However, at transonic speeds
transition should be fixed at a safe distance upstream of the most forward excursion of
the shock wave to obtain results appropriate to higher Reynolds number.

Tests with flap driven simultaneously at two frequencies (90 Hz and 131 Hz) at sub-
sonic and transonic speeds produce the same oscillatory pressures at 131 Hz as when driven
independently. Hence the principle of superposition applies, at least for small amplitude

motions with attached flows.

NOTATION

C /6 magnitude of vector of oscillatory pressure per radian flap
P deflection

Cf local skin friction coefficient

c, C, cO  local, average, and root chords

f frequency (Hz)

h, h' m8 , m. ;z, z ;respectively hinge moment, pitching moment and lift deriva-
tives in phase and in quadrature with flap displacement
(Ref 1)

M Mach number

Pt tunnel total pressure

p rms pressure fluctuations

q kinetic pressure

R unit Reynolds number

U stream velocity

x streamwise distance from local leading-edge

aangle of incidence

6 flap deflection in streamwise plane (radians, Ref 1)

6 flap deflection normal to hinge line (radians, unless

otherwise stated)

61  boundary layer displacement thickness

n spanwise distance as a fraction of semi-span

* phase of pressure oscillation relative to flap motion (deg,
positive for pressure leading displacement)

v frequency parameter = ifc/1U

SUBSCRIPTS

e local external flow conditions

t transition position



i INTRODUCTION

The effective use of active controls for load alleviation or flutter suppression
requires a better knowledge of the dynamic characteristics of aerodynamic controls than

S is currently available, for even at subsonic speeds wide differences frequently occur
between calculations and measurements in wind tunnels. As an example, Fig I shows some
measurements I of the total dynamic lift induced by an oscillating flap on a low aspect
ratio wing. The total lift was measured with a dynamic balance fully described in
Ref 2. Tne lift derivatvw in 1LhLui. with tht, mutiun (_ ) i;; i:iy :it _ul O 1(% )f 1it 1ro-
dicted by thte ilrilar th,y f Nf vfwr the Mach numbgr range from M = 0.6 to 0.9.
The measured lift in qualvIauurv with the motion (') does riot even have the trend with
Mach number predicted by the theory. Fig 2 shows gimilar evidence for the pitching
moment. The position with regard to the flap hinge moment is even more unsatisfactory.
Fig 3 shows that the hinge moment in phase with the motion (-h ) decreases with Mach
number, whereas the theory predicts an increase. In contrast, the hinge moment in quad-
rature with the motion (-h ) shows the correct trend against Mach number, but is only
about 60% of that predicted. These anomalies on a simple configuration of 5% thickness/
chord ratio were tentatively explained in Ref 1 in terms of a semi-empirical correction
for aerofoil section and boundary layer effects together with a correction for wall inter-
ference. However both corrections were restricted to low frequency and to subcritical
flow and would not be applicable to other configurations. Similar anomalies have been
cited previously on a number of aerofoils, the measured forces being about 70% of those
predicted4 . For aerofoils the anomalies discussed are often attributed to the omission
of wing and boundary layer thickness from the calculations and when these thicknesses are
included some improvement is achieved. However no direct experimental evidence for
thickness and boundary layer effects has yet been adduced for wings with oscillating
controls.

To provide clear evidence of the importance of boundary layer thickness, and to high-
light the uncertainties in the linearized theories at transonic speeds and moderately high
frequencies, an extensive series of oscillatory pressure measurements has been made, with
both fixed and free transition, on a half model of a swept wing of aspect ratio 6 with a
trailing-edge flap (Fig 4). This symmetric wing 9% thick (RAE Wing A) was tested mainly
at zero incidence. For a wing of this type an understanding of the unsteady flow and how
it is affected by Reynolds number is likely to be important in the design of an active
control system. This paper provides a preview of some of th more interesting results
from the experiments; a full account will be published laterg.

2 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

2.1 Pressure measurements

Fig 4 shows the position of the four spanwise stations used for the pressure measure-
ments, and the flap.

The oscillatory pressures were measured by small transducers (Kulite type XCQL 093-25A)
mounted close to the pressure holes to ensure only small changes in the amplitude and
phase. With the installation used amplitude errors are estimated to be less than 1.5% and
phase errors less than 1.50, for the highest test frequency (131 Hz). The steady pressures
were measured in a separate test in the traditional way by connecting the static pressure
holes through long lengths of piping to manometers outside the tunnel. With new ampli-
fiers developed at RAEU the same pressure transducers can now measure both dynamic and
static pressure distributions simultaneously.

2.2 Model construction

The method of construction was unusual. The model was made in two halves to allow
access to the pressure transducers and to the drive shaft of the flap (Fig 5). These
halves were then screwed together and produced a flexible model, which responded signi-
ficantly to the flow unsteadiness in the tunnel when the flap was undriven. The structural
response was a minimum at 90 and 131 Hz and so these frequencies were selected for driving
the flap. Nevertheless the flap inertia and the aerodynamic loads developed by the flap
forced significant wing deflections, which were determined by internal miniature accelero-
meters. Typical values of the amplitudes of these deflections are: 2 mm at the wing tip
and 0.20 twist. No corrections have yet been made to the measured oscillatory pressures
for these wing motions, although in principle this should be possible. When active con-
trol systems are used in flight similar dynamic wing deflections may occur because air-
craft are relatively flexible - as illustrated by well known static aeroelastic phenomena
such as aileron reversal and wing divergence.

2.3 Boundary layer measurements

A novel method was used to estimate the boundary layer displacement thickness, 61,
just upstream of the flap hinge line. Instead of making measurements of the boundary
layer profile, at several stations on the wing, the local skin friction was inferred from
the reading of a single Preston tube of diameter I mm just upstream of the flap hinge
line and inboard of the flap (Fig 4). The skin friction coefficient, C , was computed
using the method of reference 7; a probe correction of 0.15 x probe diameter was applied
to the distance from the aerofoil surface to the centre of the Preston tube. The boundary
layer Reynolds number based on the displacement thickness 61, R61, was inferred from the
Cf-R61, relation derived from a viscous three-dimensional flow calculation made by
hoberts 8 . This calculation showed (Fig 6) that on the hinge line at M = 0.40 there was



a unique relation between Cf and R6 0 both inboard of the flap (at n O.28) and out-
board of the flap (at n = 0.80). Re calculations also showed that Cf at the hinge line
only increased a little with the rearward movement of the transition point from xt/c
0.125 to 0.25. Hence the same curve could be used to make rough estimates of the boundary-
layer thickness at the hinge line for transition-free measurements. Fig 6 shows that the
predicted Cf's are appreciably lower than the corresponding two-dimensional flat plate
Cf's. This is because of the change in boundary-layer profile due to the small adverse
pressure gradient towards the rear of the aerofoil. The insert in Fig 6 shows that at a
typical station the measured and calculated viscous pressure distributions are in good
agreement, despite the unusual method of construction of the model, which involves a

discontinuity at the leading-edge and a trailing-edge of small thickness.

The shape of the pressure distribution remains essentially unchanged in character
from M = 0.40 to 0.85 so that Fig 6 should be quite adequate to estimate comparative varia-
tions in boundary layer thickness at subsonic speeds. The change in the character of the
pressure distribution at transonic speeds prevents Fig 6 from being used to estimate the
boundary layer thickness at the hinge line at M = 0.90 and 0.95. However, predictions
from a viscous transonic flow calculation by Firmin for M = 0.90 have recently become
available9 , and these have been used to indicate the probable magnitude of the boundary
layer thickness, although the predicted skin friction coefficients are appreciable lower
than the measurements (Fig 12).

2.4 Test conditions

The model was mounted on the sidewall of the RAE 3ft x 3ft tunnel and tested over
the Mach number range from M = 0.40 to 0.95 in the top and bottom slotted section
(0.91 m wide x 0.64 m high). Table I lists the Reynolds numbers and boundary layer thick-

nesses for the oscillatory pressure measurements cited here, and gives typical full scale
values.

TABLE I

Standard Test Conditions Pt = 0.95 bar

Mach Reynolds Boundary Layer
Number Number Thickness

M 10- 6 x Rc0  103 i/Ca

Free iFixed

0.65 2.8 1.7 2.9
0.80 3.1 2.3 3.7

Predicted values
0.90 3.3 - 3.9

Typical full scale values

0.80 120.0 0.7 -

The other tunnel total presures, Pt, were 0.24, 0.47 and 1.52 bar, giving Reynolds numbers
in the range from Rco = 109 to 6 x 106. The roughness band was formed by a thin steel
strip 1.6 mm wide glued at x/c = 0.05 on both surfaces of the wing. The steel strip was
indented by a pyramidically pointed needle to give "coronets" 0.13 mm high 2 mm apart.
This roughness was judged to be as effective as a distribution of spheres of 0.13 mm dia-
meter, and could be applied more readily and repeatably.

3 RESULTS

Fig 7 shows that although the wing flow at a = 00 is three-dimensional, the local Mach
number contours are swept and straight for two typical free-stream Mach numbers. M = 0.80
(subsonic) and M = 0.90 (transonic). The flow for M = 0.80 is just subcritical, the
maximum local Mach number Me = 0.96 occurring near quarterchord, while M = 0.q0 introduces
supersonic flow over half the wing and a peak value of about Me = 1.20 in the region of
35% chord. After consideration of the measured and calculated oscillatory pressure distri-butions, the role of transition fixing and the influence of the boundary layer is discussed.

3.1 Comparisons with theory

Fig 8 shows a typical comparison of the measured chordwise oscillatory pressure dis-
tributions with fixed transition at four spanwise positions for M = 0.80 with predictions
according to an inviscid linearised theory for three-dimensional flow, developed by
MarchbanklO. These measurements are conveniently represented by the magnitude of the
vector, Cp/6, and the phase angle * relative to the movement of the flap.

On the control (at n = 0.45 and 0.60) the magnitude, Cp/6, in Fig 8a is large close
to the hinge line and agrees well with the linearised theory as far as 75% chord; aft of
this the aerofoil thickness and the boundary layer combine to lower the loading. Jl:. ,
inboard of the co,itrol at n = 0.35 the magnitudes are much smaller but still in good
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agreement with the predictions. In contrast, just outboard of the control at n = 0.71,
the magnitudes remain fairly high. However the measurements show anomalous variations
from 10% to 40% chord which are not in accord with the predictions and which are tenta-
tively attributed to a small laminar separation bubble

5
.

The;: :i - angle of the pressures in Fig 8b shows at, interesting variation from section
to section. Ovtr the span of the control the measured phase angles lag appreciably behind
the predictions, and this must be attributed to the lag effects associated with the higher
local velocities caused by the wing thickness. However, just off the control the measured
phase angles actually lead the predictions.

More complex and interesting spanwise variations develop at transonic speeds, which
are discussed elsewhere

5
. No theoretical calculations of the oscillatory flow are currently

available for supercritical flow conditions.

Fig 9 shows another comparison at M = 0.65 and r 0.60 for two flap amplitudes of
0.50 and 20 at a frequency of 90 Hz. Flap amplitude has only a small influence on C /6
and a negligible influence on the phase angle. Upstream of x/c = 0.6 the measured CP

1 6

is in excellent agreement with the predictions, but there are minor deviations close to
the hinge line. The measured phase angles lag about 100 behind those predicted, just as
at M = 0.80, and may again be attributed to the higher local Mach numbers due to wing
thickness.

5.2 Principle of superposition

For active control technology it is important to know the limits of linearity of the
pressures induced by control displacement, because these limits determine the region within
which the principle of superposition is valid. Fig 10 illustrates some results of a brief
preliminary investigation of this question at subsonic and transonic speeds with fixed
transition.

With regard to the superposition of different flap frequencies at subsonic speeds,
Fig 10a shows the chordaise variation of the oscillatory pressures at n = 0.45 (Section 2
of Fig 4); the content of oscillatory pressures at 131 Hz is virtually unchanged when a
flap oscillation amplitude of 10 at 90 Hz is added to one of amplitude 10 at 131 Hz. Thus
the results shown in Figs 9 and lea and 81r1... tests at M = 0.80, confirm that the prin-
ciple of superposition is valid at subsonic speeds, at least within this restricted range
of amplitudes and frequencies.

Fig 10a includes predictions for the higher frequency. The magnitude of the vector is
now c, ly in agreement with the predictions upstream of x/c = 0.4 (cf x/c = 0.6 for the lower
frequency in Fig 9), the phase angles measured now lag about 100 to 200 behind those
predicted. Thus at the higher frequency the predictions are somewhat less satisfactory,
and the phase difference between the measurements and the predictions is roughly propor-
tional to the frequency parameter.

Only a limited test of the principle of superposition was made at transonic speeds.
Fig lOb shows the chordwise variation of the oscillatory pressures at n = 0.45; the fre-
quency content of the oscillatory pressures at 131 Hz is hardly changed when a flap oscil-
lation of amplitude 10 at 90 Hz is added to one of amplitude 10 at 131 Hz, just as at tile
subsonic speed.

3.3 Transition measurements

The boundary-layer transition position for n = 0.60 was inferred from the movements of
peaks in the surface pressure fluctuations with tunnel total pressure, Pt, when the flap

$ was undriven. On flat plates and cones this method reveals a peak in the broad-band
pressure fluctuations of about p/q = 1.0% in the middle of the transition region

l
, where

rapid local changes in thickness occur within the boundary layer. On a wit g th( m'yaT
pressure gradients at subsonic speeds, and shock waves at transonic speeds, maKe the inter-
pretation of the surface pressure fluctuation measurements more difficult. This difficulty
can be partially overcome by using the local kinetic pressure, q., as a reference. More-
over comparison of transition free and transition fixed results generally eliminates any
ambiguities. Fig 11 shows some typical transition-free measurements. At M = 0.80, Fig ila
shows two well-defined peaks, indicating transition just forward of the hinge line at the
lower total pressure pt = 0.24 and 0.47 bar. At the higher pressures, Pt = 0.95 and 1.52
bar, the peaks occur a about 40% chord. By comparison with the transition-fixed measure-

* ments, we may infer that transition is rougLly about 30% chord. In contrast, at transonic
* speeds Fig 11 shows well-defined high peaks at all pressures. These peaks are caused by

the oscillation of the shock terminating the local supersonic region. Initially the peaks
and the shock wave/boundary layer interaction move forward as Pt increases because the
transition front moves forward as the Reynolds number increases. (In contrast, with transi-
tion fixed close to the leading-edge a shock wave would generally move slowly downstream as
Reynolds number increases). The large peak pressure fluctuations at the lower pressures

*(Pt = 0.24 to 0.95) indicate laminar shock wave/boundary layer interactions. The smaller
peak pressure fluctuation at the higher pressures (Pt =i.' bar) indicates a turbu:
shock wave/boundary layer interaction of more limited extent. Laminar interactions e, of
course, much longer than turbulent interactions and therefore are more likely to create
large peak pressure fluctuations. A similar change in peak p/q in going from a laminar to
a turbulent interaction was aL. - reproduced at lower total pressures transition fixed

.1 (omitted here for brevity). Hence at transonic speeds the variation of peak pressure



fluctuations with Reynolds number can be a valuable guide to the state of the boundary
layer at the shock even though it cannot give the precise transition position.

4With the roughness band at the standard test pressure (Pt = 0.95 bar), transition was
always close to the leading-edge so that the boundary layer at the hinge line was exces-
sively thick relative to full-scale values. Hence from the point of view of the trailing-
edge flap, the boundary layer at the standard pressure must be described as "overfixed",
with all the difficulties that this condition is known to introduce for steady measurements.
(See for example the discussion in Refs 12 and 13).

3.4 Skin friction measurements

Fig 12 shows the local skin friction coefficients derived from the Preston tube
readings as a function of the Reynolds number based on the root chord. It is convenient
to consider first the Mach number range from M z 0.40 to 0.90. Here the skin friction
measurements with both free and fixed transition all fall monotonically with Reynolds
number. This shows that the boundary layer is always turbulent at the hinge line, even at
the lowest Reynolds number. This inference is consistent with the transition measurements.
The skin friction is always significantly higher with transition free than with transition
fixed,.confirming that the transition free boundary layer is appreciably thinner at the
hinge line and more representative of full scale flow over the control surfaces.

The transition fixed skin friclion measurements at M = 0.40 may be compare directly
with the estimates given by Roberts . For the higher Reynolds number (Rc o > 10 

) 
the

measured transition fixed skin friction coefficients are about 3% lower than the estimates,
consistent with a thicker boundary layer. This is because at these high Reynolds numbers
natural transition is close to the roughness band at x/c = 0.05 whereas the estimates assume
a transition position furt er downstream at x/c = 0.125. In marked contrast, at the lower
Reynolds numbers (Rco < 10 ), the measured skin friction coefficients with fixed transition
are appreciably higher than the estimates, consistent with transition moving progressively
further downstream of x/c = 0.125 as Reynolds number decreases and with the roughness band
becoming less effective. A rearward movement of transition at low Reynolds numbers would
significagtly increase the local skin friction at the measurement station, according to the
estimates

0 
included in Fig 12.

The skin friction measurements at M ; 0.95 are included in Fig 12 to illustrate the
dangers inherent in making aerodynamic measurements at transonic speeds with transition
free. As the Reynolds number increases, the skin friction first increases and then
decreases rapidly as mean pos-ion of the shock alters. In marked contrast, with transi-
tion fixed the skin friction coefficient decreases monotonically with Reynolds number, just
as at the lower Mach numbers. This is consistent with relatively minor movements of the
shock wave around x/c = 0.50 and with appreciable variations in boundary layer thickness.
For this wing, at M = 0.95 and zero incidence, it would have clearly been preferable to fix
transition with a roughness band at, say, x/c = 0.3 rather than at x/c = 0.05.

Fig 13 shows the variation of the ratio of the boundary layer displacement thickness
at the Preston tube to the root chord, 61/co., with Mach number and Reynolds number both
with transition free and fixed.

Considering first the measurements at M = 0.40, we see that with transition free the
boundary layer thickness ratio increases monotonically with Reynolds number while the tran-
sition point moves progressively further upstream. In contrast, with transition fixed the
boundary layer thickness ratio initially increases rapidly with Reynolds number as the
roughness initiates transition and rapidly moves the transition front close to the rough-
ness band

14
. Further increase in Reynolds number then slowly decreases the boundary layer

thickness ratio. At the standard test pressure, Pt = 0.95 bar, the displacement thickness
of the boundary layer is 50% thicker with transition fixed than with transition free. The
predictions by the three-dimensional viscous flow calculations show tha a boundary layer
thickness ratio appropriate to a full-scale Reynolds number of 120 x 100 (61 /co = 0.0007)
could have been achieved with transition free at a greatly reduced Reynolds number of
0.6 x 106. Although it is not suggested that this method of simulation would be entirely
adequate, it should be worth a more detailed investigation in future tests, in view of the
strong influence of boundary layer thickness on pressure measurements for oscillating
trailing-edge flaps.

The results at higher speeds are similar in character to those at M = 0.40, with the
boundary layer thickness ratio increasing with Mach number, presumably because of the
increasing adverse pressure gradient at the rear of the wing. The important point to
notice from Fig 13 is that a marked difference in boundary layer thickness ratio is main-
tained between transition free and transition fixed measuremnets at all Reynolds numbers.

5.5 Influence of bouniary layer

We now consider the influence of the boundary layer on the oscillatory pressures
measured across the chord of a typical spanwise section n = 0.60 (Section 3 of Fig 4 ).

In general, with the thin turbulent boundary layer at the hinge line allowed by free
transition, the flap lift curve slope is significantly increased relative to the value with
the thick turbulent boundary layer formed with fixed tran-,ition. Thus at M = 0.80 (Fig 14)
the increase in flap lift curve slope produces a significant increase in the magnitude of
the oscillanory pressures measured over the whole section. A similar increaae was expected
and observed in the quasi-steady measurements. However in addition with the thinner
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boundary layer there is a significant increase (about 60) in the phase lag of the
oscillatory pressures over the forward portion of the section, whereas over the central
portion this increase is only about 30. This change in phase angle was unexpected and ic,
more di ficult to explain than the increase in the magnitude of the vector. Moore's
review 1 5 of the limited information available in 1969 on the scale effects on control-
surface derivatives suggested that with a thinner boundary layer (obtained either by
increasing Reynolds number or by allowing free transition), stiffness derivatives increased
but damping derivatives were unaltered. Thus, as in the present measurements, the magni-
tude of the force vector was increased but there was a decrease in phase lag contrary to
the present measurement3. Moore concluded that, to obtain results closest to full-scale
values, tests with oscillating trailing-edge controls were best made transition free. The
change in phase angle is unlikely to be caused by the small differences in the distribu-
tions of Mach number in the mean flow between transition fixed and free. In a rough attempt

to quant fy the effect of these small differences, Tijdeman's two-dimensional acoustic wave
formula1 0 was used to estimate the equivalent phase lag for a source mounted at the hinge
line. The relaxation factor assumed was 0.7, as Tijdeman found appropriate for an oscil-
lating wing, but essentially similar results would have been found with a relaxation factor
of 1.0. The dotted curve in Fig 14 shows that the differences between the predicted phase
lags with transition fixed and free are negligible. However, the phase lags predicted are
much larger than those measured, so that the two-dimensional acoustic theory is plainly
inappropriate for thi-- three-dimensional situation, although it suggests that the large
change in phase angle may be a dynamic phenomenon within the boundary layer.

Now at any given subsonic Mach number and Reynolds number (ie for a very wide range of
transition positions) the same trends occur as those illustrated in Fig 14. Hence the
viscous phenomena influencing the changes in both magnitude and phase angle are probably
ietermined by the thickness of the turbulent boundary layer at the hinge line, rather than
the influence of the laminar portion of the boundary layer upstream of transition.

Fig 14 also includes the predictions according to linearised theorylO. Generally the
magnitude of the vector is well predicted. Although upstream of x/c = 0.60 the predictions
are in better agreement with the measurements made with transition fixed rather than with
transition free, this should be considered fortuitous, because the theory takes no account
of wing or boundary layer thickness. Close to the hinge line the predictions are, in fact,
in better agreement with the measurements made transition free. It is important to recall
that at x/c = 0.30 the local Mach number is 0.96, so that such good agreement is really
surprising.

As regards phase angles the theory predicts an oscillatory pressure at x/c = 0.05
which lags by about 500. The pressure observed lags by about 600. Similar discrepancies
in phase angle are observed right across the section and must be attributed to the higher
local velocities caused by the wing thickness.

When the wing flow is transonic, the pressures produced by oscillation of the flap are
dominated by the type of shock wave/boundary layer interaction (Fig 15). Thus at M = 0.90,
when transition is free, we have seen that the shock wave/boundary layer interaction is
laminar and extends over a long portion of the chord (say from x/c = 0.3 to 0.6). The
interaction causes large oscillatory pressures in this region in addition to the large
oscillatory pressures which would be expected in the subsonic portion of the flow field
close to the hinge line. In marked contrast, with fixed transition the oscillatory pres-
sues associated with the shock are somewhat smaller and concentrated about the mean shock
position at x/c = 0.3. Downstream of the turbulent shock wave/boundary layer interaction
the oscillatory pressures first fall rapidly and then increase towards the hinge line. The
magnitude of this increase is quite small until the hinge line is approached, and its
character resembles that observed in the same region at M = 0.8 (cf Fig 14). The measure-
ments suggest that the flap lift slope is still appreciably higher with the thin turbulent
boundary layer produced by free transition. In addition we notice that there is once again
a significant change in phase angle, for upstream of x/c = 0.5 the transition free measure-
ments lag behind those with transition fixed by about 100 to 200. This lag is in the same
sense as that observed at subsonic speeds (Fig 14). This again suggests that the lag is
not primarily caused by a changed mean flow, but by a dynamic phenomenon associated with
the significant change in the boundary layer thickness. The lack of agreement of these
measurements made with transition fixed and free suggests that for transonic speeds transi-
tion should always be fixed a safe distance upstream of the maximum forward excursion of
the oscillatory shock wave, rather than close to the leading-edge, in an attempt to obtain
aerodynamic characteristics appropriate to higher Reynolds number. Thus in Section 3.4
above it was suggested that at M = 0.95, with the shock at x/c = 0.5, transition should have
beer, fixed at x/c = 0.30, rather than at x/c = 0.05.

Boundary-layer thickness is likely to have a much greater influence on the characteris-
tics of a trailing-edge flap on a thick supercritical wing, particularly when this operates
close to separation. Hence, when testing supercritical wings with oscillating trailing-
edgo flaps, some boundary layer thickness variation should always be included as an aid to
the assessment of full scale performance.

FUTURE RESEARCH

The results already obtained on this model are judged to be of sufficient. interest to
*iustify a further investigation, particularly of the effects of ctam)ges in the boundary
layer.L_.L
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One shortcoming of the present tests is that the pressures were not measured close
enough to the trailing edge (eg Figs 9 and 14). Hence the aluminium alloy flap has now
been r,',, i '- * stiffer flap (Fig 16) made in carbon fibre with 12 instead of 6
pressure orifices. This flap will be driven electromagnetically at higher frequencies
and at larger amplitudes. (From about 200 at 25 Hz to 10 at 200 Hz). The flap amplitude
will be more precisely determined with a new type of fibre-optic instrument mounted on
the drive shaftl

7
; this instrument has no significant errors up to frequencies as high as

500 Hz.

Although the results for the te: ts of superposition are, of course, only established
for attached flows, they suggest a useful in~terim practical application of active control
technology to reduce the model response to unsteadiness in the tunnel flow. The model is
flexible and responds strongly at the fundamental wing bending frequency (about 60 Hz).
During the next series of tests the prezsures induced by small amplitude flap oscillations
at this frequency will be measured, the corresponding phases and amplitudes of all the wing
accelerometers will be noted. These "open loop" measurements will then be used to formu-
late a suitable "closed loop" control law relating one of the accelerometer responses to
an appropriate flap movement to reduce the wing responses and thus extend the fatigue life
of the model. Ultimately we inte d to extend our measurements of flap effectiveness to
conditions of fully separated flow when there is significant buffeting.

Development of an effective method of predicting the pressures induced by an oscil-
lating flap at transonic speeds is considered most important if the full benefits are to
be derived from ACT. Although the approximate method suggested by GarnerlO works fairly
well for a complete three-dimensional wing pitching about a given axis, it has not been
applied successfully to a wing with an oscillating trailing-edge flap. There is evidence
that Garner's semi-empirical method underestimates the phase lag in the leading-edge region.
It is hoped that the method can be developed to cover this important problem. Perhaps some
of the much slower numerical methods now being applied to two-dimensional aerofoils could
be developed to cover wings, for these theories can now predict the pressures for both
oscillating aerofoils and aerofoils with oscillating flaps (see for example the paper by
Isogail9). However the time taken for three-dimensional calculations of this type may be
regarded as uneconomic by the aircraft industry.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

On this 9% thick symmetric wing the boundary layer has a large effect on the pressures
generated by the oscillating trailing-edge flap, even at zero lift. With the thin turbu-
lent boundary layer at the hinge line allowed by natural transition the flap produces
appreciably higher forces at subsonic speeds, as was confirmed by the quasi-steady measure-
ments. However, the increase in phase lag with the thinner boundary layer was not expected
and has not yet been explained.

It is essential at transonic speeds to ensure a turbulent shock wave/boundary layer
interaction, even in the absence of separation. Ideally the turbulent boundary layer should
be as thin as possible. This may be achieved either by fixing transition just upstream of
the shock, or by increasing the Reynolds number just until a turbulent shock wave/boundary
layer interaction is obtained with free transition.

Although the effects of the boundary layer and wing thickness are not included, the
predictions from lifting surface theory provide fair overall agreement with the measurements
at subsonic speeds particularly at frequency parameters up to about 0.4. The authors hope
that the present measurements at transonic speeds, and those yet to be made, will serve as
a challenge to theoreticians to develop adequate theories for this difficult speed range.
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UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS OF TWO DIMENSIONAL
SPOILERS AT LOW SPEEDS

S.R. Siddalingappa and G.J. Hancock

Department of Aeronautical Engineering
Queen Mary College, University of London

Mile End Road, London, El 4NS.

SUMMARY

Because of the growing use of spoilers for aircraft control and the possible use of spoilers in
ACT applications there is a need to understand more clearly the aerodynamics of spoilers especially the
time dependent behaviour of the aerodynamics as spoiler angles are changed.

This paper briefly reviews two complementary aspects of spoiler behaviour.

In the first set of experiments the emphasis has been on the understanding of the local flow about
a spoiler. Experiments have been conducted on a two dimensional spoiler on the floor of a small blower
tunnel (solid floor, and side walls but open at the top). Steady pressures have been measured along the
tunnel floor for various steady spoiler angles and gap sizes between the bottom of the spoiler and the
tunnel floor. Transient pressures have been recorded following sudden changes in spoiler angle and for
oscillating spoilers. A selection of these results are presented and discussed; for example, for a
spoiler with a 20% gap the transient pressures at different locations on the tunnel floor following a
sudden change in spoiler angle from 00 to 350 in 0.012 seconds, and the transient pressures at different
locations on the tunnel floor while the spoiler undergoes simple harmonic motion.

In the second set of experiments a two dimensional spoiler has been attached to a two dimensional
aerofoil. The emphasis now is on the manner in which the spoiler affects the overall pressure
distribution on the aerofoil-plus-spoiler combination. doth the aerofoil and the spoiler are pressure
plotted. The paper includes a discussion of results of steady pressures, transient pressures following
rapid and slower ramp changes in spoiler angle, and transient pressures when the spoiler is moving in
simple harmonic motion.

Some conclusions are offered on the aerodynamics of spoilers when used as fast acting controls
in ACT applications.

1. INTRODUCTION

The use of spoilers for roll control has a long tradition. During the mid-1930's general guide
lines for spoiler design were established based on research at NACA(l). In particular it was found that
forward locations of a spoiler on a wing upper surface were unsuitable for roll control because of
unacceptable lag effects following roll commands; fortunately spoilers at more aft locations gave more
reasonable response characteristics. In more recent times spoilers have become widely used as a roll
control on high manoeuvrability combat aircraft because of the reduced efficiency of conventional aileron
controls at high speeds.

Looking to the future Active Control Technology might well extend the use of spoilers beyond that
of roll control. Gust alleviation systems require primarily rapid lift dumpers, spoilers can be used for

this purpose providing that sufficient actuator power and rapid actuator response are available.
Improvement of ride quality in turbulence might be possible by using spoilers, but in this case both
rapid increase as well as decrease in lift is required. Flutter suppression is also under investigation;
the question here is whether or not flutter can be suppressed by the use of spoilers since spoilers might
well be present on an aircraft wing for nther purposes.

A major effort over the past years by industrial organisations has provided performance data for
spoiler design, nevertheless it is probably fair comment that the fundamentals of the aerodynamics of
spoilers is little understood. Parkinson and his assistants have made substantial contributions to such
understanding of spoiler characteristics in both experimental and theoretical studies (e.g. refs. 2,3)
but because of the complexity of the separated flows aft of spoilers and the possible extension of the use
of spoilers further effort is required. A programme of research is being undertaken in the Department of
Aeronautical Engineering at Queen Mary College with particular emphasis on the unsteady character of
spoiler aerodynamics. This paper selects one or two points of interest to emerge so far from that part
of the programme which deals with two dimensional spoilers at low speeds.

From a fundamental point of view there are two aspects relating to the non steady spoiler
aerodynamics, the first concerns the establishment of the local flow conditions in the neighbourhood of
the spoiler while the second concerns the build up (or loss) of the overall loading on an aerofoil or
wing. So two investigations have been made, both investigations are primarily qualitative at this stage.
One investigation h~s been made on a two dimensional spoiler on a long flat plate to attempt to understand
local conditions. A second investigation has been made on a twe dimensional aerofoil on which there is
situated a two dimensional spoiler. Pressure measurements have been taken during ramp changes in spoiler
angle at rapid and siower rates, tests have also been carried out with the spoiler moving in simple
harmonic motion.
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2. TWO DIMENSIONAL 'SPOILER' ON A TUNNEL WALL

One reason for investigating a two dimensional spoiler on a long flat plate, namely a tunnel floor,
was to develop techniques both for moving a spoiler and for measuring transient pressures. Thus the
choice of the tunnel and the choice of the scale of the experiment was to ensure compatibility with, and
to build up experience for, the longer term aim of investigating a spoiler on an aerofoil. As pointed out
above a 'spoiler' on a tunnel wall is an important fundamental problem in its own right; the present
investigation should be regarded only as preliminary, or introductory; some qualitative trends have been
observed but quantitative levels should be regarded with caution.

2.1 APPARATUS

The apparatus is shown in Figure 1.

The 'tunnel' which extends from the downstream end of a contraction from a small blower, consists
of a floor, which is pressure plotted along the centre line and on which the spoiler is attached. The
tunnel has solid side walls but it is open to the atmosphere on the upper side. The working section has
dimensions 10 cm x 10 cm. It should be noted that the 'floor' starts just inside the blower exit so the
boundary layer remains relatively thin up to the spoiler location.

The spoiler which extends from s-de wall to side wall has a chord of length 4.5 cm.

The speed of the tunnel flow was about 30 m/s.

The spoiler could be arranged to allow a gap between the bottom of the spoiler )i.e. the hinge
line of the spoiler) and the tunnel floor; gaps of 10% and 20% spoiler chord were investigated.

For step changes between one angle and another the spoiler was moved by a spring loaded device;
for the harmonic motions the spoiler was moved by a cam arrangement from an electric motor. Attached to
the spoiler was a potentiometer which recorded the spoiler motion and also provided a trigger datum for
the pressure measurements.

The pressure tubes from the pressure tappings on the floor were connected sequentially to a
Statham pressure transducer. To obtain the time pressure record for a particular pressure location
the spoiler motion was repeated, the transducer output was stored on a transient recorder and then relayed
to an xy plotter. With the trigger datum from the spoiler potentiometer the records for different
pressure locations can be compared. The experimental data was repeatable.

The full range of tests covered:

i) steady spoiler angles 100, 200, 350 with 0, 10%, 20% gaps; the maximum angle of all tests was
350 because at higher angles the flow did not reattach onto the floor; it was thought that in
this series of tests reattachment should be an essential feature of the flow;

ii) step changes of spoiler from 00 - 350 and 350 -00 in 0.0125 seconds (note that the free stream
air moves approximately 8 spoiler chords in the time the spoiler moves from one angle to another);

iii) simple harmonic motion of spoiler with amplitudes 00 - 350, at frequencies 1 Hz and 5 Hz.

For general information the above ranged tests were repeated for a 'three dimensional spoiler' when the
spoiler did notextend from tunnel side wall to side wall.

These tests are obviously not comprehensive and, as found out subsequently, there are some
important aspects unresolved.

Because of limitation of space in this written paper, and because of limitation of time in the
lecture presentation, it is necessary to be selective in order to give a flavour of the results. A full
account will be appearing shortly.

2.2 A STEADY RESULT

Steady pressure on the tunnel floor are shown in Figure 2 for three steady spoiler angles 100,
200 and 300 when there is a 20% gap underneath the spoiler. The results are plotted not in terms of the
conventional c because in this experimental arrangement |pV2 varies with spoiler angle (as can be seen
from the curveA ahead of the spoiler), but in terms of a kp which defines the pressure relative to a fixed
'head'. And then kp is suitable for the subsequent unsteady tests.

The results are of considerable interest because the three spoiler angles demonstrate three

distinct curves. Some attempts have been made at flow visualisation to explain the flow characteristics.

Some tentative explanations of these flows are sketched in Figure 3.

For the lowest angle of 100, as shown in Figure 3(1), the flow underneath the spoiler attaches to
the under surface of the spoiler. The flow underneath the spoiler is accelerated but the reattachment
process of this flow to the underside of the spoiler imposes a high pressure gradient which is sustained
by the spoiler. This explains why there is a peak pressure suction beneath the spoiler followed by a
high pressure gradient. The subsequent pressure gradient for the flow underneath the spoiler must then
be compatible with the decleration of the flow from the upper surface of the spoiler after it separates
from the spoiler trailing edge. The shear flow from the spoiler trailing edge reattaches to the tunnel
floor In about I spoiler chord length downstream.
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For the middle angle of 200, as shown in Figure 3(ii), the flow underneath the spoiler does not
reattach to the underside of the spoiler but essentially curves upward to oppose and mix with the shear
flow from the upper surface of the spoiler aft of the spoiler trailing edge. The 'bubble' on the
underside of the spoiler is effectively a constant pressure region, as indicated in the pressure results.
The closing of the 'bubble' imposes a downstrean pressure gradient and the flow reattaches to the surface.

For the highest angle of 350, as shown in Figure 3(iii), the flow is similar to that at 200
except that the bubble region is now extended, a consequence of the downstream pressure gradient is the
separation of the flow close to the floor, this explains the different form of the behaviour of the
pressures aft of the spoiler in Figure 2.

2.3 RAMP CHANGES IN SPOILER ANGLE

Ramp changes in spoiler angle have been investigated. In these tests the angle of the spoiler is
held steady at the initial angle, the angle is then increased (or decreased) rapidly and then held steady
at the final angle. With the spring loading system used in this experiment repeatable spoiler motions
were obtained. In the results shown here the spoiler moves through an angle of 00 .- 350 in the order of
0.0125 seconds; thus in the time the spoiler moves through its change of angle the free stream has moved
about 7-8 spoiler chord lengths.

The instantaneous pressure distributions are shown in Figure 4 at different times during and
following an increase in spoiler angle from 00 - 350. Because of the flow through the gap these results
are difficult to interpret.

At time 0.01 secs, as the spoiler approaches its maximum value, there is a large suction pressure
beneath the spoiler, implying that the flow underneath the spoiler is reattaching to the spoiler under-
surface. Thus in this transient condition of rapidly increasing spoiler angle the flow underneath the
spoiler reattaches up to much higher spoiler angles (i.e. of the order of 300) than in the spoiler angle
in the steady state (i.e. about 100).

As time increases the flow underneath the spoiler no longer reattaches to the undersurface of the
spoiler and this flow then curls upward to mix with the shear layer separating from the spoiler upper
surface. In this transient condition there will be a net rotation of the flow, resembling a starting
vortex, which will form downstream of the spoiler. This 'vortex' will then convect downstream. This
convection can be seen at tine 0.03 secs., with the pressure recovery region advancing in front of the
pressure suction region. By this tine the local flow in the neighbourhood of the spoiler is becoming
established. It is only after about 0.06 secs. that the downstream conditions become close to the
final steady state values.

The results as a spoiler decreases its angle from 350 to 00 are shown in Figure 5. It is seen
that even at this rapid rate the flow virtually follows the spoiler motion in a quasi-static manner, when
the spoiler reaches zero then nearly all of the loading has been relieved.

In broad terms, for this two dimensional spoiler arrangement with a 20% gap, the establishment of
the flow with the spoiler angle increasing takes about 3 times longer than with the spoiler angle
decreasing.

2.4 HARMONIC TESTS

Pressures have also been rieasured with spoiler oscillating between 00 and 350 at 1 Hz and 5 Hz.
It was expected that at 1 Hz the flow should remain quasi-steady. Surprisingly the results for both
frequencies are virtually the same, these are shown for different pressure locations in Figure 6.

Underneath the spoiler there is a double frequency effect; although not shown, surprisingly,
this effect is nore pronounced at the lower 1 Hz input frequency. It is thought that this effect is
associated with the rnovement of the reattachnent of the flow underneath the spoiler on and off the lower
spoiler surface, inducing additional suction peaks and troughs within one spoiler cycle. Moving
downstrean this double frequency effect soon decays although one can see some residue just aft of the
spoiler. About I spoiler chord downstream the response is more or less harmonic; even this apparently
innocuous response is deceptive because by reference to the steady results in Figure 2 the quasi steady
response should be far nore 'spiky' at the crests. The results at 2 spoiler chords downstream are
effectively quasi-steady.

3. TWO DIMENSIONAL SPOILER ON A TWO DIMENSIONAL AEROFOIL

3.1 APPARATUS

The aim of this experiment was to investigate the ressure distributions over en aerofoil as
induced by spoiler motions; different spoiler locations were to be included on the upoer surface, on the
lower surface, for both forward and rear locations. This range of options was thought to be desirable
to cover possible future applications.

As shown in Figure 7 a special aerofoil of syiimetric 'rofile with flat surfaces where the ,poilers
were to be attached, '-3s designed of chord 47.3 cm. The aerofoil was supported by two end reflecting
plates, distance 76.2 cm apart. The end plates were attached to the side wplls of the tunnel, the tunnel
was open to atmosphere at the to. and bottom. A spoiler of 3.8 cm chord could be fitted at locations
16 , 22)', 50', and 67 , although only the two extreme locations were actually tested. The spoiler
could have either a zero .ap or a 12A , ap. The spoiler did not recess into the surface of the aerofoil
so a spoiler angle of 00 was soriewhat artificial.

IL.. A .. . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 . .. . . . . . . ... . .. . . . . . . .. . . I I I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . I
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There were 56 pressure tappings on the aerofoil and 5 tappings either side of the spoiler.
The tunnel speed was 16 m/s for all tests.

The full range of tests covered:

i) steady pressure measurements for a range of aerofoil incidences with spoiler angles 00, 450

ii) transient pressures for rapid and slower ramp changes in spoiler angle 00 + 450

iii) transient pressures for oscillatory spoiler motions at 1 Hz, 5 Hz, 18 Hz.

All of these tests were done with aerofoil incidence at lO, with spoilers sequentially at 16j%, 67)%
chord on both upper and lower surfaces.

Again it is necessary to be selective in the results presented here.

3.2 A STEADY RESULT

The steady pressure distribution is shown in Figure a(i) for the aerofoil and spoiler when the
aerofoil is at 100 incidence and the spoiler is on the upper surface at the aft location of 67% chord and
when the spoiler angle is zero. There is zero gap between the spoiler and the aerofoil surface. Because
the spoiler is not recessed into the aerofoil surface it is seen that there is a disturbance pressure
distribution in the neighbourhood of the spoiler. On the lower surface because of the nature of the
aerofoil profile there is a slight pressure peak as the aerofoil curvature changes from the flat portion
into the curved trailing edge region. There appears to be a small region of separated flow towards the
trailing edge on the lower surface.

In Figure 8(ii) the steady pressure distribution is shown of the above arrangement with the
spoiler at 450.  On the upper surface there is a pressure recovery ahead of the spoiler, as expected,
with a constant pressure region in the separated region aft of the spoiler. On this particular aerofoil
profile there is also separation of the flow on the lower surface, with the same pressure in the separated
region, as expected from the trailing edge Kutta condition. It is to be noted that there is a
significant loss in lift with the deployed spoiler. It is also to be noted that in this case the
downward force on the spoiler itself is not an inconsiderable contribution to the loss in overall lift.

3.3 RAMP CHANGES IN SPOILER ANGLE

To investigate a fairly rapid change the spoiler angle was increased from 00 to 450 in 0.032 sec.
which is approximately the time taken for the free stream to travel the distance of 1 aerofoil chord.
A selection from the set of pressure records is shown in Figure 9.

Underneath the spoiler trailing edge first there is a slight increase in pressure followed by a

large transient suction peak, this feature is typical and it is associated with the spoiler 'starting'
vortex; the peak suction pressure coefficient, c , is of the order of -2.0. The spoiler starting vortex
is convected downstream, as seen by the pressure 4ecord towards the trailing edge on the aerofoil upper

surface. In the process of convection the pressure recovery ahead of the vortex increases while the
strength of the spoiler vortex decreases. Exactly why there are subsequent oscillations in pressure are
not understood.

It is reassuring to note that the pressures towards the trailing edge on the aerofoil lower
surface follow fairly closely the pressures on the upper surface; these two are not identical as
expected from the Kutta condition since neither pressure locations are close to the trailing edge but
about 2.2 cm from the trailing edge.

In spite of the oscillations in pressure in the trailing edge region the change in pressure at a
point on the forward part of the aerofoil upper surface is a fairly smooth progression; this pressure
record reflects the overall loss in circulation.

It can be seen that the pressures in the trailing edge region settle down to their final steady
values in about 0.16 secs from the start of the spoiler motion, in about 0.13 secs from the end of the
spoiler motion. The time of 0.13 secs is equivalent to the time for the free stream to move about 4
aerofoil chord lengths. It is of interest to note that the pressure on the aerofoil upper surface well
ahead of the spoiler seems to settle down to its final value before the trailing edge pressures settle
down to their final values. It was thought that some of these trends might be due to the fact that the
tunnel was open at the top and bottom; the experiments were repeated with solid floor and ceiling but
the trends still remained.

Results when the spoiler is decreased from 450 to 00 in the same time, namely 0.032 secs are
shown in Figure 10. There are no large pressure fluctuations. The pressures in the trailing edge
region settle down to their final steady values somewhat faster than when the spoiler angle is increased,
but only about 0.03 secs faster (i.e. equivalent to 1 aerofoil chord length). This settling period is
now more uniform over the aerofoil surface, as seen from the forward upper surface location.

It is of interest and reassurance to note that the rate of change of the pressure at the forward
location on the upper surface is about the same whether the spoiler angle increases or decreases. This
result might be anticipated since the physical process of changing the overall circulation must be similar
whether the circulation increases or decreases.

The relative short times for the flows to settle down to their final steady values are worrying.
According to linearised aerofoil theory following a sudden change of incidence the overall lift will have

4 reached 85% or more of its final steady value in about 6 chord lengths, this is significantly more than
in these experiments. It is thought that these experimental results could reflect the fairly high value
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of (chord/tunnel height) ratio, so significant wind tunnel interference effects could affect the rise
times.

The response following a rapid ramp change of forward spoiler is of interest. For a spoiler
located at 16j% aerofoil chord it is seen clearly in Figure 11 that there are two distinct response
features. It is tempting to think that these two different time rates are associated with the change
in local flow 3bout the spoiler and the build up of overall circulation. However such an explanation
is not satisfactory. ia clue to the aerodynamic behaviour can be gleaned from the pressure traces at
stations 2 and 3. In this configuration with no gap underneath the spoiler,as the spoiler angle
increases a starting vortex is created which then convects downstream; as the vortex convects it loses
some of its circulation into the formation of the steady shear layer. This starting and convecting
vortex induces a suction pressure underneath it. The progress of the starting vortex can be seen by the
suction peak at station 2 to the first suction peak at station 3; it can be seen that the vortex has
moved down the aerofoil chord at about j of the free stream velocity, surprisingly slowly. And so this
delay in the local effects of the spoiler reaching the trailing edge accounts primarily for the slow
change in the overall flow field. The time to settle down to the final steady state is about twice as
long as for the aft spoiler location as shown in Figure 9, this result apparently reinforces the point
made in the Introduction that forward spoilers had disadvantageous lag effects, although the practical
rate of application of spoilers is relatively much slower.

To amplify the last point in practical applications, for example in gust alleviation or flutter
suppression, the required rate of change of spoiler in full scale is said to be of the order of 360°/sec.
Thus a spoiler motion 00 *-, 400 in 0.11 sec implies a time in which the air stream travels about 5
aerofoil chord lengths. An rnalogous ramp time has been applied with the experimental arrangement for
the aft spoiler location, the results are shown in Figure 12. It is seen that behind the spoiler in the
trailing edge region the response is virtually quasi-static.

3.4 PERIODIC SPOILER MOTIONS

Finally some results are shown in Figure 13 when the spoiler in the aft location is oscillated in
periodic additional motion at 5 Hz. It is seen that overall the response follows the spoiler
oscillations but there is a shearness about the response; this shearness might be thought to be due to
the difference in the build up and shedding of spoiler vorticity but unfortunately this argument would
lead to a shearness in the opposite direction.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The unsteady results described in this paper are a few selected examples which illustrate some
interesting features. The full set of results of this programme will be published in the open
literature in the near future.
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TRAJECTORY BEHAVIOUR OF A CONTROL CONFIGURED

AIRCRAFT SUBJECTED TO RANDOM DISTURBANCES

by
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- Scott Smolka, Research Assistant, Department of Aerospace and
Mechanical Engineering, Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts,
U.S.A.
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SUMMARY

This study considers the longitudinal behaviour of a Boeing B.747 aircraft
with some of its original aerodynamic effectors operating as active controllers in addition
to the conventional elevators. The ailerons are collectively used as outboard active
flaps and the inboard section of the high lift triple slotted flaps are employed as
inboard active flaps. The flight control system structure is implemented as an optimal
model-following system in which the optimal feedback gains are computed to minimize the
integral performance index. Errors in dynamical response, in wing root bending moment,
and in aerodynamic drag computed as deviations from the same quantities related to a
specified model responding satisfactorily to disturbances with zero increments in wing
root bending moment and aerodynamic drag in flight maneuver at given load factor, are

considered. At the same time the minimum effectors activity is included 3s a design
objective. A lighter wing structure has been realized as the result of wing loads
reduction and further weight saving (reduced tail size) has been obtained by taking
advantage of the beneficial effect of the active controller activity in reducing the
elevator deflections required in the pull-up maneuver. Comparisons are made in the
response characteristics of the original aircraft and in the optimal closed loop active
configurations subjected to continuous atmospheric turbulence. The results, presented
in terms of trajectory standazd deviation from the reference, indicate that the various
active configurations considezed in the study differ appreciably in their trajectory-
following precision. A proposal for the matching-trajectory problem in the early stage
of the active control design is advanced.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

at = turbulance characteristic constant

b = wing span

h = white noise intensity

q = pitch rate

q= dynamic pressure

u = vector of control variables

u = vector of optimal control variables

x = vector of state variables

y = wing section ordinate

= vector of errors in dynamical response

z = vector of constraint variables

A = system state matrix

Ac = closed loop system state matrix

Am = model state matrix

B = control matrix

Ct = local wing lift

D = aerodynamic drag

Kfb= vector of optimal feedback gains
K = modified to basic tail size ratio5I
Mb = wing bending moment

Q = state weighting matrix

R = control weighing matrix

Stb' basic tail area

Stm modified tail area

T = constraint weighting matrix

V = airspeed



a = angle of attack

6e = elevator deflection

6i = inboard active flaps deflection

6o = outboard active flaps deflection

n = ratio of wing section ordinate to wing semispan

= turbulence spectral density function

at = turbulence standard deviation
8 = aptitude angle

INTRODUCTION

The active control technology aim is to increase payload capacity and flight
endurance while saving the aircraft basic weight. The solution proposed for this prupose
is to reduce the wing root bending moment in flight maneuvers, while simultaneously
maintaining the active controllers activity at the allowable minimum for maneuvering
requirements. In a longitudinal maneuver control system design, active wing mounted
aerodynamic effectors are used as Z-force control (direct lift flaps) in addition to the
conventional moment producing devices (elevators). These provide wing lift distribution
control and reduce the wing root bending moment in flight maneuvers or may be used for
structural mode and gust alleviation control purposes. In this study an active configured
Boeing B.747 is considered with the original ailerons collectively used as outboard active
flaps, and the internal sections of the high lift triple slotted flaps, displaced to the
high lift reference positions, as active inboard flaps. To redistribute the lift in a
desirable fashion, negative active controller deflections are required, yielding a
beneficial effect of reducing the elevator deflections required in the maneuvers. By
decreasing the tail size to the limit at which forces and moments generated by the
active controllers may compensate the aerodynamic loss derived from the varying tail
size, further weight saving may be obtained in addition to the lighter wing structure
expected in reducing the wing root bending moments. This advantage may be obtained at the
expense of some reduction in stability static margin, so a less stable and a less well-
behaved airframe is generally expected in active control configurations. To avoid stability
considerations which may impose strong constraints on the airframe geometry, limiting the
advantages that can be obtained with active control design, more inherent static longi-
tudinal stability must be built into the basic airframe. The use of a feedback control
system is provided to reach the required stability margin, simultaneously maintaining
acceptable dynamic behavior. In this sense, an augmented flight control
system must be considered in active control design as a fundamental subsystem in which
the feedback gains satisfy the active control requirements.

Linear optimal control theory is applied in order to determine the optimal
feedback gains which minimize an integral performance index of errors in dynamical
response in the wing root bending moment and aerodynamic drag with respect to a specified
model system. This system behaves satisfactorily with zero incremental wing root
bending moment and aerodynamic drag in flight maneuver at given load factor. The aero-
dynamic drag was included in the performance index since more drag is experienced in
active configurations, hence the optimization procedure was planned to minimize the incre-
mental aerodynamic drag. This also implies the minimization of the active controllerdisplacements which directly influence trim drag and saturation of controls. In the
aerodynamic computations, the procedure adopted consisted of the following steps:

- Determination of the spanwise lift distribution due to angle of attack and
combinations of active controller deflections

- Computation of the incremental wing root bending moment associated with
angle of attack and active controller deflections

- Formulation of the aerodynamic drag and wing root bending moment constraint
equations

- Numerical evaluation of the relaxing effects in the wing root bending moment
and pitching capability supplementing the elevator deflection required to
perform the maneuver

- Proposal of a more effective control configuration from the active point
of view are advanced; in each case the percentage reduction in the incremental
wing root bending moment and tail size is considered

The above mentioned computations were carried out with the "Aerodynamic and Structural
Section" of the S.O.A.C. (Self Organized Active Control) program introduced in Ref.6 from
which Fig.l is reproduced. This figure depicts The overall computational procedure which
yields the optimal regulator solution for typical active control problems formulated as
a model following problem. The preliminary data obtained from the aerodynamic and
structural section are applied to the Aerodynamic Structural Constraint Function Generating
(ASCFG) program which generates the matrices pertalning to the constraint equations.
Subsequently, the Active Control Relaxing Function Generating (ACRFG) program computes
the relaxing functions relating tle constriint and control variables to the active
controller deflections, aiding the designer in the development of the most effective
control configuration in terms of percentage reduction in the basic structural weight
of the vehicle due to wing and tail geometry changes. This intermediate phase is carried
out in a trial fashion requiring the iterative use of the above-mentioned programs start-
ing with an active control configuration assumed as a first step approximation. The con-
figuration chosen for the configured Boeing B.747 aircraft was derived following the
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above-described trial procedure. This proved that the active flaps sections considered

in the study are capable of generating the required additional aerodynamical forces and
moments. The chosen configuration was submitted to the optimization procedure in order
to design an optimal flight control system implementing the solution yielded by linear
control theory. To that purpose the "Optimal Control Section" of the SOAC program was
employed, yielding an optimal active controller satisfying the design requirements.
In this computational stage the mathematical treatment discussed inL.Ref. 6 was applied
to include the aerodynamical and structural constraints in the system state equation
in order to obtain a unique pathematical model for the minimization procedure and also to
reduce the linear optimal cdntrol problem to a standard optimal regulator problem as stated
in Ref. 1. This was performed reformulating the performance index and defining, starting
with the general two point boundary problem in which a new Hamiltonian function was
introduced, an equivalent system inherently accounting for the model response error and
the aerodynamical and structural constraints. Also an equivalent weighting matrix which
imposes specified weight to all state and control variables was established. The proposed
optimization problem is then solved as a standard regulator problem implying the solution
of the steady Riccati equation. These computations are numerically carried out in the GAC
(Generalized Active Control) subroutine called by the SOAC program, acting as main program,
which provides the input data transfer. An iterative procedure is also provided to restate
the state and control weighting matrices to allow a satisfactory system convergence toward
the proposed model. The resulting optimal closed loop system behaviour in response to
random inputs is obtained using the Generalized Graphical Time Response (GGTRESP) program
described in Ref. 9.

BASIC AIRPLANE DESCRIPTION

The Boeing B.747 is a wide body, four engine, turbofan commercial transport air-
craft designed for long range operations. The dimensions and areas pertaining to this
vehicle are shown in the standard technical manuals. The landing configuration at the
maximum landing weight (255,825 Kg.) and 33% M.A.C. center of gravity position with

landing gear down, trailing edge high lift and Krueger flaps fully extended, is taken as
reference in the active control problem formulation. The flight condition is typical in
the approach phase at an airspeed of 117 m/sec. on a sub-horizontal glide slope at about
330 meters from the ground. The aerodynamic coefficients and derivatives relative to the
above-considered configuration are summarized in Table I where the angles and angular
velocity are given in radians; all symbols shown coincide with those of Ref. 4. The
perturbed longitudinal motion of the basic airframe is described by the linear state
equation

S(t) = A x t) + B U(t) (1)

where the state vector x (t) is defined as

xT (t) = fAv,A6,q ,Ae (2)

The appearing components are the vehicle state variables (ai-speed, angle of
attack, pitch rate and aptitude) from the reference condition due to an incremental
aerodynamic control (elevator) deflection represented by the scalar variible u(t) in
Eq. (1). The elements of the state and control matrices are derived con;idering the
expressions given in Ref. 4.

THE GEOMETRY OF THE ACTIVE CONTROLLERS

The choice of the controller configurations on the wing was accomplished after
several numerical trials. In determining the more effective solution from the active
point of view, the first priority was the use of the aerodynamic effectors already
present in the basic wing for the required functions. The basic low speed ailerons were
employed as outboard active flaps with collective displacement superimposed on the aileron
differential motion. This is required for lateral control in which these control surfaces

act as direct lift flaps. The original triple slotted high lift inboard flaps arrangement
was changed to a simple split structure displaced with respect to high lift flaps
positions required in landing configuration. The active controller maximum displacements
are considered within the linear portion of the aerodynamic effector characteristics, un-
changed by active control deflections. Table II presents the geometric characteristics of
the control surfaces employed as active controllers, while the view of the wing active
configuration is depicted in Fig. 2. The aerodynamic derivatives for the active control
surfaces were obtained applying the methods given in Ref. 8 and the numerical values are
also given in Table II.

THE MANEUVER CONSIDERED IN CONSTRAINT FORMULATION

The maneuver taken as reference in the formulation of the constraint equations
was a stationary pull-up at the load factor of 2.5 under M.L.S. (microwave landing system,
see Ref 10 and 12) up-link command initiated at the category II decision height (18,28 mt.)
on a glide slope of 2.8 degree. The aircraft was then submitted to a continuous gusting
atmospheric turbulence disturbing the actual trajectory from the desired trajectory
given by the EI-2 M.L.S. station. The angle of attack, lift coefficient, and elevator
deflection values pertinent to the flight conditions just before and during the pull-up
maneuver appear in Fig. 8.



THE AERODYNAMICS OF THE WING MODIFIED FOR ACTIVE CONTROL PURPOSES

In this section the changes in wing root bending moment and aerodynamic drag
are developed as a function of the active controller deflections which, together with

'3-Lthe elevator deflections, force the aircraft to respond to a 2.5 g command. It is
assumed that the wing lift distribution due to the active controller deflections are
linear with respect to the angle of attack, and with respect to active controller
deflections. (Simply 'addittive with no interference effect between control surfaces.)
These hypotheses restrict the validity of the solution to the linear range of the lift
slope; i.e., for angle of attack lower than 15 degrees and active controller deflections
lower than 5 degrees. The lift distributions due to a unitary increment in the angle of
attack and active control deflection as a function of the wing section absissas, expressed
as a percentage of the wing semispan, are given in the figures 3,4 and 5.

THE INCREMENTAL WING ROOT BENDING MOMENT DUE TO ANGLE OF ATTACK
AND ACTIVE CONTROLLER DEFLECTIONS.

The incremental wing root bending moment due to a unitary increment in the
angle of attack and active controller deflections has been computed applying the
following formula:

AMb i = Yb q S CLi (i = a, 6i  , 60) (3)

where y is the moment arm or position at which an equivalent force will produce the

same wng root bending moment as the actual lift distribution does. This moment arm may
be obtained directly from the wing lift distributions derived in the previous section
via the ratio

AM AC (n)dn(

~'=07 (4)

AM is the area under the curve representing, for each variable, the product of the incre-
mental lift distribution times the span position. Applying (3) and (4) the following
incremental wing root bending moment values were obtained:

6M = 16,226,901 Xgm/rad

6 Mb = 1,703,514

6Mb 60 1,581,501
60

Since these incremental values are unitary increments in the corresponding
state and control variables, they may be interpreted, within the assumed linear hypotheses,
as the bending moment derivatives with respect to the same variables and simply indicated
by the symbol Mb a i = , i  6o ). The incremental wing root bending moment in

maneuver may be written as

Mb =(Mb) &a + (Mb 66+ (M)"
6 6. 6o (5)

By means of (5) the effectiveness of the proposed active control configuration in relaxing
the wing root bending moment in a maneuver at given load factor may be determined. Con-
sidering the new system state variable

zm (t) = AMb (t) (6)

Equation (6) may be written in matrix form as:

z (t) x (t) + N u (t) (7)

where x Ct) is the state vector (2) and u (t) is the control vector given by:

"iuT  (t) = I 6( t) 6 t) I (8)

the components of which are the active controller deflections. The n-row vector M and
the m-row vector N (m is the number of active controllers) have the structures

MT = 10 , (Mb) 0 , 0 I (9)

N T a (10)

0

Equation (8) will be used as constraint equation in the optimal control problem treated
later in this study. The other constraint equation taken into consideration is relative
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to the incremental aerodynamic drag in the same flight maneuver considered in the

incremental wing root bending moment evaluation. Introducing the state variable -

Zd (t) = AD (t) (11)

where AD is the incremental aerodynamic drag in maneuvering due to the angle of attack
change and active controller deflections:

AD = q S ( CD A + CD A6i. +CD A6 ) (12)

1

In (12) the system drag aerodynamic derivatives due to angle of attack and active
controller deflections appear. The constraint equation relative to the incremental
aerodynamic drag is then written as

z d L x (t) + H u (t) (13)

where the n-row L vector and the m-row H vector are defined as

LT 0 , Ld , 0 , O (14)
T 0T

H T ' Hd Hd 1 (15)
1 0

For the case at hand, the L and the H matrices are numericaly expressed as

TL 0 , 437,403 , 0 , 01

HT 0 , 46150 , 22350

PROVISION ABOUT TAIL SIZE RELAXATION

The incremental aerodynamic moment with respect to the aircraft center of
gravity required to perform the pull-up maneuver is given by

Am q S c (C16 + CM6 6 i + CMAS ) (16)

MG M c ( 6 6 M6~
Considering that the active controllers deflection are supplementing the elevators effect
in producing the center of gravity moments, it may be concluded that the elevator deflec-
tions are reduced in maneuvering by the active controllers activity. The same incremen-
tal baricentric moment may be obtained by decreasing the tail size while maintaining
the elevator deflection, resulting in a further structural weight saving. To evaluate
this effect, the ratio between the modified tail size (Stm) and the basic value (Stb
was introduced:

StK = m (17)
s tb

The control derivatives were defined as a function of this ratio.

In Table III these functions are summarized and in Table IV the expressions of
the state and control matrix elements as a function of the ratio Ks are given. The
characteristic equation root locus with Ks as variable parameter is plotted in Fig. 6,
giving the critical Ks value at which the system becomes unstable. Assuming for Ks the
limit value of 0.8, the state and control matrices for the stable cases Ks = 0.9 and
Ks = 0.8 were computed as given in Table V. For comparison purposes, the case Ks = 1.0
was also included. The relaxed configurations relative to the assumed cases together
with the constraint equations (7) and (13) were considered in the optimization problem
treated in the following sections.

THE ACTIVE FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

In the active control system problem at hand, a feedback control subsystem
is proposed to minimize in flight maneuvers, both the error existing in the dynamical
response with respect to a specified model which exhibits zero incremental wing root
bending moment, and aerodynamic drag. This condition is considered an ideal objective
in the active control solution. To solve such a multivariable optimization problem,
linear optimal control theory (Ref. 1) was applied. An integral quadratic performance
index was formulated as follows:

2 J = T Q y + z T z + uT R u ) dt (18)
0 _

where y is a vector of the errors in the dynamical response of the system with respect to
a response model, z is the constraint vector (the elements of which are just the aero-
dynamic and structural constraints imposed by the active problem) and u is the control
vector. The weighting matrices Q, T and R express the relative emphasis placed on each
argument in the performance index. The procedure adopted to solve the proposed optimi-
zation procedure is to provide a unique mathematical model in which the aerodynamical
and structural constraints are included in the system state equation and to reduce the
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problem formulation to a standard optimal regulator problem.

The mathematical treatment from which the above mentioned procedure was
derived is discussed in Ref. 5 and the computer program to solve numerically the
optimization problem is presented in Ref. 6. The conclusions drawn from these works,
are now briefly summarized. To find the optimal control law uo (t) for the n-order system
(2) for whichm active controllers and k constraints are consrdered, the proposed perform-
ance index (18) is manipulated mathematically to appear in the compact form

T

2J = ((t) S (t) ) dt (19)

Here (t) is an (n+m) augmented vector given by

I (t) uT  (t)j (20)

and S is an (n+m) squared matrix:

F FS I . (21)

FT2
2 I

The matrices FI, F2 and R, respectively sized jnxn), (nxm), and (mxm) are defined as

F 1 Y Y; T2  +Z Z Q +R

with the (n+k) xn and (n+k) x m Y and i matrices given by

q (22)

The (nxn) Q and A matrices are

= Qj A=A -A (23)

Observe that the matrix A represents the difference in the system and model state. The
matrices Zm and Zd are, respectively, the state and control components of the constraint
vector z :

T m ,d (24)

the components of which are defined in (7) and (13), and consequently:

LZd = IF 1 (25)

This yields the equation

S(t) = Zm x (t) + Zd u (t) (26)

The solution of the standard optimal regulator problem is equivalent to the one for the
actual active control problem and is obtained as the solution of the following state
equation:

H(t) = Ae x (t) + Be U (t) (27)

Here

A A - BR F 8 = B (28)

which inherently accounts for the model response error and for the constraints. An
equivalent state weighting matrix Sc imposing specified weights on all state and
control variables is used in solving the optimization problem for the equivalent system
(27), providing the minimization of the following performance index:

2J xT Sc x +u T u) dt (29)

with
Sc ee= T (30)

0 Re F-FfF
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The optimal feedback control law resulting from the above summarized system transforma-
tion is expressed by

K-R BT  P (t) + F(31)

The n-squared symmetric matrix appearing in (31) is obtained as the solution of the
standard Riccati equation:

(t) = P(t) A + AT P (t) - P (t) B Ri BT p (t) + (32)

Since the active control problem is essentially a stationary one in the sense
that the searched solution must provide a feedback controller capable of maintaining
the stationary equivalent system within acceptable deviation from the model trajectories
using a minimum amount of controls, the Riccati equation may be solved for the steady
state value of P (t). Within the conventional definiteness hypotheses on the weighting
matrices K and Qe, this solution guarantees optimality for all initial states of the
equivalent system; i.e., it yields the minimum integral value of the incremental wing root
bending moment and aerodynamic drag, and minimum integral of the transient error with
respect to the same incremental quantities proposed for the model. The optimal control
law,

U (t) = Kfb x (t) (33)

when substituted in the equivalent system (26), gives the optimal closed loop representation

(t) = Ac x (t) (34)

o t oiz

This was used in the following section to derive the dynamical behaviour of the optimized
active control system in closed loop configuration in response to a random disturbance

THE RESULTS OF THE COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE

For the active flight control system design of the Boeing B.747 aircraft only
the short period mode in the landing configuration was taken into consideration; conse-
quently the response model was also chosen referring to this mode resulting in a second-
order state equation with the state matrix given by

-2.083 - 8.86

This was obtained by applying the conventional response criteria. Choosing weighting
matrices

Q 1010 0( 1 R 10 1010 00 R=0 0 T= 0 10
I0 01

the output of the SOAC program yields for the case Ks = 1.0 the optimal feedback gain
matrix elements presented in Table IV.

THE OPTIMAL FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM STRUCTURE

Figure 7 depicts the physical configuration of the optimal flight control system
in which the a- sensor is substituted wiht a dynamical controller which provides the
recovery of the angle of attack state variable from the measurable variables (see
Ref. II) thereby defininq the complete system state. The servos employed to activate
the elevators and the active inboard and outboard flaps are fed with signals possessing
intensity defined by the optimal control law (33). The limiters included in each active
controller channel are provided so that the controller deflections do not exceed the max-
imum value allowable considered for validity under the hypotheses given in the problemformulation. Since the main objective of this study is the evaluation of the active-
modified aircraft behaviour in re.ponse to a continuous gusting turbulence, the problem
regarding the response to command inputE was descarded in the optimization formulation;
consequently the computed controller gains will provide an optimal control only when
the aircraft is subjected to disturbances.

THE ACTIVE OPTIMAL CONTROL SYSTEM BEHAVIOUR IN RANDOM ENVIRONMENT

The behaviour of the optimal closed loop active system for the various
configurations considered in the preceeding sections in response to a continuous
atmospheric gusting turbulence was digitally simulated employing the GGTRESP program
described in Ref. 9. The homogeneous, isotropic turbulence model employed is given by the
following widely accepted form of the one-dimensional spectrum function:
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1 w + at

where ot is the standard deviation of the turbulence having zero mean value. Here,
at is the characteristic constant associated with the turbulence to be evaluated as the
ratio between the aircraft airspeed and the integral scale of turbulence. To simulate
the spectral density (35), a continuous white noise was shaped by a low-pass filter
described by the state equation

o(t) = - a p(t) + h 6(t) (36)

where a is the inverse of the filter time function and h2 represents the intensity
of the white noise 6(t). Imposing that the output power spectral density of the filter
output is equal to the turbulence power spectral density (35), the filter time constant
and the white noise intensity may be expressed as a function of the turbulence char-
acteristics constant and standard deviation. Augmenting the optimal closed loop equiv-
alent system (34) with the filter state equation (36) yields the augmented state
equation

2 (t) = A z (t) +B 6(t) (37)
--___ a- a-

where zTct)= TT (t) , (t) I

and a jAe ...... B=-2

0 -a

In the simulation, the white noise was replaced by a time series having a flat spectrum
over the filter bandwidth. The filter time constant was chosen to attenuate the smaller
turbulence wavelength (T = 0.63 sec.). Three standard deviation values of the turbulence
vertical speed ( o = 1.03 - 1.223 - 1.82 m/sec) were taken into consideration with the
white noise intensity defined by

h2 =4 2
h t . a (38)

Assuming as initial reference conditions those pertaining to the stationary pull-up
maneuver, Eq. (37) was integrated and the vertical speed and angle of attack standard
deviations from the reference point were derived for the active configurations considered
in the study. In Fig. 9 the computed standard deviations are depicted as functions of
the turbulence standard deviation. In Fig. 10 the inboard and outboard active flaps
displacements required to minimize the arguments considered in the performance index in
gusting environments of different intensity are presented. The wing root bending moment
relaxation ratio is defined by

K r (AMb) ac - (AMb) b (39)
r

This represents the percentage reduction in the incremental wing root bending moment
obtained by the active configurations with respect to the bare aircraft in the same
pull-up maneuver. The effectiveness in relaxing the airframe structure is described in
Fig. 13 in which Kr is displayed as a function of the turbulence standard deviation.

The short period flying qualities of the active configurations are compared
with those relative to the bare aircraft in the acceptability diagram of Fig. 14 from
Ref. 4.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A flight control system was designed for the Boeing B. 747 transport aircraft.

The aim was to activate some of its basic aerodynamic effectors for use as direct lift
controllers, thereby redistributing the aerodynamic load on the wing with the aim of
reducing the wing root bending moment in flight maneuver at the maximum load factor, and
consequently to save the basic structural weight. The usefuless of the active control-
lers as turbulence attenuator devices was also examined via digital flight simulation.
In this case the modified aircraft was subjected to a continuous gusting turbulence with
varied intensities. The flight control system feedback gains were computed to minimize
simultaneously the response error to disturbances, the incremental wing root bending
moment, and aerodynamic drag with respect to a satisfactory flying qualities model which
responds in the same maneuver with zero increments in wing root bending moment and
aerodynamic drag. The study considered the more restrictive case where only the aero-
dynamic effectors on the wing are employed as active controllers in the maneuver per-
formed with the elevators fixed at the position required for a stationary pull-up at
the given load factor. The elevators were included in the active control loop to further
improve the results obtained considering only the effectors, particularly with regard to
turbulence suppression effectiveness. The total reduction in the wing root bending
moment obtained using only the wing effectors as active controllers amounts to approxi-
mately 6% with respect to the value computed for the bare aircraft. The modified
Boeing B. 747 flying qualities were also improved with an increase in the undamped
natural frequency approaching the value provided for the model. The wing active

A-



controllers activity levels proved to be small, validating the hypotheses about the use
of the wing aerodynamic effectors within the linearity limits of their aerodynamic
characteristics, ensuring as well that they are practically unaffected in their basic
functions as high lift flaps (inboard controllers) and as low speed ailerons (outboard
controllers) when moved in a modular way under optimized active control. An attempt
was made to use the active controllers effect in supplementing the control moments
generated by the elevators in order to obtain a further weight saving by reducing tail
size. Considerable worsening in flying qualities with insignificant improvements in the
other characteristics discouraged consideration of these results in the design.
Important advantages appeared instead by considering the effects of the wing active
controllers as turbulence attenuators in that increments in angle of attack and vertical
speed generated in digital flight simulation by continuous gusting turbulence, were
drastically reduced in the optimized active controlled aircraft with respect to the bare
configuration. This advantage, when considered with the others previously discussed,
makes the proposed active configuration very attractive from the point of view of
transport operations. Since the design started with a fixed wing geometry and control
effector configurations, only limited advantages may be expected in application of active
control strategy. Many other benefits may be obtained by incorporating these concepts
into the preliminary design stage of a new airframe. The use of aerodynamic active
controllers as independent devices on the wing and tail surfaces activated by an auto-
matic flight control system optimized with respect to disturbances and command inputs,
is proposed. Other aspects of the problem and further research efforts in this area
have been considered by the authors and the results shall appear in future papers.

TABLE I

BOEING B.747 STABILITY AND CONTROL DERIVATIVES

CL a 5.406 CD = 1.031 CM = -1.0370

C 6.68 C - C -2.821

CL 4.25 CD = CM = -19.95
q q q

C = 0.3037 C = - CM = -1.2147

e e e

TABLE II

ACTIVE CONTROLLERS GEOMETRICAL AND AERODYNAMICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Active Controller Wing portion coy. Area (each side) M.A.C. Max. defl.
(% b/2) m2  (m) (degree)

Inboard 0.11-0.38 8.56 1.1 5

Outboard 0.44-0.95 4.26 0.62 5

C = 0.3037 C = -0.00046i  CM6

C 0.185 C = -0.214
0L6  M 6

TABLE III

AERODYNAMIC AND CONTROL DERIVATIVES AS A FUNCTION
OF THE RELAXATION RATIO KS

CL  4.815 + 0.591 KS  CM = 2.217 - 3.254 KS

CL = 9.11 - 2.43 KS  CM = 6.06 - 8.88 KS
C = -2.5 + 6 .7 5 KS CM  = 4.74 - 24.7 KS

CL = 0.3037 KS CM = -1.2147 KS

C L 0.304 CM = 0.004
L6
C L 0.1848 C = 0.2144L oM60
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TABLE IV

OPTIMAL FEEDBACK GAIN MATRIX (KS = 1.0)

-10.32 -0.5 10-4

Kfb = -1.25 1.2 i0- 5
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"FOREBODY VORTEX BLOWING - A NOVEL CONTROL CONCEPT TO ENHANCE DEPARTURE/SPIN
RECOVERY CHARACTERISTICS OF FIGHTER AND TRAINER AIRCRAFT"

by

Andrew M. Skow*
William A. Moore**

Dale J. Lorincz**

Northrop Corporation, Aircraft Group
3901 W. Broadway, Hawthorne, California

SUMMARY

This paper describes a combined experimental and analytical study which was undertaken to develop active
blowing concepts to control the asymmetric orientation of the vortex system emanating from an aircraft forebody at
high angles of attack. The overall objective of the study was to utilize the side-force generated by the asymmetric
nature of the vortices, in a controlled manner, to enhance the capability of a fighter aircraft to recover from a de-
parture from controlled flight. It is well known that, for slender forebodies, at Incidences generally greater than
twice the nose semi-apex angle, a vortex system forms in an asymmetric manner and exhibits a bi-stable behavior,
preferring to be oriented in one of two mirror-image positions. The choice between these two preferred positions
can be influenced strongly by very small geometric imperfections in an otherwise symmetric model or by small
asymmetries in the upstream flow such as are caused by flow angularity or turbulent eddies in the free stream. The
underlying assumption which precipitated the present work is that the magnitude of the side-force which could be con-
trolled through the use of a very small device is very large due to the fluid amplification afforded by the vortex
growth. The results of water tunnel flow visualization studies and a wind tunnel test program are presented which
bear out this assumption and show that tangential blowing can effectively alter the forebody vortex system at angles
of attack between 25 and 55 degrees and can generate yawing moments comparable to those produced by a conven-
tional rudder at low angles of attack. The results of a six degree-of-freedom digital simulation are presented which
show that this concept can substantially enhance departure recovery characteristics and could have potential as a de-
parture inhibitor for some aircraft. The results of a preliminary system design indicate that such a system could be
applied to a new or an existing aircraft.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

Q angle of attack (AOA) - deg) Cno yawing moment coefficient at P =0

0 angle of sideslip - (deg) Cy side force coefficient

ON nose semi apex angle - (deg) Cy °  side force coefficient at 6 = 0

0 radial position (from windward generator) - (deg) C1  rolling moment coefficient

I length - (in) CM pitching moment coefficient

d forebody diameter (planform width) - (in) CL lift coefficient
l/d forebody fineness ratio Cp blowing coefficient (- 'r

X longitudinal position (from apex) (in) Vj jet exit velocity

rn nose radius mj jet mass flow rate
rn/d bluntness r yaw rate (body axis) (deg/sec)

6 H horizontal tail deflection (deg) TTR time to recover

6a aileron deflection (deg) at threshold AOA
6 r rudder deflection (deg) Re Reynolds number
Cn yawing moment coefficient

1.0 INTRODUCTION
For fighter aircraft which operate in the air combat maneuvering (ACM) arena, flight at high angles of attack

(AOA), near the limits of controllability, is an inherent part of both offensive and defensive maneuvering. Reluctance

to operate in this regime because of possible departure from controlled flight limits the capability of the man-machine
combination to deliver its maximum performance. Figure 1 illustrates a typical ACM gross maneuver envelope for a
high performance fighter aircraft. This boundary is an envelope of roll, yaw and pitch excursions resulting from
maximum performance air combat maneuvers. Pilot confidence is the key to effectively operating close to control
boundaries; and pilot confidence Is a function either of the natural resistance of the aircraft system to departure or
of the pilot's ability to easily recover from the occasional out-of-control condition associated with high AOA maneu-
vering. Unfortunately, life is not kind to many pilots on either of these key factors. In the first place, there are
many aircraft In the inventories of the free world's air forces that exhibit a high degree of susceptibility to departure
and spin entry. Such aircraft have a departure threshold which is generally beyond maximum lift but well within the
ACM gross maneuver envelope as shown in Figure 2. Many of these aircraft also have poor departure recovery
characteristics, generally requiring the pilot to act quickly and correctly in order to regain control of his aircraft.
This brings us to the second unfortunate fact of life. Since most pilots spend relatively little time near control limits
in training or in normal operational flying, they are quite unprepared for their first departure. The standard out-of-
control reaction often is panic, followed by ejection.

*Manager, Aerodynamics Research
*Research Engineer
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In an attempt to improve this situation, military training commands have instituted programs to better prepare
the pilot for the disorientation which he will experience in a departure and to give him a better chance of taking pos-
itive recovery action in a timely manner.

Engineers and scientists have tackled the problem also, generally approaching it from three different direc-
tions. The first, and most preferred approach is to develop computational or analytical tools and empirical guide-
lines which can be utilized in the design of new aircraft to ensure that they will have adequate natural resistance to
departure so as to make the occurrence of denarture only a very remote possibility. Unfortunately, the search for
a design with good natural departure resistance is often more of an intuitive endeavor than a scientific one. Also,

since aircraft design involves a multitude of compromises, "excess' departure resistance at high AOA sometimes
must be sacrificed in order for other design goals to be met. For instance, supersonic wave drag is minimized by
a configuration of high fine- iss ratio, resulting in a long forebody which can have a large adverse effect on high AOA



stability. Radar performance criteria and avionics packaging requirements rather than aerodynamic considerations
may determine the cross-sectional and planform shape of this forebody, thereby further degrading high AOAcharac-
teristics. These compromises can, however, be made and still lead to a departure resistant configuration as illus-
trated in Figure 3. Here, the resistance of a configuration to loss of control was greatly enhanced by recontouring
the radome cross-sectional shape. Only a small degradation in radar performance resulted from the recontoured
"Shark Nose" radome. (See Reference 12)
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FIGURE 3. EFFECT OF IMPROVED AERODYNAMICS ON DEPARTURE RESISTANCE

If the above preferred approach fails, a second approach which has gained favor in some circles recently,
is to prevent the aircraft from operating in an AOA region where departure is possible. This can be done by incor-
porating into the control system features which take control of the aircraft away from the pilot during maximum per-
formance maneuvering. To ensure success of this approach, angle of attack and sometimes pitch acceleration
capability must be limited. In addition, roll capability must sometimes be phased out as AOA is increased to pre-
vent roll-yaw coupling which can cause pitch overshoots which cannot be overcome with the horizontal stabilizer.
For some aircraft, a minimum airspeed must be maintained to prevent AOA excursions during low dynamic pressure
conditions such as those encountered during a zoom maneuver. Figure 4 illustrates that incorporation of these fea-
tures into an aircraft configuration can significantly reduce the maneuver performance, even at angles of attack be-
low the AOA limit.
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The third approach which has been taken in the past has been to use motion and attitude sensors in conjunction
with the aircraft's control system to "automatically" recover the aircraft from the departure. State-of-the-art sen-
sors can determine whether the aircraft has departed from controlled flight and determine the direction of motion
much quicker than anaverage pilot can. Relatively simple control laws can be programmed into a control system to
respond to these sensor inputs and place the control surfaces in positions to optimize recovery chances in a manner
that is much more reliable than an average pilot. The only draw back to concepts which have been developed using
this approach is that for most aircraft, control effectiveness in the departure AOA region is severely degraded
when compared to the effectivess at lower AOA. This sometimes forces the designer to lower the threshold AOA
for the automatic recovery system into a region which could cause it to be activated when it is not needed. Howev.er,
if more effective control devices could be developed, this general approach could be utilized to design a system
which would have the potential to dramatically reduce the loss of life and equipment resulting from out-of-control
flight accidents.

This paper describes an analytical and experimental study which was undertaken to develop a novel control
concept which is effective in the angle-of-attack region above stall and which could be mechanized in a manner as
outlined in the preceding paragraph to enhance the capability of an aircraft to recover from loss of control. The
vortex blowing control concepts tested in the present study were designed to alter the asymmetric orientation of
the forebody vortex system, taking advantage of the large aerodynamic forces produced by this asymmetry.

This paper will concentrate on the effects which the blowing concepts have on the overall stability and control
characteristics of an aircraft at high angles of attack. A companion paper by Peake and Owen (Reference 1) will
discuss the results of similar experiments on a cone model and will concentrate on the details of the fluid mechanic
phenomena associated with forebody blowing.

2.0 BACKGROUND

2.1 Forebody Flowfields at High Angles of Attack

It is a well known fact that an asymmetric vortex system forms on the leeside of aircraft and missile fore-
bodies at high angles of attack (References 2-6 for example). The degree of asymmetry and the strength of the vor-
tices are dependent on several parameters, the primary ones being angle of attack (AOA), fineness ratio (1/d),
nose semi-apex angle (On) and nose bluntness (rn/d). A typical example of asymmetric vortices is illustrated in
Figure 5, where the visualization takes place in a water tunnel.

VP

ce40 00 G=*50 0  =00

FIGURE 5. WATER TUNNEL VISUALIZATION OF A TYPICAL ASYMMETRIC VORTEX PATTERN AT HIGH AOA

At incidences generally greater than twice the nose semi-apex angle, these asymmetric vortices become
strong enough to produce values of side-force and yawing moment large enough to influence the departure resistance
of an aircraft (References 7-12). An example of asymmetric yawing moments measured on a typical fighter air-
craft is shown in Figure 6, compared with yawing moment produced by full deflection of the rudder. These asym-
metric side forces can not only generate a departure from controlled flight but, once the departure has occurred,
they can aggravate the tendency of an aircraft to transition to a flat spin mode. In addition, since these vortices have
been observed to remain in an asymmetric orientation even under coning conditions (References 13 and 14) they can
oppose .ecovery from a spin.

These vortices have been observed to behave in a bi-stable manner, preferring to orient in one of two, mirror-
image states (References 15-17). The choice between the two, mirror-image orientations is thought to be highly in-
fluenced by minute geometric imperfections, especially near the apex of the nose.

2.2 The Concept of Asymmetric Vortex Control

In the present study, the overall objective was to harness the power of this vortex system and utilize the side-
force generated by its asymmetric nature as a control device. Such a device would have effectiveness in the angle-
of-attack region beyond stall and could he used, with the proper system design and following appropriate control
laws, to grcatly enhance the capability of an aircraft to rece er from a departure from controlled flight.



FIGURE 6. TYPICAL YAWING MOMENT ASYMMETRIES

2.3 Previous Research

The basic concept of controlling the yawing moments generated by long, slender forebodies to aid spin recovery
was first proposed by Neilhouse, et. al. (Reference 7) in 1960. Neilhouse, et. al. pursued three means of control-
ling the yawing moments; strakes or spoiler strips placed along the inboard side of the nose (right side in a right
spin), induced circulation about the forebody produced by rotating a conical nose section, and flap-type surfaces
placed either on both sides or only on the inboard side of an aircraft nose. Each of these concepts proved effective
in promoting rapid recovery from various types of spins on different models. Similar experiments using asym-
metric nose strakes were reported by Chambers, et. al. (Reference 18) in 1970 and showed equally promising re-
suIts on a different aircraft configuration. More recently Fidler (Reference 19) has suggested, that rotating nose
cones could be used on missiles to alter the forebody vortex shedding pattern, thereby reducing the time-averaged
side-force at high angles of attack. Kruse (Reference 20) conducted experiments on the effect of spinning an axi-
symmetric body about its longitudinal axis, noting that in addition to reducing the time averaged side-force, the peak-
to-peak variation of side force decreases with increased spin rate. Cornish and Jenkins (Reference 21) conducted
experiments with symmetrical tangential blowing near the nose of an aircraft but were unsuccessful in affecting the
spin recovery characteristics of this particular configuration.

2.4 Present Studies

In a manner similar to some of the previous research just cited, the present work concentrated on the experi-
mental evaluation of concepts to control the forebody side force through asymmetric tangential blowing near the apex
of the nose.

Several practical considerations were taken into account early on in order to screen devices which would not
find application to a fighter aircraft regardless of their effectiveness. The screening criteria used were:

0 The tangential blowing concepts must have sufficient effectiveness so as to not require abnormally large
quantities of air or unattainable mass flow rates.

0 The blowing nozzles must be located in a region aft of the radar antenna where radar performance would
not be adversely affected.

3.0 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND TEST PROGRAM

3.1 Water Tunnel Tests

Preliminary tests of various forebody Vortex Blowing Control Concepts were conducted in the Northrop 16"x24"
Diagnostic Water Tunnel on a 0.025 scale model of an F-5F aircraft. The Northrop Diagnostic Water Tunnel is a
single return, low turbulence facility. It is operated at a nominal test section velocity of 0.35 to 0.45 fps which cor-
responds to a Reynold's number of approximately 3x10 4 per foot. The model used was equipped with two parallel
rows of dye injection orifices located on the lower surface of the fuselage forebody. Visualization of the forebody
flowfield is achieved when the dye flows out of these orifices and is entrained into the separated shear layer which,
in turn, rolls up into well defined vortices.

The water tunnel tests were conducted to screen a large number of blowing schemes by comparing, in a some-
what qualitative manner, the relative capability of each concept to control the forebody vortex orientation. The blow-
ing concepts tested consisted of small nozzles located on the surface of the forebody at various locations. The blow-
ing jet angle relative to the freestream was varied also. Figure 7 shows a sketch of the model and illustrates a
sample nozzle location. Water was supplied to the blowing nozzle through a small tube running down the centerline
of the model. Accurate mass flow rates were set by using a water flow meter in the supply line, external to the
tunnel. Additional water tunnel tests were conducted on two tangent ogive cylinder bodies to determine the effect of
vortex blowing control on more generic shapes. The tangent ogive forebodies had fineness ratios of (l/d) = 3. 5
and 5.0. Each was tested with a common (1/d)= 4.5 circular-cylinder afterbody. Tangential blowing in a downstream
direction was tested for a matrix of positions on the surface of both bodies. Figure 8 illustrates the model geomet-
ries tested.

The experiments were performed over an angle of attack range of 0 to 60 degrees. Vortex core vertical and
lateral positions were determined at a fixed longitudinal station for the matrix of nozzle geometries at various blow-
ing rates. In this manner, the relative effectiveness of each concept was evaluated and optimum nozzle locations
were determined.
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FIGURE 8. TANGENT OGIVE WATER TUNNEL MODEL ARRANGEMENT

3.2 Wind Tunnel Tests

Based on the results of the water tunnel tests, the most promising nozzle geometries were selected for proof-
of-concept testing in the wind tunnel.

Testing was conducted in the Northrop low Speed Subsonic Wind Tunnel. The tnnel is a horizontal, atmo-Ispheric, single return facility capable of test section Reynolds numbers up to 2.4x10 ° per foot and a dynamic pres-
sure of up to 200 psf. The test section is 10 feet wide, 7 feet high, and 20 feet long. The tunnel has a contractionratio of 12:1 which gives a streamwise turbulence level of less than 0.01% in the test section.

Tests were conducted using a 0. 10 scale F-5F model, equipped for asymmetric blowing at two fuselage sta-
tions on the upper surface of the forebody. A plenum chamber for the blowing system was contained in the nose of
the model. This plenum chamber was pressurized from an external source through an air supply line which routed
from a support near the back of the sting, forward along the top of the model until It became buried just aft of the
canopy. Care was taken to ensure that the supply line was non-metric. Figure 9 shows the model installation in the
tunnel and illustrates the blowing apparatus. Nozzle locations are illustrated in Figure 10.

FIGURE 9. F-5F MODEL INSTALLATION

7X10 LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL
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The blowing nozzles were designed to provide choked flow at the nozzle exit plane. A nozzle calibration was
performed to determine actual discharge coefficients. Plenum total pressure and temperature and nozzle mass flow
rate were measured and used to compute nozzle jet velocity and, hence, blowing momentum coefficient, Cp.

To assure data repeatability and flow conditions representative of full scale, transition grit was applied to the
model forebody as shown in Figure 11. The test procedure used was to first determine the characteristics of the
model with dummy nozzles installed at the longitudinal position of interest. By noting the direction of the side-force
producedzthe relative positions of the primary vortices could be inferred; the measured side-force resulting from
the vortex nearest to the body. The dummy nozzle on the side of the body which has the higher vortex was then re-
placed by an open or active nozzle and the effect of blowing mass flow rate was measured over a large angle of at-
tack and sideslip range.

RASTON GRIT STRIPS

t - GRIT STR P
I0=450 V,.n

SECTION A-A

FIGURE 11. TRANSITION GRIT PATTERNS

Wind tunnel tests were performed at a dynamic pressure of 50 psf, corresponding to a Reynolds number of
1.308x 106 per foot. Plenum pressures for the blowing system ranged from 165 psi to 615 psi, yielding blowing
momentum coefficients of between Cp = 0. 008 and 0.032, respectively. Data were taken over an angle of attack
range of a = 0° to 90* in 2° increments and over a sideslip range of p = 25 ° in 5' increments.

4.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

4.1 Water Tunnel Tests

4. 1. 1 Asymmetric Tangential Blowing Concepts

Experiments performed in the water tunnel with the 3.5 fineness ratio tangent ogive forebody indicated that,
for the range of longitudinal positions tested, (approximately 1.0 to 2.0 body diameters aft of the apex of the nose),
the most effective tangential blowing arrangement was found to be with the nozzle directed aft and on the side of the
body where the higher vortex was located. This would be on the side opposite to the direction of a departure or spin
as the side force Is produced by the vortex in the closest proximity to the surface.
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As shown in Figure 12, when a sufficient quantity of mass flow is directed in a concentrated jet beneath the
high vortex, the vortex system can be induced to form in its mirror-image state. Blowing coefficients shown are

-+'" referenced to the model bae diameter. The blowing mass flow required to induce a complete reversal of the vortex
core positions was found to be a function of the longitudinal position of the nozzle relative to the apex of the nose,
the radial position of the nozzle relative to tl.~ windward generator and the angie of attack of the model. As seen in
Figure 13, significant reductions in required mass flow are noted an the nozzle is moved toward the apex of the nose
at a constant Y/D. The approximate location of a typical radar antenna is shown for reference. One can
also note that significantly higher values of mass flow are required to produce reversal at higher angles of attack.

Figure 14 illustrates the effect of nozzle radial position on blowing control effectiveness. As the nozzle is
displaced angularly away from the leeward generator at a constant longitudinal position, an increase in blowing
effectiveness is noted. The optilmum radial position appears to correspond to a lateral position slightly outboard
of the center of the higher vortex core.

VIR_~
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OPOSITION

Experiments performed in the water tunnel on the F-5F model using the tangential, aft blowing concept
yielded results as shown in Figure 15. These results are consistent with those obtained with the tangent ogive
models and Illustrate the capability to induce the vortices to switch to the mirror-image state with sufficient
quantities of blowing on a realistic fighter aircraft configuration. One important item which can be noted from
an inspection of the flow visualization photographs of Figure 15 is the range of angle of attack over which the
blowing is most effective. At a = 35' 01/on = 2.1), the vortex patterns have just begun to form in an asym-
metric orientation and, hence, the side-force which would be generated is still small and it is easy to control.
At a = 450 (a /On -2.9), the asymmetry is much more pronouced, more difficult to control and the side-force
produced would be near maximum. Ata = 550 (a /n=.3. 5), the asymmetry is still evident, but the vortices have
weakened and a turbulent wake is forming. The side-force which would be generated by these vortices is some-
what reduced and the blowing required to reverse the positions of the vortices is quite large. Therefore, from
the water tunnel experiments it can be expected that the angle of attack region over which the vortex blowing
control would be mpst effective is 400<- 50. Blowing momentum coefficients shown In the figure are referenced
to the model wing area. Tests were performed on the F-SF model at two longitudinal positions, one Just aft of
the radar antenna location and one just forward of it. Figure 16 illustrates the increased effectiveness obtained
at the forward location relative to the aft location.

4.1.2 Asymmetric Normal Blowing Concepts

Additional water tunnel experiments were performed with the blowing nozzle oriented normal to the surface of
the F-SF model and flush with it. The nozzle location was varied, longitudinally from near the apex to approximately
1. 5 fuselage diameters aft. In each test, the nozzle was located at the maximum half-breadth (4 = 900)o
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FIGURE 15. WATER TUNNEL RESULTS FOR AFT BLOWING ON THE F-5F MODEL
x/d = 0.95

Blowing in this fashion was found to be effective when the nozzle was located near the apex but efficiency was
seen to drop off rapidly as the nozzle location was moved aft. Nozzle positions aft of 1 fuselage diameter were
found to be largely ineffective. Inasmuch as the radar antenna is located at X/d = 1.2, no further work was
performed with this type of blowing. Subsequent to these excperiments, Peake (Reference 1) has found, In exper-
ments with a 100 cone model, that blowing normal to the surface Is comparable, or perhaps somewhat improved in
effectiveness when compared to tangential blowing If the nozzle is located nearer to the leeward generator (0 - 135").

4.2 Wind Tunnel Tests

From the results of the water tunnel tests previously discussed, the most promising vortex control schemes
were chosen for proof-of-concept testing in the low-speed wind tunnel. Two blowing nozzle locations were selected.

4.2.1 Vortex Blowing Control Concepts

Figure 17 presents the measured effect of aft, tangential blowing on yawing moment at P = 00, i 50 , for the
F-SF aircraft. With blowing off, an asymmetry in the yawing moment begins to develop at approximately a = 32 °

(On = 2. 0). With the blowing on, even at the lowest jet momentum coefficient tested (CI =. 008), the asymmetry
begins to develop slightly earlier, o = 240 (a/On = 1.5) and forms in the opposite sense to the blowing-off case.

AL
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FIGURE 17. EFFECT OF AFT TANGENTIAL BLOWING
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At angles of attack beyond 24 , the largest Incremental change In yawing moment Is obtained at the lowestmomentum coefficent tested. The increment then Increases approximately linearly as jet momentum coeficient isincreased up to the maximum mass flow rate tested. This is illustrated In F18gure 18 at angles of attack of a = 410and a = 4;b. Note that quantitative estimates made from water tunnel experiments proved not only to give the cor-
ret trends, but also predicted absolute levels with reasonable accuracy.

Figure 19 presents the Incremental yawing moment generated by the vortex control as a function of agle ofatack. These data are compared with incremental yawing moment produced by full deflection of a conventionalrudder. Note that even the lowest jt momentum coefficient tested provides yawing moments in the angle of attackrange from a = 350 to a w 550 which are comparable to those produced by the rudder at very low incidences. Also,it is interesting to note that the vortex control effectiveness begins to increase in the same angle of attak regionwhere the rudder effectiveness is declining rapidly. At low angles of attak, directional stability and control arebest provided by aerodynamic surfaces located behind the aircraft center of gravity such as a vertical tail and arudder. These data indicate that at high angles of attack, directional control as well as stability can be best pro-vided by an aerodynamic device located ahead of the center of gravity, near the apex of the nose.

100 4
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FIGURE 19. DIRECTIONAL CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS COMPARISON
VORTEX BLOWING CONTROL vs RUDDER

Figure 20 illustrates the effectiveness of the Vortex Blowing Control device as a function of sideslip at a con-
stant angle of attack, a = 47° .

4.3 Six Degree of Freedom Simulation

The capability of the Vortex Blowing Control concepts to augment the departure and spin recovery capability

of a fighter aircraft was evaluated by means of a digital six-degree-of-freedom (6DOF) computer simulation. The
baseline aerodynamic model used in this simulation has been validated by comparison of calculated and flight test
trajectories of many, coupled, high AOA maneuvers, flown during spin tests of this aircraft. An algorithm was
developed to model the incremental forces and moments generated by the blowing devices, as determined from the
low-speed wind tunnel experiments.

Maneuvers were simulated by specifying grossly aggravated control inputs which were found, during spin sus-

ceptibility testing, to produce departures and spin entries. The departures and spins generated had been found to be
difficult to recover from using traditional recovery control Inputs both In-flight and in the simulation.

The threshold angle of attack and yaw rate where the Vortex Blowing Control device was activated was varied
in the simulation as was the blowing mass flow rate. The optimum yaw rate - angle of attack threshold and tht gen-
eral effect of mass flow were determined in this manner. Figure 21 presents a typical series of time histories at a
given mass flow rate where the threshold AOA was varied. Recoveries are seen to be significantly improved when
the blowing device is activated early in the departure but severely degraded when the device is activated after the
departure has been allowed to progress toward spin entry.
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Figure 22 illustrates the improvement in recovery characteristics for another maneuver. In this case, the
trigger threshold is a = 40% r = 400/sec. A rapid recovery is achieved when the blowing control device is used inconjunction with traditional recovery control inputs. Without the blowing control device, no recovery is achieved.
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FIGURE 22. 6 DOF TIME HISTORY OF DEPARTURE RECOVERY

Figure 23 presents time-to-recover as a function of threshold angle of attack compiled from a series of
simulated maneuvers.
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FIGURE 23. VORTEX BLOWING CONTROL - EFFECT OF THRESHOLD ACTIVATION
ON DEPARTURE RECOVERY TIME



A blowing threshold angle of attack of a, - 40 provides excellent recovery augmentation and is well beyond
the angle of attack for maximum lift coefficient, thereby not impacting the maneuver capability of the F-5F aircraft.
For each simulation, a yaw rate dead-band of :40 0 /sec at a = 400 decaying linearly to *200 /sec at a = 00 was used.
In this manner, the blowing device is not activated until the yaw rate exceeds the dead-band limit. ,

Figure 24 illustrates the final blowing control device schedule super imposed on the ACM gross maneuver
boundary for the F-5F.
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FIGURE 24. FINAL VORTEX BLOWING CONTROL

TRIGGER THRESHOLD SCHEDULE

5.0 PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF DESIGN FEASIBILITY

Using the results of the experiments and simulation discussed in the previous paragraphs, some preliminary
system design work was done in order to assess the overall feasibility of applying the blowing control concept to
fighter or trainer aircraft. Factors considered in the feasibility study included: effectiveness, reliability, com-
plexity, impact on other systems and the retrofittability of the device.

The wind tunnel experiments and 6 DOF simulation showed that an acceptable level of departure recovery
enhancement could be achieved at blowing coefficients of C, = 0. 015 - 0. 025. The required duration of blowing was
found to be between 3 and 5 seconds. In order to maximize the reliability of the system, engine bleed air was not
considered as a potential source for the blowing jet, inasmuch as engine flame outs at high angles of attack and yaw
ratv are to be expected. A solid propellant system was chosen as the most attractive source of blowing. Figure 25
shows a schematic diagram of the prox)scd blowing system.
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FIGURE 25. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF PROPOSED SOLID PROPELLANT
BLOWING SYSTEM



Figure 26 illustrates the region of the flight envelope over which the system is designed to produce the required
blowing coefficients.
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FIGURE 26. REGION OF EFFECTIVENESS OF
VORTEX BLOWING CONTROL DEVICE

As illustrated in Figure 26, the system is designed to produce a blowing coefficient of Cy = 0.025 for 10 sec-
onds at an airspeed of 200 KCAS, at altitudes of 10,000ft to 40,000 ft. An airspeed of 200 KCAS was chosen as
representative of the maximum airspeed which could be expected to occur at the trigger threshold of a = 400 during
a highly transient maneuver; most maneuvers would result in lower airspeeds at these conditions.

Since the system concept is designed for constant mass flow, airspeeds below 200 KCAS will cause the device
to be operated at blowing coefficients higher than 0.025 as shown in Figure 27. The proposed solid propellant
blowing system is estimated to require approximately 0. 15 ft3 of propellant. The total system weight is estimated
to be less than 20 lbs.
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on small scale water and wind tunnel experience, it has been shown that asymmetric tangential blowing on
the surface of the forebody of an aircraft can be used to control the positional orientation of the leeside vortex system
at high angles of attack. Further, it has been shown that the forces and moments produced by these vortices can be
used, In a controlled manner, to greatly enhance the predicted departure recovery characteristics of an existing
fighter aircraft configuration. Blowing rates required to produce these forces and moments were shown to be quite
small, owing to the fluid amplification afforded by the vortex growth. Volume requirements are reasonable and indi-
cate that such a concept could be applied to a new aircraft or retrofitted to an existing aircraft with minimum impact on
other aircraft systems.A-.d
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Further experiments must be conducted on a large scale free-flight model to substantiate the prediction: iiade
4to date. Further analysis should be done to determine whether this concept could be used not only as a departure

ru*overy enhancement device but also as a departure inhibitor.
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NONLINEAR AERODYNAMICS OF ALL-MOVABLE CONTROLS

Charles A. Smith and Jack N. Nielsen
Nielsen Engineering & Research, Inc.4 510 Clyde Avenue, Mountain View, California USA

j SUMMARY

A number of nonlinear phenomena appear in the characteristics of aerodynamic
controls, and theory is only partially successful in accounting for these effects.
Major nonlinear effects originate from fin-body and fin-fin interference, gaps at the
fin-body junction, nonuniform body upwash, shock-boundary layer interaction, and control
cross-coupling. New experimental data on these effects at high g:ngles of attack have
been obtained in recent years. By using existing data these nonlinear effects and
their consequences on control effectiveness are described. In particular, both
independent control effectiveness (e.g., pitch control) as well as control
cross-coupling (e.g., pitch control in the presence of yaw control) are discussed. Itis shown that, at sufficiently high angles of attack, the presence of these

nonlinearities can completely dominate control effectiveness. The current status of
techniques to predict control effects using both analytical and data-correlation
techniques is reviewed. Finally, those areas are described where additional
theoretical and experimental work is needed.

NOMENCLATURE

a body radius

AR wing-alone aspect ratio

CN  normal-force coefficient in unrolled body coordinates; normal force/qS ref

CNW normal-force coefficient of "wing-alone" formed by joining two opposing
fins; normal force/qS re f

C.4w(B) normal-force coefficient of fin in presence of body

CI,C2,C3,C4 canard fins, numbered counterclockwise from top at $ = 0

d body diameter

kw  fin-body interference factor for control deflection, ac 0, 0, 6 0

K fin-body interference factor for fin normal force for acj 0, 0 0,
w 6=0

K fin-body interference factor for bank, ac 7 0, 0, 6 = 0
<f  length of forebody; from nose to first set of lifting surfaces

F

tref reference length

Mc crossflow Mach number, M_ sin a c

M free-stream Mach number

q_ dynamic pressure of free stream

Re Reynolds number, based on body diameter

s semispan of fin on body, measured from body axis

S reference area
ref

v component of free-stream velocity normal to surface, V sin acn sn

v component of free-stream velocity parallel to surface, V cos acp

V free-stream velocity

w upwash velocity In crossflow plane

x,y,z missile body axes; x measured positive downstream along body rotational axis,
y measured positive to right in the plane of C4, and z measured upward in
the plane of Cl; origin is located at nose tip

xYoz special set of axes for V = 0; also called unrolled body coordinates

Qc Cincluded angle of attack; angle between x axis and free-stream velocity
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Oeq equivalent angle of attack; that angle of attack of the wing alone for
which its normal force is twice that of the fin; the wing alone is
formed by joining two opposing fins together

equivalent angle of attack of it h fin, where i can refer to any canard or
eq i tail fin

eq equivalent angle of attack of fin with no control deflection

eqor

0 eq,6 equivalent angle of attack of fin with control deflection

6 control surface deflection angle; at 4 = 0, for vertical fins (61,53)
6 positive for trailing edges to right when viewed from rear and for
horizontal fins (62,64) 6 positive for trailing edges down

6 control deflection angle for pitch; horizontal fins (,4)for 0 = 0

(AOLeq) change in aeq due to a collection of external vortices and their images

fin taper ratio

body roll angle, angle between z axis and z axis; positive measured

clockwise as viewed from rear

0i roll angle of fin Cl, angle between zo axis and Cl; positive measured
clockwise as viewed from rear

1. INTRODUCTION

"A number of nonlinear phenomena appear in the characteristics of aerodynamic
controls, and theory is only partially successful in accounting for their effects".
This statement was made by one of the authors (JNN) nineteen years ago (Ref. 1).
Significantly, it is as true today as it was when first made.

The purpose of this paper is to present some examples of nonlinear phenomena in
control aerodynamics and to discuss their implications in terms of the resulting
control effectiveness. The term nonlinear phenomena refers to any flow situation that
produces, on the geometrical configuration under study, forces and moments which
are not linear functions of the flight conditions (e.g., angle of attack). There
are many types of examples, both in terms of geometrical configurations and flow
conditions, that could be used to describe such nonlinear situations. In order to
limit these geometries and flow situations to a number that can be handled in an
article this size, only all-movable fins on highly maneuverable, tactical missiles will
receive consideration.

Research in the field of missile aerodynamics has been receiving increased
interest in the past several years. A primary reason for this interest is the need for
high maneuverability in current and future missile system requirements. This
necessitates the study of the aerodynamic characteristics of these vehicles at high
angles of attack and control deflection. The study of control aerodynamics at these
high angles is primarily a study of nonlinea: aerodynamics. For an extensive and
current review of nonlinear missile aerodynamics the reader is referred to reference 2.
One of the first realizations of this recent research is the heretofore significant
lack of systematic data on control effectiveness at high angles of attack (Refs. 2
and 3). However, some experimental data have been obtained in recent years from which
the nonlinear characteristics of controls at high angles of attack can begin to be
examined. It is implications of these data upon which the present article is
based.

A typical configuration to be considered is shown in figure 1 at an angle of
attack. Also shown is the general vortex flow field produced by such a configuration.
The configuration consists of the following components:

(1) A cylindrical nose section extending back to the first set of lifting surfaces,

(2) A first set of cruciform lifting surfaces - henceforth referred to as the canard
section,

(3) A cylindrical afterbody section between the two sets of lifting surfaces,

(4) A second set of cruciform lifting surfaces which will be referred to as the tail
section.



Actual configurations can be similar to the one shown or can be geometrically less
complex, such as a body-tail design consisting of a long cylindrical section with a
single set of cruciform lifting surfaces near the base. Control of the configuration
of figure 1 can be accomplished by deflecting either the canard fins or the tail fins.
In the examples shown in this article the canard fins are used.

The vortex system generated by a missile at an angle of attack is of particular
interest. The nose section can produce a pair of vortices which can be either
symmetric or asymmetric. An asymmetric vortex pair has no mirror symmetry with respect
to the plane containing the body axis and the free-stream velocity vector. A symmetric
pair of nose vortices is shown in figure 1. The canard fins also produce trailing
vortices. Although figure 1 shows only one vortex per fin, results of flow
visualization studies (Ref. 4) indicate that the canard trailing vortex sheets often
roll up into two distinct vortices per fin. The afterbody, in the presence of the
canard vortices and body vortices, can develop asymmetric vortices, especially under
conditions of roll or asymmetrical canard fin deflections. Finally, all the vortices
can pass over the tail fins inducing nonlinear forces and moments on these fins. The
interaction with the control surface of these body and fin vortices is one cause of the
nonlinearities to be discussed shortly.

2. RELEVANT PARAMETERS

One method that has been applied in recent years to the prediction of missile
aerodynamic characteristics is generally referred to as the data-base technique. This
technique is based on a large body of systematic experimental data measured on a
general set of geometrical configurations over a wide range of flow conditions (Ref.
5). Methods are then developed for calculating specific missile aerodynamic
characteristics using analytical knowledge wherever possible and empirical observations
where necessary. This technique has experienced a good degree of success, due in part
of course to the large amount of generality in the geometrical configurations chosen to
develop the experimental data. Unfortunately, this technique has not yet been applied
to the prediction of control characteristics because of the large number of parameters
that govern their behavior. These parameters are listed in Table I.

Table I - Parameters Governing Aerodynamic Characteristics
of Controls

Control Parameter Symbol

Geometrical Parameters
Fin Aspect Ratio PR
Fin Taper Ratio X
Ratio of Body Radius to a/s
Fin Semispan m

Ratio of Forebody Length tF/d
to Body Diameter

Flow Parameters
Angle of Attack Oc
Mach Number M_
Reynolds Number Re
Roll Angle
Fin Deflection Angle 6

Although the parameters listed in Table I normally dominate the control
aerodynamics, others can affect control behavior to a significant extent. These
include the shape of the nose planform, the fin thickness profile, and the body
cross-sectional shape. This last item is becoming increasingly important with the new
class of tactical missiles that utilize bank-to-turn techniques and have
nonaxisymmetric body cross-sections (the majority having elliptical cross-sections)
(Ref. 6). Because of this large quantity of parameters affecting the aerodynamic
behavior of a control surface, it is not surprising that a systematic control data
base, in which the different parameters are varied systematically, is lacking. Such a
data base would be of great value.

3. SOURCES OF NONLINEARITY

The sources of nonlinear effects on control behavior are almost as numerous and
varied as the parameters. Of these, several have been known for quite some time and
exist throughout most of the angle of attack range. These will be described here only
in passing. Other sources exist primarily at higher angles of attack and result in
large losses of lift effectiveness. Examples of nonlineat effects at high angles of
attack will be discussed in some detail.

One of the first recognized sources of nonlinear behavior is due to the presence
of a gap at the fin-body juncture. For even the smallest gap, inviscid theory requires
that the span loading at the juncture be zero. This Is shown qualitatively in figure 2.
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Hence, for even the smallest gap, inviscid theory predicts a significant loss of lift
effectiveness. The effect of viscosity usually, but not always, mitigates these

SL j losses somewhat for small gaps. However, when the gap width is large substantial
losses of normal force will occur.

A second gap effect occurs when the control surface is deflected through a large
angle. In this situation the forward part of the control may pass above the body in
side view or the aft part may pass below the body. This condition is depicted in
figure 3. Positive pressures beneath the control leading edge can produce a download
on the body upstream of the hinge line and negative pressures above the control
trailing edge can produce an upload downstream of the hing, line. The net result of
this effect will be a large couple.

An example of a nonlinear phenomenon due to viscosity is the separation of the
flow over the control surface. This results from the interaction of the control
boundary layer with the outer flow. As in other examples of flow separation, the
location of the point of separation, both with respect to the control geometry and the
transition point, significantly influences the type of boundary-layer separation, its
reattachment, and its overall effect on the characteristics of the control.

In addition to the sources of nonlinearity already discussed there are two large
categories that tend to overlap in certain flow regimes. These categories are
interference effects and high angle-of-attack effects. In a sense, all high-
angle-of-attack effects can be classified as types of interference, but since many
interference effects are present at low or moderate angles of attack the distinction
between the two can be important. In the present discussion the cause of the
interference effect will be described and then, where applicable, examples of its
nonlinear behavior at high angles of attack will be shown.

On a wing-body combination at subsonic and up to moderately supersonic speed, the
effect of the body on the wing is to increase the wing lift as long as the angle of
attack is small. As an example of this fin-body interference consider the upwash in
the crossflow plane normal to the body. As the flow goes around the body it speeds up
and produces an effective angle of attack equal to 2sin ac, according to potential flow
theory, at the side of the body and as shown in figure 4. Fin panels in this flow
field experience an increase in lift over what they would develop if the panels were
part of the wing-alone at an angle of attack of ac. The fin-body interference factor
Kw is a measure of this favorable interference.

Lift of wing panel in presence of body (at aC )

Kw = Lift of wing panel as wing alone (at cC) (1)

According to potential flow theory, Kw is a function only of a/s and varies from 1.0
for no body (a/s = 0) to 2.0 for a small fin on a large body (as = 1). The quantity
Kwac is the effective angle of attack of the fin on a linearized b~sis.

The behavior of Kw at high angles of attack can be quite different from this
predicted behavior however6  In reference 7, values of Kw were determined from
experimental data up to 45 angle of attack for a series of wings and Mach numbers. Some
results are shown in figure 5 for a delta fin of aspect ratio 1.0 mounted on a body
whose diameter is one-half the total span of the wing-body. As the angle of attack is
increased the value of K decreases below one, indicating adverse interference of the
body on the wing. This Xdverse interference is substantially worse at high Mach
numbers.

At high angles of attack and at supersonic Mach numbers, a curved shock wave can form
in front of the body (figure 6) which can cause reduced dynamic pressures where the
wing would be and which can also destroy the favorable upwash. The unfavorable effect
of the body on the wing is clear in this instance. However, the large reduction in Kfor subcritical crossflow Mach numbers is not understood as yet. w

For wing-body-tail configurations, such as the example shown in figure 1, an

effect well known to aircraft and missile designers is the classical case of wing-tail
interference. At zero roll the tall fins operate in the downwash of the forward fins
and suffer a loss of lift and effectiveness as a result. For canard missiles, where
additional lift can be generated by the forward fins acting as controls, the effect can
be aggravated over the case for fixed forward surfaces owing to the stronger vortex
field created by deflection of the forward surfaces. Also the down load on the tall is
greatest for a given canard vortex system when the tail span is close to or slightly
less than the span of the canard vortex. A formal method for calculating the effects
of wing-tail interference on lift and center-of-pressure positions is presented in
reference 8 for planar wing-body-tail combinations to angles of attack of about 10
This method is extended in reference 9 to about 200 angle of attack by considering
both the fin vortices shed from the fin leading and side edges using the Polhamus
analogy and the nose vortices in the calculation of the tail forces.

Although this discussion has concentrated on fin-generated vorticity, interference
effects due to vortex motion over the control surface include vorticity generated by
the body as well as the fins. Body vorticity can be generated either at the nose

.1 section or afterbody section (see figure 1). When vortices pass over a fin the



effective angle of attack of the fin is changed by flow induced normal to the fins by
the external vortices and their Images inside the body. In fact, under certain
conditions, vortex interference can dominate the fin characteristics.

Another interference nonlinearity familiar to missile designers is roll reversal.
Generally, the use of forward fins for roll control is not very effective. This is
because the downwash from these fins induces a force on the tail fins directly behind
them. This force in turn induces a rolling moment of opposite sign to the rolling
moment produced by the forward control surfaces. In fact it is possible to produce
more reverse roll than direct roll under certain circumstances. One method currently
under investigation to reduce these induced rolling moments (Ref. 10) uses free-rolling
tail fins. This study found that a free-rolling tail configuration provided con-ventional roll control with no roll reversal. In addition, this configuration reduced

the induced roll associated with canard yaw control.

Nonlinearities also occur as a result of control cross-coupling which occurs when
the control deflections for one type of control also result in some other type of
control being produced. This can best be understood by considering the deflection of
one fin. A primary normal force is produced on the deflected fin and secondary normal
forces due to panel-panel interference (Ref. 11) are induced on the other three fins
which are undeflected. As an example consider a cruciform wing-body combination at a
high angle of attack and zero roll angle with the upper and lower fins equally
deflected to produce yaw control. The sweepback of the upper fin will be increased by

. In addition, at high Mach numbers the fluid density above the body may be less
tan that below. As a result there will be less normal force on the upper fin.
Accordingly, a rolling moment will develop. Thus, cross-coupling between yaw control
and roll control occurs. This example is just one of many kinds of cross-coupling that

can occur. Based on slender-body theory it is possible to predict a number of
different coupling effects for all-movable controls, and to classify them. Such a
classification is carried out in reference 1.

The purpose of this discussion on the various sources of nonlinear effects has
been to indicate that, at a given set of flight conditions, some or all of these
effects can influence the aerodynamic characteristics of the control surface. In the
remainder of this paper discussion is limited to the nonlinear effects caused by
fin-body and fin-fin interference due to fin deflection. The normal-force coefficient
due to fin deflection is measured by the interference factor k . One method
of describing the interference caused by deflection of an all-movable control is
through the relation

.1 k ~Lw (B)(2
kw - ---i--- ; ac =  

0, 6 76 0 (2)
w L c

w

where Lw(B) is the lift on the two fins in the presence of the body due to fin
deflection and Lw is the lift on the wing alone formed by joining the two fin panels
together at (c = 6 (Ref. 1). This term can be evaluated using either slender-body
theory (Ref. 1) or linear supersonic theory (Ref. 12). Results from these two methods
are shown in figure 7. There is generally small difference between the two
predictions, never exceeding about ten percent for values of two or greater. For
slender-body theory (SBT) k is a function only of a/sm, the body radius to fin semi-
span ratio. It is of interest to note that k determined by SBT is not much less than
unity for all values of a/s m . What this means is that, according to SBT, all-movable

panels in the presence of a body develop, independent of angle of attack, almost as
much lift as the isolated wing formed by joining the two fin panels together. However,
as will be shown shortly, there can be significant losses associated with fin
deflection at high angles of attack.

Since the SBT value of k is independent of angle of attack it does not consider
any of the nonlinear characteristics of the fin in the presence of the body or even of
the isolated wing that exist at high angles of attack. Therefore, in order to describe

more adequately the nonlinear behavior at high angles of attack, a new relation for the
control interference factor is introduced. This new relation is based on the
equivalent angle of attack concept and is written

tan(% eq,) - tan(eq,o)(kw tnae, go(3)

ketan(e,o + 6) - tan(aeq,o)

Before describing these terms a brief description of the equivalent angle of attack
concept will be given.

The equivalent angle of attack concept relates the forces experienced by the
actual fin in the presence of the body to the lifting surface formed by placing two
opposing fins together in the absence of the body (the wing alone). Thus, any
nonlinear behavior of the specific fin under investigation acting as part of the wing
alone is automatically taken into consideration. The equivalent angle of attack of the
fin, e,'is defined as that angle of attack of the wing alone for which Its normal
forceI twice that of the fin. As originally introduced (Ref. 13) the concept was



based on linear superposition. As such it was only valid for small to moderate angles
of attack (that is, below about 200). However, more recently (Ref. 7) this concept
was extended to the nonlinear range at high angles of attack. The extended definition

Q'-iof the equivalent angle of attack on fin I is given by the relation

Vn.

tan(a e = (4)ta(eqi =

pi

In determining ae of a fin in a cruciform wing-body combination a number of
interference effects ae considered.

(1) If the wing-body combination is pitched at zero roll the upflow in the crossflow
plane due to ac is augmented by body-induced upwash. The interference factor
describing this effect is Kw .

(2) If the configuration is yawed at a fixed angle of attack the load will change due
to a coupling between the angles of attack and sideslip. The factor for this
effect is K .

(3) If vortices are present in the flow field they will induce changes in the normal
flow on the fin. The change in equivalent angle of attack due to external
vortices is given by the term (Aceq)v.

(4) Finally, when a fin is deflected the increased normal flow is modified by
panel-panel interference, lack of a perfect reflection plane on the body, and
control gap effects. The factor for this effect is kw
Once the results of all these effects on the fin equivalent angle of attack have

been determined and combined in a nonlinear fashion, the equivalent angle of attack of
the fin is known. Its normal-force coefficient is then found from the experimental
wing-alone curve.

Combining the various interference effects (Ref. 7), the equivalent angle of
attack is given by the following expression.

a eq =tan-1 (tan c cos [ JKw + -L K5 sn c sin 

+ tan (a eq)v + kw [tan (aeq,o + 6)

tan (a eq'o)11 (5)

where

tan oeq,o 
= 

tan a cos w [K + - K, sin ac sin 0] (6)

This revised relation for k w therefore compares the lift produced by the
deflected fin with that produced by the undeflected fin, using the characteristics of
the wing alone as the basis for comparison. If, at given values of ac and 6, the fin
operates at an equivalent angle of eq,o for no control deflection (6 = 0), it would
operate at (aeq,o + 6) for a control surface deflection angle of 6 provided no losses in
normal force occurred as compared to the wing alone. The definition of kw given by
eq. (3) yields a value of zero if no normal force results from control deflection and a
value of unity for a "perfect" control, one which produces the same increase in normal
force It would as part of the wing alone. In actual cases the value of k w has been
found to vary from values of less than zero (indicating an actual loss of lift when
the control surface is deflected) to values exceeding one (indicating more lift than
the wing alone or favorable wing-body interference).

4. EXAMPLES OF NONLINEAR EFFECTS AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK

The nonlinearities in k are difficult to predict analytically. Furthermore,
the amount of data availableWon kw at high angles of attack and control deflection
is not extensive. The data that does exist however can be used to illustrate the non-

4! linearities present at high angles of attack. Among the systematic data available are
the pitch-control data of reference 14 at M. - 3.36 and the control data on pitch, yaw,
and pitch-yaw cross-coupling at M_ = 0.8 and 1.3 in reference 15. In this section
values of kw determined from these data are examined.

4.1 Pitch Effectiveness at High Mach Numbers

The study reported In reference 14 tested a semispan model of a wing-body
combination mounted on a splitter plate at M. - 3.36. Values of kW resulting from
these tests are presented In figure 8 for a delta wing of aspect r tio 1.0 and two
values of the body radius to fin semispan ratio - 0.2 and 0.4. Data for angles of
attack to 25* and control deflection from -150 to +400 are shown. The experimental
values of kw , calculated using eq. (3), varies from about 0.7 to almost 1.1. The

W - __I
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wing-body combination with the larger value of a/sm (meaning the configuration with the
shorter relative span) has, in general, lower values of kw. Notice also that there
are no significant effects of the value of the control deflection angle on k .
Slender-body theory, applied to the classical definition of kw given by eq. Y2),
predicts a somewhat higher value for most angles of attack and control deflection.
However, the slender-body theory value does appear to give a reasonable approximation
for kw at this Mach number even at large angles of attack and control deflection.

There are no data for the variation of k with roll angle at high angles of
attack and high supersonic Mach numbers. However, it seems likely that, for yaw
control, the value of kw may well be less for the leeward fin (11 = 00) than the
value for the windward fin ((v = 1800). In that case an induced rolling moment will
develop as a result of yaw deflection at @ = 00. This is an effect which must be
included in any predictive method when sufficient data or theory to evaluate this
effect are available.

4.2 Control Effectiveness at Transonic Mach Numbers

Systematic control data were taken as part of the wind-tunnel tests of the Army
generalized missile in the 11-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel (Ref. 15) and the 6- by A-Foot
Supersonic Wind Tunnel (Ref. 16) of the NASA/Ames Research Center.0 The configuration,
shown in figures 9 and 10, was tested at angles of attack up to 50 with pitch
control, yaw control, and combined pitch-yaw control. These dpta, taken at M. = n.P
and 163, included measurements to show how k for pitch contr8 l varies with at

= 0 , and how kw varies with roll angle foy a fixed of 15 . For this investiga-
tion the canard fins only were deflected. These fins have an aspect ratio of 3.1",
a taper ratio of 0.06, and the body radius to fin semispan ratio is 0.4.

Examining first the effects of the cogtrol 0 deflectign angle on kw for pitch
control, figure 11 shows results for 6 = 5 , 10 , and 15 . For M, = 0.8 the
value of k predicted by slender-body theory, which henceforth will be referred to as
(kw)SBT, iW a fair approximation of the data up tg about ,_ = 20 , but thereafter the
experimental values of k fall to zero at a = 50 . This Yndicates that deflection
of these fins for the purpose of pitch control at L = 500 produces no increase in
normal force. While there is some scatter with , mean curve can be used to
represent the nonlinear behavior fairly well. in general, the results for =15
show the smallest values of k

The behavior of the results for k at K_ = 1.3, figure 11(b), shows a markedly
different variation with ac than the results at M_ = 0.8. First, as the angle of
attack increases from zero, kw immediately decreass from (kV)JVT. Even more
noticeable is the peak in the results near ac = 40 . It is ins ructive to examine
the variation with angle of attack Df the actual fin normal-force coefficient for the
three conditions used to determine k (the wing alone, wing in the presence of the
body without control deflection, and wing in the presence of body with control
deflection). These three conditions are shown in figure 12 for the corresponding set
of flow conditions in figure 11 (i.e., M_ = 1.3, = 0 , pitch control, 6p = 15 ).
For all three conditions fin normal-force coefficient increases smoothly with angle
of attack. However, there are slight differences with angle of attack in the increase
in lift produced by the control deflection. Hence, it is apparent that the nonlinear
definition of k given by eq. (3) is a sensitive indicator of control effective-
ness. Again there is some scatter due to the value of the control deflection angle
but a mean curve dogs give a fair approximation of the behavior of k except in thew
vicinity of c = 40 . Finally, the values of k at the highest angles are not
nearly as low as at M_ = 0.8 where they approch zero.

Before proceeding with further discussion some indication of the precision in the
experimental values of k can be obtained since measurements were made with f ns CA
ang, C3 eflectedoand finW C2 and C4 undeflected for body roll angles ( ) of 0 , 10,

20 , 30 , and 45 . Measurements were then repeated with fins C2 and C4 deflected and
fins Cl and C3 undeflected. By assuming symmetry about a vertical plane containing
the body longitudinal axis the data can be interpreted as if fins C1 (the topofin at

= 0 ) and C3 only were deflected and the body rolled from = 00 to 0 = 180 . That
Fe" is, examining kw for deflection of fin C4 at 0 = 00 (pitch control of he horizontal

fins) is equivalent to examining k for deflection of fin Cl at @ = 90 . In the
following the equivalent roll anglw of fin Cl will be used (01). The actual body
roll angle and fin used to produce kw are given in Table 2 on the following page.
For a body roll angle of 450 fins C3 and C4 are symmetric about the vertical plane of
symmetry (as well as fins Cl and C2). Therefore they should produce closely the same
results for kw. Figure 13 compares results for these two conditions of mirror
symmetry. At $1 = 450 figure 13(a) shows results for fins C3 and C4 which are
generally within +0.05 in kw from the mean line. For 4i = -45* fins Cl and C2 show
about the same precision in figure 13(b). However, now the value of kw approaches
zero at ac = 50°. Thus there is an effect of 01 on kw . This effect will be
examined in more detail shortly.



Table 2.- Equivalent Angle of Fin Cl

Fin (o) 0

Cl 0 0
Cl 10 10
Cl 20 20
Cl 30 30
Cl 45 45
C2 30 60
C2 20 70
C2 10 80
C4 0 90
C4 10 100
C4 20 110
C4 30 120
C3 45 135
C3 30 150
C3 20 160
C3 10 170
C3 0 180

First, the control effectiveness for yaw control is presented in figure 14.
In these and subsequent figures the experimental values ot k are included only
for angles of attack above 20 . Examining first the resultsWfor M. = 0.8, shown in
figure 14(a), it can be seen that not only is there a difference in control
effectiveness in the angle of attack range from 200 to 300, but the value of k
for the leeward fin indicates that this fin is more effective in providing control
than it would be as part of the wing alone. The effectiveness of both fins
decrease with increasing angle of attack, that of the leeward fin decreasing much
faster, so that at the highest angle of attack investigated they both produce
about the same effectiveness. Results for M_ = 1.3, given in figure 14(b), show
smaller differences at ec = 200 than do the results at M. = 0.8. Again, k for
both fins decreases with increasing angle of attack and above ac = 350 botw fins
produce essentially the same effectiveness.

Th8 reason for the high effectiveness of the leeward fin at M_ = 0.8 and
ec = 20 can be seen by examining the fin normal-force coefficient as function of
angle of attack as the wing alone, the leeward undeflected fin and the leeward
deflected fin. These are shown in figure 15. As the undeflected fin, represented
by the square symbols, very little lift is produced as expected since the fin is
aligned parallel to the free stream for this case. When the fin is deflected it
produces slightly more lift than the wing alone. Since the wing alone experiences
a partial stall in this region (a = 200) a little increase in normal force yields
a much larger increase in the equivalent angle o attack. Hence, the relative

0effectiveness is very high for ac from 20 to 25° . Notice however, that after a
slight increase initially in CNW(B) for the deflected fin there Is a steady
decrease until at ac = 500 the fin produces only half as much lift as at ac = 20o"

The variation of k with oIdemonstrates a number 8f nonlinearities. Figure
16(a) shows the variation of k with i at ac = 20 , 30 , 400, and 50 for the canard
fin of figure a at M = 1.3 ang a control deflection angle of 15 . For roll angles
in the range 0 to 90 (i.e., the fin in the upper right hand quadrant) there is a
systematic decrease in k with increasing angle of attack. In the absencs of vortex
effects a decrease might wbe expected because of increased sweep with increasing ac
and possibly decreased dynamic pressure. No particular effect of the body vortices is
obvious. However, some surprising nonlinear effects are clearly present for $1 greater

than 90

For ec =20€, k essentially increases as OI increases from 900. This increase
might be expected b cause of reduced sweep of the fin leading edge accompanying pitch
of the wing-body combination and possible increased dynamic pressure on the impact
surface. However, so~e phenomenon Is causing kw to go through a maximum around
i 1000 for ac = 30 and 40 . The exact reason for this behavior is not known at

this time.

Consider now the behavior of k with changes in *i and ac for M. = 0.8 as
exhibited in figure 16(b). For 01 Y 135 therg Is a general monotonic decrease in kw
with increasing angle of attack. For Oi > 135 there is a tendency for k to peak at
values greater than unity for values of *1 near 160 . This behavior doesWnot result in
a significant increase In control normal force since the control fin is operating In
the stalled region of the wing-alone normal-force curve in this case (recall figure"'! 15).I

In addition to testing the missile configuration of figure 9 at independent
pitch and yaw control, it was also tested at combined pitch and yaw with all four fins

* deflected +150 . In the succeeding set of figures the effects on kw for combined
pitch/yaw control are compared to the appropriate results for single (either pitch or
yaw) control.

The effect on k for yaw control In the presence of pitch control of the
upper or leeward fix is presented in figure 17. At M. 0.8 there Is no longer the
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large value of k near ac = 200 for combined yaw/pitch control as there was for
single yaw control. However, this does not imply any substantial loss in
control normal force because, as mentionedopreviously, the wing-alone normal-force
curve possess a stalled region near oca= 20 tor M. = 0.8 and this is where the fin
is operating. For example, the fin normal-force coefficient for yaw control at,Ac T 20 is 0.340 while for combined yaw and pitch control it is 0.321. As the

angle of attack is increased, the values of k for combined yaw and pitch control
wremain less than that for plain yaw control except at the highest angle of attack

tested where the two values are equal. This indicates that for yaw control applied
to the leeward fin at M_ = 0.8 there is an additional nonlinearity caused by
deflecting the two adjacent fins for pitch control. The same behavior is not
present at M_ = 1.3 however. As shown in figure 17(b), combined yaw/pitch control
results in lower values of k only up to a of about 35 or 40 degrees. Above this• c
both cases have the same control effectiveness.

The windward fin, figure 18, shows very little difference between combined
yaw/pitch control and simple yaw control. Only near ac = 200 for M =1.3 does
combined control result in lower values of kw -

Effects of pitch control in the presence of yaw control are exhibited in
figure 19. At M_ = 0.8 pitch control is slightly more effective in the presence of
yaw control than without, except near ac = 500 where negative values of k indicate
an actual loss of lift with control deflection. An interesting effect is seen in
figure 19(b) for the results at M_ = 1.3. Simple pitch control experiences a local
minimum for a c between 25 and 30 degrees and a local maximum near ac = 35 0. These
two peaks are eliminated when yaw control is also present. However, above
c = 3 5 0 the values of kw are significantly less for combined pitch/yaw control.

The variation of k with I in the presence of combined pitch/yaw control is
presented in figures 20Wand 21 where results are compared with the corresponding
results in figure 16 for single control. Examining results at M_ = 0.8 first, it can
be seen that the greatest differences between single and comgined control occurs at the
lowest angle (a = 20 ). Except for the range 45 < I < 90 the lift effectiveness
is greater in the presence of combined pitch/yaw control. At ac = 30 [fig. 20(b)]
the two sets .f results are very similar except for low values of 4 where single con-
trol is somewhat more effective. In particular, both sets of results exhibit a peak
near = 1500. This peak in the lower quadrant is present also at angles of attack of400 an 500. In addition, at both ac = 400 and ac = 500 combined control and single

control yield identical values of k over at least a portion of the lower quadrant
(i.e., the quadrant 900 < i < 180 0. This implies that in this region nonlinearities
due to angle of attack dominate any additional nonlinearities due to combined pitch/
yaw control. Such is obviously not the case at ac = 200 as shown in figure 20(a)
where nonlinearities due to combined control are significant for all values of
For fins in the upper quadrant at ac of 40 and 50 combined control results in an
actual loss of lift. Implications of this feature are rather obvious.

Results at the higher Mach number, figure 21, exhibit much fewer differences
between single and combined control. For each angle of attack both sets of results
have the same trend and in many cases the results are virtually identical. There is
a slight loss of lift however at the highest angle of attack, figure 21(d).

5. PREDICTION METHODS AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK

Considering the number of nonlinearities which exist for cruciform wing-body-
tail combinations at high angles of attack, a purely theoretical approach to the
prediction of the aerodynamic characteristics of such configurations is extremely
difficult. Hence, at the present time reliance must be made on rational
combinations of analytical and empirical results--so called "engineering" prediction
methods. While a number of these engineering prediction methods exist for wing-body
or body-tall configurations in the unrolled condition, very few methods are
available for wing-body-tall combinations under conditions of both roll and control
deflection. For no roll, the wing-tall interference problem for a cruciform
configuration Is the same as that for a planar configuration, and a number of methods
applicable to this case are discussed in reference 2. However, as has been shown,
the inclusion of roll introduces complex nonlinearities, particularly at high angles
of attack.

The method 8f reference 13 presents a contribution to this field which is valid toapproximately 20 angle of attack. It makes use of the equivalent angle of attack

concept and treats pitch and yaw control but not roll control. The work reported in
references 3 and 7 Is an attempt to expand the method of reference 13 up to angles of
attack of about 450 and to Include effects of roll control. This preliminary method,
which utilizes an incomplete data base augmented by engineering approximations, s
appligable over the Mach number range 0.8 to 3.0 and for angles of attack from 0
to 45

**
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Cruciform fins used as all-movable controls have long been known to exhibit
nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics for large angles of attack and control
deflections. Up to the present it has been necessary to rely upon experimental data
for such properties for use in guidance and control systems. A systematic set of data
in this area would do much to further our understanding of these nonlinearities. Such
a systematic data base is lacking. As a first step, a data base might be assembled
for control pitch effectiveness as influenced by fin aspect ratio, fin taper ratio,
Mach number, and body radius-fin semispan ratio. Control cross-coupling could then be
addressed. By a combination of systematic data and computational fluid mechanics,
major progress could be made in understanding control nonlinearities.
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ON THE EFFECT OF WING WAKE ON TAIL CHARACTERISTICS

by

K. Gersten, D. Glck

Ruhr-Universit~t Bochum, Germany

SUMMARY

It is not sufficient to take the local dynamic pressures into account in the calculation
of control surface forces located in non-uniform flow fields because of the effects due
to the velocity distribution within the wake.

A nonlinear theory has been developed to calculate lift and moment forces for airfoils
in a two-dimensional flow field. The oncoming velocity distribution is approximated by a
series of step functions which results in a flow field composed of a number of potential-
flow fields. The potential flow fields are matched properly at several dividing stream-
lines where the total pressure changes discontinously. The solution of the problem is
determined by using vortex distributions on both the contour of the airfoil and the
dividing stremlines. Aspecial approach makes it possible to calculate the flow field
when one of the dividing streamlines merges with the profile.

The comparison between theoretical and experimental results for the aerodynamic charac-

teristics of a tail unit placed in the wake of a wing exhibits considerably improved
agreement when the velocity gradient in the wake is taken into account in the analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION

Control surfaces and ,in particular, tail units are frequently situated in non-uniform
flow fields. The non-uniformities can be caused by the wake of the wing or other parts
of the airplane, as well as by engine exhaust jets. These non-uniformities may have a
considerable influence on the trim and the stability of the airplane. One particular
case is I super stall I which occurs on airplanes with T-t~il units at high angles
of attack. At a certain angle of attack the tail enters the wake of the wing. The
nose-down contribution of the tail to the total moment is reduced resulting in strong
destabilisation of the airplane and finally, at certain angles of attack, in positive
pitching moments.

However, further increase of the angle of attack leads to stabilisation because the
tail is no longer in the wake and the pitching moment becomes negative again. In this
way stable trim is achieved at high angles of attack. The efficiency of the control
surfaces is very small because of the wake. Therefore the return from super stall seems
to be impossible.

The proper determination of the efficiency of the control surfaces in super stall is possi
ble only when the influence of the wake on tail characteristics is considered. In practice
the forces on the control surfaces located in a nonuniform flow field are determined by
methods which are analogous to these used for uniform flows but taking into account the
particular local dynamic pressure. If, for example, the tail is located within the wing
wake, the lift of the tail that enhances the pitching moment is reduced as a result of the
local dynamic pressure.

However, taking the different local dynamic pressures into account is not sufficient to
determine the forces on the control surfaces. There is an additional effect due to the
velocity distribution within the wake or, more generally, in any flow in which the
oncoming velocity distribution has velocity gradients. This effect is the main topic of
the present study. The effect becomes particular important for super stall, since the
wing drag leads to a distortion of the flow field in the wake which is very pronounced
at high angles of attack. The tail unit characteristics are strongly influenced by
this effect.

In the following, airfoils in a non-uniform flow field are investigated theoretcally
as well as experimentically. The final goal is to develop a reliable prediction method
for the tail characteristics at high angles of attack (super stall) . The comparison
with experimental results for wing-tail combinations of W. Siegler and B. Wagner Ill
shall demonstrate the applicability of the present method for calculating the tail
characteristics of airplanes.

2. FLUID DYNAMIC PROBLEM

The oncoming flow to the tail consits of the wakes from wing, fuselage, engine
nacelles and engine exhaust jets. The comarison with experimental results from W. Siegler
and B. Wagner [11 and A. Siverstein and S. Katzoff 12] snows that this complicated wake
can be simulated by a simple model. The velocity profile for the case when the tail is
located within the wing wake is shown in Fig 1. The velocity distribution in the wake
depends on the geometry of the airplane, the angle of attack, the Reynolds number and,
therefore, on the the wing drag. The calculation of the wake for these parameters is
shown in the Appendix.
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A two-dimensional incompressible steady inviscid flow is assumed. The problem
thereby reduces to the calculation of the flow field around the profile of an airfoil in
a non-uniform (and therefore rotational ) stream. From the calculation of the derivatives
for the pitching moment and the lift, the flow around a three-dimensional wing with any
aspect ratio can be determined by using well-known methods.

3. THEORY

The continous velocity distribution of the oncoming flow is approximated by a series
of step functions (see Fig 2) . Due to this approximation the flow field consists of a
number of potential flow fields which must be properly connected at several dividing
streamlines, where the total pressure changes discontinously by a certain given value. The
dividing streamlines which are schematically shown in Fig 2, are a priori unknown.

The solution of this problem, which is nonlinear due to the boundary conditions, is found
by using vortex distributions on the contour of the airfoil and on the dividing stream-
lines as well.

The following unknown functions are to be calculated:
1. The vortex distribution on the profile contour.
2. The vortex distribution on the dividing streamlines.
3. The locations of the dividing streamlines.

The boundary conditions for this problem are:
1. The tangency condition at the profile contour.
2. The tangency condition at the dividing streamlines
3. The pressure condition at the dividing streamlines, i.e. equal static pressure

on either side of a dividing streamline.

The boundary condition on the contour can be expressed by requiring that the velocity
inside the contour must vanish. This formulation is equivalent to the classic condition
which requires that the contour be a streamline. The formulation of this condition results
in an integral equation of the second kind for the vorticity yk on the contour:

27rYk( t) - fw K(,) k( ' ). ; d p = R( 'p ) (1)

f d(,p (R2 do

The kernel K(0,) is a function of the profile geometry only:

K(010) = (2)

(x()-x (p) )2 + (y(C)-y(p) )2

For 4 = 4,

1 K(fl)y(f) -X() 'p) (3)
j = (0) 2 + (0)2

R(*) describes the induced velocity on the contour

R(4,) - W) + .u())+-} *vp W) (4)

u i and vi are the .components of the induced velocity vector at one dividing streamline.

These velocities can be calculated using Biot-Savart's law by integrating over the entire
dividing streamlines:

y (0) - yi -y ds(5
1

I +® Y( ) - Y
ui1 2 7 f Yids i

ui() ~-= (x(4,) - Xi) 2 + (y (') - yi)2 ()

=1 += x(4) - xi
-2 (x(0) - xi)2+ (y(O) - yi) 2  1 d

The vortex distribution yi(si) and the location x(si) , y(si ) of the dividing stream-

line is unknown and must be calculated by using the other two boundary conditions.

The boundary condition for the pressure at the dividing streamline has the form

Wmi " = const. (7)

where Wmi is the argument of the induced velocity vector at one of the dividing stream-

lines. wmi can be calculated from the vortex distributions both on the dividing stream-

lines and the contour. The components are umi and vmi

ALJ
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The tangency condition at the dividing streamlines has the form:

dyi Umi (8)

dx Vmi

Equations (7) and (8) are integral equations. Equation (8) is nonlinear. This complicated
system of nonlinear, elliptic integral equations has been solved numerically by an ite-
ration scheme for a given airfoil profile and velocity distribution in the oncoming flow.

There is a particular problem in this procedure which requires special attention. That
is the case when a dividing streamline hits the airfoil. Due to the condition that the
pressure is continous,although the total pressure is discontinous across the dividing stream-
lines, there can be no ordinary stagnation point at the airfoil. It turns out that the
dividing streamline touches the airfoil by approaching it tangentially. That means there
will be a semi-stagnation point. In other words, on one side (lower total pressure) there
will be a stagnation point,whereas on the other side (higher total pressure) there is con-
tinous velocity without a stagnation point. A similiar situation occurs at the trailing
edge.

Surprisingly, this peculiar phenomenon does not complicate the numerical problem. In fact
it turns out that this behavior is advantageous. The numerical results show that the effect
due to the velocity gradient in the oncoming flow, which in our model is simulated by
several steps, has its maximum when the dividing streamline hits the body. A very simple
example is shown in Fig 3. A symmetrical airfoil at zero angle of attack is located in a
flow field with a single step in the velocity distribution of the oncoming flow. It can
easily be seen that there is a maximum lift effect when the dividing streamline hits the
airfoil. This is not the case when the chord has the same height as the step far upstream.

There is always a shift toward higher velocities. Also the lift is always orientated to
the area of higher energy. This figure shows very clearly that the particular case when
the dividing streamline impinges on the body, plays a keyrole for the calculation of the
so-called gradient effects. Linear theories have been used to calculate this kind of flow
problem. For example, Ruden [4] investigated the particular case shown in Fig 3. However,
Ruden [41 was unable to calculate the special case when the dividing streamline hits the
body. Only the nonlinear theory developed here would give the maximum value as shown
in Fig 3.

4. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

Airfoils in two-dimensional flows with non-uniform velocity distributions have been
measured in the wind tunnel of the Institute of Thermo- and Fluid Dynamics of the Ruhr-
University. The non-uniform velocity distribution in the oncoming flow was artificially
produced by using an appropriate honeycomb screen. The location of the airfoil with
respect to the maximum gradient of the velocity distribution could be varied. Pressure
distributions and, hence, lift and pitching moment coefficients were determined. As an
example, Fig 4 shows the variation of the lift coefficient with the position of the airfoil
with respect to the "step" for various angles of attack. The lift coefficient has its maxi-
mum when the airfoil is located at the point of stpepest velocity qradient. The experimental
pressure distribution could also be compared with theoretical results. In Fig 5 ,an example
is shown for the symmetrical airfoil NACA 64 A 010 . At zero angle of attack, the experimen-
tal pressure distribution is compared with two theoretical curves. Curve 1 is a nonlinear
theory, whereas curve 2 is the result of a linear theory after Weissinger [5,6] . This
particular result corresponds to the situation when the lift coefficient achieves its
maximum. The nonlinear theory shows very good results, whereas the linear theory shows
large deviations from the pressure distribution. The latter may result from pure deflection
of the flow field near the trailing edge of the airfoil. A nonlinear model obviously gives
a very good description of the details of the flow field near the leading edge by this
semi-stagnation-point flow approximation.

5. APPLICATION TO THE WING WAKE EFFECTS ON TAIL CHARACTERISTICS

The experimental results for a wing tail unit determined by W. Siegler [I] are shown
in Fig 6. The pitching moment is plotted against the angle of attack. However, since
nonlinear effects are dealt with here, only the difference between the pitching moment
and the linear part of the pitching moment is shown. Therefore, the measurements give the
deviation of the pitching moment curve from the linear theory. Two additional curves are
shown in the figure. One is the theoretical curve calculated with the condition that
the wake effect is taken into account only by using the local dynamic pressures. Curve 3
then gives the corresponding theoretical curve, but including the gradient effects. It is
obvious that the gradient effect is very important and taking it into account gives much
better agreement for the moment characteristics of a tail unit situated in the wing wake.



6. CONCLUSIONS

' 4 a) A theory was developed to calculate the lift and moment forces for airfoils in a
non-uniform flow field.

b) An experimental investigation was carried out to measure pressure distributions and
lift and pitching moment coefficients on airfoils in two-dimensional flows with non-
uniform velocity distributions.

c) Non-uniform velocity distributions in the oncoming flow have a maximum effect on the
airfoil forces when the airfoil is located in the area of the steepest velocity
gradient. The lift is always directed to the area of higher total energy.

d) The point of maximum effect can be calculated a priori by the present theory with-
out calculating neighbouring situations. The reason is the theory in this case leads
to a special situation with very particular flow field properties which are known
a priori. The case of maximum effect can not be treated with linear theories.

e) The theory can also be applied to situations where the control surface is not within
the wake, but in the neighbourhood of a wake or a jet; for example, an engine exhaust
jet. This method can also be applied for double- and multi-slotted flaps, where the
wakes of the different parts of the flap have to be taken into account. This general
problem can be reduced to the problem of the flow past airfoils with nonhomogeneous
oncoming flow velocities as considered in the present work.
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Figure 1: Wake of the Wing at High Angles of Attack
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APPENDIX A

Calculation of the wing wake.

For a given geometry of the wing it is possible to calculate the vortex -distribution y
in the spanwise direction by one of the well-known theories, e.g. the 'extended lifting-
line theory'. From this the down-wash can be determined . For distances between the tail
and the wing which are greater than 2 - y/c the downwash in the vortex sheet can be
calculated from the nonlinear theory of K. Gersten [7)

1w =(l+ T c 43 (Al)
w) v -Zany n + C4lTRn=1

The coordinate = originates at the wing-nose. The coefficients a are tabulated in
s n

(7]. In the vicinity of the vortex sheet, the downwash can be calculated by:

w ____) M J n (A2)
1-- + -

) 
n= ) y

is the dimensionless coordinate normal to the vortex sheet and the dimensionless
a

distance of the nose to the aerodynamic center. The coefficients n ) are tabulated
.1 in (7] . If the distance from the tail to the wing is less than 2 -y/c ,the downwash
* should be calculated by the complete equations presented in [7] .

As a first approximation the drawdown of the trailing vortex sheet can be assumed to be
proportional to the distance from the trailing edge; see Schlichting and Truckenbrodt [7)

w TE
The exact calculation is described by Truckenbrodt (9)

Silversteinand Katzoff (2,3] present empirical equations for calculating the wing wake
The maximum loss of dynamic pressure in the wake occurs at the wake center and its
value qm is given by the formula

_m 2.42- cdO'5 (A4)
q - + 0.3

c

with cd as the section profile-drag coefficient.

The distribution of the dynamic pressure within the wake is given by the equation
q 2 y

cos ( -- ) (A5)qm 2 "-b-

The half width b of the wake is given by
= o05x )0.5

x0.68 ( + 0.15 (A6)
c c

In the present theory it is assumed for the development of the wake behind the wing
that the center line, originating from the middle of the wing,moves parallel to the
trailing vortex sheet. Consquently the oncoming flow for the tail results from both the
wake and Lhe downwash induced by the wing.

r



INTERACTION AeRODYNAMIQUE ENTRE UN CANARD PROCHE ET UNE VOILURE

par Yves BROCARD et Volker SCHMITT

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Adrospatiales (ONERA)
92320 Ch/tillon (France)

RESUME

Des essais relatifs ' une configuration canard proche-voilure ont 6t4
effectuds en subsonique dans la soufflerie pressuris4e F1 qui a 4t4 rdcemment
mise en service au centre du Fauga-Mauzac de l'ONERA. Le montage en demi-

maquette ' la paroi utilise comme voilure l'aile rec:angulaire AFV-D '
gdndration cylindrique qui est placde ' 600 de fl'che. La section parallble

l'emplanture prdsente une dpaisseur relative de 5 % et un grand rayon de bord
d'attaque. Les plans canard sent semblables 'a l'aile principale en forme et en

profil.

Des rdsultats expdrimentaux sent prdsentds sous forme d'efforts globaux

et de rdpartitions de pression sur l'aile principale. L'effet d'un braquage
du canard et l'influence du nombre de Reynolds ont 4t6 6tudi6s. Des visualisa-
tions de l'dcoulement paridtal en soufflerie et du champ d'dcoulement en tunnel

hydrodynamique sur une maquette plus petite sont utilis6es pour aider ' la
comprdhension des mdcanismes de l'interaction.

Des comparaisons entre les rdsultats expdrimentaux et des approohes

thoriques sent relat6es. Elles montrent un accord raisonnable bien que la
structure fine de l'dcoulement tourbillonnaire sur ce type d'aile ne soit pas,
au stade actuel, correctement pr6dite.

AERODYNAMIC INTERACTION ON A CLOSE-COUPLED CANARD-WING CONFIGURATION

SUMMARY

Halfmodel tests were performed on a close-coupled canard-wing configuration
in the low speed, pressurized wind tunnel F1 at the new 0PERA-Center Le Fauga-Mauzac
The main lifting surface is the rectangular cylindrical, wall mounted, half wing
AFV-D in a 600 back sweep configuration. The chordwise wing section has a 5 

,

thickness ratio and a large leading-edge radius. The canard s trfacoes are similar
in shape and section to the main win'.

Experimental results are presented in terms of long-itudinal aerodynamic

characteristics and pressur- distribution on the main wing. The effect of" canard
deflexion and of Reynol,.s number variation were investigated.

Surface oil flow pattern on the wind tunnel model and water tunnel

visualization on a smaller model are used to improve the understanding of the
interaction mechanism.

Comparisons between the experimental rsults and theoretical prod ctions
are pr sented. They show a reasonable agreement although the vortex behaviour of11
thi:; type ef wing is not yet fully predicted.

TrawsIl dfnts awe t muden ftihwer do la DRET.



1 - INTRODUCTION - tableau 1. Les positions relatives des plans
canard par rapport 'a la voilure sont consignes

Dans le cadre des 4tudes sur le comportement des au tableau 2.
alsen flbche aux grandes incidences, JJONERA4~ ent i~repris des travaux sur l'interaction ro

yantique entre un canard proche et une aile en ~v
fl~che. Il apparalt en effet que, avec le develop-
pement des techniques de C.A.G (Contr~le actif
g~n~ralis6 ou CCV) et de commandos 4lectriques,
lea empennages de type canard proche peuvent Do

avantageusement Stre utilis~s commine dispositif h
de contrdle Ell. Ace~-x.

Le b~ndfice apport6 en plagant l'empennage hori--
zontal en amont de is voilure eat connu depuis
longtemps :la force a6rodynamnique n~ceasaire
pour 4quilibrer le moment de tangage eat alors

r : tt tcrrnet do le:- I 1< i ff~rti iir
la v4 iir, i'ivr o e qui :-( [roduil Iz
avec 1 V -nnogo arril're. L

Le formule du canard a suscit6 parallblement un A..>
autre int~r~t depuis que I'ut mis en 6vidence,
dana lea anndes 60,en particulier par b

H.Bahrbohm [2],l'effet favorable aur la porLt.nce XC
de l'interaction tourbillonnaire d'un canard tr~s
proche de ia voiilure :la portance de 1 ensemble Fig. 17 Caractiristiques giomitriques du montage d'essai.
canard-voilure pout 6tre plus grande que la a) vue en plan ;b) section d lemplanture.
somme des portances du canard et de la voilure
essayds ind~pendamment* le d~crochage se produit
'a des incidences et pour des niveaux de portanceTala
plus 6levds.TaluI

En dpitd'u nomre mpotan d'6ude me~esCaractdristiques g~om~triques du montage d'essai

ces derni~res ann~es dana divers laboratoires et a) aile (I = 0,400 m et s = 0. 075 mn- fig. 1)

dont l'orientation vera lea applications pratiques b) plans canard (r =0,03 m -fig. 1)
* eat incontestable, beaucoup de questions iestent a 1 - - -

poasea quant au m6canisme de l'interaction canard- bn) cm (~

voilure . L'6tude pr~sente a pour objet d'am~liorer AF -I6 2,69 10,4301 0201..3
I'cette situation. Men~e aux basses viteases, ella

a pour support principal le montage ba la paroi
d'une aile rectangulaire 'a fl~che 4levde et La
bord d'attaque relativement 4pais [3). Cette
der-ni~re csractdriatique conditionnant une ap- b co h i, /c '/parition aasez tardive de l'4coulement tourbil- wx
lonnaire n'est ps exempte d'int~r~t du point de 69 .7 ,3
vue des applications en raison des r~percussions Cl .4077 ,3
sur la finesse. C2 40' 5,68 0,623 0,8

2 - CONDITIONS EXPEHIMENTATES - C3 3,79 0,390 0,40 0.108

2.1 - Configurations canard-voilure - C4 3,20 0,500 0,210

La montage d'easai utilise une maquatte de l'aile CS 60' 2,69 0,400 0,160

rectangulaire AEV-D d~j'a d~crite ("Mr" [3)) pr4- C6 1,98 0,250 0,085
aentant comae le montre la figure 1 una flbche - __ ____

C?= 60*. Cette aila non vrill~e 6tant 6ouip~e
du profil symdtrique ONERA-D (e/c = 0,105) dana
des plans normaux au bord d'attaque, 1'4paisseur
relative d' a setio parall~le 'a l'emplanture

eate e on p~ Tableau I I

alors ~QPositions des plans canard
Las plans canard ont le m6me profil et la____
mC-me forme en plan rectangulaire qua la voilure Con? 00j 2C/I dc
principale, le rapport des cordes normales au- -

bord d'attaque 4tan Cc /c 0,4. En vue d'une P01 0,24
6tude param~trique relative 'a 'influence de la
g~omrktrie des plans canard, plusieurs angles de P02 0,16

flch ( = 40* at 600) at plusieurs enver- P300
guresbj./%comprises entre 0,25 et 0,78 ont 6tP34,0
rpalias5s, ceci conduisant 6a des rapports de sur- P04, -0,60 0

f _ /S compria entre 0,085 at 0,235. P5-0,08 t20'

En ce qui concorne l'4tude paramrxtrique de l'in-
fluonco de la position du canard, ello a porte' P06 -0,16
sur ls variation des positions longitudinaleP0-02

YcL t tranoversalezr/L des plans canard P07_[0,2
ainzi qua sur leur braquare (S. comae l'indique la P11 (),74
firgire 1.

L'eriaamble des donn~es comfltriques relatives P 02501
l'aile at aux plans canard est r~sum6 dana le P13 0,08



calcul thqorique avec et sans prise en compte
du suppl~ment de portance dQ au tourbilion A lV CS

obeupar ia m~thode de R.J. Margason ,' esseaF?. V.93m/s
et J.E Lamar (8). La portance potentielle est 05-Re, -23 106
calcul~e au rnoyen d'une m~thode de singujlarit4s CA"tandis que la portance tourbillonnaire est OCCS
6valu~e par l'analogie h la succion de ahwo~
E.C.Polhamus [9). Cette m~thode trbs simple
d'emploi,est coursamment utilis~e pour 6valuer CS," re#'[7)
les performances globales d'ailes L forte flhcheVI
avec formation de tourbillon de bord d'attaque
[10), [111. File permet aussi l'6vaiuation des
performances de configurations avec canard proche. 0,25-
Les limitations du programme de calcul utilis4
viennent de i'assimilation des surfaces portalites
h des plaques planes sans 6paisseur et donc h
bord d'attaque aigu et des conditions impos~es d
pour le recollement, sur l'aile de ia nappe tour-
billormaire issue du bord d'attaque. L'analogie "
h la succion n'a en effet plus de fondement, si 1'x
cette derniLre condition n'est pas satisfaite.10 2 305

Pour notre cas, i'aile essay~e ayant tin bord
d'attaque 6pais, la premi~re condition n eat pas
respect~e. La succion n'eat pas entihrement Fig. 4 - Force nortmle tourbillonnaire et succion de IVoile seule.
transform~e en portance tourbillonnaire ce qui
explique que ia courbe th6orique eat distincte
du r~sultat exp6rimental tout en lui restant aasez
proche et ce jusque Vera une incidence de 200. 32-Itrcindea aadpoh

Bien que l'analogie h la succion ne soit pas
* entibrement applicable ce type de profil il Sur la figure 5 a Wt port~e la courbe de portance

eat possible en fait de recontituer ck partir de l'aile en pr~sence du canard C5 dana ia
des valeurs mesur~es la auccion, th~orique cal- position P03. Ce r~sultat est typique de ceux
cul~e par la m6thode potentielle [7). La valeur obtenus pour lea diff~rentes configurations et

*exp~rimentale de la auccion effective eat obtenue permet de d~gager les effets principaux de
par 1S (C'C, Ointeraction.

* C A 4tant la force tangentie ile et CA sa valeur C
a incidence nulle dont la soustraction permet

de tenir compte de la traln6e de frottement.P
Si la auccion 6tait intdgraiement transform~e en
portance ce terme devrait 6tre nul conme cela
se produit loraque le bord d'attaque eat aigu. 7
En ajoutant ia valeur de la succion non transfor- /"Y issais Fl: Voo93m/S
m~e en portance h Ia valeur de la portanceRe 2310
tourbillonnaire normale au plan de l'aile on *'conf. C5 P03
reconstitue iasauccion theorique totale. 0,5- 4,"l ei

La portance tourbillonnaire eat 6valu~e en .,C 401t
effectuant is diff~rence entre la portanceCz~ et]
normale exp~rimentale et la portance potentielle

th6orique corane dana [7) : C~ Ce - COf
4Le r~sultat de cette addition alg~brique eat0

compar6 h ia succion th~orique sur la figure 4. 1 0 3 0 s
L'accord eat excellent jusqu'h l'incidence de20 3 0 0'I 20' oOi lea courbes s'6cartent sans doute par
suite du non recoliement de ia nappe tourbil- Fig. 5 - Portance de Palle en con figuration canard.
lonnaire. L'apparition 6L e, = 5' du tourbilion
eat tri~s nettement marqu~e aur la courbe de
portance tourbillonnaire C~ . Aux faibles incidences, Is d~flexion de 1 '4cou-

lement cr66e par le canard diminue sensiblement
On peut remarquer enfin que le comportement is pente de is courbe Cz(o,) . Ceile-ci reste
tourbilionnaire de cette aile pr~sente tin aspect quasi-lin~air-e jusqu'h l'incidence de 5'. Lae

4int6ressant, pour certaines applications dOa h calcul en 6coulement potentiei pr~voit bien
l'apparition tardive du d~collement de bord cette diminution de is portance.
d'attaque. En effet si le tourbilion apporte tin
gain de portance aux grandes incidences augmen- L'incidence d'apparition de l'4coulement d~colld

*tant ainsi lea qualit~s de manoeuvrabilitg des tourbilionnaire n'est pratiquement ps influenc~e
avions 6quip~s de voilures 4 forte fibche, ii par is pr~sence du canard. La portance de l'aile
augmente aussi conaiddrablement ia tratn~e par reste toujours inf~rieure L celie de i'aile seule
rapport h celie de 1'6coulement potentiel. La mais on observe que is degradation de is per-
finesse Cz/Cx diminue beaucoup quand 1'6coulement tance tourbillonnaire qui se produisait d~s
devient tourbillonnaire. L'apparition retard~e c<= 20' pour l'aiie seule ne ae fsit sentir ici
du tourbillon permet donc de conserver tine que vera o( = 29' (figure 6). La th~orie pr~voit
finesse maximale atix faibles incidences du vol assez bien ia diminution de iasauccion et par
de croisibre tout en gardant atix grandes inci- cons~quent Is diminution de i'apport du tourbil-
dences tin suppl~ment de portance appr~ciable. ion h is portance. Le d~crochage a lieu dana lea



aeux cas pour des incidences (29 et 30*) et-des D'une manihre g6n~rale, on observe que la trace
valeurs de la portance (1.10 et 1.12) trbs du noyau du tourbillon est plus proche du bord
voisines. On a observ4 des configurations pour d'attaque en pr~sence du canard, lea pics de Kp ~ )
lesquelles le d~crochage se produit pour des sent plus 6levds mais intdressent une zone moinsC'
valeurs du Cz plus grandes que pour l'aile seule 6tendue suivant la corde, le tourbillon se
ce qui. eat un r~sultat assez clasaique ([l0J, maintient plus longtemps en envergure ce qui eat
E121). particuirement sensible 'a 280 d'incidenoe dans

CA~tOU C rs&3F1VC=9m13lea sections 5 et 6.

CReLJS es 2,36F1. 0693:I observt ins m:;tr que le tourbillon qui4 Q1 =2,3.106 se d~veloppe au bord d'attaque de l'aile eat

0,5200C~tplu prchede a srfae d Vale.Sa oroga

-- c5v rfi 7 produisent donc momns rapidement.

Des visualisations des lignes de courant pari~talez
* niettent bien en 6vidence ces r~sultats. Lea

clich6s dana le cas de l'aile seule et de l'aile
avec le canard C4~ dana la position P 12 'a une

Ll 25 / incidence de 280 sont pr~sentds, figure 9.

/ / La trace du noyau tourbillonnaire peut @tre assi-
inil~e 'a la ligne des points d'inflexion des lignes

-V14 de courant pari~tales. La zone balay4e par le
tourbillon eat nettement visible sinai que 11angle
W~ entre lea lignes de courant et 1a trace du

noyau dont la valeur plus dlev~e indique bien le
of 0(.-a rapprochement du noyau 'A la surface.

70 30" Ces clich6s donnent aussi des renseignements aur

Fig. 6 - Force normale tourbillonnaire et succion en con figu- 1 '6coulernent autour du canard. Celui-ci 4tant
rtocaadCSPO3. plac6 dana un courant d6fl~chi vera le haut par le

rationcanardbord d'attaque de l'aile se trouve sinai dana un

la comparsison des mesures de pression sur la champ o~.i l'incidenoe eat localement plus grande.
voilure pour des incidences de 190 et 280 Le tourbillon du canard eat par cons~quent ia un
confirne ces r6sultats (figures 7 et 8). stade de d~veloppement plus avanc6 que ne V'est

celui de l'aile seule. La trace du noyau eat plus
A ces incidences le tourbillon de bord d'attaque recul6e, is zone balay~e tr~s large. Par contre
eat parfaitement d~velopp6 ; a pr~sence eat lVangle V eat sez grand inontrant que le tourbil-

d~not6e par ia form en cloche, caractdristique Ion reate tr -s proche de is surface. Ceci peut

de ce type d'6couiement, le lieu de d~pression a'expliquer par is ddflexion, ih l'extrados de
maxiale~tan audroi dunoya. laile principale, de l'6couiement qui tend 'amaxiale4tat a drot d noau.suivre le plan de l'aile en entrainant le sillage

tourbillonnaire du canard.

0' Fig. 7 - Ripartitions de pression avec et sans
canard.

0,75



Notons encore que at le canard eat gdomdtriquement

semblable ha l'aile, le nombre de Reynolds rapportd
'a loune de sea dimensions caractdristiques eat 2,5
fois plus petit que pour l'aile. On vorra que
l'influence importante du Reynolds doit O-tre prise
en compte lora de l'analyse de l'6coulement sur
le canard.

En fin des visualisations spotiales au moye 1
d' dmissions colordes our un-e plus petite maquette
instailde dana le tunnel Lydrodynamique do 1 ONRA
(figure 10) carroborent tea oboceriatl'ono. le
canard C5 Oct ploC6 ici dons la position F 12,
1'incidence eat do 240.

- Le ddplacement. do 1'axe taurbillonnaire sue 1a
voiluro cat Lien cobl quo 

9
arn att erdait. Une in-

- - ornatian suppldmentaire oat danndie par 'a, visus-

a lisatian du paint d'drbatement du naysou ;ue la
- prdsonco du canard tend L ret arder. LW :1i- oment

du taurbiblon du canard zc praduit seubzoont 'a
son bard do fuito.

3.3 - In~fboerce do braquoge dui canard -.4 La position en envergorc et en hauteor do
sibbago isso do canard par rapport h Vail- et
son intensit6 tourbillannaire ant one grande

importance sur boa caractdristiquos do tourbil-
bon prapre 'a b'aibo principale.

Des ossais ant 4td offoctuds pour diffdrentos
positions, envergores et fl~ches do canard. 1ks
sent aci oollosont on coors d'exploitation as

A on pout dire d'oros ot ddj'a quo des effets
amportants sont conatatds sor la position ot
b'intensit6 du pic do ddpression sur bailo.

Copondant, 5± 1e gain on portanco tourbibbennairo

Fig. 9 -Visualisations de Iecoulement paridta. dA 2L lintoraction do canard oat parfois impor-
a) ae seletant, il n'arrivo gdndralomont pas 'a componsor

a) aie coeura o baadC4 2a porte do portanco potontiello obsorvdo sur

Un autre moyon do modifier los caractdristiqoos
wo siilago do canard conaiste h braquer le
canard par rapport 2 l'aile, comae slil s'agis-

sait d'on moyo do contrdlo.

ab
Fig. 10 -Visualisations au tunnel hydmodynamique.

a) a/Ic seule,
b) en con figuration canard C5P12.
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Con 12 b.

A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 titre deemI es prsnEsrlfiure1eisetqa t u contrale de lcaard ~ sur/arpttind
is r~~partition de ~pression daslprmrelieprbaqo du cnrdi macin qe Alea

secton d l'ale, 280dincdenc, por difdu pcouie t roncontr son t m lxe forcdetan-.1 ens rauaes u anrdde- 1" +16. e entiellete 6tudioncm a le s oin r afgr

cas desrv l'ail seul est prssient4~ comae r~frrenc

fAttrne pl ant danslenlte dur vent figue1txstn-unta otrl e 1cu-mn
di raectiin b e raqaefotnt nla pei. e CNil par brauag du caar5P72qe e
seornu,~pi de h , o 8 ~ncaugente osvur du4 cueet ecnrssn opee tdmn
re braquage dtublins u bord d attahqu16.e deth7,7 6ud~ ve on

du canrsd snensifiemet au pasg ~ucr d 'aile
flttse rpohpelan surface Ont dbsevent alrs tn

Lrpprochmenti de itac dutblon demetel ale du,5V

vera le bord d'attaque et une augmentation do
l'intensit6 du pic de d~pression.

7,3-
Pour tin braquage do + 80, tin autre phgnoa ,ne se
produit, principalement d~a h ia g4om4trie de is------------------.1configuration. En effet, le canard C5 h 600 de 7,7-
fMhohe, dens ia position P12, est tr~s proche
doe i'aile et pour tin braquage de l'ordro de 80
son extr4mit4 vient pratiquement en contact 0,9-
avec le bord d'attaque de i'aiie en amont de ia
premibre section. Le tourbillon de i'aile ne prend a) ~02
alors naissanco qu'au-delh de l'extr4mit4 du -02

c an rd. La seconde d~pression observde VeraP,/ = 0,45 aemble 9tre is trace du passage du
tourbillon de bord do fuite du canard qui est
contrarotatif par rapport au tourbillon de bord -CA -a-- coot C5P12 CA4d'attaque. 0,06- ---- i* 0,06

eat en fait is trace du tourbilion d'apex du004------------ -----
canard quo lea d~collements de bord d'attaque00
de l'ailo viennent alimenter.

La force normale locale, obtonue par int~gration 0,0
de Is r4partition de pression dana is premi~re
section (fig. 12a) rend compte des effets du d4-01
placement du tourbillon. On observe en partant 0
de S, = - 200 tine augmentation de is force b 2
normale jusqu'b tin maximum pour 'b - - 80.2000
En effet, si l'intensit4 du pic do d4pression
augmente la surface de l'aile intgressge par fig. 12 -Effet dui braquage dui canard sir:
cette ddpression diminue et ces effets se a) les forces normna/es globale et locale,
compensent. On ass ste ensuite h tine diminutionb)foean nteegb/.
do Is force normale. Cea tendances sont sembia-b)/foc ngtilelba.
bios pour toutes los sections, ce qui fait quo
id4volution do la force normalo totalo a is
mgme allure (fig. 12a). On pout remarquer aussi -3.4 - Influence du nombro do Reynolds -
cur ces courbes l'offot sur l'aiie, vera

0c = + 4 et + 80, du tourbillon isati du bord do L'iaportance des effets du nombre de Reynolds
fuite du canard. cur l'6coulement autour d'une telle aile a d~jk

4t6 anaiys~e [5) . Rappelona quo lea offets lea
Le rapprochement do la trace du tourbilion vera plus marquanta sont l'augmnontation do l'inoidonce
le bord d'attaque a pour offet aussi do concentrer d'apparition du r~gime tourbillonnaire et le
is zone do d4pression on amont du mattre-couple d4placerint en envergure, 1e long du bord d'attaque



de l'origine du tourbillon lorsque le Reynolds L'augmentation de l'incidence d'apparition du
augmente. Ces ph~nombnes, observds tout d'abord tourbillon est trbs visible aur Lea courbes de
aur l'aile seule, existent aussi pour les confi- portance (figure 13) :si 1~ tourbillon existe
gurations avec canards. dZ! s p = 50 * ReL 2 ,4.100 ii ±'aut attendre

o(=o2'8O nombres de Reynolds 6lev~s pour voir lea

Des essais ont donc 4t~faita L trois nombres de courbes de portance exp~rimentales se d~tacher de
Reynolds Re L = 2,4.106, 5,1.106 et 6,7.l06 en la courbe Cz potentiel. Dana ces conditions le
faisant varier la vitesse et la pression genera- tourbillon n'int~resse qua l'extr6mit6 de l'aile.
trice. Pour lea essais aux deux nombres de Reynolds La r~percussion au niveau de la pentance tourbil-
lea plus 6lev6s, lea mesures des efforts globaux lonnaire eat mise en 6vidence figure 14.
6taient limit~es 6 une incidence de P( = 20*. Lea
diffdrences entre lea comportesients aux deux Lorsque l'incidence augreente, le lieu de naissance

plua grands nombres de Reynolds sont insignifiantes remonte vera l'apex pour s'y fixer h partir de
par rapport aux effets du passage du nombre de 19'. Les r~partitionz de preasion L 160 pour deux

Reynolds le plus baas,1 norabre de Reynolds inter- nombres de Reynolds prdsentdes figure 15 montrent
addiatre (2,3 h 5,1.10) bien qua le point de naissance, en arnont de la

premi~re section de meaure au faibie nonibre de

ICZReynoldseat situ6 entre lea sections 1 et 2
4 Czau. fort nombre de Reynolds.

1 A0041-Come ii a 6t4 indiqU6 au sujet de i'aile seule,'1 la naissance tardive du touirbilion prdsente
l'int6r~t d'augmenter la finesse L faible inci-

dance. Ce retard peut 8tra modifi6 soit en chan-
geant le rayon de bord d'attaque, soit en faisant
varier le nombre de Reynolds. La figure 16 sontra

e3ai l n.,,f. C202 bien cat effet at le gain de finesse important
v0(/)R~i~pour un Cz donn4 icraque le nombre de Reynolds

035 ' 93 2,38 augmente .
93 5,12

..70 6,68 On a port6 sur cette figure la courbes
theorie C2 = f(C2 / C.< ) thdoriques obtenues par is mdthode

CZ" de calcul ddjh citde. La train~e de frotteaent
-- CZ w ref (81 a 6t4 prise en coapte en ajoutant t is traln~e

thdorique en fluide parfait is trainde expdrimen-
tale i portance nulle. La finesse expdrimentale

cK suit is courbe thdorique potentielle aux faibles
incidences puis slen ddtache, loraque le tourbil-

70 20 30 40 50 lon apparait, pour slier rejoindre ia courbe
thdorique avec tourbilion. Ce ddtachement eat tr~s

Fig. 13 -Influence du nombre de Reynolds sur la portance brusque h faible nombre de Reynolds car le
en configuration canard. tourbillon, lorsqu'il apparalt, nalt directement

h l'apex et intdresse alors toute l'aile tandis

& ~e C S essis F1 V0 .93mis que, h fort noiabre de Reynolds il nait tout
0 CN Re, 101 d'abord en extrdinit6 d'aiie puis remonte vera

0.5- C',. " 2,38 l'apex loraque lincidence augmente. Dana ce cas,

I. ~,54 dana toute une plage d'incidence, le tourbillon

,.* +~ c nlintdresse qu'une faible partie de ia surfaceCs'P 5,12 do laile, i'dcouleanent dana la zone situde entre
thiarie lempianture at l1origine du tourbilion dtant

3F-- Ct, ref (7] non ddcoll4. La courbe expdnimentale b fort
nombre de Reynolds se ddtache sinai plus progres-

sivement de is courbe th~orique potentielle.

4 Q25-% \ 0%,V Pt

eswsl F1 V0=93m/s oL=16'
cornf CSP03

710 20 30 40 50 D1 51 0

Fig. 14 -Influence do nombre de Reynolds

sur la force normle tourbillonnaire
et la succion en configuration a
canard C2P12.

Fig. 15 -Influence do nombre de Reynolds -,
en configuration canard. 4

a) sur les ri'partitions de pression,
b) sur /a position de l'uxe tourbil- 2-

lonnaire prolett' dans le plan de
I'aile. 0/



:jvc 6,. iono soaloment au bord de fuite ot au
[,,r', lat, ral donne dos rdsultats pramottear2. A

CZ ~liti d'-xrnl(, or~t pr~oont6 figure 1P. l'aurect

essas F? conf C2P12 d . rprupr cuPr: trornte par: on to.c ps .ur wnr

V0oys) Re, 10-6  n, :;1d, n,, -> 120. On observe - n particulicur

a,- 93 2,38 .
8 9 93 5,12

-(CzICx)pat f-60 a-25' Rec=lO'

0,8(Cz/Cx)o

0,6-

a1.

O CZICx-
0 12

Fig. 16 -Influence du nombre de Reynolds sur /a
finesse en configuration canard.

4- APPROCEE THEORIQUE-
Fig. 17 - Lignes d'cimission.

Ia k4~ montr4 dans co qui prdcede qu'une Ecoulement dicolle au bard d'attaque.
rn~thode de singularit4.associde h 1'analogie
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On the Effects of Gaps on Control Surface Characteristics

by

C. Michael and G.J. Hancock
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Mile End Road, London, El 4NS.

SUMMARY

An experimental investigation has been undertaken at low speeds on a two dimensional 'aerofoil',
comprising an elliptic nose, parallel section of 51 t/c ratio, and a 20% trailing edge control surface.
The control surface has a semi-circular nose, a parallel section and then a straight taper to the
trailing edge. The overall chord of the model is 2m; the height of the wind tunnel is lm. A large
chord model was chosen to give a sufficiently large boundary layer thickness in the neighbourhood of the
leading edge of the control surface compared with a typical gap width. It is appreciated that wall
interference effects are large, so results should not be interpreted in practical terms, but it is hoped
that the main features of gap interference effects are simulated.

Three different geometries of the rear of the main aerofoil have been investigated. Gaps are
created by moving the control surface aft of the main aerofoil. Zero gap is when the control surface is
in contact with the rear of the main aerofoil so that there is no flow from the lower to the upper surface.
The gaps are in I mm increments up to a maximum of 10 mm (i.e. 0.5% of chord). Extensive pressure
plotting has been carried out for the above range of gaps and control surface angular deflections up to 80.
A range of measurements of mean boundary layer profiles in the neighbourhood of the gap have also been
obtained.

The variations of the overall CL with control angle and gap size, for te three geometries are
shown. Qualitative explanations for the trends of these results will be given oy reference to measured
pressure distributions and by reference to the boundary layer measurements.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is thought that small gaps between an aerofoil, or wing, and its control surfaces, can induce
significant effects on aerodynamic characteristics. For practical purposes these effects are
incorporated in empirical formulae derived from parametric tests over the past years and which are quoted
in ESDU and DATCOM data sheets.

The realisation of the potential of Active Control Technology depends on the effectiveness of the
control surfaces, so there is a renewed need to assess and understand the effects of gaps. Such
understanding can then hopefully be incorporated into the contemporary advanced numerical methods
currently applied to predict aerofoil and wing characteristics.

To illustrate the current situation the following data are taken from ref. 1, which refers to
comparisons between various theories and experimental results for a two dimensional NPL 1541 aerofoil with
a 20% chord trailing edge control surface. The theories are thin aerofoil linearised theory, an inviscid
solution from a standard A.M.O. Smith theory with singularity distributions on the aerofoil profile, and
an iterative solution from a combination of the A.M.O. Smith method with an integral equation method for
a turbulent boundary layer. The experimental results come from reference 2. The comparisons in Table 1are for the lift coefficient CL, the moment coefficient about the J chord point CMj, and the hinge

moment coefficient CH when the aerofoil incidence is zero and the control surface angle 40.

Linearised Thick Aerofoil Thick Aerofoil Experiment
Theory Inviscid Theory Viscous Theory

(A.M.O.Smith)

CL 0.242 0.275 0.254 0.174

C11  -0.044 -0.050 -0.046 -0.034

C H -0.0025 -0.0020 -0.0018 -0.0015

TABLE 1

The viscous theory for a conventional aerofoil at low speed usually compares most favourably
with experimental results. The cause of large differences between the theories and the experimental
results must be due to a major reason. It could be that the boundary layer theories are inadequate for
boundary layers w 'ich go around the corners at a control hinge, alternatively gaps effects could be the
reason. These re the questions investigated here.



2. APPARATUS

Since the main emphasis of this investigation was on flows through gaps it was thought to be
essential that realistic boundary layer features were incorporated. Thus a two dimensional aerofoil,

7., effectively a long thick flat plate of thickness O.lm and 2 m chord was chosen, with a 20% trailing edge
' control surface, as shown in Figure 1. The nose of the aerofoil was elliptic. The control surface had

a semi-circular nose, a parallel section, continuing the straight line profile of the main aerofoil and a
straight bevelled trailing edge region; the trailing edge angle was 140.

The-hinge line of the control surface could be moved aft up to 10 mm and the control surface
angles could go up to 80. The incidence of the main aerofoil was fixed.

Three gap geometries were investigated, again as shown in Figure 1. The first had an internal
cavity, the second idealised a contoured geometry and the third was a simple straight rectangular cut off.
The blocks for these three geometries were interchangeable and fixed at the rear of the aerofoil section.

The model was fully pressure plotted over the aerofoil and control surface, the semi-circular nose
of the control surface was pressure plotted together with the internal surfaces of the various gap
geometries.

Considerable care was taken with the model to ensure that it was a two dimensional model especially
along the gap from side wall to side wall, ard to ensure that it was symmetrical. This last feature was
important because boundary layer characteristics in the neighbourhood of the gap were also to be measured
but the traversing gear could only be used on the upper surface of the model so traverses had to be taken
with the control at positive and negative angles. The boundary layer characteristics were confined to
measurements of the mean boundary layer velocity profiles and these measurements were made with a small
yawmeter tube developed at Oueen Mary College for such measurements.

The tunnel height was 0.75 m so the results are dominated by wind tunnel interference effects.

With the tunnel operating at 23 m/s, the Reynolds number based on the chord was 3.5 x 106; the
turbulent boundary layer thickness just ahead of the nose of the control surface was about 20 mm.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 LIFT CHARACTERISTICS

From the full set of pressure measurements the overall coefficients of CL, C , and CH have been
evaluated. In this paper only the results for CL are presented, where CL is plotted against n, the
control surface angular deflection.

Figure 2(i) shows the effect of control surface angle and aft movement of the control surface
hinge location (i.e. a measure of the gap) for the contoured gap geometry. It is seen that small gaps
2-5 on, equal to 0.1-0.25% chord, and much smaller than the boundary layer thickness in the neighbourhood
of the gaps can lead to significant losses in overall CL in this arrangement. Larger variations appear
with gaps between 0-5 mm than in variations between 5mm-lOnm.

Figure 2(ii) shows the effects of gap width on Ch for the internal cavity gap geometry. Again
there is a similar loss of lift with increasing gap width as shown in Figure 2(i).

Figure 2(iii) shows the effect of gap width on CL with the rectangular gap geometry. In this case
not only is there a loss in CL with increasing gap width but at the higher values of gap width at low
control surface angles there is a reversal of lift which is especially pronounced with the 10 mm gap width.

Comparing Figures 2(1), (ii), (iii), it is seen that for all gap geometries the non-linear effects

in CL appear at the lower angles of control surface deflection. However aCL/an is about the same for all
gap geometries, and gap widths, apart from the 10 mm gap width in Figure 2(iii), for angles above 40 to 50.

It is also seen that for the zero gap width the variation of CL against n is about the same
magnitude for all three gap geometries.

It would appear that for small gap widths, i.e. less than 2 mm, there is a smaller loss of lift

with the contoured gap geometry than with the other two geometries.

3.2 PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS

A selection from the full set of results of the pressure distribution are given here to illustrate
how the losses in CL, described above, manifest themselves in terms of pressure distributions.

Figure 3(1) shows the pressure distributions for the contoured gap geometry with 0 nn and 7 mm gap
widths with the control surface angle equal to 60. According to Figure 2(1), under these conditions there
is a loss of lift of about 50%. In crude terms this loss of lift is made up from a reduction of the
suction on the upper surface of the main aerofoil by 20% and an increase in the suction on the lower
surface by a corresponding 20%. The pressure distributions over the control surface are mostly the same
at 2 mm and 7 mm gap width apart from the increased suction on the lower surface around the nose, this
effect is associated presumably with the increased mass flow through the gap. It is of interest to
note that the flow does not separate at the 'corner' on the control surface at the change of surface
inclination, in fact, because of the thinner boundary layer on the lower surface the suctions are greater
around the corner on the lower surface of the control surface than around the corner on the upper surface.
It can be deduced from the coostant pressure region near the trailing edge that the flow separates on

A.



the upper surface just ahead of the trailing edge and there is a smaller regio of separated flow on the

lower surface.

4 Figure 3(ii) shows very similar trends for the geometry with internal cavity.

In Figure 3(iii) for the rectangular geometry there is only a small resultant lift because the
upper and lower surface suction over the main aerofoil surface tend to cancel out. As might be expected,
when the gap width exists there are large suction pressures induced by the flow through the gap, resulting
in higher suction pressures over the nose of the control surface.

3.3 BOUNDARY LAYER MEASUREMENTS

Shown in Figure 4 are a set of boundary layer velocity profiles for the contoured gap on the upper
and lower surfaces in the neighbourhood of the gap, station 0.79 x/c is on the flat surface of the main
aerofoil just ahead of the gap and station 0.81 x/c is on the control surface nose where the semi circular
shape joins the aft flat surface.

From the profiles on the upper surface as seen in Figure 4(i) it would appear that the flow through
the gap is of low energy, and thus it tends to reduce the magnitudes of the velocities close to the
surface; the subsequent significant increase in boundary layer thickness appears to be independent of
gap width.

From the profiles on the lower surface, as shown in Figure 4(ii) it is seen that in the case of the
gap there is an increase in velocity close to the surface of the control since the lower parts of the
boundary layer have been transferred via the flow through the gap to the upper surface.

Integration of the velocity profiles shown in Figure 4 leads to the displacement thickness

distributions around the gap region as shown in Figure 5. It is of interest to note that the increase
in displacement thickness on the upper surface is larger than the decrease in displacement thickness on
the lower surface, superficially this is a surprising result since it might be argued that all that is
involved is a mass transfer from the lower surface boundary layer to the upper surface boundary layer but
as discussed later the situation is somewhat more complex.

4. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

At Queen Mary College a number of standard programmes have been developed for calculating the

characteristics of aerofoils at low speeds.

A form of the A.M.O. Smith method has been developed to calculate the inviscid flow about a given
profile shape. The profile is divided into straight line elements; on each element is placed a uniform
source distribution and a uniform vorticity distribution; the strength of the source distribution varies
from element to element while the strength of the vorticity is the same for all elements. The boundary
condition of adjacent flow is satisfied at the mid point of each element and the Kutta condition is taken
to be equal pressure at the mid points of the two elements either side of the trailing edge.

A boundary layer has also been developed, which is an integral form of the lag entrainment method
for non equilibrium boundary layers, it is a method which can deal with pressure gradients.

A combined iterative method has then been developed whereby a new profile is obtained by adding
the displacement thickness to the aerofoil profile and then solving the inviscid flow about the modified
profile. Satisfactory results hive been obtained by keeping the singularities on the aerofoil profile
and satisfying the boundary conditions on the displaced surface; a simple source distribution was also
assumed to represent the wake. A typical result is shown in Figure 6.

The inviscid A.M.O Smith solution has been extended to an aerofoil in a confined channel with
solid upper and lower walls. A transformation method has been used. A typical result is shown in
Figure 7.

These various theoretical methods have been applied to the models used in this investigation with
zero gap. The experimental results are those for the gap geometry with the internal cavity but zero
gap, it was thought that this experimental arrangement would give the most appropriate set of
experimental results for these comparative studies. As shown in Figure 8(i) for the case of zero control
surface angle the theoretical results are reasonable. As shown in Figure 8(ii) there is a large
difference between the inviscid theory and the theory including boundary layer effects. The agreement
of the theoretical results including boundary layer effects with the experimental values is reassuring,
exactly why there is good agreement on the upper surface but not such good agreement on the lower surface
is not known.

Now for the effects of a gap.

Consider first a gap assuming inviscid flow. It might be thought that the A.M.O. Smith method
could be applied directly to this problem, but this approach is not a practical proposition for small gaps.
An alternative approach is to recognise that the flow through the gap can be represented by a source
ejecting a mass flow out of the upper surface at the upper surface gap location and by a sink injecting
the same mass flow into the lower surface at the lower surface gap location. The resulting flow is
sketched in Figure 9. There is then the question of the strength of the source (or sink). On the
upper surface the suction pressures around the region of the control nose are fairly uniform and the
static pressure of the emerging flow through the gap must have this same static pressure, and assuming
inviscid flow, then the velocity of the jet must be on a par with the outer stream velocity in that
region. What happens at the gap entrance on the lower surface is most complicated; there are large
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rates of change of static pressure across the lower gap entrance since there is low pressure at the rear
of the main aerofoil and a stagnation point on the under surface of the nose of the control.
Nevertheless the mass flow in the gap must be preserved and because conditions on the upper surface across
the gap are reasonably uniform then the mass flow through the gap is most directly calculated from these
upper surface conditions.

A calculation based on this approach is shown in Figure 10 for an aerofoil in an unbounded stream.
It is assumed in this calculation that the mass flux strength of the source is (2qt) where q is the
stream velocity of the outer inviscid flow on the upper surface over the gap, the factor of 2 is included
to represent the correct (qt) outflow, the other (qt) represents flow internal to the aerofoil profile.

To include the boundary layer effects, then across the gap on the upper surface the conventional
boundary layer theory gives the increase in effective profile across the gap as

A(€2 - C ) = (U2, 2" - U161* - (U2 - U)6 2 + m)/(U l + U2)/2

where i refers to a station just ahead of the gap, and 2 refers to a station downstream of the gap, and
m is the mass flow through the gap. The equation is the same on the lower surface across the gap except
that the sign of m is reversed.

The application of the above formula to the contoured gap geometry (i.e. the middle one in
Figure 1) for a control angle deflection of 40, taking measured values of 62*, 61", assuming U1 = U2
with values again taken from measurements, assuming a mass flow through the gap equal to the free stream
velocity multiplied by the gap thickness, gives a reduction in CL of approximately 30%, compared with an
experimental reduction closer to 50% (see Figure 2(i)). Although this crude calculation suggests a
possible mechanism for reducing CL much more analysis and understanding is required before the effects of
gaps can be predicted.
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Etude a~rodynamique des gouvernes de Missile

par J. PERINELLE et L. MIFSUD
MATRA Service A~rodynamique BP 1. 78140 Wlizy (France)

Rfsum

Nous rappelons rapidement les principales caract~ristiques de base concernant les surfaces A
faible allongement dont sont compos~es g~n~ralement les gouvernes de missile.

Apr~s un bref expose sur les diffsrentes configurations a~rodynamiques et leurs implications
sur les caractLristiques des gouvernes, nous examinerons plus en detail l'adrodynamique des gouvernes de
missile Canard,

C'est pour cette configuration, en effet, que les caracteristiques de la gouverne conditionnent
le plus les performances du missile. II est donc n~cessaire d'en repousser au maximum les possibilitss.

Les deux directions principales qu'il est n~cessaire de travailler particulirement sont la

portance maximum aux grands angles d'attaque et le moment de charniare.

La portance maximum d'une surface fonction de lallongement, on peut l'am~liorer
en choisissant sa forme judicieusement ou par ladjonction de surfaces additionnelles.

L'optimisation du moment de charniLre se fait dans la plupart des cas en fonction du nombre de
Mach, car cet effet est plus important que ceux de lincidence et du braquage. Cest un coefficient a~ro-
dynamique tr~s sensible au contexte adrodynamique, difficile A calculer, et dont l'optimisation ne peut
se faire qu'exp~rimentalement.

Les progras r~alis~s sur l'a~rodynamique des gouvernes en incidence et sur la minimisation du
moment de charnilre, ont permis la mise au point de missiles tr~s performants.

Summary

A quick reminder is given of the main basic characteristics of low aspect ratio surfaces (which

is usually the case for missiles control surfaces).

After a review of the different aerodynamic configurations and their implications on perfor-

mances, we shall discuss the aerodynamics of Canard missiles control surfaces.

In this latter configuration, the characteristics of control surfaces are very effective for

the missile performances. It is then necessary to expand their possibilities to a maximum.

The two main features which should be studied are

(a) Maximum lift at high angles af attack
(b) Hinge - moment

The maximum lift of a surface is a function of its aspect ratio - it can therefore be impro-

ved with a well - choosen shape or with the adjunction of other surfaces.

The hinge - moment optimization is made mainly in relation with the Mach number, for this pa-

rameter has more influence than the angle of attack or the deflexion. This aerodynamic coefficient,
very sensitive to the aerodynamic field, is difficult to compute. Its optimization can therefore only
be experimental.

Progresses in control surfaces aerodynamics in incidence as well as in the minimization of the
hinge moment has led to the design of very efficient missiles.

Notations

Cz Coefficient de portance 0(0 Angle d'incidence par rapport a l'acoulement

Czm Coefficient portance maximum d'une surface a linfini amont
Cz1 Coefficient de portance dO au braquage dl Angle d'incidence A laval d'une surface
Cz Coefficient de portance dO a lincidence infinie portante
Cm Coefficient de moment de tangage du missile 4l Angle d'incidence maximum de la portance
Cmr Coefficient de moment de tangage dO au braquage pseudo lin~aire

de la gouverne as Angle dincidence de saturation de la surface
Cm,, Coefficient de moment de tangage du missile dO (m Angle d'incidence maximum utile de la surface

a lincidence infinie o, Angle de braquage de la gouverne
Kp Coefficient de pression E Angle de d~flexion de lVcoulement derriare
1m Corde moyenne de la surface une surface portante
Mch Moment de charnitre de la gouverne Coefficient de deflexion tenant compte de
M Nombre de Mach l1importance respective des surfaces
X Distance du centre de poussle de la surface indices

acp un point de r~fsrence. a Aile

g Gouverne

mayen
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1 - INTRODUCTION.

11 s'offre souvent plusieurs possibilit~s pour aborder un mime probl0-me et chacun le r~soud
compte tenu de son experience et de ses possibilit~s technologiques. 11 en est ainsi pour l'6tude d'un
missile dont l'a~rodynamique depend en grande partie des options fondamentales prises initialement sur
l'irchitecture, les amenagements, le propulseur, la forme d'Lnergie utilis~e pour les servo-moteurs, le
typ~e de pilotage :gouvernes ~arodynamiques, gouvernes de jet, tuy~re orientable, spoiler, etc..

Les options choisies par la SociWt MATRA ont toujours conduit a mettre laccent sur la confi-
guration a~rodynamique et plus particuli~rement sur celle des gouvernes.I Les gouvernes que nous @tudierons dans les pages suivantes sont des surfaces ind~pendantes,
braquables dans leur totalit6. Bien que nous ayons 6tudi6 des gouvernes de type diffesrent comme par exem-
pie des volets places au bord de fuite des ailes, nous nen ferons pas mention, car leur adapta~tion aux
missiles na pas pr~sentd de difficult~s particuli~res.

Si les difficult~s d'6tude de gouvernes a~rodynamiques sont d'ordre different selon que le mis-
sile posstde une configuration classique ou Canard, c'est pour cette derni~re que les probl~lmes sont les
plus ardus. Ceci nous a obliges a 6tudier particulierement la portance maximum, ainsi que les moments de
charni~re des gouvernes.

2 - RAPPEL DE QUELQUES NOTIONS DE BASE.

L'6tude des gouvernes n~cessite le rappel de quelques notions g~n~rales qu'il est n~cessaire de
garder A lesprit. Ces considerations s'appliquent aux surfaces de faibles allongements et d'6paisseurs
relatives minces qui 6quipent g~n~ralement les missiles tactiques.

2.1. - Dflexion de P66coulement Dar une surf ace-~~nh1

Selon la th~horie de la diflexion, une surface portante modifie la direction de la vitesse de
1l6coulement. L'angle dincidence est donc different en amont et en aval de la surface.

Cette d~flexion cr~ant la train~e induite, est une fonction dtcroissante de lallongement de la
surface portante considdr~e ; elle est donc particulfi~rement importante pour les petits allongements qui
nous int~ressent.

* La valeur de cette dCeflexion vanie en fonction du nombre de Mach pour 6tre maximum a M = I
puis redecroltre ensuite.

Si nous plaqons une autre surface derri~re la premielre, elle sera soumise A un angle d'attaque
inf~rieur A celui de la premiere. Nous pouvons la mettre sous la forme

0( 1 = *(' - Fet en lin~arisant.

Bien,entendu leffet de la d~flexion despend de l'importance relative des deux surfaces consi-
d~r~es.

2.2. - Portance et centre de pouss~e dun ufc ef bealneete ocind

La courbe typique de la portance d'une surface de faible allongement en fonction de linciden-
ce dans le syst~me Lilienthal se compose de trois parties.

Elle commence A croltre, plus ou moins lin~airement, selon lallongement, puis se produit une
p~rlode de transition au-delA de laquelle la portance reste pratiquement constante jusqu'a des inciden-
ces 6lev~es. La transition est g~n~ralement courte et Von peut, en prolongeant les deux sections, d0-
terminer une incidence que nous appellerons incidence maximum, qui est une caract~sristique de la surfa-
ce consid~r~e ; elle se comporte conue une fonction inversement proportionnelle A lVallongement.

Sun la planche 3 ont W tractes les repantitions de pression obtenues sur une corde d'une aile
possfdant un allongement de 1,7, juste avant et apres la saturation. L'int~grale des pressions reste pra-
tiquement la mhme.

Dans la partle lin~aine de la courbe de portance, la r~partition de pression 1 croit r~guli#-
rement et le centre de poussfe reste constant, puis pendant la phase de transition et la saturation, le
centre de pousse~e recule constaimment en tendant vens le cefitne de gravit6 de la surface (planche 4).

En fonction du nombre de Mach l'Ovolution des centres de pouss~e est 1§gbrement diff~rente
sulvant la forme de la gouverne. Ils se situent autour de 25 % de la conde moyenne en subsonique, puis
neculent constamment vens le centre de gravit6 en supersonique (planche 5).

3 - GOUVERNES DE MISSILE EM CONFIGURATION CLASSIQUE.

La configuration atrodynamique dite classique est celle aD les surfaces portantes pnincipales
sont devant les gouvernes.

La portance du missile est alors assur~e par lensemble corps + ailes, tandis que les gouver-
nes assurent la stabilit@ et la manoeuvrabllt@ (planche 6).
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Le missile etant suppose stable, le'quilibre des moments au centre de gravite exige que le

braquage des gouvernes soit dans le sens inverse de l'incidence.

L'incidence localr sur la gouverne peut dtre mise sous la forme 0(9  o(00( -K.

K est un facteur de correct ton qui permet de comparer l'effet d'incidence qui inclut lin-
fluence du corps a leffet de braquage (qui ne comprend pas cette influence).

L'effet d'incidence 6tant r~duit par la deflexion due a laile et, en sens contraire A leffet
du braquage, lincidence locale sur les gouvernes reste faible et les caracteristiques de saturation de
ces surfaces ne sont generalement pas critiques pour les incidences usuelles.

Un autre effet de cette disposition est que la portance due au braquage deleste la portance
du missile au dttriment du facteur de charge.

La tendance actuelle A faire supporter de tr6s fortes incidences aux missiles, soit au depart
lors d'un tir en air-air, soit en Ovolution propre, demande de nouvelles performances aux gouvernes de
missile classique. D'autre part, si le missile est pilot6 en roulis a l'aide des gouvernes de tangage
et de lacet, un braquage differentiel se superpose au braquage moyen dans le plan consider. Ceci con-
duit A delester une des deux gouvernes et A charger 1autre ; dans ces conditions les caract6ristiques
des gouvernes en portance maximum et en moment de charnitre retrouvent beaucoup d'importance.

4 - GOUVERNES DE MISSILE EN CONFIGURATION CANARD.

Dans cette configuration, les ailes, c'est-a-dire les surfaces principales, sont report~es A
larriere du corps. Les surfaces avant permettent de regler la stabilitt du missile A une valeur raison-
nable et, en se braquant, de contr6ler son incidence. Contrairement a celles de la formule classique,
les gouvernes duoCanardoassurent un pourcentage important de la portance du missile (planche 7).

Pour un missile stable, le'quilibre des moments au centre de gravit6 montre que leffet de bra-

quage s'ajoute a leffet d'incidence.

L'incidence locale moyenne sur la gouverne peut s'4crire

o(g= 0(0 + K.J

La signification du K est la meme que precedemment.

Ceci montre que la saturation de gouverne peut 6tre atteinte rapidement et que celle-ci limi-
te directement les performances du missile.

Si lon prend un 1 et un K = 0,6 avec un o(g maximum de 17', on
voit que lincidence du missile est limitee A 100. Cette limitation est 6videmment variable en fonction
du nombre de Mach; c'est en subsonique dleve et en transsonique que la limitation est la plus severe. Sur
la planche 8 est tract le moment du missile en fonction de lincidence pour differents braquages et A un
nombre de Mach donn6.

On voit que quand la gouverne a atteint se saturation, lincidence du missile n'dvolue prati-

quement plus, quel que soit le braquage.

Afin de pouvoir continuer A utiliser la configuration Canard par des missiles modernes et per-
formants, il a Ott necessaire d'amdliorer largement les caracteristiques de ceux-ci, en particulier lef-
ficacit6 des gouvernes. La gouverne etant toujours tres chargee, il s'en suit des moments de charniere

trts Oleves.

Or, des le debut des etudes de missiles,une des options prise par la Societe MATRA a ete d'ac-
tionner les gouvernes par des servo-moteurs electriques. Dans ce cas, le niveau des moments de charnie-
re est primordial pour le pilotage, et nous avons dO, tres t6t, nous pencher sur cette question.

5 - EFFICACITE DES GOUVERNES.

L'augmentation de lefficacite des gouvernes ne dolt pas se faire au dUtriment d'une autre ca-
racteristique primordiale de celle-ci telle que le moment de charniere. Cest pourquoi il est difficile
d'agir sur lallongement de la surface qui, pourtant, pourrait augmenter lincidence maximum admissible.
Mais, en diminuant lenvergure au profit de la corde, on augmente l'ecart des centres de poussee en fonc-
tion du nombre de Mach et, par consequent, on degrade le moment de charniere. Cet artifice a ete, nean-
moins, employe avec succes pour des missiles evoluant dans un domaine reduit de vitesses. Pour la grande
majorite des missiles tactiques qui doivent rester efficaces, aussi bien en subsonique qu'en supersoni-
que, il ne peut en etre question. ( P1. 9- 10)

En observant la formule donnant lincidence locale de la gouverne, on voit que si Von ne peut
agir sur leffet de braquage, il dolt 6tre possible de diminuer leffet de lincidence. Supposons que Von
dispose une surface fixee devant la gouverne. En l'absence de braquage, la gouverne se trouve soumise A
la deflexion de la surface qui la precede ; son incidence est donc inferieure A celle qui lui etait ap-
pliquee precedemment. Le braquage se superpose donc A une incidence plus faible, et lon peut ectire

- g = o (I - ) + K.7Ce qui est gagne sur lincidence pourra se reporter sur

le braquage. SI lon prend les mimes valeurs que precedemment </*-- 1,3 o<gmax = 17' K = 0,6
avec un E/ Nde 0,6.
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L'incidence d'equilibre maximum deviendra o0 , =14,40

Ce qui montre par rapport A 1'exemple numerique du paragraphe 4 tout le gain amen@ par ce dis-
positif.

11 est bien evident que l'application de celui-ci, outre une optimisation de l'ensemble empen-
nage fixe - gouverne, a necessite une refonte complete de la configuration du missile car l'aojonction
de la surface fixe en amont de gouvernes d@stabilise le missile et doit tre compensee par une augmenta-
tion de la surface arriere.

6 - MOMENT DE CHARNIERE.

Si l'efficacit6 des gouvernes 6tait suffisante pour la premiere generation de missiles canard,
il a deja fallu pour celle-ci essayer de minimiser le moment de charniere.

Celui-ci est le produit de la portance de la gouverne par la distance du centre de poussee a
son axe. On ne peut evidemment agir sur la portance de la gouverne puisqu'elle conditionne les carac-
teristiques du missile. II reste donc a agir sur le centre de poussee.

Celui-ci est fonction de 'incidence, du braquage et du nombre de Mach, tout au moins quand
la portance varie encore lineairement avec 1'incidence. Les influences de 1'incidence et du braquage
sont negligeables devant celle du nombre de Mach, sauf dans certains cas particuliers dans lesquels le
missile vole a un nombre de Mach presque constant. C'est sur la variation du centre de poussee, en fonc-
tion du nombre de Mach qu'il va falloir agir. Si le missile doit tre pilote aussi bien en subsonique
qu'en supersonique, il convient de rapprocher les centres de poussee entre eux. Nous avons vu precedem-
ment que les centres de poussee reculaient constamment en fonction du nombre de Mach. Une idee emise
par le Dr. ANTON, alors responsable de l'aerodynamique A la Societe MATRA, a ete de limiter le recul
du centre de poussee en supersonique en accolant deux surfaces de caracteristiques de portance opposees
pour former une seule gouverne. En effet, si une surface d'allongement de 1 a 2 a un gradient de portan-
ce autour de l'incidence nulle, decroissant en supersonique, celui d'une surface de tres faible allon-
gement 0,2 - 0,3, crot constamment. Les deux surfaces combinees donnent la gouverne composite de la
planche 11. Sa portance est legerement inferieure en subsonique et en transsonique a celle d'une gou-
verne simple de surface equivalente mais lui est sensiblement egale en supersonique et devient legere-
ment superieure pour les nombres de Mach eleves.

Les centres de poussee de la gouverne simple et de la gouverne composite (planche 12) sont
pratiquement confondus en subsonique. En transsonique, celui de la gouverne composite s'carte plus de
laxe que celui de ]a gouverne simple, mais, ensuite, il s'en rapproche d'une faqon continue, tandis
que l'autre s'en 6loigne.

C'est cette forme de courbe qui est benefique puisque le bras de levier de la force dimi-
nue lorsque augmente la pression dynamique.

Les calculs de moment de charniere effectues A l'aide des donnees precedentes, pour une alti-
tude constante, mettent en evidence le gain apporte par cette solution. (pI, 13)

Ce calcul a ete donne comme exemple, mais une optimisation de la gouverne en fonction des ca-
racteristiques demandees, est possible en agissant sur l'importance relative des differentes parties
de la gouverne composite, ainsi que sur la forme de la partie II (planche 12).

La methode de calcul employee pour determiner les caracteristiques de portance et de centre
de poussee de la gouverne composite a consiste a considerer les deux surfaces comme independantes, mais
la deuxieme soumise A la deflexion de la premiere, la premiere etant la partie I de tres faible allon-
gement.

Le gradient de portance a lincidence nulle de la gouverne peut s'ecrire(C ~ d C z) (d Cz )~l k /o(i

Le foyer correspondant s'ecrit alors :-z X d C
d0(C=0do( Otto~

Xf

k etant un parametre qui d6pend de la geometrie des deux surfaces. do(

Les resultats d'essais en soufflerie ont confirme le bien fonde du raisonnement ayant conduit
a l'etablissement de cette gouverne composite et valide suffisamment la methode de calcul employee, pour
permettre d'effectuer une premiere approche d'optimisation. La mise au point definitive de la gouverne
se faisant ensuite en soufflerie.

Sur la planche 14 est donnee la comparaison de la position des centres de poussee calculee et
experimentale obtenue pour une gouverne de ce type. Le calcul est favorable en transsonique, mais le ni-
veau de pression dynamique ne rend pas cette zone critique, par contre, pour les fortes pressions dyna-
miques, les resultats experimentaux sont meilleurs que les previsions.
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Les premiers tirs de missiles exp~rimentaux munis de ce type de gouvernes datent de 1954. Elles
sont encore eni ce moment utilisees sur des missiles modernes. Cette technique, qui consiste a corriger
l' volution des caract~ristiques d'une gouverne dont la surface et la forme ant 6t d~termin~es pour r6-
pondre aux conditions de stabilit6 et de manoeuvrabilit6 du missile par ladjonction d'une petite surface
auxiliaire, a 6te largement utilis~e depuis, aussi bien sur nos missiles canard que sur nos missiles clas-
siques.

Lorsque la gouverne est soumise A la d~flexion et au sillage d'une aile ou d'un empennage fixe,
les m~thodes de calculs ne sont plus assez pr~cises pour apprehender le probl~ame du moment de charni~re4 et l'optimisation ne peut plus se faire qu'exp~rimentalement.

7 - CONCLUSION.

Nous avons dO, dbs le debut de la mise au point de missiles par la Soci~td MATRA, nous int~res-
ser de tr~s proes aux caract~ristiques des gouvernes. Les premieres configurations 6tant canard, il est
apparu rapidement qu'il 6tait n~cessaire, pour avoir la maniabilit6 escompt~e, de r~duire au maximum le
moment de charni~lre. Plus tard cette n~cessitC- s'est aussi fait sentir pour les missiles classiques eux-
mimes.

La solution adopt~se a W la mise au point de gouvernes composites pour lesquelles les carac-
t~ristiques de Ta surface principale dtaient corrig~es a 1 aide d'une surface auxiliaire dont la posi-
tion ou les caract~ristiques propres 6taient choisies pour donner un effet dans le sens dtsir6.

:1 Cette technique a 6galement W employee, mais en consid~rant deux surfaces s~par~es, pour ob-
tenir de meilleures performances en manoeuvrabilit6 du missile en configuration canard. Nous avons 6t
amen~s A d~charger la gouverne en la soumettant A la d~flexion d'une surface fixe ; cette diminution de
l'effet d'incidence a eu pour corollaire l'augmentation de celui du braquage et, par consCequent, Vam6-
lioration des incidences d'6quilibre du missile.

Ces diverses ameliorations, apport~es aux caract~ristiques des gouvernes, ont grandement con-
tribu@ a la mise au point de configurations a~rodynamiques de missiles modernes trds performants.

LmI l
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PLANCHE :1

EFFET DE DEFLEXION
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PLANCHE: 2

PORTANCE SCHEMATIQUE D'UNE SURFACE DE FAIBLE
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PLANCHE:3

REPARTITION DE PRESSION $UR UNE CORDE
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MOMENT DUN MISSILE A CONF1GURATION j-?
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PLANCHE: 9

CONFIGURATION A DOUBLE EMPENNAGE
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PLANCHE -10

MOMENT D'UN MISSILE A CONFIGURATION_
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X CP/axe. mm PLANCHE: 12
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j PL ANCHE:13

MOMENT DE CHARNIERE DE LA GOUVERNE
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PLANCHE :14
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SOME INVESTIGATIONS CONCERNING THE EFFECTS OF GAPS

AND VORTEX GENERATORS ON ELEVATOR EFFICIENCY AND

OF LANDING FLAP SWEEP ON AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

by 30-
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2103 Hamburg 95, West Germany

SUMMARY

This paper presents results from both small and full-scale wind tunnel models tested

during the development programmes of the Hamburger Flugzeugbau HFB 320 Hansa Jet and

the Airbus Industrie A300. The following problem areas are considered:

Effect of gaps and vortex generators on elevator effectiveness and drag. A tailplane

which had been designed to give satisfactory longitudinal stability can still have

controllability short-falls in elevator power for rotation or demonstration of VS.

In order to increase the elevator effectiveness, slots or vortex generators upstream

of the elevator hinge line can be introduced, this however also increases the cruise

drag.

- Effect of single rudder deflection on the effectiveness of a split rudder. The

installation of a yaw damper leads, in general, to incorporation of a split rudder

to cater for the failure case when one rudder is blocked.

Finally, wind tunnel results and proposals for improving the aerodynamic characteristics

by means of a reduction in the sweep on the landing flap hinge line are described.

SYMBOLS AND NOTATION

A. Geometric

S;SUtSF Wing; tailplane; fin reference area

b btj bF Wing; tailplane; fin span

C CtJCF local wing; tailplane; fin chord

CJ 4CtF Wing; tailplane; fin reference chord =-- clctjcF)2 .dy)
Se elevator area r

Ce local elevator chord

Ue  elevator reference chord (z Lc.d

A aspect ratio ( =_ j E eed

1 taper ratio

At25 25 % sweep

r dihedral

dt flap angle

it tailplane setting angle - see sketch
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e elevator angle - see sketch

6r rudder angle, see fig. 7

B. Aerodynamic

CLt;CDt lift; drag coefficient of tailplane (=Lt Dt/q..St)
Cirrsx  wing maximum lift coefficient (=Lmaxlq'S)
CYF fin sideforce coefficient,see fig. 7 (YF/q00.SF)

Cmt tailplane pitching moment referenced to 25I/oe(=Myt/qW.S.;)

CNe elevator normal force coefficient ( =Ne/qw.St)
Ch elevator hinge moment ( H /q...Se.Ze)
VT flow velocity, at tailplane see sketch

aT wind direction at tailplane measured from fuselage datum

O t incidence of tailplane to local wind direction (=it* T)
cpl,2  pressure coefficient, see fig. 6 1 = P_220
VW free stream velocity
OL incidence
q M free stream dynamic pressure

. angle of yaw, see fig. 12

R Reynolds number based on CIC04

M Mach number

Cn yaw moment due to sideslip ( Cac cCC MjMx(referenced to 25% pro-
C| roll moment due to sideslip (@C[/r)- So.b/2 jected on to the root

chord)

1. EFFECT OF GAPS AND VORTEX GENERATORS ON ELEVATOR EFFICIENCY

1.1 Introduction

A tailplane which is designed to give the required longitudinal stability can still

have problems in delivering the nece ssary elevator power for rotation or for demon-

stration of VS particularly at forward c.g. This latter is particularly critical when

stall-fixing devices such as slat closing-plates are present which may provide a very

effective pitch-down at the stall.

Particularly in the case of sealed control noses which have a low parasitic drag in

cruise the elevator power may not be sufficient to rotate or the stick forces can be too

large due to the early separation of the flow from the relatively sharp kink at the nose

of the deflected elevator. Early separation of the deflected elevator may also occur

when it lies in the low energy wake of a wide rear-body.

1.2 Geometry

Table 1 and fig. 1 show a summary of geometrical data and Reynolds numbers for the

test configurations. The effects of vortex generators situated on the lower surface

and of laminar separation effects at two Reynolds numbers were investigated on an iso-

lated Tailplane I which had a symmetrical elevator nose and sealed gap aerodynamic

balance.

The effect of elevator gap, vortex generators and laminar separation at one Reynolds

number have been investigated on Tailplane II which was mounted on a rear-fuselage

model. The distribution of the VG's was based on Il]. Due to the loads on the rear-

L - - --- -
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TAIL WING

TYPE I II III IV

Configuration Tailplane alone Rear fuselage model with Wing alone
tail

Profile NACA 64A-010 NACA 64A-010 NACA NACA 65A-1.5 13
modified nose 64A-011 NACA 63A-1.8 11

A 5.56 4.13 1.52 6.00

0.43 0.44 0.40 0.33

A-25  200 330 400 -150

r 3°  60 --- 8° (6°at IV c)

Control, Ia IIa with slot III IVa one piece
double slotted

rudder or without slot IIb without slot IVb two piece
single slotted

flap types Fig. 1 Fig. 1 Fig.7 IVc one piece
double slotted

Hinge axis 70 % ct  70 % ct  70 % CF Fig. 9 and 10

R 1.O"106 HST 1.3-10 6 LST 1.5"10 6 LST (M=0.2)

based on (MmO.4) (M O.2) INTA-Torrejon

F+W-Emmen DFVLR-
C, ct, JF 4.5-106 LST Braunschweig

(M 0, 2) and K61n

F+W-Emmen

Ref. [3, 4, 5, 6] [11] [121

Table 1. Summary of geometry and Reynolds number

1.3 Discussion of elevator effectiveness

Fig. 2 shows the lift and pitching moments for the tailplane II (with rear fuselage)

at a fixed setting of it = -2.50 and 40= -250. The Reynolds number of 1.3 x 106 is
effectively increased through the use of a turbulence grid having a turbulence factor

of 1.65. The effect of fixing the transition on the lower surface of the nose is clearly

seen. Thus, with free transition there is a sharp increase in the effectiveness due to

laminar separation at positive incidence; fixing the transition eliminates this sepa-

ration. This effect termed *control bubble effect' will be described later. Since the

character of the boundary layer at model and full-scale are often very different due to

surface roughness and Reynolds number, it is very easy to misinterpret elevator

effectiveness as measured in the wind tunnel.

The introduction of vortex generators on the lower surface at 1/2-chord brings

about an increase in effectiveness which gradually reduces with decreasing incidence.

Finally, an elevator slot increases the effectiveness up to maximum lift.
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Fig. 3 shows the percentage change in elevator effectiveness due to vortex gene-

rators, gaps and slots (defined in fig. 1) as a function of elevator angle. In this

presentation, except for interference, the rear-fuselage component is eliminated.

The vortex generators increase the effectivess on the full-scale model by up to

14 %, this being reduced somewhat in the tests at smaller Reynolds no. The gap between

elevator and fuselage reduces the effectiveness by about 5 %. Some of Ile results at

small Reynolds no. can, however, only be qualitatively considered; in particular vortex

generator effects are very dependent on Reynolds no.

Closing the elevator slot results in losses of between 17 % and 27 % in effective-

ness depending on the incidence and elevator angle. At positive elevator angles the

effectiveness is increased by 7 % to 13 % because the large gap on the upper surface is

eliminated. These values are summarised in Table 2 for small angles of incidence, Mt,

referred to the tailplane area St. For the linear range up to 6 e - -15':

= 1.65 for config. Ia
aCU = 1.75 for config. Ia

06) = 1.60 for config. Ilb

The effect on drag has been determined as an average value from various tests for

a tailplane lift coefficient of around CLt 4- -0.1 (typical trimmed value). Thus for

closing the elevator slot ACD n -9 x 10 and for opening the elevator-fuselage gap4 D0-4
AcD Q 3 x 10 . Vortex generators increase the drag by ACD :29 10 x

Effects of closing elevator slot, opening elevator gap and vortex generators,

based on St

Effect Elevator effectiveness Drag ACD
at &e at d'e

from -3o0 -22°  -150 15 0
°

Elevator

slot -17 % -12 % - 8 % 12 % -0.0009

Ilb-IIa

Elevator

gap - 5 % -5 -4 % --- 0.0003

IIa

Vortex

generators 10 % 14 % 8 % --- 0.0010

Ia, Ilb

Table 2. Change in effectiveness and drag of tailplanes

at small tail incidence xt (Fig. 1 and 3)
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1.4 Description of 'control bubble effect'

In fig. 4 oil flow pictures are shown for OT-6 0  ott' , 3.50) and 6e = 250.
Referring back to fig. 2, these are values which lie in the region of the 'control bubble

effect' (see difference between transition free and fixed). With free transition and

positive incidence, a laminar boundary layer develops on the lower surface with an area

of unregular separation. This region extends from forward of the kink of the deflected

elevator and partially up to the kink and causes a reduction in pressure due to the

effective increase in local camber. Thus an effective increase in elevator effectiveness

is obtained. This can be seen as a sudden increase in (negative) lift in CL = f(OT)

and a sudden nose-up jump in the moment curve, Cmt = f (CLt) equivalent to t

Ae -40, (see again fig. 2).

TRANSITION FIXED TRANSITION FREE

LOWER
SURFACE

ii

UPPER-
~~SURFACE

FIG 4. Flow visualisation from DFVLR-Braunschweig for Type I b, with turbulence screen

(fixed transition 0.3mm grit size, from 5% to 10% ct on the upper and

lower surface)

The lower surface first becomes fully turbulent at negative incidences and over

the whole incidence range with fixed transition.

q0

Figs. 5 and 6 show test results with the 'control bubble effect' at de = -16°

[4, 5, 6]. The largest effects are in the range 6 e = -100 to -35' with a maximum at

about 6 e - -25o. The region of 'control bubble effect' is shaded. It is clear that only

a modification to the lower surface has any effect and this expresses itself in the

tailplane coefficients (CLt, Cmt, etc.) as well as in the elevator coefficients (CNe,

Ch). The reduction in drag probably comes mainly from the larger regime of laminar flow.

Thus summarising, two explanations can be ascribed to the data presented in fig. 2:

- The 'control bubble effect' is caused by a laminar separation which in turn creates

a local increase in camber and thus reduced pressures on the lower surface. This is

confirmed by the elevator forces and moments and the pressures, fig. 6

- The introduction of vortex generators or an elevator slot causes an increase in

effectiveness which is coincidentally similar to that due to the bubble. In this



case however it is due to a reduction of the separation on the lower surface of the

elevator and, for the slot, persists up to Cma

CCMt S.s -C h* ~
*W -+-+...* 0.1s

-S*~5 /S '

.0.' N.

1oCEot 6 de '--Ie C

4 CN.

Cj Ornt CLt 0W~ n-I V 5 ~
.02 0021 O SC

FI_0 Cotrl 0bl effec 0an Type _I a ( 4iST FIG as Conro bubl efec onat a
o0 trn +to 1ree a rnstonfe

+~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ trniinfx0a '.o oe ufc rn~infxda '.conowrirfe

Tale3sumrie te otrlbube fec' 2-l)an s aldfo aipans

fis ndaiernsu~rsiilr oniton. tcne see thttisefctocr

eFI . Conrofle inge axi Typ Icf GeometrcIG Control bubble efc nTp aMT

parameter effect

[9] RAF30 80 % c 0.4 Maximum without
systnetr. 6.7 thickness

[7] Clark Y 80 % c 0.6 relatively

[8, 10) NACA 80 % C 8.4fowr
23012fowr

[81 Gy8409r 50 % c --- possible

[2] NACA 80 % c 6.0 Maximum with
65. 3-618 ________ __ ____

66(215) 80 % c 60rltvl
1 -216 90 % c 6. eatvl

[4,5,61 NACA 70%c10aftI

64A-010 7 .

[11] NACA 70 % c 1.3 I
[33A-01 70 5 c 4.5 noeroughness without

Table 3. Summary of control bubble effect
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mainly on profiles with relatively aft location of maximum thickness (laminar profiles)

at small positive incidence and negative control deflection. Only in the case where the

leading edge is roughened or has a Protuberance does this effect not occur.

Since it occurs in the wind tunnel at full-scale Reynolds no. of small aircraft

and of larger aircraft in the take-off and landing configuration at speeds around the

stall, it would seem only to be dependant on a long region of laminar flow which is in

itself dependant on the profile and incidence (pressure gradient) and the surface

roughness.

2. EFFECT OF SINGLE RUDDER DEFLECTION ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF A SPLIT-RUDDER

2.1 Introduction

Insufficient directional stability can be cured by increasing the fin area or the

fin arm. An alternative is to install a yaw damper which, however, in general, leads to

the incorporation of a split-rudder to cater for the failure case. In order to obtain

similar effectiveness for both rudder halves it was necessary in this case to locate the

split at about 33 % of the fin span. However for other reasons the split had to be

located at 38 % thus giving the lower rudder somewhat more effectiveness.

2.2 Geometry

Table 1 and fig. 7 show the geometrical data and Reynolds no. Fin III was mounted

on a rear-fuselage model. The rudder nose was semi-circular and without balance. The

effect of either a blocked upper or lower rudder with drl,2 = 00and 100 in the presence

of a moveable rudder half has been investigated.

cYYF

TAIL MOAL O.L1

CCY 0

-32 Wf3

i FI ?. Cqwl~rlm o sD~t cfldom ilic ruderFIG SI. SplIt rudder effllctlvm synthesis

FIf7 Cmpartln lit asd - plFc r-dr- tests results typei U
efetinm bae nS -.. inter-and extralpolatlonsl from d~3.Oand lO"( fixed )t
It ,-3*, tae., P de • O--... ap~roxIlmation far ACY trm equatlan In 2.,3



2.3 Discussion of rudder effectiveness

Fig. 7 shows the effectiveness of the split-rudder in comparison to the original 0 -q
one-piece rudder. The lower rudder has a somewhat larger effectiveness - partly due to

the split at 38 % but also possibly due to the end plate effect of the fuselage and

tailplane. Through interpolation and extrapolation of the test results the curves in

fig. 8 have been obtained for 
0 ri,2 = 50 and 15 (fixed). An approximation has been

developed for any required combination of fixed and movable rudder. Thus for the ranges
of C(,2 = ~t° -150 (movable) and 6ri, 2 

= -150 to -30o (movable) linear approximations
of ,2 = 0 to-5 (ovbe0n

have been derived. The error due to this approximation is very small up to 6 r,, 2 _-1O

(fixed). The following table shows the results:

1r,2( 2 00 to -15°  -15° to -300

(movab le )

Ased fied2 0.6 3 0 6 r, + 0.613 Jr 2  a 6 30 6 rl +(QS' 76 r1+O. 7 56 )Sr 2

on

SF  r
SF (fied 0.6 3 0r 2 +(0 6 13 -04 8 2 dr2 )6 rI 0.630d'r2 + OL7396r I( fixed )

3. EFFECT OF LANDING FLAP SWEEP ON AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

3.1 Introduction

The lateral characteristics of swept wings whose flaps have swept hinge lines can

be relatively strongly affected by flap extension. For instance, the rolling moment due

to yaw of swept forward wing can be changed from stable to instable; in comparison that

of a swept back wing can be made too stable with consequent dutch roll tendencies.

Should a st-bility augmentation system not be desirable, a wing dihedral must be chosen
which gives a satisfactory compromise in lateral characteristics between the flaps

retracted and flaps extended case. As a further possibility the reduction of the sweep

of the flap hinge line during the extension process has been investigated [12] in order

to reduce the change in lateral characteristics.

3.2 Geometry

Table 1 and fig. 9 show the geometry of the isolated swept forward wing and flaps

IrVa and IVb as investigated in the wind tunnel. For this wing the dihedral was 80, for

the wing with flaps IVc, fig. 10, 60. The expected aerodynamic characteristics of flap

IVc which had a hinge line sweep of -160 are interpolated from flap IVa with -240 and

IVb with -9° . Various advantages and disadvantages of forward sweep are summarised in

3.3 Discussion of flap characteristics

Fig. 11 shown the measured CLmax and the lateral derivatives at the various flap

settings for flaps IVa and b. The dashed line shows the expected values for flap IVc.
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K- 6766-

IZ .b . '7 PNWISE SECTION AT 80 1. cj --1

fj SANWISE SECTION AT SoC

LAG RASAIO MTRANSLATION

0.685 MAXIMUM FLAP DEFLECTION O. 60"

FIG 9. Windtumel model geometries of trolling-edge FIG t0. Planned trailing-edge flap geometry tqc
flops I[ a and Nb ( not windtunnel tested I

Etension of the double slotted flaps IVa

to the landing setting produce a CLmas -

ACimax of 0.8 (table 4). In comparison OI

1.0Y

Iaps IVb produce a 2max of only 0.4,

this loss being due to the division of the
flaps into two segments and also due to 0CRUISE "TAKE-OPP LANDING
the being single-slotted. For the single t| UNSTABL0"
segment double slotted flaps IVc no loss CnOU INNE

is expected in comparison to flaps IVa.-00 u..L

Z0

The lateral derivatives are dramatically 0-t / o__influenced by the sweep of the flap hinge Plan UNSTABLE

line. Thus Cn and which, with swept test

Extensdwings, tend to unstable values as

a result of conventional flap extension 0CRUISE TbME-0 LANDING(IVa) remain almost constant with extension 0 ..

of flaps IVb. Threalsar given for -4, - -
however similar tenencies are obtained I Z//! I
from e-O up to CLmax Th large change -010 30 STABL

in lateral derivatives for conventional
flaps can be so explained that, with forward FIG I. Effect on C.sC and Ci0de total

of hinge axls frot wing alone at as
sweep the flaps on the wing yawed into-wind - one plece doubleslotted flap N'a
have a larger effective angle of sweep and ---- two plece slmple clotted flap Nb

--- one plea double sltted flop N'€ (expoected values I
are thus less effective as the flaps on thef RUISE It LoN
out-of-wind wing. Wlth swept back wings the
opposite is the case. Fig. 12 shows the lay-out of the flaps required to give thesmallest change in the lateral derivatives for swept forward and swept back wings.
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Effects on coefficients due to movement of the

t... flap from cruise to landinj position

Fig. 1 I

Measured values Expected values

Wing IV a IV b IV c

Config. One piece Two piece One piece
double slotted single slotted double slotted

Sweep of

hinge axis 9 -16

SCLma x  0.8 0.4 0.8

ACno -0.03 +0.01 -0.01

ACtI +0.24 +0.03 +0.11

Table 4. Measured and expected aerodynamic effects due to movement

of trailing edge flaps from 6f = 0'- 600

for the example wing shown in Fig. 9 and 10

4. CONCLUSIONS

Incompressible effects of vortex generators, elevator slots and boundary layer on
tailplanes and elevator effectiveness are described. At negative elevator angles vortex

generators increase the elevator effectiveness by about 14 %; on the other hand closing

the elevater slot reduces the effectiveness S
by 17 % to 27 % depending on the incidence. .,TASLE

DUE TO YAW
tailplane setting in cruise are around YACNP # -- I-
AC D = + x for the respective case .--- * I
(based on St) . CRUISE TAKE-OFF LANDING

The remaining effectiveness of a split U B A
rudder with either fixed lower or upper /

rudder is given. The change in C and ROLLING MOMEN
no DUE TO YAW

due to flap extension on swept DUEiTOngA

can be greatly reduced by varying the sweep

of the flap hinge line during extension.

Thus the lateral derivatives can be STABLE

improved com~pared to aircraft with

conventional flaps.

FIG 12. Effect of hInge axis sWe reduction f I
on lateral stalty
-- 4- sep forward n1 convertlonal fles

-- -s, back J withouttranslatio
--- - reduction of hinge axis sweep-- q- see od .thu tavbto
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION

Chairman: Professor Young - UK: Ladies and Gentlemen, as you will see at this table are sitting various people who
* have very kindly given invited talks surveying different aspects of the Subject. I am going to call on each in turn to offer

their views as to what has emerged as a result of the Symposium of importance in their particular area of interest and
what they see as the major problems in those areas to which they would like to draw attention and to which we should
direct future research. Now let me just remind you who they are.

At my extreme right is Dr Jean Ross of the RAE, FarnboroUgh, and she will survey what we have covered by way of
experimental data. On her left, is Dr Kbrner of the I)FVLR, Germany, and he will deal with the theoretical aspects of the
subject. Then we have Dr Kehrer of Boeing, USA. who will look at the subject of novel controls for highly manoeuvrable
aircraft. On my left, is )r Johannes of the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, USA who will survey what has been said
about controls for ACTS and next to him )r Scolatti of McDonnell Aircraft Company who will. I hope. deal with the
subject of direct force controls. Last but not least is Philippe Poisson-Quinton of ONFRA, France, who is going to offer
some general comments on what we have covered. I le claims that he is only a flight mechanics specialist, he is of course
a senior member of the Flight Mechanics Panel. Ilowever, he is actually a very versatile aerodynamicist and can talk on
most aspects of aerodynamics with great expertise: but for this morning he is going to look at what we have covered in a
general way, particularly from the point of view of flight mechanics. Now, I am going to ask each one in turn to speak

for perhaps five minutes and then we will call on you the participants to offer any comments or questions that you would
like to raise. Please feel free to join in the discussion. The only inhibition on you is the fact that this discussion is being
recorded so Will you please, if you have anything to say, and I hope you will have a great deal to say, give your name and
affiliation before you start. Without more ado I ask Dr Ross to speak first. Dr Ross:

Dr Ross UK: I must begin by explaining that although I am attempting to review some of the experimental data that
we have been learning about during the symposium, I am actually a user of such data, rather than a producer of it. Most
of my work is involved with devising mathematical models of the aerodynamics to be used in flight dynamics problems.
specifying the form of the mathematical model and numerical values to be used. I do have some experience in obtaining
data from flight tests, and comparing them with results from wind-tunnels, but I cannot really comment on any of the
experimental wind-tunnel techniques that have been described. Last Monday I tried to summarize the work areas that we
thought needed attention. Looking through the conference papers I find that they have contributed some experimental
information to most of the points we made, although there is still much more to be done. So I thought I would use the
same headings for a few comments.

First, for correlation of the experimental data. We have had numerous examples of how difficult this will be. There
have been contradictory findings, as far as I can judge, on the oscillatory characteristics of control surfaces and spoilers.
There has been some attempt at correlating data on relatively simple cruciform control surfaces, and this has yielded
some rather scattered results. We had flight and tunnel comparisons. some of which are so excellent, on the F 15 in
particular. that we begin to wonder why they are so good, and some on other aircraft, for example the flap spoiler, where
the discrepancies give us food for thought too. We certainly added to the data base of experimental results and also
certainly on an ad hoc basis and so. as I say, the correlation is going to be very difficult.

Secondly. we had some papers describing flow fields and their associated interference effects and perhaps all I can
say on these is that the nonlinearities and the unexpected results which have been demonstrated emphasize the need for
more work. We did learn of some of the large interference effects for segmented flaps, for example, which will be
important for active control technology applications.

Thirdly, we also asked for more data on novel controls an most of the remarks on these I will leave to Mr Scolatti.
One point that I have found disappointing, is that we have not learned very much about ways of increasing effectiveness.
We have all been aiming at achieving reasonable levels of control power, especially at high angle of attack, but we have
examples of where we fall short of requirements. The paper describing the YC 14 blown surface flaps was really the only
one which achieved anything in this direction. We had not mentioned dynamic effects as needing more experimental
work. partly because I was unsure about the importance in regard to active control technology (although I hasten to add,
except for systems delaying the onset of flutter or for load alleviation systems). In discussions I had detected uncertainty
amongst others as well, about the frequency ranges that might be required and experimenters need to cover: perhaps this
is a point for dicussion and there might be some members of the audience with experience in this. Lastly. I have been
encouraged to find that we have had some papers which take a whole problem from the wind-tunnel results, through
simulation, and eventually to a flight test programme, testing one of the active control systems. Most of these have been
on one particular system and so the problem of integrating them all remains, but I think the results that we have seen
support the statement that Mr Thomas and I made at the beginning, that experimental data on control characteristics
have increasing importance in this active control technology era. Thank you.

Professor Young -- UK: Thank you Dr Ross. Well with those opening remarks, we can now look to the audience to offer
any comments or questions but perhaps, before we do that, I should like to ask Mr Thomas if he has anything hc would
like to add to what Dr Ross has just said.

Mr Thomas - UK: Well, Dr Ross knows what she is and M. Poisson-Quinton knows what he is, I am afriad I don't know
whether I am aerodynamicist or a flight dynamicist. Anyhow, be that as it may, I sit, I think, somewhat uneasily between
the two fields so I would like to take up some points which will wander about, Mr Chairman, from the aerodynamics to
the dynamics. I like to take up first the point that there has been an emphasis in this conference on what conventional
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control can do in an ACT context. To direct the aerodynamic and the fluid dynamic research in the right direction we
need to clarify the matter of whether there must be an emphasis on ( I ) increased effectiveness and (2) novel forms of
control. Now and again in the course of the presentations, we were given the impression that there were deficiencies in
certain areas, as regards the effectiveness. Something interesting has emerged on segmented control surfaces toth spoiler
and flap type and the question here I think is: have we achieved the most efficient means of distributing control action?
Has giving a smooth surface to the control, any place in this connection.

More basically, in some of the investigations of the more novel controls, there seems to be a tendency to f ll into
one or two categories: one that aimed at understanding in a very basic and detailed way the flow, the other, tht more ad
hoc direct acquisition of data. What we need is a happy marriage of these two attitudes to get the best out of our work.
especially as with present-day aircraft layouts the aerodynamic characteristics are so configuration dependent.

Another question not adequately addressed, is how strongly we feel about making available the capability of side-
ways translation and rotation and if so the aerodynamic power requirements for these. There were a number of papers
on canard layouts, and there was a suggestion that there may be no place for the canard in future designs. Perhaps this is
so as a trimming and manoeuvring control in its present form, but this is surely only a way of saying to the aero-
dynamicists go back and have another think. In concentrating on the most difficult of our theoretical problems, we are
all guilty of being somewhat complacent about the agreement of theory and experiment in those areas where the flow is
more amenable to analysis. Professor Hancock's comments are timely and I would reinforce them. We must be careful
of ignoring or dismissing discrepancies between windtunnel results and derivative obtained from flight data. Here, I found
Mr Agnew's problem of the CM Delta E disturbing. Finally I was encouraged to hear Dr Johannes express the opinion
that we still needed to know the aerodynamics to a high accuracy even if the design success depends somewhat less on the
particular value. Thank you,

Professor Young - UK: Thank you. Well now has anyone got any particular comments or questions on the points that
have been mentioned by Dr Ross and Mr Thomas. They touched on a number of quite important points and I am sure
that there must be some strong feelings about them. If I may just remind you of one that Dr Ross raised; the uncertainty
there is about the importance of dynamic effects and the frequency range to concentrate on. Would anyone like to
comment on that?

Mr Back - UK: I think one of the messages which has come through to me is the uncertainty which we have on the
dynamic effects of spoilers and if, in the future, we are looking for large amounts of load alleviation on the wing, maybe
the only control we have available is the spoiler; and, in this respect, if we are not going to get adequate dynamic
response from the spoiler we may have to re-think the total gain which is going to be available. This is one of the areas
where, particularly in the civil market, one is looking for significant improvements in the future, and an adequate experi-
mental background of dynamic response may not only be necessary from the tunnel, but also from adequate full scale
investigations.

Professor Young - UK: Thank you Mr Back. Mr Thomas:

Mr Thomas - UK: On this question of the dynamic effects, if by that we mean unsteady effects, I think one thing is
certain, that is, we need these to be included for flutter suppression; we may have to include them for load alleviation on
the wing; we may also need them for ride control and things like that. Since we have at least one candidate for which we
are pretty certain we need them, we have got to get them.

M. Destuynder - France: Je voudrais dire quelques mots en ce qui concerne les bandes de fr(quence. Dans la plupart des
exposes qui ont dt6 faits on a parhe d'effets instationnaires mais qui restent du qua-s-i qtationnaire en ce sens que les forces
induites sur I'aile par des spoilers ou par des gouvernes sont en phase avec les mouvements de ces gouvernes. Dans les
problimes de flottement ou l'on atteint des bandes de fr6quences infiniment plus Olevees, la notion de forces instation-
naires prend tout son sens dans le fait qu'il faut introduire des phases, et le problime est tres grave parce que si dans des
contrbles de portance ou dans des contr6les, mime de rafales, 1'6fficacitd du contrble, mime si elle n'est pas absolue.
apporte toujours quelque chose; dans les problkmes de flottement intervient une autre idee, c'est la notion de marge. Si
le contr6le est inefficace, on perd l'avion cela veut dire que si [a prevision est mauvaise on peut aller a une catastrophe.

et dans ce sens les frquences dlevdes sont infiniment plus difficiles a traiter, que ce soit en theorie ou en experiencc,
que les basses fr(quences, que celles du contr6le de portance ou du controle de rafale, parce qu'elles font intervenir en
plus des connaissances th(oriques complexes sur les forces, des notions de transfert, (par exemple d'une servo commande
qui pilotera le spoiler ou qui pilotera I'aileron). En plus elles ne peuvent agir que dans des bandes relativement 6troites
parce qu'il est impensable de faire un contr6le, par exemple de flottement, sur tous les modes de structures. Cest un non
sens; on arrivera n~cessairement a une instabilit6 de serait-ce que par le fait que la fonction de transfert d'une servo
commande balaiera tout le plan de frequences et tout le plan des phases. C'est pour cela que je voudrais insister sur le
d~couplage qui existe, a mon avis, entre les contrb1es purement instationnaires, qui eux font appel i des notions de phases

sur les forces, par rapport aux iddes du contr6les stationnaires ou quasi stationnaire qui ont 06 developp~s jusqu'a present.
La notion de marge de s~curit qui n'intervient pratiquement pas dans les controles stationnaires ou qaasi tationnaires
est un 6l6ment nouveau qu'il faut faire rentrer en ligne de compte dans les phenomines instationnaires i fr quences
Elev(es, comme le contrble du flottement.

I would like to say a few words on frequency bands. The authors of most of the papers presented at this meeting
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have considered non-stationary effects which, however, remain quasi-stationary effects, because the forces generated on
the wing y spoilers or control surfaces are in phase with the motions of these control surfaces. In flutter problems,
where much higher frequency bands are reached, the notation of non-stationary forces becomes quite significant, as
phases have to he introduced. The problem is very serious, because, while the efficiency of the control, even if not
perfect, plays a part in lift, or even gust control, an additional notion has to be taken into account in flutter problems:
the margin notion. If the control is inefficient the aircraft is lost; that is to say, poor predictions may result in a disaster.
Therefore, high frequencies are much more difficult to handle either theoretically or experimentally, than low frequencies

as in lift or gust control because they imply, in addition, complex theoretical knowledge of forces and transfer (for
instance, servo-control for the spoiler or the aileron). In addition, they can only operate within relatively narrow bands,
as flutter control on all the strutiure mnodes, for instance, is out of the question. This is meaningless. We shall necessarily
be led to unsteadiness, be it only due to the fact that the transfer function of a servo-control will swep the whole
frequency range and the whote phase range. For this reason, I would like to emphasize the de-coupling which exists. I
think, between purely non-stationary controls, where force phases are taken into consideration, and stationary or quasi-
stationary controls such as they have been developed so far. The safety margin notion, which does not have to be taken
into account in stationary or quasi-stationary controls, is a new element which has to be borne in mind in high frequency
non-stationary phenomena. such as flutter control.

Profmessor Young - UK: Thank you Mr t , estuynder. Very interesting comment. Does anyone else wish to comment?
D~r Orlik Ruckemnann.

Dr Orlik-Rickemann -- Canada: I would like to address the question of what kinds of control derivatives are needed for
an efficient design of an active control system, how much of the information needed do we already have, and where
should we go from here. From the information presented at this symposium it appears that the most needed control
derivatives are the lift and hinge moment derivatives of oscillating controls, this includes the static as well as to some
extent also the dynamic derivatives, that is derivatives with respect to the deflection of a control surface and to the
r[. of change of this deflection, respectively. Several speakers presented data on these derivatives, but in many cases
rather large discrepancies were reported between the analytically predicted and the measured values. In an effort to
clarify the reasons for these discrepancies, the in-phase and the out-of-phase pressure distributions on oscillating control
surfaces (and spoilers) were measured, such as reported by Grenon for two-dimensional cases and by Destuynder and
Mabey for three-dimensional ones. Experimental techniques for measuring the unsteady pressures on oscillating surfaces
seem to be well in hand in several countries, such as in France, the UK and the Netherlands: however, the techniques to
measure the control derivatives, especially the dynamic ones, are not so widely available and at the present time seem to
he limited mainly to the UK. The existing analytical techniques appear fairly adequate for 2D subcritical cases, especially
if corrections for thickness and boundary layer effects are included, even if we still do not know what agreement would
he obtained in these conditions with regard to the total forces or total hinge moments I suspect that some discrepancies
would still remain. However, the overall situation in these cases is not too bad and any further improvements in our
techniques would probably bring greatly diminishing returns.

nhe situation is much less satisfactory in three-dimensional cases and for supercritical flows the data presented at
he symposium showed that rather large discrepancis still exist even in pressure distributions and phase angles. Also
nicatid was the large effect that transition location may have on this type of data. Further work in these areas is

certainly needed. In general, however. I wonder how far we should go in trying to improve our analytical or experimental
methods before we ask ourselves the question of what level of agreement or accuracy we would be prepared to consider
sufficient and acceptable. May be it could be useful at this time to conduct some kind of a sensitivity study of the type
we discussed a year ago at the Symposium on Dynamic Stability Parameters in Athens. where the relative importance of
various stability derivatives was assessed. So far I have not heard of any such attempts made in connection with control
derivatives. Perhaps those of us who are involved in designing active control systems could conduct such a study without
too much difficulty?I Professor Young - UK: Well perhaps we should move on to our next speaker and no doubt somne of the important points
that have been raised will come up again in the course oIf Our discussions. I will now ask sr K6rner to offer his commentson the theoretical aspects of the subject that have emerged from our discussions.

Dr Komer - FRG: Only a few papers within this meeting have been concerned with theoretical work. This is specially
valid for the development of new algorithms but it is also valid for the use of these methods for the design of control
devices. Somec more papers have been given where theoretical methods have been checked with the experimental result.

Now, vs to new methods. I would draw your attention to the paper of Grenon, Desopper and Sides who have shown
remarkable results achieved with the finite volume technique based on the Euler equations. They also showed theoretical
results which incorporated unsteady boundary layer calculations evaluated with integral methods following the lines of
Michel and I think these results given here for subsonic flow look quite promnising. Nevertheless the question of the Kutta
condition in these cases is still open. I would like to draw your attention to another paper. tlte paper by Gersten and
Gluck, which showed the influence of shear flow on the characteristics of a wing. I think this pilot work is quite
important since it gives us some impression how to incorporate this phenomenon into more complicated methods% to
calculate complex configurations. I hope that also current gap investigations will bring us. similar framework which can
be incorporated in more complicated methods.
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Several authors have compared experimental investigations with theoretical results, but here the experimental part,
I think, was more important than the theoretical part. Some very interesting results were given in Mabey's paper whose
special merit lies in providing high quality data and who also shows the deficiencies still existing in linear subsonic theory
especially the discrepancies in phase shift. This leads to a somewhat general comment as to the value of experimental
results for theoretical methodis. The first point is that we need experimental data for the clarification of the physics,
learning where vortices exist, where a vortex bursts, what the phenomenology of shock-boundary-layer interaction is, etc.
This clarification is necessary to establish appropriate models for theoretical methods. Secondly there is need for experi-
mental data as pressure plots and forces for comparison with theory. Such experiments must give high quality data. A
critical point here are the wind tunnel corrections especially at transonic speed.

When I come to summarize what is my impression I would again like to say what I said in my presentation at the
beginning of this meeting on Monday. In my view for subsonic and supersonic flow powerful prediction methods on the
basis of linear theory exist. Although there are still shortcomings due to a viscous-inviscid interaction, these methods are
appropriate in the technical sense for estimation of lift-dependent data. As to the drag-dependent data, theories are still
insufficient. In the transonic region, methods have been developed which have still large deficiencies and the question,
what will he the most powerful methods for the future is still open. The strong viscous-inviscid interaction complicates
the problem extremely. As to the leading edge vortex flow appropriate methods exist which give information for lift :1
dependent data. For separate flow without primary structures the development of methods for the solution of Navier-
Stokes equations for simple configurations is under way. Some special hybrid methods have their merits.

Now. what are the requirements for the future: As to theoretical methods it seems not appropriate to give a detailed
catalogue of necessities since theories have not been discussed at this meeting in detail, but I would like to point out one
thing, which seems most important to me. There is much need to have detailed theoretical and experimental investiga-
tions in problems where viscous-inviscid interaction occurs, especially investigations of separated flows, may be with
primary structures, may be without primary structures. I think that these informations must be the basis to come

forward in the evaluation of separated flow, the key-problem for us aerodynamicists for the future. The theoretical
solutions given by Deiwert, Steger and Lomax and others show that there is a real way but we must not forget that it is
necessary also to look after the physics, what we are doing there and how to model it in the right way. Therefore when I

come back to Braunschweig on Monday. I will be in the Braunschweig low-speed wind tunnel for several days to look
after the flow of some very strange wings. Thank you.

Professor Young - UK: Well Dr K6rner raised a number of points of considerable interest. Has anyone got anything
they would like to offer by way of comment or question? Seems not for the moment. In that case we will pass on to
Mr Kehrer.

Mr Kehrer - USA: This has been a very interesting and rewarding symposium. My overall impression of the papers
presented at the symposium, and I think that it is typical of most technical symposiums, is that for the most part the
papers seem to generate more questions than answers. I think the papers that presented neatly packaged, conclusive,
experimental or theoretical results were the exception rather than the rule. I am not intending, of course, to be critical,
that is typical and I think is a very healthy situation. Whenever you delve into any specific area of technology you tend
to open doors that lead into all sorts of avenues.

In our work at Boeing, in the military airplane organization, we are looking at some very unusual advanced aircraft.
In these cases we tend to wave the magic wand called "active control" and say that this is the way we ai. going to solve
all our problems. We are attempting for example to design aircraft that have no empennage surfaces at all, that is; no
vertical and no horizontal surfaces to help stabilize the aircraft. So we are examining all sorts of strange controls to use
to stabilize these vehicles. The problem that we see most of all is, and this has been commented on rather extensively here
in the symposium, is the discouraging lack of good correlation between theory and experimental data. This is particularly
true in the areas that are involved in designing an active control vehicle. When controllability becomes the design
criterion rather than inherent aerodynamic stability, you inevitably get into the very non-linear corners of the flight
envelope: high angle of attack conditions, subsonic and supersonic, and worst of all, transonic, where theory breaks
down pretty badly. Lacking good theoretical methods, there is a compelling need for building a better experimental
data base. This is what we tend to rely on predominantly in the aeroplane business. Boeing, for example, relies heavily
on windtunnel testing when designing a new aeroplane. We in the business of looking at advanced active-controls aircraft
are tending to scrounge wherever we can for experimental data base because we find problems with our analytical
approaches. I would urge that all of the agencies involved in producing experimental data perhaps realign their research
activities a little more into the areas of aircraft control and stability. In recent years experimental data development has
placed heavy emphasis on what I call "L/D aerodynamics", at the expense of stability and control aerodynamics. The
converse should he the case. In actuality and aerodynamicists job is relatively simple in that he works generally in the
low alpha regions where things are nice and linear and theoretical methods work well. It is rare when we in the stability
and control business see linear characteristics. I would strongly urge research agencies to re-orient their research to build
a ,,etter data base in the stability and control areas. However, at the same time I think that we should be working harder
to try to develop improved theoretical methods. Here again I would agree with all the previous remarks regarding the
extreme importance of developing good theoretical methods and correlating these with experimental data base. We need
this in order to generate confidence in our own technology, and in order to convince management that they should adopt
the approach that we are recommending for a particular design.
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There is another area in which I see a lack of direction these days. I think we should look here to the military

research agencies for direction as to what should be the mission requirements for some of these future military products.
In my paper, for example. I deliberately looked at the very demanding requirements of trying to develop good
maneuver capability in an aeroplane that had been intentionally point-designed, for efficient supersonic cruise. However.
with the development of missile performance and electronic guidance systems there may not be the need for the next

generation of supersonic tactical aircraft to possess such good maneuver capability. It would seem appropriate to turn to
the military for guidance as to what should be the specific mission requirements for the next generation of military air-
craft of this type. For example, a relaxation of the maneuverability requirements could save a substantial amount of
engineering development cost and could result in improved aircraft performance. Studies to determine mission require-
ments, or to evaluate the cost of maneuverability and the impact on the aircraft configuration would be well worth while.

In closing my comments I would like to say once again that I have enoyed very much this interesting symposium and
I hope to see more like it. Thank you.

Professor Young - UK: Thank you very much Mr Kehrer. Mr Kehrer stressed two interesting points I though: one was
the need for more attention than in the past to be given to control and stability problems, and the other point was the
need to be a little clearer about mission requirements. One suspects of course, that if you ask an Air Force what it needs,
it would say what can you give me, and then one would proceed in a circle. Well has anyone got any comments to make
on those points? Perhaps Dr Johannes may have comments on some of the points which have been raised as well as his
own area of interest.

Mr Johannes - USA: Thank you. I too would like to express my appreciation for having been invited to come to this
particular meeting. I think that the one thing I got out of it, more than anything else. was an appreciation of the need
for interdisciplinary communications. I think it's becoming increasingly more important, for in my case, the control
engineer to understand the language and the problems of, in this specific case, the fluid dynamicist. I think if you
attached any credibility to my thesis that the Control Configured Vehicles concept is design process of the future, then
it very dramatically points out the need for this interdisciplinary knowledge and awareness.

I think it goes even a bit further than technologists understanding each other, also. At least in our business, that is,
the pursuit of which have been termed CCV or active control technology and trying to get maximum benefits, it is
extremely important to understand what the end result is supposed to be. By that I mean the desired end results of the
vehicle, the airplane, the weapon system. This I think addresses what Bill Kehrer was saying. I don't think it is fair to
expect the military, the strategists and tacticians, to be able to really tell you what they want in the technical sense. I
think it behooves us to understand what their problem is and to offer them suggestions and demonstrate capabilities to
address some of those problems. That is basically all I wanted to say about that particular point.

I think perhaps a means by which you folks could avail yourself of some additional insight, is to go to some of the
other AGARD Panel meetings such as the Guidanc. and Control Panel or the Flight Mechanics Panel. I think attendance
and observation of the problems being discussed will give you a facility with the language. I have recently become aware
that those of us in the contrcl discipline do not communicate our product very well. We have a certain language that is
not well perceived by other people. We talk about high gain. low pass filters and those sort of things. I used the term in
my presentation, "'two fail operate", and afterwards someone asked me about it. They had misunderstood what I meant.
I think that this may be more of a problem in the control discipline than in other major disciplines.

Let me implore you to help us out in that area. I think that control does indeed have a lot to contribute to the
future of aeronautical vehicles.

The second point that I wanted to address was the need for you to use your innovation and imagination in coming
up with additional ways of doing the things that the control engineer says he would like to do. There were certainly some
examples of that contained in the papers that were presented during the proceedings. Specifically two come to mind:
the use of fluid injection to switch vortices from side to side; and the use of flaps on pylons for side force control. I
think that the methods that have been employed in the past were employed because they were the only ones that we
knew about. If you can come up with additional, or new, means of getting the job that needs to be done accomplished.
then together we can achieve a more efficient solution. The final point that I wanted to cover is the continued need for
the development of analytical and predictive capabilities. This point has already been made by nearly everyone at the
table. It's the surprise, it's the thing that you did not expect to happen, that's going to give you trouble. The comment
made over here about the puiential severity of an unknown in case of active flutter suppression is certainly valid. I think
the point that the gentleman made over here about the need to know how accurate we have to be in these predictive
techniques is another thing that can be addressed by mutual understanding of the technologies. If the fluid dynamicist
knows what the control engineer is trying to do. he can then, perhaps, judge what degree of accuracy in the predictive
techniques is required. With that I will close and merely add that I found this experience extremely rewarding. I had
no idea of the complexity of the problcms, of the high degree of complexity of the problems that the fluid dynamicists
were addressing.

Professor Young - UK: Thank you very much Mr Jrhannes. Again, does anyone wish to add anything to what
Mr Johannes has said?

Mr Walker (British Aerospace) - UK: I can make a comment that might help to bridge the gap between the control
specialists and the aerodynamic specialists. I believe that we are now entering a second phase of active control technology.
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During the first, we would dream up ideas for benefitting the design of aircraft. The second phase, which we are now
entering, is really putting these ideas into practice. Here we come up against the problem of implementation, particularly
in the writing of soft ware. These problems, I think, are going to mean either some of the original ideas are unacceptable
or we will need a very precise definition of the aerodynamics, particularly in the i:on-linear regions. A further possibility
on the systems side is perhaps to develop systems which are self-adaptive, but we come up against the problem of how
far should the theoretical aerodynamicists go. In Mr Mabey's paper, which I was discussing with him some minutes ago, he
was stating that 10' phase lag was not acceptable for adaptive flutter and I was very doubtful whether, if that was the
case, we can ever achieve accuracies of 100 in theoretical models and (in practice) between different types of stores
configuration and different types of distortion. Those are my main comments.

Professor Young - UK: Thank you very much Mr Walker. Are there any other comments?

Mr Moss - UK: I would just like to emphasize those remarks made at the table just now about the need for inter-
disciplinary communication. I feel very strongly about this because in any system usually a balance has to be found
between the degree of engineering simplicity and the amount of aerodynamic benefit. Very often the aerodynamicist
does not really grasp this. For instance we've heard this week about the need for a progressive improvement in control
aerodynamics, leading us for example from flaps with simple hinges to flaps with slots, flaps with 'contoured' hinges and
even flaps with full variable-camber mechanisms. The aerodynamicist naturally tries to get elegant aerodynamic solutions
in the laboratory, for instance to the problem of controlling a flap at the back of an aerofoil. However, I think we have to
be careful to get across to the other aspects of this type of line of development. We have to think of the balance that
occurs with respect to other disciplines. If I can quote you an example that I think was mentioned on Monday: we heard
from one speaker about the general improvements in airframe fatigue life from the use of active controls. But of course

the more you make your controls work for you in this special way, the more you may run into the extra problem of
fatigue of the controls themselves, and you really need to establish a very close working relationship with the engineer
who has to make these controls stronger because of this. Every novel system we can think of has its risks, in fact, almost
by defintion a novel system is likely to be a high-risk system, but obviously in the future we must face up to this situation
to make any progress. To reduce these risks we must first of all consider the fundamental aerodynamic flows that are
associated with our new device and we must obtain a good understanding of these in order to have the necessary
confidence to proceed.

I think for me Andy Skow's paper yesterday was one of the high points of this conference. He was telling us about
a new type of aerodynamic control on aircraft for spin prevention and recovery, and I think this is a very new and a very
exciting prospect. However, this uses flow mechanisms that very few of us, if anybody, can understand properly: we
can't model these flows mathematically very well and we can't even do reliable windtunnel predictions because of the
gross scale-effects that accompany such flows. The biggest problem that Andy Skow might have, in fact, could be to
persuade his management that, weight for weight, this is a better way to go than, say, putting in a tail parachute, and it
could be that type of decision that makes the new device a reality or not. Thus the aerodynamicist has a very important
responsibility to communicate with his oppostie numbers in-other disciplines to make advances in technology.

Professor Young - UK: Thank you Mr Moss. Any other comments? If not I will pass on to Dr Scolatti.

Dr Scolatti - USA: The first thing I would like to do is to thank Professor Young and Dr Yoshihara for having invited
me to attend this important conference. I also would like to extend my personal thanks to the members of the Italian
Air Force Academy for the use of these fine facilities and also to the AGARD staff for their help and kind assistance.

Since I have not attended an AGARD meeting in over seven years, I anticipate that my comments on this panel
might reflect a different view, in perspective of time, in comparison with those of the panel members and presenters that
are more current in AGARD activities. Several papers presented new data on investigations which were of high quality,
thought-provoking and in concert with the latest state-of-the-art in their respective technologies. My comments today.
as I remarked earlier to M. Poisson-Quinton, are but a reflection of the discussions and exchanges of thoughts with others
here, both on this panel and those in the audience. While the results of investigations presetted here were of current
origin, there were some recommendations which have not significantly changed with the passing of time.

For example, a particular note was made during the discussion periods, that greater accuracies and understandings
were needed in experimental data to improve the quality of the prediction methods, especially in the transonic flow
regime. In 1954, 1 was involved with the design of transonic wind tunnels. The problem at that time was to conduct
transonic testing, free of transonic flow interactions. To do this required wind tunnel wall modifications, and the
questions of that day were: "Where do we put the slots of holes and how much pressure relief would be required to
properly cancel the reflected waves?" and "How can we determine the accuracy of measurements and improve the quality
of the prediction techniques?" Dr Yoshihara and his colleague, Dr Guderly, at the time were investigating the theoretical
aspects of transonic aerodynamics. That was twenty-five years ago, and the comments and discussions on this subject
made here this week indicate that these problems, though somewhat modified, are still with us, and an additional compli-
cation has been brought about by the inclusion of active control technology.

Another area of long time concern; namely, aircraft stall and post-stall departure and spinning, was also discussed
here. Novel solutions to the post-stall problems, their formulation, and investigation have been, and will be in the future,
worthy of support. However, we must exercise caution in advocating beyond the intent of the presenters, the extension
of any single potential solution for one aircraft configuration to another configuration. and indeed, for even dissimilar
modes of departure on the applicable aircraft configuration. Upright, inverted, and high acceleration departures often
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exhibit entirely different spin characteristics on a single configuration. Therefore, while novel spin control devices may
be a solution for one particular, well-defined, departure problem, I would not endorse a suggestion or recommendation
for removing the spin chute from spin test aircraft equipped with this novel device, let alone a recommendation that it
be more universally applied as a departure control device, as has been suggested.

My major point, however, has to do with what I consider the need for developing a better interdisciplinary under-
standing between the aerodynamicist and the other technologies. Active control and active contro. modes, as outlined by
Bob Johannes, are being introduced and investigated because they offer a means of achieving needed mission performance
for the benefit of the system operator. Simply stated, this means that through the use of active control, the operator can
perform required tasks with less effort, lower cost, greater survivability and with more precision. Johannes's reference to
vertical and horizontal translation, wings-level turns, independent fuselage aiming, propulsion vectoring, and tailored lift
to drag are examples of completed feasibility studies which are now within the domain of application for potential system
performance improvements. Specific mission segments, such as low-altitude, high-speed terrain following and avoidance,
can be accomplished more easily, safely, and effectively with the use of active control. On the other hand, the entire
mission performance of aircraft can be improved if it is designed from the beginning with an understanding of the inter-
relationship between aerodynamics and active control.

The extension of active control into internal aerodynamics, as has been done in external aerodynamics, needs to be
more completely understood if aircraft of the future are to have the levels of effectiveness and efficiency required. In
Jim Agnew's paper, one case which illustrated the importance of internal aerodynamics and control was addressed. He
showed how benefits can be derived from understanding and employing a tailoring of the inlet and its control system to
achieve high levels of performance.

Lastly, as the flight control technologist has done, so must the aerodynamicist do; namely, extend his inter-
disciplinary understanding to include the fast developing technologies in avionics. As suggested by Mr Walker, avionics
technology, especially digital avionics technology and its associated software, must be included in future interdisciplinary
exhanges of data and ideas. Groups, like this in AGARD, can play a major role for transitioning ideas and technology
from one field to another and finally into operations.

Thank you.

Professor Young - UK: Thank you Dr Scolatti. Any comment on the points that have been raised so far?

Mr Thomas - UK: As a voice that has been crying in the wilderness for a long time, I would like to reinforce the remarks
of the last three speakers about this matter of communication between the people on the flight mechanics side and the
aerodynamicists. I think that I would take a slightly optimistic viewpoint at the present stage of the aircraft development
because with ACT we are getting the flight dynamics and control systems more closely tied up with the actual perfor-
mance and the various parties will be forced to talk to one another whether they like it or not.

Professor Young - UK: Anyone else like to add anything to that optimistic remark? If not I come to Philippe Poisson-
Quinton and ask him to offer his general comments on the symposium at large and any points that he thinks are
particularly significant from the flight mechanics point of view.

M. Poisson-Quinton - France: Je pense que c'est tres interessant d'avoir parld de la communication entre les differentes

disciplines et je crois qu'il y a eu pas mal de progres. Je suis assez optimiste aussi, parce que depuis que nous regardons
les problemes de contr6le actif, disons depuis i peu pros cinq ans, nous avons eu un certain nombre de meetings de
I'AGARD au Panel de Mecanique du Vol mais aussi au Panel des Structures, au Panel de Guidage et Contr6le, et au Panel
d'Avionique, et cela a etc l'occasion, je pense, de rdunir des gens de differentes disciplines. Pour la premiere fois. juste-
ment, les gens se sont rencontres autour des sujets parce qu'ils y dtaient obliges, maintenant, il n'est plus question d'dtre
seulement aerodynamicien si vous ne savez pas qu'une structure est flexible, et maintenant il faut que I'aerodynamicien
apprenne aussi ce que c'est qu'un contrble. C'est absolument indispensable, sans cela il est compl~tement perdu, et la
reciproque est vraie: il faut maintenant que les 6lectroniciens pensent aussi un petit peu aux structures et ti I'adro-
dynamique. Donc,je crois qu'il va falloir faire une iducation un peu nouvelle des ingenieurs de I'a6ronautique, et cela
commence actuellement, d'ailleurs, dans les 6coles d'ingenieurs; on commence maintenant i cerner assez bien cette
necessitt d'dtre pluridisciplinaire. Dans tout ce qu'on avait dtudi6 depuis quelques arines, il n'y a pas de doute que I'on
a niglig6 beaucoup I'adrodynamique, parce que les contr6les actifs dtaient tris difficiles, du point de vue justement de
I'dlectronique; c'dtait quelque chose de tout i fait nouveau, cette int6gration du computer dans l'avion. et la plupart
des travaux ont itd faits d'abord sur le contr6le, et I'on a neglig6 certainement les etudes aerodynamiques, et maintenant
on se riveille avec des problimes parce que les gouvernes que I'on avait pr6vues sont insuffisantes; il y a manifestement un
manque de contrble, de puissance de contrble, sur les avions que l'on a ddssines ces dernieres ann~es, et je pense qu'il va
falloir faire maintenant un tris gros effort sur les etudes aerodynamiques. Malheureusement c'est tr~s difficile dans un
meeting comme celui d'aujourd'hui d'avoir des risultats gineraux sur les gouvernes adrodynamiques parce qu'elles
d6pendent beaucoup de ]a configuration de I'avion, de la configuration de votre projet, et c'est pourquoi actuellement, i
la naissance d'un projet, il est n~cessaire de faire une tr~s grande quantit d'essais en soufflerie pour d~finir les efficacit~s
des diffirentes gouvernes dans toute l'enveloppe de vol, et c'est un 6norme travail quand on veut inclure 1A dedans les
effets de l'incidence, du ddrapage, du nombre de Mach etc. Donc cela conduit i des programmes tr~s cotteux de soufflerie
et je voudrais dire un mot I~dessus parce que c'est quelque chose, je pense, qui est tr~s tr~s important pour un Panel
comme le Panel de la Dynamique des Fluides, il y a une ncessitt absolue d'amdliorer nos techniques de mesure en
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soufflerie. d'ainiliorer les conditions d'essais pour r~duire le temps d'essai, c'est i dire de roduire le prix de ces essais et
c'est une partie tr~s importante maintenant dans un projet, le prix, d'ailleurs nous avons le m~me probleme aussi avec lcs
computers. les prix dgalement des calculs thdoriques est tr~s dlev6 mais dans le domaine de la soufflerie il est possible

maintenant d'avoir un meilleur quipement des maquettes et, en particulier, il devient tr~s int6ressant de motoriser ces
maquettes, c'est ;i dire d'avoir des gouvemes rfglables pendant un essai et l'Ntape suivante, finalement, c'est d'utiliser li
encore peut-4tre des m~thodes, des technologies, des contr6les actifs c'est i dire de mettre un petit computer dans la boucle
pour contr6ler en permanence, par exemple pour I'dquilibrage de votre projet, et if est possible de faire des polaires
quilibrdes en permanence, et i ce moment IN vous gagnez 6norm~ment de temps sur le temps d'essais puisque vous etes

en permanence en equilibre sur les trois axes, et ce pilotage automatique d'une maquette en soufflerie est, je crois, tr~s
intressant. et actuellement il y a un grand travail qui est fait dans plusieurs laboratoires sur ces nouvelles techniques qui
emploient justement les nouvelles technologies de contr6le actif: et puis il faudra probablement avoir des montages tout
'i fait sp6ciaux dans les souffleies pour traiter les problmes d'avions ayant un contr6le actif allant jusqu'a la representa-
tion des rafales etc. pour pouvoir triter compl~tement un probl~me en laboratoire avant d'aller en vol, et je pense que
c'est trds utile parce que envoyer airectement en vol un projet extr~mement complexe en plus, c'est quelque chose de trs
dangereux evidemment. Je voudrais, le temps presse, je voudrais seulement faire une deuxi6me remarque: j'ai dte un peu
d&qu du manque, peut-etre. de papiers sur les probl6mes de l'importance de la motorisation, de la propulsion dans le futur
contr61e d'un avion, c'est ce que 'on appelle "engine airframe integration" cela veut dire que 'on essaye maintenant
d'utiiser I' norme quantite de mouvement que nous avons sur un avion pour essayer d'amdliorer le pilotage, et cela je
pense que c'est quelque chose qui est encore tout i fait dans 'enfance mais qui, dans les prochaines anndes, va se
developper beaucoup. En particulier, vous le savez, on l'a dvoqud pendant cette conf6rence, il y a la possibilitd de
developper des forces trs importantes en orientant le jet de propulsion et il y a une autre faqon d'utiliser cette quantit6
de mouvement, c'est de s'en servir pour des jets de contr6le, soit sous forme de contr6le de couche limite (BLC) pour
ameliorer l'6fficacit6 des gouvernes et les rendre lin~aires, ce qui est tr~s agr6able, et Ia deuxi~me possibilit6 c'est d'utiliser
par exemple le "spanwise blowing", enfin le soufflage transversal, qui permet de former un rdgime tourbillonnaire
beaucoup plus puissant et d'avoir un contr6le extr~mement int~ressant de I'avion dans des rfgimes de dcrochage de
l'avion; et cela aussi je pense qu'il y a beaucoup d'avenir dans ces nouvelles technologies et beaucoup de recherches sont
encore n~cessaire dans ce domaine. J'aimerais avoir I'avis des sp~cialistes de I'Air Force li-dessus.

I believe inter-disciplinary exchanges are extremely interesting and I am glad this subject has been discussed.
Considerable progress has been made in this area and mainly thanks to AGARD since we started considering active
controls applications approximately five years ago; a number of AGARD meetings have taken place, not only under the
sponsorship of the Flight Mechanics Panel, but also under that of the Structures and Materials Panel, the Guidance and
Control Panel and the Avionics Panel. Thus, opportunities have been provided for convening experts in various disciplines.
For the first time, precisely, people have met to discuss certain subjects, because they were compelled to. To succeed in
a project, is not sufficient to be an aerodynamicist, if you do not know how flexible is your structure, or what electronic
systems are available to control the aircraft; the same remark applies to experts in electronics who must be aware of
structures and aerodynamics design. Therefore, I believe that aeronautical engineers will require a new type of training.
This is already the case, incidentally, in most of Engineering Schools. The necessity of being versatilt becomes evident.
In all that has been studied about C.C.V. for several years, aerodynamics has been undoubtedly neglected to a great
extent, because active control constituted a very difficult subject, precisely from the system standpoint: the integration of
the computer into the aircraft design was something quite new. The greatest part of the work performed in this field was
first concerned with automatic control, and aerodynamic studies were left aside. Now, problems are being experienced
because the control surfaces which had been planned initially are sometimes insufficient. Therefore, I think that
considerable efforts have to be made in the field of aerodynamics studies. Unfortunately at a meeting like this, it is

difficult to have general results on aerodynamic, control surfaces, since they depend to a great extent on the configura-
tion of your project. This is why it is now necessary, at the initial stage of a project, to carry out preliminary calculations
and then a large number of wind-tunnel tests in order to determine the performance of the various control surfaces over
the whole flight envelope. This implies a considerable amount of work, if one wants to include the effects of incidence
and sideslip, of the Mach number, etc. This had led to very costly wind-tunnel test programmes. In this respect, I would
like to make a few remarks, because, for a Panel like the Fluid Dynamics Panel, it is absolutely necessary to improve
wind-tunnel measurement techniques, as well as test conditions, in order to reduce test time, therefore test costs. Cost
has become a very important facet in a project; the same applies to computers. The cost of theoretical computation is
becoming very high. However, as regards wind-tunnels, it is now possible to have improved model instrumentation;
it is becoming very interesting, in particular, to fit these models with actuators in order to have control surfaces which can
be adjusted in the course of a test. The following step consists in using active controls, that is to say, in incorporating asmall computer in the loop for permanent monitoring purposes. This provides the means of achieving constantly trimmed
polars and enables you to save considerable test time, since you are in constant equilibrium along the three axes. This
automatic control of a wind-tunnel model is, in my opinion, very interesting. A great deal of work is being performed
on these new techniques in several laboratories, where the new active control technologies are being applied. In addition,
very special mountings will have to be used in wind-tunnels to simulate an aircraft equipped with active controls,
including gust generation, etc.. so that a problem may be covered completely in a laboratory prior to flight tests. I believe
this is very useful, especially as subjecting an extremely complex project directly to flight tests in a very hazardous
adventure. As time presses, I shall make only one second remark: I have been slightly disappointed by the lack of papers
on the importance of some propulsion integration in the future control of an aircraft. This is what we call "engine
airframe integration". It means that, now, we must try to use the huge momentum available from the jet engine to
improve control. This technique, which is still in its infancy, will develop considerably in the next few years. In
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particular, as mentioned during this meeting it is possible to develop very high forces by orientating the propulsion jet.
Another way of taking advantage of this momentum consists in using it for control, either in the form of boundary layer
control to improve the efficiency of control surfaces and make them linear, which is very attractive, or in the form of
spanwise blowing, which makes it possible to create much more powerful vortex conditions and achieve a very interesting
control of the aircraft, even after stall conditions. I believe these new technologies are very promising, and considerable
research is still necessary in this field. I would appreciate hearing the opinion of the US Air Force specialists on this
subject.

Professor Young - UK: Thank you Philippe. Does any one wish to take up any of the points raised by M. Poisson-

Quinton? He drew attention to the fact that there was very little, if anything, said during the course of this meeting

about the use of the propulsion devices that we have on aircraft to augment in one way or another, our controls. That
was largely due to the fact that we had no one come forward with any papers on the subject. If anyone has any
comments on that point we could gladly spend a minute or two on it.

Mr Johanness - USA: At the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, we are pursuing what we call Integrated Flight and
Propulsion Control. We have over the years been trying to integrate various technologies. We have worked on control
and structures, control and aerodynamics, and control and avionics. Certainly propulsion is another major discipline that.
when properly integrated, can improve the overall mission capability of the aircraft. There is a great deal of interest in
that area, and perhaps the next time we have a meeting there will be some papers.

Professor Young - UK: Thank you. Well this brings to an end the presentation from the members of the Round Table.
I think we have covered during these presentations most of the major points which have been raised but there may be

other points that someone wishes to bring up.

Mr Mabey - UK: One thing that has worried me during this conference is that we have only heard the word "buffeting"
once or twice. On the occasions when we did hear it, I did not like what I heard. I heard echoes of the ghost of
"kinkology", stalking through the corridors of power*.

Taking the low speed range first: so many people spend so many hours in low speed wind tunnels testing very
elaborate models and measuring CL c Max to incredible accuracy, without having any unsteady wing root gages which are
very cheap, very simple to apply, or wing tip accelerometers which are also easy to apply. Even if they restricted their
attention to buffet onset, the information that they could gather would be invaluable and save them hours of time, for
example, in choosing the best conditions for flow visualization.

Moving up to transonic speeds a shortcoming of our own experiments is that we have not so far looked into the
regions of separated flows. Moreover we can already infer that the aerodynamic characteristics of all forms of controls
are going to be radically different once the flows are separated.

One final point: I have been surprised that the words "static and dynamic aeroelastic distortion" have not occurred
more often during this conference. Monsieur Poisson-Quinton used them just then and I was pleased to hear it. The sort
of models that we at the RAE have to use for our tests are very flexible and that sort of aeroplanes that fly around in the
sky are very flexible. I think that many discrepancies between theory and experiment can be attributed to aeroelastic
distortion.

Professor Young - UK: Are there any other comments?

Mr Thomas - UK: I would like to back up a bit. It was on M. Poisson-Quinton's remarks about the use of jet engine
and airframe integration. Perhaps, Monday is too long ago for him to remember, but there were examples given in the
paper by Dr Ross and myself which really demonstrate the force of his arguments.

Professor Young - UK: Any other comments?

Mr Bore - UK: It is perhaps uncharacteristic for me to have remained silent so long in this conference, but I think some
comment is needed in response to Poisson-Quinton's remarks about propulsion vectoring.

It is true that we can vector the thrust and get some remarkable manoeuvres. These manoeuvres have been
demonstrated both on simulators and in flight, and it has been stated that this produces a new dimension in manoeuvr-
ability. There is no doubt at all that vectoring the thrust is an extremely effective way of outflying the opposition which
cannot do this. So one can take that as demonstrated.

Of course there are many interactions between the effluxes and control and not all are completely understood, but
we can deal with them in practice. Vectoring the thrust introduces not only a new dimension to manoeuvrability but also
a new element to the matrix of interactions that one must understand as well. Although thrust vectoring in forward flight
is an established practical reality, there is still scope for further improvements for some time to come.

The improvements in wing buffeting caused by the postponement of alleviation of flow separations can sometimes be associated with
dhanges in the mean forces and pressures on the wing, particularly for low angles of sweep-back when buffeting is generally heavy. For
moderate or highly swept wings this is a much more difficult process. The term "kinkology" has been applied to these methods of
determinb improvements in buffet.
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Professor Young - UK: Thank you Mr Bore. Any other comment? We are getting close to the time when we must
stop. We can have one more. Dr Green.

Dr Green - UK: Since the subject of propulsion integration has achieved so much interest could I just put in a
commercial. Make a note in your diaries, Spring 198 1, in Toulouse, this Panel will be running a meeting on "Engine
Airframe Integration".

Professor Young - UK: Thank you. I think it is now time for me to draw this meeting to a close. Before doing so I
must first thank our speakers of the Round Table this morning for kindly helping to round off this meeting. I must also
thank, of course, everybody who presented papers during the course of the meeting and contributed to the discussions.
Some of the discussions could have gone on for a long time but unfortunately there was not the time available but one
hopes that such discussions can always be continued elsewhere. As far as this morning's discussions go I will not attempt
to summarize the points which have been raised. I think they brought out the most important features of the Symposium
and what needs to be done in the future. I am sure everyone will go away stimulated with ideas in the back of their mind
for future work as a result of these discussions. I would certainly endorse the final point made about the need for inter-
disciplinary understanding. By that, I do not mean one needs to be an expert in ten fields but one needs to understand
the language and the ideas of people in fields other than one's own. This was also brought home to me by a conversation
with one of our translators, who was having difficulty following the rather special jargon we tend to use and the vast

number of new hybrid words we are developing like tiperons, wingerons etc. etc. Having referred to the translators may
I say how grateful we all are to them for the excellent work they have done throughout these discussions. They have
acted as a very effective brake on the speed with which we would otherwise talk and have therefore helped our lecturers
to be more easily understood. Lastly I must certainly give my thanks to the Italian Air Force for the magnificent way
which they have organized this meeting but I believe our Chairman Mr Lloyd Jones will want to say something about that
himself so I'll ask Mr Lloyd Jones preceded first by Col. Vagnarelli to say a few words.

Col. Vagnarelli - Italy: Ladies and Gentlemen, on behalf of the Italian Air Force the Academy and the Italian AGARD
Organization, thank you for your attendance and interest. We have been very happy to be your host. Thank you very
much.

Mr Jones - USA: I would like to add thanks to a few other people. It takes a large number of people to make a

symposium such as this a success. First, I would like to recognise Prof. Young and his Programme Committee for the

excellent programme that they put together for us and to endorse his thanks to the Round Table participants who did
such an excellent job of ferreting out the basic message from this meeting. I would also like to thank the Authors and
the Speakers for their presentations - and all attendees for their active participation, which really makes conferences such
as this a useful activity.

I hope you have benefited from these presentations and from the opportunity to discuss privately with others

engaged in similar work and who are faced with problems similar to your own. I know you must have enjoyed your visit
to this beautiful city and to the neighbouring cities and Islands and so, as I, you will look back on this conference with
pleasure. There are a few others who need to be recognised - the AGARD staff from the Paris Office, Mr Rollins and

Mile Rivault and Sgt Calafiore who have been responsible for all of the planning for this meeting and from SHAPE
Sgt Treff. I also want to thank Ten. Col. Vagnarelli, the Italian AGARD Staff and his secretary Signora Servi, and from
the Academy Staff Col. Foresti and people from the Academy who have worked with them to help us so effectively: and
finally to our host the National Delegate from Italy to AGARD, General Fabi and to the Commander of the Academy,
General Nencha and his Deputy Commander, Col. Graciano. Their hospitality, as you are aware, has been most gracious.
Let me make one speach for a future FDP programme -- our next Symposium will be September 24 through 26 in The
Hague on the subject "Turbulent Boundary Layers - Experiments, Theory and Modelling". As you recognize this is a
fundamental area that needs to be understood to improve our computational fluid dynamics capability to be more useful
to the design engineers. May I at this time wish you all a pleasant and safe journey home and with that I will declare the
Symposium adjourned.


